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PREFACE.
Knowing Francis Pieters for quite some time now, I was honored when he asked me to write a
preface to this book. Because of his interest and passion for the wind band and its music, from
ever since he was Young, I might say that he became throughout the years the best
documented individual with an enormous knowledge about all the aspects of the wind band.
Thanks to his “non-stop” interest and his international research since years about anything
regarding and related to the wind band, his library and discography are enormous and don’t
have an end. The way he informs all, of us with his books and articles about history,
biographies, orchestras, recordings, repertoire, composers and their lives and compositions, I
could s ay that he is a living encyclopedia of the wind band. This book is once more the proof,
like all of his works already written, of his thorough and detailed research and huge
knowledge. For the reader of this book, I am sure that it will reveal new unknown elements in
the history of the wind band. Enjoy reading it and get triggered by Francis’s passion for the
wind band.
Yves Segers
Chief-conductor of the Royal Symphonic Band of the Belgian Guides.
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I. WIND MUSIC IN PREHISTORY, ANTIQUITY
AND MIDDLE AGES
Before becoming a State or a Kingdom, a country is at first a nation, men and women who
join forces to survive, to defend themselves, to help one another, to develop their community.
The Belgian Revolution of 1830 is only the final period of a long evolution out of which
BELGIUM was born. The terms “Belgae” and “Belgium” are to be found for the very first
time in Caesar’s writings “De Bello Gallico”1 in the first century before Christ. The Roman
province of “Gallia Belgica” covered an area between the Rhine and the Seine. During the
next centuries, the term Belgica was used to indicate quite different regions, most of them
outside the actual Belgian territory. When the Burgundian State was created the term “Gallia
Belgica” was used again and Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy was called “Rex
Belgarum” (King of the Belgians) by some historians. In the sixteenth century the XVII
Provinces are frequently called “Belgica” or “Belgium”. The Dutch language is designed as
“lingua belgica”, whereas the Romance language speaks of Flanders, the Flemish people and
the Flemish language. Even after the separation of the Northern Provinces (to become The
Netherlands) from the Southern Provinces (to become Belgium), the same terms remain in
use. From the late 18th century onwards the term “Belgique” is used by the French
(oppressors) to design the (more or less) actual territory of Belgium. The term is used at the
Vienna Congress in 1815 and remains the obvious choice for the name of the new State
created in 1830.

PREHISTORY.
Belgium’s history finds its roots some 2000 years ago in the tribes of Gauls of Celtic or (in
the eyes of Caesar) Germanic origin living in pile dwellings or caves in the river Meuse
valley. These tribes were called Morenes (Morini) and Menapians (Menapii) in the 4th
century BC, Nervians (Nervii) and Eburones (Eburoni) in the 2nd century B.C. About 150 BC
a Celtic tribe, called “THE BELGAE”, crossed the river Rhine and settled north of the river
Seine. Julius Caesar erroneously called all the tribes settled between the rivers Seine, Marne
and Rhine, “The Belgae”. Famous leaders who resisted Caesar’s legions were Boduognat,
leader of the Nervii and Ambiorix, leader of the Eburones.
How about (wind) music in those times?
In prehistory, people blew into some reed stems attached to one another in which they bore
several holes and managed to produce different whistle sounds. When man realized that when
blowing on a vibrating reed, he could produce a penetrating sound, he worked out a primitive
musical instrument called a shawm. This can be considered as the predecessor of the oboe and
related single and double reed musical instruments. Back in the Stone Age, they blew on
animal horns to transmit signals (gatherings, menacing dangers …) and later those horns will
be imitated and made out of metal. There is however no real scientific knowledge whatsoever
about an artistic role of musical wind instruments, this is purely a matter left to imagination.

Commentarii de Bello Gallico (Comments on the war with the Gauls) is a historical report remarkable for the
purity and austerity of the language.
1
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ANTIQUITY.
The Romans.
Antiquity is much more explicit about the artistic use of musical wind instruments. The first
great organized invasion of the actual Belgian territories was that by Julius Caesar’s Roman
legions. Although Caesar stated that “The Belgae were the bravest of all the Gauls” the
Romans were the first foreign ‘oppressors’ of the Belgian people; many others were to come.
So, the first great well-organized and trained army that scourged
Western Europe – including the Belgian territories - was that of the
Roman Empire, a strong army based on a rigid discipline. Army
music was inherent to the Roman legions and quite some
sculptures, bas-reliefs, mosaics as well as numerous literary and
other written testimonies dating from the Roman period clearly
indicate that the Roman legions boasted real “military bands”.
Indeed, the military musicians of the Roman legions supported the
soldiers’ courage and kept them in step as well in the occupied
territories as at parades in Rome. They were divided into four
classes of musicians, tubicines, bucinatores, cornicines and
liticines, though historians do not exactly agree about the content
covered by these labels. Among the musical instruments they used
for military (marching, and parading) purposes we mention the long
shaped straight trumpet which they called “tuba” and the circular
trumpet which they called “bucina”. For the religious and sacrificial
rites they used the ”tibia”, originally a bone pipe with up to four
finger holes, later a double-pipe reed instrument with two pipes
made from ivory (similar to the Greek “aulos”).
Another wind instrument used for the cults (Dionysus cults and
others) was the “aulos”, a double-pipe reed instrument with a
deeper-sounding left pipe and an upturned horn-shaped bell. As
already mentioned, in military music there was a tradition of trumpets, played by the
“tubicines” and horns – “cornu”, played by the “cornicines”. The straight “tuba” was a
conical bronze or iron tube with a small bell, the long-stemmed “lituus”, of Etruscan origin,
had a hook-shaped bell which was bent back and the “cornu” was circular with a handle
attached diagonally. The lituus was usually a prerogative of the cavalry units, whereas the
tuba and buccina were in use with the infantry troops. The tubicines played signals to sound
the alarm, attack or retreat, but also played on the march at funerals, at sacrifice ceremonies,
capital executions and in triumphal or religious processions. Cornicines or horn players were
to be found in the neighborhood of the standard bearers. The buccina was used for camp life
and blown for the changing of the guard and similar daily military rites.
It has been established that those military musicians often gathered into a kind of “band of
brass (bronze) instruments” called aeneatores or aenatores. They played as a unit for the
sacrifice ceremony led by the Emperor just before the start of a campaign, at grand triumphal
victory parades in Rome and occasionally to perform a kind of tattoo (even a small daily
tattoo in the army camps) for the commander of the army. This performance was called a
“classicum”. Similar to the military music of other peoples, that of the Romans was not
limited to a simple language of sound signals. It was also used for artistic and moral purposes.
General Norbanus Flaccus liked to play the tuba (trumpet) in his spare time, as told the Greek
historian Dion Cassius in his ‘Roman History’, book 57, chapter 18.
1. Mosaic representing
a cornu player.
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We can assume that the Roman military musicians
were full musicians. Each legion boasted 39 tubicines,
commanded by an “optio”, petty officer of the
musicians, and a “princeps”, the Staff trumpeter2. At
the battle, these musicians were spread over the
different cohorts and so each unit had 3 tubicines
blowing signals and calls. Each legion also boasted 36
cornicines also spread over the units at the battle. It is
supposed that the tuba and the cornu blew different
kinds of military signals and calls, though there is no
real evidence to prove so.
In the early third century, the military musicians of the
Roman legions, tubicines and cornicines, got the
privilege to set up an own college with its own by-laws
and proper finances. On 23 May they celebrated their
own trumpeters’ feast called “Tubilustrium”.
2. Detail of the Trajan Column, Rome.

A combination of wind instruments and percussion instruments such as tibiae, transverse
flutes, bronze cymbals and tympana were used in the orgiastic Dionysus festivals as several
wall pictures in Pompeii illustrate.
As the Romans conquered a large part of Europe, Northern Africa and Asia Minor they
certainly introduced foreign musical instruments in their own musical organizations, but on
the other hand they also brought their own instruments to all the conquered territories. We can
imagine that the Roman wind instruments, especially those used in their “military bands”
were also spread all over the
Belgian territories, but there is no
evidence that the oppressed tribes
of Celts and Gauls adopted any of
those. The ‘Belgian’ regions
remained under Roman rule up to
the year 406. Yet, it is known that
Julius Caesar used the tubicines to
lure the Gauls, as the Roman
strategists used to do; they let
trumpet players play in abandoned
camps or at a big distance of the
majority of the army to give a false
impression of the real positions.
Caesar’s staff trumpeter alerted the
troops in the neighborhood of
Maubeuge (now next to FrenchBelgian border) when the Nervii
attacked by surprise, as we can read
in his “Commentarii de bello
gallico” 20, 2.
3. Musicians of the Roman legions.
Detail of the Trajan Column, Rome
2

Domaszewski, A. von, Die Rangordnung des römischen Heeres, Cologne, 1967.
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The Gauls.
In several passages of his report on the Gallic Wars Caesar mentions the use of signal-horns
with the Gauls. His reports as an eye-witness could be compared with the scarce images on
Greek and Roman archaeological finds. In the year 51 the Belgian tribe of the “Bellovaci”
suffered a severe defeat and so they feared a complete invasion of the Roman legions;
Caesar’s legatus Hirtius mentioned that they summoned a war council ”cantu tubarum” (by
means of blowing the tubae) in “Commentarii de bello gallico” 8, 20, 2. It is difficult to find
out whether the Gauls used the Roman tuba or if the Roman reporters used the Latin name for
a Celtic instrument! The Celtic people indeed used several bronze wind instruments. In many
historical reports (e.g. Polubios) the terrible noise of the Celtic armies is mentioned. Several
of the Celtic military musical instruments are to be seen on Roman victory monuments and so
we can distinguish three different types. The first is a man’s height huge S-shaped trumpet
with a bell in the shape of a dragon’s head as seen on 3rd century victory coins of the Illyrians
in Etolia in Ancient Greece and on the cauldron of Gundestrup. Some historians think this
instrument was called Karnyx, but he name could refer to another instrument as well. The
second wind instrument used by Celtic armies is a big oval bent horn with a thin tube and
fairly big bell; similar to the Roman cornu it also had a handle attached diagonally. We can
see a broken specimen on the famous statue of the “Dying Gaul” at the Roman Capitol
Museum. The third instrument is a trumpet, related to the Roman tuba, and sometimes
composed of several segments3. This survey
proves that the Gauls had a number of
different horns, trumpets and wind instruments
at their disposal, which, exactly as with the
Romans, played a role in warfare, all kinds of
festivities and public ceremonies. The fact that
the Gauls could resist the Romans for quite
some time proves that they had well organized
armies and such armies could not lack signals
and calls, so we can assume that they (e.g. the
Bellovaci) had their own signal instruments
which Caesar and other Roman historians,
such as Hirtius, indicated with the name of
Roman musical instruments.
4. Roman tubicines.

When Roman culture declined, such authors as Seneca, Plutarch and Tacitus attacked the
‘decline’ of music in the service of luxury, on national, social, musical and moral grounds.
However, after the fall of the western Roman Empire AD 476 the Roman musicians (and their
musical slaves) became the means by which the instruments and musical practice of the
antiquity were transmitted to the itinerant musicians (jugglers and troubadours) of the Middle
Ages. During the period of the migration of the German peoples, almost all surviving musical
instruments of the Romans were destroyed. Their names however partly remained and were
used again in the Middle-Ages without question, though no longer really appropriate. At the
times of the Crusades, a large number of new musical instruments were developed and others
were directly imported from the Orient.
3

Walser, Gerold, Römische und gallische Militärmusik in “Festschrift Arnold Geering”, Bern, 1972, pp. 235
- 236.
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THE MIDDLE AGES.
The next great invasion was that of the Frankish people with the Merovingian and Carolingian
dynasties. The reign of Emperor Charlemagne (800-814) was an attempt to restore the Roman
Empire. The eastern part of the actual Belgian territory belonged to the nuclear part of
Charlemagne’s empire, his favorite villa being situated at Herstal. Anyway, the real birth of
arts in the Low Countries dates from this period called “The Carolingian Renaissance” and is
limited to religious architecture and writings.
Charlemagne’s biographer Eginhard (ca 70 –840) describes the taking of the French city of
Avignon and mentions that Charlemagne’s army boasted wind instrument players; he clearly
makes mention of the Roman instruments lituus, tuba and cornu (also called cor, cleron or
claronceau). The latter was carried over the shoulder and can obviously be considered as a
predecessor of typical “call or
signal instruments” (such as bugle,
post horn or hunting horn).The
Roman instruments had no doubt
been developed and somewhat
refined. The most famous wind
instrument of that era was certainly
the "Oliphant" which Roland,
Charlemagne’s
faithful
army
commander, sounded at the fateful
Battle of Roncevaux; it was
probably a horn made from an
elephant’s tusk or other animal
horn.
5. Medieval musicians

The legendary 11th century epic “Chanson de Roland” also mentions that Roland:
“Si fait suner ses cors e ses buisines. »4
(had his “horns and buisines” blown).
The buisine (busine)5 was a herald’s trumpet with a long and straight cylindrical or slightly
conical bore and often decorated with the banner of a king or any member of nobility. Those
buisines were combined with shawms and with small kettle drums or nakers (“naqqara” in
Arabic) into ensembles performing fanfares and other simple tunes for one or other military
function or for ceremonial occasions. This kind of wind music was to be found in the Belgian
area that was part of the Charlemagne’s Empire. The Treaty of Verdun in 843 assigned the
Belgian region to a country called Lorraine, intended as a buffer (already!) between France
and Germany. In the 9th century, the area was scourged by numerous attacks of the fierce
Vikings. It is not known whether the famous lyres (bronze herald trumpets) of the Vikings
inspired the Frankish people.
Chanson de Roland, verse 1629.
The term buisine obviously goes back to the Roman buccina. The German word for trombone “Posaune” and
the Dutch word “bazuin” either referring to the Herald Trumpet or even indicating the trombone up to ca. 1950
are also derived from this same term.
4
5
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The French chroniclers and literary authors writing about events in this part of Western
Europe use different terms when referring to the horns or trumpets used.
Cor designed all kinds of horns, ranging from the animal horn (e.g. a bull’s horn), via the
signal horn worn with a shoulder or waist belt, to the large metal war horn. We also find the
already mentioned ivory horn in medieval literature:
“Un corn d’olifan haut e cler
A fait lez sei treis feiz soner »6
(he had an ivory horn/olifan blown
with high and clear sounds
next to him three times)
« Li cors d’ivoire qui rendoit
Itel son et tele estormie,
Avoit de lonc paume et demie,
Sans plus, sans mains, par vérité. »7
(the ivory horn which produced
such a sound and such noise,
was one and a half palm long,
no more, no less, in all truth)
6. Oliphant blower - Illumination of a
medieval manuscript.

Another horn they mention is called ”Graisle” (also spelled greisle or gresle):
« Parmi cele host funt mil graisles suner. »8
(Then thousand horns were sounded in the middle of that year)
Still another type (name ?) of horn is « Moinel » (meinel …) referring to a horn “qui n’est
trop grands ne trop petiz” (neither too large nor too small):
“Quand Rous veit cels qui esperonent
Qui de combatre les semunent tost e isnel,
A fait sonner un meienel
Dunt les dous chés furent d’or fin. »9
(When Roux saw those who used their spurs
which incited them to start fighting immediately,
he had a horn blown
both ends of which were of pure gold)
« Et d’eures en autres sounoit
.1. moienel par grant vigor,
Si que la foriest tout entor
Qui moult estoist bele et fueillie,
Retentissoit de l’estourmie. »10
Benoît de Sainte-Maure, Chroniques des ducs de Normandie, Ed. F. Michel, Vol.1, Paris 1836, p. 166.
Chrétien de Troyes, Perceval le Gallois, verse 31.750.
8
Chanson de Roland, verse 700. Also mentioned in verses 1832, 1453, 1004, 2116, 3138 and 2110.
9
Benoît de Sainte-Maure, o.c. Vol.1, p. 120.
10
Chrétien de Troyes, o.c. verse 27.140 & 27.166.
6
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(And from time to time he blew
a trumpet/horn with much vigor
so that in the surrounding forest
which was beautiful and with many leaves
there was an infernal noise)
A very common name was also « Trompe », derived from the Latin tromba and denoting
originally a signal horn:
“Li trompaour trompent sanz faille
Quant chevalier vont en bataille
Et autresi quant il retronent.”11
(The horn blowers do not fail to blow
when the knights go to the battle
and even when they come back.)
A very often used name is that of « Clarion » (clairain, claron), subsisting in the French and
Dutch names for bugle, “clairon” and “klaroen” (short B flat natural trumpet):
“les trompettes, clarons et ménéstrels de toutes manières d’instruments
commencèrent à jouer »12.
(the trumpets, clarions and all kind of minstrel instruments started playing)
Finally, the term Trompette turns up in the 14th century, referring to a small trompe
(trompette, being apparently a diminutive of trompe).
Besides the military musicians, Western Europe boasted many itinerant musicians (joculatores
or jongleurs) which travelled, often in the company of minstrels (troubadours), from one
castle to another and later from one town to another in order to entertain the bored noble men
and women or to add luster to all kinds of festivities. Music was mainly functional for several
centuries and was used for the purpose of religion, the armies, labor and of course dancing.
Towards the end of the Middle Ages, the period Johan Huizinga13 called “The Waning of the
Middle Ages”, art gradually also got a function to fill life with beauty. Huizinga states:
“All the works and all the joys of life, whether dependent on religion, chivalry, trade or love,
had their marked form. The task of art was to adorn all these concepts with charm and color;
it is not desired for its own sake, but to decorate life with the splendor it could bestow… Art
had to be enjoyed as an element of life itself, as the expression of life’s significance.”14
It is from this angle that the flowering of the shawm band (wind band) in the fifteenth century
should be considered. But let us start from the beginning of the Middle Ages.
At first, we can discern three kinds of music: music for the army, music for the church and
music for the court; later we can add music for the citizen.

Meung, Jean de, L’Art de chevalerie, Ed. U.Robert, Paris, 1897, page 113.
Kervyn, Fragment inédit de Froissart in “Bulletin de l’Académie royale de Belgique” (1868), volume XXV,
p. 57.
13
Huizinga, Johan, Herfsttij der Middeleeuwen, Haarlem, 1919, translated into English as “The Waning of the
Middle Ages” by F. Hopman, Garden City, New-York, 1954.
14
Huizinga, Johan, o.c., pp. 243-244.
11
12
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A. MUSIC FOR THE ARMY.
A lot of Belgian (Flemish and Walloon) knights and soldiers went on crusade to deliver
Jerusalem and especially Christ’s tomb from the Muslims. Godefroid de Bouillon (10611100) led the army of knights of the Meuse region in the First Crusade (1096-1099) and died
in Jerusalem. Robert II (called Robert of Jerusalem), Count of Flanders from 1093 to 1111, is
said to have delivered the Holy places in Jerusalem from the Turks during that First Crusade.
Thierry of Alsace, Count of Flanders from 1128 to 1168, participated in the Second Crusade
and his son Philip of Alsace, Count of Flanders from 1168 to 1691, died during the Third
Crusade, when he went to the Holy Land for the second time. Another Count of Flanders,
Baldwin IX, reigning from 1194 to 1206, participated in the Fourth Crusade and became
Emperor of Constantinople. Historians relate that in 1204 Baldwin, Count of Flanders and
Hainault, was raised on a buckler and proclaimed Emperor of Constantinople by the French
and Venetians allies while military instruments accompanied the general jubilation during the
ceremony. The French 19th century authority on history of military music Georges Kästner
believes that the trumpets of the Crusaders’ armies joined the trumpets of the Muslims15.
Philip of Alsace is said to have introduced a new coat of arms in Flanders, as a war trophy
brought along from the East: a black lion on a golden field! This is still the coat of arms of
Flanders! Thierry of Alsace was the only Count of Flanders who came back from the “Holy
Land”. He did not only bring some precious relics, such as some of Christ’s Holy Blood, but
also all kinds of jewels, tissues, condiments etc. We can easily imagine that the nakar,
“Turkish” drums or timpani were also introduced in Flanders at that time. Those kettle-drums
were used in combination with natural trumpets and became in use with cavalry troops, often
derived from courtly trumpet corps. The Tabor, a two-headed drum, was also in use, as
several 11th century “chansons de geste” testify.
In Europe, the first evidence of the transverse
flute or fife is found in a miniature in the 12th
century “Hortus Deliciarum”. Throughout the
Middle Ages and up to as late as the Baroque
period, it was chiefly a military instrument, as
for ‘art music” the recorder was preferred.
From the 12th century onwards, the fife is to be
found in the Germanic areas of Europe and is
soon introduced in the Low Countries as well.
It was a small transverse flute with narrow
bore, generally made from a single piece of
wood with six finger-holes. In the Renaissance
they were combined with drums and used in
the
military,
more
precisely
with
Infantry or foot troops.
7. Musicians in Les très riches heures
du Duc de Berry 1413-1416.

This combination of fifes and drums was still in use with the Belgian volunteer militias up to
the end of the eighteenth century (cf. chapter IV). According to several sources, it was during
the siege of Calais (at that time a Flemish town) on 3 August 1347 that the English introduced
the drum on the European continent.
This is mainly due to Froissart’s description: “When after a long siege, King Edward III
15

Kästner, Georges, Manuel Général de Musique Militaire, Paris, 1848, p. 75.
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finally took possession of Calais, he and his retinue entered the town with:
“a foison de trompettes, tabours, nacaires et buccines”
(an abundance of trumpets, drums, kettle drums and buisines).
Another, slightly different version by Froissart says:
Et entrèrent en la ville à si grand foison de menestrandiers, de trompes, de
tambours, de chalemies et de muses, que ce seroit merveilles à recorder16.
(And entered the town with such a big abundance of minstrels, trumpets, drums,
shawms and musettes – small bagpipes -, that it was marvelous to remember)
Froissart also mentions nacaires referring to the use of timpani or kettle drums, also imported
from the Orient (cf. supra). However, we know from Michaud’s “History of the Crusades”
that the Crusaders discovered the Turkish drums and had those combined with these trumpets.
Michaud describes the camp of the Crusaders during the first Crusade and writes:
Différents cris de guerre, les tambours, dont les Sarrasins avaient introduit l’usage
en Europe, et des cornes sonores, percées de plusieurs trous, appelaient les croisés
aux exercices militaires17.
(Several battle cries, the drums, the use of which had been introduced in Europe by
the Saracens, and sounding horns with several holes, called the Crusaders up to the
military exercises)
Moreover, we know that the association of drum and fife (cf. next chapter) is recorded in the
1332 Chronicles of the City of Basle (Switzerland). The Swiss had “borrowed” the drum form
their oriental foes, but, as we just stated, many Western European knights (including the
English) had also brought back drums when being lucky enough to return from the Crusades.
B. MUSIC FOR THE CHURCH.
The baptism of the Merovingian King Clovis (Tournai, 466 – Paris, 511) at Rheims in 506
engendered a widespread introduction of Christianity in the Belgian areas and created
religious centers in Tournai and Tongeren, both towns with an Episcopal seat. The foundation
of abbeys was also of capital importance for the christening of the region. In the 7 th century,
no less than 25 abbeys were created, e.g. in Ghent (actual Flanders) and in the 10 th century,
after the devastations by the Vikings, these abbeys found an echo in the numerous cathedrals
and collegiate churches in the cities. From the 12th and 13th century onwards we find vocal
ensembles, composed of (often poor) children to recite liturgical songs in those churches.
Next to the minstrels and jongleurs who played the flute and the shawm (predecessor of the
oboe), one could find ensembles of wind instruments in the churches towards the end of the
Middle Ages. They generally accompanied the religious songs and crowd singing. In town
churches and castle chapels the mass on Sundays and religious holidays was the most
important religious service. In the 13th century religious music dominated, whereas in the 14th
century secular music became preponderant. Yet several interesting masses were composed in
the 14th century, among these the “Tournai masses”. This was the beginning of the mass as a
musical form. The iconography shows wind instrument players accompanying the singers in
churches and chapels, but we do not have many written records about this custom. As the
plainsong was unaccompanied except for some organ playing, we can assume that (wind)
instruments were only involved as accompaniment on festive occasions. Only few instruments
anterior to the 15th century are at our disposal and so we must rely on paintings, sculptures,
stained glass windows and tapestries. Those works of arts show a kind of panpipe (often
called fretel) and the cornett, usually played either by minstrels/jongleurs or angels and also
the chalemie (shawm), dulcian and also bagpipes.
16
17

Froissart, Chroniques, Tome I, livre I, part I, chap. 322 (Buchon edition).
Michaud, M., Histoire des Croisades, Paris, 1825, 1ère Partie, Tome Ier, p. 188.
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8. Two cornett players and one sacbut player accompanying
a choirboys’ school. (woodcut).

C. MUSIC FOR THE COURT.
The medieval counties and duchies corresponding more or less with the actual Belgian
territory were constituted between the 9th and 12th century as the result of the crumbling of the
central power. Either governed by laymen or by clergymen, they established their
geographical boundaries based on ancient Merovingian and Carolingian administrative
divisions, transformed by imperial or royal concessions, donations, military conquests,
matrimonial alliances or divisions due to legacies.
From the 9th to the 14th century the Belgian territory
consisted of small realms –such as the County of
Flanders – and gradually developing towns such as
Bruges and Ghent. The County of Flanders became an
autonomous realm in the second part of the 9th century,
the County of Brabant some two centuries later.
Despite a victory against the French Army in 1302, the
Count of Flanders remained a liege of the King of
France; nevertheless, the county mostly led a quite
independent life. The complex feudal system on the
one hand, and the close links between the land
and its inhabitants on the other hand, determined rights
and power of the reigning counts, dukes and
9. Miniature by le Maître de
prince bishops. Those minor sovereigns boasted a
Juvenal Des Ursins, illustrating
private chapel of singers, used for their private
Le Roman de la Rose ca. 1460.
religious services. Next to them – and of inferior social
rank - were the minstrels, musicians playing instruments. The percussion instruments (drums,
timpani and cymbals), brass instruments (trumpet - clairon, buisine - and sackbut) and
shawms belonged to the so-called “haut” (loud) instruments, whereas the flute and recorder
belonged to the “bas” (soft) instruments. The combinations of those wind instruments were
called in French “haute musique” or in Latin “alta capella”.
14

The Alta Capella.
The alta cappella could, no doubt, be considered as one of the earliest forms of a wind band.
Usually, it consisted of a combination of sackbut(s) and shawms.
The SACKBUT (saqueboute in French) – turning up in the early 15th
century - produced all chromatic tones as it consisted of two tubes, one of
them sliding over the other. At the Burgundian court they were called
“trompettes de ménéstrels” (minstrel trumpets) to distinguish them from the
trompettes de guerre (war trumpets)18. The sackbut was combined with the
shawm and the bombarde to form a wind ensemble that was called alta,
referring to the “loud” (literary “high”) instruments. In Flemish town bands
it will simply be called “trompe” or “trompette” and the musician “tromper”
– which makes it rather difficult to distinguish them from the town watchers.
In Flemish (Dutch) it is often referred to as “besoene” or “boesine”, though
the French word “buisine” refers to a straight trumpet. Yet in 1435 the term
bazuin is used in Ghent19. This term will later refer to the slide trombone and
is also related to the German term “Posaune”. Anyway, the medieval
chroniclers did not really care about the exact names of the musical
instruments (cf. above).
The SHAWM (chalémie in French, schalmei in Dutch)
was a double-reed forerunner of the oboe made in several
sizes (from sopranino to great bass) out of wood and with
keys. The instrument had a piercing brilliance of tone
which engendered a great carrying power outdoors. The
reed was fitted on a conical metal staple. The bore of the
instrument was also conical. The reed, broader than that of
the modern oboe, was gripped between the player’s lips,
which afforded considerable control over the intonation
and dynamics. A closely related descendant is the type of
instruments used by the Spanish cobla bands. Other wind
10. Shawm.
instruments used in court music were the bombarde and the
trompette de guerre.

The BOMBARDE was a bass size of the shawm and took its name from an
artillery piece of the same name. It was introduced in the second half of the
14th century and by was quite common by the last decade of that century. It
was about three inches longer than the shawm and was pitched a fifth lower.
It is in fact a tenor shawm, in opposition to the descant or ordinary shawm.
In German it is referred to as a “Pommer”.
11. Bombarde.

Originally the term sackbut referred to the straight trumpet, changed into an S shape in the 15th century; more
or less in the same period it started referring to the sliding trumpet.
19
Muziek te Gent, anonymous manuscript in Ghent Municipal Archives.
18
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The TROMPETTE DE GUERRE.
At the Burgundian Court, the trompette de guerre (war trumpet) was referred to under several
names called such as “trompe”, “buisine”, “tuba”, “claron” and “trompille”. It is often seen on
paintings as a long tube ending in a large bell. In order to make it handier, it was often
crooked. Usually, they were made out of cupper, but rich cities, such as Bruges, boasted silver
trumpets. The trumpets were only used at grand occasions.
Because of their excellence, the Flemish
court musicians soon boasted an
international reputation. So, for example,
did the Brabant shawm player Middach
travel over one thousand miles to play at
the court of the Crown Prince of Aragon
at Barcelona in March 1379. The prince
was so pleased with Middach’s
performance that he invited him to stay
for some time at Barcelona. This caused
quite some anger and envy with Jan
Stroman20, another Flemish shawm
player who had been enrolled as official
shawm player at the Court of Aragon the
year before! Middach played at the
coronation ceremony of the new King of
Castile at Madrid in July of the same
year. The crown prince of Aragon had
appointed Middach as “king of the
minstrels” (Rey dels ministers) not only
in his country but also in Germany and
France.
Middach
had
been active as a court musician in
12. Medieval trumpeters.
Flanders since about 1364 as was usually referred to as
“Coninc Middach” (King Middach), leader of the Brabant minstrels. In September 1363 his
name is mentioned in the financial accounts of the Dutch nobleman Jan van Blois: Middach
ende sinen gheselle, shertogen pipers van Brabant (Middach and his companions, fifers of the
Duke of Brabant) had played for ten days in Holland. Yet, Middach remained always the
official court musician of Wenceslas, Duke of Brabant, even when he played at the court of
the King of England during the summer of 1368 or when he was active in Aragon in 1379.
The alta band as a combination of shawms (including bombarde) and sackbut was described
about 1480 by Tinctoris21 as a very common musical group in The Southern Netherlands in
the fifteenth century.
At the courts of the Count of Flanders, the Duke of Burgundy and other princely courts, in
fact the leading aristocratic establishment of that time, the war trumpet players – six or eight
in number – accompanied the sovereign whenever he travelled. They blew some fanfares on
horseback when he entered a town, they introduced important announcements or indicated the
different parts of a tournament.

In Spain he was called Johan Estrumant.
Johannes Tinctoris (Braine l’Alleud ca 1435 - ?, 1511) was one of the most important theorists of his time; his
writings – such as “De Inventione et usu musicae” ca 1484 - are a most valuable source of information about
music and instruments of the Renaissance.
20
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The straight trumpet, called
“Lucia” turned up in Europe
about 1200 and proved an
ideal
instrument
for
performing military calls.
Timpani were used as bass
part
accompanying
the
ensemble
playing
of
trumpets. Usually the trumpet
was a long straight or Sshaped metal tube provided
with an embouchure and
ending in a widening bell; the
number of notes produced
was very limited: the series of
harmonics determined by the
length of the tube.
13. A Tournament – Miniature by Jean Dreux.

The presence of trumpeters was a clear sign of distinction for the noblemen and they
maintained this privilege in order to demonstrate their power. Trumpets and kettle drums
(timpani) were synonym of pomp and pageantry. The trumpet was used by the nobility as
“their” mark of distinction and any peer of some importance boasted at least one trumpeter,
whereas sovereigns had a band of trumpeters at their disposal. No less than 54 trumpeters
participated in the Procession of the Crowning Ceremony of the French King Louis XI in
1461!
Those trumpets were probably also combined with other wind instruments, especially shawms
and bombardes, though the name usually refers to sackbuts. So gradually we had two types of
wind bands: one consisting of trumpets and kettledrums and another consisting of shawms
and sackbuts, maybe increased by one or more trumpets.
In the 14th and 15th centuries the country belonged to the Dukes of Burgundy. Trumpets were
first of all used to sound the alarm by the watch of fortresses and castles. The famous
medieval chronicler Froissart22 mentions that when the castle of Thun was taken by surprise
by the Count of Hainault in 1339:
Aussi la guête du châtel ouït la frainte et l’aperçut de sa garde : si fut tout ébahi et
commença à sonner et à corner en sa buisine »23.
(The castle watch heard the big noise and saw it from his watch tower: he was
stupefied and started blowing his buisine)
In 1369 Philip the Bold (1342-1404), son of the King of France, married Margaret, daughter
of Louis of Male, Count of Flanders, and became thus Count of Flanders in 1384.
From then onwards, the area belonged to the Burgundian realm. Philip the Bold had a fair
interest in music. Shortly after his accession in 1363, Philip saw to purchase horns and
trumpets for the watchmen of his castles:
“… for the purchase of a brass trumpet for the turret of the castle of Grignon, to [be]
blown when the watchman sees men-at-arms”24
Jean Froissart (Valenciennes, 1337 – Chimay, ca 1400): French chronicler, poet and novelist. His travels
through England, Scotland, France and Italy allowed him to write four volumes of « Chroniques » between 1370
and 1400.
23
Froissart, Jean, Chroniques, Volume I, page 71 (Buchon edition).
24
Brenet, Michel, Musique et Musiciens de la vieille France, Paris, 1911, p. 6.
22
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By 1367 the duke had no less than twenty-eight musicians in his service25. In 1368 he
engaged a kettle-drummer named Henri Baudet and a trumpeter in 1384. He sent his
musicians to famous minstrel schools, e.g. in Ghent in 1378. Froissart heard the duke’s wind
band when he was part of one of the duke’s travels in 1390:
“Much great beauty and pleasure to hear from the resounding trumpets and clarions,
and other minstrels performing on bagpipes, shawms and timpani…”
The same Froissart stated that at the siege of Valenciennes26 in 1340, the French brought
“muses, calemelles, naquaires, trompes et trompettes” (bagpipes, shawms, drums, horns and
trumpets) with them. This could be an evidence of the above-mentioned combination of
several kinds of wind instruments.
Philip the Bold had organized a musical chapel in 1384, but his son John the Fearless (13711419) disbanded it at his father’s death in 1404, but restored it in 1415. He had a trumpet
choir and also an indoor wind band as proves an order form for a complete set of instruments
in 1413: the order consists of two shawms, two bombardes “with key”, a contre (the bass to
the bombarde) and a trumpet “to be played with the other instruments” (probably a slidetrumpet). The ducal musicians were often present during the meals of the duke and the
duchess and even sometimes enjoyed the rare privilege of eating at the ducal table, but usually
they merely played during dinner. The last payment to musicians during the lifetime of John
the Fearless listed six trumpeters27. The Burgundian chapel achieved its greatest fame under
Duke Philip the Good (Dijon, 1396 - Bruges, 1467), Duke of Burgundy from 1419 to 1467.
The latter added several provinces to Flanders and so laid down the foundation of the “Low
Countries”. As he resided mostly in Brussels and Bruges. Philip the Good was famous for the
quality of the entertainment at his court, so that he was imitated by several monarchs, such as
Henry VIII of England. The duke’s musicians were usually valets-de-chambre (valets) as well
and so they could approach the duke at any time, buy materials in his name and use the ducal
seal. They received a fixed salary and were exempt from taxation by the duke. Duke Philips
the Good recruited most of his musicians from Flanders and The Low Countries. For
example, four Flemish musicians, called Janszoon were members of the “alta” of Philip the
Good. For special occasions he gathered a great number of specially hired musicians; so e.g.
for the arrival of his bride, Isabella of Portugal in Bruges 8 January 1430. A witness
describes:
“et y ot trompettes d’argent bien Vixx (120) ou plus et d’autres trompettes,
menestrelz, joueurs d’orgues, de harpes et d’aultres instruments sans nombre, que de
force jouer faisoient telle noise, que toute la ville en resonoit”28
(more than 120 silver trumpets, plus other trumpets, minstrels, players of organ, harp
and other instruments without number; the power of the music made the whole city
vibrate.)

Prost, B., Liste des artistes mentionnés dans les états de la maison du roi et des maisons des princes du XIII°
siècle à l’an 1500, Archives historiques, artistiques et littéraires, Paris, 1889-90, Vol.1.
26
Valenciennes is a a city in the North of France, close to the Belgian border, belonging to the Low Countries
from the 11th until the 17th century.
27
Vander Straeten, Edmond, Les ménestrels aux Pays-Bas du XIIIe au XVIIIe siècle : leurs gildes, leurs statuts,
leurs écoles, leurs fonctions, leurs instruments, leur répertoire, leurs mœurs, etc., Brussels 1878, p. 46.
28
Gachard, L.P., Collection de documents inédits concernant la Belgique, 2, Brussels, 1884, p. 65.
25
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For such special occasions, Philips the Good attracted the best minstrels from courts all over
Europe; some were French (Jehan Facien, Antoine Le Blanc), others came from Liege (Jehan
Carême), were German (Louis Müller, Henri de Donfrist, Thibaut de Strasbourg), Italian
(Christophe and Donat d’Albourg) or Portuguese (Jehan de Cordeval, Jehan Fernandez). The
Duke took most of all an interest in the musicians playing a “haut instrument” (alta), as the
“bas instruments” were rather confined to the aristocratic ladies. It was only after his marriage
in 1430 that there were “bas instrument” players in permanence, whereas he has always had
an “alta band”29! His court boasted a trumpet choir of five or six ceremonial trumpets,
besides a wind band identical to that of his father. The court accounts of 1421 list six
trompettes de guerre and four “ménestrels” (Thibault de Strasbourg, Wanezie, Guillaume
Caillet and Henri de Houx)30. Those were “haut ménestrels” belonging to the cappella alta
(wind band) which preceded the Duke at the marriage of Catherine, daughter of Charles VI, to
Henry V at Troyes in 142031. Several miniatures show the Duke on horseback when entering
a town, preceded by “a great triumph of clairons, minstrels of hauts instruments and buisines”.
The trumpets were called trompette de guerre (cf. supra) as they accompanied the Duke on
the battlefield. However, they preceded him at any solemn occasion. This instrument was
straight or crooked in an S form. It was often made out of silver and decorated with a banner
boasting the Duke’s coat of arms.
The accounts of 1422 also
mention Evrard Janson as
“trompette des ménestrels”,
probably the sackbut player
added to the shawm players
to form an alta band. This
five piece court wind band
was to be found in all
accounts during the next
years. There are several
testimonies of trumpeters
playing at the sumptuous
banquets organized for the
gatherings of the “Order of
the Golden Fleece”32.
14. Two bombarde and one sackbut player performing at a court
ball. Miniature by Loyset Liedet.

After attending the ceremonies of the Order of the Golden Fleece at Bruges in 1440, Philip the
Good marched to Church in a solemn procession and the chronicler adds that:
“as to the silver trumpets, clairons, minstrels, and other instrumentalists, they were
so numerous that the whole town resounded from their music”33.
The trumpets and shawms heard at the Burgundian Court were made in Bruges or Brussels.
(cf. infra).
Wangermée, Robert, Les ensembles d’instruments à vent au Moyen Age et à la Renaissance in ‘Contributions
au renouveau du Folklore en Wallonie’, vol V, Brussels, 1971, p. 100.
30
Marix, Jeanne, Histoire de la Musique et des Musiciens de la Cour de Bourgogne sous le règne de Philippe le
Bon (1420-1487), Strasbourg, 1939, pp. 264-265.
31
Ibidem, pp. 22 -24.
32
This chivalry order was created by Philip the Good at Bruges in 1429/1430 to gather the nobility. The name
referred to the mythological Golden Fleece of Jason.
33
Monstrelet, E. De, Chroniques, ed. L. Douët-D’Arcq V , Paris, 1861, p. 302.
29
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In 1456, Philip the Good boasted eight
“trompettes de guerre” (war trumpeters) and
paid the valet-de-chambre and painter Pierre
Coustain “pour la fachon de huit longues
banières pour trompetes de guerre” (for the
manufacture of eight long banners for war
trumpets)34.
The most famous member of Philip the
Good’s chapel was undoubtedly Gilles
Binchois (ca 1400 –1460), born in Mons,
capital of the actual province of Hainault.
Originally a soldier, he turned musician and
became chaplain to Philip the Good,
composing mainly church music and
chansons.
15. Philip the Good preceded by trumpeters
welcomed at Dijon – Miniature.

Duke Charles the Bold (1433-1477), son of Philip the Good, maintained the chapel. The
music at his wedding included a “long trumpet fanfare”, a motet performed by three shawms
and a slide-trumpet, and a motet and chanson performed by an ensemble of sackbuts, shawms
and bombardes. He added four trumpeters to the ensemble of eight trumpeters left by his
father.
In his “Mémoires”, the poet and chronicler Olivier de la Marche (Château de la Marche, 1426
– Brussels, 1502) writes that the Duke disposed of 12 “trompettes de guerre” (war
trumpeters) commanded by a chief. Whenever the Duke had to leave, those trumpeters played
a “basture” under his windows at the time of his majesty’s wake up. Thereupon they went, in
four groups of three, to the four corners of the town or the camp to blow “sonner à mettre
selle” (prepare to saddle the horses). Then they gathered again to blow “sonner ung mot a
rentrer au logis du prince” (signal to blow when entering the palace), had breakfast at the
Duke’s expenses and finally went off again to blow “à cheval” (on horseback). Each soldier
was then supposed to arm and report to his chief and “cornette” (enseign-bearer). Once more,
the trumpeters came back to the Duke and at a third trumpet signal, the enseign-bearers and
“escadres” (squadrons) assembled in marching order in front of the Duke’s palace. Just before
the Duke mounted his horse to give the signal for departure, a very last “basture” was
blown.35
Charles the Bold’s daughter Mary of Burgundy (Brussels, 1457 – Bruges, 1482) also
maintained the chapel of musicians. When she married Maximilian of Austria (1459 -1519),
the Low Countries went under Austrian rule in 1477. As Maximilian of Austria36 defeated the
French King Louis XI in 1479, Flanders remained independent from France.
There were also other court bands than those of the Dukes of Burgundy, though the records
about those court bands are not as well preserved. An entry in the court register of the Court
of Hainault in 1417 records four minstrels with their “trompette”37; so also here a sackbut was
added to the shawms (including a bombarde) to form an alta band.
Marix, Jeanne, o.c. p. 99.
Mémoires d’Olivier de La Marche, éd. H. Beaume et J. d’Arbaumont, Tome IV, Paris, 1861, p. 70 -71.
36
His court music is lavishly illustrated in the famous “Triumph of Maximilian I”, a series of 137 woodcuts.
37
Pirro, André, Histoire de la Musique de la fin du XIV° siècle à la fin du XVI° siècle, Paris, 1940, p. 88.
34
35
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The surviving records and archives of the courts cannot match those of the towns. Sometimes
we learn a lot about court bands by reports in town archives.
A nice illustration is to be found in a painting “after Van
Eyck” portraying a scene at the court of the Duke of
Burgundy, preserved at the Museum of Versailles. An alta
band of four musicians, three shawm players and one
sackbut player, is to be seen. One of the shawm players is
standing aside, holding only his reed in his mouth. The
painting is made in 1430-31 by an imitator of Jan van Eyck.
The original, attributed to van Eyck, was kept at the Prado
museum in Madrid, but lost about 1608. This a 16th century
copy. The same type of alta capella was to be found with the
town bands (cf. infra).

16. A party at the time of Philips the Good
(Pupil or imitator of Jan van Eyck).

D. MUSIC FOR THE CITIZENS IN THE TOWNS.
Gradually, several Flemish cities such as Bruges, Ghent, Ypres and Brussels knew flourishing
periods. They were among the most vigorous centers of commerce and industry and had both
the wealth and the inclination to provide ample support for music, which could be called
burgerlijk (bourgeois) as opposed to the “courtly” music. The tradition of Stadtpfeifer (Town
Pipers) dropped in from the neighboring German territories. From the 14th century onwards,
most of the Flemish and Walloon cities of any importance, boasted their own ‘municipal’
musicians called Town Pipers; in fact, they were municipal minstrels. They were active as
Town Watchers38 on one of the city’s towers, usually the belfry or church tower, and sounded
the alarm and “blew the hours” and curfew.
The Ypres municipal accounts of 1538 mention:
“Den vier scalmeyers deser stede, voor zekeren extraordinairen dienst ghedaen int
houden van der ghete up tbeelfroot d’orloghe gheduerende ende andersins…
(to the four shawm players of this town, for having performed certain extraordinary
services by keeping watch on the belfry, during the war and otherwise..)
In the same accounts, one year later, we read:
“Colaert Guillet ende die andere zyne medeghesellen userende tspel metter
scalmeyen, van alle nachten up tbeelfoort van deserstede guet gehouden…”
(Colaert Guillet and his other companions playing the shawms, for keeping watch
every night on the belfry of this town)

38

In England they used to be called “city waits”.
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The denomination of wachter (wait, tower watch or
guard) was common in the 14th and 15th centuries.
In Bruges, for instance, they kept watch on the
belfry of the hall”, the municipal hall, called
halletoren, a term also used for other belfries,
among those the belfries of Kortrijk, Ghent and
Ypres. The Bruges municipal accounts for 1368-69
speak of “den wachters up de halle” and “den
wachters van der halle”39. In 1382 they were three
in number in Bruges and we know their names:
Pieter van der Piet, Jan Erkelboek and Willem
Scromanne. As they were referred to as musicians
who “trompten en pepen” (blew the trumpet and
played the shawm) we can assume that they also
played as an “alta capella”.

17. Tower watch.

In 1389 the municipal accounts mention:
“Den trompers ende pipers van der halle te verdrinckene in hoveschede versworen
maendaghe”
( - paid to – the trumpeters and pipers in order to have a drink in a fashionable way
on the Monday of the annual fair)
On the other hand, they also formed musical ensembles providing the music at official
banquets and celebrations and at festive religious celebrations in the churches or religious
processions in honor of religious festivals. There were several designations for these town
minstrels: tromper, piper, scalmeyer and wachter in Flemish (trumpet/horn blower, piper,
shawm player and watcher (tower guard). In 1457 they were called “menestrelen van der
stede” (town minstrels)40.
The town ensembles were similar to the Court ensembles and there was a kind of interaction
between the two professions. Also in the towns, we had trumpet ensembles and on the other
hand shawm and sackbut ensembles, sometimes augmented by trumpets.
In certain towns the combination of shawms and trumpets were the rule rather than the
exception. The municipal accounts of Mons in 1342 mention a group of “chalumeau et
buisine” (shawm and trumpet).41
Even drums were sometimes added to the shawm band as the town accounts of 1377 indicate,
concerning the "ommegang":
III tromperen, III pijpers, I bommeneer en I accare 42
(3 trumpeters, 3 shawm players, 1 drummer and 1 nakkar player)
Gilliodts van Severen, Louis, Les ménestrels de Bruges in ‘Essais d’archéologie brugeoise’, 1912 II, p. 34.
Gilliodts van Severen, Louis, o.c., p. 44.
41
Leopold Devillers, Essai sur l’histoire de la Musique à Mons, p. 10.
42
Aerde, Raymond Van, Les ménestrels communaux Malinois et instrumentistes divers, établis ou de passage à
Malines de 1311 à 1790.
39
40
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Several paintings, especially representing ommegangs, give evidence of the use of drums in
combination with the other current wind instruments (cf. next chapter).
The Flemish town of Ypres can take pride in possessing the oldest references to town
minstrels; these go back to the last decade of the 13th century. In 1313 the town musicians of
Ypres have their own music-school, Bruges was to follow five years later. In 1429 and 1432
the Ypres municipal accounts again mention this minstrels’ school. Philip the Bold sent his
minstrels to the Ghent minstrels’ school in 1378. The minstrels of the Duchess of Burgundy
(the wife of John Without Fear) attended a minstrels’ school at Oudenaarde in 1409 as proved
by the municipal accounts of that town:
“Ghegeven, den achtersten dach in maerte, mer vrauwen menestruele van
Bourgognen, doen sy quamen van der schole…”
(Given the last day of March, to the minstrels of our Lady of Burgundy, when they
came back from school.)
There are also references to minstrel schools in Mons (1421) and Brussels (1442).We can
assume that these schools were necessary whenever there were vacancies for the job of town
musician, as the Ypres accounts of 1427 mention a series of payment to hired minstrels for
different civic and religious festivities:
“Den Trompers ende pijpers huerliedere vyfste ghehuert in de Assencioensmarkt, te
dienen…”
(the trumpeters and fifers hired their fifth member to play on the occasion of the
Ascension market)
The temporary employment (hiring) of external minstrels or town musicians continued in the
Ypres during the 15th century; many of those came from the nearby town of Lille (France).
Those Town Pipers were not only playing almost daily in front of the town hall, but weekly
on market days and regularly at fairs and fêtes; they welcomed important visitors and
serenaded in front of their residence. In 1392, the “pipers” of the Lord of Halewijn (Halluin)
played at the annual fair in Kortrijk.43 Their duties and rights were officially led down in
contracts between the musicians (watchmen) and the town council.
After the example of the numerous sovereigns, princes, counts, dukes, prince bishops etc…,
and in order to bear out their power, the cities also wanted their own parade trumpeters, or at
least a group of “high (loud) instruments” consisting of shawms, bombardes and sackbuts.
Those municipal minstrels (even their designation was copied from the courts) were dressed
in livery and their instruments were embellished with banners embroidered with the city’s
coat of arms.
The Ypres municipal accounts of 1428 mention a payment of the textiles used for such
pennons:
“Omme de pingjoenen van trompers en pipers, drie elnen samijts …, XIJ elnen
fryngen …; Franche Den Wichtre, van makene ende te stoffeirne alsoo behoort, …”
(for the pennons of the trumpeters and pipers, three-yard cloth (samit44) …,
12-yard fringes …; to be made and fashioned properly by Franche Den Wichtre…),
Also the Ghent municipal accounts of 1406-1407 mention a payment for similar banners:
Van v grote trompers pingoens te maken van der stede wapens ende van de pipers
pingoens…
(to make 5 trumpet banners with the municipal coat of arms and banners for the
pipers.)
The town musicians of Oudenaarde received some new outfits for the procession of the Holy
Sacrament in 1409 as the Oudenaarde municipal accounts state:
43
44

Potter, Frans De, De Geschiedenis van Kortrijk, vol. 2, p. 240.
Samit is an oriental cloth composed of six colored threads, a kind of brocade.
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“Den pipers, arpeneers, en de gone die de torchen droughen voor thelighe
Sacrament, vijf paer anscoen, te XVJ deniers tpaer,… Jan Bollaerde, van VIJ hoeden
omme de pipers, arpeneers ende cnapen die de torchen drouhghen..”
(to the pipers, harp players, and those who bore the torches next to the Holy
Sacrament, five pairs of gloves, at 15 deniers a pair, … Jan Bollaerde, for five hats
for the pipers, harp players and the boys who bore the torches..)
The trumpet players received annually a new costume made of cloth, decorated with a goldplated silver badge with the municipal coat of arms, as we read in the municipal accounts of
Oudenaarde in 1412. And as mentioned above, they played exactly the same role as the
minstrels did at court. They actually did not read music, but practiced a collective
improvisation on a given tune. The richer the town, the greater the resources at the disposal of
music. Ghent was such a rich city with many prosperous guilds and corporations. In the early
15th century, the Ghent town musicians were mentioned as “de wachtre op st nic torre”,
meaning the waits on the tower of Saint Nicholas Church. In 1389, the Gent municipal
accounts mentioned that “Symoen de Reutre ende sijn gesellen” were paid for playing the
trumpet and blowing the shawm in Tournai. This is the oldest reference to a town band in
Ghent. We learn more about the performances in Tournai in the Ghent town accounts of
1413-14, in which we discover that Ghent town musicians participated in the annual “Fête de
Notre Dame”, the celebration of Our Lady at Tournai:
Item ghegheven iiij trompers en Pieter de Keyser, Jan de pipe, Andries de pipe en
Coppin de wachter van haer dienst ... te Dornick.
(Item given to four trumpet blowers and Pieter De Keyser, Jan the piper, Andries the
piper and Coppin the watchman for their performance … at Tournai.)
So, we know the town band consisted of one trompe (sackbut !) and three shawms.
Indeed, the shawm (or should we say wind) band had its origins in the Middle-Ages from the
twelfth century onwards, but attained its most flourishing state in the fifteenth century.
Four years later, we read again about a similar payment for a participation in the Tournai
religious festival:
Item bet. Trompere Pieter De Keyser en de pepers van de stad.
(Item paid to the trumpeter (sackbut player ?) Pieter De Keyser and the town pipers.)
In case of danger or serious threats, each guild changed into an armed militia, led by
trumpeters. Froissart (cf. above) gives a brilliant description of them at the siege of Calais in
1347.
The town musicians were also very active when the town welcomed very important guests, so
they were present at all “triumphal or grand entries” of the successive sovereigns in the
Flemish towns. When the Count of Flanders visited Ypres in 1326, he was welcomed by the
town magistrate accompanied by six minstrels.
Time and again Froissart mentions wind music, heard at the reception of the Duke and
Duchess of Burgundy, after the siege of Tournai in 1385:
“les trompettes, clarons et ménéstrels de toutes manières d’instruments commencèrent
à jouer et sonner tout à une fois que c’ezstoit chose plaisante et mélodieuse à ouyr”45.
(the trumpets, clairons and minstrels with all kinds of instruments, started to play and
sound at the same time, which was a most pleasant and melodic thing to hear.)
When the Duchess of Burgundy paid a visit to this town in 1393, her son Philip danced to the
sounds of trumpets in the city hall.
Kervyn de Lettenhove, M., Fragment inédit de Froissart in ‘Bulletin de l’Académie royale de Belgique’
(1868), band XXV, p. 57.
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In Damme, the town musicians welcomed Duke Philip the Good at his grand entry in 1423 as
we read in the municipal accounts:
“Betaelt Jan Hooft ende zine ghesellen, van dat zy voor minen vorseiden heere
(hertoghe van Bourgoendien) trompeden, als hi quam in de stede, xxiiij st.”46
(Paid to Jan Hooft and his companions, because they blew the trumpet for my abovementioned lordship (duke of Burgundy), when he came to this town, 24 stivers)
At her arrival at Bruges 8 January
1430, Isabella of Portugal was
welcomed by seventy-six trumpeters,
heading the procession winding its
way through the streets of the city!47
The average size of a town band
(wind ensemble) was a four-member
band consisting of two shawms, one
bombarde or tenor shawm and one
sackbut. Occasionally there were
more extensive organizations, such as
the one under contract in Ghent in
1430 which consisted of no less than
sixteen sackbuts, three trumpets and
eighteen shawms.
18. Musicians in front of the church
Flemish miniature.

In addition to performing the usual watch duty, municipal fairs etc., the town musicians were
also supposed to perform at the annual “Ommegang”, originally a religious procession,
gradually also getting a more civic character.
In the Antwerp municipal accounts there are several mentions of town musicians being paid
for their participation in those (religious or civic) processions. In 1324, an important sum was
paid for the twenty-seven “trompeneren” (trumpeters) who had played in the procession. In
the 1398-99 accounts of the same city there is an expenditure in favor of
“den menistrelen, trompers, pypers ende alrehande menistrelen die metten
processien gingen ende haer spel ende conste daden en toenden” 48.
(the minstrels, trumpeters and fifers and all kinds of minstrels who had participated
in the procession and had done their playing and shown their tricks).
In August 1405 the annual kermis (fair) attracted a great number of musicians as there were
no less than seventeen companies of bands totaling some sixty musicians. In the evening,
before they were paid, they performed several pieces of music during a serenade in front of
the town hall, while the officials gave them wine to drink49.
They also participated in the religious festivities as the municipal accounts of Damme of 1423
illustrate:
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“Betaelt Jean Hooft ende zinen gheselle, van dat zy trompten in die vier paessche
daghen, achtervolghende den houden costumen, also men gheploghen heift, xxiiij
st.”
(Paid to Jean Hooft and his companions, because they blew the trumpet during the
four Easter days, upholding the old tradition, as has been the custom, 24 stivers)
The municipal cash book of Geraardsbergen of 1430 states:
“betaelt den pipers ende trompetten van minen here van Boelaer die piepten
en
trompten in de vrijheid van de kermesse”.50
(paid to the pipers and trumpeters of my lord van Boelaer who played on fifes and
trumpets at the annual fair)
And also, that same year:
“Item ghegheven den pipers ende trompetters van minen here van Boelaere te haren
nieudaghe…”51
(also paid to the pipers and trumpeters of my lord van Boelaer on New Year’s Day)
It should be stressed that the music of the shawm band or “alta capella” is non-existent as the
group of musicians actually improvised! As Keith Polk rightly states: “It was obvious that
those musicians were trained in oral tradition. Techniques were passed from master to
student in a private and even deliberately secretive fashion”52.
We also have a fine description of the test the candidate town pipers had to pass as it
happened in Mechlin in 1433-1434. The first recorded payment for town musicians in
Mechlin dates from 1400, though the municipal accounts of 1311-1312 already mention a
watcher both on the Saint Rombaut’s and the Our Lady’s Church towers. Some thirty years
later, an ad hoc commission was set up to hear the playing of the candidates and afterwards
report to the mayor and aldermen. A commission settled in the garden of a monastery in the
neighborhood of the Saint Rombaut’s church tower and, while drinking many glasses of wine,
listened to the performances of some trumpeters applying for the job of ‘Town Watcher’. The
municipal accounts recorded the expenses of the drinks…”doen men den jonghen wachter
hoirde pijpen ter mijnder bruedern” (while they were listening to the piping of the young
watcher at the monks’ monastery). In 1400 payment was made to “Coene de piper”,
watchman on the tower of the Church of our Lady53.
In Mechlin in 1380-81 a band played “met scalmeyen en met bombarden”54 (with shawms
and bombardes). About 1410 two wind bands were active in Mechlin; “Syncke en III
ghesellen” (Syncke and three companions) and “van Overijssche en sine ghesellen”.55 In the
municipal accounts of 1417-1418 we read:
“Seynke en IIII pipers die… de merct vrede bliesen”.56
(Seynke – a tromper – and 4 pipers paid for playing the opening of the market)
Typical for Mechlin was that the town musicians played on the tower of the Saint Rombaut
Church during the Holy week from the 14th century up to 1466 and since 1408 also from the
tower of the Our Lady church. The ommegang on the Wednesday of the Holy week attracted
numerous musicians: in 1391 the town officials paid 190 musicians, in 1408 they paid 168
musicians and in 1419 no less than 215.
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On the first Wednesday after Easter, from 1368 on, the so-called Procession of Peace took
place in Mechlin; trumpeters and shawm-players performed from the church tower of Saint
Rombaut in the evening as the procession passed below. The following day, an enormous
gathering of over 100 minstrels participated in the procession: besides players of viol, guitar
and lute, there were also players of shawm, bombard, crumhorn, cornett, trumpet and drum. In
1385 there were 13 trumpeters and 84 minstrels, while by 1414 the number had been
increased to 24 trumpeters, 58 pipers and 120 string-players.
It was also thanks to the municipal accounts of 1433-1434 of Mechlin that we know that town
pipers wore silver or even gold medals and decorations. They were very valuable and so a
third person stand surety for those medals to be sure that they were handed back at the end of
the office term. Those insignia and badges were manufactured by a silver- or goldsmith at the
expenses of the town council. The same Mechlin municipal accounts of 1433-1434 mention
that silversmith Mattheus received a huge amount for four of those richly decorated insignia
of office57. In the very same accounts, a musician named Grelkaar was called “piper van de
stad” (piper of the town), whereas, one year earlier he was referred to as “wachter op de
torre” (wait on the tower). This, once more, proves that watchmen also performed in the
municipal alta banda or wind band. The same accounts also mention: “Justyn den piper, van
de bombarden”58 .
Again and again in the same Mechlin accounts, we read an interesting detail about blankets,
indicating that during their watch period, the waits also slept on the watch tower, either belfry
of church tower.
It. Ghegevene … slaeplaken … voir den nuwen wachter, te weten de derde piper59.
(Item given … blankets ... for the new watchman, namely the third piper.)
In 1440 the city provided Janne Gilliots and the three pipers or watchmen “slaeplakenen”
(blankets) for “haer slaepkamer” (their bedroom) in the tower60.
In this connection we refer to the interesting study by Godelieve Spiessens about the hut of
the trumpet blowers on the tower of the Antwerp cathedral (Church of Our Lady)61.
Still in Mechlin, in 1468, town trumpeter Jan Gilots behaved very reprehensibly when, urged
by financial difficulties, he brought his silver trumpet to the pawnbroker’s. Apparently, he
was not able to pay in time the money received for the pawned badge of office, so the
municipality saved its property by paying back the borrowed sum and the accounts state:
”betaelt den lombaerde van Mechelen, van eene broke die Jan Gilots, trompetter, aldaer
gheset hadde comt op 25g.” (paid to the Mechlin pawnbroker’s shop for a pledge by Jan
Gilots, trumpeter, for an amount of 25 florins).
A striking feature of the alta band musicians, both at court and in towns was the great stability
of personnel. Thibault de Strasbourg was active as a musician at the Burgundian court from
1416 to 1450. Bands of three, four or five the same musicians playing together for more than
a decade were the rule rather than the exception. Sometimes the profession was passed on
from father to son or several family members entered into the profession.
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E. THE REPERTOIRE.
The repertoire played by the court and town musicians performing in group on wind
instruments has disappeared in the course of time. The wind music heard by kings, princes,
bishops and counselors at their banquets, as well as the music the people heard at processions
and public ceremonies can only be roughly imagined with the help of still surviving very old
traditional folk music on the one hand and that of the preserved religious polyphonic music on
the other hand. However, the scarce medieval written music, the pictorial testimonies and the
descriptions in poems, travel accounts and similar written sources clearly indicate that this
music consisted of several parts.
The 16th century polyphony with its, mostly vocal, masterpieces (masses, motets, chansons,
chorals…) was produced by a small musical elite, which was familiar with writing and
reading music. In the Middle-Ages, however, even most of the professional musicians were
not familiar with the elementary musical theory. There is no pictorial representation of a
musician standing at a music stand. As the medieval musicians were active in all social areas,
in churches, courts, palaces and in the streets, one can wonder what and how they played
without any written music. The (wind) instruments and their combination into ensembles –
whether or not with a standard instrumentation – allowed performing many-parts music.
After the period of the Crusades, the musical instruments had developed in number and
quality, allowing a richer musical power of expression. Competitive struggle and rivalry
obliged both the travelling musicians and the court musicians to learn to master more and
more musical instruments. This allowed several combinations, though we must admit that
instrument families were more frequently to be found with stringed instruments and even with
(Asian) percussion instruments. Yet, as mentioned above, several trumpeters played together,
with or without kettledrums, and cornetts, sackbuts and different shawms also combined into
ensembles.
Duke Philip the Good of Burgundy (cf. above) boasted in 1449 a court orchestra consisting of
five “trompettes de guerre”, one “trompette de ménestrels”, three not further specified
“ménestrels”, one “roy des ménestrels”, and two “joueurs des bas instruments”. Those twelve
musicians played several musical instruments, allowing all kinds of combinations.
Both the court and the outdoor music were largely improvised, appealing strongly on the
musicians’ skill and flexibility.
F. MANUFACTURE OF WIND INSTRUMENTS.
Since the Middle-Ages, the wind instrument industry in the (now Belgian) area was rather
important. Foreign courts and cities came to Belgium to purchase wind instruments. Each
town had its musical minstrels playing on public squares on weekends and festive days, at
fairs, tournaments, banquets, weddings, processions (both civic and religious). A watcher
blew the hours and also the fire or war alarm on the church or belfry tower. At triumphal
entries, all minstrels, municipal and independent alike, gathered and played together to add
luster. The wind instruments used for all these open-air performances were the shawm, the
bombarde and the trombone. Shawm and bombarde were wooden instruments with a pirouette
on which a double reed is adapted, the bombarde being larger. Other instruments played by
the town musicians were the crumhorn, the cornett. According to Grove, the trombone as an
advance on the Renaissance slide trumpet, was possibly first produced by Flemish makers
who supplied wind instruments to the court of Burgundy.62
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There are some traces of manufacturers of wind instruments, although historians are more
interested in organ and violin makers. In the second half of the 14th century, the city of
Kortrijk (Courtray) was famous for its instrument makers.
The musician Ansken, in the service of Jean II de Châtillon, residing in Holland, was sent to
Kortrijk to purchase new pipes (“pipen”). This long journey was only to justify by the
reputation of the Kortrijk instrument makers. The accounts of de Châtillon of 1370-1371
mention:
“In die selve weke was Ansken, onse piper, ghereden te Cortric, bi mynsheeren
bevelen, om nuwe pepen te coepen..”
(that same week, Ansken, our piper, rode to Kortrijk, at my lord’s command, to buy
new pipes...)
A manufacture of trompes (trumpets, cornetts, sackbuts ?) was mentioned in Tournai in the
15th century. Usually, those instruments were made by turners or coppersmiths as there were
hardly any technical devices. Those old instruments never wear the name of the maker, at the
most a distinctive mark which does not help to identify the maker. Real musical instrument
brands will only come into existence in the 18th century.
In Bruges Pierre (Pieter) De Prost, musical instrument maker, delivered in 1413 five
woodwind instruments “both bombardes and shawms” to John the Fearless, Duke of
Burgundy for his company of minstrels at his court in Lille. De Prost was called “tourneur
d’instruments pour ménestriers” (turner of instruments for minstrels) which indicated the
preference of the Duke and probably the skill of the craftsman as well.
In 1423 the Burgundian Court paid him 14 écus for 2 “bombardes à clef” (keyed bombardes),
1 contre and two chalemies and 10 écus for a trumpet63. A similar sale happened on 21 May
1425 when Pierre de Prost delivered five new instruments and one trumpet to Henri du Houx
and Jehan Caillet for the same price.
In 1415 Jacques Vanden Castiele, simply called “marchand” (merchant or trader) supplied
the same Duke with twenty-four hunting horns to be used in his land of Burgundy. This
Vanden Castiele was apparently a dealer of musical instruments64. Still in Bruges, a certain
Louis Willay delivered in 1426 to Duke Philip the Good, at the price of thirty-one pound four
cents (about 433 gold francs), four bombards, four douçaines (dulzaina or dulcian,
predecessor of the bassoon) and four flutes, as present for Nicholas III, marquis of Ferrara.
The purchase of instruments in fours suggests fixed consorts.
In 1439 a certain Hennequin Haulx, a Brussels musical instrument maker delivered five
wooden instruments to the minstrels of the Duke Philips the Good. Among those two “tailles”
with one key and two shawms. The total amount matched the price of a silver trumpet sold at
that time by Pierre de Prost, instrument maker at Bruges. That very same year, Jehan
Touraine, manufacturer of hunting horns, delivered five of these instruments to the Duke.
In 1441 Pierre Bogaerts is mentioned as “trompettenmaker” (trumpet maker) in Antwerp.
In 1444 a Brussels horn (“trompe”) maker called Jean de Thouraine sold five hunting horns
and so did Henry Van der Moer in Mechlin since 1447.
The Flemish shawms and bombardes were renowned since the end of the 14th century. In
1388 musicians from the court of Aragon were sent to Flanders to purchase instruments “de la
novella guisa” (of the new kind).
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19. A tournament on the Brussels Market Square in 1569 – Drawing by Hogenberg.
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II. THE RENAISSANCE (1450 – 1600).
The “Low Countries”, consisting more or less of the actual Netherlands, Belgium, Luxemburg
and the North of France (down to Arras)65, boasted a certain kind of autonomy on cultural,
economic and political level. Although one can hardly speak of an inviolable and lasting
united-state, yet those regions belonged together in the 15th and 16th century for quite some
time under the successive dynasties of Burgundian Dukes and Austrian and Spanish Habsburg
sovereigns.
It was a most glorious period for the ‘Belgian area’ which hosted the Great Masters of
Polyphony. It really was an exceptional period during which sovereigns, princes, bishops and
scholars all over Europe called on (Belgian) musicians from “The Low Countries”.
Between 1450 and 1500 the following Masters of Polyphony Gilles Binchois (Mons ca 1400
– Soignies, 1460), Johannes Ockeghem (Dendermonde, ca 1420 – Tours (F), ca. 1495), Jacob
Obrecht (Bergen-op-Zoom, ca. 1451 – Ferrara (I), 1505) and Johannes Tinctoris (Braine
L’Alleud, ca. 1435 - ?, 1511) lived and worked in our area.
The so-called “Second Burgundian Period” (1500-1600) is known as the Golden Age of
Polyphony. We should mention the masters Adriaan Willaert (Roeselare, 1490 – Venice,
1652), Roland de Lassus (Mons, 1532 – Munich, 1594), Philippe de Monte (Mechlin, ca.
1521 – Prague, 1603) and Clemens non Papa (Middelburg, ca. 1510 – Diksmuide, ca. 1556).
In this period the musical practices of the Middle Ages were continued and wind music was
still to be found in the army, in the churches, at the courts and in the towns.
At first we still had the "Haute Musique" (S shaped trumpets, trombones – called saqueboutes/
sackbuts, chalumeaux/shawms and bombardes) on the one hand and ensembles of trumpets and
timpani on the other hand. However, many medieval instruments were replaced by new ones,
mostly used in families of different sizes of the same instrument. Those families of
instruments were called “consorts” and as they gathered more similar instruments of one
family, they had a more homogenous sound. Consorts of wind instruments continued the
tradition of the medieval ensembles of wind instruments (e.g. the trumpet choirs).
Some new instruments being frequently used from 1500 onwards were the cornet à
bouquin/cornett (a wooden trumpet covered with leather), recorders (of various sizes), slide
trumpets and cromornes (double reed instrument in the shape of a giant smoking pipe66). It
should be pointed out that this kind of music would nowadays be considered as chamber music,
because of the restricted number of players in those ensembles called “consorts”67 in the
Renaissance.
Traditions continue and so kings and other sovereigns still had their own wind ensemble. An
extremely important episode in the history of wind music is to be found in France under the
reign of François I (1494-1547)68, who encouraged the Renaissance and especially the
composers and musicians. This King expanded the musical organization at court or the royal
chapel and thus separated the chapelle, the chambre and the écurie. The latter consisted of de
“instruments hauts” (brass, woodwind and violins) but also boasted a group of five fife
players and six trumpeters called “Les Fifres et Trompettes” and another group of shawm and
sackbut players.
The Counties Flanders, Artois, Hainault, Holland and Zealand, the Duchies Brabant, Limburg and
Luxemburg and the Domain of Friesland.
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This ensemble was to become in 1580 “Les Grands Hautbois” under the reign of King Henri
IV and then consisted of shawms (gradually becoming real oboes), hautes-contres (alto
shawms), tailles (tenor shawms), cornet à bouquin (cornett) and sackbuts (playing the part of
bass taille). This ensemble will become very important under King Louis XIV, who also at
some time will invade and conquer the “Low Countries”.
In the early Renaissance however, the area that was later to become Belgium, was part of the
realm of the Dukes of Burgundy.
A. MILITARY MUSIC.
All sovereigns still employed trumpeters and kettledrummers, not only as a status symbol or
essential part of the pageantry connected to their public life, but also as vital part of their
army. Both instruments, trumpet and kettledrum, had already had a long history before the
latter were brought to Europe as war trophies by the Christian troops, after East and West had
met during the turmoil of the Crusades. Since then, trumpet and kettledrum remained
associated with sovereigns and knights. In the armies they remained almost exclusively the
prerogative of cavalry troops. For many years, the capture of the kettledrums (and
kettledrummers) was one of the highlights of numerous battles. Trumpets and timpani were
linked to cavalry units, whereas the side drum and horn (or any kind of natural trumpet) was
linked to the infantry troops. In the course of the late 15th century Swiss soldiers spread all
over Europe to be engaged as mercenaries; they spread a new custom, namely that of drum
and fife playing to be in step. This phenomenon is already related in a report on the taking of
the city of Aarschot in Brabant in 1489: the Swiss boasted “gros tambours” (big drums,
accompanying “le cry fort soubit et espoentable” (their sudden and horrible shouting)69.
The Swiss had developed a new battle array having their troops marching in close order and
to this effect they had replaced the usual horns and trumpets by a new kind of military music:
the combination of fife and drum. The drum had two drumheads, one of them having snares,
and was beaten with two drumsticks. The fife was a side-blown, high-pitched flute. The
marriage of both instruments proved to be quite efficient, combining the sonorous and
piercing tunes of the fife with the loud and dark sound of the drum. Anyway, the Swiss
mercenaries and their musicians made quite some effect and when, many decades later, they
left, their fifes and drums remained. They were soon adopted by the local infantry troops,
were also to be introduced into the town wind bands and even became part of popular music
in the countryside. The Germans also adopted the combination of “Querpfeife” (fife) und
“Tambours” (drums) and these instruments were linked to their “Landsknecht” or
“lansquenet” troops in the 17th century and these mercenaries were also active in The South
Netherlands (cf. next chapter).
An early example of this “Landsknecht” music is the March of the Lansquenets at the time of
the Peace of Cambrai (1529). This peace treaty was signed by Margaret of Austria,
representing her nephew Charles V and Louise de Savoie, representing her son François I;
hence the name “Paix des Dames” (The Ladies’ Peace Treaty). It stipulated that Charles V
abandoned his claim on Burgundy. Cambrai was part of the South Netherlands and was only
incorporated with France in 1678! This march was written for fifes, shawms, trumpets and
drums.
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20. Fifer and Drummer in Brussels 16th century.

Another reference to fifers and drummers of the lansquenets is to be found in a song about the
battle near Sittard70 on 24 March 1543; the 10th stanza of this song reads:
Se schlogen eren Schlacht orden an
Pipen en Trummen gengen allarm,
„Tret an, gy frommern Landsknechte“
De Trumpener bleisz syn Ruytern an:
Taratam, Taratam, Tara vechten“
(They beat the battle order
Fifes and drums beat the alarm,
“Step forward you courageous lansquenets”
The trumpeter blew for his cavalrymen
Taratam, Taratam, Tara fight.)
This martial song illustrates, once more, that fife and drum belonged to the infantry, whereas
the trumpet was used in the cavalry.
Margaret of Parma (cf. infra), governess of The Netherlands, was confronted with a
compromise of the Flemish and Dutch noblemen in 1566. This compromise was aimed
against the Inquisition (repression of Protestantism) and required respect of the liberties of the
Provinces. The noblemen were called “Geuzen” (Beggars) and their revolt engendered the
sixteenth-century “Iconoclastic Fury” that very same year and engendered the “Eighty Years’
War” (1568-1648) between Spain and The Netherlands. The “Beggars” hired German
mercenaries, “Lansquenets”, and so their martial songs “Geuzenliederen” were accompanied
by fifes and drums. The “Geuzenmars” (Beggars’ March) for fife, shawms, trumpets and
drums dates from 1582.
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In 1568, the start of the “Eighty
Years’ War”, the Northern
Provinces of The Netherlands
started
their
revolt
and
independence war against Spain;
this was also the start of the
history of the “Dutch” military
music. Up to the end of the 18th
century, the Dutch army consisted
largely of “hired” troops, i.e.
Scottish, English, French and
German mercenaries. In 1600 they
hired “Walloon” (French speaking
Belgian) troops!

21. Lansquenets / Landsknechten.

The Southern Provinces of The Netherlands (later subsequently called Spanish and Austrian
Netherlands) remained part of the Spanish territories and were so mainly acquainted with
Spanish military music. It should be mentioned that the Spanish oppressor had also set at the
end of the 16th century up a regiment called “Las Guardias Walonas” (The Walloon Guards)
consisting of Walloons soldiers (French speaking part of Belgium). This regiment had its own
language (Walloon, being a French dialect), regulations and payments. (cf. next chapter)
In 1589, the drum-major and drummers of the Spanish company of the Regiment of Don Juan
Mauricque de Lara were in garrison at Mechlin. Four years later, the Trumpeters of Archduke
Ernest of Austria were to be heard in the same town.
It was also in the Renaissance that the Turks tried to invade Western Europe; they started their
conquest in 1453 and only gave up the siege of Vienna in 1529. Their imposing “janissary
music” was to have a tremendous influence on western music and in particular on western
military/wind band music, introducing, among others, cymbals, triangle and bass drums.
B. MUSIC IN THE CHURCH.
Most of the composers of the Low Countries in the fifteenth century were first of all
considered as composers of church music.
Nicolas Gombert (ca 1495 – ca 1560) was active at the Court of the Emperor Charles V and
Adrian Willaert (Roeselare, 1490 – Venice, 1562) became famous as choirmaster of Saint
Mark’s in Venice. Also, Roland de Lassus (Mons, 1532 – Munich, 1594) – also known as
Orlando di Lasso – wrote mainly religious music, such as masses, psalms and motets. Most of
this music was polyphonic and merely vocal. Yet much of the singing during the religious
services in the churches was accompanied by wind instruments, as is clearly illustrated in the
engraving by Philippe Galle.
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22. Musicians during a religious service, Engraving by
Philippe Galle (or Adrian Collaert) after Johannes Stradanus.

Yet one should not forget that instrumentalists mostly studied privately with a teacher – in
fact a predecessor – not at a school as the singers did, and that they were usually expected to
improvise. Moreover, the Church had always been rather suspicious about those “minstrels”,
long associated with jugglers, acrobats and other travelling artists of dubious character.
In 1484 the town council of Bruges commissioned Casin de Brauwer, Master of the children’s
choir at the Saint Donaas Church, to compose a volume of motets to be used by a civic wind
ensemble. At the turn of the century the civic wind band did no longer appear in the church
services, but the famous composer Jacob Obrecht71 (Bergen-op-Zoom ca 1450 – Ferrara
1505), who had been chapel master at Saint Donaas church in 1490 and 1491 and returned to
Bruges to conduct the boys’ choir at the same cathedral in 1499 and 1500, asked to
reintroduce the civic wind players in the church services. In 1509 the accounts still mention
wind players.
Jacob Obrecht, priest and composer, active in Utrecht, Bergen-op-Zoom, Bruges, Antwerp and Ferrara, wrote
29 masses, some 30 motets and as many secular compositions.
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The custom of having town musicians playing in the church and also performing religious
music outside the church was still in use in Bruges in the last decades of the sixteenth century,
as proved by the instructions for the “stads speellieden” of 1585:
“… wel verstaende met last van alle sondaghe naar de elf hueren in den thuyn voor
de halle te spelene naer oude costume in de twee brugghemaercten, jn de kerche
Sinte Donaes savonds naer het avond ghebet; ende voorts in de maenden van
september ende october metsgaders april, mey, juli ende ougst alle daghesmorghens
te vergaderen van college voor de halle in den thuyn als vooren, ende hendelyck tallen
tyden als zy dies by scepenen versocht worden, ende dit al ghestichtelyc met
lydekens van danckseggginghe ende andere goddelick ende stichtelicke musycke72.”
(… on condition that they perform every Sunday after eleven o’clock in the garden in
front of the city hall for the two Bruges markets, according to an old tradition, and in
the church of Saint Donatius in the evening after evening prayers; also during the
months of September and October, as well as April, May, July and August to gather
in the garden in front of the city hall as before, and perform, at the aldermen’s
request spiritual music and thanksgiving songs and other divine and religious music.)
We also refer to the contract for town musicians in Mechlin of 1515 (cf. infra) in which was
stated that the town musicians were required to “play on cornetts and other instruments during
the solemn masses …”
In 1541 new sackbuts were purchased for use with the cathedral choir. Still in Antwerp,
Anthony Barbe73, chapel master of the “Our Lady “Cathedral in 1550, wrote an important
songbook with music to be performed at high masses “to be sung by the choir and to be
played by the town musicians”. Town musicians (two or three wind instrument players) often
accompanied the singers during religious services, merely doubling the vocal parts.
Maybe the “fistula pro basso” or “instrumentum ad formandum bassum”, mentioned
respectively in the accounts and in the chapter acts of Saint Martin’s Church at Ypres in 1592,
refers to an early bassoon (Choristfagott). Anyway, the same sources mention a “fagotus pro
choro” in 1631. A bassoon (either a deep pommer or a dulcian) was bought to play in the
Church in Antwerp in 1610. So, at the end of the 16th century, the predecessor of the bassoon
is gradually introduced to play support the bass parts.
The accounts of the parish church in Aalst for 1603-1605 mention:
“Hans Goderick, over het bedienen van het basconterschip, int spelen op de
fagotte….” (Hans Goderick, attending to the bass part, by playing ‘bassoon’)
C. COURT MUSIC.
From the late Middle-Ages onwards, throughout the Renaissance and Baroque periods even
up to the Classical Period, the ruler (duke, count, prince, king, emperor or any potentate) used
quite a lot of image-building to maintain the loyalty, obedience or even affection of his
subjects. Besides all kinds of artists and craftsmen, the musicians helped a great deal in
achieving this image by their contributions to what could be called “court festivals” of all
kind. Those court festivities were linked to official celebrations including coronation
ceremonies, state weddings, baptisms, funerals, oaths of allegiance, peace treaties and official
entries into cities; the latter also involving the participation of town musicians.
Gilliodts van Severen, Louis, o.c., p. 134.
Barbe Anthony conducted for 35 years (1527-1562) the choir of the Antwerp cathedral. He wrote many
religious compositions, but most of those were lost due to the destruction of the church in 1566.
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We can distinguish eight major diversions occurring regularly all over Europe at Court
Festivals in the above-mentioned period:
a) Dramatic performances, ranging from allegorical or mystical religious dramas to more
frivolous theatre acts, often including dancing, singing and music playing. (The
extravagant spectacles staged by Lully at the Court of Versailles in the 17th century are
just one example).
b) Sumptuous banquets graced by ‘artistic’ (very often musical) interludes. (As
illustrated by numerous medieval miniatures). The best-known example being the
“Pheasant Banquet” at Lille on 17 June 1454 described by Olivier de La Marche and
Mathieu d’Escouchy.
c) Spectacular competitions, such as tournaments or sports games, mostly martial games,
sometimes pacified shooting championships. (The knights’ jousts and the pop-in-jay
contests are probably still best remembered today).
d) Impressive triumphal state processions (The Processional Ceremonies for the Emperor
Charles V at Brussels and those for the Antwerp entries of Archdukes Albert and
Isabella – cf. infra – are a fine example)
e) Glittering carrousels with the magnificent pageant of horse-ballets (Such as “La
Contesa dell’Aria” by Francesco Sbarra in the Wiener Burghof in 1667 or those at the
Court of Versailles to which Lully’s music added quite some luster).
f) Balls and masquerades.
g) Imposing Regattas and water shows.
h) General illuminations and Fireworks (Händel’s “Music for the Royal Fireworks”
being a milestone in the history of wind music).
As those festivals, however sumptuous and expensive, were very ephemeral, the organizing
sovereigns often commissioned local authors and illustrators to compile a costly volume to
commemorate the magnificence of the celebrations. As the authority on this matter Edmund
A. Bowles states:
Printed in limited editions at great expense, these so-called festival books served as
court propaganda as well as memorials, testaments to the power, wealth and
prestige of the ruling houses of Europe.74
At the courts, both trumpeters and kettledrummers boasted a privileged position. When the
Duke of Burgundy, Philip the Good, died in 1467, his successor Charles the Bold maintained
the musical traditions at the Court of Burgundy. At the marriage of Charles the Bold with
Margaret of York in Bruges in 1468 there was a huge procession including “clairons,
minstrels, trumpeters both English and Burgundian”75.
In Olivier de la Marche’s “Mémoires” (1488) there is description of the ducal household
(1474) and we read that there were also: twelve “minstrel trumpeters and other instrument
players, messengers and horsemen wearing the prince’s coat of arms”, six “high minstrels” –
who must have been the shawm, bombarde and sackbut players, and “four players of low
(bass) instruments also wearing the prince’s coat of arms”. Together with the church
musicians at court, those minstrels, were submitted, in the course of time, to the financial
good fortune of the reigning dynasties. However, they continued to exist for several centuries.
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Olivier de la Marche also mentions that the Duke of Burgundy had several trumpeters
assigned to his cavalry; so, after a battle in the neighborhood of Oudenaarde, when the
Burgundians defeated the inhabitants of Ghent who besieged that town, the Duke heard that
the enemy had given up the siege of Oudenaarde and he:
“fit sonner ses trompettes pour estre en cheval en toute diligence »
(had his trumpets blown in order to be on horseback as quickly as possible)
The use of the wind band or “alta capella” remained a common feature of court life under
Duke Charles the Bold. Yet, next to the wind instruments of the “alta capella”, the shawm,
bombarde and sackbut, on the one hand, and the "trompette guerrière" on the other hand, the
minstrels occasionally also used flutes in a kind of wind ensemble. They were probably
shawmists.
At the wedding of Charles the Bold (cf. supra) a flute quartet was to be heard:
“et là se comparurent quatre loups ayant flustes en leurs pattes, et commencèrent
lesdits loups a jouer une chanson”76.
(four wolves suddenly appeared holding flutes with their legs, and the wolves
mentioned started playing a song.)
Trumpets and “clairons” (bugles) were always part of the Burgundian festivals especially of
the nobility’s favorite entertainments: jousts and tournaments. Olivier de la Marche relates
that the participants were accompanied by “héraux, tabourins et trompettes”. When
describing tournaments, all chroniclers mention :
“trompettes, clairons et ménestrels qui faisoient si grande mélodie que plaisir estoit
de les oyr…”
(trumpets, bugles and minstrels who brought such fine melody that it was a real
pleasant to hear…)
The iconography documents show that the musicians announced the different stages of a
tournament; they had to underline the solemn and heroic aspect of such events. In fact, they
regulated the progress of the successive phases and made those combats look like a kind of
ballet giving them an artistic character rather than a warlike aspect.
A nice example of courtly wind music of that time is
VIVE LE ROY (Fanfare for the King), written by Josquin
Des Prés for the ensemble of the French King Louis XII
for the latter’s coronation ceremony in 1498.
Josquin des Près (or Desprez) was born ca 1440 and
also died in 1521 in Condé-sur-l’Escaut near
Valenciennes (in the North of France close to the actual
Belgian border), at that time part of the County of
Hainault! (The great French poet Ronsard77 called him
“hennuyer de nation” (citizen of Hainault) and Aegidius
Tschudi78 a “belga Veromanduus” (a Belgian of
Vermandois).

23. Josquin Des Prés.
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These “Royal Fanfares” for the Coronation of Louis XII consist of four voices. Three of them
perform a canon, whereas the fourth voice, a tenor instrumental voice, plays an original
theme. This theme consists of the vowels of the expression “Vive le Roi” (Long live the
King), providing one substitutes the v by u, in order to obtain u(t) (m)i, u(t), (r)e, (r)e, (s)o(l),
(m)i.
The major part of court life in the Renaissance was undoubtedly devoted to entertainment and
dancing was the favorite pastime. Accompaniment for the dance was certainly also provided
by shawms of the court musicians. The most common dance in the fifteenth century was the
so-called “basse danse”. Those dance tunes belonged to the polyphonic music, though they
used an improvised polyphony. The melodies (as preserved in the black parchment
manuscript that once belonged to Margaret of Austria, kept in the Royal Brussels Library)
served as “cantus firmus” using a technique familiar to the art of the counterpoint. The tune,
already known by the dancers, was played very slowly – usually by a sackbut – and to each
note matched with a dance step: above this melody, two shawms added improvised
counterpoints which respected certain rhythmical structures.
As W. Salmen79 points out, the minstrels played a polyphony which imitated the scholarly
polyphony, without really measuring up to it.

24. Three musicians playing wind instruments at a wedding.
15th century miniature.

Besides the daily dance parties, banquets also belonged to the regular medieval courtly rituals.
Music was indissolubly linked to these socially important meals. Highlights among the
banquets were certainly the wedding feasts at which the family’s wealth, rank and power was
to be exhibited. The court band was one of the most important attributes.
Salmen, W., Bemerkungen zum mehrstimmigen Musizieren der Spielleute im Mittelalter in Revue belge de
Musicologie , 1957, pp. 17 -26.
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When Charles the Bold was killed in 1477, his daughter, Mary of Burgundy, inherited the
complete household, but only five years later she also died and her husband, Maximilian of
Austria kept the household during his regency, leaving it to his son Philip the Fair when he
became emperor in 1493.

25. Arrival of the bride at the church; the wedding procession is
preceded by trumpeters. 15th century miniature.

Thanks to the Emperor Maximilian we have some most interesting documents as to the
iconography of court musicians and their instruments. The Emperor wanted his memory to be
honored after his death (in 1519) by a series of books of which he himself had suggested the
themes and sometimes even the subjects. The most interesting among these books is the
“Triumphzug” published in 1526 and containing 150 woodcuts, among those 67 by Hans
Burgkmair (Augsburg, 1473 – 1531). Among the list of characters represented on this series
of woodcuts depicting the “Triumph of Maximilian” there are: … drummers on foot and on
horseback, … musicians on five wagons drawn by elands, buffalos, camels, .. flute and
sackbut players, trumpeters …”. This triumphal procession was apparently inspired by similar
processions honoring the Roman Emperors in the Antiquity.
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26. Musicians from the “Triumph of Maximilian” by Hans Burgkmair, 1526.

Duke Philip the Fair, son of Maximilian I and Mary of Burgundy, born in 1478, became
master of the Low Countries in 149480. Ten years later he married Joan of Aragon and became
King of Spain (Castile, Leon and Granada) in 1506, taking his household, inclusive
musicians, with him . So, the Low Countries were now under Spanish rule.
However, Philip I (the Fair) died in December of that very same year in Burgos and the
complete household returned to Flanders, more precisely to Mechlin, to join the court of
Margaret of Austria, who was in charge of the regency as her the successor, her nephew
Charles the Fifth (born in Ghent in 1500) was only six years old. Once grown-up, Charles V
transferred his court and household from Mechlin to Brussels.
When becoming King of Spain in 1516 and Emperor in 1519 (succeeding to Maximilian of
Austria), Charles the Fifth took his complete household with him, leaving his aunt Margaret
of Austria with a confined household. She was succeeded by Mary of Austria (Brussels, 1505
– Cigales, 1558) – also previously Queen of Hungary and subsequently also called Mary of
Hungary - as governess of the Low Countries, the latter being succeeded by Margaret of
Parma (Oudenaarde, 1522 – Ortona, 1586).
In 1528 Emperor Charles V founded the “Noble Guild of Trumpeters and Drummers”81,
consisting of highly respected musicians, providing musical accompaniment at festive
occasions and often used as special couriers in wartime. The members of those guilds boasted
several privileges, which put them on a higher level than ordinary musicians. Charles the
Fifth’s funeral procession on 29 December 1558 in Brussels was headed by trumpeters and
timpanists as clearly illustrated in the drawings of Jean and Lucas Duetecum, more precisely
in their etching after Jérôme Wellens de Cock, representing “Drummers and Trumpeters of
the Royal Household”, part of the compilation of pictures of Charles the Fifth’s funeral
procession, preserved in the Royal Library “Albertina” in Brussels.
When Philip II, son of Charles the Fifth, settled definitely in Spain in 1559, he left a large
household to the local governors in the Low Countries. His half-sister Margaret of Parma
(1522-1586) became the new governor up to 1559. In 1576 the composition of the household
mentions a “trombone player” and two “cornett players” meant to sustain the choir. In many
descriptions and drawings of official receptions of Charles the Fifth in Flemish cities we see
processions of trumpet and oboe players.
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In fact, he reigned over The Low Countries from 1482 onwards, under his father’s regency.
“Ritterliche Zunft der Feldtrompeter und Heerpauker”, often called “Karoliner”.
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27. Funeral procession of the emperor Charles V in Brussels in December 1558.
Hand-colored engraving by Johan and Lucas Duetecum after Welles De Cock.

In the 16th century, trumpets were blown at all courts, either imperial or royal, and also those
of princes, counts and dukes, for any conceivable festive occasion: births, baptisms,
weddings, coronations, burials, jousts, tournaments, hunts, dancing parties, ballet
performances, torch dances, processions, masquerades, fireworks, victory or peace
celebrations, official meetings and banquets.
D. MUSIC IN THE TOWNS.
As with the court bands, the town bands were still the medieval alta bands (alta cappella), yet
sometimes they expanded in personnel and with changing tasks. There is also more historical
information to be found about the second half of the fifteenth century.
A first important change was the gradual separation of the function of watchman and that of
town musician. The same “Town Pipers”( municipal minstrels, town musicians, Stadtpfeifer)
initially continued their duty as watchers on the belfry or any other high (mostly church)
tower, blowing the hours or, eventually, the alarm by means of their cornets. For how long,
we don’t know precisely.
The Mechlin municipal accounts in 1452-53 call the musicians “wachter” (watchman) in 1452
and “piper” (piper) in 1453; two of them are the same musicians82. In Bruges the change in
designation in the town accounts happened in 1456 when the town musicians, called “wachter
van der Halle” prior to that year, were named city minstrels83. In Ghent they were still
referred to as watchmen on the belfry in the 1477-1478 accounts, but in the 1479-1480
accounts they were called “the four minstrels of this city on the belfry”84. The gradual
distinction between watchmen on the one hand and town musicians on the other hand is
apparent, though this happened almost 30 years later in Ghent than in Mechlin and Bruges.
A second important change was the expansion of several alta bands from four to five
musicians. In Bruges we had in 1482 Antheunis Pavillon and his “vier medeghesellen
menestruellen” (his four minstrel companions) – cf. infra. The alta band consisted of three
“scalmeyen” (shawms) and two “trompetten” (sackbuts) as the accounts state. In the 1485
accounts the shawmists were again called “pijpers” (pipers)85.
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In Ghent five “scalmeypipers” played at the grand entry of Maximilian of Austria in 1485.
The extension to five players seemed temporary as the Ghent town band reverted to four
players in 1487 and did expand for several decades86. In Bruges the number of town
musicians dropped again to four in 1496 and was only enlarged to five again in 152187. Five
years later the Bruges town band numbered six musicians88.
We know of a six-member shawm and sackbut ensemble in Ghent in 1540, mentioned in the
town accounts of that year:
“… ghelevert te werdene den zes scalmeyers deser stede...”
(to be delivered to the six shawm players of the town)89.
In October 1610 a sixth town musician was enrolled by the city of Antwerp.
A third important change occurred soon after 1500. The designation as “pipers, trompers
vander stede” (town pipers) was replaced by “scalmeyers van der stede” (town shawm
players). This change in terminology can be traced subsequently in Mechlin (1500),
Oudenaarde (1511), Ghent and Bruges. The alta band town musicians knew successively
three appellations:
Ca. 1390 – 1450: wachters (waits)
1450 – 1500: stadt pijpers (city pipers)
1500 – 1600: scalmeijers (shawm players)
A fourth change is that those town musicians gradually started to give performances we
could call ‘concerts’. From 1483 onwards, the Antwerp town musicians played every evening
in the city hall. Goesin de Bey, town musician of Oudenaarde, was mentioned in the 1485
municipal accounts as “die dageliex helpt spelen upt scepenhuus” (who helped to play daily in
the town hall)90.
The 1483 municipal cash book of Geraardsbergen mentions:
“betaelt de pijpers metten trompetters die piepten en trompten in de vrijheid van der
kermessen alzoot van ouden tijde ghecostumeert es.” 91
(paid to the pipers and the trumpeters who blew their fifes and trumpets at the fairs
dressed in the old-fashioned way)
Three “trompers” played at a horse fair on Saint Michael’s day in Roeselare and the town
archives (SAR – stadsrekening 1486-87) mention:
“item betaelt den trompers, die speelden in de selve feeste” 92
(paid to the trumpeters who played at the same festivities)
Sometimes the town had to borrow foreign musicians from other towns or from prominent
noblemen. In 1491, the four town trumpeters of Kortrijk were joined by two “clairon” blowers
from Ghent.93 In the same period the Ghent oboe and sackbut players - called “scalmeyen”
(shawm players) - were appearing in Oudenaarde. In Louvain the town magistrates often
called on town musicians from other towns between 1489 and 1491, because there was no
activity with the local “pipers”: die piperie lange stille stont. So, they called on town
musicians from Bruges, Brussels and Antwerp. In 1492 some ancient local town musicians
were called back and they were paid 4 stivers a day.
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In 1529 two town musicians of Louvain went to Utrecht (The Netherlands) to engage two new
(Dutch) musicians to replace two colleagues who had left the profession94.
The town musicians were also invited to play at one or other court. On 20 July 1521, oboe and
sackbut players on the one hand, and trumpet players on the other hand, all coming from
Ghent, gave a performance in front of the governess Margaret of Austria and received an exgratia payment. In Mons a new alta band of town musicians was created in 1532 and the
musicians were supposed to play every day at eleven in the morning and at six in the
afternoon95. In Roeselare in 1536, three trumpeters were paid as they had played on the belfry
at the annual fair as usual: “die in den jaermarct speelden up de halle near costime”96
A document in the town archives of Louvain (SAL 1258 fol.234 v°) dated 8 October 1546
mentions that the town musicians had to play a serenade (evening concert) everyday!
Moreover, the town authorities ordered them also to play after high mass on Sundays and
Christian holy days:
“Opten 8ste dach octobris Anno 1546 Als byden Rade der stadt Leuven geordonneert
en overdragen. Dat deser stadt speelluyden van nu voortaen boven huere oude
gewoonten van alle dagen des avonts te spleen, alnoch sculdich zullen zyn tallen
sondaghen en heylich dagen voer den noenen naer hoochmissen, en dat op hueren
ouden sallaris sonder ter saken van enen meer daeraff te hebben….”97
(On the 8th day of October of the year 1546 As ordered by the council of the town of
Louvain. That the town musicians of this town will, from now onwards, in addition to
their old custom to play every evening, also be obliged to play before noon after high
mass on Sundays and holy days and this for the same salary…)
They played their serenades on or in front of the steps leading to the town hall of Louvain.
The contract for the Mechlin town musicians of 1606 (cf. next chapter) stipulated that they
were supposed to organize “concerts” of shawms, trumpets and other instruments in honor of
the city every Sunday and Saturday and on feast days between eleven and half past eleven.
The contract also specified that the musicians had to rehearse at least twice a week!98
However important religion – and gradually also art – may have been, economy was of vital
importance to the Flemish towns. Trade remained the first activity.
The town musicians also played at the local fairs and annual markets, besides the weekly
markets. These markets were held in the main square of the city. The town musicians played
either in front of the city hall or on a platform on the church or belfry tower. The band played
at the opening of fairs and markets and also, at intervals throughout the event.
In Kortrijk they played joyful music from the “Halletoren”, the belfry towering in the middle
of the market square. In 1548 the town magistrate of Kortrijk offered wine to the trumpet
players who had played at the hall during the annual fair. According to the municipal accounts
of 1559 of the same town, the town musicians having participated in the performance of a
theatre play, were also paid with some mugs of wine:
“Item betaalt Joos Broerszone … twee cannen wijns … ter causen van gespeilt
thebbene in zeker maletijt van de scepenen int scepenhuus, tspel van den kinderen
van Israhel, gaende door de Roode zee…”99
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(Paid to Joos Broerszone … two jugs of wine … because he has played at a certain
meal at the town hall in the play about the children of Israel going through the Red
Sea).
This must have been a custom in the area (the South of West Flanders) as we read in the
Wervik municipal accounts of 1568-1569:
“Inde Ommeganck daghen lxvij, de scalmeyers die ter ommeganghe ghespeilt
hadden, 8 kannen wijns …”100
It seems obvious that those weekly (or daily) concerts were part of the everyday medieval city
life in Flanders.
A fifth change in the professional life of the town musicians in the Renaissance is the
creation of town musicians’ guilds.
From the second half of the fifteenth century onwards, following the example of other
professions, the town musicians gathered into corporations and choose a patron saint as all
corporations did. In Brussels, for example, there was a “Saint Job Guild” in the fifteenth
century (probably founded in the 14th century) and in Antwerp we had a town musician’s
corporation with both Saint Job and Saint Mary Magdalene as patron saints. Their first goal –
at least as they liked people to believe – was of a charitable and more or less religious nature:
town musicians gathered to help people when necessary, to worship their patron saint in
common, or simply to help the poor. In fact, they wanted to protect their profession by
keeping non-residents out of their corporation. However, they never reached the status of the
court musicians. As the Brussels town musicians did hardly care about their religious duties
and were rather unwilling to comply with the corporation regulations, the Brussels Town
Council issued a statute (“keure”) confirming the new regulations for town musicians on 10
May 1574:
“om voortoen onder ‘t voorschrevene bruederschap van Sint-Job ende die speelluyden
deser stadt onderhauden ende geobeserveert te wordene”
(in order to respect and observe from now onwards the regulations of the corporation
of Saint Job).
This statute maintained all existing rights and privileges. Article number 1 states the exclusive
prerogative of the “brothers” (members of the brotherhood or corporation) to perform musical
services for the citizens of Brussels. No musician is allowed to play anywhere for a
remuneration whatsoever, unless he is a citizen of the town and a member of the brotherhood.
Upon entering the brotherhood – which was only possible by standing the tests – one was
obliged to take the oath, promising to respect all items of the privileges and decrees granted
by the town authorities, to behave loyally and properly towards the corporation board and to
inform the board when one was aware of any action being taken against the brotherhood or
one was noticing that any colleague did not respect the statutes101.
The town of Bruges too had two or four members of the town musicians’ guild swear an oath
to the “scepenen” (aldermen) before taking up their duties.
Those guildsmen (town musicians’ brotherhood members) also had a lot of obligations.
Whenever they played music for a wedding or any other feast, either for the pageant or for
dancing, they had to refund one or two “stuivers” (stiver: smallest obsolete coin) to the guild’s
cashbox. Any gig or job on the side had to be registered by the corporation’s secretary.

Archives Départementales du Nord (France) B 7701, Stadsrekening Wervik 1568 -1569, folio 8.
Casteele, D. van de, Préludes historiques sur la ghilde des ménestrels de Bruges, Bruges 1868, p. 68: wording
of the oath for new guildsmen of the ‘Saint Job and Mary Magdalena Guild’ at Antwerp.
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Any replacement as substitute to play was forbidden in principle, except in case of illness, and
was severely fined:
“eenige bruyloft ende feeste te spelen aenghenomen ende aenveert sal hebben,
deselve in persoone te spelene”
(having accepted to play at any wedding or festivity, one should play in person)
except for:
“sieckte oft anders wettelycke ende genoechsame excusatie”
(illness or other legal and plausible excuse).
It was also forbidden to work with other musicians, who did not belong to the brotherhood,
unless it was a “liefhebbere der consten” (an amateur) who played for sheer pleasure and
without any wage. Moreover, the brethren had to behave in an exemplary manner and at any
violation of this precept they were immediately summoned by the provost marshals to be
reprimanded and urged not to repeat the offence (“met goede woorden ende raide ondewysen
ende vermanen van zulckx nyet meer te doene”). If a member of the brotherhood did not
comply with these regulations he was expelled.
In Louvain the town musicians gathered in the Bruederscap der consteners van der musycken
(Brotherhood of the musical artists) in December 1502 and its statutes were approved by the
town officials. The statutes stated that Saint Job was replaced by Saint Cecilia as patron saint
of the brotherhood; that members were accepted after paying an entrance fee of 1 £ or 4
stivers: incomghelt van 1 pond oft 4 stuivers; that a guild master was to be elected every year;
that foreign town musicians had to obtain the town citizenship before they could be accepted
as a member of the brotherhood (guild). On 29 January 1522 the town officials dissolved the
statutes and that very same year three Antwerp musicians, the brothers Gielis and Franchen
Conyns and Claes de Wouwer, were paid 2 £ for:
8 dagen dat sy ter kermisse van Loevenen gespeelt hebben tsavonts opter stadhuys
(the 8 days they played for the Louvain fair in the evening at the town hall)102.
The relation between town musicians and official Town Pipers (stadsspeellieden) was also
mentioned in the statutes. One of the Town Pipers (stadspijpers) was obliged to have a seat in
the board of directors, consisting of four provosts and the dean (hoofdman). Furthermore, on
the saint’s days of Saint Lazarus, Saint Job and Saint Agatha, the Town Pipers had to
accompany the mass celebration at the Saint Nicholas Church and they had to play at the
annual banquet presented by the brotherhood to the lepers. On the other hand, they were
exempted of the obligation to contribute towards the costs and expenses of the corporation
and also of the special tax on gigs. The Town Pipers also boasted the exclusive prerogative to
give the musical start of the New Year103.
In the 16th century every Town Watcher received an official letter of appointment; so in 1586
an employment contract was signed between trumpeter Nicolaes van der Slype and the
gentlemen treasurers and stewards representing the town of Mechlin. The contract stated that
van der Slype:
“tot renoncens toe de nachtwacht te houden op Sinte Rombouts toren, zoo men van
ouden tijden gewoenlich is geweest te doene: stekende of blaesende alle uren de
trompette en doende voerts alle andere devoiren, die een goede en getrouwen
wachthouder schuldich is te doene”
(should night watch till exhaustion on the tower of Saint Rombout’s Church as has
been the custom since ancient times: blowing his trumpet and fulfilling all other duties
which a loyal watcher is expected to fulfill).
Huybens, Gilbert (comp.), Muziek te Leuven in de 16de eeuw, Leuven, 1982, pp. 21-22.
Statutes of the Brussels ‘Saint Job Guild’ anno 1574 in E. Van der Straeten, Les Ménestrels aux Pays-Bas du
XIIIe au XVIIIe siècle, Brussels 1878, p. 99-108.
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Another example is the “Connétablie de Sainte-Cécile”104 created in Mons in 1588. The
members were called “instrument players” and performed mainly at wedding parties and
banquets. Any candidate for this guild of town musicians in Mons had to perform before the
assembly of “masters”, following an apprenticeship of two years. To become a “master” he
had to be able to play “two pieces of music on each of said instruments (shawm, cornett,
recorder and violin), such songs as the masters see fit to choose”. Their social rank was
definitely below that of the town and court minstrels and they were often obliged to practice
another profession or trade as well.
The Flemish town wind bands during the first half of the sixteenth century boasted a fame that
reached far beyond the borders of the Low Countries. So many Flemish wind players were
invited and recruited in towns and even in courts all over Europe.

Uniforms.

The town pipers still wore special uniforms and received a separate allowance for these
‘working clothes’, which they had to wear whenever they were in office. Sometimes it was
the municipality that bought some cloth and handed it to the musicians to have their uniform
made to measure. Those uniforms certified their status so that they could be clearly
distinguished from travelling musicians of more suspicious character. The fact that the town
musicians appreciated their uniform is illustrated by a request made to the town council of
Mechlin in 1560. Since 1552, the town of Mechlin had no longer provided its musicians with
special clothing or uniforms and so the town pipers had to play without any special insignia
establishing their official dignity. So, they were very grieved, especially as their colleagues in
other towns boasted special gowns. After seven years of annoyance, they made an appeal to
the “Borgemeesters, Tresoriers en Gemeynd’reat” (Mayors, treasurers and town council) and
in that request they stated that (as explained above):
“gheven te kennen hoe zyluyden ander tyt jaerlycs hebben gehadt een tabbaert
laecken van der stadt als van hunluyde offijcie oft dienst weghe dwelck is gescorst
en opgehouden is geweest eenen tyt van zeven jaren en de nu gemerckt dat sijluyde
gesien hebben dat my, Eer. Heeren eenighe andere van der stadt officieren tabbaert
laken ontfangen hebben van mijn Eer. heeren, soe eerst dat syluyden oyck al nu
versoeken der gelycker laken te hebben int mybne Eer. heere goedt duncken. Want
gemerckt als syluyden ghaen spelende voor enighe ghulde oft andere dienst doende
der stadt, dat alsdan eenighe buyte luyden sien, niet en weten oft wy van buyten syn
oft van elders gehuert syn. Oft niet gemerckt wy gaen sonder abyt oft cleeringhe van
dese stadt? Alzoe believe myne Eer. Heeren, ende uwer Eerheyt goet duencken
begeeren de cleeringhe al noch te draeghen also syluyd, eertijds hebben gedaen dat
doende.”105
(declare how they used to receive yearly from the town authorities a cloth gown
because of their office, but that this has ceased since seven years and that they have
seen that other town officers still have received a cloth gown from your Reverend
Lordships and so they also request to obtain the same cloth if it pleases your
Lordships. Because they have noticed that when they play for a guild or for any
official service, foreigners do not recognize whether they are hired musicians from
outside the town. Did you not notice that we work without official clothing of the
town? Thus, would it please your Lordships that we wear these special clothes as we
used to do).
104
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Household Order of Saint Cecilia.
Aerde, Raymond Van, o. c, p. 90, attachment nr.4.
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The clothing must have been very colorful, according to the municipal accounts of Antwerp:
in 1529 the uniform was white, in 1530-31 blue, in 1536 dark red, from 1608 to 1621 black,
yellow and red, with red and black lining. Yet, a hand-colored wood engraving by Abraham
de Bruin, published in 1581 by Jos de Borsches in an album with local costumes and dresses,
shows two town musicians (a piper and a drummer) in yellow outfit. It was originally a “New
Year’s Greeting Card” of the Antwerp town musicians (cf. picture 35, p.62).
For the "ommeghangs", the town musicians wore a special ceremonial gown in red and black,
adorned with a “brueck” (a silver pendant) or another silver-plate decoration.
An engraving dating from 1594 shows the Louvain town musicians wearing the town
armories on the left shoulder of their uniform.

28. Four town musicians with three shawms and one slide trumpet at the
annual Ommegang in Leuven. They were uniforms with the town
armories on their left shoulder. Colored pen drawing, Leuven.

Wages.

The job of town musician was rather demanding, even if the pay was anything but unfair.
The rules set by the Mechlin town authorities are as plain as day:
“spelen opt stadhuys met schalmijen, trompetten ende andere instrumenten daartoe
dienende, ende sullen voorts zonder eenigh refus ofte weygheringhe gehouden wesen
op redelijcken salaris op alle anderen tijden hun gereed te houden, met hunne
instrumenten te spelen, telcken alst hun van weghe Mijne Heeren van de weth deser
stadt Mechelen geordonneert sal worden.”
(play at the town hall with shawms and trumpets and other instruments in aid of that,
and will furthermore be obliged, without any possible refusal or denial, according to
their fair salary, be ready at any time to play their instruments, whenever it will be
ordered by the Lords of the Law of this town of Mechlin.)
Usually, the relations between town musicians and town authorities were rather good, as the
following anecdote proves. When the Bruges town piper Anthuenis Pavillon and his
companions missed a lucrative gig – playing a wedding in Middelburg – because of their
official town duties in Bruges where important guests were staying, they were indemnified by
the town for the lost income.
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”Item betaelt Antheunis Pavillon, voor hem ende voor dander viere zine
medeghesellen menestruelen vander stede, ende hemlieden ghegheven uut gracien,
van dat wat zij niet en hadden moghen doen huer proffyt in een brulocht feeste te
Middelbuerch in Vlaenderen, maer binder stede bliven moesten omme te festoyerne
zeker heeren doe hier wesende….”106.
In the municipal accounts of Oudenaarde we find some information about one particular
“scalmeyer” (shawm player) called Goeskin or Goessin De Bey. He joined the town
musicians in 1484, received a new cloth uniform and a pecuniary gratification. Two years
later De Bey organized music lessons at the town hall (“scepenhuuse”) to train new
“scalmeyers”. In 1487 the town bought a new instrument for this training. In 1497 he quit and
received twelve cents as New Year’s gift.107
The basis salary of the Mechlin town musicians in 1586 was two florins and ten stivers (see
above) a year, plus extra remunerations for additional services and a financial contribution for
house rent and firewood. However according to the Mechlin Municipal accounts of 15721573, the town administration no longer paid wages to the town musicians; they got separate
remunerations for each performance. This caused several Mechlin town musicians, such as
Philippe van Ranst, Joris Volckaert and Coquil, to leave Mechlin and offer their services at
the Brussels court.
In Louvain we can see evolution of the wages throughout the time. In 1492 the town
musicians received four stivers a day. A decree of 1 August 1499 reduced the wages to two
stivers a day. In 1525 the town musicians (the brothers Conyns and Adriaen Mathys) still
received a daily salary of two stivers, some years later increased to a twenty-one stivers a
week108.
Lucas Smets , one of the four town musicians of Louvain, was paid 12 £ in 1603 for having
played 14 days in front of the town hall : zoo voor hem als de andren 3 stadsspeellieden van
14 dagen voort stadhuys gespelt te hebben109.

Processions and “ommeghangs”.

As was already the case in the Middle Ages (cf. the previous chapter), the town musicians
participated in numerous – mostly religious – processions and “ommeghangs”. The religious
troubles, opposing the protestant Northern Provinces to the Catholic Southern provinces
stimulated all public religious manifestations. Many religious processions have been
immortalized by several painters, the most interesting paintings being those by Denis van
Alsloot (cf. next chapter). Those processions played an important role in town life and
consequently caused large expenditures. Large sums were expended to hire musicians from
other cities or from aristocratic courts to complement the local town musicians.
The municipal accounts of the Flemish little town of Damme mention already in 1401:
“Betaelt IJ trompers end J rethooren, die voor tsakrament speelden, …”
(Paid 2 trumpet players and one rhetorician, who played in front of the Holy
Sacrament).
Unfortunately, Damme was too small a place to have its own paid town musicians, so they
were hired, as we can read in the municipal accounts of 1410:
“Betaelt van tween trompers die voor tsakrament trompeden, dwelke ghehuert waren
te Ghent bi ghebreke dat men gheenen vant te huerne te Brueghe noch ter Sluis… 110”
Casteele, Désiré van de, op. cit, page 12, footnote 1.
Vander Straeten, Edmond, La Musique aux Pays-Bas, Vol IV, p. 141-142.
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Huybens, Gilbert (comp.), o.c., p. 22.
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(Paid to two trumpeters who blew the trumpet in front of the Holy Sacrament, who
had been hired in Ghent, because no one was found to be hired neither in Bruges nor
in Sluis)
Sometimes they found local minstrels, but had to borrow instruments as the accounts of
Damme of 1433 establish:
“Betaelt Joris Cornet, van dat hi gesonden was te Brugghe omme twee zelverinne
trompen, omme mede te trompene voor tsacrement ende tsanderendaeghs weder thuus
te livereerne, metgaders eenen cnecht, die de verseide trompen drouch ende
haelde, …”
(Paid to Joris Cornet, because he had been sent to Bruges to fetch two silver
trumpets, to blew the trumpet in front of the Holy Sacrament and had delivered them
back the next day, together with a servant who carried and fetched the trumpets
mentioned…)111
In Antwerp it was the cathedral who paid the town musicians for their participation in several
religious “ommeghangs”, such as the Ommeghang for Our Lady (on the Sunday after Our
Lady’s Ascension Day), the Blessed Sacrament procession (on Corpus Christi day) and the
Holy Circumcision procession (on Trinity Sunday).
One of the most famous religious processions took place in Bruges on 3 May (the day
remembering “the finding of the cross” for the Roman Catholics). On that official religious
feast-day, there used to be a market visited by thousands of merchants during the first two
weeks of May. The most important event however, was the religious procession during which
the relic of the Holy Blood112 was shown to the population of Bruges113.
The author Damhouder gives an eye-witness’s report of that procession114 with the succession
of the different guilds and corporations:
“Beginnen alle de werckmans der Ambachten byzonderlic met hunne teeckens ende
kruysen voor te gaen aengeleydt door eenige voor tretende pypspeelders met
hunluyder zelvere ende langhactige pypen klaerblincelyck blasende. Voorts twee
blinckende vergulde kruysen met twee oft drie pypspeelders.”
(All the workers of the trades/crafts precede with their signs and crosses led by some
pipers marching in front blowing distinctly their silver and long-shaped pipes.
Moreover, two gleaming gilded crosses with two or three pipers.)
Then follows the Brotherhood of the Holy Blood “met vyf musiscksche pypspeelders” (with
five musical pipers). Finally, the procession arrives at the Burg square “den welcken is
ruysschende van hondert pypspeelders met d’alderaendachtigste geklangen” (which is
rustling by the attentive playing of hundred pipers). The great number of wind musicians
performing on that occasion is also corroborated by the testimony of canon Carton: On the
eve of the festival, towards three o’clock in the afternoon, the trumpeters and clairons of all
corporations gathered on the steps in front of the Holy Blood Chapel at the Burg square. At a
given moment, all these instruments, numbering two hundred, among which sometimes up to
eighty silver trumpets, started blowing fanfares”.115
In 1517 the Bruges town authorities added some extra luster to the occasion by organizing a
contest for chambers of rhetoric.
Idem, p. 261.
This relic was brought back from the Crusades by the Count of Flanders Thierry of Alsace, cf. chapter 1.
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The “Holy Blood Procession” still takes places, now on the first Monday following May 2.
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The Ghent chambers of rhetoric “Sinte Barbara” (Saint Barbara) and “Marien Theeren” (In
Honor of Our Lady) were accompanied by the five town fifers and the six town trumpeters,
who also participated in the religious procession.
Town musicians used to accompany most religious processions in Flanders. Another famous
Flemish religious procession is “The Procession of the Penitents” in Veurne116. The
procession of 1417 had no fifers as the only musician present asked too high a price. In 1501
four shawm players were paid 60 lb to play in front of the Holy Cross117.
The town wind ensembles or bands also appeared in civic processions, such as the traditional
“Ommegang”118. Those ommegangs boasted quite some pageantry and solemn music was a
must. In Antwerp there were four of those ommegangs each. The order of participating guild
brethren and richly decorated floats with biblical scenes (“tableaux vivants”) was set up very
accurately. As the costs of those ommegangs were, to a large extent, paid by the town, the
municipal accounts regularly mentioned payments of town musicians.
In 1470 the town paid 56 musicians who had participated in the ommegang and who came
from several other towns:
Achtervolgende doude costumen, zo onthielden dontfangers trompers, pypers en vj
claretten van Gend, trompers en pypers van Brussele, van Mechelen ende van meer
andere steden…
(According to the old traditions, the collectors paid trumpet players, pipers from
Ghent, Brussels, Mechlin and other cities)119
The instruments also included twenty-eight bagpipes, fifes and drums.
In 1477 there were 71 musicians participating in the ommegang a kind of record and certainly
was an exception as trumpets were generally preferred to add luster to great public festivities.
t was customary after the procession for the participants of the ommegang to be invited at a
fine meal at the town hall, or at least they were invited to drink a goblet of wine. So happened
in 1494 in Antwerp after one of the ommegangs:
“op den sondach naer den noene, als vesperen ghedaen is, soe comen de heeren
borghemestren ende scepenen op der stadt huys metten rentmeesteren; ende alsdan
soe comen alle saemen speellieden op der stadt huys, in de raet camere, ende spelen
elck dat hy can; soe gheeft men hen alle te drincken, ende, naer dat sy syn ende
spelen connen, soe gheven de rentmeesteren drynck ghelt.”120
(at Sunday in the afternoon when the vespers/evening prayers are finished, the
gentlemen Mayors, aldermen and stewards come to the town hall; and then also come
together all the town musicians in the council chamber of the town hall each of them
playing what they can; then they all receive some drinks and after they have played the
stewards give them some tips).
The town musicians were often invited to perform at “ommeghangs” in other towns. In 1470
the city of Ghent sent a group of “trompers, pypers en claretten” (trumpeters, pipers and
clarets) to Dendermonde to participate in the local “ommegang”.
The Veurne “Penitents Procession” marches through the streets of this ancient town each last Sunday of July
since 1644 up to now.
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The municipal accounts of Geraardsbergen mention in 1550 (and also the next few years):
“betaelt vier schalmeyers van Edinghen ende drie luutenaers van Audenaerde die uyt
laste van scepenen ten ommeganghe van St Bartolomeus speelden… Men betaalde ook
hun montcosten.” 121
(paid four shawm players from Enghien and three lure players from Oudenaarde who
played in the Saint Bartholomew procession at the aldermen’s request…. They were
also paid their food)
On 8 September 1555 “schalmeiers” (shawm players) of Dendermonde joined the local
musicians for the “Ommegang” at Lebbeke.
In 1591-92, the Geraardsbergen municipal accounts mention:
“betaelt twee trommelslagers den eenen van Ledeghem ende den anderen van
Lessenbosch die herulieden ter kermesse in den ommeganck presenteerden.” 122
(paid two drummers, one from Ledegem, the other from Lessenbosch who performed
at the procession).
The municipal accounts of Wervik mention the payment of oboe players:
“Bet. Thomas le clerck bernaert briexe Jan goker en lowys polet, speellieden met de
haultboysen … om dat zy met de hautboysen ghespeelt hebben de ommeganghe…”123
(Paid to Thomas le clerk, Bernaert Briexe, Jan Goker and Lowys Polet, (town)
musicians with the hautbois/oboes - … as they played the oboes at the Ommegang)

The instruments.

It might be interesting to explain the distinction made between “trompers” and “pipers” as
explained by the same author Damhouder124.
“De pypspeelders der Hallen de welcke aldaer op zekere tyden blydelyck t’zamen
speelen oft elders verzocht zynde, draghen op den slincker arm de zelvere teeckens
der stadt. De nachtsche trompet stekers op der hallen de welcke op alle uren des
nachts, door de vier hoecken der halle het trompet blasen ende zoo wanneer zy
eenighen brandt zien, als dan hanghen zy een laterne.”
(The pipers of the Halls who joyfully play together at certain times over there, or
elsewhere when they are invited, wear on the left arm (sleeve) the silver badge of the
town. The nightly trumpeters on (top of) the Halls who blow the trumpet at every hour
of the night through the four corners of the Hall and who, when they see a fire, hang a
lantern.)
There are several documents referring to the purchase of instruments intended for the local
town bands of Brussels, Bruges and Mechlin. In 1482, the town of Bruges paid Eeuwout
Wittebrood the trumpet manufacturer (“trompetmakere”) for the purchase of five trumpets. In
1530-31 the town of Mechlin bought several instruments for its town musicians. By the
purchase of two cornetts (“zinken”) the total of cornets amounted to nine :
“Betaelt van twee cinquen voor de stadt spelieden, en alzoo zijnder 9 cinquen al
tsamen bij die stadt gecocht die welcke gelaten zijn aen den Jonghen Hubrecht van
den Broeke, om daer a bescheit en rekening te doene alst den heeren believen sal”.
(Paid two cornetts for the town musicians, so there are 9 cornetts altogether purchased
by the town and handed over to the young Hubrecht van den Broecke to use them to
his liking).
Godfroid, Marcel, o.c. p. 23.
Godfroid, Marcel, ibidem.
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We know of a six-member shawm and sackbut ensemble in Ghent in 1540, mentioned in the
town accounts, for which 2 sackbuts, 2 shawms and 2 bombardes were purchased.
“Betaelt Pieter De Coninc, goudtsmet … over de leveringhe van twee zelveren
sackeboeten, twee boven sanghen en twee teneuren scalmeye … ghelevert te werdene
den zes scalmeyers deser stede...”
(paid to Pieter de Coninc, goldsmith … for two silver sackbuts, two descant and two
tenor shawms … to be delivered to the six shawm players of the town)125.

29. Different “zinken” or “Cornetts”.

In 1551, town musician Cornelis Vander Winckele obtained from the town magistrate the
acquisition of a double bombarde and two “bassetten”, as we can read in the texts (folio 245)
of the municipal accounts of the town of Gent:
Betaelt Cornelis Vander Winckele de somme van XX s.gro. …daervoren hy metten
anderen zynnen medeghesellen scalmeyers deser stede ghecocht heeft drie
instrumenten omme der stede daermede te dienene, ghenaempt eene dobbele
bombaerde ende twee bassetten accorderende met de huerlieder scalmeypypen…”
(Paid to Cornelis Vander Winckele the sum of … for which he has bought, together
with his companion shawm players of this town, three instruments to be used in
service of the town, notably a double bombarde and two bassets, being in harmony
with their shawms.)
Also in 1551, a town musician of Oudenaarde played the “zink” (cornett) on the town hall belfry
during the Procession of the Holy Sacrament, as we can read in the municipal accounts:
“Joos Devenyns, van dat hy in Sacraments daghe ghespeelt heeft met een instrument
van der syncke, op den toren van den schepenhuuse…” 126
(Joos Devenyns, because he has played on the Holy Sacrament’s Feast with an
instrument called syncke (cornett) on the tower of the town hall)
125
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Halfway the 16th century, the Ghent town magistrate had the solid silver trumpets of the town
musicians melted to make special silver insignia or badges the musicians had to wear on a
small chain put on the sleeve of their official costume. Those badges were gold-plated and
represented their instrument and the initial G of Ghent. The town accounts mention:
“Betaelt Pieter Coninc, gaudtsmet, de somme van … ter causen ende over dmaken
ende leveringhe van zes selveren trompetkins, hanghende cruuswys met een selveren
ketenjin aan een G…., ghelevert te zynne den zes trompetters der vernoemde stede,
ende by hemlieden up heurlieder mauwe in een teken ghedreghen te werdenen…”
(Paid to Pieter Coninc, goldsmith, the sum of … concerning the manufacture and
delivery of six little silver trumpets, hanging crosswise with a small silver chain to a
G, … to be delivered to the six trumpeters of the aforesaid town and to be worn by
them on their sleeve)127.
The Ghent history museum preserves a silver badge made in 1482 by the famous goldsmith
Corneille De Bonte for the “trompenaeren” (trumpet blowers) of the belfry. In 1590 those
silver badges of the town musicians were restored and gilded again in the workshops of
Adrien Van Hulthem for the appointment of the new magistrate and the Corpus Christi
procession.
Most interesting is the distinction made in the Ghent municipal accounts of 1553 between the
“blowing” of the trumpets and the “playing” of the shawms:
Betaelt den scalmeyers deser stede …. Van ghespeelt thebbene up den kerstdach ten
huuse van den baillu … Betaelt den zes trompetters deser stede … ter causen van
gheblasen thebbene op den heleghen paeschdach ten hussen van mynen heere den
baillu..”128
(paid to the shawm players of this town … because they have played on Christmas
Day at the house of the bailiff… Paid to the six trumpeters of this town … because
they have blown on Easter Sunday at the house of the bailiff….)
Another term used is “trompen” (blow the trumpet) as we can read in the same accounts, also
indicating that the town musicians played at all religious Feast Days, often on the belfry
tower.
“Betaelt den trompers ende menestreurs deser stede, van dat sy speelden ende
trompten … te sinxene, alderheiligehn daghe, paesdaghe up beefroit..”
(Paid to the trumpet players and minstrels of this town, because they played and blew
the trumpet at Whitsuntide (Pentecost), All Saints’ Day (All Hallows), Christmas
Say, Easter Day on the belfry.)129
In Wervik the trumpeter Jacob vanden Driessche was mentioned in the municipal accounts of
1573-1574; he was supposed to
“alle huere vander nacht trompet steken zouden”.130
(blow the trumpet each hour of the night).
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The 1594 Ommegang of Leuven was
described by Willem Boonen who also
made some nice color drawings (cf.
supra).
Besides
some
hired
“speellieden” (musicians) preceding
the statue of Our Holy Lady, there
were also ”stadtspeellieden” (town
musicians) who preceded the town
magistrates. The group consisted of
one trumpeter and four shawm
players131.

30. Tower Wait - Trumpeter Brussels.

Joyous Entries.

Another official duty of the town musicians was their performance at official Triumphal
Entries of sovereigns and important aristocrats. In the Renaissance the entrances of royal
persons into the towns, called “Blijde Inkomst” in Flemish or “Joyeuse Entrée” in French,
were usually considered as a celebration of the actual meeting of the sovereign with the town
citizens. The latter hoped to obtain some privileges in return for their hospitality. Indeed many
Flemish towns obtained important favors and privileges in this way. The tradition went back
to the Middle Ages as we saw in the previous chapter with the Grand Entries of the Dukes of
Burgundy.
At the grand entry of Philip the Good in Bruges in April 1457, according to the chronicler
Chastellain, one could hear:
“tout au long de la nuyt, maintes sonneries de trompettes et clairons et de tous
instruments…, s’en tinrent à tous esmerveillés”.132
(all through the night, many flourishes by trumpets and other instruments fascinated
all guests...).

Even, Edward Van, Geschiedenis van Leuven geschreven in de jaren 1593 en 1594 door Willem Boonen,
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One year later, the Duke was welcomed by the people of Ghent. He paraded through the city
gate in the midst of a sumptuous entourage, headed by six ducal trumpeters; those trumpeters
along with those of the city of Ghent amounted to at least thirty or more.133
The sovereign usually also swore an oath to guarantee the municipal rights. Since the
beginning of Spain’s long involvement with the Low Countries, the history of these “Joyous
Entries” from 1515 to the end of the 17th century reflects the efforts to drive a wedge of
legally credible ceremony into the thick armor of absolute regal power.
As already mentioned, five “scalmeypipers” played at the grand entry of Maximilian of
Austria in 1485 in Ghent. On July 15, 1486 Maximilian, the King of the Romans made his
joyous entry in Brussels and the Brussels trumpet (sackbut!) and shawm players were paid for
their participation in the festivities. Their instruments had been adorned with blazons for the
circumstance. One of the musicians, a trumpeter called Jan van Kinneken, was said to have
ridden on horseback throughout the town with three companions to blow his instrument and
summon the population to watch the royal procession, while another “piper”, called Peters,
was said to have played on top of the town hall tower134.
When the princess of Castile visited the town of Kortrijk in 1499, a town trumpeter blew
some welcome tunes on the tower of the Saint Martin’s Church and another on the Belfry
Tower, while the other trumpeters were part of the procession as we can read in the municipal
accounts of 1499-1500:
“Ghegeven den trompetters van deser stede in hoofscheden van dat sy trompten ende
alle ghenouchte bedreven als mevr. de princesse van Castille binnen dese stede
quam, ende ghelicxs ooc des anderdaechs als zou vertrock .”135
(Given to the trumpeters of this town because they blew the trumpet when her
ladyship the princess of Castile arrived at this tow, and also the next day when she
left.)
In 1513, the English monarch Henry VIII was officially welcomed in Tournai and for his
“Joyous Entry” a music group from Germany had been invited. The musicians made a great
impression with their fifes and drums, buisines (horns), shawms, bombardes and trumpets.136
On 12 February 1515, the young archduke Charles (the later Emperor Charles V) made his
‘Grand Entry’ (or (Triumphal Entry) with his grandfather Emperor Maximilian in Antwerp.
After the ceremony in the Antwerp cathedral, the illustrious visitors went to the town hall for
an official reception with drinks. During this ceremony, at which the young sovereign and the
mayor swore an oath of allegiance to one another, the Antwerp town musicians played several
“liedekens” (songs), for the sovereign’s entry and before and after the oath swearing137.
There are also descriptions of the “Joyous Entry” of Charles V in Bruges (1515) and in
Cambrai and Valenciennes (1540) and of those of his son Philip in Brussels, Leuven, Ghent,
Bruges, Lille, Tournai, Arras and Antwerp (1549).
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At Cambrai the Emperor Charles, accompanied by the ‘Dauphin’ (son of the King) and the
Duke of Orleans, was welcomed by the prominent citizens and twelve trumpeters dressed in
red and black outfits; after the official welcoming: “the twelve trumpeters played very
melodiously and continuously while preceding the Emperor up to the bishop’s palace”.
When the Emperor arrived at the market one could hear: “next to the nice sound of the
trumpeters on the steps of the town hall, a large number of musical instruments, such as
clairons and oboes...”138
At the Triumphal Entry of Margaret
of Austria, governess of the Low
Countries and sister of Charles V, in
Ghent in 1546 the town musicians
were very busy, as the registers of
public accounts establish. During the
“steecspele” (joust or tournament)
performed on the river, the
“scalmeyen” (shawm players) and
trumpeters played, trying to outdo
each other, on top of the town belfry.
They were five in number, however
usually there were six of them: two
sackbuts, two soprano shawms
(dessus) and two tenor shawms.
On 10 September 1549 the “Holy
Roman Emperor” Charles V did his
grand entry into the city of Antwerp,
accompanied by his son Prince Philip
of Spain, his sister Eleonore and
Queen Mary of Hungary. On the
market place there was a stage with
great number of musicians, playing
clarions and shawms and “making
loud melody”139
.

31. Barge with town musicians during the Triumphal Entry of
William of Orange in Brussels 1577. Engraving from the
collection by J.B. Houwaert “Declaratie van de triumphante
incompts van de Prince van Oraingnein”, Antwerp, Plantin 1579.

A series of engravings portray the « Grand Entry of François d’Anjou, » in Antwerp in 1582
and one of them shows town musicians on top of one of the city gates, playing to welcome the
brother of the King of France. We clearly distinguish five shawms and one slide trumpet.
(cf. picture 32, next page).
At most joyous entries, the visiting sovereign’s court band walked in the procession, whereas
the local town musicians played either in front of the city hall or on the belfry or church
tower. Sometimes the local musicians were spread along the line of the march.
Bridgman, N., La participation musicale à l’entrée de Charles-Quint à Cambrai, le 20 janvier 1546 in ‘Fêtes
et Cérémonies au temps de Charles-Quint’, Paris, 1950, pp. 235-255.
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32. Magnifique Entrée de François d’Anjou (1582) Etching by A. de Bruyn and Ph. Galle.

The Antwerp Town (alta) Band.

Yet the most relevant town wind band was that of the city of Antwerp. In the previous chapter
we have seen that the town musicians were already very active in the 14th and 15th centuries in
the big Flemish harbor city.
In the early 16th century there were four official town musicians. From 1530 onwards five
musicians were in office, in 1550 they were “gesworen speellieden” as they had to swear an
oath (cf. above). Moreover, there was an aspirant town musician called “expectant” (he who
waits), a kind of trainee who came into office when one of the town musicians died or fell out.
The instruments belonged to the town. In 1532 the town authorities of Antwerp had an
inventory made of all instruments of the town musicians. Each of the three musicians (the
fourth had died recently) had to make a list of the instruments in his possession. Peeter
Banninck had a case with twelve flutes, a case with eleven crumhorns and two shawms
(indicated as soprano and tenor). Tielman Susato (cf. next page) showed up with a case with
eight crumhorns, a set of nine flutes, three trumpets and a tenor pipe (probably a shawm). Jan
de Graser had one trumpet, one descant or soprano shawm and a case with seven flutes which
he had on loan.
In October 1610 a sixth town musician was enrolled. Two other trumpeters were in municipal
service as tower watchers on the Our-Lady’s Cathedral tower, however they belonged to the
minor municipal employees, whereas the official town musicians were part of superior the
civil service.
In 1609 the official Antwerp town musicians were Artus Wyns, Anthonie vanden Steene,
Daniel van Ghysele, Lucas Smitz and Balthazar Broddyn and Pauwels vanden Bruele was
“expectant”. The Antwerp town musicians had to be members (brethren) of the (above
mentioned) “Guild of Saint Job and Saint Mary Magdalena”, actually one of the poorest
guilds in town. They had their own chapel in the Saint Jacob’s Church. Town musicians had
to be “poorters” (citizens) of Antwerp or buy the citizenship in order to become a member of
the guild. When applying they had to pass a test on several wind instruments and play several
dances and three motets and also pay an admittance fee.
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Moreover, they had to behave beyond reproach. In 1549 Tielman Susato got involved in
political troubles and had to leave the guild. Among the Antwerp town musicians two wind
instrument players should be mentioned: Hans Naghel and Tielman Susato. Hans Naghele,
probably of Dutch origin, had been attached to the court of Henri VIII, King of England, as a
sackbut player. In 1501 he returned on the continent and performed, together with his fellow
Hans Broen, for Philips the Fair, Duke of Burgundy and both received 37 pound and 10 sols
for this exceptional concert140.
Maybe the most important Flemish composer of the sixteenth century, as far as wind music is
concerned, is Tielman Susato (Cologne?, ca 1500 – Antwerp, 1561-4). He was a composer
and music publisher active in Antwerp. In 1529 and 1530 Susato worked as a calligrapher at
Antwerp Cathedral and in 1531 as a “tromper” (trumpeter)! One year later he is mentioned as
‘Tielman van Colen’, a town player owning several instruments: 9 flutes, 3 trumpets and a
tenor pipe. In 1542 the town authorities paid him for “twee trompetten, deen den teneur ende
dander de bas, voer de stadt spelieden gecocht omme in de ommegang ende in der kercken
metten sangers op hooge dagen te spelen” (two trumpets, one tenor and one bass, bought for
the town musicians to play in the procession and with the singers in the church on high days).
The town musicians also had some extravagant duties. According to some sources several
musicians daily escorted the delegates of the Hanseatic League as they went from their
factory to the “Beurs” (stock exchange hall) to deal with mundane matters of commerce.
The term trumpet referred apparently to all ‘brass’ instruments such as cornett, buisine, slide
trumpet and sackbut. The role of the wind instrument players in the church music is also
mentioned. Susato was active as a town player up to 1549, but from 1543 until 1561 he
worked mainly as a music publisher, establishing the first important music press in the Low
Countries. Between 1530 and 1541 Susato got not only his salary from the town authorities
but also a housing allowance because he taught young children how to play musical
instruments. In 1551 he moved to a house called ‘Crumhorn’ and it is generally believed that
he combined a music printing activity with a musical instrument business.

The repertoire.

Susato published many song collections, including works by famous contemporaries such as
Clemens non papa and Orlando Lassus. According to John Murray141, Susato wrote some 33
volumes of six-part wind music, running to about four hundred folio pages, for the Antwerp
town musicians. Unfortunately, they are completely lost. There is only a volume published by
Susato, entitled “Het derde musyck boexken … alderhande danserye” (1551), which is a
collection of dances to be played by all musical instruments (“om spelen op alle musicale
instrumenten”), which enables to ‘reconstruct’ some of his lost wind music. Those dances
were short, symmetrical pieces with a slow, moderate or lively rhythm; their charming
melodic invention, emphasized by a quite simple harmonization is striking. Several of these
songs were composed by Susato himself and we could easily imagine that they used to be on
the repertoire of the town wind ensemble. Several dances, such as “De post”, “Danse de
Hercules”, “Quatre branles” and “De Fagot” are limited to a scale of nine tones, which
corresponds to the range (tessitura) of the crumhorn. Other collections of instrumental music
published in the same period, such as those published by Pierre Phalèse (Louvain, 1510 – ca
1575), contained pieces that were probably also intended for the town wind players. The town
bands indeed also performed dance music, for the wealthy bourgeois eagerly followed the
example of the nobility. As we have seen (cf. supra) the regulations of the of the town
musician guilds regularly refer to playing for dances as an extra source of income.
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In 1571 he published, following Susato, a “Premier Livre de Danseries” (First Book of
Dances) for “tous instrumens Musicalz” (all musical instruments).
As the town musicians played by heart, it is most difficult to retrieve their repertoire, although
we may assume that they played a lot of dance music, the kind that was published by Susato,
and motets. In fact, they played the same tunes as those that were sung.
The repertoire often consisted of transcribed
vocal polyphony as in the example of the
Brussels Town Band performing various
songs (liedekens) at a banquet in 1495. A
more detailed description of tasks and
repertoire is mentioned in a contract of the
Bruges town band: “… each of them are
obliged to play at the front of the old hall at
the customary place every Sunday and Holy
Day at 11.00 before noon and at 6.00 in the
evening …; they are to play two songs
(liedekens) or motets (motetten) at each
performance; each performer is to appear in
uniform and sign the work book”.
Another document from ca. 1485 mentions
that the city fathers paid one of the priests of
the cathedral to compose motets specifically
to be played by the Bruges town band.

33. Saint Lambert Cathedral at Liege.
The Tower wait is blowing the trumpet.
Liege etching 16th century.

Contracts.
A contract for the members of the Mechlin town band dating from 1515 tells us more about
the duties of the town musicians. Besides playing the cornett and other instruments during
solemn masses celebrated by order of the town magistrates, they were to play at the town hall
“met schalmijen, trompetten ende andere instrumenten” (with shawms, trumpets and other
instruments) every Saturday, Sunday, holiday and days preceding public festivities. They
were also supposed to play at municipal banquets, in fact they could not refuse playing in any
service required by the town authorities. Moreover, in order to obtain a decent standard of
performance, they were obliged to rehearse commonly at least twice a week under the
command of an appointed leader142.
An Antwerp town guild rule book of 1541 required the members to swear before a magistrate
to use their talents for the well-being of the community, to play and accept engagements
whenever they had openings, not to make double bookings nor cut short performances, to
instruct apprentices in all the instruments “expected of them by the laws of the town” and to
teach dancing.
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There were also contracts between the town musicians and their pupils. So, for example, a
contract made in 1616 in Antwerp between the fourteen-year-old Abraham Adriaenssen and
‘master’ Daniel van Ghysel (see above), states that during seven and a half years, Ghysel has
to take care of the food, clothing and vocal and instrumental teaching of the boy.
During his apprenticeship the boy was supposed to give his earnings to the master, except for
the tips during the last year of the period of training. A master could only accept one pupil
every other year. When the pupil wanted to become a professional musician, he had to pass an
exam and he was not allowed to perform in public without the presence of his master before
passing the test. Once he had succeeded in the examination, the pupil could apply for
membership of the guild. Moreover, he could either stay in Antwerp or try his luck elsewhere,
as the number of town musicians was limited. After their apprenticeship as town musician in
Antwerp, Franchois (sic) van den Houte and Hans Lenaers took service with the Dutch
“Stadhouder” Prince Maurice and François Ondermarck became town musician in Ghent.
In Antwerp the town musicians were active up to 1796 when the French abolished all guilds
and corporations. In 1797 their church, the Saint Jacob’s Church was closed.

Fife and drums with Town Musicians.
The fife and drum combination, introduced by the hired troops with mercenaries from the
Alpine areas, during the 15th century wars in Western Europe, were adopted by infantry troops
and later, also became part of the town music. This explains why soon many town wind bands
boasted some fifers and drummers. The oldest written record for the Flemish area dates from
1477. In that year, the town council of Dendermonde paid sixteen “fluyten en tambours”
(fifers and drummers) for their participation in the “ommegang” procession. The oldest
pictorial representations date from about 1500. The combination is also to be seen on the left
of a painting by Antoon Sallaert (cf. picture 48, p.81).
The term “fijfer” is derived from the French word
“fifre” which had been borrowed from the SwissGerman word “Pfifer” (flute player). Both French
and Dutch words were introduced in the early 16th
century. The oldest mentions are found respectively
in “Les Chansons de Namur” by Jean Lemaire,
printed in Antwerp in 1507 and in an account of
Veurne-Ambacht dating from 1524. The instrument
which the term refers to is any type of small
transverse flute used in combination with the drum.

34. Pierson la Hues, drummer of the Antwerp
Hand-bow Guild. Gillis Cognet (ca 1538-1599).
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The fifers and drummers attached to the municipal guard of Antwerp, created in 1577, had
their own New Year’s Greeting Cards. The text read as follows:
De Trommelslagers en Pijpers metter
herte goet
Sijn altijt bereet in d’bleede en in druve
De Trommel te slane al metter spoet,
Om te geven coragie en goeden moet
Ons goede ghewillighe Sorgherye
En oock te wederstaen ons Conincx partije.
Nae dbevel van onsen Capiteyn voorwaer
Ontfancht van ons dit nieu Jaer.
(The drummers and pipers in good mood
Are always ready in good and in bad days
To play the drum readily
In order to give courage
Our good willing concern
And also to defend our King.
At our captain’s command
Accept from us these New Year’s Greetings.)
35. New year’s Greetings by the Antwerp
municipal drummers. Anonymous woodcut.

When the famous German Painter Albrecht Dürer visited Antwerp in 1520, he mentioned in
his notes numerous drummers and fifers producing a lot of noise!
Fifers and drummers were also closely associated with the guilds or corporations; they were
often to be heard at dances in honor of the new president of the guild or at annual dance
festivals celebrating the may-pole or the end of the harvest. There are several examples of
guilds using fifers and drummers during the day and making an appeal to other musicians for
the evening dances. Usually, the guilds only hired one fifer and one drummer, but sometimes
also two of each. For exceptional festivities in towns, groups of four or more fifers and
drummers were set up. A nice portrait of a drummer attached to a guild was painted by Gilles
Congnet (ca 1538-1599) and pictures Pierson La Hues, drummer of the Antwerp Handbow
Guild (see picture 34 on previous page)
Fifers and drummers were also quite specifically attached to the Flemish guilds of archers and
crossbow shooters. They headed the complete corporation procession on festival days and
engendered animation and joy. A description of such a procession reads as follows:
“Den 1 mei 1511, verzamelden zich volgens een aloud gebruik, ‘s morgens vroeg in
de poorterlyke logie, de drie hoofdgilden, te weten de twee voetbogen en de
handboog en van daer de handboog schutters in montering de kapelaen of proost te
paerde vertrokken met trommels, fyfers en standaerd buiten de stad, om op eenen
boom of molen met het afschieten van den papegaai de meikoning te maken.143”
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(On 1 May 1511, according to an old tradition, the three main guilds, i.e. the two
arbalest/crossbow guilds and the archers guild gathered early in the morning, the
archers on horseback and also the chaplain on horseback, marched on with drums
and fifes and standard and went out of town to elect a May King by shooting the
popinjay on a tree or a windmill.)
But already in 1477, the municipal authorities of Dendermonde paid
“XVI fluyten en tambours die hadden opgetreden in de ommeghang”.
(16 fifes and drums which had taken part into the local procession)144
The first picture of fife and drum combination in
Flanders is to be found on a tapestry by Pieter Van
Aelst, after a drawing by Quinten Metsys, dated ca.
1500.
In the 16th century in Oudenaarde, the town
musicians used to play with “fife and drum” in front
of the houses of the most important citizens on the 1st
of October when “Baefmismaerct” (fair on Saint
Bavo’s Feast Day) was celebrated. In 1599 this
custom was abolished by decree of the town
magistrate.
By the end of the 16th century the use of the drum is
predominating also in Mechlin. The drummers were
attached to the service of the armed guilds and each
town suburb boasted its drummer. They used to keep
the “bourgeois guards” (civic guards) in step when
defending the town against the Spanish fury. The
drummer(s) also played the role of municipal
trumpeter to proclaim the magistrate’s decrees.

36. Torch bearers prepare for a performance.
Anonymous Flemish illumination of a Book
of Hours ca. 1500.

Twice a year, on “versworen maendag” and Saint Andrew’s patron feast, the Mechlin
municipal drummers were treated to plenty of beer. Their drums were purchased by the town
and the drumheads were supplied by the local tanners.
Fifes and drums were also present at joyous entries (as mentioned above). Crown Prince
Philip was welcomed in Brussels, Ghent and Mechlin in 1549 by fifes and drums of the
infantry troops. When arriving at Antwerp, the prince was welcomed by 4.000 infantry
soldiers, all of them citizens of Antwerp, and no less than twenty-eight fifers and twenty-eight
drummers.
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E. WIND MUSIC IN THE COUNTRYSIDE.
It was not very common for town musicians to play in the country, but an interesting painting
by Lucas van Valckenborgh “Spring landscape” (1587), at display in the Kunsthistorisches
Museum in Vienna, shows a kind of country picnic for a noble company at which the dances
are accompanied by two shawms, a bombarde and a slide trumpet.
They must have been town
musicians, because wind
instruments were only
played by professional
musicians.
37. Spring landscape by
Lucas van Valckenborg,
1587.

In contrast with the music
in town, there was also
music played in the country
and its many small villages.
The small flute called
“flageol”, the one-hand
flute and the bagpipe were
common instruments used
in the rural communities.
The flageol appears in
French literary sources from the late 12th century, presumably to mean a three-holed pipe. The
one-hand flute was also a three-hole pipe with two holes in the front and one at the back for
the thumb. It was almost always played together with a small drum. Originating from the
Pyrenees area, it spread all over Europe in the 14th century.
Two complete specimens have been discovered in Flanders: the first in Bruges, almost 50 cm
long and dating from about 1500, the second in Mechlin dating from the period 1500-1650.
The bagpipe is a reed-pipe instrument with a bag serving as a reservoir interposed between the
medium supplying the wind and the reed-pipe. The use of the bag prevents any undesired
breaking of the flow of sound by the player’s necessity to breath. It was in use with both town
and village musicians in The Low Countries from the 15th century onwards.
The music they played was far too rough for the ‘serious’ town and church musicians, so it
was seldom or never noted, recorded nor registered. So, it must have been corrupted due to
oral transmission and, later on, to the influence of music imported from the towns. There are
no written records left of any music of those village musicians before 1650. Yet we know
quite a lot about the instrumental tradition of those times by means of numerous
representations of folk musicians in famous and less famous paintings. The world-famous
Flemish painter Pieter Brueghel145 included some bagpipers in his paintings. Well-known
examples are “The Peasant Wedding” and the “Peasants’ Feast”, part of the Brueghel
Collection of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna. Another famous portrait of a Flemish
bagpiper is to be found in te painting, simply called the bagpiper” by Jan Sanders Van
Hemessen (1504 – ca. 1560) on display at the Royal Brussels Museum of Fine Arts.
Bruegel (Brueghel or Breughel) Pieter (about 1525-69) was a painter of Landscapes and ordinary rural
people; he was also known as Bruegel the Elder.
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38. A detail from Pieter Brueghel the

39. Jan Sanders Van Hessem

Elder’s ‘The Peasant Wedding’.

The Bagpiper, detail.

A bagpiper is leading a rural wedding procession on a painting by Jan Brueghel the Elder
(1630) exhibited at the Brussels museum “Broodhuis”. David Teniers the younger painted
dancing peasants with a bagpiper (1649) on a painting belonging to the Royal Collection at
Buckingham Palace, London. A nice portrayal of a one-hand flute player and bagpipers is to
be seen on a painting by Jan Massijs (1564) on display at the ‘Kunsthistorisches Museum’ in
Vienna.
Part of those rural musicians travelled a lot, often in the company of other ambulant artists,
such as tightrope walkers, fire-eaters and people who swallowed swords. They were called
“speelman, spoelman, speleman or spilman” (speel = play + man), a term referring to all
travelling artists since the Middle Ages. It is obvious that they always improvised, as we only
find the first pictures of those musicians using sheet music in the late 16th century.
The age of Brueghel was overshadowed by the Spanish tyranny under the bloodthirsty and
most cruel Spanish governor the Duke of Alva who terrorized Flanders from 1567 to 1573.
He was succeeded as governor by Alexander Farnese (1545-1592) son of Margaret of Parma
who ruled the Southern Netherlands up to his death in 1592. Despite many wars, revolts and
religious troubles, the new governors Albert and Isabella146 - Albert reigned from 1598 to his
death in 1621 and Isabella succeeded him up to 1633 – brought some stability to the country.
Finally, we already mentioned that the fife and drum combination, imported by Swiss
mercenaries in the late 15th century, also found its way to the traditional folk music.

Albert of Austria (1559-1621), son of Emperor Maximilian II, married Isabella, daughter of Philip II. Isabella
(1566-1633) inherited in 1598 of The Netherlands.
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F. MANUFACTURE OF WIND INSTRUMENTS.
The wind instruments of the Renaissance were usually made of one piece and boasted lateral
holes. The first hole was double as to allow the musician to use either the left- or right-hand
little finger. This hole was covered by a two-branch key with the bass instruments.
The crumhorn was a double reed wooden instrument with the pipe folded downwards in the
shape of a crook. It had a narrow cylindrical bore, seven finger-holes and a rear thumb-hole.
In the Renaissance several sizes of shawms had been developed. The standard treble shawm
boasted seven finger holes and had a length of 66 cm. There was also a soprano, an alto a
tenor and a bass shawm. The two bass instruments of the family were called “bombarde”
(Pommer in German).
The cornett (cornet à bouquin/cornetto/zink) was an instrument with lateral finger-holes and
a cup-shaped mouthpiece similar to that of the brass instruments. The greater they were, the
more curved; the biggest looked like a serpent, hence its name “serpent”. The bassoon would
turn up in the 17th century.
The sackbut, the ancestor of the trombone, appeared in the second half of the 15th century. At
the end of the 14th century and the early 15th century, the term referred to a straight trumpet,
later shaped in an S-form. It is believed that Flemish makers, who supplied wind instruments
to the court of Burgundy, “invented” the trombone as a kind of development of the slide
trumpet. Olivier de la Marche’s “Mémoires” (cf. supra) refer to a “trompette-sacqueboute”
used by one of the “haut ménestrels” in a motet played at the wedding of the Duke of
Burgundy with Margaret of York at Bruges in 1468.
In the ‘Archives générales de finances’ we read that Jean de Maele, active in the Liege area
was charged to teach the sackbut to the musicians of Mary of Hungary147.
In 1520 the famous German painter Albrecht Dürer admired the antique “Posaunen” (German
term for trombone or slide trumpet) used by the Antwerp minstrels. We can only guess which
kind of instruments he actually meant.
The manufacture of wind instruments obviously continued in the area.
In the early 16th century, Anton Van den Branden manufactured flutes and Pierre Van Hornen
made “schouf-trompetten” (slide trumpets), both in Mechlin.
There were several wind instrument makers in Antwerp in the 16th century: in 1539 and 1559,
Dutch towns buy a set of crumhorns and other woodwind instruments with a manufacturer (or
salesman) called Guill. Eno. Still in Antwerp, a Pierre Lupo (Latin form of De Wolf)
delivered three oboes and one trumpet to the town of Mechlin. Murray states that Antwerp
was one of Europe’s main sources of musical instruments, besides the current keyboard
instruments of the Renaissance he also mentions trumpets, shawms, bombardes and drums.
In 1527 the magistrate of Lille bought in Antwerp:
“deux couples de nouveaux instruments pour jouer sur le beffroy, assçavoir: deux
teneurs et deux dessus, sensemble une nouvelle trompette”
(Two couples of new instruments to be blown on the belfry, namely two tenor and two
soprano instruments together with a trumpet).
Vander Straeten148 supposes the tenor and soprano instruments were different kinds of horns,
although these terms usually referred to shawms. A man called Robert Le Hugier, born in
Valenciennes, was commissioned to fetch the instruments in Antwerp.
According to the “Archives de l’Art” there were some famous instrument makers, such as
Henri Ricque (1459-60) and Gui Compains (1480) in the fifteenth century, and Jean
Hellebaut, son of Adrian (1504) and Jean Hellebaut, son of Jean (1537) in the 16th century, all
in the city of Tournai.
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Auda, Antoine, La musique et les musiciens de l’ancien Pays de Liège, Brussels, 1930.
Vander Straeten, Edmond, Les Ménestrels, p. 211.
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A remarkable Flemish instrument maker was a man called “blinde Maarten van Wervik”
(blind Martin of Wervik). In his famous chronicle “Flandria Illustrata”, the historian Sanderus
(Antwerp, 1586 – Affligem, 1664) writes about this Maarten Kastelein:
In het derde jaar van zynen ouderdom verloor hy zyn gezicht, zonder het ooit weder
te krygen, en des niettegenstaande weird hy zonder eenige onderrechting van iemand
te ontfangen, zoo een kunstig Draaier, dat zyns gelyk in geheel Nederland, ja in
gansch Europa niet gevonden werd; vervaardigende niet alleenlyk eenen Orgel,
Trompet, en Pypen van Hout, maar ook alle werktuigen welke daartoe behoorden…
Hy was zeer bemind by den Prins van Oranje, en kwam te Antwerpen te sterven.149
(At the age of three he lost the use of his eyes and never recovered it; notwithstanding
this handicap and without any tuition, he became such a skilful turner, not equaled in
The Netherlands, even not in Europe; he did not only build an organ but made also
trumpets and wooden fifes and all accessories. He was much esteemed by the Prince of
Orange.)
Maarten Castelein (or Kastelein) was born in Wervik about 1550 and died in Antwerp before
1587. In the cash books 1574-1575 of the Wervik Chamber of Rhetoric “De Droogaers” we
can read:
“noch betaelt voor tvermaeken vanden trommele an blenden Maerten ende voor de
corden de somme vanx xiij s. vj. D. par”
(also paid for the repair of the drum to blind Martin and for the snares the sum of
x xiij s. vj. D. par)
The musical instrument makers were certainly not enough in number to gather in autonomous
corporations or guilds, so they were probably affiliated with one or other existing guild of
more or less related professions. The flute, shawm and bombard makers were associated with
the guilds of chair leg turners, the trumpet, horn and trombone makers with the guilds of
copper- or silversmiths.
In an inventory of musical instruments belonging to Mary of Hungary, dated 1559, there is a
mention (in Spanish) of:
“flautas o pifanos que dizen son fachas en Bruselas”
(flutes and fifes that are said to have been made in Brussels).
During the 16th century a new kind of wind band emerges in certain European areas, e.g. in
Germany. Wealthy merchants supported private wind ensembles as a kind of status symbol.
The Fugger banker’s dynasty in Augsburg, Germany is a famous example. In 1566 Raimund
Fugger’s musical instrument collection consisted of no less than 82 cornetts, 59 recorders, 47
flutes, 13 fagotti, 2 dulcians, 9 shawms and 8 crumhorns! No examples of such private civic
wind ensembles could be traced in the Low Countries.
These private wind ensembles in Central Europe would finally turn into the “Harmoniemusik”
octets, playing a capital role in the evolution of the wind orchestra.
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Sanderus, Flandria Illustrata, Part III, p. 31: Voortreffelijke Mannen (Outstanding men).
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G. FLEMISH ?
Most of the musicians who dominated the musical creation in the 15th and 16th century have
been recorded as “Flemish”. In fact, this term referred to all artistic, cultural and social
realizations of an area somewhat larger than the actual Belgian territory, including French
speaking areas such as the Episcopal principality of Liege, the province of Hainault, the
Northern area of France, including Lille and Douai, besides the Flemish towns of Bruges,
Ghent, Ypres, Brussels, Mechlin, Tongeren and even Maastricht or Breda (now in The
Netherlands). Officially, the term “Low Countries” was used besides that of “The Seventeen
Provinces” since Philip the Good had assembled all those principalities under Burgundian
supremacy. As a result of the religious wars and the revolt against Spain, the seven northern
“Calvinist” provinces broke away to form the “United Provinces” (Verenigde Provinciën).
The southern “Roman catholic” provinces remained under Spanish rule and were still called
the “Low Countries”, even when the Austrians took over from the Spaniards 150. Most of the
famous “Flemish” composers of that time (such as Guillaume Dufay, Gilles Binchois,
Ockeghem, Petrus de la Rue, Roland de Lassus or Philippe de Monte) did not write any wind
music of importance, though some used wind instruments as accompaniment to their vocal
compositions. The Fanfare by Josquin Desprez mentioned on page 38 was a noteworthy
exception.
In the sixteenth century, the entire Netherlands area was called “Flandres” by the French,
“Fiandra” by the Italians and “Flandes” by the Spanish. Our study is confined to the territories
that at one time belonged to the County of Flanders or those which actually compose the
Flemish part of the Kingdom of Belgium.
If it is true that the composers of the Low Countries, especially the so-called “Flemish”
composers (cf. above) were the international trendsetters in the 15th and 16th centuries as far
as to polyphonic vocal music, wind music in those areas being merely confined to the music
of court and town musicians. This music could by no means compete with that of “the capilla
flamenca” of Charles V, that of “I Fiamminghi” in Italy, nor that of Orlandus Lassus,
Heinrich Isaac, Josquin des Prez or Adriaen Willaert. Yet it was produced by colleagues of
those great masters and the town musicians were often in relation with them. Those wind
players were an important link in the evolution of wind music in Belgium anyway.

40. A triumphal arch with a splendid array of musicians.

The term “Low Countries”, “Lage Landen” or “Nederland(en)” in Dutch, was used again in 1815 when, after
Napoleon’s defeat, the Belgium territory was combined with the Dutch Territory (ancient “United Provinces”.
This amalgamation was again called “Nederland”.
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III. THE BAROQUE PERIOD (1600-1750)
In music history the Baroque period refers to the music after the Renaissance and up to the
death of Bach and Handel in 1750. If the wind instruments had a predominant role in the
Renaissance, they lost that supremacy in favor of the stringed instruments in the Baroque.
The composers abandoned the polyphony, wrote more melodic music and created new genres
such as the opera, the cantata, the oratorio and new forms such as the sonata and the concerto.
The Belgian areas, especially Flanders, produced rather great painters (Rubens, Teniers, Van
Dyck, Jordaens) than composers in this period. Yet we can mention some great composers
such as Joseph Hector Fiocco (Brussels, 1703-1741), Pieter Van Maldere (Brussels, 17291768) and Henri De Croes (Antwerp, 1705 – Brussels, 1786). Henry Du Mont (Looz
(Borgloon), 1610 – Paris, 1684) received the title of Compositeur de musique de la Chapelle
Royale in France.
The new governors of the Southern Provinces or “the Low Countries” Albert and Isabella151
brought some stability to the country. The Twelve-Year Truce (1609) officially confirmed the
autonomy of “the United Provinces” (The Netherlands). After her husband’s death in 1621,
Archduchess Isabella favored Catholicism in The Low Countries (the Southern Provinces or
Belgium) resulting in protestant revolts in many Flemish cities, such as Bruges, Ypres,
Mechlin and Leuven. As the couple had no children the sovereignty of the Low Countries
went back to the king of Spain, Philips IV, Isabella remaining governor up to her death in
1633. In 1648, with the “Treaty of Munster”, Spain abandoned the provinces of Northern
Brabant and Zealand to the United Provinces, so the Dutch got the Scheldt estuary under
control, thus obstructing the way to and from the Antwerp harbor. This did not only mean the
end of the Eighty Years’ War, but also the definitive separation of The Netherlands in two
parts: the Northern part, “The United Provinces” later “The Netherlands” (often erroneously
called Holland) and the Southern Part, “The Low Countries”, later “Belgium”. The situation
in the Low Countries was not really favorable for arts and culture.
During the reign of Archduke Leopold Wilhelm of Austria, governor of the Southern
Provinces for the Spanish king from 1647 to 1655, musical life was flourishing at the Brussels
court. The Court chapel performed religious music (voices a capella or accompanied by organ
and/or instruments) that was imitated – on a lower scale - in collegiate churches and
cathedrals. Wind instruments played a limited role in this church music.
In 1713 the “Treaty of Utrecht” assigned the Belgian territory again to the Austrians and they
turned the Low Countries into a more prosperous area. The territory was successively
governed by Prince Eugene of Savoie (1716-1724) and Archduchess Mary Elisabeth of
Austria (1725-1741). The sovereign of the “Austrian Netherlands” stayed in Vienna and, after
the example of his Spanish predecessors, he was represented in his South Netherlands estates
by a Governor-General, from 1725 onwards this was always a member or a close relative of
the imperial family. The five Governors-General – either one person or a married couple
sharing the title and the government – who succeeded one another between 1716 and 1794,
played, each of them in their own way, a role in the administration of the country. Some got
involved in conflicts between the Church and the State, others played a role as Maecenas or
art lover (cf. next chapter).

Albert of Austria (1559-1621), son of Emperor Maximilian II, married Isabella, daughter of Philip II. Isabella
(1566-1633) inherited in 1598 of The Netherlands.
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A. MILITARY MUSIC.
In the 17th century army music with the European troops still meant trumpets, often with
timpani, as far as cavalry troops were concerned. The timpani were introduced in the French
cavalry units during or just before the reign of Louis XIV. The role of the (military) trumpet
was performed by the drum with the units of foot soldiers, often accompanied by a fife. The
elite troops of “The Mousquetaires” in the army of Louis XIV replaced the fife by several
oboes.
In the Low Countries, during the reign of the Habsburgs, Austrian and Spanish troops
occupied the territory. A nice painting by Denis van Alsloot (cf. infra) the “Triumph of
Isabella”, shows a group of Turkish (?) cavalrymen with one trumpeter accompanied by a
black, mounted kettle drummer. (cf. infra). The anonymous painting “Ommegang at Antwerp
on the Meir” also shows two mounted cavalry men playing a folded trumpet and a kettledrum
with three trumpeters and a kettledrummer.
With Frans Duchatel’s two paintings “Inaugural Celebration of Charles II, King of Spain, as
Count of Flanders at Ghent, May 2, 1666” (Municipal Museum Ghent) we have a typical
illustration of a Grand or Joyous Entry (cf. previous chapter) in the 17th century. A vast crowd
of people fills the Vrijdagmarkt square (Friday Market) and in the middle we see a group of
mounted cavalrymen playing folded trumpets and kettledrums. In the first version of the
painting, seven trumpeters and three kettle drummers, each playing two drums, can be seen,
whereas in the other version there are five trumpeters and a single kettledrummer.
Of capital importance to the development of wind music in Europe was, no doubt, the
evolution of the wind band at the court of the French king Louis XIV in the 17th century.
The wind ensemble “Les Grands Hautbois”, part of Henry IV’s court music (cf. previous
chapter), slumbered more or less during the reign of Louis XIII, though it still consisted of
twelve members (2 shawms and 2 cornetts playing the “soprano” parts, 2 alto shawms playing
“haute-contre”, 2 tenor shawms (bombardes) playing “taille”, 2 trombones playing “basse
taille” and two bass shawms playing “basse”.
When Louis XIV (1638-1715) acceded to the throne in 1643 he did everything possible to
deserve the epithet “Le Roi Soleil” (the Sun King). Every part of court life had to attain the
same exceptional standard corresponding to that of the incredible opulence, wealth and
pageantry of Versailles, where the King settled definitely in 1672. Consequently, also court
music and military music had to be raised to a similar standard of excellence.
The first real substantial organization and regulation of military music dates from this very
period. He transformed the musicians from civilians into “army men” and from then onwards
each Colonel recruited his own musicians. The King stated:
“Ce doit etre un homme de cœur, qui cherche plutôt à périr au combat
qu’à se laisser enlever ses timbales ». (He should be a brave man
who prefers to die on the battlefield rather than have his kettle
drums captured.)
In the fall of 1655, Italian born composer and conductor JeanBaptiste Lully (1632-1687) created a wind ensemble called
“Les Petits Violons du Roi” consisting of 21 musicians and
meant as counterpart to the “24 Violons du Roi”. Actually, this
was the continuation of the above mentioned “Grands
Hautbois”.
41. Jean-Baptiste Lully.
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This wind ensemble was part of the “Grande Ecurie” du Roi152 (literally “big stable”, in fact
meaning the King’s “big household”) and boasted exclusively double reed instruments: the
"dessus" (actual oboe), the "hautes-contres", the "tailles" and the "basses de hautbois" (according
to some historians actually the predecessors of the bassoons). This ensemble was often combined
with the king’s (2) trumpeters and kettle drummer. Besides, the "Grande Ecurie" also had an
ensemble of "cromornes" (crumhorns).
Jean-Baptiste Lully, André Philidor Danican, called “l'Aîné”
(the elder) (ca 1652-1730), Jacques Philidor, called “le cadet”
(the youngest) (1657-1708) and Michel-Richard de Lalande
(1657-1726) composed a lot of music for this wind ensemble.
This high-level wind ensemble music was to influence the
military music of other European courts and was to be
continued or imitated by the “Hautboisten” in German
(Prussian) and Austrian armies, establishing a link with the
“Harmoniemusik” produced by private court wind bands.

42. André Philidor Danican, called “Philidor l‘Aîné”.

When Louis XIV went on military campaign his troops were always accompanied by his military
music. During the wars with The Netherlands, his troops often fought in The Low Countries and
so his military music certainly influenced the wind music in the Low Countries.
Trumpeters were always used as messengers as was the case during the siege of Kortrijk in 1683:
« Comme les troupes defiloient pour aller dans leurs quartiers, le Gouverneur envoya
demander à M. Le Maréchal d’Humières par un Trompette ce que signifioit la quantité
de troupes qu’il voyoit défiler devant sa place. »153
(As the troops paraded in their quarters, the Governor sent a Trumpeter to ask Marshal
d’Humières what this number of troops parading in his place meant)
The only accounts of French military music concerts happen to refer to two concerts in the Low
Countries. The first describes a concert during the siege of Mons in 1691.
“ Un jour, au siège de Mons (1691), près le spectacle tragique que peuvent offrir de
meurtrières hostilités, l’artillerie se tut tout à coup vers onze heures du matin, et au
fracas épouvantable des bombes succéda un concert de hautbois, que les officiers du
régiment du roi donnaient aux dames de la ville. Les musiciens s’étaient placés sur un
ouvrage encore tout fumant de carnage, dont nos troupes venaient de s’emparer. Il
paraît que les dames de la ville furent sensibles à cet hommage ; car elles accoururent
sur les remparts pour entendre ce concert, et ne s’en retournèrent qu’après qu’il eut
cessé.(Histoire de l’ordre royal et militaire de Saint-Louis) » 154.

In 1682, the famous architect Mansart built along one of the main avenues in the Versailles resort a
semicircular building for the “Grande Ecurie” and as counterpart another one for the “Petite Ecurie” housing
the court pages.
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Quincy, Charles Sévin Marquis de, Histoire Militaire du règne de Louis le Grand, roi de France, Paris, 1726,
II p. 40, quoted in Marcelle Benoit « Versailles et les Musiciens du Roi 1661-1733 », Paris, 1971, pp. 236237.
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(One day, during the siege of Mons (1691), after the tragic spectacle which had offered
murderous hostilities, the artillery became silent suddenly around 11 a.m. and instead of
the frightful sound of bombs one could hear an oboe concert which the officers of the
King’s regiment offered to the women of the city. The musicians had installed
themselves on the still burning defenses of the city which our troops had just conquered.
It seems that the women of the city were sensitive to this homage, because they rushed up
to the ramparts to hear this concert and returned only after it had ceased.)

43. Military band of the army of Louis XIV.

There is another most interesting description of a military music concert held during the siege of
Namur on 21 May 1692.The concert was performed in a field under a tent before the King, his
officers and guests. The music that was played was mostly composed by Lully:
“Le Roy ayant convié les Dames à dîner le lendemain, les traita dans une Tente et leur
donna une musique guerriere, composée de six-vingt Tambours aux Gardes et de
Quarante Tambours des Gardes Suisses, avec des Trompettes et Timbales des Gardes du
Corps, des Gendarmes à Chevaux et Chevaux-legers, au nombre de trente-cinq, et tous
les Hautbois des Mousquetaires et du Regiment du Roy. Tout battit ensemble la marche
Françoise, et ensuite la marche Suisse. Les Trompettes et les Timbales donnerent
separément le plaisir de la marche à cheval. Mr. Philidor, à qui le Roy avait laissé la
conduite de ce Concert, avoit fait un finale pour les faire finir ensemble. Les Hautbois
joüerent les Airs de la ‘Grotte de Versailles’, et Mr .Philidor joüa avec eux. Les
Trompettes et les Timbales ensemble donnerent ensuite le divertissement des vieux Airs
de guerre, ce qu’elles firent avec deux Chœurs, qui furent entre-mêlez de Menuets que
joüerent les Hautbois. Toutes les Trompettes, tous les Tambours et toutes les Timbales
battirent la charge dans le mesme temps et le Roy fit recommencer trois fois. Après cela
on entendit les trois derniers Airs de l’Opera de ‘Psiché’. On battit ensuite la Générale,
l’Assemblée, la Retyraite Françoise, et les Dianes. Tous ces airs estant beaux, bnien
concertez et joüez par tout ce qu’il y a de plus excellents hommes chacun dans leur
profession firent plus de plaisir que la pluspart n’en donneront à la Garnison de
Namur » 155
Siège de Namur in ‘Mercure Galant’, May 1692. Quoted in Marcelle Benoit, « Versailles et les musiciens du
roi 1661 -1733 », Paris, 1971, p. 239.
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44. Trumpeters of a 17th century Horse Ballet to Music by Lully.

(The king having invited the ladies to dinner the next day treated them in a tent to a warlike concert, composed of 120 drummers of the Gardes, 40 drummers of the Swiss
Guards, with trumpets and timpani of the Gardes du Corps (Life Guards) to the number
of 36, and all the oboes of the Mousquetaires and the King’s Regiment. Altogether they
played the French march156 and then the Swiss march. The trumpets and timpani
performed separately a march on horseback. Mr. Philidor, whom the King had put in
charge of the concert, had arranged a great finale for the entire ensemble. The oboes
played airs from ’la Grotte de Versailles’157 and Mr. Philidor played with them. The
trumpets and timpani then played a divertimento of old “airs de guerre” (war songs)158,
which they did in two choirs, interspersed with minuets played by the oboes. All the
drums, timpani and trumpets then played “La Charge” (The Charge) at the same time and
the king had them repeat it three times. After that one heard the three last arias from
“Psyche”159. A musician then played “La Générale160, l’Assemblée161, la Retraite
Française162 and Les Dianes163 ». All of these airs being beautiful, nicely orchestrated and
well played by all of these excellent men, each outstanding in his profession, they pleased
more than anything to the Namur garrison .)

La Marche française, written by Lully in 1679 for drums and for oboes.
La Grotte de Versailles, divertissement-ballet composed by Lully in august 1668 in Versailles.
158
This certainly includes the “Marche des Grenadiers à cheval” as the autograph score mentions: “la batterie
de tambour faite par Philidor l’aîné, l’air des hautbois fait par le même au Siège de Namur, l’an 1692.”
159
Psyche is an opera by Lully composed in 1678.
160
This drum signal was created by the King Louis XIV in 1670 to indicate that the whole infantry troops should
begin to fight. Lully wrote this drum part, Philidor l’Aîné added the ‘air des hautbois’.
161
Usual signal for a regiment to get ready for the fight; in the Philidor collection we find a “batterie de
tambour” and “l’air des fifres ou hautbois” under this heading.
162
Signal to retreat into the camp or the quarters or to cease combat. In the Philidor Collection: “la batterie de
tambour” and “l’air des haubois”, fait par Philidor l’aîné.
163
Signals for reveille.
156
157
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Yet, the march “La Marche des Grenadiers” (1° air, 2° air & 3° air) was composed by Philidor
l’Aîné, precisely during the siege of Namur. It bears the date 1692 in the Collection of Marches
and Airs, entitled “Partition de Plusieurs Marches et batteries de Tambour tant françoises
qu’Etrangères, avec les Airs de fifre de hautbois à 3 et 4 parties”164, compiled by Philidor l’Aîné
at the King’s Request in 1705. It is the 14th piece of the collection and is to be found on the pages
52 and 53. In the Philidor manuscript we also find (item 20, page 68) the “Marche Liégeoise”
(March from Liege) also composed by Philidor l’Aîné, during one of the last campaigns of Louis
XIV, which brought his armies in the “Spanish Netherlands”.
Among the musicians of the Royal French Court there were some Flemish musicians: the cellist,
viola da gamba player and composer Hilaire Verloge, called “Alrius”, († Ghent 1734) who was
ordinaire de musique de la chambre du roy” and Jacques Loeillet (Ghent, 1685 – 1748), who
was an oboist to the Elector of Bavaria while the latter was in The Netherlands, before moving to
the elector’s court at Munich in 1726 and then becoming hautbois de la chambre du roi at
Versailles165. The Walloon composer Henry Du Mont
(Borgloon, 1610 – Paris, 1684) entered the royal chapel at
Versailles in 1663 and received the title of Compositeur
de musique de la Chapelle Royale in 1672; he was
musical director of the church music for Louis XIV.
In those times, the Low Countries belonged to the
kingdom of Spain, delegated by a governor having his
court in Brussels.
At the Royal Court of Madrid, a court wind band of
twelve musicians was set up between 1652 and 1655. It
was also to imitate the ensembles created by Lully for
Louis XIV. Spanish military music was mostly limited to
fifers and drummers (“tambores y pífanos”)166, that of the
Spanish troops occupying the Low Countries also.
45. Piper and drummer of the Spanish
Infantry in the 17th century.

Typical all over Europe was the fact that, in the second half of the 17th century, the old shawms
were gradually replaced by oboes; the latter having a softer sound were used in greater numbers.
Most military bands in Europe were also called “hautbois” (oboe) bands, the musicians
“Hautboisten”. About 1700 the typical renaissance wind instruments (cornett, shawm, crumhorn
and bombarde) were almost only still used with popular folk music and some disappeared
completely. In France flutes, oboes and bassoons were introduced.
Under Louis XIV (French) horns were introduced in the military bands.
An account of a concert in Oudenaarde in 1700 mentions the new Hautboisten instrumentation.
In 1718, six foreign “oboists” under the direction of a certain Reinkast came to Mechlin to play
at the Joyous Entry of Charles VI.

Preserved as Ms. Mus. 1163 at the Municipal Library of Versailles.
His elder brother Jean-Baptiste Loeillet (1680-1730) is said to have introduced the traverse flute as a
fashionable instrument in England.
166
Vallecillo writes in his “Comentarios a las Ordenanzas Militares” that 2 to 4 fifers were assigned to each
company in the 16th and 17th centuries.
164
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It is about 1700 that the first “orchestras” are composed in the civilian society, so we can assume
that real military bands date from that same period. In the early 18th century not that many
regiments boasted a military band and this explains also the fact that the repertoire from this
period is rather scarce. Moreover, the march tunes were very short, easy to learn by heart, so they
were seldom written down. The marches of that time were spread all over Europe and played by
military bands of several countries. One popular example of that time is “Marche de Malbroek”
(a wrong spelling of Marlborough), from the popular French song “Malborough s’en va-t-enguerre, mironton, mironton, mirontaine…” which was also very common on the repertoire of
choirs and wind bands, as well as with the ordinary people and even with many children. This
tune is said to be of Arab origin and brought back from the Crusades by the soldiers of Saint
Louis, King of France. The text referred to John Churchill, Duke of
Marlborough (1650-1722) who defeated the French in 1709 at
Malplaquet. The song became extremely popular again at the time
of the French Revolution. The military tunes and marches were
often exchanged at battle fields. The alliance between England and
The Netherlands and their common wars against France spread the
military tunes all over the three countries and the conquered
territories (such as the Belgian area).
The Spanish oppressors in the Low Countries still used pipers and
drummers in their army, and this was also the case in the already
mentioned “Walloon Guards Regiment”. A march for fifes and
drums was written for this regiment by military musician D. Carlos
Julián, first oboe of the “Regimiento de Orán” and was called “La
Marcha de las Guardias Walonas” (March of the Walloon Guards).
It was included in the military march collection “Colleccion de
Toques y Marchas” of 1761.

46. Drummer of the Spanish regiment “La
Guardias Walonas”, 18th century.

Austrian period.
But as mentioned, the Treaty of Utrecht (1713) assigned The Netherlands to Austria and so
this area was ruled successively by Emperor Charles VI (1711-1740), Empress Maria
Theresia (1740-1780) and Emperor Joseph II (1780-1789). For the greater part of the 18th
century the Belgian territory was controlled by the Imperial Austrian army with its
“Hautboisten-Bandas” as their military bands were called.
All military musicians were called “oboists” whether they played the oboe or not. Also in the
Austrian army the bands were rather a private matter and their existence and development
depended completely on the regimental officer’s needs to have a “fine” band. As since
Emperor Maximilian I (1459-1519), the Imperial Court boasted its own Court Orchestra, the
Austrian nobility and high aristocracy copied their emperor’s example and so princes and
counts had their own court orchestras, often “Hautboisten Bandas” which were called
“Harmonie”.
Since the army officers wanted to imitate the prestige of the nobility, they tried also to have
their own regimental band and there was a real competition as to quality between the
regimental bands.
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The “Hautboisten” headed their regiment on parade and played alternately with the
“Spielleute” who marched just behind them. Those “Spielleute” were the fifers and drummers
– including trumpeters, used for the military calls and signals. A Vienna regimental regulation
of 1737 mentions:
“wann die Tambours aufhören den Marche zu schlagen, sollen die Hautboisten
anfange zu blasen, und also Wechsel-weise kontinuiren…”167
(when the drummers stop beating the march, the oboists should start to play and so
they have to continue alternatively...)
An official regulation of 1749 provided for eight “Hautboisten” as part of the regimental staff.
B. CHURCH MUSIC.
In the Baroque Period religion was, once more, very important as we could speak of a kind of
Christianization of Renaissance. So, church music was fostered again. The wind ensemble
acquired a strong spiritual association and the town musicians were often hired for religious
services and processions. In his standard work “La Musique aux Pays-Bas”, Edmond Vander
Straeten mentions some interesting facts.
The playing of wind instruments was considered as being very closely related to the human
voice, especially because of the use of the breath. So quite a lot of the religious music was
played or at least accompanied by wind ensembles. However, this practice remained
questionable as we can read in the treatise “Is it necessary to hear the music of the Princes?”
by Libert Froidmont († 1653), a doctor of theology at the University of Leuven. According to
this theologian, the use of (wind) instruments in church music only tends to obscure the
voices:
« Entrons-nous à l’église? Là, ce sont des luths, des lyres frémissantes, des clairons,
des flûtes, es cornets, des trompettes, qui marient leurs accords aux accents
majestueux de l’orgue, ‘gargarisant’ les louanges du Seigneur. »
(If we enter the church. There it are lutes, vibrating lyres, clairons, flutes, cornets,
trumpets, which combine their chords with the majestic sounds of the organ, ‘gargling’
the praises of the Lord.)168
In the accounts of the Saint Martin’s Church, the main church of Ypres, we regularly find
mentions of wind instruments: in 1618 there is a sum of money paid to Chrétien Pureur,
“tubicen” (trumpet player) for performing during vespers and masses and in 1631 there is the
mention of a bassoon player “fagotum pro choro”. The bassoon turns up regularly in relation
to church music in church records in the Low Countries. A six-part mass (1672), the only
surviving complete composition by Pierre Lamalle (ca 1648 - Liege, 1722), has two obligato
instruments, a bassoon and continuo. Some church records even mention the names of
bassoonists: the parish church records of Aalst mention in 1603 -1605 “Hans Goderick …
spelen op de fagotte” In 1639, the Antwerp Cathedral accounts mention the passing away of a
church bassoon player named Elvigius: Elvigius, fagotista, obiit decembris 1639.
At the Saint Martin’s Church of Ypres, the serpent was introduced in 1679, but the bassoon
remained in use. During a church celebration for the three hundredth anniversary of ‘Our
Lady of Thuin’ in Ypres in 1683, one could hear organ, trumpets, shawms, flutes and timpani.
Yet the wind instruments were also used in the performances of church dramas in the
seventeenth century. The libretto of such a drama performed by the pupils of a Jesuit college
in Liege in 1695 was interlarded with instrumental interludes labelled as “Symphonie des
Hautbois” and “Symphonie de Flûtes douces”.
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Regulament und Ordnung, Wien, 1737, p. 30 (K.A. Ch.2).
Vander Straeten, Edmond, La Musique aux Pays-Bas, volume I, p. 189.
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That very same year, the Brussels Town Band, circumscribed as “Joueurs de hautbois de
Bruxelles” played during the performance of a “biblical drama” in Halle, near Brussels. The
municipal accounts of Halle of 1695 mentioned:
“Aux joueurs de hautbois de Bruxelles, pour avoir joué à l’action représentée par les
étudiants du collège et la rhétorique à la dite procession...”
(To the oboe players of Brussels, for having played at the act performed by the
students of the college and the chamber of rhetoric at the afore-mentioned
procession…)
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, a new wind instrument turned up, especially in
the church music: the serpent (cf. below). In 1730 the church accounts of Saint Martin’s
Church in Ypres mention the payment of a “serpentiste” (serpent player).
C. COURT MUSIC.
In the Catholic Southern Provinces of The Netherlands, the appointment of Archduke Albert
and Archduchess Isabella as governors in 1599 poured oil on troubled waters and restored life
at the Brussels court which had rather been unsettled during the second half of the 15th
century. The Royal Court of the Spanish and Austrian governors consisted of a “chapelle” –
group of musicians and composers involved in the performance of church music- , on the one
hand, and of a “chambre” – group of musicians and composers, mostly Spanish or Italian,
involved in the performance of entertainment music on the other hand. The first were
principally organ players, whereas the second group consisted of the successors the ancient
minstrels of the “basse music” (soft music), so music for guitar, lute, viol and recorder, in
contrast to the “alta capella” or “haute musique” (loud music) for shawms, trumpets, cornetts,
sackbuts etc. Moreover, most of the court musicians were strangers invited to the court.
At the end of the 16th century, the instruments accompanying the singers were one organ, one
trombone and two cornetts.
In 1619 Philippe Van Ranst (ca 1551–1628) was mentioned as “premier fagotiste de la
chapelle” (first bassoonist of the court chapel) of Albert and Isabella and a writing in
connection with his retirement states that he boasted thirty-five years of uninterrupted service.
Van Ranst became a member of the Court Chapel in Brussels in 1578 and it is assumed that
he was the very first to introduce the bassoon169 in the Low Countries. In 1619, Van Ranst
was aged almost 68 and now received an annual pension of 150 florins, instead of the 15 écus
(French thalers) he had received monthly since his appointment. These pays were only due to
the generosity of his masters, the governors, as the profession of bassoon player did not bring
in anything, despite the balls, the banquets, the concerts. So, Van Ranst did complain several
times about his precarious financial situation. In 1628 the treasury allowed him an “ajuda de
costa” (financial support) of 240 pounds.
At the same Court Chapel, the bassoon was also used to accompany the singing at the
religious services during the Holy Week, especially to support the bass part. In this role, the
bassoon was the precursor of the serpent. In the “Almanach nouveau” of Brussels we find all
the names of the members of the “Royal Chapel”; between 1758 and 1773, two “serpentistes”
(serpent players) are mentioned: Bettinger and Fauconnier.
The city of Liege and its surroundings were an independent Episcopal principality from the
end of the fifteenth century up to 1798. The governing prince bishops also had their own court
music.
It was the instrument built originally by Afranio, a canon from Padua, Italy, in 1539, improved by the
Nuremberg instrument maker Sigismond Scheitzer some decades later.
169
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D. TOWN MUSIC.
The towns however preserved their privileges and power, so the Town Musicians continued to
be active. When the Archdukes Albert and Isabella reigned over the Southern Netherlands
from 1598 onwards, Mechlin recovered part of its waned splendor. So, in January 1606 the
five Mechlin town musicians wrote a petition to the town council in order to receive annual
wages again. They were accepted as “stadsspeellieden” (town musicians) with annual wages
of 36 florins each, their official incorporation starting on Easter Sunday 28 March 1606.
Unfortunately, this contract for town musicians (numbering eight at that time) was already
revoked in 1621.
The active town wind band of Mechlin regularly gave concerts and those were specified in a
civic edict of the town of Mechlin of 1606. Those concerts were scheduled on every Sunday
and feast day starting at eleven and ending at eleven thirty in the morning. They were
performed on “schalmeyen (shawms), trumpets and other instruments”. A minimum of two
rehearsals a week was prescribed for the preparation of these public concerts “for the honor of
the city”. In fact, the town musicians gathered into “benden” (literally “bands”) consisting of
flutes, shawms, bassoons, cornets … actually real wind bands of four to ten players. At some
theatre performances, no less than fifteen musicians were gathered in such “bands”.
The decree of 22 May 1606 “ordonnantie voor de speellieden bij mijne Heere van der Wet…”
clearly specified the functions of the Mechlin town musicians:
1. The town musicians will have to play their cornetts and other instruments at
solemn masses celebrated by order and at charge of the magistrates.
2. The same musicians will have to play together with the “scalmeyers” (shawmists),
trompers (sackbut players) and other instrumentalists, in honor of the city, at the town
hall; those performances will take place every Sunday, Saturday and feast day, on the
eve or evening of New Year and at Carnival. The performances will last for half an
hour, namely from 11 o’clock till 11.30 a.m. The musicians will be obliged to play
under penalty of a ten sous fine for each absence, unless this will be justified by a
permission allowed by the gentlemen treasurers or tax collectors, or at least by the
manager of the “stadsspeellieden”.
3. In order to get a good harmony in the playing, the musicians will promise to obey
to the orders of the manager (musician in charge) appointed by the town authorities.
4. Moreover, the musicians will have to come together at least twice a week in order to
rehearse or renew their repertoire.
5. If it pleases the town magistrates to have music to entertain visitors at official banquets,
the musicians should come and play on string instruments, flutes and other
musical instruments.
6. The magistrates will be able to dismiss any musician for whatever reason, because of
bad services, because he is quarreler or for any other reason and they will be allowed
to replace him by anyone of their choice.
7. Finally, the musicians will not be allowed to refuse to play in addition to their ordinary
services and on payment of complementary fees, each time the town magistrates will
decide so170.
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The 1608 municipal accounts of Wervik mention a payment of town musicians for their
participation in the ommegang (procession):
“ghegheven an de spelders upden ommeghanghdach.” 171
At the investiture of the prince bishop Ferdinand of Bavaria in the Episcopal principality of
Liege on 27 February 1613, there was an impressive procession with strong instruments, such
as cornetts, horns, sackbuts, bassoons and oboes (“cornets à bouquin, trompes, sacquebutes,
fagots et hautbois”).
In Leuven, the town authorities decided early in July 1617 to accept no more any new town
musicians and
die nu syn te officeren sonder hen eenighen gagie off cleetgelt voortaen te geven172
(those who are in office now will no longer receive any wages nor clothing
allowance).
Yet a musician called Hans De Wael wrote a petition to the town officials asking
hem met twee van zyn compagnons en op redelyken gagien tot het speelmanschap te
admitteren
( to admit him and two of his companions to the town band with reasonable wages).
The town officials accepted on the condition that they would play on Sundays, Mondays and
Fridays from eleven o’clock to half past eleven in front of the town hall (sij sondachs
smaendachs ende svrydachs sullen spleen van elf ure tot die half ure twaelff en voor den
stadhuyse alhier)173. Apparently, they did not comply with the proposal. Yet, that very same
year there was a kind of entrance examination for town musicians:
Betaelt Andries Sarasin ende syne medegesellen voor hunne proeve gedaen als
stadsspelieden deser stadt aenveerdt zynde 6 £.174
(paid to Andries Sarasin and his companions for the test they passed as town
musicians of this town and having been accepted – 6 £)
On 26 April 1618 Andries Sarasin and his companions (cum suis) were officially installed
conditie dat hy voer onser lieve vrouwen,S. Sacramentsprocessie ende op de
hoochtyden inde kercke van ste Peeters spleen sullen175
(on the condition that he would play for Our Lady’s procession, for the Holy
Sacrament procession and on holy days in the Church of Saint Peter’s)
From that year onwards, all the names of the town musicians (speeluyden or spelemans dieser
stadt) were mentioned in the town accounts. Throughout the 18th century the municipal
accounts mention the same wages for the town musicians in Leuven: a fixed salary of 18
guilders and 15 guilders clothing allowance.
Each year, the town musicians participated in four local religious processions: Our Lady’s
procession (processie van Ons Lieve Vrouwen), that of the annual fair of Leuven
(Lovenkermisse), the Holy Sacrament procession (processie van Hoochweerdigen Heyligen
Sacrament) and the procession on the name day of Saint Peter’s (op ste Peeters dach176).
According to the town archives of Leuvrn, the town musicians also played at celebrations of
victories and peace treaties, at joyous entries, at appointments of new town magistrates177.
Oud Stadsarchief Wervik nr.50.
SAL (Town archives Leuven) 312 fol.228 v°.
173
SAL (Town archives Leuven) 1233 fol.63 r°.
174
SAL (Town archives Leuven) 5242 fol.150 r°.
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SAL (Town archives Leuven) 312 fol.277 v°.
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SAL (Town archives Leuven) 5237 fol.130 r°.
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Huybens, Gilbert, Bouwstenen een geschiedenis van de muziek te Leuven 17° en 18° eeuw, in ‘Mededelingen
van de Geschied- en Oudheidkundige Kring voor Leuven en omgeving’ XVI, 1981, pp. 13 -15.
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In Ghent, the six town musicians performed from the belfry (bell tower) for the entire
summer season, as the recording of their fee states in the municipal accounts of 1620:
“Betaelt de ses scalmeyers deser stede, over ende ter causer dat sy ghespeelt hebben
up den befort, tot reputaetie ende ere deser stede, alleenlick binnen de somer saisoene
van den jaer deser rekenynghe”.178
(Paid to the shawm players of this town, because they have played on the belfry, in
favor of the reputation and in honor of this town, only during the summer season of
the year concerned by these accounts.)
There were often cases of fraud as town musicians tried to commit fraud by failing to attend
official duties in order to play elsewhere and earn some extra money. The town archives of
Oudenaarde mention that in 1558 the town magistrate of Oudenaarde issued a decree obliging
the four town musicians to play every day of the week excepted on Friday; on Saturday they
had to report and declare on oath their performances of the week and be paid weekly (instead
of yearly). The decree also stated that they had to play at all banquets in the town hall without
requiring any gratification. Moreover, it was forbidden, under penalty, to prevent Liévin
Hulpeau, the town’s watchmaker, to cooperate when one of them was absent. They also had
to set up a list of all instruments manufactured at the expense of the town.
Also because of fraud, the Ghent town magistrate decided that from 27 March 1620 onwards,
payment would only occur on display of a leaden token received at every official
performance.
The Town Musicians were still involved in all official public ceremonies, such as for
example, the funeral service of Archduke Albert in Brussels on 7 March 1622. This solemn
burial procession was immortalized by a series of engravings by Cornelis Galle.

47. Tympani players and trumpeters in the funeral procession of
Archduke Albert in Brussels in 1621 – Etching by Cornelis Galle.
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The town musicians continued to participate in secular processions, as we can see in the
painting by Anton Sallaert179 called “Archduchess Isabella knocking down the bird at the
Shooting Match of the Military Guild” (Grand Serment). This painting, preserved at the
Brussels Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts, represents the “popinjay shooting” (archery
contest) of the Brussels Grand Guild on the Zavel Square in 1615. Archduchess Isabella,
Governor of the Netherlands, stood in for her husband the Archduke Albert and visited
Brussels on 15 May 1615. Part of the celebrations was a traditional “Shooting of the
Popinjay”, one of the highlights of the year for each guild of crossbow shooters. This one was
organised by the Brussels “Grote Kruisbooggilde” in French “Grand-Serment des
Arbalétriers” (Great Crossbow Guild)180. The ceremony consisted of crossbowmen shooting
at a figure called a “jay” (gaai), mounted on top of a high, often nicely decorated, pole. The
visiting Archduchess was invited to simulate a try and, of course, hit the target so that she
could be elected “Queen of the Guild” for the coming year. Consequently, she had the right to
wear the King’s chain of office and received a substantial cash prize. Isabella used the money
for some major repairs to the Guild meeting house. The Archduchess was so pleased with the
Brussels reception and festival, which lasted for thirteen consecutive days, that she
commissioned the painter, Anthonis Sallaert, to make a large painting to commemorate this
event.
In the procession we see a trio consisting of one fifer and two drums and also a group of town
musicians with a cornet, a sliding trumpet, two shawms, a bombarde and a curtal 181. We can
assume this was the Brussels town wind band. Apparently, the trombone player holds a sheet
of music, which could mean that he played the cantus firmus above which the other musicians
improvised.

48. Town musicians at the “pop in jay” ceremony in Brussels 1615.
Painting by Anton Sallaert.

Anthonis Sallaert (Brussels, ca 1585 -1650), Flemish painter, draughtsman and printmaker, who executed
numerous commissions, mostly of a religious nature, for the Archdukes Albert and Isabella.
180
Originally formed in 13th century urban Flanders to serve as a local crossbow militia, further developments in
artillery added the long bow, and eventually the arquebus, each represented by a different guild. They were an
essential part of the urban power-structure. Membership demanded social status, affluence and leisure to devote
to target practice. They also played a central role in civic ceremonial, and as social clubs of the Low Countries.
Shooters’ Guilds still exist in present day Belgium. The Bruges “Gilde van Sint-Sebastiaan” was founded in
1476 by Charles the Bold.
181
Curtal (Curtall) or Dulcian: Renaissance wind instrument, ancestor of the bassoon, developed in the mid-16th
century. With double reed, single U-tube and conical bore.
179
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The Town musicians still participated in religious processions. About one week after the
above-mentioned cross bowers’ festival during the Triumphal Reception of Archduchess
Isabella in Brussels, there was a procession on the same square of “De Zavel” (or Sablon in
French). It was the annual procession in honor of Our Lady of De Zavel (Sablon). That year
the City of Brussels converted its annual religious procession so that it also became a
procession in honor of the Archduchess. The procession celebrated Isabella’s donation of an
important sum of money – part of the prize won with the popinjay success, the interest of
which was to be handed to six poor girls of the parish of Our Lady of Sablon. Sallaert made
also a splendid painting of this “Procession of the Maids of Sablon”, at display in the Brussels
Fine Arts Museum. This procession was also recorded by Denis van Alsloot182 in a series of
six painting (two are on display in the Madrid Prado Museum183 and two in the London
Victoria and Albert Museum).
Archduchess Isabella was so pleased with these Brussels festivities to honor her, that it is easy
to understand that she wanted a souvenir of these unforgettable events, hence the commission
of a series of paintings. The complete series consisted of eight paintings, five of which are
known today. Only some of them represent musicians. The second painting “The Procession
of the Military Guilds” (Serments) represents drummers and fifers.
The fifth painting by Denis van Alsloot , “The Triumph of Archduchess Isabella”, shows
trumpeters and kettle drum players. In the sixth painting “The Religious Orders and Clergy”,
preserved at the Madrid Museo del Prado, we can see a group of musicians playing oboe,
cornett, bassoon and sackbut (cf. picture below).

49. Musicians playing wind instruments detail from a painting by Denis Van Alsloot.
“Procession in honour of Our Lady of “De
Zavel” in 1616”.

Denis Van Alsloot (Brussels, ca 1570 – ca 1626) was private painter to the Archdukes Albert and Isabella. He
excelled in painting popular festivals and processions.
183
According to some scholars, one of these paintings represents the “Procession on the Rosary Day” in
Antwerp.
182
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More or less precisely the same musicians are to be seen in a painting by Anthonis Sallaert
called “Archduchess Isabella and Archduke Albert in Attendance at the Procession of the
Maids of the Sablon”, preserved at the Brussels Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts. On this
painting, the trombone player is bald and a cornett player is added to the musicians. Some of
the above mentioned paintings have also been reproduced on tapestries, as on 21 May 1615 the Brussels town magistrate decided to offer a set of tapestries to the Archduchess. The
subject of those tapestries was to be:
“ …mette de memorie daerinne van ‘tselve affschieten ende andere acten daeranaer
gevolcht.”184
(… containing the memories of the popinjay shooting itself and other events that
happened next.)
And so Alsloot also made six canvases of these ceremonies. The sixth shows the town wind
band of six players, marching in front of the statue of Our Lady.

50. Brussels town musicians - detail of a painting by Anthonis Sallaert.

Several sources indicate that the repertoire of those ensembles played instrumental versions of
vocal music by contemporaries such as the Flemish composers Andreas Pevernage (Kortrijk,
1542 – Antwerp, 1591), Cornelis Verdonck (Turnhout, 1563 – Antwerp, 1625), Nicolas
Gistou (Brussels, ? – Copenhagen, 1609) or foreign composers such as the French Thoinot
Arbeau (1520-1595) or the Italian Giovanni Gastoldi (1555-1622) whose music was published
by the Antwerp composer and publisher Pierre Phalèse (ca 1510 - ca 1574).
184
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Several copies of the above-mentioned paintings were made by other anonymous Flemish
painters. However, complicated their history and survival may seem, those paintings by
Alsloot, Sallaert and their imitators have a very great value for the history of (town and
military) wind musicians in the 17th century in Brussels.
A 17th century engraving shows some town musicians, playing cornetts and shawms, who
welcome a doctoral student and a procession of professors of the University of Leuven. A
triumphal arch was erected near to the student’s house at the “Oude Markt” square.

51. Cornett and shawm players welcome a doctoral student
in Leuven. Engraving, 17th century.

The tradition of town musicians continued throughout the 17th century. Another extract from
the Wervik municipal accounts mentions that 24 pounds pars. were paid to:
“spelieden... ghespeelt hebbende op ommeganck dagh 1637”.185
(town musicians … having played on the day of the ommegang of 1637).
The town of Kortrijk had always had paid “pipers” and “trumpeters”, though they were not
always easily found as we can read in the municipal accounts of 1679-1680:
“Item betaelt … by laste van schepenen over eenighe musiciens, die hun hebben
commen presenteren ende naer prouvinghe niet aenveert gheweest …”
(paid by order of the alderman to some musicians who applied and were not
accepted after having come through the test)
In difficult times, e.g. in 1692 and 1739, the town of Kortrijk simply dismissed its town
musicians. Those town musicians still participated in the religious processions in honor of
Saint Anthony of Padua, of Saint Rochus and that of Saint Ivo in 1739.186
At the end of the 17th century the use of the “scalmeye” (shawm) was less and less current; in
1678 there was only one “scalmeyer” (shawm player) employed by the Ghent magistrate. Yet
the Ghent town musicians were still paid for their participation in several religious
processions in 1697.
Often the trumpeters played on horseback and were sometimes assisted by kettle drummer.
185
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Town Archives “Oud Stadsarchief Wervik”, nr.35 , Stadsrekening Wervik 1637 -1638 folio 32 recto.
Potter, Frans De, op. cit. pp. 305 -306.
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In the first half of the 18th century, the town musicians continued to be very active, not only as
tower watchers, but also by performing for many official festivities, processions, triumphal
entries and religious services and processions. A clear evolution in the instrumentation of the
town wind bands is to be seen. For instance, in the municipal accounts of Oudenaarde of the
year 1700 the town treasurer speaks of a bassoon player (“fagotier”) and the other oboe
players; apparently, he considers the bassoon as a large oboe:
“Betaelt aen Johannes Bradt, fagotier, en de twee andere hautbois, over het spelen
ten daghe van de vernieuwinghe van het magistraet …”187
(Paid to Johannes Bradt, bassoon player, and the other two oboe players, for playing
on the day of the renewal of the town magistrate…)
Another illustration of this evolution to bassoons and oboes (instead of shawms) is illustrated
by the fact that in the “ommeghang” of the town of Geraardsbergen in 1718, the town band
consists of oboes and bassoons, so they have become ‘Hautboisten’.
The Municipal Museum of Leuven possesses a card with New Year’s greetings of the Leuven
Town Watcher H.A. Ernandus, dating from 1733.

52. New Year’s Greetings of the Leuven Tower Watcher H.A. Ernandus, 1733.

The instruments that are most frequently mentioned with the Leuven town musicians are the
shamws (schalmeyen – scrameye ) and oboes (hautboyen). The municipal accounts of 1726
and 1727 make no longer any distinction between shawms and oboes:
Item betaelt de somme van 10 guldens ende 10 stuyvers voor deser stadts speellieden
ghespeelt hebbende op hubbe schalmeijen ofte hoboijen…188
(paid the sum of 10 guilders and 10 stivers for the town musicians who played their
shawms or oboes)

187
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The complete instrumentation of the group of town musicians is mentioned in a resolution of
the magistrates of Leuven (magistrale resolutie) of 27 April 1715 stating the appointment of a
Martinus Vander Borcht as principal town musician; it consists of three oboes and one
bassoon! In a municipal account of 1722, the same Vander Borcht is mentioned as “second
bassoon”189.
In 1719 the municipal accounts mention “walthorens” (horns).
A municipal account report of 16 November 1749 mentions the complete group of town
musicians, consisting of 4 oboes, 1 bassoon and 2 horns!
Item betaelt aen M.J. Vander Borcht de somme van 33 guldens en 12 stuyvers voor het
spelen van 4 hauboyen, een basson ende 2 walthorens…190
(paid to M. J. Vander Borcht the sum of 33 guilders and 12 stivers for the playing of 4
oboes, a bassoon and 2 horns)
It is clear that the (small) wind “bands” of the classical period are not far away.

Fife and drum.
On the above mentioned (pop in jay ceremony) painting by Sallaert, one can also see a fifer
and two drummers next to one another. Indeed, also fife and drum played at several
processions of the crossbow shooters guilds. They picked up the ancient ‘King’ and other
personalities and accompanied the new ‘King’ back home or to the town hall.
Not only crossbow shooters guilds, but also the chambers of rhetoric (dramatic societies)
appealed to fife and drum to accompany them to respectively shooting games or theatre
performance contests, organized by other guilds or societies.191
The second of the series of six painting by Denis van Alsloot (cf. supra): “The Procession of
the Military Guilds” (Serments), preserved at the London Victoria and Albert Museum, has
been cut in half. The march progresses in
sections, guild by guild, each preceded by
the statue of its patron saint. A total of
twenty-eight fife and drum players
accompany these units. One part shows 13
drummers in pairs, every third pair is
supplemented by a fife, the drums being
played with two sticks and snares are
visible on three of them; the other part
shows 8 drummers in pairs, one with a
flute, the drums being played with two
sticks and snares are visible on two of
them.
53. Maypole dance to the sound of fife and
drum. Painting from the workshop of
Pieter Van der Borght.

SAL (Town archives Leuven) 5343 fol.319; 5344 fol.307.
SAL (Town archives Leuven) 5372 fol.232 r° - v°.
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The description of the 1594 Ommeghang at Leuven by Willem Boonen also shows six
drummers and five fifers and drummers. According to the municipal accounts of 1615 the
fifers drummers were invited from another town:
Betaelt aen 5 trommelslaegers alhier gecomen om de processie te vereeren 30 aug.
1651-: 5 £.192
(paid to 5 drummers who had come over here to honour the procession 30 August
1615 – 5 £)
In the ommegangs the local “giants” were preceded by a fifer and drummer as seen on a
drawing representing the ommegang at Lier in 1722 (Royal Library Brussels – Printing
Cabinet SII 143 626). Fifers and drummers were also hired by the chambers of rhetoric for all
their parades and processions.

Trumpeters.
The fifth painting by Denis van Alsloot (cf. supra) “The Triumph of Archduchess Isabella”,
also preserved at the London Victoria and Albert Museum , shows, besides many string
instruments and two straight trumpets on a float, also a group of some sixty mounted
“Turkish” cavalrymen headed by a trumpeter and a black kettledrummer with 2 kettledrums
played with two sticks.
Sometimes trumpet players,
often accompanied by kettle
drummers; were hired to assist
the
ensemble
of
town
musicians.
The
municipal
accounts of Leuven
show
different
occasions
when
trumpeters were hired (and
paid).
54. Municipal trumpet of the town
of Ghent.

They were hired to add luster to the fair:
Bet. Aen sekere trompetters van de kermis alhier vereert te hebben e/ by ordonnantie
van de 13e septembris 1615 – 3 £ 4 st.193
(Paid to certain trumpeters who played for the local fair / by municipal order of
September 13, 1615 – 3 £ 4 stivers)
They were also invited for religious processions (SAL 5345 fol.352 r°) and to play at a
solemn religious ceremony:
Betaelt die trompetters gesteken hebbende sonemnel ten tyde voorscr. In Ste Peeters
kercke over het Te Deum … 2 £ 8st.194
(Paid the trumpeters who played solemn music at due time during the Te Deum at
Saint Peter’s church …2 £ 8 stivers.)
SAL (Town archives Leuven) 5238 fol.114 r°.
SAL (Town archives Leuven) 5240 fol. 128 r°.
194
SAL (Town archives Leuven) 5280 fol.289 r°.
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The town officials of Leuven also called on hired trumpeters for the celebration of a peace
treaty:
Betaelt de 4 stadsspeelluijden ende twee trompetters over henne debvoiren gedaen in
Ste Peeters kercke onder de misse, loff ende te deum laudamus ter saecken van victorie
van Duijnkercken – 7 £ 4st195.
(Paid to the 4 town musicians and 2 trumpeters for their fulfilled assignment at the
church of Saint Peter’s during the mass, the benediction and the Te Deum to celebrate
the victory at Dunkirk (France) – 7 £ 4 stivers.)
In 1703 trumpeters were hired for the celebration of the victory of the Duke of Bavaria (SAL
5324 fol. 315 r°). A royal wedding ceremony was also an occasion for the town officials to
hire trumpeters, as was the case at Leuven for the marriage of the Spanish King with the
princess of Nieuborgh (SAL 5314 fol. 255 r°) and of course, they were also hired to add luster
to joyous entries, such as that of the prince cardinal (SAL 5340 fol. 299 r°) and that of Arch
Duchess Maria Elisabeth of Austria on 6 October 1725:
3 daghen ten stadhuijse te hebben gespeeld196
(to have played 3 days at the town hall).
Sometimes the trumpeters playing at Leuven were local musicians deser stadt (of this town),
but in 1610 they were called trompetters van Antwerpen (Antwerp trumpeters) and in 1724
and 1725 we had Trompetters van Brussel (Brussels trumpeters).
As was already the case in the Middle
Ages and in the Renaissance trumpets and
kettle drums were adorned with
embroidered pennants and drum banners.
A municipal account of Leuven mentions
a payment
Voor de vlaggen gedient
hebbende aen de Timballen
ende Trompetten197
(for the banners that were
used for the kettle drums
and trumpets).
Little is known about the repertoire of the
17th century town trumpeters; however, a
17th century print published in Ghent
contains an occasional composition for
two trumpets and a pair of kettle drums. It
was written on the occasion of the siege
and liberation of Vienna in 1683.

55. Canon for two trumpets and
timpani. Ghent. 17th century.

SAL (Town archives Leuven) 5275 fol.234 v°.
SAL (Town archives Leuven) 5346 fil. 458 .
197
SAL (Town archives Leuven) 5364 fol 322 r°-v°.
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E. WIND INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURERS.
There are but few traces of wind instrument makers in the Baroque period.
In Antwerp we know of Van der Voort and Jean de Hont, the latter having manufactured a
horn for a wait or stadstromper (town trumpeter) of Mechlin. In Brussels, Jean Meskens
manufactured two hunting horns in 1696. According to the musical instrument collector César
Snoeck198, the Brussels manufacturer Jean-Hyacinthe Rottenburgh (Brussels, 1672 – 1756)
made woodwind instruments. A fragment of a flute is preserved in the Brussels musical
instruments museum and a bassoon in the Gruuthuse museum at Bruges. His son-in-law JeanBaptitse Willems (Ghent) joined the Brussels workshop and also made woodwind
instruments. In Namur, Charles Bauduin (Namur, 1671 – 1750) was active as a turner and
made woodwind instruments.
In the baroque period, there is a notable evolution of some wind instruments and their use.
Shawm and oboe.
The double-reed shawm family (cf. previous chapter) was the cornerstone of ‘wind bands’ of
the baroque period, both military bands and town musician ensembles. However, about 1700
the shawm was gradually replaced by the new oboe. The oboe was more suited for indoor
performances than the shawm. It is usually asserted that the first oboes were to be found in the
ensemble “Les Grands Hautbois”, part of the “Grande Ecurie” of the French king Louis XIV
(cf. supra). The manufacture of oboes was at first a French business, mainly based on the
skills of the Philidor and the Hotteterre families. The oboe consists of three parts and is made
out of box tree wood, ebony or ivory. The above mentioned Rottenburgh workshops in
Brussels also manufactured oboes.
Curtal and bassoon.
We have mentioned that the curtal (cf. footnote 181) – also called dulcian - was used as bass
instrument in woodwind ensembles. The French used the term “basson” for the bass curtal in
the early 17th century and in the next decades the new three-part and later five-part bassoon
was developed. By 1700 the curtal disappeared in favor of the new bassoon.
The above-mentioned Belgian woodwind instrument manufacturers also made bassoons.
The Flute.
The transverse flute was also transformed during this period and evaluated from a cylindrical
bore to a conical bore. Yet it was not used in wind ensembles in the Baroque period.
The clarinet.
It was in the early 18th century that the German manufacturers Johann Christoph Denner
(1655-1707) and his son Jacob Denner (1681-1735) developed the clarinet by trying to
ameliorate the shawm or “chalumeau”. We know that clarinets were gradually introduced in
the European military bands of the 18th century; anyhow the “Hautboisten” of the European
military bands took alternatively the oboe or the clarinet in hand, especially when performing
in the open air, usually for marching purposes. There are no traces of clarinets in the wind
ensembles/bands on the Belgian territories in the first half of the 18th century (last decades of
the Baroque period). The military bands or “Hautboisten Bandas” of the Austrian occupants
boasted no clarinets.
César Snoeck (Ronse, 1834 – 1898), a public notary by profession, was a notorious collector of historical
musical instruments. After his death, over 400 instruments manufactured in ancient Low Countries were
acquired by a Maecenas named Louis Cavens who gave them to the Brussels Musical Instrument Museum.
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An Austrian “Hautboisten” band in the middle of the 18th century boasted oboes, bassoons,
(natural) horns and (natural) trumpets. An engraving by Ch. Weigel shows such a band
consisting of one trumpet, two horns, one bassoon and three oboes.199

56. Austrian “Hautboisten” Band ca. 1720. Engraving by Ch. Weigel.

The brass instruments used in the wind bands/ensembles in the Baroque period were still
rudimentary. The cornett (zink) and the sackbut were still in use in the baroque period as we
have seen above. The most famous example of a Baroque composition for these instruments
was no doubt British: Matthew Locke’s “Music for His Majesty’s Sackbuts and Cornetts”
(1661). The cornett got gradually out of use in the second half of the 17th century and became
rare in the 18th century. The use of the trombone, succeeding to the sackbut, was mostly
restricted to church music at the beginning of the 18th century.
As we have seen, a new wind instrument was introduced, initially
also in the performance of music for the Church. The serpent is an
approximately 240 cm-long conical instrument of wood covered
with leather, leather, with six – later nine – finger holes and played
with a cup-shaped mouthpiece usually of ivory or horn and
tortuously coiled in such a way that gives it a self-evident name. The
serpent was invented in Auxerre, France in 1590 by Canon Edmé
Guillaume and conceived as the bass member of the cornett family
(the group of instruments including the cornett, bass horn, serpent
and ophicleide that preceded today's modern keyed brass
57. Serpent – unsigned, England
instruments). It was used by Berlioz, Verdi, Rossini and
Wagner among others. Its use remained essentially limited to France in the seventeenth century.
The serpent was tuned in B flat and ranged from D to A and was used as a bass instrument, often
to accompany church choirs. In the eighteenth century it became also popular in England and
was consequently also to be found in almost any military band up to 1850. Some types of serpent
manufactured in France were even called “serpent d’église” to distinguish from the “serpent
militaire”.
The Flemish instrument maker Jean Arnold Antoine Tuerlinckx (1753-1827) – cf. infra manufactured serpents in the 18th century, though not one single copy signed by Tuerlinckx is to
be found in private collections or museums.
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IV. THE CLASSICAL PERIOD (1750-1830)
In music history, the Classical Period applies to the music composed between 1750 and 1830
(i.e. Post-Baroque and Pre-Romanticism).
In the course of the 18th century the Southern Netherlands knew a thorough transition, making
the country change from a traditional class society, living somewhat on the fringes of the
European economic and cultural life, into a more enlightened form of government as part of a
tightly organized monarchy.
With the new governor Charles of Lorraine (1741-1780) the musical life at the Royal Court in
Brussels knew a kind of Golden Age, though not as far as wind music is concerned.
His successor Archduchess Mary Christine of Austria (1780-1792) tried to continue that
cultural policy. However, the economic situation became extremely precarious. When the
Austrian occupants abolished the guilds or corporations in 1788 and the area was moreover
the victim of an economic crisis, all classes of the population joined forces and the revolt
called “Brabantine Revolution” drove the Austrians away in October 1789. This put an abrupt
end to the Austrian regime that had lasted for seventy-four years! On 11 January 1790 the
short-lived “Etats-Belgiques-Unis” (United Belgian States) were proclaimed on the basis of
the autonomy of the provinces. Because of internal discords with the insurgents, the Austrians
re-conquered the Low Countries and on 3 December 1790 the Austrian imperial troops
occupied Brussels again, notwithstanding some Austrians defeats, such as the one in
Turnhout. In 1792 the Austrians were driven away by the French Revolutionary troops (Battle
of Jemeppes, 6 November) but re-conquered the Belgian territory in 1793 (Battle of
Neerwinden, 29 July). With the French victory at the Battle of Fleurus in 1794, the Belgian
provinces were integrated into the French territories (until Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo in
1815). In 1792 the Principality of Liege lost its independence and was attached to the
Southern Netherlands. These areas experienced subsequently the very difficult “reign of
terror”, the spineless government of the “Directoire”, Napoleon’s coup of 18 Brumaire (9
November 1799) and finally the “Empire”. The Belgian population was supposed to be
“liberated” by the French, but the latter exploited the Belgian people, plundered all works of
art that could be moved to France, took numerous hostages, requisitioned lands, houses and
money and in fact spoiled a population they pretended to bring happiness. The needs that
engendered the revolution in France were almost non-existent in Belgium and the catholic
faith was still flourishing. After the Battle of Waterloo on 18 June 1815, England wanted a
kind of European ‘buffer zone’ and the Belgian territories were added to The Kingdom of the
Netherlands, governed by the Prince of Orange, King William I. This was to be the last
foreign domination, lasting for fifteen years and ending with the Belgian Revolution in 1830.
In the “Classical Period” music, and certainly wind music, went through a thorough and quick
evolution in Europe. The (future) Belgian territories were no exception, on the contrary. It
was a Belgian, François-Joseph Gossec, who created and conducted the very first ‘large’
wind band in Paris in 1789 and engendered the birth of the wind band and in 1814 Adolphe
Sax was born at Dinant and he was to bring about a real revolution in the world of wind
instruments and wind bands!
As to music in general, the period from 1789 to 1830 was frankly disastrous for the Belgian
territories. The Royal Chapel of the (Austrian) Archduke was disbanded, so there was no
court music any more. The Austrians disbanded all guilds and corporations, so there were no
longer town musicians working in organized units. The French “terror regime” abolished all
church choirs. Finally, there was no musical education at all, except … for the wind bands!
Henri Hamal (Liege, 1744 - 1820) and André-Modeste Grétry (cf. p.154) tried to set up music
schools in Brussels and Liege, alas in vain.
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Moreover, the young musicians were not willing to study at foreign (French) musical
institutions. François-Joseph Fétis (cf. p.228), who was to become the founder and first
director of the Brussels Conservatory of Music, was an exception; he succeeded in the
entrance examination at the Paris Conservatoire in 1800.
But let us resume the thread of our historical expedition and have a look at the situation about
1750, the beginning of the classical period.

A. MILITARY MUSIC
In the military, Lully and Philidor the Elder had set up larger ensembles of wind instruments
in various combinations in the second half of the 17th century and King Louis XIV had used
these military ensembles for entertainment concerts. This means that “regular” military wind
bands were already involved in the musical entertainment scene!
The military music in France was officially acknowledged in 1762 by King Louis XV who, at
the request of the Duke of Biron, allowed the formation of a “bande”200 of sixteen musicians
in the regiment of the “Gardes françaises” (French guards). This band consisted of flutes,
oboes, clarinets in C, natural trumpets, natural horns, trombones, serpents, bassoons,
bass drum and cymbals. Louis XIV borrowed the clarinet (Nuremberg) and the horn
(Hanover) from the Prussian military bands of Frederic II. Under the reign of Louis XVI
(1774-1791) military bands became part of a regular organization! Precisely in 1789, the royal
wind band of “Les Gardes françaises” was extended to 32 musicians!
The gradual introduction or real oboes and bassoons and the example of the French military
music engendered the formation of “Hautboisten” groups, bands in the Prussian and Austrian
armies. In fact, the Hautboisten ensembles mostly used the classical wind octet, but also
trumpets, drums and kettledrums were used. Actually, the military marches composed by
King Frederick II (the Great) of Prussia and his sisters Amalia and Philippine-Charlotte were
written for (small) combinations of the oboes, bassoons, horns, trumpets and clarinets.
Quite similar evolutions took place in England where the Guards Bands also consisted of the
classical wind octet in the second half of the 18th century. When the Duke of York “imported”
24 German musicians in 1783 as the ‘octet’ of the Coldstream Guards refused to play
anything else than military marches, he set up what could be called the first (large) military
band in England. The band consisted of clarinets, oboes, bassoons, horns, trumpets,
trombones and serpents and was conducted by Christopher Frederick Eley (1785-1800).
Towards the end of the 18th century the Royal Artillery Band boasted some 15 musicians.

1. The military music of the Austrian occupants.
The “Austrian Netherlands” or “Southern Low Counties”, governed by a second Austrian
domination, had to undergo the presence of Austrian troops. These troops marched usually to
the sounds of drums and fifes, though the Austrian Army also boasted “Hautboisten”.
The most experienced “Tambour” (drummer or drum major) was put in charge of all the
regimental drummers and fifers. A noteworthy particularity is that the official
“Regimentstambour” was also used as negotiator, precisely as the Field Trumpeter with the
cavalry. So, he was supposed to be fluent in foreign languages, especially in French. This was
of course an important asset for the Austrian occupying forces in the Low Countries.

The French term “bande” would designate a military band in France for many years. It was derived from the
Italian “banda” and is still the common word for wind or military orchestra in English “band”.
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The shawms assisted by
drums and fifes had been
replaced
by
oboes
borrowed
from
the
French. Soon the bassoon
was added as bass to the
woodwind ensemble and
then also the hunting horn
or “Parforce horn” known
by the aristocratic officer
from
their
favorite
pastime, hunting. Many
horn players came from
Bohemia and Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart valued
them particularly.

58. Austrian fifer and drummer of the Regiment „Graf Browne”
18th century.

We have seen in the previous chapter that the 18th century Austrian “Hautboisten Band”
boasted oboes, bassoons, (natural horns) and (natural) trumpets and that those “Hautboisten
Banden” were not regular part of the Austrian regiments, as was the case with the German
sovereigns’ armies, but were a kind of private band of the Regiment’s Commander, who paid
the musicians from his personal fortune. Those ‘private bands’ were also invited to perform
“Tafelmusik” at banquets and other festivities in the castles of the aristocracy to which almost
all army officers belonged. Here those military bands came quite close to the Harmoniemusik
ensembles (cf. infra).
About 1750 we had official Army “Spielleute” (drummers and fifers) and private
“Hautboisten-Banden” in the Austrian army, which had too many problems to deal properly
with army music. Empress Maria-Theresia ordained by an official decree in 1756 that the
regiments were only allowed to have bands if:
“denen Officirs und dem Staatssäckel” were spared from “weiter Unkosten”.
(Only when the officers and the state’s treasury were spared from additional costs).
The situation of music in the Austrian army remained quite poorly organized until 1766 when
a “Zirkular-Reskript” (Circular letter) dated 4 October issued regulations meant to obtain
some uniformity in the organization of military music. In fact it stated that 8 “KompanieSpielleute” (drummers and fifers of a company) were turned into “Hautboisten” to form a
“Bande” (band). This circular applied only to new bands, whereas the regiments could simply
keep the existing “Hautboisten Banden”. Those bands consisted still of oboes, bassoons and
horns, but soon clarinets were added. The score of both marches Mousquetiers Marche and
Grenadiers Marche from the “Imperial-Royal Exercitum of 1765” of the Count Josef
Colloredo Infantry Regiment nr.57 consists of two parts for “Pfeifer” (fifers) and two parts for
“Clarinetten” (clarinets). The term clarinet could simply mean any other instrument than the
fife (piccolo flute). Anyway, the clarinet was introduced in the Austrian military infantry
bands in this period.
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The Austrian cavalry included many Walloons (Belgian) troopers in their “Kürassier”
(Cuirassier) and “Dragoner” (Dragoon) regiments. Especially the Walloon Regiment de
Ligne, owned by Field Marshal Carl Joseph Lamoral Prince de Ligne, distinguished itself
particularly at the Battle of Kolin on 18 June 1757. The officer who brought the news of the
victory to the Imperial palace in Vienna was accompanied by 24 “postillions” blowing a post
horn on horseback. A march for harpsichord called Marche des princes Lingne (sic) was
dedicated to him.201
Charles Burney
An 18th century traveler called Burney wrote in his travel journal about a parade of two
regimental bands he witnessed in Ghent in 1772. He specified that it were the bands of both
“Walloon Regiments, with a German pay and under German military discipline”.
One band consisted of 2 oboes, 2 clarinets and 2 bassoons. The other, however, consisted of
20 musicians (men and boys !) and boasted 4 trumpets, 4 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 tambourines
(tambour de basque), 2 French horns, 1 pair of cymbals, 3 ordinary and one large Turkish
(Janitscharen) drum. About the drums he writes: “All these sonorous instruments, in the open
air, have a very animating and pleasing effect”202.He also visited Maastricht203 and saw the
regimental band of a Hessian Regiment, consisting of: “hautbois, clarinets, cymbala or
bassins, great drums, side drums and triangles; and at the time of beating la retraite, I heard
them play a considerable time on the Place d’Armes.”204
During the last decades of the 18th century, the Austrian “Hautboisten Bandas” consisted also
of the classical wind octet: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 horns and 2 bassoons. Yet, a painting of
1790 (cf. p.95) still shows a Hautboisten band consisting of 2 oboes (which could be clarinets
as well), 2 horns, 2 percussion players and two trumpets.
In 1781, the Duke of Ursel, delegate of the emperor Joseph II, viewed a parade of a voluntary
division at Tournai. The soldiers were preceded by standards, kettle drums, trumpets, twentyfive musicians of the “fanfare turque” (Turkish band) of the regiment of the Line, “des
companies bourgeoises” (civic companies) marching to the rhythm of drums, oboes and
bassoons.205 Little by little the combinations of these instruments led to all kinds of wind
ensembles in different European armies and they were to be imitated by civilians when the
corporations or guilds of town musicians were abolished and often replaced by “wind bands”
connected with militias and volunteer regiments created in the revolutions towards the end of
the 18th century.
From 1792 to 1798, the Austrian Infantry Regiment ‘Graf Clerfayt’ Nr.9 was a so-called
“Walloon Regiment”, commanded by the Walloon officer Francois-Sebastien-Charles-Joseph
de Croix, Graf Clerfayt (1733-1798). It had a band conducted by the German Adam-Abraham
Fürstenberger who founded in 1795 the Sint Cecilia wind band of Sint Niklaas which he
conducted up to 1798.

Archives KUL (Catholic University of Leuven), fund Van Elewyck (P 195 – 32, fol. 26 R°.
Burney, Charles, Dr. Burney’s Musical Tours in Europe, Vol.2, London, 1959, p. 6.
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59.

Austrian “Hautboisten” banda with Turkish instruments ca. 1790.

With the revolt against the Austrian oppressor, starting in 1787, the Austrian military troops
were gradually – at first temporarily – replaced by paramilitary troops of the Patriots or
Volunteers (cf. infra).
On 28 July 1791 the trumpeters and kettledrummers of Emperor Joseph II were to be seen and
heard in Mechlin.
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2. The military music of the French occupants.
(National Guard and Napoleon’s army)
On 6 November 1792, the French (revolutionary) armies defeated the Austrians at the battle
of Jemappes leading to the (first) annexation of the Belgian territories. The composer Gossec
was commissioned to go to Brussels to join the “Théâtre aux Armées” in December. The
musical company performed at the Brussels opera “La Monnaie” from 4 to 12 December.
They performed Gossec’s Offrande à la Liberté and so introduced the revolutionary songs
Veillons au Salut de l’Empire, Hymne des Marseillois, La Carmagnole and Ça ira in
Belgium… These were to be played and sung quite frequently during the following years. The
theatre company also performed in Liege, Mons, Antwerp, Ghent and Tournai.
After the Battle of Fleurus206 in 1794, when the French Army defeated the Austrians, the
Belgian territories were only officially incorporated as part of France as late as 1 October
1795. During that period, the inhabitants of the Austrian Netherlands, the principalities of
Liege and Stavelot-Malmédy, were gradually called the “Belgians”. The country was divided
into nine “Departments”, corresponding more or less with the (future) nine provinces of the
Belgian Nation in 1830.
French armies occupied the new “Départements du Nord” (Northern Departments) and
National Guard bands were to be heard. Actually, the French invaders immediately started
organizing in many Belgian cities, such as Brussels, Antwerp, Ghent and Leuven, great public
festivities as they had done in Paris since 14 July 1790 (The Festivities of the gathering of all
National Guards) and subsequently in numerous other French towns.
From 1795 to 1815, the Belgian territories were occupied by the French troops and several
Belgian musicians played an important role in French military music (cf. infra). It should be
admitted that this was very favorable as to the evolution of the wind bands. New instruments
were introduced and the bands became larger in size, gradually numbering twelve and then
eighteen musicians
Since the autumn of 1794, similar festivities were organized in the conquered territories as
part of the “instruction publique” (public education). Churches were turned into “Temples of
the Goddess Reason”, mass festivities were set up on the market squares to commemorate the
decapitation of King Louis XVI on 21 January, and from 25 October 1795 onwards seven
national feasts were established, respectively dedicated to Youth, the Spouses, the Elderly
People, Recognition, Agriculture, Liberty and the Foundation of the Republic. Later the
commemoration of the Revolutionary Coup of the year V and finally that of the annexation
were added. At one of the very first festivals in Brussels in 1795, a fake Austrian Imperial
Eagle was burnt on the Market Place. Monuments were erected on public places, squares and
markets, in honor of the Revolution and the revolutionary ideas. As music was important to
the French leaders, all these festivities were given luster by means of military bands of the
National Guard. Each “canton207” had its National Guard Band, which, of course, matched
neither the strength nor the quality of the Paris band. Those cantonal bands played
revolutionary hymns and marches, a favorite being La Marseillaise (le Chant des Marseillais)
and more precisely the stanza “Amour sacré de la Patrie” (Sacred love of the fatherland).
Those ceremonies were very pompous and anything but spontaneous. The population was not
really interested in those grotesque carnival-like performances and the symbolic “Tree of
Liberty” had to be guarded by soldiers at night, otherwise it was systematically destroyed by
the local population. Yet the (para)military music appealed to the local musicians’
imagination!
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Fleurus is a small village in the neighborhood of Charleroi in the province of Hainault.
Each ‘Département’ was subdivided in cantons.
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60. Program of a revolutionary festival at Ghent, 25 & 26 Messidor an 8 (14 & 15 July 1800).

The Belgian territory was split up in 9 Departments, most of them getting the name of a river:
the Lys Department (capital Bruges), the Scheldt Department (capital Ghent), the Two Nethes
Department (capital Antwerp), the Dijle Department (capital Brussels) etc. The entity of the
territory got the name of “Départements Réunis” (United departments). The territory was
moreover split up in 216 cantons (districts), though we can hardly imagine that there were
really that many National Guard Bands, however small...
We know that the music played by the Paris National Guard was printed to be distributed to
local National Guard bands all over the French territory. So we can assume that the music
played by the National Guard bands in the Belgian departments was the same as, or at least
part of, the repertoire of Gossec’s band in Paris. Many of the musicians had studied at the
newly created Paris conservatory of Music; this institute trained no less than 400 musicians
specifically for the army bands!
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It should be clear that also part of the “terror regime” spread over the area and so almost no
attention has been paid to culture and music in the historical accounts of the period.
On 28 October 1795 the regime of the “Convention” was replaced by that of the “Directoire”.
A special army unit “Garde du Directoire” was created, including a “Musique de la Garde
du Directoire”, a wind band (harmonie militaire) of twenty-seven musicians.
When Napoleon Bonaparte got hold of the power by means of a ‘coup d’état’ on 9 November
1799 and became First Consul, the state affairs and especially the military problems pushed
the cultural and musical items into the background. Napoleon once said to the Belgian
composer André-Modeste Grétry (cf. p.154) when asked which music he preferred: “That
music which does not prevent me from thinking of state affairs”.
Yet on 19 Brumaire an VII (10 November 1799) the “Musique de la Garde du Directoire” was
transformed in “Musique de la Garde Consulaire”, which consisted of 48 musicians. (In
fact, 24 for the infantry and 24 for the cavalry). We do not talk about cavalry bands because
these were practically all brass bands with natural instruments and did not have a direct
impact on the birth of the wind band. (However, sometimes even oboe, bassoon, clarinet and
serpent were to be found in some cavalry bands). Moreover, in 1802 the First Consul did
away with all cavalry bands as they deprived him of three thousand mounted soldiers!
However, he retained the cavalry trumpeters as those, according to a certain Saint-Germain
“were not used to let the ladies dance” but were indeed indispensable for the transmission of
military signals and orders. Cavalry bands were restored when Napoleon became Emperor.
The Paris conservatory supplied 25 of its best pupils for the band of the Consular Guard,
which consisted of:
12 clarinets in C
2 small clarinets in F
4 piccolos in F
4 oboes
4 bassoons
4 horns

2
2
1
2
1
1

trumpets
serpents
bass drum
cymbal players
snare drum
Jingling Johnny

The cymbal players were negroes dressed in oriental outfits paid by the Colonel.
During the "Consulat" period, the repertoire still consisted largely of the so-called ‘patriotic’
tunes, in fact the music from the Revolution. Only the “Musique de la Garde Consulaire”
played military marches whenever Napoleon was present.
In 1802 Napoleon appointed the Italian opera composer Giovanni Paisiello (1740-1816) as
musical director of that band and the new conductor subsequently composed the Marche du
Premier Consul (1803). When Napoleon was crowned as Emperor in 1804, the band was
turned into “Musique de la Garde Impériale” as part of the Imperial Guard, replacing the
Consular Guard. Besides the Imperial Guard Band, there were also bands of the Grenadiers
and Chasseurs à Pied (Riflemen) and mounted brass (fanfare) bands.
The “Musique de la Garde Impériale”, actually the “Musique des Grenadiers de la Garde”,
consisted of:
14 clarinets in C
2 clarinets in F
2 piccolo flutes
4 oboes
4 horns
2 trumpets
4 bassoons
2 serpents

2 buccins
1 bass drum
2 tenor drums (“caisse roulante”)
2 snare drums (“caisse claire”)
2 Jingling Johnnies
2 cymbal players
1 triangle
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This band had its own repertoire composed by their conductor Michel-Joseph Gebauer
(1763-1812), prominent contemporary composers such as Jean-François Lesueur (1760-1837)
or Fedinando Paër (1771-1839) and also composers who remained anonymous, such as the
composer of the famous Marche de la Garde Consulaire à Marengo.
In 1810 the complete regiment of the “Garde hollandaise” (Dutch Guard) of Napoleon’s
Brother (King Louis ruling over The Netherlands) was added as 2nd Grenadier Regiment. The
band “Musique des Grenadiers Hollandais” was almost completely exterminated during the
Russian campaign and the survivors were incorporated in the “Vieille Garde” in 1813.
The Imperial Guard was gradually increased with the creation of new units and regiments,
each of which boasted a band. Most of these line bands consisted of twelve musicians, but
they were completed by the “gagistes” (paid volunteers), usually 18.
In 1809 a French regimental band consisted of:
6 to 8 clarinets
1 piccolo flute
1 trumpet
1 or 2 serpents
1 pair of cymbals
1 E flat clarinet

2
2
2
1
1
1

horns
bassoons
or 3 trombones
bass drum
tenor drum
Jingling Johnny

Whenever Napoleon visited a town, a special “Garde d’Honneur” (Guard of Honor) was set
up and included a group of musicians, consisting of one drum-major, drummers, fifers,
trumpets and a wind band, the numbers varying according to the importance of the city.
Napoleon paid several visits to ‘Belgian’ cities, so the Napoleonic bands certainly impressed
the population and influenced the creation and composition of local wind bands.

61. A naive drawing representing French army exercises in conquered territories (Nuremberg).
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The military bands of Napoleon’s army spread French music and wind music in particular all
over Europe. A fine example is to be seen on a drawing made in Nuremberg (Germany)
representing an exercise of the Napoleonic army, conducted by Bernadotte, in the summer of
1806 (cf. previous page). In the middle of a large square at the outskirts of the town (the
“Judenbühl”), the battalions are lined up in battle array, the soldiers standing in three ranks. In
the centre, the regiment’s musicians are standing in a circle around a tree, whereas on the
right-hand side, a battery of ten drummers dialogues with the band and scan the soldiers’
movements.208
In May 1810, Napoleon visited Bruges and was welcomed by several civilian bands from
other Flemish towns, among those:
“La Société de Musique de Wervik, alignant martialement des uniformes
paramilitaires rouge et bleu, aux baudriers blancs, et des bicornes surmontés de
grands panaches blancs.”
(The Wind Band of Wervik with martial paramilitary red and blue uniforms, with
white belts and Napoleon hats with large white plumes)
This band was called De Wandeldreve (cf. infra). Also present to welcome Napoleon at
Bruges were the Fanfare of Ypres and the Fanfare or Kortrijk (Courtrai).209
The Sint Cecilia band of Ronse was invited by the ‘Préfet’ of the ‘Département de l’Escaut’
(Scheldt Department) to honor Napoleon and Empress Marie-Louise during their visit of
Ghent in the same period.210 This was one of the ways the local people of the conquered
territories made acquaintance with the wind bands of the Napoleonic Army.
The army musicians were
also used to make people
dance, besides playing for all
daily functions of military
life, punctuating the reveille,
the exercises, the trooping of
the colors, the welcoming of
the Emperor etc.
Those bands were also heard
on the battlefields as illustrated by an interesting
drawing by B. Zix, representing the siege of Custrin by
Napoleon’s army. In the
foreground of this drawing,
we see several musicians
hiding their beautiful uniforms under a soldier’s
capote; the instruments lie
on the ground and the bass
drum is used as a chair.
62. Musicians at the siege of Custri. Drawing by B.Zix.
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Whenever the battle started, the band preceded by two ranks of drummers, was playing in the
firing-line only fifteen steps behind the first battalion of each regiment.
After the disaster of the Russian campaign, military music in Napoleon’s army went on the
decline; many bands disappeared or saw the number of musicians decrease sharply.
The Battle of Ligny, (near Namur) on 16 June 1815 started while Napoleon’s band was
playing La Victoire en chantant accompanying the soldiers of General Vandamme and the
Young Guard.
When Napoleon’s army came to Waterloo – this expedition was called “The Belgian
Campaign” - two brigades of the “Jeune Garde” (Young Guard) were present, each with a
reduced band, using instruments that had been stored by the “Chasseurs à Pied” (Riflemen).
The Voltigeurs had been promised one band for each brigade, but the minister allowed the
necessary funds … the day after Waterloo! However, the role of the French bands, trumpeters
and drums during the Battle of Waterloo was mentioned by all historians who wrote accounts
of the battle. One story is particularly worth mentioning. Stubert, drum-major of the 1st
battalion of the 2nd Grenadier Regiment of the Imperial Guard, led the attack with the bayonet
at Plancenoit – a small place near Waterloo - on 18 June 1815.211

63. Military band of Napoleon’s army.
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Eleven hundred French soldiers had to drive eight thousand Prussian soldiers away. Stubert,
almost 2 meters tall, dominated the “grognards” (soldiers of Napoleon’s old guard)and,
without caring about the bullets whistling around his ears, he conducted his drummers as if it
were at a big parade. The enemy was so frightened that they fled into the church and the
cemetery. Stubert continued to beat the time for his drummers and went up the church hill.
Once arrived at the church yard he started swaying his drum major baton (mace) to and fro
hitting and killing a lot of enemy soldiers. The French Grenadiers felt as invincible and the
Prussians were seized by panic. This surprising feat of arms was called “the Miracle of
Plancenoit”. Despite their operetta uniforms, the drum-majors could be very effective on the
battlefield as well. Military music had a kind of magic power indeed.

3. The military music of the Dutch occupants.
In 1814, after Napoleon’s exile to Elba, the European allied forces agreed on the principle of
an amalgamation of the United Provinces (The Northern Netherlands) with the Austrian
Netherlands and the Principality of Liege (The Southern Netherlands or actual Belgium). The
Belgian Legion of the Dutch Army consisted in 1814 of four regiments; the 1st Brabant
Regiment was stationed in Brussels. On 18 August 1814, the Belgian Infantry Legion was
reorganized and split up in ten “de Ligne” Infantry Battalions and two Light Infantry
Battalions.
After the Battle of Waterloo 18 June 1815) the Belgian territories became part of United
Kingdom of The Netherlands as definitely stated by the Vienna Congress and now Dutch
military music was to be heard in the area. Due to a lack of volunteers, King William I was
obliged to establish compulsory military service, the selection being made by drawing lots.
On 1 October 1815 the 1st de Ligne Infantry Battalion was fused with the 21st, 22nd and 23rd
Battalions of the National Militia. This regiment had its staff in Brussels with a band of 18
musicians. A Royal (Dutch) Decree of 3 December 1818 outlined that each infantry regiment
should have 1 drum-major, 3 corporal drummers, 4 corporal pipers and 18 musicians
(conductor inclusive). On 1 January 1819 seventeen regimental bands were officially created,
though it lasted several months before the prescribed strength of 1 conductor, 17 musicians
and 10 pupils was reached. It was not that easy to find 17 musical directors and 289 musicians
and so the first official military music of The Netherlands (including the Belgian territories)
consisted almost completely of German musicians. Among the seventeen military
bandmasters were no less than 12 Germans, 1 Dane, 1 Spaniard, 1 Austrian and … 2
Belgians: Louis Van Theemsche and Jacques Nuyts. Nine out of the seventeen Dutch
military bands were stationed in the “Southern Netherlands” (Belgium): in Brussels (1st
Infantry Regiment), Bouillon (12th Infantry Regiment), Namur (11th Infantry Regiment),
Bruges (6th Infantry Regiment), Ghent 17th Infantry Regiment), Antwerp (15th Infantry
Regiment), Ypres (16th Infantry Regiment) and Mons (3rd Infantry Regiment). In 1829 we had
further the 18th Infantry Band also in Namur. It is obvious that the major part of the army was
concentrated in the South as to prevent any attack from France. The Dutch military bands,
stationed in Belgium, had more or less the following instrumentation, provided they were
complete:
E flat Piccolo flute
E flat clarinet
2 B flat solo clarinets
2 B flat 1st clarinets
3 B flat 2nd clarinets
3 B flat 3rd clarinets
2 bassoons
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2
2
3
3
1
1
1

trumpets
horns
trombones
serpents
bass drum
snare drum
pair of cymbals

The trombones might have been of the “buccin” type, horns may refer to “Kent horn”/ keyed
bugle or to a bass horn (Russian bassoon). Keyed bugles were called “klephoorns” in Dutch!
The 6th Infantry band in Bruges was one of the first to introduce the oboe. After the Belgian
revolt in 1830, those infantry regiments and their bands did no longer belong to the Dutch
army, so the bandmasters and musicians were dismissed. Most of them would constitute the
first real Belgian military bands.

64. Dutch military band on the Antwerp market square. Engraving by Dewandre.
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B. COURT MUSIC.
Under the governorship of Charles of Lorraine (1741-1780), music was fostered at the
Brussels Royal Court, but since the beginning of the 18th century it was mainly an affair of
foreign musicians and composers. The Italian “maîtres de chapelle” Pierre-Antoine Fioco and
his son Jean-Joseph Fioco were in charge of the music at the Brussels Royal Court between
1704 and 1749. Then Antwerp born composer and violin virtuoso Henri-Jacques De Croes
(1705-1786) acceded to this important function in 1749. The only wind instruments the “royal
chapel” boasted were one flute and two oboes. De Croes listed all different types of musical
performances to be supplied by the court chapel. Among those he mentioned the
performances for the Feast Days, requiring “all musicians in function” and also the musical
performances for the “vigils” hold on the eve of anniversary and procession days requiring
only the voices and the bassoons. In the meantime, since the beginning of the 18th century, the
distinction between the “chapelle royale” and the “chambre royale” disappeared because of
the evolution of musical styles. So, the same musicians played and composed for the religious
services and for the recreational performances. De Croes, for example, composed 28
symphonies and 32 sonatas besides 36 masses and 69 motets. When he died in 1786, De
Croes was replaced by Austrian born Ignaz Vitzthumb, who was to play a role in the history
of Belgian wind band music (cf. infra), but not as “maître de chapelle” of the Royal Court, on
the contrary!
The governing prince-bishops of the Episcopal principality, even if they were not often in
Liege, had their own court music. The court almanac “Almanach de la Cour de S.S.E. JeanThéodore de Bavière, Cardinal, évêque de Liege, etc.” mentions between 1752 and 1763 the
names of 3 trumpet players, 2 horns players and one timpanist. The last “maître de chapelle”
to the Court of the Prince Bishops was Laurent Henchenne (1761-1812), who composed
several masses, choir works and a Marche des Liégeois212 for wind band.
In the Classic Period, Court Wind Bands, continuing a long tradition starting with the “alta
capella” in the Middle Ages, experience a strong evolution as we will see.
The tradition of court bands or ensembles never disappeared completely and so in the second
half of the 18th century a type of court wind band became a new favorite apanage of powerful
or rich (civic and religious) sovereigns and very wealthy noblemen. This ensemble was to be
called “Harmoniemusik”, a term that that turns up about 1760 in Austria, Bohemia and
Moravia. The quick spread of this type of wind ensemble and its music all over Central
Europe was due to the Bohemian, Hungarian and Austrian aristocrats addicted to music, who
considered music as a status symbol which should be made public. Not only Prince Esterhazy
or the Prince Öttingen of Wallenstein boasted their own “Harmoniemusik”, but in April 1782
the Austrian Emperor himself ordered the creation of his own private “Harmonie”. This was
composed of the oboists Josef Triebensee and Johann Nepomuk Wendt, the clarinetists Anton
and Johann Stadler, the bassoonists Kauzner and Drobney and the horn players Rupp and
Eisen. This “Kaiserlich-Königliche Harmonie” was trend-setting and, naturally, imitated on a
very large scale.
Joseph Haydn wrote a lot of Harmoniemusik for the court band of Prince Esterhazy, but
continued to do so when he was staying in England; trumpet and serpent were added to the
octet for those English marches March of the Prince of Wales, Two Derbyshire Marches etc.
Triebensee composed Harmoniemusik for the Prince of Liechtenstein, Johann Wendt did so
for the Austrian Emperor and for Prince Schwarzenberg, Ludwig van Beethoven for the
An early print is preserved in the Terry Collection of the Library of the Royal Conservatory of Music of
Liege, under the number 332-2.L-VII.
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Elector Maximilian Franz in Bonn and for the Austrian Archdukes Anton and Rudolph and so
on… We could of course not omit the Harmoniemusik written by Mozart.
This court wind music soon turned into “Tafelmusik” and was played at banquets and open air
festivities. This “Tafelmusik” quickly became a kind of “Gebrauchsmusik” as the wind octet
was used for all kinds of purposes. The parthias (Feldparthien) were mostly intended for
open air performances; the Harmoniemusik pieces were often called Divertimenti, a term
indicating their entertainment character, or Serenades.
In Vienna, for instance, that kind of music was to be heard in the streets almost every day and
at any time of the day, as the Vienna Theatre Almanac wrote in 1754. Among the Central
European composers who wrote Harmoniemusik we should also mention Georg Druschetzky
(1745-1819), Josef Myslivecek (1737-1781), Vaclav Masek (1755-1831), Antonin Vranicky
(1766-1820), Pavel Vranicky (1756-1808), Frantisek Krommer-Krammar (1759-1831), Franz
Anton Hoffmeister (1754-1812), Francesco Antonio Rosetti (1746-1792), Johann Nepomuk
Hummel (1778-1837), Antonio Salieri (1750-1825), Michael Haydn (1737-1806), Adalbert
Gyrowetz (1763-1850), Ignaz Pleyel (1757-1831), Georg Christoph Wagenseil (1715-1777),
Carl Stamitz (1745-1801) etc.
At the end of the 18th century, there is a trend to use “Turkish Music”, often called “Janissary
Music” and so the “alla turca” vogue made its entry in the musical world. Mozart used a
Turkish band for his opera Die Entführung aus dem Serail in 1782. Several composers will
write for winds and Janissary or Turkish Music; among them Michael Haydn, Carl Stamitz
and Louis Spohr who wrote the well-known Notturno in C für Harmonie- und
Janitscharenmusik in 1815. To cut a long story short, this “trend” resulted in the addition of
percussion instruments such as cymbals, triangle and bass drum (to mention those which got a
steady place in both wind and symphonic orchestras).
The tradition of “Harmoniemusik” also reached other countries such as France, but rather as a
side issue.

François-Joseph Gossec
The Belgian composer, François-Joseph Gossec, played an important role in one of the
leading court wind bands in France, that of the Paris banker Le Riche de La Pouplinière, ,
before becoming of the pioneers of the symphonic wind band music during and after the
French Revolution. Alexandre Le Riche de la Pouplinière (1693-1762), “fermier général”,
was one of the most influential and wealthy financiers in the French capital. He owned a
country estate with a nice palace at Passy213 and many famous characters such as Voltaire and
Rousseau were among his guests. de la Pouplinière also had his own orchestra, led by famous
composers such as Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683-1764), Johann Wenzel Stamitz (1717-1757)
and François-Joseph Gossec (1734-1829). Stamitz came to Paris for one year in the late
summer of 1754 and stayed at de la Pouplinière’s estate in Passy where he conducted the
orchestra. He performed one of his symphonies with horns, trumpets and timpani and was
probably the first to write a Concerto for clarinet. In fact, it was in de la Pouplinière’s
orchestra that the first use of both horns and clarinets can be documented in the French
orchestras. We can assume that their popularity promoted the enthusiasm for wind ensembles,
giving an important role to the clarinets. de la Pouplinière also had a “Harmoniemusik”
ensemble with horns, oboes, trumpets and clarinets. He was especially very proud of his
hunting horns and organized many performances for two, three or four solo hunting horns,
besides having them playing concertos with accompaniment of wind instruments.
Passy, near to Paris, was very trendy in the 18 th century because of its sources with ferruginous water and
many Paris financiers bought estates over there. In 1860 the place was incorporated by the city of Paris (XVI the
district).
213
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Also duos for 2 trumpets, 2 horns or 2 clarinets were often performed for de la Pouplinière’s
guests. Gossec went to Paris early in 1751 with a letter of introduction of Rameau and was
accepted as a violinist and bass player in the orchestra of Alexandre de la Pouplinière. He
stayed with that wealthy patron of the arts until the latter died in 1762. During those years he
had written 30 symphonies; among those the Symphony in D (1761), one of the first
orchestral works in France to use clarinets.
François-Joseph Gossec was born on 17 January
1734 at Vergnies (district of Thuin) in the province
of Hainault in the South Netherlands. Born in a
Walloon peasant family, Gossec began his musical
studies at the age of about six at the collegiate
church of Walcourt. He was a singer in two chapels
in Maubeuge while receiving instruction in the
violin, harpsichord, harmony and composition from
the music director Jean Verbelen. In 1742 he
became a choir boy at the Antwerp Cathedral of Our
Lady and studied with André-Joseph Blavier and
then he went to Paris where he made an important
contribution to the development of French
symphonic music and played a significant role in the
musical life of the French capital for almost threequarters of a century. His contribution to the earliest
greater wind bands – actually to the birth of the
wind band – was unique.
65. François-Joseph Gossec – anonymous drawing.

In 1762, after de la Pouplinière’s death and the dispersion of his household, Gossec became
director of the private theatre and orchestra of Louis-Joseph, Prince of Conti, at Chantilly and
Argenteuil and stayed there for eight years. In this period, he wrote several pieces for small
wind ensembles, which we could call “Harmoniemusik”. Actually, they were written for pairs
of clarinets, horns and bassoons. Those wind sextets were: Andante (ca. 1768), “La Grande
chasse de Chentilli” 214, “Symphonie à Six”, “La Bataille” (June 1769)), and “Menuet de
Fischer” (December 1768) - extract from “Pièces pour S.A.S. Mgr. le prince de Condé”.
From a later period dates an interesting “Concertante” for flute, oboe, clarinet, horn and
bassoon (1785). In imitation of de la Pouplinière, not only the Prince de Condé, but also the
Duke of Orléans, Prince Louis de Rohan and several other influential aristocrats boasted a
“Harmonie” consisting of pairs of clarinets, horns and bassoons. The newspaper Mercure
wrote in most favorable terms about the clarinets, horns and bassoons of the Duke of Orléans
and other prominent noblemen, so that we can assume there was a kind of “Harmonie”
tradition at several French courts as well. They mostly played arrangements, as proved by the
printed “Collection d’Epoques” published by J.J. Imbault and Jean Sieber Père in Paris. The
music by Gossec was an exception!
Besides all his band music written for the revolutionary ceremonies, Gossec also wrote a Suite
for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, baritone and
double bass; The manuscript of this suite, consisting of four parts: Marche, Marche
religieuse, Passepied and Finale, is preserved in the Königliche Hausbibliothek des Berliner
Schloßes” (Royal Private Library of the Berlin Palace)215 and is not mentioned elsewhere.
Old spelling or Chantilly
Recorded on the CD « Märsche und Blasmusik », Bläser des Rundfunk-Sinfonie-Orchesters Berlin,
CAPRICCIO 10 499
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215
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Luigi Cherubini and the Prince of Chimay.
The Italian born composer Luigi Cherubini (Florence, 1760 – Paris, 1842) settled in Paris in
the summer of 1785 after having spent almost one year in London for performances of two of
his operas at the London King’s Theatre. He would gradually become a successful opera
composer, working successively for King Louis XVI (as Director of the Théâtre de
Monsieur), for the open-air mass ceremonies of the French Revolution (composing a series of
hymns for choir and wind band), for Napoleon (being honored by the Emperor, although he
had to give his place to his fellow countrymen Giovanni Paisiello) and for King Louis XVIII
during the "Restauration" (becoming director of the Paris Conservatory of Music).
After having worked for some time in Vienna for Napoleon, Cherubini was subject to stress
and depressions and he started painting and collecting plants. In 1808, the Prince of Chimay, a
long-time acquaintance invited him to his castle at Chimay in Belgium, in order to allow the
composer to catch his breath. At the end of the summer Cherubini, accompanied by his
friends the composer Daniel Auber and the latter's girlfriend soprano singer Paulette
Duchambre, arrive at Chimay. At the prince’s proposal Cherubini’s lyrical comedy “Les deux
journées” was performed at the theatre castle, the prince and the composer both playing a role.
Yet Cherubini did not take up composing again and preferred observing the plants in the
castle gardens. Most interesting is a collage Cherubini made with pieces of playing cards; it
represents the local wind band of Chimay parading in front of the castle.

66. Collage with playing cards attributed to Cherubini and representing the Chimay wind band.

Cherubini started composing again when the local village people asked him to compose a
mass for the next celebration of the Saint Cecilia Day (patron of the musicians) on 22
November. This became his Mass Nr.1 in F, premiered as a whole at the Prince of Chimay’s
mansion in Paris in March 1809. During his first stay at Chimay Cherubini wrote a series of
compositions; among those a Marche (movement de Pas Redoublé) for wind band, the
autograph of which dated 8 October is preserved in the castle library. (cf. illustration pp.108
& 109).
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67. Luigi Cherubini, Marche pour instruments à vent, autograph dated Chimay 8 October 1808.

During his second stay at Chimay, Cherubini composed a Marche pour instruments à vent,
completed on 12 July 1809 (a manuscript copy is also preserved at the castle library).
During his third stay at Chimay in 1810, Cherubini completed another Marche pour
instruments à vent on 22 September. The autographs of these two marches are preserved at
the Deutsche Staatsbibliothek in Berlin.
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In 1823 a wind band L’Harmonie was created in Chimay at the initiative of the Prince of
Chimay and several musical manuscripts of this band are still preserved in the castle library.

68. Luigi Cherubini, Marche pour instruments à vent,
autograph dated Chimay 8 October 1808 - title page.

C. TOWN MUSICIANS.
The tradition of the town musicians, which started in the Middle-Ages and flourished
throughout the Renaissance and the Baroque, still persisted some decades after 1750.
A pen drawing from the second half of the 18th century shows town musicians (two oboes,
one horn and one bassoon) newt to the Tower of the Saint Gertrude church at Nivelles,
suggesting their involvement in a religious service and/or procession (cf. illustration p.110).
When the Chamber of Rhetoric of Veurne inaugurated its new “hoofdman” (president) it
paraded behind a band consisting of
“trommels, fijfer, twee oboyisten ende twee walthornisten met een bassoon, de welcke
insgelijckx waeren slaende ende spelende thour op thour hunne oude marche”.
(drums, fife, two oboe players, two horn players and a bassoon, playing again and
again their old march).
The crossbow shooters guild “Sint-Sebastiaansgilde” was also part of the parade and was
preceded by drums and fifer, two oboes and a bassoon.216
In 1773 Arnoldus van Elewyck graduated as doctor PH D in Roman and Religious Law.
According to the local newspaper “Wekelijks nieuws uyt Loven” published by Jean-Baptiste
Staes, the newly-promoted doctor walked in a triumphant procession, accompanied by
”Hautboisten, basonnisten en walthornisten, alle in sweerte eenskleedinge”
(oboe players, bassoonists and horn players, all dressed in black uniforms)
, together with a kettle drummer and four trumpeters dressed in red.
216
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We can assume that those were the town musicians, still carrying on the traditions of playing
in processions and for important public events.
Gradually, the old guilds of musicians, assembling the town musicians, would decline,
because of the evolution of entertainment and musical entertainment in particular. Opera
performances and public balls brought foreign musicians to the area.

69. Nivelles town musicians. Saint Gertrude Tower at Nivelles.
Pen drawing, second half 18th century.
Detail of the musicians behind the clergy, two oboists enclose a
horn player and a bassoonist.

Unfortunately, the corporations and guilds were abolished by the Austrian Emperor Joseph II
in 1787, causing revolts, led by Hendrik Van Der Noot (1731-1827). Those revolts lead to the
creation of militias and they would continue the tradition of the town musicians by creating
their own fife and drum ensembles and also wind bands. When the French Revolution (1789)
overrun the Low Countries after the French victory at the Battle of Fleurus in 1794, the
corporations were totally abolished and completely disappeared. Town militia bands would
continue the tradition of the wind bands.
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D. PARAMILITARY MUSIC
THE FIRST BELGIAN WIND BAND!
During the last decades of the Austrian period, the “bourgeois” of several Belgian cities set up
companies of armed volunteers to keep peace and order in the cities. These volunteer
companies were to be turned into revolutionary companies of the Patriots revolting against the
Austrian despotism.
In 1781, the Duke of Ursel, delegate of the Emperor Joseph II, was welcomed in the city of
Tournai by a division of volunteers with standards, preceded by kettledrummers, trumpeters
and 25 musicians of the “Turkish Band” of the Ligne regiment (regiment of the Line) of the
bourgeois companies, marching to the rhythm of the drums, oboes and bassoons.

The Brabantine Revolution.

In 1788 an economic crisis engendered a revolt and one year later the Austrian troops were
chased away. This was called The Brabantine Revolution.
The “Chasseurs” (riflemen) had added two small hunting horns for each company. However,
these horns had been ordered in France and they were only delivered too late. Contrary to the
customs of European armies, the colors of the musicians’ uniforms were not inverted
(compared to that of the regular soldiers).
The barrel and hoops of the drums were painted with black, yellow and red triangles; the
drums cost between 360 and 380 sols each, drumsticks and strap included. Fifes cost 70 sols
on an average and horns 170 sols.217
The Patriots’ Army also boasted a cavalry unit assigned to the Guild of Saint George and this
was accompanied by a mounted kettle drummer and trumpeters. Each “Dragoon” (cavalry)
regiment had six trumpeters, lead by a “trompette-major” (trumpet major), at its disposal.

70. Trumpeter Brabantine Revolution.

71. Mounted kettledrummer Brabantine Revolution.

Pierre Lierneux, Par-delà les ordonnances: l’uniforme des troupes régulières de la République Belgique
1789-1791, in ‘Militaria Belgica’, 1989, p. 64.
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When the Belgian cities revolted against the tyrannical domination by the Austrian Emperor
Joseph II in 1787, civilian militias were set up in several Belgian towns against the oppressors
to claim their violated rights and many of those militias boasted a wind band (often called
“harmonie”) to mark time, to encourage the volunteers and, when necessary, to be a sign of
redeployment by means of the relatively new wind instruments. This was the very first type of
wind music group that could be called a wind band (exactly as the wind bands of the French
Revolution in the very same period - some 200 kilometers down south).

72. Mounted kettledrummer and trumpeters on the Brussels market square. 1787.

There is an interesting document giving some information about the musicians of the
insurrectionary army, called “Armée Belgique” (Belgian army) or “Armée Brabançonne”
(Brabant Army).
Hendrik Van der Noot (1731-1827), one of the leaders of the Brabant revolt, sent a receipt to
“Messieurs les députés plénipotentiaires du congrès souverain” (the gentlemen plenipotentiary
delegates of the sovereign congress) on 17 April 1790. It was also signed by a “Williq, maître
de musique” (Williq, master of music). The receipt stated the payment of the “Musiciens de
l’Armée de Belgique” from 10 to 17 April.
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It mentions the name of twelve musicians: Williq maitre de musique, Begret, François, Raps
Cadet, Burbure, Serus, Raps l’aîné, Horeau, Ritter, Febvatte, Joseph and Kruetzer. Each of
them had received 11 florins and 4 sols. Underneath the document is mentioned:
“Je dis la somme de cent trente, quatre florins huit sols, que je soussigné a reçu du
trésorier général de l’armée Brabançonne, pour le payement de douze musiciens de
la dite armée, à raison de ving-huit sols par jour à chaque homme; qui fait la somme
spécifié cy-dessus.
Namur, le 17 avril 1790
WILLIQ, maître de musique.
(I say the sum of one hundred and four florins eight sols, which I, the undersigned,
has received from the general treasurer of the Brabant army, for the remuneration of
twelve musicians of the aforesaid army, pro rata of twenty-eight sols a day for each
man; which makes the sum mentioned above.
Namur, 17 April 1790
WILLIQ, master of music)
One of the Brussels Militia (or Volunteer)
Bands) was associated with one of the five
Brussels Guilds and was conducted by Ignaz
Vitzthumb; Grove calls him: a SouthNetherlands (which means Belgian) conductor,
composer, impresario and instrumentalist of
Austrian birth. He wrote what is to be
considered the very first real Belgian wind band
music, a series of compositions for the Brussels
militia band, and this had a clear “nationalistic
character”. At the end of the 18th century, the
bigger cities boasted their own wind band with
five or six professional musicians. In fact, we
know that these bands were attached to the
civilian militias and Ignaz Vitzthumb composed
a series of marches for the Brussels Militia Band
which he conducted. This is, as already
mentioned, to be considered as the real birth of
Belgian wind band music.

73. Musical director (Vitzthumb) of the
Brussels militia band.

The Patriots Army in Brussels boasted seven companies of Volunteers: “Volontaires agrégés
aux cinq Serments en la Ville de Bruxelles pour le maintien de l’Ordre. » (Volunteers
added to the five Guilds in the town of Brussels to maintain order and peace).
All companies had musicians and two of them a real ‘wind band’. We find their description in
the precious manuscript “concerning the Brabantine Revolt” from the Charles Delacre
Collection called after its last proprietor Mrs. Van Derton T’Kint.218

218

Manuscript Van Derton T’ Kint, Royal Library Brussels, Print Collection, SV 84841.
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The first part of the manuscript is written by a person who either was directly involved in the
action or received the information from an eye-witness; it describes the events that took place
on 10 October 1789 and the next days. It also contains many texts dealing with the activities
of the Volunteer Companies incorporated with the Guilds between 1787 and 1790: their rules
and regulations, the wording of their oath in French and in Dutch, their decrees and members
list. So all musicians are mentioned, sometimes even with their home address.

74. Banner of the Grand Serment Guild.

75.Banner of the Saint Michel Guild.

- Les Volontaires de Cavalerie agrégés au Serment de Saint George; première brigade.
(Cavalry volunteers assigned to the Guild of Saint George; first brigade)
This company boasted two trumpeters (L. Géhot & le Francq)
- Les Agrégés au Grand Serment
(Volunteers assigned to the Great Guild)
This company boasted two drummers (A. de Gent & J. de Walsche) and two fifers (I.
Goossens & I. de Geus).
- Les Agrégés au Serment de Saint George; Infanterie.
(Volunteers assigned to the Guild of Saint George; infantry)
With two drummers (Hellinckx & Hermans) and two fifers (Immera & Deneck)
- Les Agrégés au Serment de Saint Sébastien.
(Volunteers assigned to the guild of Saint Sebastian)
With two drummers (Blaes & Polleur) and two fifers (Burbure & Monnoye)
- Les Agrégés au Serment de Saint Christophe, dits Chasseurs Noirs.
(The Volunteers assigned to the Guild of Saint Christopher, called Black Riflemen)
Two drummers (Van Volxum & De Walsche) and two fifers (Handel & Vasseur).
- Les Agrégés au Serment de Saint Christophe, dits Chasseurs Verts.
(The Volunteers assigned to the Guild of Saint Christopher, called Green Riflemen)
Two drummers and two fifers (no names mentioned).
- Les Agrégés au Serment de Saint-Michel, dits Escrimeurs.
(The Volunteers assigned to the Guild of Saint Michael, called swordsmen
Two drummers and two fifers (no names mentioned).
We had a total of 12 fifers, 2 trumpeters and 12 drummers and the complete unit of drummers
and fifers was led by the “tambour-major” (drum major) Grégoire.
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The Volunteers of the Guild of Saint Michael boasted a superb drum-major whose mace
(drum major stick) had been presented by the company’s commander, whereas the silver plate
of his belt was paid by lieutenant ‘t Kint and his sword by sergeant Gaucheret.219

76. Patriots’ Army: Drum Major - Mounted Drummer - Musical Director.

The “Compagnie de Saint Michel, dits Escrimeurs” boasted a “musique” (band) in 1790. The
above-mentioned manuscript states: Etat de la Musique (Composition of the band)
Chef de musiciens: M. Vitzthumb
I. Schot
J.L. Lion
J. Zeghers
J.B. Immen
J. Charles
F. Gehol

219

première clarinette
premier cor
2ème cor
clarinette
clarinette
flûte

Hymans, Louis, Bruxelles à travers les âges, Tome I, p. 195.
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L. van Boon
C. Demeurs
J. Burbure
P. Schot
C. Lohen
J. Carrion

flûte
flûte
flageolet
basson
serpent
flûte

Ignaz Vitzthumb

Ignaz Vitzthumb, born in Vienna in 1720, settled very early in Brussels where he joined his
uncle François-Antoine Vitzthumb who was a court trumpeter. Ignaz became a court
timpanist as mentioned in the archives of 1740. In 1769, he was appointed musical director of
the ”Grand Théâtre”, the Brussels opera! His reputation spread to Paris and Vienna. He
devoted himself to the development of opera in the Flemish language. In 1777 he proclaimed
the closure of the Opera after his two resignations had been refused, but in 1785 he again
became “chef de musique” (conductor) of the Brussels
Grand Théâtre and on 27 December 1786 he was
appointed “maître de musique” of the royal chapel of the
Austrian Governor: Charles of Lorraine. In March 1791,
he was dismissed because of bad behavior; this
accusation referred to his political behavior. He had
participated in the insurrection against the Emperor
Joseph II during the Brabantine Revolution (1789-90).
In this period, he was active as conductor of the abovementioned Brussels militia band (Volunteer Regiments)
and composed a lot of patriotic band music.
His band was composed of five clarinets, five flutes, two
horns, one bassoon, one serpent and one “flageolet”.
This was a kind of recorder with four finger- and two
thumbholes.
In that same year 1790, this company also
77. Ignaz Vitzthumb Engraving by A.Cardon.
boasted 5 drummers (Polleun, van Guldre,
deVadder, Mouder, Timmer-mans) and 5 fifers (Leonard, Ganseman, Robert, Lefebure and
Van Gueldre), supervised by the Tambour Major J.B. Hellinckx. The drummers and fifers
were corporals and their uniform was paid by the company’s cash, the drum major’s uniform
however was paid by the officers and petty officers.
After his dismissal in Brussels, Ignaz Vitzthumb settled in The Netherlands as stage manager
for an opera company in Amsterdam. Later he came back to Brussels and was honored again
as proves the article in the newspaper Journal de la Belgique of 21 March 1815:
« Les professeurs et amateurs de musique réunis, donneront au bénéfice spécial de
M. Vitzthumb père, ci-devant maître de musique de la chapelle de Bourgogne,
directeur et chef d’orchestre du théâtre, qu’il dirigea l’espace de quarante-six ans,
un grand concert vocal et instrumental, mercredi 22, à la salle des amateurs, au
marché de Bavière. C’est un tribut de reconnaissance et un hommage qu’on rend à
ce savant compositeur qui, à l’âge de quatre-vingt-treize ans, conduira
l’orchestre.220 »
(The combined music teachers and amateurs will organize, for the special benefit of
M. Vitzthumb father, previous musical director of the Chapel of the House of
Burgundy and director and conductor at the theatre which he led for forty-six years,
a grand vocal and instrumental concert on Wednesday 22 in the Amateurs Hall at the
Bavaria Market. This is a mark of gratitude and a tribute to this great composer who,
at the age of ninety-three, will conduct the orchestra.)
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Ignaz Vitzthumb died in Brussels on 23 March
1816. Grove also mentions his published works
for wind band: 1er Receuil de 12 airs
d’harmonie (2 cl, 2 hn, bn) which was
published in Paris in 1782 and Marches et
retraites for military band published in Brussels
in 1790.
The Brussels Company assigned to the
“Serment” of Saint-Christopher also had a wind
band of twelve musicians conducted by the
“chef des musiciens” major De Potter.
In Oudenaarde the wind band “Harmonie der
Vrijwillige Patriotten” (Harmonie band of the
volunteer Patriots) was created in this period, by
former members of the abolished “Guild of
Saint Cecilia”. In 1787 the Brussels petty
bourgeoisie or middle classes created a
“harmonie” band gathering all kinds of wind
instruments, actually brass and woodwind, in an
ensemble organized in an artistic way.
78. Drum Major of the Brabantine Revolution.
Painting by Jules van Imschoot after
sketches from the manuscript Van Derton
T’ Kint.

When the citizens of Mons incorporated the volunteer militias to support the country’s
independence, a corps of music was constituted by the amateur instrumentalists of the town to
parade ahead of the companies of volunteers. This band of music was called “Grande musique
turque” as the musicians wore a kind of oriental looking uniform.
The band, headed by its popular “tambour-major” (drum-major) Count Tallard, is to be seen
on an engraving representing the arrival of the patriots of Mons at the Brussels town hall on
15 June 1787. On this engraving we see the Volunteers Wind Band consisting of 32 musicians
playing clarinets (or some oboes), (natural) horns, fifes or flutes, cymbals and bass drum. This
band existed still in 1794, but was disbanded at the French conquest. In 1809 its members
founded the wind band of the local guard company (“garde sédentaire”).
The anonymous engraving is accompanied by the following text:
“Monument consacré à la Gloire du Hainaut”- Le 15 juin les citoyens de Mons, plein
d’Ardeur et de Courage, animés de zèle pour la Patrie, sont venus en corps à
Bruxelles remercier les Etats de Brabant, de la fermeté avec laquelle ils ont soutenu
les privilèges de la Nation et se sont unis ensemble inviolablement pour conserver leur
Liberté- 1787.
(Monument dedicated to the Glory of the Province of Hainault” – on 15 June the
citizens of Mons, full of ardor and courage, driven by zeal for the home Fatherland,
came in group to Brussels in order to thank the States of the Province of Brabant for
the firmness with which they supported the Nation’s privileges and they united
indissolubly in order to save their Liberty. – 1787.)221
221

Obreen, H & Vanderlinden, H., Album Historique de la Belgique, Brussels, 1909, engraving 234.
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79. Turkish Band of the Mons Volunteers parading on the Brussels market square in 1787.
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E. THE BIRTH OF THE WIND BAND (Orchestre d’Harmonie).
The birth of the modern wind is an indirect consequence of the French Revolution and as the
“inventor” of the ‘modern’ wind band Gossec was a Belgian, we will describe the birth of the
first large wind band in detail.
It should however be stressed that the tradition of the so-called “Harmoniemusik”, calling for
the classical wind octet consisting of pairs of oboes, clarinets, bassoons and horns, played an
inestimable role in the evolution from the small wind ensembles of court bands, military
bands and town musicians to the larger wind band. By large we do not only mean a greater
number of musicians, but first of all the use of a wide range of different wind instruments.
We already mentioned a “Musique Turque” (Turkish Band) in Mons, but we should underline
the fact that all over the (pre) Belgian territory musical ensembles of wind instruments called
themselves “Turkse Muziek” in Dutch or “Musique Turque” in French. Other examples are to
be found in Buggenhout, Grembergen, Lebbeke and Dendermonde (“Turksch muziek,
genaemd Orpheen”/Turkish band named Orpheus)222 in the province of East Flanders and
Dadizele in the province of West Flanders (cf. infra). This name for amateur wind bands was
inspired by the example of the military bands of the Austrian occupying forces. Indeed, the
Austrian military bands were largely indebted to those of their great enemy The Ottoman
(Turkish) Empire. Especially the introduction of several percussion instruments borrowed
from the Janissaries (cymbals, bass drum, triangle and Turkish crescent or Jingling Johnny)
about 1780 in the earliest real wind bands engendered this name.
Almost at the same time as the Brabantine Revolution described above, the French
Revolution, exploding on 14 July 1789 by the taking of the Bastille in Paris, gave birth to the
first large professional wind band in Europe: the Musique de la Garde Nationale. As its
conductor was the Belgian composer Gossec and two of its soloists were Flemish
instrumentalists, also famous as teacher and composer, we cannot omit this capital episode of
the wind band music history, involving Belgian musicians.
Up to the attack of the Bastille, wind band music in France was also limited to an ensemble of
six to twelve musicians, as was the case in all other European countries at the time. Less than
one year later, the town of Paris boasted a professional wind band (musique d’harmonie)
consisting of forty-five musicians. The day after the fall of the Bastille, a Te Deum – a
religious service attended by civic authorities to thank God – was celebrated and music was
played by a twelve-piece military band. During the next months the modern wind band saw
the light of day. This transformation can be traced through a number of ceremonies in
December 1789 and January and February 1790 in which the Musique de la Garde
Nationale223 participated. On 1 September 1789, Bernard Sarrette, Captain of the National
Guard, was officially made responsible for the musicians of this regiment, though he had been
in charge of them since July. As he could not pay the musicians, he gathered funds. When the
municipality of Paris decided to set up a central professional “musique” (wind band) in the
autumn of 1790224 , Sarrette was appointed chief administrator. As he was not a musician,
Sarrette appealed to the nearby “Ecole Royale de Chant” (Royal Singing School) and so
Gossec accepted the military demand to take care of the musical destiny of the “dépôt des
gardes françaises” (French guards depot).
Blomme, A., Chroniques de Termonde, 1892, p. 307.
As the army had failed and did no longer fulfill its tasks, the Parisian ‘bourgeoisie’ had set up a Garde
Nationale, commanded by La Fayette. Soon a section of this Garde Nationale was set up in most of the big cities
and later also in the occupied (Belgian) territories.
224
The principle was voted by a decree of the National Convention of 18 Brumaire an III, the decision to make it
a real conservatory of music by decree of 12 Thermidor an III (July 30, 1795).
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On August 9, 1789 Gossec conducted the military musicians in several military marches
during the first official parade of the National Guard. The band’s second public performance
was at the Ceremony of the blessing of the colors (standards) in the Notre-Dame Church on
27 September 1789.
One of the immediate causes, if not the reason, for the creation of a real professional wind
band was the performance of the Te Deum composed by Gossec for the “Festival du Champ
de Mars” or “’Festival de la Fédération” on 14 July 1790, commemorating the first
anniversary of the fall of the Bastille. Some 400.000 people attended this ceremony, led by
Talleyrand, the then bishop of Autun; even the King, Louis XVI, murmured the loyalty oath.
The mass ceremony culminated in the performance of Gossec’s Te Deum, composed for three
part men’s choir and large wind band (flutes, clarinets, oboes, trumpets, horns, bassoons,
trombones, serpents and percussion). This was an original composition and Gossec wrote the
date of 9 July at the back of page 27 of the manuscript, date of completion. Gossec was a
respected composer of 56 years when he was invited to compose this national music, which
was really revolutionary in more than one sense. The newspaper “Le Moniteur” mentions
1200 performers, among them 300 wind instrument players and 50 serpents… This grand
performance resulted in the creation of a professional wind band and it seemed quite natural
that Gossec was invited to become its musical director. In 1775 Gossec had been appointed
“maître de musique” at the Paris Opera, becoming subsequently its assistant director in 1782
and director in 1784. On 15 July 1789 the Assemblée voted a decree about a uniform for the
National Guard and Gossec put it on, receiving the rank of lieutenant in November!
The initial aim of creating wind bands was to accompany the mass singing, as the sounding
power of an orchestra composed of wind instruments is eight times superior to that of an
orchestra composed of strings. In fact, for the big mass ceremonies the National Guard Band
consisted of all wind and percussion players of the “Conservatoire”:
- 5 composers conducting the performance
- 1 performing conductor
30 clarinets
10 flutes
6 first horns
6 second horns
18 bassoons
8 serpents
3 trombones
4 trumpets

2 tubae curvae
2 buccins
2 kettledrummers
2 cymbal players
2 drummers
2 triangles
2 bass drums

- 10 non performing musicians, involved in conducting the student singers or musicians at
the public festivities.225
In its account of the ceremonies for the acceptance of the constitutional act on 18 September
1791, the aristocratic newspaper “Journal de Paris” mentioned in a rectification:
“ La musique de la Garde Nationale, formée de soixante dix-huit musiciens, presque
tous d’un talent reconnu et qui sont dirigés par M. Gossec” .
(The band of the National Guard, consisting of 78 musicians, almost all of an
acknowledged talent and conducted by M. Gossec.)
The newspaper also mentioned that Gossec’s new hymn “Peuple éveille-toi” was a real
triumph and that the grenadiers were so enthusiastic that they dropped their guns, lifted
Gossec on their shoulders and carried the composer in triumph among the citizens who shared
their keenness.226 The newspaper adds:
225
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Georges Kästner, o.c., pp. 165-166.
J-M. Tiersot, Les Fêtes de la Révolution in ‘Le Ménéstrel’ 1893-94, p. 65.
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“Le Corps de musique de la Garde Nationale lui doit beaucoup; son exécution est
belle et incomparable dans le genre des instruments à vent. Ce corps, d’ailleurs est
composé des premiers virtuoses de l’Europe et des premiers talents de la capitale.
En voilà sans doute assez pour mériter à M. Gossec la couronne que, dorénavant on
doit décerner à tous les hommes de génie, et pour lui obtenir une part dans les
récompenses que l’Assemblée Nationale vient de mettre en réserve pour les artistes
distingués .
(The band of the National Guard owes him a lot; its performances are beautiful and
incomparable as to the genre of the wind instruments. Moreover, this band is
composed of the first virtuoso of Europe and the first talents of the capital. This
should be enough for M. Gossec to deserve the crown which should nowadays be
presented to all men of genius, and to obtain for him a part of the rewards the
National Assembly recently put in reserve for the distinguished artists.)
Sometime later, the same newspaper wrote;
La musique de la Garde Nationale mérite d’être distinguée par l’influence qu’elle a
eu dans la Révolution. Ce serait vouloir se refuser à l’évidence que de contester cette
influence… Si l’on en doutait, nous citerions le témoignage imposant de M. de La
Fayette, qui a souvent répété qu’il devait plus encore à la musique de la Garde
Nationale qu’aux baïonnettes.
(The band of the National Guard deserves to be distinguished because of the
influence it has had during the Revolution. It would be a denial of the evidence to
contest this influence… If one still has doubts, we would quote the impressive
testimony of M. de La Fayette, who has often repeated that he owed more to the band
of the National Guard than to the bayonets.)
When reading those comments in the newspapers of the time, we should admit that the
Belgian composer Gossec indeed played an important role in the cultural events of the
Revolution. But, most of all, he should undoubtedly be considered as the “father of the wind
band”!

80. The Paris National Guard Band at Mirabeau’s Funeral, 4 April 1791.
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He made orchestral music popular by banishing all “fashionable” instruments, those that
require a long and expensive apprenticeship, although he was a violin player himself!
Instead, he assigned an important role to the clarinets, the horns, the oboes, the bassoons, the
trombones, the trumpets and the serpents. However, it was not enough to decide the creation
of wind orchestras, they had to be provided with a repertoire and with performers.
Gossec acquitted himself of this dual task, almost on his own. He was the very first to write
marches for a large wind orchestra (or band). It is known that he wrote a series of works –
marches and other ensemble pieces - for the National Guard Band in 1789, but those have
unfortunately been lost. His Marche Victorieuse (1794) and two Marches (1795) have been
preserved. He also sent several Pas de Manœuvre to the troops in campaign. He trained a lot
of music professors, most of them recruited among the members of the National Guard Band.
Gossec wrote his marches for nine parts: 2 clarinet, 2 oboe, flute, 2 horns and 2 bassoons
parts. According to the kind of music, the clarinet parts were either doubled or tripled. As
apparently the bassoon fell short to support the bass parts, trombones were soon added and
consequently trumpets to support the treble parts.227
In 1797 the Paris Conservatory, still with Sarrette as administrative director, boasted six flute
teachers, twelve horn teachers, twelve bassoon teachers, four serpent teachers and nineteen
clarinet teachers. The aim of Gossec, major inspector of the teachers – equivalent to musical
director – was to create many wind bands for the National Guard, to have music composed for
these bands and to have conductors trained.

Again Gossec.

François-Joseph Gossec was himself to become the official composer of the French
Revolution. At least four of his major wind band compositions deserve a somewhat
comprehensive introduction. Among these works, the Marche Lugubre228 (1790) should be
mentioned first, as it was one of the early wind band compositions that drew the attention of a
large part of the musical world of the time. This funeral march was commissioned by the
Marquis de Brouillé to commemorate the victims of the execution of the Swiss at
Châteauvieux near Nancy. It was first performed at the Paris “Champ de Mars” on 20
September 1790. It is the first major composition written exclusively for a large ensemble of
wind instruments without the use of voices, on the occasion of the “Fêtes Civiques” (Civic
festivities). The moaning harmonies and the use of both a gong – called “tam tam” – and the
huge bass drum of the Opera – called “Le Tonnerre” (The Thunder) - made a profound
impression on the numerous listeners. The piece boasts an inspiration as well as a seriousness
seldom found in Gossec’s compositions and sounds both dramatic (in the unison passages)
and mysterious (due to the special use of dynamics). The dirge is interrupted by moments of
impressive silence, punctuated by gong beats. The Marche Lugubre was also performed on 4
April 1791 during the translation of Mirabeau’s mortal remains to the Panthéon. Some 20.000
National Guards participated in this funeral parade. It was played again at the translation of
Voltaire’s ashes to the Panthéon on 10 July 1791 and used many times at official ceremonies
during the following years. The manuscript is kept at the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, but
there are several modern editions both in the U.S.A. and France.
When Gossec and Méhul attended in 1792 a banquet at which two actors sang a series of
patriotic songs all attendants had kneeled quite spontaneously. The ballet master Pierre Gardel
(1758-1840) immediately suggested to Gossec to link up a series of revolutionary hymns and
tunes. The result was a partly lyrical, partly choreographic composition, harmonized and
orchestrated by Gossec under the title L’Offrande à la Liberté (Offertory to Liberty).
Georges Kästner o.c., p. 169
The complete title being: Marche lugubre pour les honneurs funèbres qui doivent être rendus au Champ de
la Fédération le 20 septembre aux mânes des citoyens mort à l’affaire de Nancy.
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The consecutive parts are: Veillons au salut de l’Empire (after a song by Dalayrac)229, Allons
enfants de la Patrie or L’Hymne des Marseillais (a song by Claude Rouget de Lisle, known
as The Marseillaise), La Carmagnole (a popular 18th century revolutionary song) and Ça ira
(a song from 1790 blaming the aristocrats). It is noteworthy that the very first orchestration of
the Marseillaise for wind band was written by a Belgian composer… The ballet was created
by Gardel and the whole spectacle was performed at the Paris Opera on 2 October 1792.
Gossec conducted his orchestration of The Marseillaise at the Place de la Révolution (now
Place de la Concorde), at the foot of the pedestal of the statue of Louis XV, on 14 October
1792. Gossec wrote a second orchestration of The Marseillaise for the Ceremonies of 10
August 1793 ratifying the Convention, called Air des Marseillais pour le Camp de la
Fédération. The text was by Casimir Varon (1761-1796) and the music scored for three-part
male choir and wind band with the following parts: 2 ottavinos, 2 clarinets, trumpet, 2 horns,
bassoon, serpent and timpani.
The Symphonie militaire (1794) was one of the two symphonies for wind band written by
Gossec. It was probably composed for a concert given by the pupils of the “Institut National
de Musique” at the Théâtre Feydeau on 30 May 1794. The composition starts in F major and
ends in C major. Manuscript parts for two piccolo flutes, two clarinets in C, two trumpets in
F, two horns in F, two bassoons, serpent, timpani and bass drum are preserved in the library of
the Paris Conservatory of Music.
Hymne à l’Etre Suprème (1794) is
one of the three hymns Gossec wrote
in honor of the Supreme Being;
besides one written on a text by André
de Chénier and one written on a text
by Théodore Désorgues, both for
four-part mixed choir and wind band,
Gossec wrote one for solo voice and
wind band. The band consisted of
flutes, oboes, clarinets, trumpets,
horns, trombones, bassoons and
serpent.
It was written for the greatest of all
revolutionary festivals, the “Festival
de l’Etre Suprème” which was
supposed to symbolize the triumph of
François-Joseph Gossec.
the Enlightenment over Christianity and was 81.
Painting
by Antoine Vestier (1740-1824).
imagined by Maximilien de Robespierre after
the failure of a cult of the Reason. This Festival
in Paris occurred on 8 June 1794 in the Tuileries gardens. After Robespierre’s opening
speech, Gossec’s hymn was performed. Musicians of the National Guard Band and pupils of
the Music Institute had taught the hymn to as many people as possible, by means of several
public rehearsals. After Robespierre’s second speech, an earlier Hymne à l’Être Supreme by
Gossec was performed by the National Guard Band and a choir of 2.400 singers.
Gossec also wrote the next compositions for wind band: Marche Religieuse, Concertante à
Dix Instruments, Marche Funèbre, Symphonie en Ut, Marche Victorieuse and two Marches.
Twelve years later the same song was baptized Hymne à la Liberté and introduced as the official hymn for
Napoleon.
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For choir and wind band he composed: Domine Salvum, Hymne pour le 14 Juillet, Hymne sur
la translation du Corps de Voltaire au Panthéon, Chœur Patriotique, Chœur à la Liberté,
Ronde Nationale, Chant Funèbre en l’Honneur de Simoneau, Le Triomphe de la Loi, Hymne
à la Liberté, Hymne à la Nature, Hymne à l’Egalité, Hymne à la Statue de Liberté, Hymne à
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Chant Funèbre sur la Mort de Ferraud, Hymne à l’Humanité pour le
neuf Thermidor, Aux Mânes de la Gironde, Hymne à la Victoire and Chant Martial pour la
Fête de la Victoire.
Gossec’s career ended with Napoleon’s ascension and the Consulate in 1799. He devoted his
energy to teaching. We should not forget to mention that the “Ecole de Musique de la Garde”,
founded in 1792 and meant to teach instrumentalists for the National Guard Band, changed
one year later into the ”Institut National de Musique” which fused with “Ecole Royale de
Chant”, a singing school created in 1784 and led by Gossec, into the “Conservatoire National
de Musique” on 12 Thermidor de l’an III (30 July 1795). After having played a capital role in
the numerous national mass ceremonies, the first large (modern) wind band acquired a second
title of honor by serving as a basis for the creation of the National Conservatory of Music in
1792. It was proposed in October 1791 to transform the “Ecole de Musique de la Garde
Nationale” into a real “Ecole de musique militaire”, but the money failed. A law of 18
February 1792 decided the institution was to be in charge of the Public Treasury. Finally on 9
June the “Commune de Paris” decided to create an “Ecole de musique de la Garde Nationale”,
Sarrette finally won his suit. 120 pupils, sons of national guards were to be taught free of
charge. By decree of 18 Brumaire (8 November 1793) the “Institut de Musique” was created
and the “Ecole de musique de la garde nationale” was dissolved, thus enabling also the
teaching of singing and string instruments. From 1794 to 1799 this institution changed into
the Conservatoire. Gossec was appointed professor of composition and inspector of teaching
(see above) and wrote solfège books and singing methods. François-Joseph Gossec died at the
age of 96 on 16 February 1829 in Passy, a Parisian suburb.
It is also noteworthy that two Flemish musicians were prominent members of the Paris
National Guard Band.
Amand Vanderhaeghen (1753-1822)
Amand Jean François Joseph Vanderhaeghen was born in Antwerp in 1753 and studied with
his uncle A. Vanderhaeghen, first oboist in the Royal Chapel of Charles of Lorraine, the then
governor of the Low Countries. In 1785 he moved to Paris and was accepted as a clarinet
player with the Musique de la Garde Française. As he dedicated several marches to the Prince
of Guéméné, the latter had Vanderhaeghen appointed as conductor of this band. When the
Gardes Françaises were disbanded, Vanderhaeghen lost his function, but when Sarrette
created his music school for the National Guard, Vanderhaeghen became clarinet teacher at
this institution. In 1798 he was a member of the Musique de la Garde Nationale, conducted by
Gossec. From 1799 to 1804 he was a member of the Musique de la Garde Consulaire
(Consular Guard Band). Finally, Vanderhaeghen became deputy conductor of the Musique de
la Garde Impériale (Napoleon’s Imperial Guard Band) and in this function he participated in
several of Napoleon’s campaigns and his heroic behavior was rewarded by several
distinctions, among those the “Légion d’Honneur” after the Prussian Campaign of 1806-1807.
After the fall of the Empire, Vanderhaeghen was a clarinet player with the Orchestra of the
Comédie Française and that of the Théâtre Feydeau. He died in Paris in 1822.
Vanderhaeghen composed several marches, pas-redoublés, dances and concert pieces for
wind band, such as Grande Symphonie Militaire, Suite d’harmonie Militaire à dix parties and
a grand military symphony La Naissance du Roi de Rome (The birth of the King of Rome –
Napoleon’s son).
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Othon Vandenbroeke (1759-1832), a famous horn player, was born in Ypres on 20

December 1758. He studied French horn with F. Banneux, horn player in the Royal Chapel of
governor Charles of Lorraine, and with Willem Spandau, first horn player in the private music
chapel of the Prince of Orange in The Hague. He studied harmony with Fuchs, maître de
chapelle of the Prince of Orange and counterpoint with Schmidt, a German virtuoso, in
Amsterdam. Vandenbroeke became a horn player at the Court of Duke Charles of Lorraine in
Brussels, but left for Maastricht in 1781 to play at the Théâtre Français over there. In 1783 he
moved to Paris and there he played his horn with the Concerts de la Loge Olympique, the
Théâtre Italien and the Opera Orchestra (1793-1816). From 1795 to 1800 he was horn teacher
at the Paris Conservatoire and was soloist with the Musique de la Garde Nationale. Later on,
he played with the “Musique de la Garde Impériale” for Napoleon. Vandenbroeke (sometimes
his name is spelled Vandenbroeck) is the author of a famous French horn method and a
“Traité Général de tous les instruments à vent” (1793). He composed a lot of music for the
French horn, as well as several opéras-comiques, two Horn Concertos and several
symphonies, such as La prise de la Bastille. Othon Vandenbroeke died in Passy, near Paris in
1832.
When the Belgian territory was definitely occupied by the French in 1794, numerous
regiments of the National Guard settled all over the country. The National Guard was a
paramilitary organization which the French imposed on the locals after the annexation of the
‘Belgian’ territories. All civil militias and shooting associations (schuttersgilden) were
disbanded and no citizen was allowed to wear any weapon. The authorities proposed to the
members of the disbanded groups to join the National Guard which had to guarantee the
safety of the people and their possessions. Several local wind bands, often called “Société
Philharmonique” also performed occasionally as “Musique de la Garde Nationale” (National
Guard band) as was, for example, the case in Poperinge between 1806 and 1814.
There are several mentions of the creation of the National Guard Band in Kortrijk in 1799. On
2 December 1804, the day of Napoleon’s coronation, the “Musique de la Garnison” paraded
ahead of the procession to the church and the town hall of Kortrijk. On the occasion of the
Annual Fair in August 1810, there was a contest “Concours par les musiciens de la Garde
Nationale” at Kortrijk; the procession of rhetoricians was preceded by the Musique de la
Garde Nationale. On Monday, the National Guard Bands of Bruges, Tourcoign (F),
Lichtervelde, Pittem, Warneton, Roeselare, Moorsele and Comines, dressed in full uniform
and wearing all their medals and insignias, entered into the town and were welcomed by the
Kortrijk musicians. In the afternoon the bands paraded on the town square in front of the
mayor and the “sous-préfet”. The latter distributed the prizes; the gold medal for town bands
went to Bruges, the one for village bands to Warneton. Then the bands paraded through the
main streets playing their most thrilling march tunes. At nine p.m. the bands gave a concert on
a stage mounted at the bottom of the belfry tower. This stage was decorated with nine arcades
covering orange trees and a statue of Apollo in the middle. On top of the stage there was a
large star illuminated by colored lamps and in front of the stage there were two lion figures.
This festival lasted up to one o’clock in the morning. The concert contest was won by the
Bruges band and the Pittem band, respectively for the town and the village bands.230 The
Bruges band was conducted by C. F. Terlinck. The composer Corneel Tuerlinckx (cf. p.159)
dedicated his Symphonie Militaire to him in 1810.231 On 18 August 1811, the National Guard
Band gave an evening concert on the town square. The tradition of the National Guard Bands
was later to be continued with the “Garde Civique – Burgerwacht” (Civic Militia).
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F. THE FIRST CIVILIAN (AMATEUR) WIND BANDS.
Incited and inspired by the local Patriots and Volunteer Bands on the one hand and by the
spreading French National (and local) Guard Bands after the French invasion and the early
Napoleonic period (‘Directoire’ and ‘Consulat’) on the other hand, wind bands were created
in many cities and even in smaller towns all over the area. At first civilians, later paramilitary
volunteer units, set up wind bands, some of them risen again from the ashes of the recently
abolished (town) musician guilds, while others found their roots in chambers of rhetoric and
still others in (mostly church) choirs.
It is against a background of popular aspirations and social changes that occurred the rise of a
conquering and self-confident “bourgeoisie” eager to know, learn and experiment. This
middle class was still almost not distinguished from the mass and looked to the sonorous
power and vigor (in full evolution) of the wind band that presented originality in comparison
to the existing musical groups and associations. Gradually, the wind band was going to
occupy all the territories that had been covered up to then by other musical expressions:
secular festivities, some religious festivities, military ceremonies and parades and concerts
both in open air and in concert halls. By giving an important role to the open-air performance
(in parade or in concert), the wind bands fit the new mentality which did accept the power of
all the people as the only legitimate power. It is not a coincidence then that music which had
been the privilege of professional musicians up to then, would become a matter of mainly
amateur musicians in the wind bands. From now onwards responsible citizens were able to
“make” together their own music. Anyway, there would be more and more occasions to play
and to hear music and the sonorous universe of the Belgian populations were to be strongly
modified.
Though the wind bands did correspond to the changes occurring in the Western European
societies, they would nevertheless copy the models of the “Ancien Régime” as to their
organization, discipline and care for humanity.

1. The Austrian Period (ca. 1750 – 1794).

Actually, the oldest Flemish wind bands date from the period just before the French
Revolution, the so-called “Austrian Period”. As far as the available sources state, we can
assume that at least some twenty wind bands existed in Belgium before the French
Revolution. In fact, we do have two sources mentioning all (?) the Belgian wind bands and
their (supposed or alleged) date of foundation: E. Jacops’s Nomenclature des Sociétés
musicales de Belgique, published in Antwerp in 1853 and J. Dufrane’s Annuaire musical de la
Belgique, published in Frameries in 1880, with four consecutive volumes, respectively of
1884, 1886, 1890 and 1895. Other sources used such as J. Poels, H. Ooms, A. Thys and A.
Prevost (cf. Bibliography) sometimes mention slightly different dates. It should be stated that
many dates of foundation of the oldest wind bands cannot be scientifically proved by official
historical documents; many of those early wind bands changed their names, others ceased all
activities for a certain period and still others were disbanded after some years. We only have a
more detailed history of those bands that have survived for a long period and that published a
written history on the occasion of one or other anniversary!
Let us have a look at the oldest wind bands according to their geographical spread. We see
an explicit concentration of wind bands founded between 1770 and 1790 in the area between
the rivers Scheldt and Dender (the region around the cities of Aalst and Dendermonde),
without any apparent reason.
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In the province of Antwerp several wind bands mention a year of foundation which is
absolutely not corroborated by any concrete document but only refers to an event related to a
guild, corporation or a chamber of rhetoric which could be a predecessor or ancestor of the
wind band concerned. This is the case with “St. Cecilia” Reet (1770), the “Muziekaele
Sociëteit” (1772) at Sint Amands232, “Harmonie Sinte Cecilia” (1778) at Puurs233 and
“L’Union” (1788) at Boom. The “Société Philharmonique” (1792)234 at Mechlin however is
supposed to be a continuation of the Patriots (Volunteers) Band of Mechlin, indeed
established during the Brabantine Revolution. The Muziekaele Sociëteit “Harmonie Sinte
Cecilia” of Sint-Amands was founded in 1772 by the members of the chamber of rhetoric
“Fidele”. Some years later its musicians taught instrumental music to some young enthusiast
music lovers of Merchtem, a village situated at some 14 kilometers (in the Province of
Brabant). In 1778 a wind band was created in Merchtem. The Harmonie Sinte Cecilia of
Puurs was set up as part of the “Sint Cecilia” guild in 1778.
In the Province of Brabant, a wind band was created in Merchtem, Harmonie Sinte Cecilia
(ca 1780). A musician called Philippus Herckens came from Dendermonde to Merchtem and
found a number of musicians to create a wind band which was set up in 1780. He became the
first conductor. The society also devoted itself to literature and choir singing235.
In the province of East-Flanders, we find the oldest wind bands in Baasrode, L’Harmonie
de Baasrode (before 1760), Hamme, Harmonie Sociëteit Ste Cecilia (1777), Herdersem,
Société d’Harmonie Concordia et Docilitas (1783), Berlare Sint Sebastiaan (1784), Lebbeke,
Sint Cecila (1785)236, Dendermonde, Sint Cecilia – originally “Turksch Musiek”(1787)237,
Ninove, Sint Cecilia (1790), Moorsel, Harmonie (1786 or 1790) and Sint-Gillis Waas,
Harmonie Sociëteit (1790). The Harmonie Sinte Cecilia of Baasrode was founded some time
before 1760 and was (also) called “Turksch Musiek” (Turkish band). The church archives
mention “de confraters van Sinte Cecilia met hun Turks musicael gespel” (the colleagues of
Saint Cecilia with their Turkish instruments). In 1780 the band was invited by the Emperor
Joseph II to perform during the visit his daughter Marie-Christina paid to the town of Aalst.
As an expression of gratitude, the Empress Maria-Theresia presented the band with a
“Spanish Reed Drum Major’s Mace” with silver ornaments. The Harmonie Sinte Cecilia of
Hamme was founded in 1777 and the conductor was Karel de Schoesetter who was said to be
a fine composer.238 The newspaper “Journal de Gand” mentions in 1798 that “citoyen”239
Gambart conducted a wind band that was in charge of the musical accompaniment of all
republican festivals and celebrations. Though the origins of the Sint Cecilia
Harmoniemaatschappij of Lebbeke are said to go back to 1785, the oldest testimony found
relates about a public performance in Lebbeke for the celebration of the citizens killed during
the Brabantine Revolt on28 January 1790. There is a report of this ceremony in the newspaper
“Gazette van Gend” of 11 February.240 This band was reorganized in 1822.241
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In the province of West-Flanders, early wind bands were founded in Roeselare, Sint-Cecilia
(1782) and Wervik (1790). The wind band of Wervik De Wandeldreve consisted in January
1790 of a “harmonie” (wind band) with 24 clarinets, 1 oboe, 2 octaves (piccolo flutes) with
drum and 1 pair of cymbals. In fact this band goes back to a concert ensemble consisting in
1747 of bass violin, violin, serpent, bourdon, horn, trombone and two clarinets.242 In February
1790 the band ordered two clarinets, three French horns and two octaves (piccolo flutes) in
Mons. At the time of the ‘Patriots’ those instruments had been requisitioned by the town
magistrate to be used by the ‘Volunteers’. Those instruments cost all together 50
“croonstucken” (crowns).243 Wartimes were hard for musicians (and their instruments) so we
see that two years later, on 23 September 1792, this band played at the election of the new
prince of the Chamber of Rhetoric with only two clarinets, two French horns, one octave
(piccolo flute), one oboe, one serpent, one snare drum and cymbals. 244 The band was invited
by the French authorities to play at the Festival of the Liberty Tree at the twin village (across
the river Lys, in France) of Wervicq-Sud; because of political reasons the band refused and
instead six musicians from the French town Tourcoign performed at the festival.
In the Province of Hainault, the oldest bands are to be found at Ath, La Philharmonique
(1783), Enghien, Société de Musique (1783),Ghislenghien, Sainte Cécile (1787) and Lessines,
Société Philharmonique (1792). The Philharmonique of Ath was created to animate the local
“Ducasse” (fair). At Ghislenghien 19-year-old Maximilien Pécheur took the initiative to set
up a band in 1787.
In the province of Luxembourg, we could trace one wind band founded in the Austrian
Period, namely, Société d’Harmonie (1788) in Marche-en-Famenne.

2. The French Period (1794-1815).

In the nineties quite a lot of new bands were to be founded, as illustrated by the known
founding dates of some of the oldest Flemish wind bands. They were designated as
“harmonie”, “philharmonie” or even “musique guerrière”. As we have seen, from 1795
onwards, several French National Guard or Army Bands were active in the previous Austrian
Low Countries, now incorporated in France as new Northern Departments.
Sometimes, bands created in a town were incorporated into the National Guard or even the
Fire Brigades. For example, the National Guard Band of Valenciennes – a city in the North of
France, re-conquered by the French in 1794 – played for the first time on 9 Prairial An VI
(1797) for the Feast of the Renaissance. All wind bands were called National Guard Bands,
because in those troubled times it was inconceivable for a musical group to wear a civilian
name.
When the French republicans got hold of the Belgian areas, they disrupted social life by
imposing a completely new calendar, by suppressing all religious ceremonies and church
services and abolishing all ancient and traditional customs as to public entertainment and
festivals. All existing societies, including musical societies, were suspected because the
French oppressor understood that the local population was devoted to its traditions. So the
invaders carefully watched the local musical societies which were only allowed to perform in
public as part of the republican festivities. As however the majority of those musical societies
disliked the French occupying forces, they mostly ceased their activities. The situation
became better when Napoleon became emperor.
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The French government considered the mass festivals, at first Revolutionary Festivals, later
on Festivities to honor Napoleon, as the ideal means to propagate the revolutionary ideals. So,
the Paris authorities choose several themes related to a certain ideal, philosophical idea or
moral value, which had to be the topic of festivals, organized by the local authorities, all over
the French territory (including Belgium). One could hardly imagine any such mass festival
without the local wind band(s) being involved. Precisely because of these “national” duties,
many local amateur wind bands were incorporated into the local National Guard. In 1795 the
local authorities of Izegem (West-Flanders) paid musicians for their participation in the
ceremony of the Planting of the Freedom Tree during a youth festival.245 The “Registre des
arrêtés & procès-verbaux de la Mairie du Bourg d’Iseghem” (Register of the local acts and
minutes of the mayor’s cabinet of the small town of Izegem) of the “25 Messidor an 9” (14
July 1801) refers to drummers and “la musique” (the band) participating in the “Fête de la
Paix” (Festival of Peace) and anniversary of the 14 July 1789 revolt. The start of the festival
was announced by the sound of drums, the church bells and the carillon. In the parade were
four drummers and “la musique” (the band), probably that of the local National Guard.
We find a complete description of the Festival at Mechlin of 23 Vendémiaire an IV (23
September 1796) in the Brussels ‘Archives Générales du Royaume’: The procession opens
with the local (French) troops preceded by the “musique” (band). 246
The military band, probably not of a high artistic level, played an important role in the
diffusion of musical art among the population. Their repertoire consisted mainly of
revolutionary hymns and arrangements of popular songs. The musicians will play patriotic
tunes gathered around the tree of Liberty. People who want to sing will meet the musicians
before and will mention the tunes they want to sing. Moreover, Trumpet calls will introduce
the official announcement of the renaming of a street. This (military) music is similar to
incidental music used to accompany dramas since the antiquity throughout the Middle Ages
and Renaissance! After the dinner the whole troop will march towards the tree of Liberty
where the musicians will play a symphony and republican airs.
The Izegem town archives also boast an interesting program regulation of the celebrations on
15 August 1808 and mentions in “article 8” that the Corps de musique de la commune
d’Iseghem” (the band of the small town of Izegem) will participate and will be paid 20 francs.
Sometimes bands were temporarily assembled for one or other solemn occasion. A fine
example is that of the city of Roeselare (West-Flanders). With a view to Napoleon
Bonaparte’s visit to the Lys Department in 1803, the Roeselare city council ordered the mayor
Pieter De Neckere with la convocation de tous les musicians et joueurs d’instruments (the
convocation of all musicians and musical instrument players).247 We can deduce that there
was no permanent wind band at Roeselare at that time. On Saturday 9 July 1803 the musicians
were lined up at the Market place and played “in afwachting van den eersten consul en de
inkomste van zijne gemalinne” (in expectation of the first consul and the entry of his wife).248
However, the consul did not come to Roeselare and the next day, the group of musicians was
gathered in a hurry to play for Napoleon’s wife, Joséphine de Beauharnais, who passed
through Roeselare on her way to Bruges. It is assumed that this event led to the foundation of
a permanent wind band at Roeselare. Anyhow a Saint Cecilia band of Roeselare performed at
a music festival in Tielt in 1804.249
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Another example is to be found at Tielt. Article number 4 of the “youth festival” on 27
Ventose of the year VI (17 March, 1798) mentioned:
“Tous les musiciens et amateurs seront invités à se rendre à la maison communale le
même jour à la même heure avec leurs instruments de musique. »250
(All musicians and amateurs will be invited to go to the town hall with their
instruments on the very same day at the very same hour).
Article number 12 of the same youth festival regulations stated:
“La musique exécutera divers airs patriotiques”.
(The band will play several patriotic tunes).
Several bands that had been founded during the Austrian period continued their activities. For
example, the Harmonie Sint Cecilia from Baasrode (± 1760) still called “Turks Muziek”
(Turkish band) played at the baptism ceremony of the local bell “Grote Klok” in 1802.
In the province of Antwerp.
A Harmonie was founded at Hingene before 1800. Several documents in the Mechlin town
archives mention bands participating in Revolutionary and post-revolutionary festivals, for
example on 2 Pluviose an 7 (21 January 1799):
“La musique guerrière et l’orchestre exécutèrent alternativement entre chaque
discours des morceaux choisis…”
(The warlike/martial band and the Orchestra played alternately selected pieces
between each speech…).251
The term “orchestre” refers to a wind band as the ensemble played marches on parade,
according to the Municipal Archives of Mechlin of 23 Messidor an 8 (12 July 1800):
“Nous vous invitons …de vous rendre au temple décadaire… d’ouvrir votre orchestre
à l’ordre du cortège par la marseillaise … nous vous laissons la liberté, sur
l’exécution des morceaux que vous jugerez à propos de faire, dans les Intervalles,
une marche fortement accompagnée … s’exécuter pour la clôture, nous préviendrons
les musiciens et les amateurs de l’heure et du jour…”252
(You are invited to come to the Décadaire Temple to open the parade with the
Marseillaise …you have a free choice as to the pieces you find suited to be played
during the intervals …a stirring march will be played for the closing of the
ceremony…we will warn the musicians and the amateurs as to the hour and the day..)
It should be mentioned that the terms “harmonie” and “philharmonie” both referred to a (brass
and reed) wind band. In the newspaper “Antwerpsche Gazette” of 2 August 1808 one could
read “l’harmonie de Malines”253 and two years later on 19 July 1810, in the same newspaper,
“société de l’harmonie “ and “La société d’amateurs de musique, dite Philharmonique”.254
The “Société d’Harmonie” of Bornem was founded in 1800, the “Société d’Harmonie” of
Turnhout and the “Société Sainte Cécile” at Willebroek in 1804. In Duffel a “Société de
Fanfares (?)” was founded in July 1812, but most probably it was founded as a wind band
(harmonie), turned later into a fanfare band! De ‘société d’harmonie” La Mélodie was
founded on 1 April 1805 at Mechlin.255
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82. Concert of military music for the launching of the first
regular transport ship at Antwerp in 1807. Engraving by Fleury.

In Lier a “Société Harmonique” - also called “Concert Harmonique” was founded on 21 May
1807 and made its first public appearance on the occasion of the proclamation of the ‘Peace of
Tilsit’, celebrated at Lier on 15 August 1807. The band could only play one tune, called
Marche van Bevel. In 1808 the band paid a visit to the wind band of Turnhout. On 11 June
1811 the “Concert Harmonique” was part of a procession celebrating the birth of Napoleon’s
son, the “Roi de Rome”. In that procession, the band preceded immediately the statue of the
“Virgin of Lier” (Maagd van Lier). On 2 February 1814, after the hurried retreat of the French
troops, the band welcomed the Prince of Orange, the future King William. In 1819 however
the ensemble was disbanded and the musical instruments were sold by public auction.256
The “Société d’Harmonie” at Geel was founded in 1809 or 1810.
The wind band “Sint Cecilia” of Kontich was founded in 1813 after the visit of the Niel wind
band at the local pub “De Ploeg” (The Plough). After buying musical instruments in Mechlin,
the band started in June 1813 with 17 musicians: 2 horns, 8 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 flutes, 1
piccolo, 1 trumpet and 1 trombone (even the names have been recorded). Some patrons
bought additional instruments such as 2 snare drums, 1 bass drum, 1 Jingling Johnny and 1
serpent. At the end of the year the society boasted 21 musicians and 10 honorary members.257
In Mechlin there was ‘société d’harmonie’ called Philharmonie which went to play in
Dendermonde, probably it was the same as the already mentioned La Mélodie.
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In the Province of Brabant
Halle, Sint Cecilia (1790), Diest, Harmonie (before 1796), Nivelles, Sainte Cécile (1810),
Asse, Société d’Harmonie (1811), Brussels, Société de la Grande Harmonie (1811),
Hekelgem, Société d’Harmonie (1813) and Elewijt, Société Saint Hubert » (1814). Bands
invited each other and so the Saint Amands band visited that of Merchtem in August 1814,
whereas the Merchtem band went to Sint-Amands on 4 September.258
Halle.
Probably the second oldest known band in the province of Brabant is that of Halle which was
later reorganized before 1807 as “Sinte Cecilia”. That band is mentioned in a report “Journal
Historique 1787-1794” published by Albert-Joseph Paridaens. The band from Halle
participated in a political demonstration against the Austrian oppressors at Mons on 18 July
1790, preceding the Halle authorities:
“précédés d’une fort belle musique turque composée de tous musicians de Hal en
costume oriental”
(preceded by a very nice Turkish band composed of musicians from Halle in oriental
costumes.) 259
In another report about the same event (by Everaerts & Biouchy) one can read:
“Ce corps de musique était composé de clarinettes, cors-de-chasse et bassons.”
(This band consisted of clarinets, (hunting) horns and bassoons.) 260
Three days later, on 21 July 1790, another delegation of Halle demonstrated against the
Austrians in Brussels and this group was also preceded by the Halle wind band:
“accompagnés d’une belle musique et de tymballes de cette ville”
(accompanied by a nice band and the kettle drums of this town.) 261
Precisely as the Volunteer band in Mons, mentioned above (cf. picture 79 on p.118), and
another Volunteer band in Enghien, the Halle band wore Turkish uniforms and was called
“musique turque” (Turkish band). The patriots did not dress some of their bands in Turkish
costumes only because of the so-called Turkish (percussion) instruments, but to provoke
deliberately the Austrian oppressors by wearing the uniforms of their greatest foe, the Turks.
Since about two centuries, the Austrian Habsburg Dynasty was at war with the Turks. Just
think of the siege of Vienna in 1663, the Austrian-Turkish wars of 1715-18 and 1787-92.
Even later, in the following decade, several wind bands will still be called “musique turque”
as we’ll see.
When the French occupied the Belgian territories in 1794, the Halle wind band participated in
the official French ceremonies and festivities: on 30 November 1794 it was part of a parade
glorifying the French regime. However, as so many wind bands at that time, the Halle band
was the only musical group that could perform in the open air, so it did not matter for which
authority. So, the Halle band welcomed the passing allied troops three months before the
Battle of Waterloo (June 1815), also welcomed the Prince of Orange, William I and, still in
1815, also performed for the Russian Tsar Alexander.
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In the province of East-Flanders: Lede, Sint Cecilia (1791) Ronse, Sint Cecilia (1794),
Temse, Société Philharmonique (1795), Sint-Niklaas, Harmonie (1795), De Klinge,
Harmonie Sociëteit Sint Cecilia (1796), Lokeren, De Vereende Compagnie van de Heilige
Cecilia (1796), Rupelmonde, Communiteyt van Sinte Cecilia (1796), Waasmunster, Société de
Musique (1796), Kalken, Harmonie Sociëteit (1799), Gijzegem, Sint Cecila (before 1800),
Beveren-Waas, Sinte Cecilia (1803), Nevele, Harmonie Sociëteit (1804), Deinze,
“Maatschappij voor Toonkunde” (1804), Vrasene, Concordia (1804), Wetteren, De
Melomanen (1804), Aalst, Les vrais Amis constants de l’Harmonie – registered as a fanfare
band (1805)262, Bassevelde, Sinte Cecilia-Eendracht maakt macht, (1805), Eke, Sinte Cecilia
(1805), Ninove, Harmonie (1805), Zeveneken, Harmonie (1806), Meldert, Harmonie (1808),
Nederbrakel, Harmonie (1808)263, Zottegem, Philharmonie (1808), Rupelmonde, Harmonie
(1809)264, Sinaai, Fanfare de Sinay (1809), Audegem, De Ware Belgen (1810), BerchemOudenaarde, Musique Militaire Sinte Cecilia (1810), Eeklo, Sinte Cecilia (1810), Gent, Sint
Cecilia (1810), Oudegem, (1810), Geraadsbergen, Sinte Cecila (1811), Zomergem, Sinte
Cecilia (1811 or 1813), Sint Niklaas, Sint Cecila (1813) and Nederbrakel, De Eendracht
(1814).
It is not known where Jacobs found his information about the real origins of the bands
mentioned. The band of Kalken for example was, according to Jacobs, founded in 1799.
However, the oldest mention dates from 1802 and is to be found in a letter in which the mayor
Constantin Carolus Debbaudt writes about the festive re-opening of the church on 23 May
1802 :
“de members van den municipaelen raede de Commissarissen repartiteurs en de leden
van den bureau van weldadigheid en voordere bediende voorgegaen door een
musiciecq”265
(the members of the municipal council, the commissioners, the members of the charity
committee and civil servants preceded by a band).
The Kalken wind band is mentioned again in a report of the local festivities on 14 August
1807:
“…Den 14 ten 8 uren des avonds is de feeste aangekondigt door drijmael het luijden
der Klocke, drij salvos van het canon, het turcks musiek dezer commune heeft ter
selver tijd op de plaetse gespeelt differente semphonien,…”
(On the 14th, at 8 p.m. the festival is announced by church bell ringing, three volleys of
canon shots and the ‘Turkish Band’ of this town has played on the market square
performing several symphonies…)
The popular games for both men and women were accompanied by the band:
“alle welcke altijd verselt was door het turckse Musicq sonder ophauden.”
(all (those games) were unceasingly accompanied by the Turkish band)
The “Harmonie Sociëteit” (Wind band) of Kalken participated in a band contest in
Dendermonde in 1809 and obtained a first prize. The band also boasted its own amateur
theatre company.266 Other sources mention that this band was called “Les Amis des bons
mœurs” (the friends of good behavior). By 1836 the band’s name had been translated into
Dutch “Vrienden van de goede zeden”. The mayor of Kalken, Debbaudt, ordered musical
instruments with Tuerlinckx in Mechlin in 1805, 1806 and 1809.
Nuffel, P. Van, De Koninklijke Harmonie “Al Groeiend Bloeiend” te Aalst, Merchtem, 1923, p. 12. Yet,
Maurits Sacré in ‘Volksspelen in Vlaams België’ (1925) says the Harmonie Royale Les vrais amis constants of
Aalst was founded in 1787.
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Among those instruments were five clarinets, one trumpet, one side drum and a pair of
“timballen” (timpani).267
Musical instrument manufacturer Tuerlinckx also sold instruments to a wind band of Zele in
1803, to one of Wetteren in 1806, to one of Waasmunster in 1811.
On 14 November 1797 the Lebbeke district authorities went to Ghent to attend the Republican
Festival; they were preceded “van het Turckx musyk der konstminnede jongheid” (by the
Turkish band of the art loving youth).
The hostile feelings for the French oppressor remained as we can read in a letter of 28
December 1805 written by P.A.J. Ysebrant, security magistrate of the district of
Dendermonde, to the mayor of Lebbeke. The letter warned for troubles if the local wind band
should once more play “mocking songs” discrediting supporters of the French invaders.268
Three days later, the mayor answered this letter and said there had been no riots reported. On
the contrary, he had seen and heard the “Sint Cecilia” band and had been invited at their
banquet. At least, he was a sympathizer!269
Napoleon’s feast, introduced by an imperial decree of 19 February 1806, was also celebrated
at Lebbeke. After the mass celebration there was a procession accompanied by “une musique
harmonieuse” (a harmonious band). Because of the troubled period, this band also stopped its
activities for some years. In 1822 the son in law of the standard bearer, who had saved the
banner in 1794, started the band up again.
The Fanfare Sinte Cecilia from Geraardsbergen is supposed to have been founded in 1810 or
1811 as there was a reorganization reported in 1816, just before its participation in the band
contest at Oudenaarde that year. Anyway, the oldest documents attesting the society’s
existence date from 1816.
When the wind band of Hamme refused to participate in the festivities celebrating (the fake)
“Saint Napoleon” on 15 August 1806, they were forbidden by the authorities to perform any
more in public. This ban was removed in 1809 and the Hamme wind band participated in the
official reception of Napoleon in the city of Aalst in 1810. The emperor reviewed all musical
societies of the area on a square still called “Imperial Square” at Aalst.
In the village of Oudegem a wind band was created to participate in the above-mentioned
ceremonies for Napoleon at Aalst. Later, at the time of the Belgian Revolution, the Oudegem
band choose the name of “De Ware Belgen” (The real Belgians).
In the province of West-Flanders: Menen, Société de Musique (1794), Diksmuide, Société
de Musique (1796)270, Tielt , Société de Musique (1789 or 1798), Kortrijk, Société de Musique
(1799), Dadizele, La Musique Turque (1801), Beveren-Roeselare, Société Philharmonique
(1802), Poperinge, Sint Cecila (1802), Diksmuide, Société Sainte Cécile (1803), Roeselare,
Société Sainte Cécile (1804), Ardooie, Société Sainte Cécile (1805), Lichtervelde, Société
Philharmonique (1806), Izegem, Société d’Harmonie (1806)271, Ruiselede, Sint Cecilia
(1806)272, Wakken, Société d’Harmonie (1806), Bruges, Société de Musique (1807), Veurne,
Société Sainte Cécile (1808), Harelbeke, Sint Cecila (1809) and Torhout, Société Sainte
Cécile (1811). The Kortrijk band was conducted by de citoyen (citizen) Gambart and played
for all Republican festivals in town.
Aerde, Raymond Van, Quelques inédits concernant la musique dans un village flamand. Notes extraites des
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The accounts of Napoleon’s visit to Bruges in May 1810 mention a wind band from Ieper
(Ypres) and one from Kortrijk (Courtrai).273 For this occasion, the wind band from Wervik
also performed at Bruges. The Kortrijk band most likely was the local National Guard Band.
But history changed! On 10 April 1814 the Kortrijk band, dressed in grand uniform,
performed at the reception of a Saxon General, one of the commanders of the allied troops
against Napoleon. On 12 April 1815, two months before the Battle of Waterloo, the band
headed the Volunteers joining the troops opposed to Napoleon, who paraded in front of the
Prince of Orange, the future King of The Netherlands.
The “Musique turque” of Dadizele was apparently founded early in the winter of 1801; the
local church choir was restored in spring and soon the local parish priest Ghyselen came back
from exile. Cultural life sprang up again with the restoration of religion, allowed by Napoleon
after the terror of the French Revolution and the first period of the French oppression. The
band participated in the celebrations in honor of ‘Saint Napoleon’ in 1807.
According to an eyewitness the musicians wore a uniform and a kind of hat, common in those
days, called “suwarow” and garnished with a red plume. The band had to cease its activities
as its forces were fatally depleted because of the conscription of all young men obliged to join
the Emperor’s army.
The “Société Philharmonique” of Poperinge was invited to attend the visit of Bishop Faltot de
Beaumont, by a letter dated 26 June 1802. The band was also part of the celebration mass in
honor of Napoleon in the Saint Bertinus church on 9 March 1804 and is also known to have
participated in several “Fêtes des Rosières” at which the local mayor chose a bride who had to
marry an ex-soldier of the Napoleonic army. On 1 May 1805 the municipal council decided that the band had to wear a uniform that looked as follows:
“Habit bleu de ciel à la française, collet et parements écarlates relevés d’un petit
galon en argent, chapeau à la française, une ganse en argent, panache bleue, veste
blanche, pantalon bleu de ciel galonné sur les coutures, guêtres noires, une
arme. »274
(a sky-blue costume in the French vein, scarlet collar and trimmings embellished by
small silver facings, a hat in the French way with a silver loop and blue plume, a
white waistcoat, sky blue trousers with piping, black leggings, a weapon.)
Several letters of 1810 prove that it was rather difficult to convince the band to attend
patriotic celebrations; in 1809 it turned away an invitation by the ‘sous-prefet’ to perform
during the festival at Bruges on 15 August. When they refused to take part in a wind band
contest in Bruges in 1810, the sous-préfet got really angry and wanted to know the names of
the ‘rebels’. We do not know how this matter developed. On 2 June 1811 the band played at
the local festival on the occasion of the birth of the ‘King of Rome’, Napoleon’s son.
The Harmonie van Iseghem, founded in 1806, performed at the local celebration of the
anniversary of Napoleon’s coronation on 4 December.
In the province of Limburg: Tongeren, Philharmonie (1797), Société de Musique de
Tongres (1803)275 and Harmonie Casino (1813). The Société de Musique de Tongres was
founded in 1803 and was merely the continuation of the Sint-Ceciliagenootschap created in
1750. It changed its name in Harmonie Casino in 1813. The ancient members of the Sint
Ceciliagenootschap were called on to participate in the popular revolutionary festivities. The
Festival of the People’s Sovereignty celebrated on 3 Ventôse VI (21 February 1798) included
a parade with “une bande de musiciens” (a band of musicians).276
Viaene, Antoine, o.c., pp. 31-32.
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There was even a bigger cavalcade at 25 Messidor X (14 July 1802) for the anniversary of the
capture of the Bastille. The instructions mentioned: “sullende alhier geplaets worden het
musieck…” (the band will be positioned at this place). The Société de Musique de Tongres,
mentioned as Musique guerrière (‘warfare music’ as military or wind band music was often
called), also played for the ceremony celebrating the birth of Napoleon’s son, the “Roi de
Rome”, on 2 June 1811.277 In 1813 the band participated in the festivities for the inauguration
of the fountain on the market square on 6 March and in the inauguration ceremony of
Napoleon’s bust in the town hall on 15 December. They played a.o. “Où peut-on être mieux”
(where is it better to live) by Grétry.278 In 1814 there was a rather naïve incident. As the King
of Sweden was passing through Tongeren he spent a night in this town and the local band
wanted to serenade him. The king had guessed the band’s intention, went to the window and
told the musicians that he preferred silence above all…279 On 29 September 1815, the
municipal council of Tongeren set three rooms of the town hall at the disposal of the local
wind band “pour encourager et faire fleurir les arts, ainsi que pour procurer le
divertissement aux notables” (in order to encourage and make flourish art, and also to offer
some entertainment to the dignitaries of the town). The necessary renovations however were
in charge of the band, but the municipal authorities gave thirty trees to make the floors and
furniture. The rehearsals took place each Thursday, in winter at 6 p.m. and in summer at 7
p.m. and started with the roll call in order to note the absent musicians who had to pay a fine.
On 25 June 1829 the Prince of Orange was welcomed “onder het geschal der musyk” (with
the sound of a band). The next day, he inspected the local civic guard (schutterij) and “de
kompagnie heeft op eenen door de harmonie deser stad uitgevoerden marsch onder de ogen
Zijner Koninklijke Hoogheid gedefileerd…” (the company has paraded to the sounds of a
march played by the wind band of the town under the eyes of His Royal Highness).
In the Province of Hainault: Warneton, Société d’Harmonie (1794)280, Watou, Société
d’Harmonie (1794), Ath, Société Philharmonique, Mons, Société Philharmonique (1795),
Barbençon (Beaumont), Société Philharmonique (1803), Chimay, Société Philharmonique
(1801), Saint-Ghislain, Société d’Harmonie (before 1800), Société d’Harmonie (1803),
Tournai, Musique des Bleus (1803,), Dour, Société d’Harmoniedes Rouges281(1804), Wasmes,
Société Philharmonique (1804), Comines, Société d’Harmonie (1805), Tournai, Société
Philharmonique (1807), Fontaine-L’Evêque, Sainte Cécile (1808), Quiévrain, Société
Philharmonique (1809),
Moustier,
Société
Philharmonique
(1811),
Mouscron,
282
Philharmonique Sainte-Cécile (1812) and Templeuve, Société d’Harmonie (1815).
The wind band of Warneton (later called Harmonie Royale de Warneton) seems to find its
origin in the festivals organized as part of the Revolutionary festivals introduced from France.
The local wind band indeed played for the festivals of the elder people, the spouses, the
people’s sovereignty, the agriculture, the anniversary of the last king’s abdication…283
A document of 1840 places its foundation in 1794, whereas another more precise document
sets the official creation of this wind band on 27 Prairal of the year V (15 June 1798). The
band won a performance prize at Armentières (France) in 1807.
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In 1810, this band is invited to perform in Bruges on the occasion of Napoleon’s visit to that
town and the trip was made by a cart carrying some benches. The same year, the band won a
prize at band contests in Béthune (France) and in Kortrijk.284
The Société Philharmonique of Tournai won a First Prize at the Wind Band Contest of Lille
(France) in 1808 and participated in the procession organized for the celebrations of the
Baptism of Napoleon’s son, the “Roi de Rome”, on 9 June 1811.
In the province of Luxembourg: Marche, Société d’Harmonie (1790) and Bastogne, Société
Philharmonique (1799). The Société Philharmonique of Bastogne was founded in 1799 by an
Austrian deserter called Kisolosky who had been a military bandmaster. During two decades,
the group only played in religious processions. It was transformed into a lay musical society
in 1826.285
In the province of Namur: Andenne, Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (1815) and Couvin, Société
d’Harmonie (1815). The Harmonie Sainte-Cécile of Andenne was officially founded in 1815,
yet it had already participated in the festivities organized in honor of Napoleon.
In the province of Liege: Visé, Harmonie Saint Martin (1797) and Neufchâteau (1799).
The French period was anything but peaceful. The oppressor carried on a kind of reign of
terror and quite a large number of young men were forced to join the French army.
Napoleon’s wars all over Europe caused countless casualties. This was not really very
favorable to the local wind bands. Some were disbanded after a rather short period of
existence. A typical example is that of the already mentioned Musique Turque” (Turkish
Band) of Dadizeele, founded in 1801.
“Le corps de musique finit par se dissoudre, après avoir été décimé par la
conscription et les guerres du premier empire »286
(The wind band finally disbanded, after having been depleted by the conscription and
the wars of the First Empire.)
The same happened to the Société de Musique of Izegem (1806) which was disbanded in
1812, and to the Harmonie of Geluwe (1806), because all their younger members were
conscripted into Napoleon’s army.
As almost a majority of those early wind bands are simply named “Sint Cecilia” (referring to
the patron saint of all musicians) it should be obvious that their origin was linked to a
religiously inspired association, probably a church choir or anyway a group of musicians
playing during religious services or accompanying church choirs. One of the oldest wind band
De Wandeldreve of Wervik was still referred to as “de koormuziek” (the choir’s band) up to
1803.287 Many chambers of rhetoric had turned into amateur drama societies, some of them
specializing in religious (church) drama. The wind band Sint Cecilia of Ledegem emanated
from the Guild of Saint Catherine, a religious amateur theatre company.
A most striking example of a religiously inspired origin is to be found in the 1805 foundation
act of the wind band Harmonie Sint Cecilia in Bassevelde. The official name of the group was
La Société Philharmonique de Bassevelde, though it was also referred to as “Turkish Band”.
Warneton, Mouscron, Comines and Dottignies are now integrated in the Province of Hainault, but belonged
from 1830 to 1963 to the Province of West-Flanders.
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The act states:
“opgeregt ter vermeerdering van de Goddelijke Glorie, binnen de commune van
Bassevelde, den 22sten van de slagtmaand 1805”
(founded to honor God’s Glory within the municipality of Bassevelde, 22 November
1805)
About the society’s aim, the act continues:
“Niets zo ter herten nemende dan de Goddelijke Glorie en luyster van onzen
Roomsch-Catholyken Godsdienst, en wel bezonderlyk in het uitgalmen des lofs van
het Opperwezen, hebben de onderschreven ingezetenen der commune van
Bassevelde, met verlof en kennis van de Zeer Eerwaarde Heren Pastor en
Onderpastor geresolveert ende vastgesteld op te regten en te formeren een
Broederschap van de Edel Maget ende Martelaresse Cecilia288”.
(As their greatest care is the Divine Glory and the luster of our Roman Catholic
Religion, more precisely the proclamation of the praise of the Supreme Being, the
undersigned, inhabitants of the municipality of Bassevelde, with permission and
knowledge of the Reverend parish priests, have decided and determined to set up and
create a Brotherhood of the Noble Virgin and Martyr Cecila.)
This is most probably an indirect consequence of the concordat Napoleon concluded with the
pope Pius VII which led to the restoration of the Roman Catholic religion.
Napoleon’s sign of goodwill was particularly acclaimed in the Southern Netherlands as under
the French rule the people had been deeply tormented in their inherent religious nature. The
Roman Catholic religion had been prohibited by the goddess “Reason”. Many goods,
buildings and domains had been seized or sold for next to nothing, a thorn in the flesh of the
very pious and believing people of the Southern Netherlands. No wonder that Napoleon’s
policy was welcomed.
Another example is to be found in Asse in the neighborhood of Brussels. When Napoleon had
restored the church laws and clerical customs, the local popular glorious religious processions
at the place of pilgrimage “H. Kruisen” (Holy Crosses) were held again.
This “Ommegang” passed through the streets of the city no less than four times a year: during
the May Fair (Celebration of the Finding of the Holy Cross on 3 May), on Corpus Christi
Day, during the September Fair (Holy Rood or Cross Day) and on Saint Martin’s saint’s day
(Patron Saint of the village). These processions were always accompanied by a group of
musicians, usually from the area of the city of Aalst. Some local music lovers did no longer
accept this and decided to form their own music group and so in 1811 the ‘Sociëteit van
Harmonie’, officially called Harmonie d’Assche (Asse wind band) was born. This name and
the figure of Saint Cecilia were embroidered on the first standard.
However, the elation did not last and the favorable general feelings for Napoleon soon turned
into discontent as the Emperor’s military ambitions required lots of money and above all
manpower. The taxes increased constantly and all young men were enrolled in Napoleon’s
army whether they liked it or not. So, the music groups not only lost all their young members,
but there was soon no reason whatsoever to make music. As we already mentioned, in Geluwe
(West Flanders) the local wind band, presided by Mr. Vuylsteke was disbanded in 1806
because of the consecutive conscriptions of young soldiers.289
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Yet there were exceptions as we can read in the reports of the city council of Geraardsbergen
of 13 May 1813 that, as there is nothing more pleasant or beautiful for a town than a local
wind band, the mayor decided to take the “fanfare band” under his protection. He promised to
propose the city council to provide each year on the local council’s budget a sum of money to
pay musical instruments and ‘compositions’ (scores). The council approved the mayor’s
decision as the band could offer its good offices at all kinds of memorable events
characterizing the reign of “Our Emperor and King”. On 15 August 1813 Napoleon’s birthday
was celebrated. The members of the city council went to the town hall where they were
welcomed by the local band playing “krijgsmarsen” (military marches).
The band also took part in the procession. A similar pageant was held on 22 November 1813
to celebrate Napoleon’s coronation and his victory at Leipzig.
Many other wind bands were disbanded during the last years of the French period for the
exactly the same reasons. Some of them were put together again during the Dutch period
(with the same or another name) and this explains why different sources sometimes give
different dates of foundation.
A rather curious phenomenon is that some bands had a song composed to commemorate the
band’s visit to a band in another town. The Mechlin band La Mélodie went to visit the band of
Leuven on 4 and 5 July and on 6 September 1808. The songs were called:
- Couplets à l’occasion de l’Harmonie de Leuven à celle de Malines, le 4 juillet 1808
- Chanson pour la société libre d’Harmonie de Leuven à la société d’Harmonie de
Malines, le 5 juillet 1808.
- Couplets chantés à l’occasion de la réunion de l’Harmonie de Malines à celle de
Leuven, le 6 septembre 1808, en la ville de Leuven.
They were printed in 8° by J. Meyer at Leuven. The same happened when this Mechlin band
went to Boom on 30 July 1809, but this song was printed in 4°.
When the Mechlin Philharmonie (probably the same band) went to Dendermonde on 25
August 1811, three songs were written and published and two had a most interesting title:
Liedeken opgedraegen door P. Vermeulen and A.J.E. Rossignol, Directeurs van de
societeyt der Harmonie van Mechelen, aen de Heeren Directeurs van de societeyt der
Harmonie van Dendermonde, den 25 augustus 1811 – Gedrukt tot Mechelen by P-J.
Hanicq.
(Little song dedicated by P. Vermeulen and André-Joseph-Emmanuel Rossignol,
directors of the society of the Harmonie of Mechlin, to the Gentlemen Directors of the
society of the Harmonie of Dendermonde, on 25 August 1811 – Printed at Mechlin by
P-J. Hanicq.)
Liedeken of eerbied opgedraegen aen de Harmonie van Dendermonde door de jonge
liefhebbers van fluyt en trommel van de Harmonie van Mechelen, den 25 augusti 1811.
Gedrukt tot Mechelen, it., in 4°.
(Little song or expression of respect to the Harmonie of Dendermonde by the young
amateurs of flute and drum of the Mechlin Harmonie, on August 25, 1811. Printed at
Mechlin, it. In 4°.)290
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3. The Dutch Period (1815-1830).

When the somewhat disastrous Napoleonic period was over, a relative more tranquil social
climate engendered the birth of several new wind bands or the rebirth of bands that had
disappeared when the youngsters had to fight for the French Emperor. Several musicians from
Napoleon’s Army, whether or not of Belgian origin, settled in the area and played an
important role in the creation of several wind bands, which they often conducted (cf. infra).
Bernard Crombez, former musician in a regimental band of the French Imperial Army
founded in 1806 a Société d’Harmonie at Izegem; the man had settled in this small Flemish
town as a schoolteacher (cf. infra).
It was in the second part of the Dutch period that many bands in Flanders changed their (often
French) name, such as Musique Turque, Société Philharmonie or Société des Musiciens, into a
Dutch name as, e.g. the Muziekminnende Maatschappij (Music loving Society) in Poperinge.
Musicians and bandmasters of the Dutch Army were often engaged as conductors of amateur
wind bands (cf. infra). The Saint Cecilia band of Kontich signed an agreement with Frans
Selt, musician with the 15th Dutch Infantry Regiment at Antwerp, on 20 June 1825. According
to this agreement he was to teach music to the members three times a week for an annual
wage of 260 francs; he committed himself to live in Kontich for the next ten years, while the
band’s treasurer promised to engage him as an assistant hatter.291
In the province of Antwerp
For the Harmonie of Herentals several dates are mentioned, but a probable date of foundation
might be 1817.292 At Putte, the wind band Saint Nicolas was founded in 1818 (the oldest
document in the band’s archives dates form 1819). Sint Cecilia of Heist-op-den-Berg was
founded in 1819 or 1820. At Lier two bands were born in the twenties: the “Harmonie of
Trompetgeschal” (Trumpet flourish) under the chairmanship of M. Stalpaert and later called
Sinte Cecilia (1820) and the Oranje Harmonie (1827), called De groote Harmonie after the
country’s independence in 1830.293 The Société Sainte Cécile at Kapellen was founded on 28
September 1826 and the Société d’Harmonie Labore et Constantia at Ekeren on 15 April
1826. Still in 1826, the wind band Sint Bartholomeus at Merksem was founded in order to
give a charity performance. Sint Bavo was founded in Wilrijk in 1827 by Henricus Delhez.
The Koninklijke Harmonie Apollon in Berchem, an Antwerp suburb, was founded on 19
May1816 by Jan Baptist Van den Brande, former assistant conductor of a French Marine
Band. The band gathered at the hall called “De Groote Zaal” or “Le Grand Salon” and stayed
there for almost one century (up to 1914). 294
One of the most prestigious 19th century wind bands in Antwerp was that of the Société
Royale d’Harmonie, founded in February 1814. (cf. p. 220)
In the Province of Brabant
New bands were set up at Jodoigne, Harmonie (1816), Wavre, Société Philharmonique
(1816), Grimbergen, De Ware Vrienden (1818), Vilvoorde, Société d’Harmonie (1818)295,
Braine-l’Alleud, Harmonie Sainte Cécile (1819), Kapelle-op-den-Bos, Harmonie (1819),
Leuven, Koninklijke Muziekvereniging van de Muziekacademie (1819), Overijse, Société
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d’Harmonie (1821)296, Aarschot, Harmonie Sociëteit (1821), Keerbergen, Harmonie (1821),
Overijse, Sint Martinus (1822), Scherpenheuvel, Grande Harmonie de Montaigu, (1823), the
Brussels suburb Elsene/Ixelles, Société d’Harmonie (1825), Wavre, Société d’Apollon”
(1825), Grez-Doiceau, Société d’Harmonie (1829) and Kortrijk-Dutsel (1829).
The wind band at Aarschot was founded on 4 October 1821 as stated on the first page of their
first register book:
“Deeze societeit is opgeregt door 12 Members Musikanten, de welke na eenige
maenden ieder weekelijks gecontribuëerd hebbende eene som van 6 oorden, hebbende
op 4 October 1821 hunne overheid gekozen en hun Reglement getekend en rekening
gedaen en hebben in kas bevonden eene som van 23 gulden Brabantsch geld.
Gezien den 4 October 1821
Louis Tielemans
(This society has been founded by 12 members musicians, who after having paid a
weekly contribution of 6 ‘oords’, have chosen their authorities and signed their rules
and regulations and made their accounts on 4 October 1821; they have found in the
cashbox the sum of 23 guilders of Brabantine money.
Seen on 4 October 1821)297
In Brussels, the oldest wind band was that of Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie,
founded in 1811; as it played an important role in the history of musical life in Brussels, it
deserves a separate and thorough presentation (cf. p.217).
In the province of East-Flanders
Bands were founded at Tielrode, Sinte Cecilia (1816)298, Kruishoutem, Sinte Cecilia (1817),
Maldegem, Sinte Cecilia (1817), Evergem, Societeyt van Harmonie (1819), Heusden, Sinte
Cecilia (1819), Lo Christi, Sinte Cecilia – Point d’Harmonie sans accord (1819), Oostakker,
Fanfaren Sociëteit (1819), Aalst, Al groeiend bloeiend (1821), Eine, Sinte Cecilia,
Baardegem, Sinte Cecilia (1821), Lokeren299, Sinte Cecilia (1821), Ename, Sinte Cecilia
(1824), Kieldrecht, Harmonie Sociëteit (1825) and Petergem-aan-de-Leie, Maatschappij voor
Toonkunde (1825).
The oldest documents attesting the existence of the Societeit Sint Cecilia of Geraardsbergen
date from 1816.
“ontvangen van Emmanuel Germanes tien francs over zijnen inleg als member
honorair der Societyt van Cecilia.
Gerardsberge 18 9bre 1816.”
(received from Emmanuel Germanes ten francs for his contribution as a honorary
member of the society of Caecilia.
Geraardsbergen 18 November 1816)
“ontvangen van Mijnheer E. Germanes vijftien francs voor zijn retributie in de frais
van het concours van Audenaerde – dezen 21 October 1816”300
(received from M. E. Germanes fifteen francs for his contribution to the expenses
caused by the contest at Oudenaarde – this 21 October 1816.
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The minutes of the Geraardsbergen municipal council’s meeting of 10 March 1817 state about
the Saint Caecilia wind band:
“Deze maatschappij die zich onderscheidt door haar ijver, door de goede
verstandhouding onder de leden en door de bereidwilligheid om de luister van de
openbare feesten te bevorderen, verdient op alle gebied de bizondere bekommernis
van de regentie die met ware voldoening de vooruitgang bemerkt die ze maakt in de
muziekkunst en dan ook wenst de wedijver van de leden aan te moedigen met ze bij te
springen in hun noodwendigheden. Het bestaan van die maatschappij, samengesteld
uit talrijke jongeren, is niet alleen nuttig door de genoegens die ze verschaft, maar ze
is het ook op het gebied der zeden met aan de jeugd een middel ter hand te stellen dat
ze een aangenaam en nuttig tijdverdrijf bezorgt en ze op artistiek gebied een gepaste
vorming biedt. Aan de jeugd een bezigheid bezorgen is ze op het geluk voorbereiden.
Al die beschouwingen hebben de leden van de raad aangezet om aan de maatschappij
een toelage van 189 gulden te schenken voor de aankoop van instrumenten en van al
wat nuttig kan zijn.” 301
(This society which excels by means of its sheer hard work, the excellent
understanding among its members and the willingness to promote the luster of the
public festivals, deserves in all domains a special care by the regency which notices
with pleasure the society’s progress in the art of music; so the regency wishes to
encourage the members’ zeal by helping them to fulfill their needs. The existence of
this society consisting of many young people is not only useful because of the
pleasures they offer, but also as far as the morals are concerned in that it provides the
young ones with an instrument that gives them a pleasant and useful pastime and also
gives them a suitable artistic education. Providing the youth with a pastime means to
prepare them for a happy life. All these considerations incited the council to grant the
society a subsidy of 189 florins for the purchase of musical instruments and other
useful things.)
The minutes of 27 October 1817 mention a subsidy of 200 florins to Saint Cecilia in order to
recruit a good conductor to teach music to the young ones and those of 29 December 1820
mention a subsidy of 200 florins to buy a new “grande basse” (large bass).
In the village of Eine a Sint Cecilia band was founded in 1820. Its cashbook of that year
mentions in January the names of six fee-paying members including the local sexton.
Between January and March, they bought four clarinets. C. Doelaege was the first conductor
who taught solfeggio to the locals who wanted to join the band. In June he was succeeded as
conductor by Fr. Leblanc who gave way to Victor Putman in 1824. The latter had already
been active for some time as copyist. Indeed, most of the music was copied by hand as
original printed scores were very expensive. The copyists, volunteer musicians, were paid a
small amount of money. Putman was succeeded by Joseph Vanden Berghe in 1827.
Finding an adequate rehearsal location was another problem, usually resolved by hiring a
backroom in one or other pub. In 1823 the Eine Band had its meeting place in a pub called
“Moeder Ceulebroek”; it is not clear how this “Mother Ceulebroeck” was related to Jan Van
Ceulebroek one of the six founding members mentioned in the original cashbook.
The rehearsals were lighted by candle light and the costs of candles will be found in most of
the band cashbooks for several decades in the 19th century (cf. infra)). The repertoire
consisted mainly of waltzes. Initially there were no uniforms, except for the errand-boy
collecting the member fees who was paid a pair of trousers and a jacket in 1822.
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In order to gather money for the purchase of a uniform for its musicians, the Sint Cecilia band
organized a successful band contest on 24 June 1827. The treasurer of the band was the local
notary and he managed to balance the expenses and the benefits, so that in 1825 the band
could even give an important donation to help the victims of a flood in the area. The expenses
were due to the purchase of instruments, uniforms and music, the repair and maintenance of
the musical instruments and the annual banquet on Saint Cecilia’s day.
The income consisted for the greater part of the membership fees. New members paid an
entry fee: 12 guilders for honorary members and 6 guilders for musicians. Moreover, all
members paid a monthly fee of 7 stivers. In 1824 this fee was reduced to 5 stivers a month or
3 guilders a year and there was no entry fee any more. A municipal subsidy of 58 guilders, 6
stivers and 6 cents was allowed to the band in 1821 (the complete budget for that year being
of 120 guilders). This subsidy was reduced by 50% the next two years, but restored in 1825.
The band boasted 13 musicians and 3 honorary members in 1820 and 22 musicians and 14
honorary members in 1827. Despite all efforts to get a flourishing ensemble, the band didn’t
really succeed in doing well. There was an economic crisis. Ghent became a centre of textile
industry and the local domestic industry was not able to compete. Yet the social prestige of
the membership of a band, such as Sint Cecilia at Eine should not be underestimated. The
members were taught music, whereas most of the local inhabitants were completely illiterate.
There was not only the social function and the common target to perform music, but the
bandsmen could parade in uniforms that looked quite smarter than the daily working clothes.
Another Sint Cecilia band, that of Lebbeke, reorganized in 1822 (cf. above) participated in
many contests in the area. In 1824 the band organized its own festival. When the Dutch King
William I visited the village of Lebbeke on 13 May 1823, the local band was present. The
mayor had invited his colleague of the village of Moorsel to send also his “corps de musique”
(band) but the latter declined the invitation with thanks and suggested to invite the bands of
Baasrode or Audegem, as the band’s conductor was to play at a fair in the neighborhood, the
young musicians preferred to go to that fair with their girl-friends and above all as he himself
could not come…
In the village of Kieldrecht a band was founded in 1825 because the village people did not
want to yield to those of the neighboring villages. On 27 August the pioneers who had
gathered a group of ‘potential’ musicians deposited an official charter of foundation at the
town hall. The rules of the society were drawn under the motto “Eendracht maakt Macht”
(United we stand, divided we fall). No less than 42 people (18 musicians) signed the
agreement and the rules. (cf. infra). On 7 April 1826 a request for an official recognition by
the provincial governor (dated 13 February) was complied with. The band had to wrestle with
financial problems from the very start, so one of the founding members F. De Potter advanced
a sum of 99 guilders (a year’s pay of a farm worker) which was to be reimbursed after two
years by means of issuing interest-free shares of 14 guilders each. In 1826 the board decided
that all members (both musicians and honorary members) had to pay 4, 25 cents a week for
the purchase of musical instruments and the organization of the annual Saint Cecilia banquet.
All means were used to gather money. Musicians who were late at rehearsals had to pay a fine
equivalent to the duration of the delay; playing one single note during the break or blowing on
one’s neighbor’s instrument was also fined! Moreover, the rehearsals lasted a complete
evening (4 to 5 hours) or a complete Sunday afternoon. The innkeeper had to hand over a
small percentage on each drink he sold. Alas, these measures were not efficient enough. On
21 June 1827 a letter was sent to the King William I in order to obtain an official subsidy.
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In the province of West-Flanders
New bands were created at Ledegem, Société Philharmonique (1815), Menen, Société Royale
Philharmonique (1817)302, Dentergem, Sint Cecila (1821), Gistel, Sint Cecilia (1821),
Nieuwpoort, Philharmonie (1821), Bruges, Société Philharmonique (1822), Oostrozebeke,
Sint Cecilia (1822), Rumbeke, Sint Cecilia (1823), Moorslede, Les Amis Réunis (1823),
Staden, Sint Cecilia (1824), Ostend, Sint Cecilia (before 1825), Zwevegem, Sint Cecilia
(1827), Blankenberge, Société des Enfants de Neptune (1828), Hooglede, Sint Cecilia (1828),
Bruges, Sint Cecilia (1828), Waregem, Sint Cecilia (1828), Leisele, Sint Cecila (1828) and
Kortrijk, Muziek van de Heilige Geestschool (1815) and Koninklijke Harmonie Sociëteit
(1820), both disbanded in 1830.
When King William of Orange acceded to the throne of the new nation on 21 March 1815, the
Poperinge wind band Muziekminnende Maetschappije participated in the local popular
festivities up to midnight. Most of the band’s performances in this period had an official
character including remembrance celebrations of the Battle of Waterloo and the annual
birthday celebrations of King William I. On 7 July 1822 the band refused to play for the
Shooting Guild of Sint Sebastiaan because they had to take part in the procession the morning
of the same day. It should be noted that this band had lost its (French) “paramilitary status”
and was now considered as a cultural society on the same level as the corporations, so it got a
similar subsidy: 12, 5 guilders in 1822 and 14, 50 guilders in 1823.
By a Royal Decree of 11 April 1827, a citizen’s militia or civic guard (“Schutterij”) had to be
set up in all towns of over 2.500 inhabitants. In fact, it was an extension of the law of 27
February 1815 creating a Civic Guard in the (new) Kingdom. The organization scheme was
quite similar to that of the (French) National Guard. The local wind band was then sometimes
mentioned as Muziek van de Schutterij (Civic Guard Band).
In the Dutch period the ancient “National Guard Band” at Kortrijk was known as Koninklijke
Harmonie Societeit. Since 1820 it received an annual subsidy, according to the municipal
accounts. This subsidy was no longer paid in 1831 so that we can suppose this band no longer
existed at that time. The band participated in numerous band contests, a.o. in Geraardsbergen,
Bruges, Ronse, Ghent and Brussels. On 16 August 1819 a wind band festival was organized at
Kortrijk for the very first time.
An article in the newspaper Journal de Gand of 6 August 1827 mentions excerpts from the
jury report of the Brussels contest in July:
“Kortrijk earns an honorable mention. This music society came close to a Second
Prize. The pitch was excellent and the variations for horns, clarinets and piccolo were
extremely well performed. Mister Calluwaert, the conductor, also deserves our
congratulations as composer of several of the performed pieces.”
In the province of Limburg
Bands were founded at Hasselt, Harmonie sociëteit (1820)303, Sint-Truiden Harmonie
Casino/Société Royale d’Harmonie (1826), Beringen Société d’Harmonie La Renaissance
(1828) and Maaseik Société Royale d’Harmonie (1829).
The musical library of Harmonie Casino of Tongeren has preserved a collection of 15 series
of compiled parts for “harmonie” dating from 1818. In 1828 this band played a march for the
Prince of Orange who stayed at Tongeren for some time. That same year some young
musicians gathered to play music in Beringen and the mayor Arnold Bamps created a wind
band called La Renaissance and choose King David as patron saint. Some rich citizens
purchased instruments and in 1829 the band gave its first concert.
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The Harmonie Societeit der Stadt Hasselt was founded in 1820. The band performed annually
on 30 April performing a “May Song”, on 15 August, and on 30 and 31 December when it
serenaded the burgomaster of the town. In 1829 the band obtained a first prize and a gold
medal at a contest in Diest. Sometime later however, some musicians left the band to found
another one called Gezelschap van Fanfaren.304
In the Province of Hainault
Bands were founded at Haine-Saint-Pierre, Harmonie des Verreries de Mariemont (1815),
Boussu, Harmonie (1820), Rœulx, Les Fanfares Amateurs (1820), Thuin, Société des Amis de
l’Ordre et du Progrès (1821), Braine-le-Comte, Société Philharmonique (1821), Frameries,
Société d’Harmonie (1822), Jumet, Société d’Harmonie (1822), Quaregnon, Société
Philharmonique (1822), Celles, Société des Amis Réunis (1823), Belœil, Société d’Harmonie
(1824), Binche, Société l’Union (1825), Leuze, Société Philharmonique de Sainte Cécile
(1824), Herseaux, Philharmonie (1824), Chièvres, Harmonie (1825) and Saint Ghislain,
Société d’ Harmonie (1826).
In Tournai there had been some attempts to form a wind band by the liberals Les Bleus (The
blue ones) and by the Catholics Les Rouges (the red ones). In 1819 a Philharmonique society
was set up with more or less success, but in 1827 the Société d’harmonie de la ville de
Tournai was created. Conductor was a certain Rocour. The band had a uniform with gold
buttons and lining and the musicians wore a sword. As headgear they wore a shako with a
white plume and a cupper plate with the town coat of arms.305 In 1828 the Société d’Harmonie
of Tournai boasted 37 musicians, sponsored by 184 honorary members. The new amateur
wind bands that were set up in this period cost a lot of money and so each group had, in
addition of the active musicians, a group of paying honorary members! The instruments used
in the Tournai band that very same year were flutes, clarinets, horns, trumpets, bassoons,
trombones, serpents, snare and bass drum, cymbals and a Jingling Johnny. The musicians
wore beautiful uniforms. When on parade, the band was preceded by a “tambour-major”
(drum major), four drummers and a standard bearer. Sometimes the municipal authorities had
to support the local band(s) as there was no subsidizing policy whatsoever for amateur groups.
In 1828, the municipal councilors of Lessines decided to give half of their wages, 150 florins,
to the local Philharmonie which had to face severe financial difficulties.
In the province of Liege
Bands were created at Huy, Société d’Harmonie (1816), Wandre, Société de Xharrée (1821),
Olne, Société d’Harmonie (1824), Eusival, Société d’Harmonie (1825), Stavelot, Société
d’Harmonie (1827), Liege, Sainte Cécile (1828) and Verviers, Société d’Harmonie (1829).
In the province of Luxembourg
Bands were set up at La Roche, Société d’Harmonie (1826) and Houffalize Les Bords de
l’Ourthe (1829).
In the province of Namur
New bands saw the light at Fosses-la-Ville, Harmonie Saint-Feuillien (1818), Andenne,
Harmonie Sainte Cécile (1825), Rochefort, Harmonie l’Union (1825), Ciney, Société
d’Harmonie (1826), Namur, Société Sainte Cécile (1826), Sombreffe, Société d’Harmonie
(1827), Lesves, Société d’Harmonie (1828) and Namur, Société Notre-Dame (1829)
By the end of the Dutch Period, right before Belgium’s independence, the number of wind
bands amounted to about 175.
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G. STRENGTH AND INSTRUMENTATION OF
THE EARLIEST WIND BANDS.
The instrumentation and composition of the early 19th century wind bands shows a slight
evolution in comparison with that of the late 18th century.
1801
The Musique Turque from Dadizele (cf. supra) consisted of:
Piccolo flute in F
Flute in D
2 Clarinets in C
Oboe
Serpent
2 Trumpets

2 Horns
Drum
Bass drum
(Turkish) Cymbals
Triangle
Turkish crescent (Jingling Johnny)

In the accounts of the Mechlin musical instrument factory Tuerlinckx (cf. p.203) we see
different sales of instruments to wind bands of the area, a fine example is the list of
instruments sold to the wind band Compagnie van Bornem on 20 June 1801:
“…Aen de compagnie van Bornhem (…) Twee groote ordinaire fluyten met dry lyven,
een silvere sleutel, gegarniert met yvoir (…) Een piccolo (…) Vier clarinetten in ut
eenen beck volle maet (…) Twee clarinetten in fa (…) twee octaeven in re (….) “.
(… To the Compagnie of Bornem (…) Two large ordinary flutes with three parts, a
silver key decorated with ivory (…) One piccolo flute (…) Four clarinets in C with
large size mouthpiece (…) Two clarinets in F (…) Two piccolo flutes in D”.
1803
On 27 August 1803, Tuerlinckx also sold to the Musiek-societyt van Bornem (the Bornem
wind band):
“een basson met toebehoorten (…) een cromme trompet met alle toonen (…) Een en
een grote trommel en slag stok”
(a bassoon with accessories, a crooked trumpet with all tones and a bass drum with a
bass drumstick).306
Both previous invoices probably refer to one and the same wind band.
1810
A most interesting document is the issue of 8 June 1810 of the newspaper Journal de Malines
in which a certain J.B. Pluys informs all music amateurs that he makes arrangements of
symphonies, overtures etc. for “musique militaire” (the term military band also often referring
to any wind band):
“Le Musique militaire sera mise en Mi-bémol & en grande musique pour 4
Clarinettes, 2 petites Clarinettes, 2 Flûtes, 2 Bassons, Serpent, 2 Cors, Trompettes,
Trombonne, grosse caisse. Ceux qui ont plus ou moins d’instruments, ou qui jouent
en d’autres tons, auront la bonté de m’en prévenir ».
(The military band will be tuned in E-flat and in large band for 4 clarinets, 2 small
clarinets, 2 flutes, 2 bassoons, serpent, 2 horns, trumpets, trombone, bass drum. Those
who have more or less instruments or play in another key are kindly invited to
let me know.)
306
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By 1810 the average wind band probably numbered sixteen musicians, with a majority of
woodwind instruments, though we know that these numbers referred to different parts and
that several musicians played one and the same part. Moreover, the more musicians, the better
this open air music sounded and … soon bands started to compete, not only as to quality but
also as to the number of musicians! This is proved by the parts of a march performed by a
wind band – probably the Société Philharmonique of Mechlin – between 1800 and 1815. This
wind band consisted of 2 flutes, 10 clarinets, 1 bassoon, 2 trumpets, 3 horns, 1 trombone, 1
serpent and 1 bass drum.307 This looks quite similar to the instrumentation of French National
Guard Bands.
Another wind band composition, Symphonie militaire written by Corneel Tuerlinckx in 1810
mentioned: 1st flute - 2nd flute - 1st clarinets in D (with 5 keys) - 2nd clarinets in D - 1st clarinets in B flat 2nd clarinets in B flat - 3rd clarinets in B flat - 4th clarinets in B flat - 1st bassoons - 2nd bassoons – serpent 1st horn in D - 2nd horn in D - trumpet in D - trombone - bass drum 308

1811
More or less similar was the composition of the famous Brussels Société Royale de La
Grande Harmonie the most prestigious 19th century amateur wind band in Belgium. (cf.
p.217). The charter of foundation dated 9 December 1811 mentions in Article number 1:
“L’orchestre pourra être composé de 12 clarinettes, 2 flûtes, 4 cors, 4 bassons, 2
trompettes, 2 trombones, 2 serpents, 1 grosse caisse, 2 petites caisses, 2 cymbales, 2
bonnets chinois et 2 triangles.309 »
(The orchestra will consist of 12 clarinets, 2 flutes, 4 horns, 4 bassoons, 2 trumpets,
2 trombones, 2 serpents, 1 bass drum, 2 snare drums, 2 cymbals, 2 Jingling Johnnies
and 2 triangles).
Noteworthy is undoubtedly the mention of several percussion instruments, in fact precisely
what was called “Janissary” or “Turkish” music!
1813
In June 1813 the Ste Cecilia Band of Kontich boasted 17 musicians and we even know their
names: 2 horns (Eg. Van Camp, Feremans), 8 clarinets (Fr. Feremans, J-P. Van der Herten,
Petrus Tuyaerts, Luc De Meulder, Petrus Van den Eynde, Petrus Cools, Ad. Langman and
Henri Dom), 2 bassoons (P. De Winter and J-B. Vanden Weyngaerd), 2 flutes (H. De Decker
and Gom. De Meulder), 1 piccolo flute (Jos. De Meulder), 1 trumpet (J-F. De Winter) and 1
trombone (Petrus Muller). Sometime later a serpent (Beauville) was added310. The term
“schuiftrompet” might refer to a “slide trumpet”, but was commonly used to designate the
trombone.
Another wind band composition by Corneel Tuerlinckx, Fantaisie militaire et valse, written
in 1813 mentioned: 1st flute - 2nd flute - oboe - clarinets in D - clarinets in A - clarinets in B flat bassoons - serpent - trumpet - 1st horn - 2nd horn - trombone - bass drum.311
The evolution shows that at the origin, we had a wind ensemble similar to the classical
“Harmonie Octet” except for the fact that the oboes were no longer present, but apparantly we
always find flutes. A flageolet seemed to be common in the last decade of the 18 th century.
The piccolo flute is introduced as well as the so-called “small clarinet” (E flat clarinet),
though sometimes they may be included in the number of flutes and clarinets.
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1789

1801

4
2
4
1

2

Patriots
Brussels

Clarinets
Small clarinets
Horns
Flutes
Piccolos
Flageolet
Oboes
Bassoons
Serpents
Trumpets
Trombones
Bass drum
Snare drums
Cymbals
Jingling Johnnies
Triangles
Total

1
1
13

Musique
Turque
Dadizele

2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
15

1810

Philharmonie
Mechlin

1811

Grande
Harmonie
Brussels

1813

St. Cecilia
Kontich

4
2
2
2
-

12
4
2
-

8
2
2
1
-

2
1
1
1
1
16

4
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
37

2
1
1
17

The oboe had been the leading instrument in the classical wind ensembles of the 18th century
and even military bands had often been called “oboist bands” and oboist often being a
synonym of military musician. Probably under the influence of the French National Guard
bands, the clarinet group apparently became the base component of the wind band!
The term “horn” is seldom specified in this period, though we can assume that it generally
refers to the natural horn, derived from the hunting horn. The same can be said as to the
trumpet, which initially also was a natural instrument, but sometimes a slide trumpet was used
to enable a chromatic scale.
1817
A pas-redoublé score, L’Archevêque arrive le 15 décembre 1817, also written by Corneel
Tuerlinckx, has parts for: 2 flutes - 5 clarinets - 2 bassoons - serpents in F and D - 1st and 2nd
trumpets - 1st and 2nd horns - 1st and 2nd trombone - bass horn - timpani - bass drum.312
1828
The statutes of the “Harmonie Sint-Cecilia of Merchtem” in 1828 mention the following band
composition: 1 E flat clarinet - 10 B flat clarinets - 2 flutes - 4 horns - 2 trumpets - 1 keyed
bugle (klephoorn) - 3 bassoons - 1 serpent - 1 Russian bassoon - 2 trombones - 1 pair of
cymbals - 1 Jingling Johnny (chineesche muts) - 1 bass drum - 4 fifes - 4 drums - 1 drum
major. 313
The minutes of the board meeting of the Société d’Harmonie of Antwerp of 25 February 1828
limit the paid musicians to 11 members: 4 clarinets - 2 horns - 1 trumpet - 1 bassoon - 1
serpent - 1 piccolo flute - 1 trombone.
Those were to be selected among the artists that were employed by the Société up to then. At
the meeting of 17 May 1828, the board decided to augment the strength of the band with four
musicians adding 1 clarinet, 1 serpent, 1 double bass and 1 bass drum!

312
313

Ibidem.
Sacré, M. De Koninklijke Harmonie St. Cecilia van Merchtem, Merchtem, 1931, pp. 9-10.
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H. THE REPERTOIRE.
There are no direct tracks of “Harmoniemusik” in Belgium, though it is most probable that the
court musicians of the Austrian Governor at Brussels also performed that kind of wind music.
In a revolting country there is scarcely time or opportunity to link together melodic sentences
and combine elegant harmonies. The tunes created amidst this general period of mobilization
and armament have hardly any real artistic value, but certainly a great historical value. In fact,
they partly provoked the creation of the wind bands. It is quite obvious that this music had to
be rather simple and easy, as well as martial. The middle-class musicians often had not
received any thorough musical training or tuition on one of the new wind instruments.
The poverty of wind band scores in the last decades of the 18th century can be explained by
the rudimentary mechanisms of the new instruments. The wood-wind instrument was
practically non-chromatic mechanically, though the system of ‘forking’ and the half-closing
of the digit holes did bridge the chromatic gaps. The oboe had two or three levered keys,
whereas the flute, clarinet (in C and F), bassoon and serpent were hardly better off with four
keys. The trumpet and French horn were still confined to the harmonics of the tube. The horn
was now being played with the bell under the right arm and other notes could be obtained by a
graduated closing of the bell with the hand. The percussion was also primitive and consisted
often of a bass drum with a wide shell, sometimes with a width twice that of the diameter, and
cymbals and drums.
The marches of this period are indeed simple, rather accentuated (to mark time) and without
any pretension, or complexity. In an entry called “Fanfare” in his Dictionnaire de Musique314,
Jean-Jacques Rousseau gives the same comment on the French military marches of that time:
“C’est une chose à remarquer que dans tout le Royaume de France il n’y a pas un
seul Trompette qui sonne juste, & la Nation la plus guerrière de l’Europe a les
Instruments militaires les plus discordans … »
(It should be noticed that in the entire Kingdom of France, not a single Trumpet(er)
sounds in tune and the most warlike Nation in Europe has the most discordant
military (musical) instruments…)
Under the entry “Marche” in the same dictionary, Rousseau writes:
“Les troupes françaises ayant peu d’instruments militaires pour l’infanterie, hors les
fifres et les tambours, ont aussi fort peu de marches & la plupart très mal faites. »
(The French troops having few military instruments for their infantry, except the
fifes and drums, have also very few marches, and the greatest part badly composed.)

The marches of the Brabantine Revolution.

As to the music of the paramilitary volunteer companies of the Brabantine Revolution, there
are several written records, among which the manuscript of Van Derton T’kint315,
preserved in the print collection “Prentenkabinet/Cabinet des Estampes” of the Royal Library
“Albertina” in Brussels, is no doubt of capital interest.
The Marche des Patriotes de Mons (March of the Mons Patriots) dates from this period. It
seems one of the best marches written in this period which matches the assertion that the
Mons wind band was composed of highly skilled musicians. The harmony is varied and yet
rather simple and the march consists of three equal parts, unfortunately we do not know the
name of the composer.
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, Dictionnaire de musique, Paris, 1768, p. 214 and p. 272.
Emile Derton T’ Kint was a member of the commission of the houses for the poor, the orphans and the elderly
people.
314
315
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We enclose on the next page a piano score as published by Edmond Verstraeten316, who found
the score, titled “Marche des Patriotes de la ville de Mons”, in a collection set up by Anselme
De Coninck. It came next to a piece by Thiebaut, transcribed on 6 February 1790 at Sint
Denijs-Westrem, a small village in the neighborhood of Ghent. Most of the pieces in the
collection wear a same date between February and July 1790, so we can assume that the
march score was also copied in this period.
In this same collection of Anselme De Coninck we also find three other interesting patriotic
marches, certainly performed by the volunteer bands of different Belgian towns.
Marche des Patriotes de Leuven, written or transcribed in 1790, consists of two parts,
respectively of fourteen and thirteen bars each. As the title indicates, this march was used by
the volunteer militia of Leuven.
The Marche van de Patriotten van de stad Gend, par monsieur De Smet / Marche ds
Patriotes de Gand (March of the Patriots of the town of Ghent, by Mister De Smet is the title
of a march in which Vander Straeten317 recognizes the first bars of the fifth act of Mozart’s
“Don Juan”. The score was copied by a J.B. Dobbelaere, probably a church clerk or organist.
In the same collection there is also a Marche der Trompetten by Jean Thiebaut, organist and
carilloneur at the Saint Peter’s Church in Ghent about 1760 and later also at the main church
of Saint Bavo. He composed a series of small pieces for harpsichord and organ. Among those,
several marches and allegros, of which we can assume that they were intended to be played by
the wind bands of that period. One of his allegro’s, copied by J. De Coninck and dated 1794,
has the inscription “composuit Joannes Thiebaut, prez le pont dit Watermolen Brugge”
(composed by Joannes Thiebaut, next to the bridge called Watermill bridge).
Besides the above-mentioned Marche der Trompetten in C, Thiebaut also wrote Marche en Ut
(March in C), and Marche en Fa (March in F) and 21 allegros, dated between 1774 and 1795.
On the score of the Marche der Trompetten we see two dates in different ink and different
handwriting: 1793 and 15 March 1796.
In this collection we also find a Marche van Y…, maybe referring to the town of Ypres, but
alas the rest of the paper (and the title) is worn away.
As there were volunteer militias in most of the Belgian towns, it is not amazing that we find
Marches for the Volunteers or Patriots of several towns. The town of Turnhout is closely
related to one of the most heroic episodes of the Revolt. The Flemish Patriots, led by their
General Vander Meersch, defeated the Austrian Army at the Battle of Turnhout on 27 October
1789. The local organist and choir master of the Saint Peter’s church, Sébastien-Joseph
Robson (Thuin, 1734 – Turnhout, 1814) composed in 1790 a Marsch der Patriotten (March
of the Patriots) which became extremely popular and was still sung throughout the 19th
century under de title Turnhout Verheven (sublime Turnhout). This piece was written on the
occasion of the inauguration of the standard of the Patriots and it was the first time that a
composer arranged a patriot song into a real march. It was rearranged for large choir and
piano by M.J. Van Loco for the hundredth anniversary of the battle. Several cities followed
the example of Turnhout and drove the Austrians away, so on 10 January 1790 the “Etats
Belgique Unis” (United Belgian States) were proclaimed, but gradually the Austrians
succeeded in restoring their power and by 3 December 1790 the Belgian Republic belonged
definitely to the past.
316
317
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The Marche des Volontaires de Bruxelles (1790) is also very simple but sounds very well. It
boasts only eighteen bars and consists of two parts (respectively of 8 and 10 bars) each being
repeated. The march is anonymous, though some scholars attribute it to the composer AdrienJoseph Van Helmont, sent away from the “Chapelle Royale” because had had been actively
involved in the Brabant Revolt.318 It is to be found in a music copybook written by P.J. De
Coninck and dated 1791, a note referring to the parish of Sint Denijs, near Ghent.
In the same copybook there is also a Marche des Chasseurs and the popular air Malbroek
(Malborough s’en va-t-en- guerre, mironton, mironton, mirontaine…).
The same doubts as those about the
authorship of the Marche des
Volontaires de Bruxelles, exist as
to three more patriotic marches of
that period to be found on a
lithograph
signed
Cropp
319
Amsterdam. The title is written
both in Dutch and in French:
Marchen ende Retraite
Gemaeckt voor de Volontairen de
Welke hun geaggregeert hebben
aan de Vijf Gildens van Bruxelles
tot handhavinge van de gemeyne
rustte, ten tijde van de Slaegen
toegedraegen aan de Constitutien
der Nederlanden van in May tot
den 30. september 1787.
Marches et Retraite, faites pour les
Volontaires, qui se sont aggrégés
aux Cinq Serments de Bruxelles,
pour le maintien de la tranquillité
publique, interrompu dans les
Pays-Bas Autrichiens, par les
atteintes
portées
à
leurs
Constitutions dès le commencement de May 1787 , jusqu’au 30
Septembre inclusivement”.
85. Litograph by Cropp.

(Marches and Retreat, made for the Volunteer who have been admitted to the five
Guilds/ Corporations of Brussels, for the maintenance of the general peace in the
Austrian Netherlands in the period of the attacks against their Constitutions from the
beginning of May to 30 September, 1787.) 320

Adrien-Joseph Van Helmont (Brussels, 1747 - 1830) conductor at the Amsterdam Opera and the Brussels
Saint Gudula cathedral.
319
Royal Library Brussels, cl.9512 vol.4, Révolution Brabançonne.
320
Also published in Van Der Straeten, Edmond, o.c., between pages 404 and 405.
318
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The first piece is called Retraite et air qu’on joue pendant qu’on relève les postes en montant
la Garde (Retreat and air, played while changing the Guard) and is scored for two piccolo
flutes (fifes) and drum. Probably the air was a popular tune at the time. The second piece,
called Marche des Serments de Bruxelles (March of the Brussels Guilds), is scored for the
same instruments. Finally, the third composition Marche des Brabançons (March of the
Brabant People) is scored for two horns, two clarinets, two violins and bass.
Those marches were intended for the patriots, consequently for their own “music”, i.c. fife(s)
and drum(s) and the early “harmonie” groups or wind bands.
The marches mentioned above are followed by a Nieuwe Brusselsche Marche Gemaeckt door
Ferdinand Staes 't sedert de tyd-stip der Revolutie van 12. tot 13 xbre 1789. Tot gebruyck der
Heeren Volontairen Vervoegt by de vyf Gildens binnen de Stad Brussel 1790.
(New Brussels march made by Ferdinand Staes since the time of the Revolution of 12 to 13
xbre 1789. For the use of the Gentlemen Volunteers added to the five corporations (guilds) of
the city of Brussels 1790.)
There is also a Marche de l’Infanterie Brabançonne (March of the Brabant Infantry) and the
bundle concludes with the mention:
les autres Marches sont de la Composition de Mr WITZTHUM, Mtre de la Chapelle de
la Cour.
(The other marches are compositions by M. Witzthum, director of the Court Music
Chapel).

86. Cover of the Manuscript Derton t’ Kint.

Several examples are to be found in the same, above mentioned, Manuscript Van Derton
T’Kint, 1789-1790, preserved in the Print Collection of the Royal Brussels Library.321 It is
undoubtedly the repertoire of the “Musique” of the Compagnie des Volontaires agrégés au
Serment de Saint Michel conducted by Vitzthumb. As no composer is mentioned, we can
assume that those marches and tunes were either composed or arranged by Vitzthumb.
321

The manuscript contains almost 60 marches.
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Among those compositions : Marche Générale des cinq compagnies de Volontaires agrégés
aux cinq Serments de la ville de Bruxelles, Marche de l’Infanterie Brabançonne, Marche
Brabançonne, 12 Marches (only having a number but no further title) and Suite d’Airs pour
relever la Garde et les Postes322 including Allegro (nr.19), Menuet 1 & 2 (nr.20), Allemandes
(nr.24) and Fanfare (nr.25)323.
Those pieces were scored for corni da C. (hunting horns), 2 flutes (one small or piccolo flute),
flageolet, 2 clarinets in C, bassoon and serpent.
The same manuscript also contains some marches for 2 fifes and drums, such as Marche des
Serments de Bruxelles, Marche Redoublée, and Retraite.

87. Marche des Serments de Bruxelles.

André –Modeste Grétry.
After the failing of the Brabantine Revolution and the invasion of the French troops, the
people was too depressed by the situation so that even the composers could hardly express
patriotic or heroic feelings in marches which were intended to encourage and stimulate the
patriots. They confined themselves to rather flat melodies, inspired by or simply copying
famous tunes from the operas.
A famous example is the Marche des Janissaires by the well-known Belgian composer
André-Modeste Grétry (Liege, 1741 – Montmorency, 1813). Grétry wrote some revolutionary
songs for the French Revolution, but became famous because of his opera’s such as
“L’Epreuve Villageoise” or “Richard Cœur de Lion”. Yet, in his opera “Les Deux Avares”, an
opéra comique in two acts, based on a libretto by Fenouillot de Falbaire, there is ballet during
which a military band passes by. The opera was first performed on 27 October 1770 as part of
the marriage celebrations of the Dauphin (future King Louis XVI) and Marie-Antoinette.
322
323

Suite of tunes for the changing of the guard.
They are all to be found in the manuscript “Van Derton T’Kint 1789-1790” at the Royal Library, Brussels.
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In his “Mémoires”, Grétry writes about this march:
“La mauvaise exécution en musique, peut défigurer les meilleures choses. La Marche
des Janissaires que j’ai placée dans « Les Deux Avares » en est un exemple frappant.
Je l’avais faite depuis longtemps à la sollicitation d’un colonel qui m’en demandait
une pour son régiment ; je la lui envoyai; on l’exécuta, elle parut détestable. Cette
même marche, employée dans « Les Deux Avares », eut un plein succès; presque
tous les régiments se l’approprièrent, et le colonel qui l’avait rejetée ne fut pas le
dernier à l’adopter »324.
(A bad performance in music can easily mutilate the best things. The Janissaries
March which I put in “Les Deux Avares", is a striking example. I had written it a long
time ago at the request of a colonel requiring a march for his regiment. I sent it to him
and it was played but seemed awful. This very same march, used in “The two Misers”
was a huge success; almost all regiments did appropriate the march, and the colonel
who had rejected it was certainly not the last to adopt it.)
Another theme by Grétry also very frequently played by the
military bands – i.c. those of Napoleon’s army, was Où
peut-on être mieux qu’au sein de sa famille (Where could
we be better than amidst our family), using the musical
theme of the famous quartet from his opera “Lucille”
(1769). Historians relate that the musicians of
Napoleon’s “Vieille Garde” (Old Guard) played this
march, between Krasnyi and Smolensk during the
retreat from Russia to express their faith in the
emperor. Napoleon however stopped the musicians
and asked them to play “Veillons au salut de l’Empire”
(let us take care of the empire’s salvation).

88. André-Modeste Grétry.

Painting by Vigier-Lebrun. 1785.

It is also interesting to refer to another military march, based on a theme by Grétry, the march
of the Napoleonic era, La Victoire est à nous. This march, written by David Bühl, is based on
a famous choir borrowed from Grétry’s popular opera “La Caravane du Caire” which was
performed with success until about 1830. During Napoleon’s reign this march was played
after each victory by all the bands of the regiments involved in the battle.
Hymne pour la fête civique de Marat et Pelletier
Grétry however wrote also one original wind band piece (a revolutionary hymn) for the
French Revolution that is not even mentioned in both standard works by Constant Pierre (cf.
bibliography). We can easily understand why when we know that the piece was never
published as such and was integrally included some time later as final chorus in an opera. The
piece was entitled :
Hymne pour la fête civique de Marat et Pelletier célébrée par la section de
montconseil. Paroles du citoyen d’avrigny, musique du citoyen Grétry.
324
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(Hymn for the civic festival in honor of Marat and Pelletier, celebrated by the
montconseil section. Text by citizen d’avrigny, music by citizen Grétry.)
This was a hymn for winds and choir written and performed late 1793 or early 1794 at the
request of the section of Montconseil (one of the 48 sections of Paris and a bastion of the
sans-culottes). The council of this Paris area wanted to perpetuate the memory of Jean-PaulMarat (1743-1793) and that of Louis-Michel Le Peletier de Saint-Fargeau (1760-1793). Both
men had been ranked “martyrs for Liberty” by the Convention Montagnarde. Grétry called on
his neighbor, a young writer native of Martinique, Charles-Joseph Loeillard d’Avrigny (17601823) to write the text. Sometime later, Grétry, crossed out the original title (still
recognizable) on the autograph and replaced it by the word “Barra”. The historical one act
opera “Joseph Barra” was written to a libretto by Guillaume-Denis-Thomas Levrier de
Champ-Rion (1749-1825) and was premiered in the theatre of the Comédie-Italienne in Paris
on 5 June 1794. It related the story of the famous drummer of the Republican Armies who
died some time before in Vendée. His ‘martyr’ was simply a pretext to praise courage and
patriotic feelings to the sky. Though dealing with an actual theme, neither the libretto nor the
score were published. The airs, duets and choirs were preserved in the eleven autograph
cahiers preciously kept at the Brussels Royal Library (Mus. MS. 341b). Cahier nr.11 contains
the final choir which appears to be a sheer integral use of the somewhat older (autograph)
revolutionary hymn.
The text for mixed choir goes as follows:
“O liberté, déesse de France reçoit l’encens de tes adorateurs
tout l’univers (2x) atteste la puissance
les seuls tyrans sont les blasphémateurs ».
(O liberty, goddess of France, receive the incense of your adorers
the whole universe (2x) corroborates the power
the only tyrants are those who blaspheme).
On the autograph, Grétry has also written: “second strophe, the women only, third strophe in
choir as the first, all for the fourth” The choir consisted of four voices: Dessus, HauteContres, Tailles and Basses, corresponding to soprano, high tenor, low tenor and bass voices.
The ‘wind band’ parts were scored for:

cors et trompettes en ut
petites flûtes
hautbois et clarinettes
bassons
bassons serpents
tromboni

horns and trumpets in C
small flutes
oboes and clarinets
bassoons
serpent bassoons
trombones.
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89. Autograph of the Revolutionary Hymn by Grétry. – Royal Library Brussels (Mus.MS. 341b).
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Those marches were also played on the church organs and so we find some of the scores,
preserved in the music books of village organists. Probably, they were played at the end of the
Sunday mass to encourage the churchgoers to continue the heroic fight against the oppressors.
Grétry’s march, though not intended for military nor civic wind bands, became extremely
popular with military bands all over Europe. And it is not without a certain self-satisfaction
that Grétry, when talking about this opera, wrote that “presque tous les régiments de l’armée”
(almost all regiments of the army) played this “Janissary March”. Scores were even to be
found in Berlin. We can state that this march is the first Belgian march that got international
fame (even if it was written by a Belgian composer living in France).
Grétry did not only score many successes at the Court of King Louis XVI and Queen MarieAntoinette, he also made contributions to the revolutionary music, was appointed inspector of
musical education and still played an important role in the cultural life during the Consulate
and the Empire. He was awarded the Légion d’Honneur, a Paris street was named after him,
he got his statue in the Opéra Comique and received a state funeral.
During the first years of the French invasion after the Revolution, called “The Directoire”,
wind bands, both military and amateur, performed mainly marches, hymns and patriotic
songs; this was the case at the “Fête du 18 Fructidor”, an VI (4 September 1798) in
Mechlin.325 Of course also the Marseillaise was constantly performed by all bands.
At the anniversary procession of the Republic in Antwerp on 23 September 1799 the band had
to:
“die Patriotieke stukken verrigten de welke onze verdedigers tot de Victorie hebben
aangeleyd …het orkest zal Musikale stukken verrigten, geschikt om de gemoederen te
beweegen en te verheffen…”326
(play those patriotic pieces which have led our defenders to Victory … the orchestra
will play musical pieces fit to rouse the emotions…)
In the Belgian areas, in that period, the wind band music was confined to rather poor patriotic
marches, only interesting from a historical point of view.
A fine illustration is La marche de Dadizeele by an unknown author preserved in the archives
of the Dadizele wind band (West-Flanders). It is part of a set of six music albums with 86
compositions! On the cover of one of the albums we can read “”musique turque de Dadizeele,
corno secondo” (Turkish band of Dadizeele, second horn) and on another 1801. There are
parts for piccolo flute in F, flute in D, 2 clarinets in C, oboes, serpent, 2 trumpets and horns,
snare drum, bass drum, Turkish cymbals, triangle and Turkish crescent/Jingling Johnny called here in Dutch: turksche muts (Turkish bonnet).
There were no trombones (nor buccins!). The music was very simple. Whereas the
woodwinds could play almost all melodies, however modulations were prohibited in order to
allow brass parts as those instruments only boasted the natural intervals.
Besides the opening piece of the albums the Marche de Dadizeele (nr.1), we find a marche La
guerre est finie (War is over) as nr.28, Grétry’s aria “Où peut-on être mieux?” as nr.38 and
almost at the end La Marche des Marseillais. Other compositions are entitled: valse (waltz),
rondeau, menuetto, contre-danse, polonaise, cosaco, allemande, marche en 4, pas-redoublé
en 2/4, allegro, andante and presto.
After the turn of the century, the repertoire was enlarged by transcriptions of classical
orchestral music, mostly overtures famous arias from popular operas. Think of J.B. Pluys’s
advertisement (cf. p.146).
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Municipal Archives, Mechlin, Modern Archief 4686, 201 II nr.23 “Fête du 18 Fructidor”.
Municipal Archives, Antwerp, Modern Archief 1074, bundle 2, Fêtes publiques, Fête de la fondation de
la République I Véndémaire an huit .
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Arrangements and compositions by Jean-Joseph Corneel Tuerlinckx.
One of the oldest known transcriptions of opera music for band is the Ouverture du Jeune
Henri by Corneel Tuerlinckx, son of the Mechlin instrument manufacturer Jean-Arnold
Antoine (cf. infra). The score bears the inscription:
“Geschreven te Zoerle den 29 september 1807 met de hesp op de tafel en den pot
tusschen de beenen. Vivat het botermelk!”
(Written in Zoerle on 29 September 1807 with the ham on the table and the beer glass
between the legs. Hurrah for the butter milk!)
“Le Jeune Henri” (Young Henry) was an opera comique written by Etienne-Nicolas Méhul in
1797, originally called “La Jeunesse de Henri IV”, lyrical drama in two acts and based on a
libretto by Jean-Nicolas Bouilly. It was first performed by the Paris Opéra-Comique at the
Salle Favart on 1 May 1797. Méhul's opera was ill-timed in its description of the golden youth
of Henri IV of France, a subject in which he intended to reflect the Dauphin and the care
exercised in his upbringing by his mother Queen Marie-Antoinette. The revolution and
subsequent regicide made changes in the work necessary, but it failed to please audiences
when it was eventually staged. Its overture is also known as “La Chasse du Jeune Henri” (The
Hunt of the Young Henry).
Many years later Tuerlinckx wrote a remarkable Potpourri (19 parts) marked with the motto
“Iever en vlijt” (Zeal and application) written for the wind band contest of 24 August 1828 at
Antwerp. It is quite interesting to know which tunes were used in this potpourri or medley.
Tuerlinckx used successively tunes from Haydn (The Creation), Grétry (Panurge dans l’île
des lanternes), Mozart (The Magic Flute), Méhul (Héléna), Grétry (La Rosière de Salency),
Rossini (The Barber of Sevilla), Boïeldieu (Le petit Chaperon Rouge), Grétry (Zémire et
Azor), Spontini (La Vestale), Boïeldieu (La Dame Blanche), Grétry (Lucille) and Rossini
(Riccardo e Zoraïde). In fact, he used arias and tunes from 11 different popular operas, some
of them were rather recent and could be considered as contemporary music. This is a clear
example of the way, wind bands made larger audiences familiar with the popular music of the
time. Indeed, opera tunes were very much appreciated by all sections of the population.
Among the opera overtures arranged for wind band by Tuerlinckx there are many works by
Boïeldieu (Le Petit Chaperon Rouge, Le Caliphe de Bagdad, Une Famille Suisse, Jean de
Paris), Rossini, Grétry (also La Caravane du Caire), Catel (Les Bayadères), von Weber (der
Freischütz), Donizetti (Una Follia), Spontini (La Vestale, Milton), Méhul (Euphrosine),
Cherubini (Lodoïska), Kreutzer (Le Médecin Turc) and overtures from many minor, now quite
forgotten, musical drama’s by Vincenzo Righini, Mattia Caldara and Henri-Montan Berton.
Besides these overtures, Tuerlinckx also wrote arrangements of many opera arias and tunes,
mainly by von Weber and Rossini. Finally, he also arranged several short pieces such as a
Nocturne by Charles Bochsa, a Polonaise and a Terzetto both by Rossini, an Andante and
Rondo by Ferdinando Paër etc. Interesting is the fact that Tuerlinckx also made a medley on
themes from the opéra comique Les Monténégrins (1849) by the Belgian composer Armand
Limnander de Nieuwenhove (Ghent, 1814 – Moignanville, France 1892), certainly due to the
fact that this opera had also been very successful in Paris.
Tuerlinckx also wrote several original compositions for wind band, as he was conductor of the
Société Philharmonique in his native town Mechlin from 1803 to 1826 and founded another
wind band Muziek-Minnaers (Music Lovers) in 1826 after a quarrel with his assistantconductor Steeghmans.327
Benoit Steeghmans (cf. infra) was co-conductor of the Société Philharmonique and also manufacturer of
musical instruments; musical and commercial discord tuned into a clean break with Corneel Tuerlinckx. In 1830
he left Mechlin and became director of the Antwerp “Garde Civique” band.
327
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Here is a survey of Tuerlinckx’s dated original wind band compositions which definitely
belong to the oldest original Belgian wind band repertoire.
- Marche funèbre (1809) for the burial of his friend Guillaume Van den Nieuwenhuyzen.
- Ouverture, chasse en symphonie militaire (5 May 1810)
- Symphonie militaire (1810) bearing the mention: arranged and dedicated to C-F. Terlinck,
director of the military band of the town of Bruges,328 with separate parts for: 1st flute - 2nd flute -

1st clarinet in D sharp - 2nd clarinet in D sharp - 1st clarinet in B - 2nd clarinet in B - 3rd clarinet in B - 4th clarinet
in B - 1st bassoon - 2nd bassoon - serpent - trombone - 1st horn in D sharp - 2nd horn in D sharp - trumpet in D
sharp - bass drum.

- Fantaisie militaire et valse (13 June 1813), dedicated to his friend G.C. Olivier, with
separate parts for: flutes - oboe - clarinet in D - clarinet in A - 2nd clarinet - 3rd clarinet - bassoon - serpent trombone - 1st horn - 2nd horn - trumpet- bass drum

- Blij-inkomste (Joyous Entry) (1 February 1814) for harmonie (wind band)
- Pas-redoublé pour harmonie militaire à 18 parties (march for military band with 18 parts)
in honor of the illustrious Archbishop of Mechlin at his arrival on 15 December 1817, with
separate parts for: 5 clarinets - 1st flute - 2nd flute - 1st bassoon - 2nd bassoon - serpent in F - serpent in D - 1st
horn - 2nd horn - 1st trombone - 2nd trombone - trumpet - “contre-basse” (bass) - timpani - bass drum.

- Several «Harmonies militaires, marches, pasredoublés et Walzes à 16 parties were advertised in the
newspaper in November 1821 and again Marches, pasredoublés et walzes à 16 parties in 1823.
- La Kermesse à Malines, pour harmonie militaire à 21
parties (1821)
- Marche funèbre, pour harmonie à 16 parties, written in
memory of Daniel Steibelt, famous pianist deceased in
Saint-Petersburg (October 1823)
- Deux Marches, a Pas-redoublé and an arrangement
(pour harmonie militaire) of Rossini’s “Il Barbiere di
Siviglia” (1816) written in 1825.
Moreover, Tuerlinckx wrote numerous original marches,
waltzes,
overtures,
symphonies,
medleys
and
compilations for wind band. Some of these pieces were
written in collaboration with others such as J.F.
Torramorell329 (signed Ter-é-Tor), E. Olivier and
Reichenbach. The musical quality of the original pieces
by Tuerlinckx is rather mediocre.

90. Jean-Joseph Corneel Tuerlinckx.

1826
The Brussels “Grande Harmonie” entered a wind band contest in Antwerp on 20 August 1826
and performed the overture to “La Dame Blanche” (1825) by Boïeldieu, arranged by C. De
Munck, Variations by C. Demunck and the overture to “Jeanne D’Arc à Orléans” (1821) by
Carafa330. It should be pointed out that the transcriptions concerned contemporary music!!
The original wind band composition was written by the conductor C. De Munck (cf. infra).

This is the only known name of a conductor of a military band in this area in Napoleon’s time.
Michel-François Torramorell (1786 - ?) musician of Spanish origin was successively military bandmaster in
France and Holland, before conducting the Band of the 7 th Regiment of The Line at Antwerp (1830-1841).
330
Michele Carafa (Naples, 1787- Paris 1872) a prolific Italian opera composer was appointed director of the
Gymnase de Musique Militaire in Paris in 1837 and also wrote numerous pieces for military band.
328
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1828
At a similar contest in Bruges on 15 June 1828 the Brussels Grande Harmonie performed:
the overture to “Lodoïska” (1791) by Cherubini, Air Varié by C. Demunck and Potpourri of
tunes from the opera “Le petit Chaperon Rouge” (Little Red Riding Hood) by Boïeldieu
(1818).
We do also have some programs of concerts by the Antwerp Société Philharmonique in 1828.
The Société Philharmonique was the name often given to the Grande Harmonie. The concerts
in 1828 were conducted by Michel-François Torramorell, a military conductor who acted as
interim conductor of the Antwerp Grande Harmonie society. The programs mention several of
his compositions and arrangements. We also notice compositions or arrangements by leading
French wind band conductors such as Italian born Michele Carafa (cf. footnote 330) and
German born Frédéric Berr (Mannheim, 1794 – Paris, 1838).

91 & 92. Programs of the Antwerp Société Philharmonique.

Overtures and arias from Rossini were also very popular at wind band concerts, as was the
case all over Western Europe. The first part of the concert (above left) consists of Rossini’s
overture Othello, an air and variations by conductor Torramorell, a medley of themes by
Rossini, and a choir from the Thievish Magpie (with French title). The second part boasts the
overture to the Thievish Magpie (now with the original Italian title), an original polonaise by
Torramorell, an Air from Rossini’s Othello, Theme and Variations for clarinet and band
composed and played by Torramorell and another original composition by Torramorell Battle
of Waterloo.
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Another program by the Antwerp “Société Philharmonique” is dated 18 August 1828. The
first part consists of the Auber’s overture to Masaniello arranged by Chevalier Carafa, a
Polonaise by Frédéric Berr, Theme and Variations by Georges Keyser, military bandmaster of
the 16th Division (of the occupying Dutch army), and the overture to Méhul’s opera Adrien.
The second part consisted of the Overture to Auber’s opera Le Maçon (The Bricklayer), an
original composition by Torramorell Souvenir de Simpon, the overture to Rossini’s Siege of
Corinth and a medley of tunes from Boïeldieu’s opera La Dame Blanche by Torramorell.
We can conclude that the wind band repertoire during the first decades of the nineteenth
century consisted mainly of marches, pas-redoublés, transcriptions of opera overtures and
small (often dance) pieces, medleys of opera tunes and also original wind band compositions
with an average of 17 different parts.
Besides the already, more or less extensively, mentioned composers Ignaz Vitzthumb,
François-Joseph Gossec, Amand Vanderhaeghen, Othon Vandenbroeke, André-Modeste
Grétry and Corneel Tuerlinckx, there are some more early “Belgian” wind band music
composers that deserve our attention.
JAN ANCOT (1779-1848)
Jan Ancot was born on 22 October 1779 at Bruges, studied with Thienpont, organist at the
local Saint Donatius church. At the Paris Conservatoire he studied the violin with Rodolphe
Kreutzer and Pierre Baillot and harmony with Charles-Simon Catel. In 1804 he settled in his
native town as a piano and violin teacher. His son Jean Ancot (1799-1829) was a well-known
piano virtuoso who composed over two hundred piano pieces. Besides four Violin Concertos,
three string quartets and several religious compositions, Jan Ancot wrote several original
works for wind band.
- Divertissement Militaire pour 16 instruments
- 2 Ouvertures pour Harmonie pour 16 instruments
- 2 Fantaisies pour Harmonie pour 15 instruments
- Air pour Harmonie pour 15 instruments (awarded a prize at the Ghent composition
contest of 10 August 1823)
- 8 Pas-redoublés pour harmonie
- 7 Valses pour harmonie
- Marche Funèbre for the burial of Maréchal Lannes, Duke of Montebello.
JEAN HUBERT JOSEPH ANSIAUX (1781-1826)
Jean Hubert Joseph Ansiaux was born on 16 December 1781 at Huy, studied singing and
composition with P.J. Henkart and harpsichord with Tingry in his native town where he
became organist at the Saint Remigius church at the age of eighteen. In 1808 he went to Paris
and there his “Te Deum” was a huge success, so that Grétry said “I wish I had written this”.
Back in Huy, Ansiaux founded a “chapelle musicale” at the Our-Lady’s Church and
conducted the local Philharmonie. He died in Huy on 4 December 1826. Ansiaux composed
vocal and sacred music (cantatas, masses, oratorios) and operas. He also wrote several
original wind band compositions, probably for the Société d’Harmonie founded at Huy in
1816.
- Marches Militaires pour Harmonie (1821)
- Marches Funèbres pour Harmonie (1821)
- Boléro pour Harmonie (2 2 2 - 0 2) (1825)331
Autograph manuscript in the Collection “Fonds Terry”, library of the Conservatoire Royal de Musique de
Liege MS 291-2L-VI.
331
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JOSEPH HENRI MEES (1777-1855)
Joseph Henri Mees was born in Brussels in 1777 and studied harmony and counterpoint with
his grandfather Vizthumb. In 1796 he was active as a conductor in Hamburg and, two years
later, he had the same function at the Duke of Brunswick’s court. Back in Belgium in 1816,
he founded a music school in Brussels and in Antwerp. He became a successful composer of
occasional works during the Dutch domination (1815-1830). He wrote, for example, a Chant
National for men’s choir (TTB) and wind band. In 1838 he was conductor at the Saint
Petersburg Opera. Mees died in Paris in 1855.
MARTIN-JOSEPH MENGAL (1784-1851).
Composer and horn player Martin-Joseph
Mengal was born on 27 January 1784 at
Ghent. At the age of thirteen he was accepted
as a horn player with the local theatre
orchestra. In 1804 he went to Paris to study at
the Conservatoire with Charles-Simon Catel, a
notorious member of the National Guard Band
and important wind band music composer. His
horn teacher was Frédéric Duvernoy, another
member of the National Guard Band and also
composer of wind band music for the French
Revolution ceremonies. In fact, the
conservatoire called “Institut National de
Musique” mainly trained musicians for the
army. So Mengal was enlisted as a horn player
with the Imperial Guard Band of Napoleon in
1805. He participated in several campaigns
(Italy, Austria and Prussia). In 1808 he studied composition
93. Martin-Joseph Mengal.
with Anton Reicha.
He became an internationally acclaimed horn player. Back in Ghent, he conducted the opera
orchestra from 1820 to1840. From 1830 to 1832 and from 1835 to 1839 he was conductor of
the Sint Cecilia wind band in Ghent. In between he was assistant conductor with the Royal
Theatre Orchestra at The Hague (The Netherlands). In 1835 he was invited to become the first
director of the newly founded Ghent Conservatory of Music.
Next to several opera’s, horn concerti, chamber music and choir pieces, Mengal wrote a series
of wind band pieces.: Ouverture Militaire - Air Varié - Harmonie Militaire - Fantaisie sur
des Thèmes de Grétry et Monsigny - Grande Harmonie - Mon Retour au Pays (1822). These
pieces were written for 2 clarinets, 2 horns, 2 bassoons, flute and oboe.
We should not forget his chamber music for winds: Wind Quintet on themes of Haydn, Wind
Quintet on themes of Mozart and Wind Quintet on themes of Beethoven - Quintetti for 2 flutes,
2 horns and bassoon - Octet for brass - Trio for 3 horns - Concertante for horn and bassoon Quartet for flute, oboe, clarinet and horn - Octet for flute, oboe, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons and 2
horns.
Martin-Joseph Mengal died in his home town on 4 July 1851 due to a cerebral hemorrhage.
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I. THE SOCIAL BACKGROUND OF THE EARLY WIND BANDS.
It should be noted that wind music was no longer the privilege of the aristocracy, but as a
result of the French Revolution, wind bands became a typical phenomenon of the middleclass citizens (cf. supra). The management and the administration of the civic wind bands
consisted of merchants, physicians, notaries and teachers. Very often, the local brewer was
elected as president of a village music society, so the musicians could regularly be rewarded
with some glasses of beer. Yet the aristocracy still played a role. The wind band of Reet,
supposedly founded in 1770, was created on the initiative of a local nobleman. Durance states
that it was founded by G. Van Hoof, pupil of a music lover who was a servant of the Bishop
of Antwerp.332
When we have a look at the composition of the board of directors of the wind bands in the
early 19th century, both in towns and in villages, we discover that this board principally
consisted of local noblemen and prominent citizens or villagers. Very often, the mayor was
president of the music society and consequently the band could (sometimes) have the
advantage of an official subsidy, playing at official local ceremonies as a counterpart. When
the local chatelain presided, he definitely granted the band a large allowance. Archives,
documents and accounts often only mention administrators but seldom musicians, so that we
know less about the social situation and background of the musicians.
It is obvious that there was a clear distinction between wind bands in the larger cities and
bands in smaller towns and villages. The iconography is mostly limited to life in bigger cities,
so we do have several images representing the activities of the Société d’Harmonie of
Antwerp (cf. p.220). This musical society was reserved to the upper- and middle-class citizens
as the clothing of both musicians and audience indicate. In May 1828 this society boasted 70
honorary (fee paying) members and gave no less than 70 concerts a year!333
As to the conductors, besides ancient military musicians, they were seldom professional
musicians, but mostly had a rather important social function as had the local physician, school
teacher or even printer
Since the foundation of a wind band in the town or village, no collective event (festival,
celebration, official ceremony) was conceivable without the intervention of the musicians.
The wind band was definitely connected with the public life of all inhabitants, whether in
joyful, solemn or sad moments.
In 1795, a “musique guerrière” (war or military type of band) is part of the procession
welcoming Joseph Trentesaux, first laureate of the University of Leuven, at his hometown
Tournai on 24 August. When the “Préfet” of Mons makes his grand entry in Tournai on 16
April 1811, he is escorted by a “cavalcade with band”. In 1828, the municipal guard of
Lessines ask for permission to set up a wind band.334
The first wind bands were often considered by the local authorities as the official municipal or
village band and otherwise, the musicians often appropriated this role or function. When
several wind bands were created, this function was no longer evident and the municipal
authorities often tried to reconcile contending bands or breaking up bands, rather than making
a difficult choice.
Later on, official or semi-official municipal bands will be created, depending on the finances
of the town.

Dufrane, J., Annuaire musical de la Belgique contenant l’historique de toutes les sociétés musicales du
Royaume, la date de leur fondation, les noms des membres, l’adresse des locaux, etc., Frameries, 1ère année,
1880, p. 39.
333
Antwerp Town Archives, BA 00816, p. 72.
334
Garde Communale de Lessines, Archives de l’Etat à Tournai in Municipal Archives, Lessines nr. 1418.
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Financial aspects.
A wind band is very useful to the local population as it brings culture and beauty, cheering up
and sometimes comforting people. It often shares the joys and sorrows of a population and
creates bonds of friendship. It is often the exponent of social, political or religious opinions
and ideals. But this costs a lot of money! Sheet music, heating and lighting of the rehearsal
room, the conductor’s annual fee, some drinks from time to time…
Even musicians were supposed to pay a fee for their membership as different wind band rules
of that period prove. A nice example is to be found in the “Reglement der Muziekaele
Societeyt van Sint-Amands”, dated 4 August 1822. The membership fee for the musicians
amounted to 3 gulden en 4 stuivers (3 florins and 4 stivers). The musicians of Sint Cecilia at
Kontich had to pay 5 francs to be admitted to the music society.335 With the Aarschot wind
band, founded in 1821, each new member had to pay 2 florins and 15 stivers.336
Finances were a problem for all amateur winds from their very early existence onwards. The
position of the treasurer has always been extremely important. The “account book” remains a
most important historical written source. For example, that of the Koninklijke Harmonie van
Aarschot, founded in 1821, mentions as very first expense 2 stuivers en 2 oorden for the
purchase of a candle to light the backroom of the pub where the first meeting was to be held.
For the first rehearsal every musician needed light so the inn-keeper bought 500 gram of
candles which cost 7 stuivers en 3 oorden. Another urgent expense was always the purchase
of paper to copy music. At the second meeting of the newly founded Aarschot wind band on
11 October 1821, the board decided to buy music paper and files for the sum of 19 stivers and
2 oorden. The first instruments this band had to buy were also rather expensive for a
beginning band: a bass drum cost 60 florins, 3 stivers and 1 oord whereas two Jingling
Johnnies and a pair of cymbals cost 80 florins 9 stivers and 20 oorden. The treasurer had not
25% of this sum at disposal, so an advance was given and the rest was paid by installments.
The band lent money but fortunately twenty new honorary members joined and there was also
an extra income of 55 florins so that the treasurer could acquit the loan. Still another expense
was the purchase of torches to allow the band to play (evening) serenades. The Aarschot
wind band treasurer mentioned in the account book on 12 February 1822 an expense of 3
florins and 18 stivers for the purchase of four torches.337
The role of politics.
It is of vital importance to state that politics played a major role in the field of popular art and
especially as far as the origins and developments of wind bands are concerned. Political life
strongly influenced social life and consequently the life of wind bands.
A first opposition was to be found between “liberal” oriented associations, mostly to be found
in wealthy, bourgeois and often anticlerical middle-class areas called” the blue ones” on the
one hand, and the “catholic” musical groups linked to a parish or a catholic association (later
also trade unions and schools) on the other hand.
In opposition to those two rather bourgeois communities, there were, of course, the socialist
associations created by the laborers and those were traditionally called “the red ones”. Before
the rise of socialism, the catholic inspired groups were also often called “the red ones”.
During the Dutch Period (1815-1830) the city of Tournai boasted two wind bands Les Bleus
(the blue ones) and Les Rouges (the red ones) respectively referring to the liberals and the
Catholics. The inevitable rivalry had an extremely positive influence on the evolution of the
wind band. Still in Tournai, the Société Philharmonique, founded in 1819 was seriously
rivaled by the Société d’Harmonie de la ville de Tournai, founded in 1827.
Schepmans, W., o.c., part 1, p. 34.
Veevaete, Emiel, o.c., p. 13.
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Veevaete, Emiel, o.c., p. 11 -20.
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The latter was conducted by Rocour who did not only call on the best musicians in town, but
also boasted a sumptuous uniform, rather rare with civilian wind bands at that time. He wore a
cloth suit with gilded buttons, ditto trimmings at the yokes, a sword attached to a white leather
sword belt; on their head they wore a felt shako with white plume and a cupper plate with the
town’s coat of arms.
In the 18th century, all musical activities were confined to the aristocracy, the clergy and the
petty bourgeoisie. The French Revolution engendered a more bourgeois society and this
affected the musical life, especially with the (mostly newly created) wind bands.
When we talk about the social background of wind bands, we cannot ignore their social
relevance. What was the function of the wind bands in society? What did they yield the
population? The wind bands were set up with specific aims, more precisely to add some luster
to (mostly open air) ceremonies and festivities, next to their eventual functions in religious
services, accompanying choirs etc.
The Austrian Period (ca. 1750-1794).
As the Roman Catholic religion was important during the Austrian period, the majority of
activities by wind bands mentioned in the rather scarce sources are related to religious
manifestations. A typical example is that of the Wervik band De Wandeldreve performing at a
funeral service in memory of Archduchess Maria-Theresia in 1780.
The French Period (1794-1815).
As already stated, the French period was the period of great official festivals par excellence.
There were all sorts of themes that were the central topic of those well-organized mass
festivals. Most common were the Festivals of Liberty with the traditional planting of the
Liberty Tree, but there were also Festivals dedicated to Youth, Marriage, Old Age, Concord,
Reason, Justice, Agriculture or simply to The People.
In 1798 the newly founded Société de Musique of the city of Tielt participated in the “Fête de
la Jeunesse” (Festival of Youth).338 When Napoleon visited Belgium, once as Consul and
once as Emperor, numerous local wind bands were involved in the official welcome
ceremonies and parades. This “collaboration” was not always completely willingly. So, the
wind band De Wandeldreve from Wervik, refused to attend a Liberty Tree Planting Ceremony
across the river Lys in Wervicq –Sud (now across the French border) in 1792.339
The Dutch Period (1815-1830).
In this period, the bands were involved in official ceremonies for the new monarch, the Dutch
King Willem I. Whereas so many wind bands had participated in ceremonies honoring
Napoleon, they were now involved in ceremonies such as official commemorations of the
Battle of Waterloo. The Société Philharmonique of the town of Poperinge played at those
annual commemorations up to 1827. Many wind bands were also playing during the visits
King Willem I paid to several Belgian towns. There is a report of the Kortrijk band playing
for King William I on 6 July 1817; the same band also welcomed the Prince of Orange on 22
and 23 June 1819 and again King William I on 4 June 1829 when it played during the official
banquet. The Fanfare Sint Cecilia of Geraardsbergen participated in the Festivities for the
reception of H.M. The King of the Netherlands in that city on 27 June 1823 and was put on a
uniform for the occasion. On 29 May 1828, King William I visited the Société d’Harmonie of
Antwerp and shortly afterwards the Society was granted the title “Royal”. The society’s
attachment to the Dutch Orange Monarchy caused a lot of trouble after the independence of
Belgium the next year.
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Visit of the National Guard Band from Lille in 1826.
The account340 of the warm welcome given to this French band in the “Dutch” period clearly
illustrates the importance of wind bands in social life and the esteem bands got in those times.
In 1826 the Band of the “Canonniers” (Gunners) of the Garde Nationale of the city of Lille in
the North of France, was invited at the Ghent Wind Band Festival. A special royal decree of
King William I, dated 14 August, allowed the band exceptionally to enter the Dutch territory
wearing their arms without being submitted to any customs control and without having to pay
any charges or fees. On 21 August the band left Lille and headed
towards the border at midnight. The company consisted of 3 officers,
4 petty-officers, one corporal, 8 sappers, 32 gunners, one drum-major,
6 drummers and 35 musicians. At two in the morning a Belgian patrol
welcomed the group and handed them a letter of the Menin military
Commander, stating that the King had ordered that the French should
be welcomed with military honors. As the company passed Menin at
dawn, the official reception was delayed. When the French were seen
at Bissegem (a Kortrijk suburb) the Kortrijk band hurried to await
them outside the town gate. The Lille musicians got off their carts and
paraded through the streets of the city up to Harelbeke (a neighboring
town) where they had lunch. They carried on their trip by cart to
Petegem where the local band as well as that of the town of Deinze
offered them a reception with wine. Then, during half an hour, both
bands accompanied the French on their way to Ghent. At the Ghent
Festival on 22 August the Lille band won the First Prize. In the
evening of 23 August, the Kortrijk town council and band went to
Harelbeke to welcome the winning band and a boat garnished with
flowers was ready to bring the musicians to Kortrijk. The musicians
arrived as late as 10 p.m. but the Kortrijk band was still waiting and
lead them to the banquet hall. After a night spent at a Kortrijk hotel,
the Lille musicians left the town. On their way back
94. Musician of the National Guard.
they were saluted by gun shots of the Saint George
shooting club. At 10 a.m. the French musicians were welcomed
byMengal.
the Menin band and
artin-Joseph
performed some tunes in front of the local military commander. The local troops escorted the
band to the border.
Social role of the wind bands.
Regular public concerts were organized by many wind bands, thus entertaining – and
gradually also educating - the local population. Moreover, the bands also participated in local
religious processions, inaugurations of monuments, investiture ceremonies of local mayors
and parish priests. It should be obvious that this new social phenomenon had a rather
important impact on social life of the middle-class people. This impact was threefold.
First there was the importance for band members to participate in the social life. The pleasure
to play an instrument and to make music ‘together’ with fellow citizens and to belong to a
group was certainly a human enrichment. The musicians were part of a structured group with
as common goal a qualitative satisfying musical performance. We should not forget that this
was a purely masculine social phenomenon allowing to find a fine atmosphere of recreation
between fellow musicians. The social aspect often dominated the musical aspect as many
splits in separate groups (another band next to the original one) due to troubles, discords,
disagreements etc. prove.
340
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It was also important to be part of a group that played a role in the community and in public
life and that was acknowledged by the local authorities. As to the honorary members, they
received a certain social status in return for their financial efforts and were considered (or
considered themselves) as a kind of Maecenas participating in the social and artistic education
of the local people.
Secondly, there was the importance of the wind band for the life of the local community. The
musicians participated in all public and official events by parading, serenading and playing
their tunes to embellish any local festivity or ceremony. So several local authorities gradually
considered the local wind band as a kind of official village or town band, as far as the band
itself did not more or less appropriate this prerogative.
Thirdly the band soon had to represent the community (village or town) and became a kind of
cultural ambassador especially at band festivals and contests. All prizes and medals obtained
added something to the prestige of the community.
The early bands and the Church.
It is a fact that many of the early wind bands had rather close connections with the local
parish churches as quite some musicians played during the Sunday services (usually masses);
they mostly accompanied the singers (with or without the organ).
A letter from the board of the Société Philharmonique of Tielt written to the local church
authorities of the Saint Peter Church in 1825 illustrates the role of the wind band musicians in
the accompaniment of the Sunday services. The musicians of Tielt wanted to be placed nearer
to the altar instead of on the rood loft. In 1831 the Saint Cecilia Fanfare Band offered its
service to the same church authorities because there had been no musical accompaniment of
the Sunday services for several weeks. The group musicians was paid a yearly allowance of
400 francs to accompany the singing and an item of the written agreement stated that other
amateur musicians (i.c. trumpets and trombones) would join for important festival services!341

95. Wind band concert in the Park - ca. 1830.
artin-Joseph Mengal.
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J. RULES AND REGULATIONS.
When talking about membership, we should mention that most of the amateur wind bands
were organized in accordance with a series of, often rather severe, rules and regulations.
All musicians were due to behave decently, to obey the conductor, to attend all rehearsals and
performances, to abstain from cursing or swearing, to attend funerals etc., If they did not
comply with the stipulated rules, they were to pay fines! Mostly a musician had to pay for his
own musical instrument, besides paying a membership fee, as already mentioned. Sometimes
they paid an admission fee and a monthly contribution as well.
1807
A most interesting testimony about the objectives and aims of founding an amateur wind band
in a town is to be found in the “Register of the Society” of the Concert Harmonique of Lier,
made up in 1807. This register contains the “Voorwerp” (Object) followed by the rules or
bylaws of the society. The following excerpts illustrate quite precisely the motivations for
founding and maintenance of an amateur wind band and explains clearly how and why the
amateur wind band movement was born!
VOORWERP
“Eene Iversugtige Societijt sedert t’verloop van eenige jaren met de vuerigsten insigten tot de
Wetenschap van het musiek bezield zijnde, heeft door dit voorbeld verschijde opvolgers door iver aengewekt,
sien verlangen om tot dit oogwit inschelijkx te konnen komen.
Wel is nochtans waer, dat er onder dese nimatn is die sigh magh vleijen van die
Wetenschap in volmaektheyt te besitten, maer dat hij moet verlangen, om de zelve door sijnen
onophoudelijken arbeijd te konnen bereyken.
De Waere insichten van de geheele Societijt en mogen dan geen ander voorwerp hebben, als te
konnen beklimmen den trap von dese gehoorvoldoende Wetenschap, ende de onderwerpinghe aan des selfs
Grondregels, die het besonder oogwit moet wesen om de Societijt in wesen te houden, kiesende eenige
Ledemaeten, tot Directeurs, Raed ende Secretaris om dit allen ten uytvoer te brengen.
De Wesentheyd om eene Societijt staende te houden, moet bestaen, in goede voorbeelden te
geven, in regltucht, in aenwakkeringe tot de Wetenschap, in het bedekken ofte verschoonen elkanders fauten
ofte gebreken, eijndelijk in eene Broederlijkheijd tot elkanderen, sonder welke alles vrugteloos is.
Het eenigste insight, van allen deghene die deel willen maeken van dese Societijt, moet dan
wesen van hun volkomentlijk te onderwerpen aen de volgende wetten ofte reglement, sonder hetwelk de
Societijt haere wesentheijd niet en kan behouden, ende op denwelken sigh aenbied ende aen het hoofd
wiltstellen (naer
alvoore door UE bij meerderheyd van stemmen tot Directeur verkosen geweest te
hebben) uwen Oodmoedigsten Dienaer.
F.C.G. Timmermans, 1807.
OBJECT
A zealous society which has been inspired by the most ardent views of the musical science for
several years, has inspired by its example several successors, stimulated by jealousy, to attain a similar goal.
However, it is true that among those nobody can pretend to master that science to perfection, but that everybody
should strive to reach that perfection by means of a continuous labor.
Consequently, the real aims of the entire Society can have no other object than to be able to climb the
stairs of this melodious science and to respect its own Bylaws that must be the goal to keep the Society alive, by
electing some Members as Directors, Board and Secretary in order to bring it into practice.
The Essence to preserve a Society should be to give good examples in respecting the rules, in
stimulating the practice of (musical) science, in hiding or excusing one another’s faults or deficiencies and
finally in upholding a Fraternity among one another. Without this Fraternity everything is absolutely futile.
The only aim of all those who want to be part of the Society should therefore be to submit to the
following laws or regulation, necessary to the Society to maintain its essence; according to these rules your most
humble servant puts himself up as leader (after having been elected by a majority of votes as Director.
F.C.G. Timmermans, 1807.
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Summary of the 15 rules of the bylaws, coming next to the “Object” quoted above:
The only goal of the Society is to give instruction in order to reach a certain perfection in the
execution of the music.
1. The board consists of eight members (the director of the Society, the musical director,
six members) plus a secretary.
2. The Society will be preserved as long as there will be at least eight members.
3. After being accepted according to the rules, each new member will pay two “crowns”
as entry fee, except for the founding members.
4. A two third majority of votes of the members is required for any acceptance of a new
member.
5. All candidatures should be presented to the secretary eight days before the secret vote
of all the members.
6. Both directors may appoint resident members as honorary members
7. A list with personal data of all members will be displayed in the Society.
8. The board stipulates the fines for any offence not mentioned in these regulations, but
these should not exceed seven “stuyvers” (pennies); serious offences that dishonor the
Society will be judged by the entire Society and a majority vote will decide about the
offender’s fate.
9. Any stranger, musician or amateur will have access to the Society after presentation to
one of both directors or, in their absence, to the oldest member of the Board.
10. No member is allowed to introduce inhabitants of the town without a ‘card’; these
cards will be distributed to the members every three or four weeks. Foreign guests
however are welcome when one of the Directors has been informed. It is highly
recommended not to hand any cards to people of dubious behavior.
11. During musical performances there should be an absolute silence. All musical faults
can only be corrected by the musical director whose authority must be respected by
all. Any verbal discontent will be fined seven pennies.
12. Each member will pay a weekly contribution of two pennies; these contributions as
well as the fines will be used to make music stands, buy (sheet) music, pay the lighting
etc.
13. The Secretary shall register and collect the contribution fees and the fines and hand
them once a month to the Director of the Society. Once a year the Secretary and the
Director will make the accounts of the Society concerning fees and fines.
14. The musical director has complete authority on musical matters. He can freely choose
the music; however, all members who possess or can get hold of music are requested
to submit it to the musical director who can examine whether this music lies within the
possibilities of amateur musicians in order to be performed at once or at the next
concert. He will hand out the sheet music some days in advance, so that the amateur
musicians can study their parts in advance.
At a board meeting of 16 October 1807, it was decided that the band would participate in the
three annual processions at Lier and that any absence would be fined 21 pennies.
The bylaws were to be adapted several times during the next decades.342
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1812

We find all above mentioned regulations in the by-laws of the Société de Musique of SintMichiels (suburb of Bruges) of 1812! Its members had to pay their own instrument, an
admission fee of 9 francs, a monthly contribution of 65 centimes and an extra charge of 2
francs for the annual Saint Cecilia banquet. Cursing was fined with 10 centimes, healing any
possession of the band was fined with 50 francs and discharge, illegal absence was fined with
15 centimes… One had to be rather wealthy to be a member of this wind band, which, once
again proves, that wind bands were a matter of middle-class and well-to-do bourgeois in the
early 19th century. However, the amounts of fees, contributions and fines were sometimes less
important and many wind bands were (or became gradually) more “democratic”.

1813

At the foundation meeting of the Kontich wind band (cf. supra) on 2 April 1813 by-laws were
made up and entitles:
“Reglement ende condition voor de liefhebbers van de blaesende instrumenten binnen
de gemeynte van Contich tot het opregten van een concert binnen de zelve gemeynte.”
(Rules and conditions for the amateurs of wind instruments within the village of
Kontich in order to found a concert (band) in this village).
Some items of these rules and regulations tell us more about some strange customs among
bandsmen in those days.
Art. 11:
“Niemand en sal vermogen te vloeken nog te onstigtelijk sig gedraegen nog in woorden nog in
werken, op boete van Thien (10) deciemen voor de eerste reyze en de ingeval van te ervallen
sal hij dobbel boete betaelen te weten twee franc.”
(Nobody will be allowed to swear or behave in a non-edifying way neither in words nor in
deeds, under penalty of a fine of 1 franc the first time or a double fine of 2 francs in case of a
repeated offence.)

Art.15:
“Alle aengenomen sal voor synen willekom moeten betaelen voor iederen lidmaet twee liters
lovensbier, om op eenen avond bij den directeur te designeren, te worden opgenomen, item
alsnog de somme van vyf francs tot het contribueren in de instrumenten.”
(For his welcome and good acceptance in the society, each newly accepted member has to pay
two liters of beer for each member on an evening designated by the director as well as the
sum of five francs as contribution to the musical instruments.)

And as the Kontich band was a Roman Catholic Society:

Art.16:
“De lidmaeten ‘t sy alle ofte gedeeltelijk sullen op processiedaegen door den directeur
aanzogt zynde, hun moeten vervoegen met hunne instrumenten om het Allerheyligste te
vereeren, en speelen soo danig stukkenals hun den directeur sal geordonneert worden, op e
boete van dry francs.”
(At the director’s request on the procession days all members or part of the membership will
join with their musical instruments to honor the Eucharist and play those pieces of music
indicated by the director, under penalty of three francs.)343

Under the Dutch rule (1815-1830) several wind bands were set up in small villages as well as
in towns, because the war troubles caused by Napoleon’s endless ambitions were over.
Most of the bands were founded by means of an official charter of foundation, stipulating a
series of rules.
343
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We should not forget that with the successive rulers, the commonly used money changed. The
Austrian money had been replaced by French money and the French had brought out the
“assignations” which soon lost their value and so our region had to face a first real
devaluation of its currency. Then came the Dutch money which was a solid currency again.
All wind band bylaws had to be adapted.

1820

Article 29 of the bylaws of the Harmonie Societeit der Stadt Hasselt states that if the number
of musicians is less than five, the municipality has to maintain the properties in good order
and prevent them from deterioration until the number of members of the society has
sufficiently increased as to play music again.344

1822

The Muziekaele Societeyt Sinte Cecilia of Sint-Amands celebrated its 50th anniversary in 1822
and some of the founders were still alive. So many things had changed, and new bylaws were
worked out on 4 August. We mention some extracts and give a synthesis of the most
remarkable articles referring to fines.

Isten ARTIKEL. De Societeyt bestaat uyt alle de Leden tot heden aangenoomen en gebragt op
den ondergevoegden kyst.
II. ART. De byeenkomsten blyven vastgesteld op den tweeden en vierden zondag van elke
maend; nogtans, konnen die dagen na genoegen der Societeyt veranderd worden op alle zulke
als goed zal gevonden worden.
III. ART. De uer van verzameling zal ’t sikers weezen om vyf ueren na middag tot zeven ’s
avonds. Den geenen die zich ter gestelden uere, ter verzamel-plaets niet zou laten vinden, zal
vervallen in eene boet van 10 oorden.

96. Bylaws of the Muziekale Societeyt of Sint-Amands. 4 August 1822.
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(I. ART. The musical society consists of all members who have been accepted up to now and
mentioned on the list below.
II. ART. The gatherings will still be on the second and fourth Sunday of each month; however,
these days can be changed at the Society’s convenience on any day that will fit.
III. ART. The meetings will be hold from five to seven p.m. Any member coming late will pay
a fine of 10 oorden.)

Other articles stipulate all kind of fines: leaving too early is fined one stiver, being absent five
stivers; talking during the rehearsals one stiver, playing after the end of the rehearsal one
stiver, smoking in the rehearsal room one stiver. New members will only be accepted by a
majority vote in favor; musicians will pay an entrance fee of 3 guilders and 4 stivers, honorary
members 6 guilders and 8 stivers. The rehearsals will take place at the premises of any of the
members who is an innkeeper. At each rehearsal the treasurer will receive 10 oorden from
each member in order to pay the Saint Cecilia banquet, the purchase of new instruments and
music. Any musician leaving the band before three full years if membership will pay 15
francs. It is rather strange to see a mixture of (Dutch) guilders and French (francs)! All
members will attend the funeral of a member to pray for the repose of his soul and any
absence will be fined 5 stivers. Blaspheming or engendering quarrel at a rehearsal will be
fined 5 stivers.

1825

The regulations of the wind band Eendracht maakt Macht of Kieldrecht (cf. supra) were
included in the foundation charter of 27 August 1825.
-

each musician has to buy and maintain his own musical instrument. If he buys it from the
band’s set of instruments, he has to pay in advance: four guilders and seventy-two cents.
When a musician quits, the instrument remains the band’s property, even if he paid it himself.
Each absence is fined with 45 cents and leaving a rehearsal or performance before it is
finished is fined with 30 cents.
Insubordination to the conductor is fined and repeated insubordination leads to exclusion.
Members are not allowed to get drunk or to quarrel. It is also forbidden to insult people or act
in an indecent way.

Those regulations were applied very strictly as the cash books indicate that fines were the
main source of income at that time! Honorary members could bring guests, even from other
villages, into the band’s premises; ordinary citizens or workmen could not. Being a member
of the wind band society was considered as a great honor!

1827

The Société de Musique de Tongres set up new regulations in its general meeting of 18
October 1827. “The society consists of working and honorary members. The former have to
be at least 18 years old and pay an admission fee of 2 guilders, the latter are allowed from the
age of sixteen onwards and pay and admission fee of 1 guilder. If the membership should
decrease to such extent that making good music becomes impossible, the remaining members
will take stock of the furniture, the musical instruments and the scores. They will then request
the nobles et honorables seigneurs les bourgmestre et échevins (noble and honorable
gentlemen burgomaster and aldermen) to keep those objects in custody until a new music
society boasting at least 20 members will be founded. That new society will have the stock at
its disposal dans le but de soutenir l’exercice de l’art musical (in order to support the practice
of the art of music)”.345
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Being a member of a wind band at that time was not cheap! As the middle-class people were
not that rich, we can assume that most musicians respected the rules and regulations to a large
extent.

97. Foundation act of the Kieldrecht wind band 1827.

The Executive Committee
It is clear that any society, i.c. a wind band, consisting of amateurs, was governed by an
executive committee that was immediately set up at the foundation. Such an executive
committee consisted always of a president, mostly assisted by one or two vice presidents, a
secretary, a treasurer and some ordinary committee members. The musical director or
conductor was not always on the board, but in most cases he was. The president was also
often called “director”, whereas the conductor was referred to as “music master”.
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The executive committee looked after the band’s and the bandsmen’s interests. They set up
the rules and regulations and took care of the application and observance of those rules and
regulations. It also took care of the society’s finances, solved problems and conflict situations
and was the link with all (secular, religious and legal) officials.
At the foundation meeting of the Kontich wind band on 2 April 1813 the executive committee
was set up and consisted of: 1 directeur (director=president), 2 commissarissen (officers), 1
kassier (cashier = treasurer) and 1 griffier (clerk = secretary).346
The oldest regulations of the Merchtem Saint Cecilia band, dating from 21 April 1828, stated
that the committee consisted of a president (hoofdman), a substitute or vice president, a
conductor (muziekmeester), an assistant conductor (ondermuziekmeester), a treasurer
(schatbewaarder), a fine officer (boetemeester) who was also master of ceremonies
(ceremoniemeester), a clerk (geheimschrijver) and a standard bearer who acted as fine officer
at all meetings. It was also stipulated that the band should play at all major contests of the
“Sint Joris Kruisboogschuttersgilde” (Saint George crossbow guild) as long as 50% of the
guild members were also members of the wind band! The annual fair (kermis) was announced
the eve before by the fifers and drummers of the band and on the morning of the first day by
the drum major. The band gathered half an hour before high mass at the crossbow guild house
and accompanied the guild standard and leader to the church. After the procession they
accompanied above mentioned officials back home.347

K. BAND CONTESTS AND FESTIVALS.
We mentioned above and will still mention regularly that several wind bands, e.g. the
Brussels Société de la Grande Harmonie, participated in national and international wind band
contests. The phenomenon of band contests and festivals – the former with a score, marks and
adjudicators remarks, the latter without any competitive aspect, dates from the early 19th
century. As soon as there was a certain number of wind bands, the idea of gathering,
comparing and competing was almost inevitable. They were probably inspired by the long
tradition of competitions between amateur dramatic societies.

The French period

1800 : Lessines.
1804 : Dour, Tielt.
1806 : Dour.
1807 : Bruges, Enghien, Nederbrakel, Saint-Ghislain,
Ypres.
1808 : Dour, Tournai.
1809 : Dendermonde.
1810 : Dendermonde, Kortrijk.
1811 : Dendermonde.
1812 : Geraardsbergen, Sint-Michiels, Wasmes.
1815 : Meldert.
98. Medal issued at the wind band
festival at Enghien in 1807.
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One of the oldest band contests in Belgium we could trace was a contest in the town of
Lessines in 1800. The Halle wind band preserves a medal which it received at the Enghien
band festival of 1807.
As mentioned above, there was a contest for National Guard Bands in Kortrijk on 20 August
1810. It was quite common that also French bands participated in those contests, as Belgium
was part of the French Empire at that time and Belgian bands also competed in French cities.
Those contacts would continue after the separation from France in 1815!

The Dutch period.

1816 : Oudenaarde.
The Musique Militaire Sainte Cécile of Berchem participated in the Oudenaarde contest
”Concours van de toonkunde tot Audenaerde” and published the following comment:
“daer kwamen de societeyten der harmonieën van Gend (Sinte Cecili”) met hun
musicq al gekleed in het wit, die van Cortryck (1ste prijs stedelijke harmoniën) in het
rood, die van Ronse in het bleekblauw en die van Geeraerdsbergen waeren in geenen
uniform en gelyk er pryzen te winnen waeren voor de prochiën alwaer er
musicqgenootschappen waren, kwamen aldaer de gene van Worteghem, Berchem (1ste
prijs prochiën) en Avelgem (2de prijs prochiën).
(There were bands from Ghent in white uniforms, Kortrijk (1st prize for town bands) in
red uniforms, Ronse in pale blue uniforms and Geraardsbergen without uniform. As
there were also prizes for village bands, we had bands from Wortegem, Berchem (1st
prize for village bands) and Avelgem (2nd prize for village bands.)
1818 : Tournai.
1819 : Heusden, Kortrijk (16 August), Oostakker.
1820 : Bruges, Ghent (15 August 1820 on the occasion of an Industrial Exhibition).
1821 : Evergem, Oudenaarde, Wetteren.
1822 : Deinze, Dour.
1823 : Ghent, Peruwelz.
1824 : Dour, Elouges, Maldegem, Roeselare, Pâturages, Saint-Ghislain, Warcoing.
1825 : Antwerp (1st and 2nd class), Bossuit, Bruges, Mechlin, Oudenaarde, Sint Niklaas.
On 4 July 1825, a band contest called “Wedstrijd van Apollo” (Apollo’s contest) at Mechlin
gathered bands from Bornem, Kontich, Duffel, Elewyt, Huy, Hamme, Lebbeke, Sint Niklaas,
Puurs and Temse.348
1826 : Antwerp, Avelgem, Diest, Ghent, Mons, Oudenaarde, Quiévrain, Roeselare, SintNiklaas
On 20 June 1826 the Kontich wind band Sinte Cecilia, founded in 1813, participated for the
very first time in a wind band festival. The festival was organized for the 300 th anniversary of
the archer guild of Sint Niklaas. The eight drummers preceding the band wore special new
suits, whereas the drum major had a new suit that cost 130 guilders (over 260 francs, the
yearly salary of the conductor!). We can imagine that the joy was great when the band won
the 1st prize for the musical interpretation and also the 1st prize for their attitude and
appearance. The same band participated in contests in Antwerp on 20 August that same year
and in Brussels on 19 July 1830. 349
At the contest on 20 August 1826 at Antwerp, the Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie of
Brussels was the overall winner.
348
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There was a wind band festival at Izegem in July 1826, which is considered to be the first of
that kind. The initiative was taken by a Bernard Crombez (Staden, 1778 – Izegem, 1851) who
was the founder and conductor of the Harmonie van Iseghem in 1806. In 1823 he founded the
local music and art academy and in 1824 he also became conductor of a new wind band set up
by his former pupils.
At a meeting of several bands in Pittem in 1825, all board members of the participating bands
complained about the most arbitrary way of awarding prizes at band contests, causing troubles
and quarrels. Crombez proposed to avoid all those troubles by organizing a musical festivity
gathering several bands without any contest aspect and so the idea of a wind band festival was
born. The first festival took place in Izegem on the fourth Sunday of July 1826 with bands
from Ardooie, Beveren, Lichtervelde, Oostrozebeke and Izegem. Posters were sent to all
neighboring cities and villages; a stage was built on the market square and several tents were
set up by the local innkeepers. The festival was announced by the firing of cannon guns both
on the previous evening and on the very morning of the festival day. There was a most hectic
traffic of all kinds of carriages (char-à-bancs) and coaches (calèches and berlines) as there
was no railway yet. All bands marched through the streets of the city playing a pas-redoublé
and on the market square they performed three more pieces of music. The crowd appreciated
the music as well as the fashionable dresses worn by the ladies of the greater cities of Kortrijk
and Roeselare. This kind of festival was to be repeated every five years so the tradition of a
wind band festival was created and became a very popular social and cultural event. All bands
of towns and villages in a circle of 4 hours’ distance were invited; the bands boasted between
12 and 45 musicians.
Still in 1826 there was also a wind band contest at Brussels with 16 participating bands. The
Berchem (Antwerp) wind band Apollon obtained a “Médaille d’émulation” (rivalry medal).
There was another wind band contest at Antwerp, organized by the local Grande Harmonie at
which the same Apollon band obtained a gold medal.350.
1827: Antwerp, Bruges, Brussels, Eekloo, Eine, Kortrijk (20 August), Ghent, Hasselt,
Hornu, Ronse, Saint- Ghislian.
The Brussels band festival on 15 and 16 July 1827 was attended by King William I and his
family.

The Brussels band contest on 16 July 1827.
This contest was extensively reported in several newspapers which resulted in several eyewitness accounts and also some caricatures (satirical cartoons).
As usual at those contest the bands were classified in three categories according to the size of
the location: villes de premier rang (large towns), villes de deuxième rang (smaller towns) and
communes (villages).
The participant bands were: - villes de premier rang: Antwerp, Bruges, Enghien, Ghent,
Kortrijk, Leuven, Mons and Namur - villes de deuxième rang: Aalst, Huy, Roermond
(Holland) and Wavre - communes: Bornem, Frameries, Hammes, Wasmes and Willebroek.
Most interesting and rather detailed is the report we find in the newspaper Le Journal de la
Belgique of Tuesday 17 July.351
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Bruxelles 16 juillet
Conformément au programme du concours, hier après-midi vers six heures et demie, les 18 sociétés de
musique qui s’étaient réunies au Chien Verd, hors la porte du rivage, se sont mises en marche au signal donné par
une salve de 24 canons, et ont fait en bon ordre leur entrée en cette résidence au son des cloches et au milieu d’une
affluence considérable qui se pressait partout sur les pas de nos aimables hôtes.
Le cortège était ouvert par un piquet de hussards, un détachement d’infanterie et un de sapeurs-pompiers ;
venait ensuite la société de la Grande Harmonie de Bruxelles et la commission directrice du concours. Les sociétés
harmoniques marchaient dans l’ordre suivant, et bannières en tête : Bornheim, Frameries, Hamme, Wasmes,
Willebroek, Alost, Hal, Wavre, Ruremonde, Huy, Anvers, Mons, Bruges, Courtrai, Enghien, Gand, Leuven, Namur.
Les Gantois et les Brugeois étaient n uniforme. Toutes les sociétés exécutèrent alternativement des pas
redoublés. Un détachement de cavalerie fermait la marche, qui était suivie d’une longue file de voitures. Arrivés
sur la grand-place, les sociétés ont été introduites par le grand escalier à l’hôtel-de-ville, où elles furent reçues par
la régence ; et M. le bourgmestre leur a adressé une harangue analogue à la circonstance.
Ce matin vers sept heures un mouvement extraordinaire annonçait la cérémonie du jour. A sept heures le
corps de sapeurs-pompiers, conjointement avec la troupe de ligne, formèrent sur la grand-place un carré destiné à
recevoir les différentes sociétés d’harmonie, qui arrivèrent successivement ; plusieurs d’entr’elles avaient un bon
nombre de trophées attachés à leurs drapeaux.
À huit heures les Sociétés se sont de nouveau trouvées à l’hôtel de ville, devant le jury d’inspection pour le
prix de meilleure tenue. (…).
Les dix-huit corps de concurrens se sont ensuite mis en marche pour se rendre au Parc, dans l’ordre
désigné par le sort pour l’exécution des morceaux, savoir :
Communes : 1 Wasmes, 2 Bornheim, 3 Frameries, 4 Hamme, 5 Willebroek.
Villes de deuxième rang : 6 Wavre, 7 Alost, 8 Huy, 9 Hal, 10 Ruremonde
Villes de premier rang : 11 Gand, 12 Leuven, 13 Anvers, 14 Courtray, 15 Mons, 16 Enghien, 17 Namur, 18
Bruges.
On admirait en général la superbe tenue des concurrens, parmi lesquels se distinguèrent particulièrement ceux de
Bruges et de Gand en uniforme ; Namur, Anvers, Mons, Courtrai et Enghien en costume bourgeois, habit noir.
À dix heures, le cortège est arrivé au Parc, où il est entré en défilant sous les fenêtres du palais : le Roi, la Reine,
la famille royale et la cour, étaient au balcon de la colonnade. À la vue de L.M. les acclamations ont éclaté de
toutes parts.
Vers 10 heures et demie le concours a été ouvert par la société de Wasmes (on a laissé aux sociétés le choix des
morceaux d’exécution.)
Après avoir entendu les villes de deuxième rang, il y aura un repas. On assure que le Roi, accompagné de la famille
royale, partira du palais à deux heures, pour honorer le concours de son auguste présence.
Les prix qui seront distribués demain aux sociétés victorieuses consistent en onze médailles, savoir :
Meilleure exécution
Sociétés de villes de premier rang : 1er prix, une médaille de 300 fl. P.B. ; 2° prix une médaille de 200 fl.
Sociétés de villes de deuxième rang : 1er prix, une médaille de 200 fl. ; 2° prix, une médaille de 150 fl.
Sociétés des communes : 1er prix, une médaille de 150 fl. ; 2° prix, une médaille de 100 fl. ; 3° prix, une médaille
de 50 fl.
Meilleure Tenue.
Sociétés des villes indistinctement : une médaille de 100 fl.
Sociétés des communes : une médaille de 50 fl.
Ville la plus éloignée de Bruxelles
Une médaille de 100 fl.
Commune la plus éloignée
Une médaille de 50 fl.
Sa majesté accorde en outre trois médailles d’or, d’une valeur égale à celle que la régence distribuera pour
premiers prix d’exécution, et qui seront décernées de sa part, aux sociétés qui auront remporté celles-ci.
Ces concours d’harmonie qui sont très suivis dans les deux Flandres, rappellent en quelque sorte l’antique
institution des chambres de rhétorique dont on trouve encore des traces à Bruxelles, et qui datent de 1300 ; il
paraît que le dernier concours de rhétorique qui eut lieu à Bruxelles fut en 1551 ; dans ce cas, il y aurait 276 ans
qu’on a vu à Bruxelles, comme aujourd’hui, des artistes de diverses provinces venir en corps, faire assaut de talent,
de zèle et de bonne tenue.352
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Brussels 17 July
Concordant with the contest program, yesterday afternoon about 6:30 p.m., the 18 bands which had gathered at the
Chien Vert outside the Porte du Rivage353, started the parade at the signal given by a salvo of 24 cannons, and they
entered in good order in that villa, to the sound of bells and amidst a huge crowd surrounding our kind guests.
The procession was opened by a picket of hussars, an infantry detachment and a firemen unit; then came the
Brussels wind band Grande Harmonie and the contest board. The wind bands, banners ahead, paraded in the
following order: Bornheim, Frameries, Hamme, Wasmes, Willebroek, Aalst, Halle, Wavre, Roermond, Huy,
Antwerp, Mons, Bruges, Courtrai, Enghien, Ghent, Leuven and Namur.
The musicians from Ghent and Bruges wore uniforms. All bands played alternately pas-redoublés. A cavalry
detachment closed the procession which was followed by a long file of carts. When the bands arrived at the Brussels
Grand-Place (market square) they climbed the grand stairs of the town hall where they were welcomed by the
governing authorities; the mayor gave a fitting welcome speech.
This morning, about seven o’clock an extraordinary stir announced the event of the day. At seven, the fire brigade
corps joined by infantry troops formed a square on the grand-place to receive the different wind bands which arrived
successively; several of them boasted a lot of trophies adorning their banners.
At eight o’clock the bands were once again at the town hall to be judged by the jury selecting the best clothing.
The eighteen competing bands then started marching towards the Park in the order set by drawing, namely:
Villages: 1 Wasmes, 2 Bornem, 3 Frameries, 4 Hamme, 5 Willebroek.
Second rank towns: 6 Wavre, 7 Aalst, 8 Huy, 9 Halle, 10 Roermond.
First rank towns: 11 Ghent, 12 Leuven, 13 Antwerp, 14 Kortrijk, 15 Mons, 16 Enghien, 17 Namur, 18 Bruges.
People admired on the whole the superb outfits of the competitors among who excelled the musicians from Bruges
and Ghent in uniform; Namur, Antwerp, Mons, Kortrijk and Enghien in city dress with black tail-coats.
At ten o’clock the procession arrived at the Park and paraded in front of the royal palace; the King354, the Queen, the
royal family and the court watched the parade from the colonnade balcony. When the crowd saw Their Majesties,
loud cheers burst out from everywhere. About half past ten the contest was opened by the Wasmes band (each band
could choose the pieces it performed).
After all performances by the second rank town bands, there will be a meal. It was assured that the King,
accompanied by the royal family, will leave the palace at 2 p.m. to grace the contest by means of his august
presence. The prizes that will be handed to the winning bands tomorrow consist in medals ; namely :
Best performance
First rank town band: 1st prize, a medal of 300 fl. (Dutch Guilders); 2 nd prize a medal of 200 fl.
Second rank town band: 1st prize, a medal of 200 fl.; 2nd prize, a medal of 150 fl.
Village bands: 1st prize, a medal of 150 fl.; 2nd prize, a medal of 100 fl.; 3rd prize, a medal of 50 fl.
Best outfit
Town bands (without distinction): a medal of 100 fl.
Village bands: a medal of 50 fl.
The most distant town
A medal of 100 fl.
The most distant village
A medal of 50 fl.
Moreover, His Majesty grants also three gold medals with a value equal to those awarded by the town authorities for
the performance first prizes and which will be presented to the winning bands in His name.
These wind band contests that get much attention in both Flanders, remind us in some way of the antique institution
of the Chambers of Rhetoric of which Brussels still boasts some marks and which date from 1300; apparently the
last rhetoric contest in Brussels was in 1551; if so, in the past 276 years Brussels did not see, like it did today,
groups of artists from several provinces competing in talent, ardor and correct behavior.

There was also an account of this contest in the newspaper Le Belge of 17 July 1827, p.2 and
Le Courrier des Pays-Bas of 17 July 1827 mentioned the competing bands on page 3. Also
the Ghent Messager des sciences et des arts published an extended report. 355
A famous lithograph by Jean-Baptiste Madou shows a beautiful view of this contest.
Porte du Rivage (in French), Oeverpoort (in Dutch) was a square at the site where the City gate of that name,
meaning Bank gate, had been demolished in 1812.
354
The Dutch King William I.
355
Messager des sciences et des arts, 1827-28, Ghent, pp. 116 -118.
353
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99. Wind Band Contest in the Brussels Park, 17 July 1827. Lithograph by J-B. Madou.
Lithograph by Madou.

Another (anonymous) cartoon shows the band of Aalst returning home from the Brussels
contest without any prize and taunted by their enemies.356

100. Anonymous cartoon making a mock of the defeated Aalst wind band. July 1827.
Lithograph by Madou.
356

Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, RP-OB-87.497.
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We find a lot of additional details about this contest in a
brochure written by Norbert Cornelissen, called Récit
succinct et patriotique du triomphe remporté par La Société
Cécilienne de l’Harmonie de Gand au Grand Concours de
Musique à Bruxelles and that was published by the Ghent
band that won the first prize at this Brussels 1827 contest.
First we discover the results of the secondary prizes:
« On apprit que le jury avait décerné le prix de ce qu'on
appelle belle-tenue, à la société de Bruges, parmi les villes
des deux ordres, et à celle de Hamme (Flandre Orientale),
parmi les communes. Cette dernière société, en effet, avait
une tenue superbe ; les habits , d'une coupe élégante, et la
beauté des draps, confectionnés dans les fabriques
nationales, offraient la réunion du goût et du patriotisme ;
après la commune de Hamme, celle de Bornhem, paraissait
obtenir les suffrages du public. Ruremonde avait obtenu la
médaille comme étant la ville la plus éloignée de Bruxelles ;
Wasmes comme étant la commune la plus éloignée ».357
101. The ‘Récit’ by Cornelissen.
(We learned that the jury had awarded the prize for the best
outfit to the Bruges band for the towns of both ranks and to the Hamme band (East Flanders)
for the villages. The latter were indeed superbly dressed: the dress-coats of an elegant fashion
and the beauty of the cloth manufactured in the national mills engendered a combination of
taste and patriotism; next to the village of Hamme, that of Bornem seemed to enjoy the votes
of the public. Roermond got the prize of the most remote town, Wasmes that of the most
remote village.)
The jury was composed of the composer and conductor Joseph-François Snel (cf. p. 322), the
conductor of the Grande Harmonie of Brussels Henri de Munck358 (cf. p. 218), the military
bandmaster Jacques Nuyts359, the composer and conductor Guillaume de Windt360, the
composer and conductor Joseph Mees361, Cardon362 and Spaeck.
The Ghent Sint Cecilia band, conducted by Jean-Baptiste D’Hollander363, wearing four gold
medals, performed three pieces at the contest: the overture to Horatio Coclès by Méhul364, an
Air Varié with several solo parts and a Serenade from Rossini’s Barber of Seville.
The contest results:
Cornelissen, Norbert, Récit succinct et patriotique du triomphe remporté par La Société Cécilienne de
l’Harmonie de Gand au Grand Concours de Musique à Bruxelles, Ghent, 20 Julu 1827, p. 10.
358
Also spelled de Muynck.
359
Jacques Nuyts (Leuven, 1792 – Brussels, 1828) was conductor of the Band of the 1 st Division (Afdeeling) in
Brussels from 1819 to 1828.
360
Guillaume de Windt (Ghent, 1800 – Brussels, ca 1840)) was conductor of theatre orchestras at Brussels and
Lille (France). He composed mainly religious music.
361
Joseph Mees (Brussels, 1779 – Paris, 1855), grandson of the composer Ignaz Vitzthumb (cf. p. 116), was
court composer and hononary member of the King’s music. He shared the direction of the Brussels music
academy with Snel.
362
Flute soloist of King William’s court cha pel.
363
Jean-Baptiste d’Hollander (Ghent, 1785 -1839) composed cantatas, masses and an Air Varié for wind band
which was awarded a second prize at the 1828 Antwerp contest.
364
Horatius Coclès is an opera in one act by Étienne Nicolas Méhul with a libretto by Antoine-Vincent Arnault,
based on the Roman legend of Horatius Cocles. It was first performed at the Paris Opéra on 18 February 1794.
357
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« Les vainqueurs ont été proclamés à minuit. Le 1erprix des villes a été décerné, à
l'unanimité, à la société de Gand ; ce sont deux médailles d'or, l'une à l'effigie du Roi,
l'autre aux armes de Bruxelles, et chacune de la valeur de 300 florins : l'une est
donnée par S. M., l'autre par la régence de la ville. Le 2° prix, aussi à l'unanimité, à
celle d'Anvers ; médaille de fl. 200, donnée par la régence. Le 1erprix des villes de
second rang, à la société de Wavre; médaille de fl. 200, donnée par le Roi ; même
médaille donnée par la régence. Le 2° prix, à la société de Huy, médaille de fl. 150. Le
1erprix des communes à la société de Bornhem; médaille de fl. 150, donnée par le Roi
; même médaille donnée par la régence. Le 2°prix, à la société de Hamme ; médaille
de fl. 100. Le 3°prix, à la société de Frameries, médaille de fl. 50. »365
(The winners were announced at midnight. The 1st prize for the town bands was
unanimously awarded to the Ghent band; the band received two gold medals, one
with the King’s effigy, the other with the coat of arms of Brussels, both worth 200
guilders: one was awarded by the King, the other by the town authorities. The 2nd prize
was also unanimously awarded to the Antwerp band; this band received a medal of
200 guilders, awarded by the town authorities. The 1st prize for the second rank towns
was awarded to the Wavre band; a 200 guilders medal awarded by the King; an
identical medal was awarded by the town authorities. The 2nd prize, a 150 guilders
medal, went to the Huy band. The 1st prize for the village bands was awarded to the
Bornem band; it got a 150 guilders medal awarded by the King and an identical medal
awarded by the town authorities. The 2nd prize, a 100 guilders medal, went to the
Hamme band. The 3rd prize, a 50 guilders medal, was awarded to the Frameries band.)
The presentation of the prizes, attended by the King and the royal family, started at noon on
Wednesday 17 July. The mayor of Brussels handed the prizes to the conductors. Each band
played one piece for Their Majesties. The Ghent Saint Cecilia Band performed Rossini’s
overture to the Thieving Magpie. There was an evening concert by the four wind bands of
Brussels at the Waux-Hall. 366

102. Anonymous cartoon: Potpouri de la Kermesse de Bruxelles 16 July 1827.
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Cornelissen, Norbert, o.c. p. 16.
Messager des sciences et des arts, 1827-28, Ghent, pp. 116 -118.
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The series of wind band contests continued;
1828: Bruges, Brussels, Chimay, Condé (France), Liege, Peruwelz, Ronse.
At the Bruges contest of 16 June 1828, the Brussels Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie
won the musical contest and also got the Prize for the best civil dress and for the band which
travelled the greatest distance.
On 8 July 1828 the Prince of Chimay organized a wind band contest and each invited band
was supposed to play a march, a pas-redoublé and a waltz.
1829: Ath, Brussels, Ghent, Lille (France).
The Brussels Grand Harmonie and the Ghent Sint Cecilia band shared the First Prize at the
Lille contest.
The Harmonie Societeit der Stadt Hasselt obtained a first prize and a gold medal at a wind
band contest in Diest in 1829.367

The Brussels wind band contest of 1830.
In connection with the “Exposition des produits de l’industrie nationale”, an industrial
exhibition organized at the request of King William I in July 1830, the Brussels town council
decided to add a “Concours de Grande Harmonie” on 19 and 20 July. This event was one of
the last before the outbreak of the Belgian Revolution. The contest was again amply reported
in the press and also resulted in some fine cartoons.

103. Anonymous cartoon: The Brussels wind band contest - July 1830.

In the background of the cartoon, we can see the Royal Palace, left the adjudicators box and in
the middle the bandstand surrounded by the bands waiting their turn to perform. At the
bottom of the engraving several enigmatic comments refer to the numbers in the image.
The complete program was published in the Journal de la Belgique of 13 July, 1830, p.50.
367

Goole, Francis, o.c., p. 11.
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Programme du concours de la Grande Harmonie qui aura lieu à Bruxelles le 19 juillet.
La commission directrice du concours de grand harmonie, reconnaissant l’utilité de rendre publiques les
dispositions qui ont été prise, tant pour l’entrée en cette ville des sociétés qui se présenterons au concours le
dimanche 18 juillet, que pour le concours et la distribution des prix dans les journées des 19 et 20 u même mois, a
résolu de soumettre au collège des bourgmestre et échevins le programme suivant :
Entrée des sociétés le dimanche 18 juillet.
Art. 1. Conformément au règlement spécial du concours, les sociétés de musique se réuniront à 5 heures précises de
relevée au local de la société de la grande harmonie, faubourg Guillaume, elles y seront reçues par la commission
directrice.
2. À six heures, au plus tard, elles se mettront en marche, précédées de la musique de la Grande Harmonie de
Bruxelles et des membres de la commission directrice, lesquels, seront accompagnés des présidens des diverses
sociétés concurrentes. Des détachemens de la troupe de la garnison feront partie du cortège et une salve
annoncera le départ de celui-ci.
3. Le cortège se rendra à l’hôtel de ville par la porte Guillaume, les rues de Laeken, du pont-neuf, rue neuve, place
de la Monnaie, rue des fripiers, marché aux herbes et rue de la colline. Les chefs des diverses sociétés entreront
dans la salle de l’hôtel de ville par le grand escalier donnant sur la place : ils y seront reçus par le bourgmestre.
Après la réception, il sera procédé immédiatement au tirage au sort pour déterminer l’ordre d’exécution à observer
le lendemain du concours. Pendant la marche du cortège, les sociétés exécuteront alternativement des pas
redoublés.
4. Les cloches de la ville seront sonnées à 6 et à 8 heures.
5. A huit heures du matin les sociétés seront réunies devant l’hôtel de ville, à l’effet d’y passer l’inspection pour le
prix de la meilleure tenue ; chaque société concurrente y recevra, comme souvenir, la médaille frappée, par la ville
à l’occasion de l’exposition des objets d’art et d’industrie nationale.
6. Aussitôt, après cette inspection, elles se rendront en cortège au Parc, lieu du concours. Elles seront précédées et
suivies par des détachemens de la garnison de cette ville et accompagnées par la commission directrice et les
membres du jury. La compagnie de Sapeurs-Pompiers formera la haie. La musique de la Société de la Grande
Harmonie de Bruxelles marchera en tête. Les sociétés des communes précéderont les villes de deuxième rang et
celles-ci, les villes de premier rang.
7. Le cortège traversera la place du grand-marché, passera par les rues de la Colline, de la Madeleine, de la
Montagne de la cour, la place royale et la rue de belle-vue. Il entrera dans le Parc par la grille faisant face au
palais de S.M. et s’arrêtera dans l’enceinte destinée au concours, en suivant la grande allée qui, de ce palais,
conduit au bassin vert. Pendant la marche, les sociétés exécuteront alternativement des marches et pas-redoublés.
8. Les sociétés se réuniront dans l’enclos du Waux-Hall qui leur sera réservé, d’où elles se rendront
successivement, leur enseigne en tête, au kiosque destiné au concours. Des places distinctes leur seront assignées
dans l’enceinte.
9. La Société de la Grande Harmonie de Bruxelles exécutera un morceau de musique pour ouvrir le concours. Les
sociétés seront entendues dans l’ordre des numéros que le sort aura déterminé. Les communes précéderont les
villes de second rang, et celles-ci les villes de premier rang.
10. Le concours sera suspendu pendant deux heures après que les villes de deuxième rang auront concouru.
11. Le jury portera son jugement aussitôt que me concours sera fini, il sera proclamé par le bourgmestre, une
fanfare sera exécutée par la Société de la Grande Harmonie.
Distribution des prix, le mardi 20.
12. La distribution des prix se fera au lieu du concours.
13. Les sociétés se réuniront devant l’hôtel-de-ville à dix heures précises du martin, pour se rendre au Parc, dans
le même ordre, et de la même manière que pour le concours. Une couronne sera suspendue aux enseignes des
sociétés victorieuses.
14. Les prix seront distribués par M. le bourgmestre, dans l’ordre du concours. Chaque société, après avoir reçu
un prix, exécutera un morceau de musique à son choix.
15. Une salve annoncera cette distribution, pendant laquelle les cloches de la ville seront sonnées.
16. Le soir de ce jour, une fête avec illumination et feu d’artifice, sera offerte aux sociétés concurrentes, par quatre
sociétés de cette ville. Elle aura lieu au théâtre du par cet dans l’enclos du Waux-Hall.
17. S’il arriverait que le mauvais temps ne permit pas de faire le concours au lieu indiqué, il aura lieu dans la salle
du même théâtre. Il en sera de même pour la distribution des prix.
18. Le présent programme, après voir été approuvé par le collège des bourgmestre et échevins, sera imprimé dans
les deux langues, publié, affiché et envoyé dans les principales villes du royaume et aux villes et communes des
sociétés concurrentes.
Fait en séance de la commission directrice, le 3 juillet 1830.
Pour la Commission : J.J. Van Hoorde
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Program of the contest of the Grande Harmonie that will take place at Brussels on 19 July.
The Grand Harmonie Contest board acknowledging the usefulness of publishing the measures taken in connection
with both the entry in this town of the bands that will compete at the contest on Sunday 18 July and the contest itself
and the prize presentation on the 19th and the 20th of the same month, has decided to submit to the town authorities the
following program:
Entry of the bands on Sunday y 18 July.
Art. 1. According to the special contest regulations, the bands will gather à 5 p.m. at the premises of the Grande
Harmonie, in the Guillaume suburb, where they will be welcomed by the contest board.
2. At 6 p.m. lastly, they will start, preceded by the band of the Grande Harmonie of Brussels and the members of the
board who will be accompanied by the presidents of the competing bands. Detachments of the garrison troops will
also be part of the parade and a gun salvo will announce the start of the parade.
3. The procession will walk to the Town Hall via the Guillaume Gate, the Laeken street, the pont-neuf street, the rue
neuve, the Opera square, the rue des fripiers, the marché aux herbes and the rue de la colline. The conductors of the
various bands will enter the room of the town-hall via the grand stairs leading to the market square; they will be
welcomed by the Mayor. After the reception the drawing for the order of performance at the contest next day will at
once take place. During the procession the bands will perform alternatively pas- redoublés.
4. The bells of the town will start ringing at 6 and at 8 p.m.
5. At 8 a.m. the bands will gather in front of the town hall for the inspection for the best outfit prize; each competing
band will receive, as a souvenir, the medal stroke by the town of Brussels on the occasion of the national art and
industry exhibition.
6. Immediately after this inspection, the bands will proceed to the Park, scene of the contest. They will be preceded
and followed by detachments of the garrison of the town and accompanied by the contest board and the members of
the jury. The Fire Brigade Company will form a lane. The band of the Grande Harmonie will head the parade. The
village bands will precede the second rank town bands and the latter will precede the first rank town bands.
7. The procession will cross the market square, walk through the rue de la colline, rue de la Madeleine, rue de la
Montagne de la cour, the Royal Square, and the rue de belle-vue. It will enter the Park through the gate opposite the
Palace of H.M. and will halt in the space intended for the contest, walking down the main path leading from the palace
to the green fountain.
During the parade the bands will perform alternately marches and pas-redoublés.
8. The bands will gather at the premises of the Waux-Hall reserved for them and will walk successively, headed by
their banner, towards the contest bandstand. Separate places will be assigned to all bands on the contest premises.
9. The band of the Brussels Grande Harmonie will perform a piece to open the concert. The bands will perform in the
order fixed by ballot. The village bands will precede the second rank town bands and the latter will precede the first
rank town bands.
10. There will be a two-hours break after the performances of the second rank town bands.
11. The jury will pronounce its verdict as soon as the contest will be finished, it will be announced by the mayor and a
fanfare will be performed by the band of the Grande Harmonie.
Prize presentation ceremony, Tuesday 20.
12. The prize presentation ceremony will take place at the contest scene.
13. The bands will gather in front of the town-hall hall at ten a.m. sharp to proceed to the Park in the same order and
in the same way as for the contest. The banners of the winning bands will be decorated with a wreath.
14. The prizes will be distributed by the Mayor in the order of the contest. After reception of a prize, each band will
play an own choice piece.
15. A gun salvo will announce this distribution and the bells of the town will ring.
16. At night four wind bands of Brussels will present the competing bands with a party with illuminations and
fireworks. This party will take place at the Park Theatre and the Waux-Hall premises.
17. If bad weather would not allow the contest to take place at the designated place, it will take place in the hall of the
same theatre. The same as to the prize presentation ceremony.
18. After having been approved by the town council, this program will be printed in both languages, published,
displayed and sent to the principal towns of the kingdom and to the towns of the competing bands.
Drawn up at the board meeting of 3 July 1830.
Signed : J.J. Van Hoorde

The same program was also published in Promenades dans Bruxelles et ses environs (Berthot,
Brussels, 1830 pp. 60-63) and also in Guide de l’Étranger à Bruxelles (Stapleaux, Brussels,
1830, pp.4-7).
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Once again, the most complete account of the contest was found in the Journal de la
Belgique:
Pays-Bas – Bruxelles, 19 juillet
« Hier, à six heures, les sociétés d’harmonie ont fait leur entrée dans la ville avec beaucoup d’éclat, ayant en tête
une députation de la régence, et la société de la grande harmonie de cette ville. On remarquait parmi elles les
sociétés de Tournay et d’Alost, en brillant uniforme. Après avoir parcouru les rues désignées, au son des différentes
musiques, le cortège s’est rendu à la maison de ville où elles ont été reçues par M ; le bourgmestre. Voici l’ordre
dans lequel elles concourront.
Communes : Hamme, Willebroeck, Contich et Berchem.
Villes de deuxième rang : Saint-Trond, Wavre, Ruremonde, Hasselt, Alost, Turnhout, Lierre, Diest et Bornhem. –
Repos pendant 2 heures.
Villes de premier rang : Anvers, Tournay, Namur, Courtrai et Maestricht.
La fête que la société de la Grande Harmonie leur a donné le soir a été très brillante ; la grande cour qui sépare les
deux corps de logis formait un vaste salon tapissé de verres de couleur, répandant une vive lumière ; deux arcades
portaient ces inscriptions en feux ; Grande Harmonie, Concours 1830.
Vers minuit un fort beau feu d’artifice a été tiré ; il était placé sur un terrain bas, de manière à ce qu’on en a peu
joui, mais au total cette fête était fort belle.
Malheureusement on a déplorér (sic) quelques accidens graves qui ont eu lieu lors de la marche du cortège. Au
moment où un grand nombre de personnes se trouvaient réunies sous la galerie qui entoure l’étage du local des
Champs-Élysées, la partie de cette galerie du nord, qui était pourrie, s’est écroulée et a entrainé dans sa chute
plusieurs personnes. qui ont été retirées plus ou moins grièvement blessées ; on cite entra autres une mère et ses
demoiselles : la première a été transportée mourante chez elle. On parle aussi d’un enfant renversé et meurtri par un
cavalier, rue du chant des oiseaux.
Ce matin à 9 heures, les sociétés se sont réunies sur la grand’place, où elles ont été passées en revue par la
commission pour le prix de la belle tenue. Ce prix ne sera connu que ce soir avec les autres. A dix heures le cortège
s’est mis en marche vers le Parc, dans l’ordre d’exécution indiqué, les communes en tête, et précédées de l’harmonie
de cette ville
Arrivés au Parc, cette dernière a exécuté l’ouverture d’Obéron avec sa précision et son talent ordinaires. Le
concours s’est ensuite ouvert à dix heures et demie par l’harmonie de Hamme. Les morceaux joués par elle se
composaient d’une marche de Bender et d’un Air Varié. Les sociétés de Willebroeck, de Contich et de Berchem se
succédèrent l’une à l’autre : on a surtout remarqué l’air varié de Guillaume Tell exécuté par cette dernière, et qui a
été vivement applaudi. A midi, la société de Saint-Trond, pour les villes de deuxième classe, entrait en lice. »368
Concours de Grande Harmonie.
« La lutte musicale a continué entre les sociétés de ville de deuxième classe jusqu’à six heures du soir. A huit, la
société d’Anvers a ouvert le concours entre les villes de premier rang.
A minuit le jury a fait connaître sa décision ainsi qu’il suit :
Prix de meilleure exécution
Sociétés des communes. – Willebroeck 1er prix, Berchem 2° prix, Hamme 3° prix.
Sociétés des villes de deuxième rang : - Ruremonde 1er prix, Saint-Trond 2° prix, Lierre 3° prix.
Sociétés des villes de premier rang. – Anvers 1er prix, Namur 2° prix, Tournay 3° prix.
Prix de meilleure tenue
Communes, Willebroek, villes, Tournay pour la tenue militaire, Anvers pour la tenue non militaire.
Prix pour l’éloignement
Communes, Berchem ; villes, Ruremonde.
Aujourd’hui à dix heures, les sociétés se sont rassemblées à la grand' place et se sont redues au Parc où a lieu en ce
moment la distribution des médailles aux sociétés victorieuses. »369

It should be noted that the wind band from Lille (France) sent a commission to the Brussels
Grande Harmonie to express their regret not to be able to participate in the contest.370
Journal de la Belgique, N° 201, Tuesday 20 July 1830, p.82.
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The Netherlands – Brussels, 19 July
“Yesterday, at six o’clock the wind bands entered the town with pomp and splendor, headed by a delegation of
the town council and the Brussels Grande Harmonie band. Among them we noticed the bands of Tournai and
Aalst in brilliant uniforms. After having paraded through the indicated streets, at the sound of the different
bands, the procession arrived at the town hall to be welcomed by the mayor. Here is the order in which they
will compete.
Villages: Hamme, Willebroek, Kontich and Berchem.
Second rank towns: Sint-Truiden, Wavre, Roermond, Hasselt, Aalst, Turnhout, Lier, Diest and Bornem.
– A 2 hours lasting pause.
First rank towns: Antwerp, Tournai, Namur, Kortijk and Maastricht.
The evening party organized for the bands by the Grande Harmonie was most brilliant; the courtyard that
separates both main buildings had been turned into a large drawing room draped with colored glasses
spreading a gaudy lighting; two arcades wore the burning inscription: Grande Harmonie, Concours 1830.
About midnight there was a nice display of fireworks; this was set up at a lower level so that we could not
well enjoy it; yet on the whole this was a quite nice party.
Unfortunately, there were some serious accidents during the procession. At a moment when a great number of
people were gathered under the gallery surrounding the storey of the Champ-Élysées hall, the northern part of
this gallery that was rotten collapsed and several people fell and were more or less severely hurt; that was the
case with a lady and her daughters; she was brought back home dying. A child was said to be have been run
over by a horseman in the chant des oiseaux (bird’s song) street.
A 9 o’clock this morning the bands gathered at the market square and were inspected by the commission
judging the best outfits. This prize will be announced tonight with the other prizes. At ten o’clock the
procession started up towards the Park in the indicted order of performance; headed by the village bands,
preceded by the Grande Harmonie. When they arrived at the Park, the latter played the overture to Oberon
with its usual precision and talent.
The contest started at 10:30 with the performance of the Hamme wind band. They played a march by Bender
and an Air Varié. The bands of Willebroek, Kontich and Berchem followed successively; the Air Varié on
Guillaume Tell performed by the Bornem band attracted special attention and was loudly applauded. The band
of Sint Truiden opened the series of second rang bands at noon.
-------------------------------Concours de Grande Harmonie
The musical competition between second rank towns continued until six p.m. At eight o’clock the Antwerp
wind band opened the series of first rank town bands. At midnight the jury made known its decision as
follows:
Prize for the best performance
Village bands. – Willebroek 1st prize, Berchem 2nd prize, Hamme 3rd prize.
Second rank towns: – Roemond 1st prize, Sint-Truiden 2nd prize, Lier 3rd prize.
First rank towns. – Antwerp 1st prize, Namur 2nd prize, Tournai 3rd prize
Prize for the best outfit
Villages, Willebroek, towns, Tournai for the military uniform, Antwerp for the non-military outfit.
Distance prize
Villages, Berchem; towns, Roermond.
Today at then o’clock the bands gathered at the Brussels market square and walked to the Park where the
medal distribution is actually going on.)

Other accounts were published in several newspapers. In the Courrier des Pays-Bas one could
read more details about the outfits and the drummers.
« Deux sociétés étaient en tenue militaire: Alost habit bleu, pantalon blanc et schako
rouge; Tournai en petite tenue, habit bleu, pantalon bleu et schako bleu. L’harmonie de
Contich avait des tambours revêtus d’un costume tout particulier; celle d’Alost était
accompagnée des tambours de la garde communale. »371
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(Two bands were dressed in military uniforms: Aalst in blue tail-coat, blue trousers and
with red shako; Tournai in undress, blue dress-coat, blue trousers and with a blue shako.
The Kontich band boasted drums covered with special drum cloth; the Aalst band was
accompanied by the drummers of the municipal guard.)
In Le Belge one could read other interesting comments. First the popularity of band music was
noticed:
« Le concours d’harmonie qui a eu lieu hier nous a offert un des plus imposans (sic)
spectacles que nous ayons vus jusqu’ici ; cette foule immense qui encombrait toutes les
rues que devaient traverser le cortège ; ces sociétés d’harmonie qui s’avançaient fièrement
et en assez bon ordre aux sons d’une brillante musique ; ces fenêtres garnies de dames en
riches parures, tout cela remplissait d’une sorte d’émotion les âmes les plus froides…
Une abondante averse est tombée pendant le concours, et quoique les dames fussent en
grande toilette, on a remarqué que presque personne s’est retiré. »372
(The wind band contest that took place yesterday offered one of the most impressive
spectacles we’ve seen up to now; that huge crowd filling all the streets where the
procession was to pass by; those wind bands parading quite proudly, in a rather good order
and to the sounds of brilliant music; those windows framing richly adorned ladies, the
whole picture filled the coldest minds with a kind of emotion…)
There was a heavy gust during the contest and though the ladies were in full dress almost
nobody left.)
The improving musical level was also noticed:
« L’expression et la vigueur qui a, presque toujours, caractérisé l’exécution des morceaux
que les diverses sociétés ont exécutés, ont donné une preuve frappante des immenses
progrès qu’elles ont faites depuis trois ans. »373
(The expression and vigor that have almost always characterized the performance of the
pieces played by the various bands gave a striking proof of the huge progress they have
made since three years.)
It was also noticed that most prizes had been awarded unanimously by the adjudicators:
“Le plus grand nombre des prix a été décerné à l’unanimité, on nous assure pourtant que
quelques-uns ne l’ont été qu’après de vives discussions. Que les sociétés qui ont été
vaincues se consolent donc, elles ne l’ont pas été sans avoir disputé le prix avec un rare
mérite, sans arracher à divers reprises de vifs applaudissements, et si elles ont succombé
avec gloire, c’est un témoignage que nous nous plaisons surtout à rendre aux villes de
Courtray, d’Alost, de Wavre et de la commune de Bornhem qui a dignement lutté contre
celles des villes de second ordre.”
(Most of the prizes have been awarded unanimously, yet they assured us that some have
only been awarded after heavy discussions. The overcome bands should feel comforted,
they have not been beaten without competing in a most deserving way, nor without
repeated warm applause, and if they succumbed with glory this is what we want to give
evidence of to the towns of Kortrijk, Aalst, Wavre and the village of Bornem which
competed in a dignified way the second rank towns.)
In fact, the Courrier des Pays mentioned that all prizes had been unanimously awarded except
the prizes won by Antwerp (5 votes versus 2) and Lier (4 votes versus 3).
J. Delfosse, printer and (court) lithographer in Brussels from 1826 to 1870, published three
anonymous satirical lithographs representing the 1830 Brussels wind band contest, preserved
at the Amsterdam Rijksmuseum.374
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The first litho “before” refers to 9 bands (including the French bands from Dunkirk and Lille).
The second litho ‘during” represents the bands and their banners surrounding the bandstand
with the Grande Harmonie and waiting for their turn. To the left we see the bands from
Antwerp and Tournai and to the right that of Namur. Mind the jury seated in a box left.

104. Anonymous lithograph: “During” The Brussels wind band contest - July 1830.

The third lithograph “after” shows the winning bands (Antwerp, Namur and Tournai), while
the other bands (to the right) were pipes, referring to a Dutch expression “gebuisd zijn” –
literary (to be piped/tubed) meaning having failed the test.

105. Anonymous lithogrph: “After” The Brussels wind band contest - July 1830.
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In the authoritative magazine Revue et Gazette Musicale de Paris we can read about the
importance and eventual consequences of wind bands contests in Belgium:
La Musique en Belgique – Les Concours de Musique
« Les concours de musique d'harmonie sont une des plus anciennes institutions musicales de la
Belgique; c'est dans ce pays qu'ils ont pris naissance, pour se répandre de là dans nos provinces
du nord. Il n'y a, pour ainsi dire, pas de fête locale ici, pas de kermesse de ville qui n'offre un de
ces spectacles d'antique fondation. Le goût des Belges pour ce genre d'amusement est si prononcé,
qu'ils se rendent en corps dans des localités souvent très éloignées de leur résidence, à la seule fin
d'y prendre part. Non seulement chaque ville, mais chaque bourg, chaque village a une société de
musique d'.harmonie régulièrement organisée; il est rare qu'un Belge ne joue pas de la clarinette,
ou du cor ou de l'ophicléide…
Lorsqu'une des nombreuses sociétés de musique d'harmonie formées en Belgique a pris la
résolution de prendre part à un concours, les membres qui la composent quittent leurs affaires et
se mettent en route à leurs frais. Toutes les dépenses du voyage se paient par le trésorier sur les
fonds communs. Les programmes des concours sont toujours disposés de manière à contenter
beaucoup de monde.
Il y a des prix pour la meilleure exécution d'ensemble et pour les solos les plus remarquables. Les
sociétés des villes de premier et de second ordre forment avec les musiques communales trois
catégories qui luttent séparément. Il se donne encore un prix de bonne tenue au corps qui se
distingue par le luxe de sa mise, et un prix d’éloignement à celui qui a parcouru la plus longue
distance pour arriver jusqu'au lieu du concours. Malgré ces précautions prises pour donner raison
à tous les amours-propres, il arrive quelquefois que des rixes fâcheuses viennent troubler les
préparatifs de fête. Lorsque les sociétés sont trop nombreuses pour que toutes puissent participer à
la distribution des récompenses, il y a des vanités blessées et des rancunes profondes. Les sociétés
rivales se rencontrent à l'estaminet, où les pots de bière se succèdent en nombre d'autant plus
grand, qu'il y a d'une part une victoire à célébrer, et de l'autre le souvenir d'une défaite à étouffer.
La bière, surtout celle de ce pays-ci, monte au cerveau comme le vin ; les tètes s'échauffent et les
disputes s'ensuivent, si même les bâtons ne se mettent de la partie. Voilà du moins ce que m'ont
assuré des témoins oculaires, car je ne me suis jamais trouvé en Belgique à l'époque de ces fêtes
locales.
… Les juges des concours de musique ont parfois, chez nos voisins du Nord, sujet d'appréhender
les conséquences de leurs décisions. Après l'une des fêtes de l'année dernière, donnée dans une
grande ville du royaume, un membre du jury fut assailli chez lui par deux concurrents désappointes
auxquels sa conscience ne lui avait pas permis de décerner le prix réservé aux solistes. Depuis la
révolution de 1830 qui a chassé le roi de Hollande du territoire de la Belgique pour constituer ce
royaume en État indépendant, la ville de Gand s'est montrée constamment hostile au nouvel ordre
de choses. Voulez vous savoir quelle est la cause de ce dissentiment? Je vais vous le dire. Il y eut,
en 1829 à Lille un festival auquel les musiques d'harmonie du nord de la France et de la Belgique
(alors les Pays-Bas) furent appelées à concourir. Les sociétés de Bruxelles et de Gand se rendirent
à cet appel. La première déploya une grande supériorité mais le jury, pour honorer au même degré
les deux compagnies étrangères, leur donna le premier prix en partage. Celte décision causa une
surprise générale: les soixante-douze musiciens de Bruxelles l'avaient si évidemment emporté dans
la lutte sur les cinquante-deux exécutants de Gand, qu'il y avait injustice à les placer au même
rang. Les amateurs et les artistes de Lille remirent à la société bruxelloise un certificat attestant
l'injustice du jugement, et proclamant son triomphe sur ses adversaires; de plus une souscription
fut ouverte pour lui faire frapper une médaille d'honneur. La société do Gand se trouva blessée des
témoignages d'estime que recevait sa rivale, et, de retour dans ses foyers, intéressa toute la ville à
sa cause. Une année après cette lutte musicale éclata en Belgique la révolution de 1830. Bruxelles
avait donné le signal du mouvement; Gand devait le désapprouver. Elle le fit en effet, et depuis elle
ne s'est point ralliée à la cause nationale. Voyez quelles conséquences peuvent avoir des
institutions pacifiques en apparence. »375
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(The wind band contests are one of the oldest musical institutions of Belgium; it is in this country
that they were born and spread from over there into the provinces in the North (of France). There is
hardly a local festival or a town fair over here that does not boast one of those ancient spectacles.
The taste of the Belgian people for this kind of entertainment is so obvious that they travel in
groups to places often far remote from their home, just to participate in a contest. Not only every
town, but every village boasts a well-organized wind band; it is seldom if a Belgian does not play
the clarinet, the French horn or the ophicleide...
When one of the numerous wind bands set up in Belgium has decided to participate in a contest, its
members quit their occupation and make the journey at their own expense. All travel costs are
however paid by the treasurer from the band’s fund. The contest programs are always set up as to
satisfy a lot of people. There are prizes for, the best ensemble performance and for the most
outstanding solo performance. There are three categories of bands, those of the first rank towns,
those of the second rank towns and the village bands, and they compete separately. There is also a
prize for the best outfit for the bands with the smartest clothing and a distance prize for the band
that had covered the greatest distance to get to the contest scene.
Despite the precautions taken to satisfy all self-confidence, sometimes it happens that severe
quarrels disturb the preparation of such a festival. When the bands are too numerous to participate
all in the award presentation, there are hurt vanities and profound rancor. The rival bands meet at
the pub where the beer flows abundantly as on the one hand there is a victory to celebrate and on
the other hand a defeat to obscure. The beer, especially that of this country, goes straight to your
head like wine; feelings are running high and quarrels, if brawls get not started. This is what eyewitnesses assured me, because I have never been in Belgium at festival time.
… The band contest adjudicators with our northern neighbors sometimes feel inclined to fear the
consequences of their decisions. After one of the contests last year in a big town of the Kingdom,
an adjudicator was assaulted at his home by two disappointed competitors to whom his conscience
had not allowed him to award the prize for best soloist.
Since the 1830 revolution which expelled the King of Holland from the Belgian territory to
constitute this kingdom into an independent state, the city of Ghent has been constantly hostile to
the new order of things. Do you want to know the reason? I’ll tell you.
In 1829 there was band contest at Lille (France) at which bands from the North of France and
Belgium (then part of The Netherlands) were invited. The bands of Brussels and Ghent took up the
invitation. The former was far superior, but the jury, to honor both foreign bands equally, awarded
a shared first prize. This decision caused a general surprise: the seventy-two Brussels musicians
had won so evidently the contest with the fifty-two Ghent musicians that it was quite an injustice to
put them on the same level. The amateurs and artists of Lille handed the Brussels wind band a
certificate attesting the injustice of the judgment and proclaiming their triumph; moreover, a
subscription was opened to have an honorary medal coined for this band. The Ghent wind band felt
deeply hurt by these testimonies of regard which its rival received and, back home, tried to get
support from the entire town. One year after this musical battle, the 1830 revolution broke out in
Belgium. Brussels had triggered the movement; Ghent was to disapprove. It did indeed and did not
rally to the national movement up to now. See what can be the consequences of apparently pacific
institutions.)

Allusion was made to the international band festival at the place d’armes square at Lille
(France) on Saturday 30 June 1829 with the participation of the Saint Cecilia Band of Ghent
and the Grande Harmonie of Brussels, next to several French bands, including La Bassée and
Armentières. The jury was chaired by the conductor François Habeneck (1781-1849). This
contest was part of first Festival du Nord. The prize presentation the next day was preceded
by the performance of Méhul’s Ouverture du Jeune Henri by 300 band musicians.376
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Whereas the French musical press ignored the contest, a Belgian newspaper published an
extensive account of the contest.377
The Belgian press also vehemently participated in the controversy about the unjustified shared
first prize and related the quite different return journey of both wind bands respectively to
Brussels and to Ghent.378 Different satirical cartoons referred to this musical and social
rivalry.

106. Satirical cartoon of the prize presentation at Lille, 1 July 1829.
The conductor of the Ghent band, D’Hollander, kicks the conductor of the
Grande Harmonie, De Munck.

Composition Contests.

The lack of original compositions for wind band was felt rather soon, though the repertoire
consisted mainly of transcriptions. As those transcriptions concerned overtures, airs, and
fantasies gathering tunes from the popular contemporary operas they were a most welcome
kind of publicity for the opera composers. Though the transcription repertoire was
contemporary, conductors soon experienced that quite some operatic music, especially the
sung arias and specific string passages were not always really suitable to be performed by
wind instruments. So, the idea of the need of an ‘original wind band repertoire’ larger and
more varied than the usual open-air tunes, mainly marches, steadily grew. A fine illustration is
undoubtedly one of the first composition-contests we could trace.
In 1828 the Antwerp Société Royale d’Harmonie organized a composition contest for wind
band open to Belgian composers. There were 50 entries including 24 overtures, 17 Airs
Variés and 9 pot-pourris.
So, besides marches, pas-redoublés, redowas and waltzes, the ‘original’ repertoire was limited
to more or less original medleys and variations, as we suppose that the overtures competing
for the 1828 contest were transcriptions as well.
377
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L. WIND INSTRUMENTS AND WIND INSTRUMENTS
MANUFACTURERS.
In the 18th century the supremacy of stringed instruments resulted in the birth of the string
orchestra. The flutes, oboes and bassoons were the first wind instruments introduced in the
classical orchestra. The clarinet followed in the second half of the century and, as we have
indicated above, François-Joseph Gossec played an important role in this evolution.
At a time when stringed instruments had reached maturity, the wind instruments were still in
their infancy. They were made out of wood and brass and the finger holes were often adapted
to the client. No wonder when one knows that the woodwind instruments were made by
turners and brass instruments by coppersmiths. As numerous foreign armies stayed in the
area, some for quite some time, instrument makers got many opportunities to discover all the
perfections. So, they simply copied tablatures, sketches, measures, bores, crooks, the valves of
Heinrich Stölzel, the 13 keys of the Ivan Müller clarinet etc.
The “Classical Period” witnessed the birth of the symphony orchestra combining string and
wind instruments, a phenomenon that took place at Vienna. Yet, it was the Harmoniemusik,
the music for a wind octet consisting of pairs of oboes, clarinets, bassoons and horns, which
engendered the first evolution and perfection of those wind instruments. We know that
sometimes a trumpet (Joseph Haydn), a flute or even “Turkish music” percussion (Ludwig
Spohr) were added to the octet, creating the nucleus for the “orchestre d’harmonie” or wind
band.
Let’s have a look at the gradual introduction of new wind instruments in the wind band.
1. The Woodwind instruments.
As we can assume that the oldest “wind bands” were regimental (military) bands based on the
original principle of the classical wind octet of the Harmoniemusik, principally in Austria and
Germany we can consider the oboes, clarinets, bassoons and horns as the basic instruments of
the wind bands. Those military musicians were commonly called “Hautboisten” which proves
the essential role of the oboe in those military bands! With the birth of the “modern” wind
band in the French Revolution period it was however clear that the clarinets had taken over
the leading role of the oboes.
The oboe.
This double reed instrument derived from the shawm (cf. chapter 2) was already known as
hautbois and hautboy in France and England in the 17th century. As we have seen in the
previous chapter, the French military bands organized by Lully and Philidor used the
“hautbois” as basic instrument. Back in 1678 the Horse Grenadiers in London adopted the
hautbois. During the campaigns of the French King Louis XIV in the Northern and the
Southern Netherlands in the two last decades of the 17th century, the army’s military music,
that of Lully and Philidor, was to be heard in our area. So, we can assume that the “hautbois”
was introduced in our musical world at that time. Two famous early Flemish oboists were the
Loeillet brothers of Ghent. Jean Baptiste Loeillet (Ghent, 1680 – London, 1730) settled in
London about 1705 and was mentioned as a member of the Drury Lane orchestra two years
later and then as principal oboist of the opera band at Queen’s Theatre. He was also a skilled
flautist and is said to have introduced the transverse flute in England. His brother Jacques
Loeillet (Ghent, 1685 - 1748) was a renowned oboist in Germany and France.
In the course of the 18th century the military musicians in the Dutch Army were also called
“hautboisten”. In 1751 the band of the Hollandsche Garde (Dutch Guard) consisted of 2
bassoons, 2 horns and 4 shawms) and that of the Zwitsersche Garde (Swiss Guard) of 2
bassoons, 1 horn, 1 zink (cornett) and 4 shawms.
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Sometime later, the shawms disappeared and the Dutch military bands consisted of 2
clarinets, 2 horns and 1 bassoon. We do not find any oboes in the military bands of the Dutch
Army occupying the Belgian territory between 1815 and 1830 (cf. p.102). It is rather strange
to see that only the “Musique turque” of Dadizele boasted an oboe in 1801, whereas we do
not find any trace of an oboe in the other amateur wind bands before 1830.
The clarinet.
The invention of the clarinet, about the beginning of the 18th century, is usually ascribed to
Johann Christoph Denner (Leipzig, 1655 – Nuremberg, 1707). There were several additions,
but one of the most important was undoubtedly the addition of a fifth key because it was in
this version that the instrument first achieved widespread use in the last decades of the 18th
century in the wind bands and military bands. The use of a pair of clarinets in the
“Harmoniemusik” of Central Europe was most influential on the development of wind
ensembles and early ‘modern’ military bands. The Austrian military bands of the occupying
army already boasted clarinets in 1765 and certainly in 1772 as mentioned by Charles Burney
describing two military bands in Ghent (cf. p.94). The Brussels Patriot Bands also had
clarinets. When the National Guard Band was created in Paris in 1790 it boasted no less than
30 clarinets, including some famous soloists such as Charles Duvernoy (1766-1845), Louis
Lefèvre (1773-1833) and the Belgian Amand Vanderhaeghen (cf. p.124). All National Guard
Bands (modeled on the Paris band) and later all military bands (modeled respectively on the
Consular and Imperial bands) of the French army occupying the Belgian territories boasted
several clarinets. So, it is quite normal that all early Belgian wind bands (e.g. the Dadizele
Musique Turque in 1801) had a number of clarinets.
The improvements resulting from the collaboration between the clarinetist Hyacinthe Klosé
and the instrument maker Louis-Auguste Buffet (the Boehm-system clarinet) and even some
improvements made by Adolphe Sax soon spread and found their way in the wind bands as
well. In the 19th century there will be a Belgian clarinet school, set up by the German born
soloist and teacher Georges Chrétien Bachmann and developed by such virtuoso players as
Jean-Valentin Bender and Joseph Blaes (cf. infra).
The bassoon.
The bassoon, the bass member of the double reed family, was developed from the “Dulcian”
or “Curtal” and first appears in France as developed in joints by the Hotteterre instrument
makers in the mid-17th century. Lully and Philidor (cf. previous chapter) used “basses de
hautbois” in the military bands of King Louis XIV. In the middle of the 18th century the
classical “Harmoniemusik” used a pair of bassoons and this use became also common in the
early military bands of central Europe. The Austrian bands in the Belgian territories also
boasted bassoons, as did the French National Guards Bands. Bassoonists with the Paris
National Guard Band were Thomas Delcambre, François Simonet, Mathieu Frédéric Blasius
(1758-1829), Etienne Ozzi (1754-?) and Louis Tulon († 1799). The Brussels Patriot Wind
Band boasted one bassoon in 1789. Other early wind bands boasting bassoons were the
Mechlin Philharmonie (2 bassoons in 1802) the Brussels Grande Harmonie (4 bassoons in
1811) and the Kontich Saint Cecilia Wind Band (2 bassoons in 1813).
The flute.
Transverse flutes are pictured in a few Flemish manuscripts of the late 14th century. Gradually
several keys were added to the transverse flute, important stages in the evolution were the
transformation by French makers and players in the late 17th century and the complete
redesign by Theobald Boehm (1794-1888) halfway the 19th century. The Harmoniemusik of
Prince Esterhazy boasted originally one flute when Joseph Haydn became conductor in 1761,
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but in 1776 the flute was replaced by two clarinets. In fact, it did not belong to the standard
“Harmoniemusik” wind octet and at first, we almost find no flutes in the Austrian military
bands of the 18th century. However, a drawing by Löschenköhl representing a “Türkische
Musik” from an Austrian Grenadier regiment at the coronation of Emperor Leopold II at
Pressburg on 15 November 1790 shows one flautist in the band.379 The Brussels Patriots Band
boasted four flutes in 1790 and the Paris National Guard Band boasted large and small flutes.
The most famous flautist in the band, and first important teacher at the Paris conservatory,
was François Devienne (1759-1803). All French National Guard bands had flutes, also those
performing – either regularly or occasionally - in the occupied Belgian territories. The first
amateur bands in Belgium followed the example; e.g. De Wandeldreve in Wervik boasted two
piccolos in 1790! Napoleon’s Consular Guard Band had 4 small flutes (piccolos), whereas his
Imperial Guard Band boasted two piccolo flutes. The amateur bands in the early 19th century
(Mechlin Philharmonie, Brussels Grande Harmonie and Kontich St. Cecilia Band) all boasted
two flutes; the latter also boasted an extra piccolo in 1813.
2. The Brass instruments.
Originally, mainly used as signal instruments, the trumpets were scantily added to the
“Harmoniemusik” octet which already boasted horns. Though brass instruments would be
plainly used in cavalry bands, their complete family will gradually get a permanent place in
wind bands and even dominate later in fanfare and brass bands.
The Horn.
The loss of prestige of the trumpet at the transition from the baroque to the classicistic era is
striking. At first, the only brass instrument which played a role in the “Harmoniemusik” was
the horn. The very first brass instrument in the wind ensemble is the horn! We should not
forget that it was a natural horn (without valves or keys) and that except for the natural tones,
all other tones could be produced by means of partial occlusion of the bell with the hand.
About 1750 Johann Werner from Dresden (Germany) invented the application of crooks
which meant a real progress. The natural horns with crooks were use throughout the second
half of the 18th century and many decades of the 19th century. So, we find it back in the very
first French “orchestres d’harmonie”. Frédéric Duvernoy (Montbéliard, 1765 –Paris, 1838)
was the first major figure of the French school of horn playing. He was a member of the Paris
National Guard Band under Gossec, so he was the first great horn player in a wind band. The
first great Belgian horn player in a wind band was Othon Vandenbroeke (cf. p.125) who was
also a member the Paris National Guard Band and joined Duvernoy as a horn teacher at the
newly founded Paris Conservatory of music and in 1796 at the Paris Opera Orchestra.
The trumpet.
The second brass instrument in the wind ensemble was the trumpet which could also only
produce natural tones. In 1795 the Austrian trumpet player Anton Weidinger (1767-1852)
designed a keyed trumpet in Eb. He had been a field trumpeter in the army and had served in
some regimental bands. Weidinger’s “organisierte Trompete” inspired Jospeh Haydn to write
his Trumpet Concerto for the inventor in 1796. Although several composers added a trumpet to
the classical wind sextet or wind octet in the second half of the 18th century – among them.
Frantisek Krommer, Josef Triebensee en Wilhelm Friedrich Bach – it is obvious that the trumpet
was used to give a more martial character to the music. It is therefore not surprising to find often
trumpets with the first military (regimental bands) that were still small wind ensembles or
slightly developed “Harmoniemusiken”.
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A typical example is to be found with Joseph Haydn (1737-1809) who wrote many compositions
(Divertimenti, Feldpartitas etc) for Harmoniemusik, some with a trumpet part. In the last decade
of the 18th century Haydn lived in England and wrote several military marches for a regimental
band (wind ensemble) consisting of pairs of clarinets, bassoons and horns, plus trumpet, serpent
and percussion, among those March for the Prince of Wales and two Debyshire Marches. In
1809, Ludwig van Beethoven also used one or two trumpets in his wind band compositions (3
marches, a Polonaise and an Ecossaise). Another attempt to enable the trumpet to play a
complete chromatic scale was the so-called “stop trumpet” made with two double bends so that
the player could insert his hand in the bell to lower the pitch. David Bühl, leading trumpeter in
Napoleon’s Army music was the leading French performer on the stop trumpet or “trompette
d’harmonie” in G, as it was called in France.
The serpent.

The third brass instrument we find in the wind
ensemble/band is the serpent. (As far as we can consider
this as a real brass instrument). The serpent was a leather
covered wooden (exceptionally also metal) wind
instrument with six to nine side finger holes and a cupshaped mouthpiece. Originally made to strengthen the
sound of church choirs, this “bass or the cornett family”
was adopted by military bands in the mid-18th century and
was in use for at least a century. It is said to have been
invented by Edmé Guillaume, a canon at Auxerre (France)
about 1590. In France the trumpet and the serpent had
been adopted by the military bands. About 1765, the
regimental bands of the Gardes Françaises consisted of 6
clarinets, 1 flute, 2 horns, 1 trumpet, 3 bassoons, 1 serpent
and 2 percussion. So, these instruments, used by the
regimental bands of the occupying French Army were also
known in the Belgian area. The bands of the revolting
patriots in 1789 (cf. supra) boasted a serpent but no trumpet. We find one or
107. Serpent.
two trumpets in the early amateur wind bands of Dadizele (1801), Mechlin
(1810), the Brussels Grande Harmonie (1811) and the Kontich Sint Cecilia band (1813).
André-Joseph Wéry of Maubeuge was accepted as “serpentiste” (serpent player) on the rood
loft of the local church on 22 May 1790.380
The trombone.
The fourth brass instrument introduced in the wind band was the trombone. As we have seen,
this instrument was known in the 15th century and was used both in court ensembles and by
the town musicians in the 16th century and later sporadically till about 1750. It was only at the
end of the 18th century that the trombone was introduced in the orchestra and consequently
also in the wind band, more precisely the bands of the French Revolution.
Gossec’s Marche Lugubre was written for the following parts: 2 flutes, 2 clarinets, 2
bassoons, 2 trumpets, 2 horns, 3 trombones, 1 tuba (reconstruction of an ancient Roman
trumpet) and percussion, among which a huge tam-tam or gong.381
The military band trombone, called “buccin” boasted a dragon-headed bell and was in use up
to about 1840.
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The buccin (s).
“Buccin” was the name given to a trombone with the bell in the shape of a serpent or dragon.
This instrument was quite common with the French military bands and also with amateur
wind bands in France and Belgium in the first decades of the nineteenth century.
Yet there seems to be a serious confusion as the term also refers to a kind of natural trumpet
with incorporated crooks, about 1,5 m long and most probably inspired by the ancient Roman
curved trumpet “buccina” (see chapter one) and was used by the Band of the Paris National
Guard during the French Revolution and the Band of the Consular Guard of Napoleon.
On a painting by Jacques-Louis David representing “The Arrival of Napoleon and Josephine
at the Hôtel de Ville” (1804), we can see three of that kind of trumpets. It was described in
Paris newspapers (Chronique de Paris) when used by the National Guard Band during the
transfer of Voltaire’s ashes to the Panthéon on 11 July 1791, the band performing Gossec’s
Hymne sur la translation du Corps de Voltaire au Panthéon and Peuple éveille toi, the latter
on a text by Voltaire. It should be noted that it was also the painter David who was in charge
of the decorum of the whole ceremony.
Gossec’s score of Peuple éveille toi mentions:
Three-part male chorus - 2 oboes - 2 clarinets - 2 trumpets (E flat) - 2 horns (E flat) - 3
trombones (alto, haute-contre et taille) - 2 bassoons - serpent - timpani - “petites et
grandes trompes antiques” (tuba curva, buccin).382
Constant Pierre mentions that there was a second printed score in 1794 intended for
performances in the departments (which means outside Paris and all over the French territory)
and that this print did not include the small and large antique “trompes” (horns). Constant
continues by writing that the original (and first print) score included:
Les grandes et petites trompes antiques, instruments nouvellement construits à
l’imitation des buccins et tubae curvae représentées sur la colonne Trajane. Cette
innovation est due à l’initiative de Sarrette ainsi que nous l’apprennent les récits des
journeaux.
(Large and small antique horns, recently manufactured instruments in imitation of the
buccins and tubae curvae represented on the Trajan Column. This innovation is due to
the initiative of Sarrrette as we can read in the accounts given by the newspapers.)

108. Parts for buccini and tubae corvae in Chant de Triomphe by F-J. Gossec.

Constant quotes those newspapers:
Nous croyons devoir à ceux qui s’intéressent au progrès des arts la note suivante
sur les instruments antiques qui ont été exécutés sous la direction de M. Sarrette, au
zèle et à l’intelligence duquel la pompe de Voltaire a dû une grande partie de son
intérêt. Les plus grands sont ceux que les anciens appelaient ‘cornua curva’ ; ils
rendent le son de dix serpents ; les plus petits paraissent se rapprocher davantage de
ceux qu’ils désignaient par le mot de ‘buccina’ ; ils rendent le son de quatre demicors.
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(We think we owe to those interested in the progress of art the following notice on
the antique musical instruments which have been manufactured under the guidance of
Mr. Sarrette whose diligence and intelligence contributed largely to the interest of
the Voltaire pageant. The largest are those called ‘cornua curva’ by the antiques; it
sounds like ten serpents; the smallest seem to come closer to those that were named
‘buccina’; they sound like four half-horns.)383

109 & 110 Buccin.

The name “buccin” was commonly used during
the Napoleonic period to refer to the trombone,
which had a bell in the shape of a dragon or
serpent head. This head was made out of beaten
brass (hammered copper) and each item was
unique as the heads all had differences in
shapes, colors and several details. Two of those
instruments are on display in the Royal Army
Museum in Brussels. A caricature dated 1835
shows a musician of the Brussels Grande
Harmonie with that type of dragon-headed
trombone.

111. Musician Grande Harmonie Brussels.
(Thiriar)
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In the early 19th century most wind bands still consist of flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons as
woodwinds and horns, trumpets, trombones and serpent as brass wind instruments. Original
wind band compositions by Carl Maria von Weber or Felix Mendelssohn (Ouvertüre für
Harmonie-musik - 1824) use 2 horns, 1 trumpet and 1 serpent. This is also the case for the
Marche pour instruments à vent written by Luigi Cherubini for the Prince of Chimay for
piccolo flute, 2 clarinets, horns, trumpets, trombones, bassoons, serpent and percussion. The
autograph is dated Chimay, 8 October 1808 (cf. pp.107-109).
The keyed bugle.
The fifth brass wind instrument introduced in the wind band was the keyed bugle, a treble
brass instrument of the ophicleide type (or one could state exactly the opposite, especially as
the keyed bugle was first introduced in our wind bands). It was also called bugle à clef,
trompette à clef or cor à clef in French and Klephoorn in Dutch. The English called it usually
Kent bugle. The Irish bandmaster Joseph Halliday added five keys to the ordinary military
bugle in Dublin in 1810. He was encouraged by the Duke of Kent and consequently the
instrument was often called Kent bugle. The English virtuoso John Distin made the instrument
very popular and by 1815 it was used in all British military bands. After Waterloo, the French
instrument maker Halary (real name Jean-Hilaire Asté) was invited to make copies (and
invented the alto and bass versions, which he called ophicleide). The success of Halary’s
instruments made them extremely popular, so the keyed bugle was manufactured on both
sides of the Atlantic. In the USA, several soloists, among those Ned Kendall, were real keyed
bugle virtuosi. In France, Rossini used it in his opera Semiramide. In Belgium it was
manufactured by Jean-Baptiste Vanden Eynde at Mechlin and also by Charles-Jospeh Sax in
Brussels. In 1828 the Société d’Harmonie of Merchtem near Brussels boasted a klephoorn
(keyed bugle). We did not find any trace of an ophicleide in an amateur or (Dutch) military band
on the Belgian territory before 1830.

112. Keyed bugle.

The Russian bassoon.
The sixth brass wind instrument introduced in the wind band was the “Russian Bassoon”, a
variation on the serpent, built in 1789 by Régibo, a musician at the collegiate church of Lille
(France) and it was announced as “a new serpent” in the shape of the bassoon. The instrument
became popular – mostly in military bands – in Belgium, England, France and Germany in the
first half of the 19th century. The instrument was used by the military bands of Napoleon so it
was known in our areas during the French occupation. The Société d’Harmonie of Merchtem
also boasted a Russian bassoon in 1828. It was usually embellished by a dragon’s head similar
to that of the “buccin”. It was also an instrument of the same period and we also find it in the
catalogue of Tuerlinckx Sr. It was also called serpent-basson, serpent droit (upright serpent)
or ophibariton. In fact, it was a kind of upright serpent made in three or four sections, the bell
being capped by a painted dragon’s head. It had six finger-holes and three or four keys and
also had a curved swan-neck crook.
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It was played in the same way as the serpent, but was easier to hold. It was first advertised in
Lille (at 15 km of the Belgian border) in 1789 by J.J. Régibo, serpent player at the Saint
Peter’s Church, claiming to be the inventor of a new serpent, made in the shape of a bassoon.
It was also popular with military bands in Belgium during the first half of the 19th century.
According to Kästner, the “Band of the Belgian Guides”, created in 1832, boasted still a
Russian bassoon in 1845.384 This instrument was gradually replaced by the ophicleide.

113. Russian bassoon.

114. Tuba Dupré.

The bass horn.
In France they preferred the serpent to the Russian bassoon, whereas in England, Germany
and Holland they introduced the bass horn, another variation on the serpent, invented by
Alexandre Frichot in France sometime after 1790. The bass horn had six finger holes and
three or four keys. A drawing of a Dutch Infantry Band of 1806 shows clearly a bass horn. In
Belgium there was a preference for the Tuba Dupré built by Joseph Dupré (cf. p.204)
musical instrument manufacturer at Tournai. It was made out of wood and had six brass keys.
Yet the score of the pas-redoublé L’Archevêque arrive le 15 décembre 1817 by Tuerlinckx
has a part for bass horn (cf. p. 148).
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3. Percussion Instruments.
A real innovation was the introduction of the so-called “Turkish”’ percussion instruments in
the wind ensembles and wind bands. The janissary or Turkish instruments were introduced in
the Harmoniemusik of Spohr, van Beethoven and others. The most striking of these
percussion instruments was no doubt the “Turkish Crescent”.
Turkish Crescent or Jingling Johnny.
As mentioned above, a typical element of the percussion group was an instrument of Turkish
origin which was known as “Turkish Crescent” (in English often called Jingling Johnny – in
French “chapeau chinois” or “pavillon chinois” and in Dutch “Turkse Mutsen” (Turkish
Bonnets) or “Turkse beiaarden” (Turkish carillons) or “beyaerden” and later “schellenbomen”
(bell trees). They could hardly be called real musical
instruments and consisted of a long stick surmounted by a tent
shaped construction with an inverted crescent lower down the
stick, many small bells and the like being suspended from
these. It was used by Hector Berlioz in his Symphonie
Funèbre et triomphale (cf. p.325).
On 5 June 1817 a certain M. Willem (Guilielmus) Beeckman
presented a “turkschen beierd” (Turkish carillon) to the Saint
Cecilia wind band of Merchtem.385
These parade instruments gradually disappeared halfway the
nineteenth century, though they never disappeared completely
as we find them back – however in a more modern version – in
the second half of the twentieth century with both military and
amateur bands in Belgium.
With German army bands it replaced and still replaces the
standard and consequently is always worn in front of the band.
In the history of the Aarschot wind band we read that the
Jingling Johnnies disappeared about 1852-1854. The young
apprentice musicians took from time to time one of the small
bells or other rattling attribute to use as a toy or to put on their
dog’s collar… As they never brought them back, the Jingling
Johnnies almost lost their complete attributes and became
worthless. The poles were recovered later to bear torches,
whereas the remaining cupper elements were sold as scrap.386
115. Turkish Crescent (Jingling Johnny) 18th century.

Other “Turkish” instruments.
Also borrowed from the Janissary Bands were the bass drum, the triangle and the cymbals.
Especially the cymbals, since Mozart used them in Die Entführung aus dem Serail (1782),
gradually got a steady place in all orchestras and bands. It was the Belgian born composer
André-Modeste Grétry (cf. pp.154-157) who introduced them in 1770 in his opera L’Amitié à
l’épreuve and the percussionists had to be taught how to use these new instruments. Five
years later, the same Grétry used them in his opera La Fausse Magie (1775), more precisely
in the Marche des Bohémiens. He specially mentioned: “accompagnée de Cimballes,
Triangles et autres instruments singuliers” (accompanied by cymbals, triangles and other
singular instruments).
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116. Marche des Bohémiens (Grétry) – Royal Library Brussels II. 51.821 C.L.P.

4. The musical instrument manufacturers.
The choice and purchase of instruments was one of the very first problems an executive
committee had to cope with at the foundation of a musical society or wind band.
The day after the foundation of the Kontich wind band (2 April 1813) the newly elected
executive committee went to Mechlin with the “music master” Jonghmans to buy some
musical instruments. We can assume that they bought them with the Mechlin manufacturer
Tuerlinckx. Some weeks later in the month of June and after having received some gifts the
band consisted already of 17 musicians (cf. p. 131).
In October 1821 the Aarschot wind band bought a
bass drum from the Mechlin manufacturer
Tuerlinckx and two so-called Turksche beiaarden
and a pair of cymbals, called platinnen with Van den
Eynde at Duffel.387
As said previously, there has been a tradition of
musical instrument manufacture in Kortrijk. A
serpent was bought for the Saint Walburga Church in
Oudenaarde; it was made by a certain E. Guillerme
of Kortrijk and cost 65 florins and 13 cents. It was
used for the first time during the offices at this
church by François le Blon Sr in 1791.
It was probably only at the beginning of the 18th
century that the manufacture of wind instruments
became a full-time and valuable profession in the
Low Countries.
117. recorder, traverse & oboe by J-H. Rottenburgh
clarinet & clarinetto d’amore by G-A. Rottenburgh.

It is precisely the competition with the stringed instruments that caused an important technical
evolution with the wind instruments. The woodwind instruments were to be made out of
several pieces fitting together. The brass instruments did not know similar modifications. The
hunting horn was transformed into the invention horn, combining a natural horn in D and
another in E flat and the instrument was also introduced into the orchestra.
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As woodwind instrument manufacturers we had the Rottenburgh dynasty in Brussels in the
17th and 18th centuries: Godefroid-Adrien Rottenburgh (1642-1720) and his sons Albert (†
1764) and Jean-Hyacinthe (1672-1756). The latter also had three sons who were active as
instrument makers, Jean-Hyacinthe Jr., Godefroid-Adrien and François Rottenburgh. François
was the first woodwind instrument maker attached to the Royal Court of the Austrian
Governors in Brussels. Several of his recorders, flutes, oboes and clarinets are preserved in
quite some museums. Jean-Baptiste Willems, son of a violin maker in Ghent, married a
daughter of the Rottenburgh family and also made woodwind instruments in Brussels. In
Namur Charles Bauduin (1671-1750) and his son Charles-Philippe Bauduin (1727-1782)
made woodwind instruments and more specifically serpents; some copies are still to be found
in the museums of Nivelles and Tournai. In Mons, the Raingo dynasty, consisting of NicolasMarcel Raingo (1746-182), his brother Jean-Baptiste (1754-1834) and the latter’s son
Charles-Philippe (1786-1839), ran a prosperous woodwind instrument factory. Besides flutes
and bassoons, this business was specialized in the manufacture of clarinets.
However, the most important wind
instrument maker of this period is
undoubtedly Jean-Arnold-Antoine
Tuerlinckx (1753-1827), born at
Aarschot on 22 November 1753.
His father was a watchmaker and it
was by chance that young
Tuerlinckx started copying musical
instruments. He played flute,
bassoon and oboe and was a
member of the local Civic Guard
Band. In 1782 he settled in Mechlin
as an instrument maker. He
manufactured all wind instruments
used in his time, flutes, clarinets,
oboes, bassoons, trumpets, horns
(invention horns, natural horns with
crooks and valves or French horns),
serpents,
trombones,
buccins,
Russian bassoons (predecessor of
the ophicleide) and all current
percussion instruments. Tuerlinckx
also manufactured harps and even
luxurious instruments in ivory, in
precious wood and with gold and
silver finishing. His book of
accounts, starting in 1784 and
stopped in 1818, is preserved at the
Brussels Instrument museum MIM
and contains interesting details
about prices. He had two
118. Instruments made by Tuerlinckx. From left to right:
workshops and employed some
buccin, clarinette d’amour in C, flutes, clarinet & bassoon.
forty workmen.
Below: bugle in D. - Brussels Instrument Museum.
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According to his accounting registers, his very first customer was a musical instrument dealer
in Rotterdam called Hartigsveld. He had numerous clients in The Netherlands during the
following years. Tuerlinckx was official supplier for several armies, as the different armies
succeeded one another in his native country subject to a series of invasions. This situation had
also some advantages, because it enabled Tuerlinckx to make a thorough study of Austrian
and French instruments.
Among the military bands supplied by Tuerlinckx are the gand of the Gardes Suisses (Swiss
Guards) in Breda in 1784, The Regiment of the Prince de Ligne in 1785, the band of the
Regiment of the Gardes Hollandaises (Dutch Guards) in 1785, the Regiment of Murray at
Namur (1786), the Regiment of Vierset at Bruges in 1787, the Band of the Gardes Suisses at
Bergen-op-Zoom in 1789, the Patriots of Bruges in 1790, the First Italian Regiment at Calais
in 1804, the Band of the 12th Infantry Battalion Hussars at The Hague in 1804, the 2nd
Regiment Lancers of the Imperial Guard in 1810, the Band of the Razenburg Battalion in
1815 and the Regiment of York in 1815.
Many early Flemish wind bands were regular customers with Tuerlinckx. Jean-Valentin
Bender, founder and first conductor of the Royal Belgian Guide band in 1832 and conductor
of the Antwerp Société Royale d’Harmonie from 1826 to 1829 was not only a customer but
also became a friend of Tuerlinckx Sr.
When Jean Antoine Arnold Tuerlinckx died on 19 December 1827, his son Corneel Jan
Jozef Tuerlinckx (1783-1855) took over the business. The success of Tuerlinckx Sr. inspired
Benoit-Antoine Steeghmans (1784-1848), a fellow citizen, to imitate the clarinets and
bassoons made by Tuerlinckx. However, after a couple of years, Steegmans left Mechlin to
become conductor in Antwerp. Nevertheless, Steegmans conducted, together with Tuerlinckx
Jr., the Philharmonie wind band of Mechlin during twenty-four years. In 1826 Tuerlinckx quit
and started a new band De Musik-Minnaers (The music lovers). Two typical contemporary
instruments made by Tuerlinckx were the “buccin” and the “Russian bassoon”. Other known
manufacturers of those instruments were A.G. Guichard l’Aîné and Courtois; both settled in
Paris At least three specimens in B flat with inscription Tuerlinckx à Malines are kept in the
Brussels musical instrument museum MIM. This museum also preserves two specimens of a
Russian Bassoon wearing the inscription Tuerlinckx à Malines.
At Tournai we had the instrument maker Pierre-Paul-Ghislain-Joseph Dupré (1790-1862)
who got an international reputation for his special shaped flutes (canne-flûte). He also made
serpents, bugles, bassoons, ophicleides and a wooden ophicleide called “Tuba-Dupré” (cf. p.
200). His successor Jean-Maximilien Carré (1803-1869) was famous for his brass and
woodwind instruments, though specialized in flutes and clarinets.
In 1813 François-Joseph Van Engelen (1785-1853) started a musical instrument workshop in
Lier and soon he supplied many wind bands all over the country with excellent brass
instruments. This was the start of a dynasty of brass instrument makers.
In Liege, F. Bertrand was active as a woodwind instrument manufacturer at the end of the
18th century and Joseph Collet (Liege, 1747 – 1820) manufactured flutes.
In Mons there were two families of woodwind instrument makers the Raingo family and the
Willame family. Nicolas-Marcel Raingo (Mons, 1746–1823), apparently the manager of the
family workshop, made a lot of clarinets. His brother Jean-Baptiste Raingo (Mons, 1754–
1834) and the latter’s son Charles-Philippe Raingo (Mons, 1786–1839) were also woodwind
instrument specialists. In Namur Charles-Philippe Bauduin (Namur, 1717 1782), son of
Charles was a master craftsman turner and made woodwind instruments, including recorders.
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In 1815 Charles-Joseph Sax (1791-1865) settled in
Brussels as musical instrument maker. He was born
in Dinant on 1 February 1791 and became a
carpenter and cabinet-maker. He got into the
musical instrument manufacture completely as a
self-taught craftsman.
He played the serpent in a local wind band and
wanted to make himself a copy of the instrument,
made by Bauduin, a manufacturer from Namur (cf.
p.204). At the fall of the French Empire, he started a
small manufactory at the Bisschops-straat/Rue de
l’Evêque in Brussels. As the business soon
expanded, he had to move no less than six times.
Father Sax did not confine to making copies of
existing instruments, but introduced quite some
improvements and obtained several patents, thus
obtaining each time a monopoly for five to fifteen
years. At first, he was especially interested in wind
instruments and first started making flutes and
serpents and then also clarinets and bassoons.

119. Charles-Joseph Sax.

King William I of The Netherlands (including Belgium since 1815) appointed him
“Instrument maker to the Court of the Netherlands”, resulting in a contract for the supply of
musical instruments to the ‘Belgian’ military bands. In 1820, Charles Sax was awarded the
Industrial Exhibition medal for a display of instruments and the jury said his instruments to be
comparable with the best French and German musical instruments.
In 1825 his invention “omnitonic horn” gave him
some international fame, partly due to an article
by Fétis in the Revue Musicale (29 June 1833,
pp.172-174). Up to then, horn players changed
crooks to obtain a wider chromaticism and a
quick-change mechanism could be an ideal
solution. Sax invented an ingenious sliding-rod
device allowing the use of a specific part of extra
tubing to obtain the key required. He would
perfect this invention up to 1846, but in the
meantime, the valve mechanism was duly
developed and the valve horn (French horn)
finally won the battle. Between 1825 and 1841,
Charles-Joseph Sax was awarded several Prizes
and medals.

120. Cor omnitonique by Charles - Joseph Sax.
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M. BAND MUSIC PUBLISHERS.
Most of the wind band music in Belgium, before 1830, was manuscript and is preserved either
in autograph or in handwritten copies. Some Belgian composers had their works published
abroad, often while they lived in the country. François-Joseph Fétis, working as coach at the
Paris conservatory when two of his early works Pièces d’Harmonie pour huit instruments à
vent and Six valses pour deux clarinettes, deux cors et deux bassoons were published by
Lemoine in Paris.

During the first decades of the 19th century several printers, music teachers and composers
started publishing music. Many of them came from abroad. Few published wind band music
and among those exceptions we find even musical instrument manufacturers.
Weissenbruch.
One of the first, if not the first, wind band music publishers in Belgium
was Charles-Auguste de Weissenbruch, born in Saarbrücken
(Germany) in 1740. He settled in Brussels in 1795 and started his own
publishing firm. During the Dutch period he printed a lot of official
publications and was considered as ‘printer of the (Dutch) King’, in
Brussels. His son Louis-Jules de Weissenbruch (Bouillon, 1772 –
Brussels, 1851) was very active in the music printing branch. The firm
advertised that one could subscribe with their correspondents in Ghent,
Bruges, Tournai, Antwerp, Liege, Maastricht, Namur, Mons, Venlo, The
Hague, Rotterdam, Amsterdam etc. for 5 florins or 10 francs 58 cents for
twelve numbers. The first two numbers could be
121. Charles-Auguste de Weissenbruch.
immediately purchased, and once the number of
inscriptions would be sufficient a new piece would be published every fortnight. This
publisher printed and sold wind band compositions by Tuerlinckx. He is mentioned by
Tuerlinckx’s biographer Van Aerde. His catalogues of 1805 and 1809 also contain several
orchestral scores of Mozart’s operas and also several wind ensemble (band) versions of
complete Mozart operas or of separate arias.
Tuerlinckx.
The Mechlin composer Corneel Tuerlinckx published himself several of his own
compositions which could be purchased with the composer, Grote Markt (Market Square),
716, Mechlin. Several of his compositions were printed by the engraver Pierre-Joseph Cras
(Mechlin 1795–1871). An example is the Marches funèbres en harmonie militaire, à seize
parties, composées pour le convoi, l’inhumation et les obsèques du comte Frédéric de Mérode
(Funeral marches in (written for) military band, with sixteen parts, composed for the funeral
procession, the burial and the funeral ceremony of count Frédéric de Mérode388).
Composers who could afford it, had their occasional wind band compositions printed by a
local engraver, but the greater part of original wind band music of that period remained
autograph.

388

Frédéric de Mérode was a patriot killed during the Belgian Revolution at Berchem on 24 October, 1830.
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N. THE CONDUCTORS.
1. Military Band Conductors.

As we have seen above, in the military bands of the occupying armies, there were only few
Belgian conductors (bandmasters). After the reformation of the Dutch military music in
January 1819 when a series of new Infantry bands were set up, we find two Belgian
conductors who can be considered as the first Belgian conductors of a (modern) military band.
Louis Van Theemsche (1785-1847) was born on 9 July 1785 at Merelbeke. From 1 February
1819 to 20 November 1830, he was conductor of the Band of the 17th Dutch Infantry Division
in Ghent. After the Belgian independence he was conductor subsequently of the (Belgian)
military bands of the 9th and 4th Regiment of the Line (1831-32).
Jacques Nuyts (1792-1828) was born in Leuven in 1792. On 20 April 1814 he became a
musician with the 1st French Infantry Regiment and in 1816 he was conductor of the band of
the 2nd Cuirassiers Regiment. On 3 February 1819 he was appointed “muziekmeester “(master
of music as band conductors were called) of the 1st Infantry Division at Brussels. He died in
Brussels on 16 October 1828.
It is striking how many foreigners, mainly Germans, were to be found among the military
bandmasters in the Dutch Army: among them were 12 Germans, 1 Dane, 1 Spaniard, 1
Austrian next to only 2 Belgians! Half of the Dutch army was stationed on the (later) Belgian
territory as part of the occupying forces. Besides the two above mentioned Belgian
conductors, the majority of Dutch Military Bands stationed in the occupied Belgian territories
were conducted by German born musicians as the table below shows.
1st Infantry Division
3rd Infantry Division
4th Infantry Division
6th Infantry Division
11th Infantry Division
12th Infantry Division
15th Infantry Division
16th Infantry Division
17th Infantry Division
18th Infantry Division

Brussels
Mons
Tournai
Bruges
Namur
Bouillon

J. Nuyts (1819-1828); Th.J. Winter (1828-1830)
A. Heylingmeyer (1823-1830)
A. Fastl (1819-1824) - M. Rösler (1824-1830)
J.C.F. Weber (1827-1830)
François Dunkler (1819-1829) - Ch. Harndorff (1829-1830)
A. Heylingmeyer (1819-1821) - M. Rösler (1821-1824) G.A. Angelroth (1824-1830)
Antwerp M. Torramorell (1819-1830)
Ypres
G. Keyser (1819-1830)
Ghent
Louis van Theemsche (1819-1830)
Namur
G. Ferber (1829-1830)

Most of these German bandmasters had an adventurous curriculum which had them via
several European armies. A typical example is Antoine Heylingmeyer born at Muldenau near
Regensburg, Germany, on 10 November 1793. His father was engaged as an ‘oboist’ with the
private Harmoniemusik of the Prince of Wallenstein in Austria. In august 1809, Antoine
joined the 18th Regiment of the Line of the French Army stationed at Vienna. In 1810 the
regiment is stationed at The Hague, The Netherlands as part of the occupying French forces.
Two years later, the regiment participated in Napoleon’s campaign against Russia and
Antoine Heylingmeyer was made a prisoner of war at Krasnoe, near Smolensk in Russia on
12 November 1812. Thanks to the intercession of the Prince of Württemberg, he became a
musician with the East Frisian Grenadiers Regiment at Hanover, Germany in June 1815. He
was discharged on 14 February 1819. One month later, on 15 March he was engaged as a
musician with the 12th Infantry Division of the Dutch Army and was bandmaster of this
regiment from 25 July 1819 to 12 April 1821. Two years later, we find him back as
bandmaster of the 3rd Infantry Division at Mons.
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When Belgium became independent, he remained in Belgium and became bandmaster of the
3rd Regiment of the Line also at Mons. He left the band on 28 August 1835 and was appointed
first Director of the Mons music school which he led for two years. He moved to Lobbes in
1839 to found the local music school of which he became the first director; he was also
conductor of the local wind band Philharmonie. He died at Lobbes on 13 August 1876.
François Dunkler was born at Rastadt in the Grand Duchy of
Baden (Germany) on 17 May 1779. At the age of twelve, he
followed his father, bandmaster of the Royal German Regiment, to
France and later became bassoon player with the band of the 4th
Volunteer Regiment of the Moselle. After having been wounded as
a fighting soldier at Montauban, he was successively musician with
the bands of the 43rd Battalion and the 85th Brigade (1797).
He participated in several campaigns in Egypt, Syria and France. In
1810 he was appointed bandmaster of the 2nd Mounted Carabineers
Regiment and two years later he participated with his band in
Napoleon’s Russian campaign. In 1815 he joined the Dutch Army
and was appointed bandmaster of the 5th Chevaux Legers (Light
Cavalry) Regiment. This band was disbanded in 1817 and Dunkler
122. François Dunkler.
went to Russia as music instructor with the 10th and 18th Russian
regiments. Back in The Netherlands he was appointed bandmaster
of the 11th Infantry Division stationed at Namur (Belgium). In 1829 he was called back to The
Hague in order to create a band for the Grenadiers Regiment, later the Royal Military Band
(K.M.K.). Dunkler died at The Hague in 1861.
Ch.H. O. Harndorff was born at Nordheim near Hanover, Germany, in 1792. He was active
as a military musician successively in Hanover, in England, in The Netherlands (31st Swiss
Regiment) and in France (Light Infantry Regiment), before he was appointed bandmaster of
the 11th Infantry Division of the Dutch Army at Namur, Belgium.
George André Angelroth was born at Hochstedt, Germany on 7
August 1797. He was a military musician in the Dutch Army, first
with the band of the 12th Infantry Division at Namur from 1819 to
1822 and then as trombone player with the Band of the 12th
Infantry Division at Bouillon. On 16 August 1824 he was
appointed bandmaster. After Belgium’s independence he became
bandmaster of the 10th Regiment of the Line (November 1830 –
October 1834) at Namur. He was director of the Namur music
school when he died in 1866.
123. George Angelroth.

Georges Keyser was born at Zimmer in Saxony on 3 September 1792. He was bandmaster of
the 16th Infantry Division of the Dutch Army at Ypres from 16 July 1819 to 1830. From 1
October 1830 to 12 January 1837, he was bandmaster of the band of the 8th Regiment of the
Line of the Belgian Army at Ypres. He died in that Flemish city on 21 September 1874.
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There were more foreign military bandmasters in the Dutch Army occupying the Belgian
territory.
M. Rösler was born at Hayd in Austria. He was appointed bandmaster of the 12th Infantry
Division on 1 April 1821 at Bouillon. In 1824 he succeeded to Fastl, another German, as
conductor of the Band of the 4th Infantry Division at Tournai. After 1830 he was a music
teacher at Brussels and died in that city in 1863.
Michel François Torramorell was born at Guirsona, Spain, on September 16, 1786. He was
enlisted as a musician with the Catalonian Volunteers Regiment on 12 November 1801. He
was captured by the French in December 1809 and enrolled with the band of the 70 th
Regiment of the Line. Torramorell was successively bandmaster of the French 75th Regiment
of the Line (1811-1815) and the Morbihan Legion – later 26th Regiment of the Line (18151821). After leaving the French Army, he was appointed bandmaster of the 15th Infantry
Division of the Dutch Army at Antwerp on 27 May 1821. After 1830, he became bandmaster
of the 7th Regiment of the Line of the Belgian Army still at Antwerp. He retired in March
1841. He was active as musician and conductor with the Société d’Harmonie of that city and
died in 1871 at Paris. He was also a composer (cf. pp.160-162).

2. Amateur Band Conductors.

The conductors of the early amateur wind bands were often military musicians of the
occupying armies, but sometimes the local sexton or village schoolteacher was asked to be
‘music master’.
First there were ancient French military musicians of disbanded local army bands or even
from Napoleon’s bands after the defeat at Waterloo on 18 June 1815. A typical example of a
former French military musician who became conductor of an amateur band was the already
mentioned Bernard Crombez, born at Staden (West-Flanders) in 1778. He had been a
musician in Napoleon’s army but succeeded in buying his freedom in 1806 and returned to his
native village. He became a French teacher at Izegem and founded a wind band over there. He
married a local girl and stopped teaching French in 1807. The next year he was paid 50 francs
for his musical contribution to the anniversary of Napoleon’s coronation as Emperor. In 1823
he founded a music school. In 1824 several of his alumni founded a new wind band Société
d’Harmonie which soon boasted 34 members. Again Crombez was asked to become
conductor; he remained active as a conductor until his death in 1851.
The Apollon wind band at Berchem (Antwerp) was founded in 1816 by Jean-Baptiste Van
Den Brande (Antwerp, 1795 – Berchem, 1867) who had been assistant conductor of a band
of the French marine during the French occupation. François Printz (Schlettstadt, Alsace,
1762 – Berchem, 1846) was a clarinetist in a French military band and then became
conductor, participating in the German and Spanish campaigns. In 1809 he settled in Antwerp
as theatre and church musician. In 1814 he was one of the founders and the first conductor of
the Antwerp Société d’Harmonie.
During and shortly after the Dutch occupation (1815-1830) many Dutch army musicians
remained in Belgium (for several reasons, such as marriage with a local girl…) and found a
job as music teacher and often as conductor of an amateur band.
The Kontich wind band, founded in 1813, had already had three different ‘music masters’
(conductors) – Jonghmans, Steeghmans and Rodens, when on 20 June 1825 a contract was
signed with Frans Selt, musician with the Band of the 15th Dutch Infantry Regiment (15de
Afdeeling Hollandsche Infanterie) stationed at Antwerp. This contract stipulated that M. Selt
was to give music lessons to the band’s members three times a week at a yearly salary of 260
francs. Moreover, he committed himself to settle down in Kontich for a period of ten years,
whereas the treasurer L.F. Tilly promised to engage Mister Sels as milliner’s assistant.
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Apparently, the position of music master was not lucrative enough to earn one’s living, so that
the executive committee of the band had to find an extra job for the conductor.
Barbers used to be musicians and at Aarschot in 1821 it was a local barber, Andries
Verhaegen, who was invited to become music teacher and conductor of the new band founded
in 1821.389
The trend to engage German conductors, as we have seen with army bands, was also
noticeable with amateur bands. When the Antwerp Société Royale d’Harmonie organized a
recruiting contest for a new conductor in June 1829, the board offered a travel allowance to
several German candidates: Fischer (Düsseldorf), Neumans (Director of music of the Prince
Lippe Detmold’s band), Bockmann (Dresden) and Funck (Wiesbaden).390 Friedrich Wilhelm
Neumann was appointed for an annual salary of 700 guilders and had to teach music at his
home without any extra allowance for light and heating.391 In July 1832 the board proposed
another German Abenroth as assistant to Neumann.
Adrien-Franz Servais.
The Sinte Cecilia band from Halle contracted a famous local
musician, Adrien-Franz Servais as conductor in November
1828. The (later) famous cellist was aged only 21 and
considered this proposal as an honor. He remained conductor
up to 1833 when he was succeeded by Jean-Valentin Bender
who was since one year conductor of the Band of the Belgian
Guides Regiment in Brussels. Adrien-Franz Servais (Halle,
1807-1866) became cello professor at the Brussels
Conservatory of Music in 1848 after having toured very
successfully as a virtuoso soloist all over Europe.
124. Adrien-François Servais.

O. FIFE AND DRUM.
The combination of fife and drum, introduced in the Belgian areas in the 16th century was also
a common practice throughout the Baroque Period and was still quite common in the
Classical Period. We have mentioned the combination as used with the invading troops of
Spaniards, Austrians and French, but it was also always used by local societies.
Indeed, fife and drum continued to play an important role in public ceremonies. Still in the
18th century they accompanied all festive processions of the local guilds as for example the
case in Veurne in 1715, 1749 and 1753.392
In the 1805 rules of the “Sint-Jorisgilde” (Saint George’s Guild) of Deinze we read:
“de Tambours en fifre bevinden hun in alle publique exercitien, cortegen en marchen
aen het hoofd van het corps.”393

Veevaete, Emiel, o.c. p. 12.
Town Archives Antwerp, file BA00816, pp. 99-102.
391
Town Archives Antwerp, file BA00816, p. 107.
392
Potter F. De, Ronse, E. & Borre, P., Geschiedenis der stad en kastelnij van Veurne I, Ghent, 1873, pp. 51 &
397 and Potter, F. De & Borre, P., o.c., pp. 142 -145.
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Matthys, L., De Guldebroeders van den Edelen Cruusboghe van Mijn Heere Sente Jooris binnen der Stadt
Vryhede ende Poort van Deynse in Vlaenderen in ‘Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis der stadt Deinze en van het
Land aan Leie en Schelde’, 1946, p. 109.
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(the drummers and fifer will be placed at the head of the corps at all public maneuvers,
processions and parades.)
Town officials or local lords were often inaugurated at the sound of fife and drum. In 1772 the
Lord of Nederokkerzeel was inaugurated “met trommen, fluit, vaendels en speelluijden”
(drums, fife, flags and town musicians) and in 1781 with “4 speel-luijden en trommels en
fluijten” (4 town musicians and drums and fifes).394
Unfortunately, as mentioned above (cf.p.91), the corporations and guilds were abolished by
the Austrian Emperor Joseph II in 1787, causing revolts that led to the creation of militias
which immediately boasted their own fife and drum ensembles.
Fife and drum music had never disappeared in the area as we have seen above and was closely
linked to popular or folk music. So, it is not surprising that the revolt of 1788-90 engendered a
renaissance of this type of rather “martial” music. We do have a large number of records that
inform us about this fife and drum music. In the next chapter we deal with a special part of
Walloon folklore including fife and drum music (cf. pp.437-438).
At the start of the so-called “Small Brabantine Revolution” in 1787, a committee, chaired by
Hendrik Vander Noot, decided to create a corps of volunteers in order to maintain peace and
quiet and the security of the well-to-done citizens (“goede ongesetene”). Those volunteers,
totalizing some 1.000, were spread over several companies attached to the five Brussels guilds
or corporations. At parades and changing of the guard ceremonies each company was headed
by two fifers and two drummers. A list with their names and professions (cobbler, painter,
butcher, sculptor, chocolate maker and even musicians) has been preserved and shows that
most of them were young craftsmen. Among the fifers, four were merely fourteen years old.
On 27 July 1787 the instruction of fifers and drummers was settled as follows:
“Résolu que Jean Helinckx et Gabriel Immers, tambours, et Jean Burbure, fifre,
enseigneront les autres tambours et fifres respectifs et apprentis du corps de
volontaires, et qu’on passera à chacun d’eux un escalin par jour, jusqu’au temps
qu’ils seront appris, à examiner par des experts, le tout jusqu’à disposition
ultérieure.”395
(It has been decided that Jean Helinckx and Gabriel Immers, drummers, and Jean
Burbure, fifer, will teach the respective apprentice drummers and fifers of the
volunteer corps and that they will earn each one escalin a day until the tuition will be
completed and they will be examined by experts, until further order.)
In 1790, during the ephemeral Republic of the United Dutch States, fifers and drummers
again played a role. The regular army of the “Etats-Belgique-Unis” (United Belgian States)
boasted fifes and drums in the infantry, in the proportion of one or two drummers
accompanied by two fifers for each company.
As to the repertoire of the paramilitary volunteer companies of the Brabantine Revolution,
there are several written records, among which the manuscript of Van Derton T’kint 396, which
contains some thirty-two pieces for two fifes, some of them also boasting a drum part. Three
nice examples are Marche des Serments de Bruxelles, Marche Redoublée and Retraite for
fifes and drums dating from 1789.
Lauwers, J., Nederokkerzeel en zijn voormalige Priorij van List, Nederokkerzeel, 1979, p. 197.
Gerard, P., Ferdinand Rapédius de Berg. Mémoires et documents pour servir l’histoire de la révolution
brabançonne I, Brussels, 1842, pp. 376 -377.
396
Manuscript Van Derton T’Kint, Cabinet des Estampes / Prentenkabinet / Print Collection, Royal Library
Brussels SV 84841 ter, S.A.B. nr. 2896.
394
395
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125. Two part Guild March used by the fifers and drummers of the
Volunteers, during the Brabantine Revolution 1787-1790.

Fifers and drummers of the volunteer units had a lot of obligations as the rules stipulated:
“Tous les tambours et Fifres devront se trouver chaque fois à la parade et monter la
garde selon la Division faite, et se trouver à leur tour à l’exercice à peine d’un escalin
d’amende…Si un tambour ou fifre manquait pendant la garde volontairement au
service, il perdra son poste et sera obligé de vendre d’abord son uniforme »397.
(All drummers and fifers must be present at any parade and mount guard for the
Division and attend all exercises, under penalty of a one escalin fine. If a drummer or
fifer will miss on purpose a guard-mounting he will be dismissed and obliged to sell
his uniform first.)
During the Republiek der Verenigde Nederlandse Staten (Republic of the United Dutch
States) founded in 1790, fifers and drummers were again part of the changing of the guard of
the volunteer regiments. In 1790, the Brussels Company of volunteers assigned to the Serment
of Saint-Christophe had 7 drummers and 8 fifers. The Company assigned to the Serment de
Saint George had 4 drummers, 4 fifers and no musicians as explicitly mentioned.
We know their repertoire as the above-mentioned manuscript Van Derton T’Kint contains a
series of 28 pieces for two fifes, compiled in a set Recueil des Marches Patriotiques with the
mention pour deux flutes (for two flutes). There are also three pieces for two fifes and drum
and three more melodies for two fifes.398
397
398

Manuscript Van Derton T’Kint, p. 135.
Manuscript Van Derton T’Kint, resp. pages 67 -75, 76 – 77 and 78 – 80.
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126. Retraite for 2 fifes and drum. Brabantine Revolution 1787-1790.

When the (independent) Belgian army was set up, each company of 115 men of each of the 10
Infantry regiments of the line was to be provided with one fife and one drum. This meant 240
fifers and as many drummers. But, early in December 1790 the Republic of the United Dutch
States was again governed by the Austrians.
During the French domination, the occupying troops often paraded to the sound of fifes and
drums. Especially the regiments of Napoleon’s troops usually marched accompanied by fifers
and drummers. The fifers and drummers of the Grenadier regiments were heard all over the
Belgian territories. This phenomenon inspired the Walloon tradition of the Marches de l’entre
Sambre et Meuse still existing today (cf. pp.437-438).
Drummers, Drum Corps and Wind Bands.
Following the example of the French military bands of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic
periods, most wind bands, in fact all military bands and some amateur wind bands continued
to boast a drum-major (tambour major in French, tamboer majoor in Dutch). This drum major
used to be followed suit by six (or more) drummers and a number of fifers. Then came the
bass drum, often carried by a special ‘bass drum carrier’, surrounded by triangle and cymbal
players and followed by the Jingling Johnnies. Amateur wind bands tried hard to imitate this
standard formation. The Aarschot wind band for example also had some drummers and one
fifer in 1822. They had to hire the fifer who came from Rillaar a nearby village and paid him
14 stivers and apparently also the bass drum player and two side drum players were paid.399

399

Veevaete, Emiel, o.c. pp. 20 -21.
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P. STANDARDS AND FLAGS.
One of the most important attributes of a wind band was (and sometimes even nowadays still
is) the standard or flag. An interesting anecdote about the Sint Cecilia band of Lebbeke at the
time of the second French invasion tells how a mob of French “Sans culottes” soldiers
invaded the town hall in August 1794. The band was rehearsing in the town hall at that
moment and all musicians were chased away, while all musical instruments, scores and
archives were simply robbed. Only the (still preserved)
standard could be saved.400 The very first standard of
The Groote Harmonie of Lier (1806) was made out of
painted paper stick to cloth. In 1925 it was still kept as
kind of precious relic at the band’s premises.
The Kontich wind band had been founded in 1813. On
14 August 1818 a certain M. de Meulenaere gave a
standard to the band on the occasion of his marriage. It
was described as follows:
“vóór een stralende zon, omgeven door paarsche
wolken, waarin de fransche namen der negen muzen
staan, prijkt een gouden lier: dit alles op een
donkerblauw veld met lichteren band; onderaan loopt
een roode wimpel met het opschrift Société d’harmonie
de Contich”.
(in front of a radiating sun, surrounded by purple clouds
in which are written the French names of the nine Muses
stands a golden lyre: the background is dark blue with a
light blue ribbon; at the bottom there is a red pennant
with the inscription Société d’Harmonie de Contich.)401
127. Standard of Harmonie Royale
Couvin with foundation date 1815.

Though the Dutch language was in favor again as the
country was part of the Dutch Kingdom since 1815, French remained the usual language of
the aristocracy and educated people. So the French name of the band was not unusual.
Some ten years later, the band got a new standard representing the god Apollo with his left
hand resting on a standing lyre and his right hand holding a crown over a drum and a horn.
The scene was surrounded by grape shoots and all figures were sewed in golden threads. At
the bottom was the inscription Harmonie van Contich.
In 1817 Mr. and Mrs. Van der Meulen presented the Merchtem wind band Saint Cecilia with
a splendid standard.402
The Société Royale Philharmonique of Bastogne, founded in 1799 exclusively to participate
in religious processions, was changed into a civil or municipal musical society in 1820. As a
token of gratitude for the numerous nice musical evenings, the local ladies offered a nicely
embroidered silken flag.
The foundation date mentioned is not the date of manufacture; only a second date, that of an
Dufrane, J., Annuaire musical de la Belgique contenant l’historique de toutes les sociétés musicales du
Royaume, la date de leur fondation, les noms des membres, l’adresse des locaux, etc., Frameries, 1ère année,
1880, p. 512.
401
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anniversary, can refer to the date of manufacture.
Unfortunately, most of those original standards have disappeared. The only remnants are
some small sculptured figures that were put on top of the flagpole. Usually, they represented a
symbol associated with either the name or the origins of the band, as for example the little
statue representing Saint Caecilia which was put on top of the flagpole of the Hasselt wind
band of the same name.

128. Flag Bastogne.
Bastogne 1820.

129. Flag Moustier 1811.

130. Saint Cecilia on top of a flagpole.

Q. THE NAMES OF THE AMATEUR WIND BANDS.
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Most of the early wind bands chose the name of the patron saint of all musicians Saint
Cecilia. Caecilia was a young girl of the Roman nobility in the 3rd century who converted to
Catholicism when she was only fifteen years old. She was imprisoned, tortured and died a
martyr’s death. She was linked to music as the result of a false translation of the Latin text
describing her wedding feast. “Cantatibus organis, Caecilia Domino decantabat” was
wrongly interpreted as if she played an instrument herself. In fact, during the pagan ceremony,
Caecilia sang privately in honor of God. The wrong translation had a permanent effect and
Saint Caecilia celebrated on 22 November remained the patron saint of all musicians.
The oldest trace of a musical association in the Flanders area that chose to be placed under the
patronage of Saint Cecilia was in Douai (now in France) in 1457. Other musical societies
following this example were to be found in Aalst (1483), Antwerp (1515), Oudenaarde
(1557), Geraardsbergen (1560) and Dendermonde (1650).403 These musical associations were
almost always paid by the town officials to embellish religious ceremonies and were often to
be found within a chamber or rhetoric. These groups gradually also played more profane,
classical music but they continued to perform under the patronage of Saint Cecilia.
When the first amateur wind bands were created many choose the name of the patron saint
“Sint(e) Cecilia” as was the case in Reet (1770), Hamme (1777), Merchtem (ca. 1780),
Roeselare (1782), Lebbeke (1785), Dendermonde (1787), Ghislenghien (1787) and Ninove
(1790).404
Other common names were simply Harmonie, such as L’Harmonie de Baasrode (before
1760), Société d’Harmonie Herdersem (1787), Société d’Harmonie, Marche (1788) and the
Harmonie St Cecilia, Moorsel (1790).
Another common name was “Philharmonique” as was the case with as La Philharmonique,
Ath (1783), Société Philharmonique, Lessines (1792) and Société Philharmonique, Mechlin
(1792).
The term “Philharmonique”, derived from the ancient Greek language and meaning ‘fond of
harmony’, gradually became a little bit confusing when also amateur symphony orchestras
chose that name. In the 19th century the term often referred to musical societies which boasted
both a wind band and an orchestra. As we know, later the term “Philharmonic” will
exclusively refer to symphony orchestras.
The simplest name was Société de Musique (Musical society) as the Société de Musique,
Enghien (1783). In Boom the band founded in 1788 was called L’Union probably referring to
a political or social reconciliation.
Under the French occupants, at first all religious activities were banned as a result of the
French Revolution, so we do not find any new band choosing the name of “Saint Cecilia”.
Most bands simply choose the name of Société de Musique as in Menin (1794), Diksmuide
(1796), Tielt (1789 or 1798) and Kortrijk (1799) or Société d’Harmonie, such as in Bornem
(1800), Hingene (1800), Turnhout (1804), Izegem (1806), Lier (1807) and Geel (1809). When
Napoleon had signed a concordat with the Pope Pius VII in 1801, we see again many new
bands which are named “Saint Cecilia” and find examples in Poperinge (1802), Diksmuide
(1803), Roeselare (1804), Willebroek (1804), Ardooie (1805), Ruiselede (1806), Veurne
(1808) Harelbeke (1809), Torhout (1811) and Kontich (1813).
Finally, we have the name “Société d’Harmonie” referring to the type of reed and brass band
which the French soon called ‘harmonie’ or ‘musique d’harmonie’ (and later ‘orchestre
d’harmonie) simply borrowing the term from the German “Harmoniemusik”.

R. SOCIÉTÉ ROYALE “LA GRANDE HARMONIE” BRUSSELS.
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A famous 19th century amateur wind band.
(Part one)
The oldest wind band of Brussels was that of the “Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie”
which did not only play an important role in the history of musical life in Brussels but also
had a large impact on social life in the Belgian capital in the 19th century.
The Société de la Grande Harmonie was founded by a group of young musicians who
gathered weekly in a house in the Rue Neuve – now the most fashionable shopping street in
Brussels. The foundation meeting was held in a pub called ‘La Bourse d’Amsterdam’ at the
Brussels Kiekenmarkt (Poultry Market) on 9 December 1811.
One of the founders was a certain Joseph Mattau (Brussels, 1788-1856), a music and
dancing teacher, who invented the Mattauphone glass harmonica. Mattau became a musician
in Napoleon’s army and between 1808 and 1811 he travelled all over Europe playing fife,
trombone, clarinet, horn trumpet and serpent before becoming conductor of the 72nd Regiment
Band. Back in Brussels he turned into a successful dance teacher and was appointed Director
of the Court Balls by King Leopold I. Later he turned to the manufacture of musical
instruments and, among others, invented a new kind of Russian bassoon.

131. Business card of the Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie Brussels.

In 1844 the press talked a lot about his “mattauphone” a new version of the glass harmonica
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with the glasses put in horizontal position next to one another. Mattau performed on his
instrument in several European countries and at several royal courts. In 1857 he met Rossini
in Paris and both men became friends.
Another founding member was a merchant called Blaes, a fairly good amateur clarinetist who
became the society’s very first conductor.405 His son, Arnold Joseph Blaes became a most
famous clarinetist of international reputation (cf. p. 322).

132. The wind players of the Grand Harmonie .
Lithograph by Louis Ghémar. 1842
Mind Adolphe Sax with the bass clarinet.
Satirical lithograph by Degobert – Ca. 1850.

The charter of foundation dated 9 December 1811 mentions in Article number 1:
“L’orchestre pourra être composé de 12 clarinettes, 2 flûtes, 4 cors, 4 bassons, 2
trompettes, 2 trombones, 2 serpents, 1 grosse caisse, 2 petites caisses, 2 cymbales, 2
bonnets chinois et 2 triangles. »406
(The orchestra will consist of 12 clarinets, 2 flutes, 4 horns, 4 bassoons, 2 trumpets, 2
trombones, 2 serpents, 1 bass drum, 2 snare drums, 2 cymbals, 2 jingling Johnnies and 2
triangles).
The first statute was written on 2 January 1813. The then conductor was called Henri De
Munck (Brussels, 1796–1832) and he composed and arranged several works for the band.
Little is known about this conductor/composer. The band of the Grande Harmonie often
performed his “Fantasy on tunes from Rossini’s opera The Siege of Corinth”. De Munck was
first mentioned as conductor of the Grande Harmonie in 1826; François Van Campenhout (cf.
p. 226), composer of the National Anthem was his assistant-conductor. De Munck died in
1832 and was succeeded by Joseph-François Snel.
The society had difficulties in finding an appropriate location. On 17 May 1814 the society
moved to a building called Salle des Orfèvres (Goldsmith Hall) at the Marché-aux-Herbes
(Herbs Market Square), on 7 November 1817 to a building called ‘Le Cygne’ (The Swan) and
on 1 December 1818 to a hall called ‘L’Hermitage’ (Hermitage) both located at the historical
Central Brussels Market Square. On 5 October 1822 the society settled in a hall called
‘Champs-Elysées’ at the Laken Gate.
Besides numerous concerts, the Grande Harmonie organized numerous balls, dinners and
banquets! Many concerts had a philanthropic character; so, for example, on 1 November 1826
a charity concert was given to help the families of the victims of an explosion in Ostend.
In June 1827 the band of the society was invited to participate in the annual religious
procession in honor of the patron saints of the city of Brussels. This became an annual
tradition and lasted up to 1860.
The wind band of the Grande Harmonie played many open-air concerts on the bandstand in
405
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the Park of Brussels. Today there is still a beautiful bandstand in this park, right halfway
between the Royal palace and the Parliament Buildings.
After a visit to the Brussels Central Park, especially on a fine summer Sunday evenings the
Brussels ‘bourgeoisie’ went to the ‘Tivoli Garden’. This garden contained the ruins of an
ancient manor and was situated at the end of the canal linking Brussels to Willebroek, near the
bridge of Laken. On these premises, the Société de la Grande Harmonie often played evening
concerts on the lake. After this rural evening the musicians and audience returned to the town
center by means of illuminated and decorated small boats.407.
The reputation of the society’s wind band grew once it had obtained the First Prize at a wind
band contest in Antwerp in August 1826; the contest and the grandiose reception at the band’s
return in Brussels were extensively covered in the national newspapers. The wind band won
several other band contests including Bruges (1828), Lille, France (1829) and Ghent (1837).
The Société also organized itself several wind band contests: In 1827, 1830 (30 May) and
1855 (September).
In 1829 the Mayor of Brussels became honorary president of the Society, which boasted now
over 400 honorary members! On 1 May 1829 the Society settled in a large building,
surrounded by a vast garden near the King William Gate. The name of this street later
changed into ‘Rue de l’Harmonie’. By means of the emission of shares, the Society bought
the billiard table which had belonged to the King of France, Charles X 408, a fabulous piece of
furniture adding more luster to the Society’s prestige. Two months after the removal, on 1
July 1829, the band won the 1st Prize and the Prize for the band which travelled the greatest
distance at the Lille international contest.

133. Pencil drawing entitled Voyage de la Grande Harmonie suggesting an
exaggerated customs control after the band had won a contest in Lille France in 1829.

S. SOCIÉTÉ ROYALE D’HARMONIE OF ANTWERP.
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Charles X became King of France in 1824, was dethroned in 1830 and died in exile in 1836.
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(Part one)
Another prestigious 19th century wind band was that of the Société Royale d’Harmonie of
Antwerp founded in February 1814
It recruited its members among the “bourgeoisie” or middle class as stated in article 30 of the
regulations mentioned in the charter of foundation:
“Ne pourront être admis soit comme Membres effectifs, soit comme Membres
honoraires, des personnes qui par leur naissance et leur rang, seraient trop audessus ou au-dessous de la majeure partie des Membres…409”
(Will not be allowed to become neither active nor honorary members, any person
whose rank and birth will be too much above or too much below those of the average
member.)

134. Concert by the Antwerp Société d’Harmonie. Engraving by Jobard.

The society had its headquarters at the Klaverstraat, later moving to the inn called ‘L’Aigle’
(The Eagle) at the Heilige Geeststraat. It hired a summer location called ‘Hof ter Beke’ at the
Markgravelei.
The wind band of the Société Royale d’Harmonie was successively conducted by CharlesFrançois Printz (1814-1826), Jean-Valentin Bender (1826-1827), Frédéric Neumann (18291832) and Jacques Bender (1832-1843). In between, Spanish born Michel-François
Torramorell (Guirsona, 1786 – Paris, 1871), the conductor of the (Dutch) military band of the
15th Infantry Regiment, stationed at Antwerp, played the first clarinet and was also acting as
conductor (cf. p.209).

409
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François Printz, a former a clarinetist and conductor of a French military
band, had settled in Antwerp. For many years he was first clarinet at
the theatre and church concerts.410 In 1814 he founded the Antwerp
Wind Society Société d’Harmonie d’Anvers. Five years later the
Society commissioned Van Bree to paint Printz’s portrait. The Society
organized a band contest on 20 August 1826. Still in 1826 Printz left
the Society after a quarrel with his assistant conductor Torramorell
and was succeeded in March of that year by Jean-Valentin Bender as
conductor and first clarinet player. Part of the musicians left the Society
and founded the Harmonie Sinte Cecilia, while Printz became
135. François-Jean Printz
again first clarinet at the theatre, taking the place of his son Jean,
Portrait by Van Bree.
who had just died. Printz refused to abandon the musical
leadership and refused the place of 1st clarinet while Torramorell was acting as conductor.
Jean-Valentin Bender performed on the clarinet at a concert early in March 1826 and
suggested to become the new conductor.
In the report of the “Assemblée de la Direction” (Board) of 3 March 1826 we read:
“Le Directeur annonce qu’il a pris connaissance de ses papiers, de son état moral et
social et qu’il est satisfait à cet égard. En conséquence il a été
unanimement décidé que la place de chef de Musique 1ère
clarinette serait donnée à M. Bender ».411
(The director announces that he examined his (Bender’s) papers,
his moral and social state and that he was satisfied.
Consequently, it was unanimously decided that the function of
conductor and first clarinet would be attributed to M. Bender.)
In the summer of 1827 however Jean-Valentin Bender had taken three
weeks of leave more than agreed and this allowed several members of the
Society who did not like him to require and obtain (by seven
136. Jean-Valentin Bender
votes to one) his dismissal. In fact, several members had
Drawing by Banquit 1841.
complained about Bender’s antipathy towards them which had
led to certain personal conflicts.412
Jean-Valentin Bender was discharged on 2 November 1827 in order to save the harmony and
prosperity of the Society. Torramorell was appointed interim conductor.
Michel François Torramorell was born at Guissona (Spain) on 16 September 1876. He was
enrolled as a clarinetist with the Catalan Volunteer Regiment on 12 November 1801. He was
captured by the French on Christmas Day 1808 and joined the Band of the 70th Infantry
Regiment on 28 November 1809. From 2 September 1811 to 8 September 1815, he was
bandmaster of the 75th Infantry Regiment of the French occupation army in Spain. From
October 1815 to May 1821, he was bandmaster of the 26th Infantry Regiment. On 27 May
1821 Torramorell became bandmaster of the 15th Division of the Dutch Army at Antwerp.
After the Belgian Revolution in 1830 he became bandmaster of the 7th Regiment of the Line
of the Belgian Army at Antwerp. He was also successively a clarinetist, assistant conductor
and conductor of the Antwerp Société Royale d’Harmonie. He retired from the army on 19
March 1841.
His son, Ferdinand Printz (Antwerp, 1825 – Monaco, 1875) was solo clarinetist with the Imperial Guard Band
in Paris and with the Monaco Symphony Orchestra.
411
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The board meeting of 25 February 1828 decided that from that day onwards no more than
eleven musicians would be paid for rehearsals and concerts:
4 clarinets
2 French horns
1 trumpet
1 bassoon

1 serpent
1 piccolo flute
1 trombone

Those musicians were selected from the artists who were active members at that time. The
board decided at their meeting of 17 May 1828 to limit the number of concerts per year to
seventy and to add four (paid) musicians: clarinet, serpent, double bass and bass drum.
A composition contest organized by the Society in 1828 was won by Georg De Keyser,
conductor of the Band of the 16th Infantry Division (Ypres) with an Overture. In the spring of
1829, it was decided to look for a successor to Jean-Valentin Bender who had left on 2
November 1827. On 27 May 1829, King William I visited the “Société d’Harmonie.

137. Reception for King William I at the Antwerp Société Royale d’Harmonie
May 27, 1829. Lithograph by J-B. Madou.

.

The board of the Society engaged Neumann, conductor of the Court Band of the Prince of
Lippe-Detmold as their third conductor in July 1829. Heinrich Neumann (Heilgenstadt, 1792
– 1861) was clarinetist and music teacher in Frankfurt am Main and then moved to Paderborn
to conduct a wind band. In 1823 he became principal clarinet in the court orchestra of the
Prince of Lippe-Detmold and became conductor of that band one year later. He wrote many
works for wind band. He accepted the job of conductor of the Antwerp Société Royale
d’Harmonie in 1829 but resigned in November 1832 to become conductor of a military band
in Cologne.
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V. THE NINETEENTH CENTURY (1830 - 1900)
The 1830 Revolution and Belgium’s Independence.

After fifteen years of Dutch rule, the Belgians revolted against the occupants. Religious and
linguistic problems were only some of the reasons for the Belgian independence war. The July
Revolution in 1830 in France made Belgium conscious of its existence as a nation. It was
music that set fire to the powder. How could we talk about music in Belgium without
referring to the astonishing interaction between history and opera? Daniel Auber’s opera “The
Dumb Maid of Portici” (known in English as Masaniello) had been forbidden since 29 June,
1830 by King William I of The Netherlands because each performance was disturbed by riots.
The opera was performed again on 25 August 1830 and created an atmosphere of great
excitement concretized by exuberant applause, ceaselessly interrupting the singers. This opera
dealt with the freedom fight of the Neapolitans against the Spanish in 1647. The aria “Amour
sacré de la Patrie, rend nous l’audace et la fierté…” (Sacred patriotism, give us back courage
and pride…), actually a duet for baritone and tenor, respectively sung by the Belgian singer
Cassel and the French singer La
Feuillade, presumably excited the
audience to such an extent that
they ran into the streets and
provoked riots. The crowd soon
fell under the spell of the
revolutionary battle songs and
within a few days the revolt
against the Dutch occupants was a
fact. The Dutch troop sent to
Brussels could not restore order
and peace. Volunteers from all
towns came to Brussels and finally
the Dutch troops were driven
away. The States General declared
the separation of the Northern and
the Southern parts of the
Netherlands and on 4 October proclaimed the independence and
neutrality of Belgium, in defiance
of the Vienna Congress. This
independence was ratified by the
London Conference in 1831 and
Prince Leopold of Saxony-Coburg
became king of the Belgians. An
intervention of French troops
prevented in 1832 an attempt of
reconquest by the Dutch troops.
Belgium’s independence was
recognized by the Dutch King
William I as late as in 1839.
136. The riots during the performance of La Muette de
Portici on 25 August 1830. Anonymous engraving.
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137. Poster announcing the ‘historical’ performance of La Muette de
Portici on 25 August 1830 - Anonymous engraving.

Back to 14 August the audience had requested patriotic songs during the interval of a theatre
performance at the Royal Opera ‘La Monnaie’ and this had resulted in the singing of several
songs among which the Brabançonne with lyrics by Jenneval and music by Van Campenhout,
joined by the complete audience.
The legendary “spark” on 25 August engendered a consciousness-raising which could no
longer be stopped and the Brabançonne had helped to put the spark to the finder! It was again
the Brussels opera house ‘La Monnaie’ that hosted the very first performance of Belgium’s
national anthem written and composed by two of its current musicians.
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The National Anthem.
The Brabançonne bears a French title dating from the period of the independence war against
the Dutch oppressor. The Belgian State was founded as a French speaking state and the
Flemish emancipation fight (first of all a fight for the use of the own Dutch (Flemish)
language was to become a rather long story. The term Brabançonne literally refers to “Hymn
of the Province of Brabant”. After the retreat of the Dutch troops on 26 September 1830 and
the subsequent proclamation of the Independence of Belgium, the composer François van
Campenhout sang his song La Brabançonne with a (modified) anti Dutch text in the Brussels
pub L’Aigle d’Or at the rue de la Fourche. Since then, this Belgian revolutionary song was
officially recognized as the national anthem of the country.
The starting point had been a poem called La Bruxelloise written by the French actor Jenneval
whose real name was Louis-Alexandre Hippolyte Dechet, born at Lyon in 1801 and cut down
in battle as freedom fighter413 near Lier on 18 October 1830. Jenneval had been rather
successful as an actor at the Royal Brussels Opera ‘La Monnaie’. He presented his poem to
the printer Jean-Joseph Jorez who pointed out that this title already existed and both men
agreed to change it into La Brabançonne. There was nothing left to them but look for a
composer who could sufficiently be inspired by these patriotic verses. Singer and actor Van
Campenhout, the celebrity of the Brussels Opera, fetched one of the very first copies at the
printer’s office and immediately set the verses to music.

138. Fac simile of the original manuscript of the Brabançonne.

Jenneval fought at the side of Count Frédéric de Mérode in the ranks of the “Chasseurs de Chasteler”
company.
413
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François van Campenhout was born on5 February 1779 in rue de la Montagne in

Brussels. He became a violinist and singer with amateur groups and then went to work for some
time in Amsterdam, where his first opera Grotius of het Slot Loevestijn (Grotius or the Loevestijn
castle) was performed. He also studied harmony in the Dutch capital. Sometime later, he became
a member of the Royal Brussels Opera orchestra and then started a singing career at several
opera houses in The Netherlands and France and also in Ghent and especially at the Brussels
Opera where in 1830 he was considered as a real celebrity. Van Campenhout wrote five operas,
three masses, several cantatas, a symphony, four overtures, choral works, a ballet, lieder and also
several works for wind band. He was assistant-conductor with the Brussels Société Royale de la
Grande Harmonie and his works for wind band probably date from this period. The Paris
National Library owns a printed Marche’ for large symphonic band by Van Campenhout
(Vm.27.5198) and also the first part of a printed Collection for symphonic band (Vm.27.7305).
Before Van Campenhout wrote his
music, the printer Jorez could not
refrain from distributing some copies of
the Brabançonne set to a tune of the
Polish Lancers as Jenneval’s text fitted
quite well to this “Uhlan” song. But
Van Campenhout wrote quickly the
requested music and this combination
became a bull’s eye. The tenor La
Feuillarde (the same as in the historical
performance of Masaniello) sang the
definitive Brabançonne version for the
very first time during the interval of a
theatre performance at the GrandThéâtre on 12 September. In the meantime, the Royal Opera House ‘La
Monnaie’ had been opened again and
each night the audience requested the
Brabançonne to be sung and finally the
inhabitants of Brussels suited the action
to the word. After the four days’
campaign, Jenneval adapted the text
139. François Van Campenhout. Contemporary engraving.
of the Brabançonne on 27
September and the new version (a definitely anti-Dutch one) was ready the next day.
Jenneval and Van Campenhout went to the above-mentioned pub “L’Aigle d’Or” where the
composer sang the renewed version for the first time.414 It turned out immediately that the
unbalanced verses were anything but easy to sing (in contrast with the popular Marseillaise),
but at that moment the national pride did not care. Jenneval died on the field of honor and got
a solemn funeral in Brussels on 20 October. His half-brother Hippolyte Dumas de Lamarche
wrote a fifth stanza for the Brabançonne. Fifteen years later, Van Campenhout was made
Knight of the Order of Leopold, as recognition for composing the national hymn. The next
year, a medal paying a tribute to the composer was issued and Prime Minister Charles Rogier
obtained a yearly pension of 1200 francs for Van Campenhout. Unfortunately, the composer
died on 24 April 1848, aged 69. He was buried two days later in the cemetery of the Leopold
Quarter; the funeral procession was led by the Band of the 2nd Riflemen on Foot Regiment
and the Grande Harmonie.
414
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The first criticism directed against the Brabançonne was that its melody sounded too much
like that of the then popular song “Aux temps heureux de la chevalerie” or like the march of
Rossini’s opera Tancred. This problem engendered a lot of attempts to find a better suited
text; almost every ten years somebody made a more or less successful attempt to write a new
text to Van Campenhout’s melody. In 1860, Charles Rogier himself made another attempt.
The lawyer Charles Rogier (Saint Quentin, France, 1800 – Brussels, 1885) was successively a
member of the Provisional Government in 1830, member of the National Congress, Governor
of the Province of Antwerp, Minister of the Interior, Minister of Public Works, Minister of
Education, Minister of Foreign Affairs and twice Prime Minister. In his spare time, he wrote
poems. So in 1860 he wrote the Chant national belge or La nouvelle Brabançonne (National
Belgian Song or The New Brabançonne) with four stanzas. This text replaced all previous
versions and became the official French text still in use today. The Dutch text was only
officially acknowledged in 1938.
Despite the weak position of the new country, music in Belgium will know a new
development due to a certain feeling of nationalism. However, this nationalism will remain
extremely diversified, especially as to music. Indeed, in the “Belgian” music a clear
distinction should be made between “Flemish” and “Walloon” music. The latter is Latin
inspired and boasts subtlety, irony and cheap sentimentality, whereas the Flemish music (of
Germanic inspiration) boast characteristics such as passion, (often sarcastic) humor,
mysticism and either profound seriousness or unbridled turbulence.

Conservatories and music schools.
A most important fact was the foundation of the conservatories of music, respectively at Liege
(1831) and Brussels (1832). The Flemish conservatories were founded much later Ghent
(1871) and Antwerp (1897). These institutes were soon to be joined by other conservatories of
music and many institutions teaching music called music schools. Before 1830 musical
education was mainly the result of private initiatives, but after the country’s independence, a
lot of municipal authorities took their responsibilities and by 1875 we had over 200
subsidized municipal music schools. In 1850 there were 13 music conservatories subsidized
by the state with a total of 1.364 pupils. In 1880 there were 89 of such (state) institutions with
9.012 pupils.
Here is just one example. At its meeting of 28 August 1850, the municipal council of Kortrijk
decided to create a music school. Three teachers were appointed: Pieter Vanderghinste (cf.
p.437) was in charge of the cello, double bass, bassoon, trombone and ophicleide tuition;
Edward Vancauwenberghe had to teach the violin, the flugelhorn, the cornet and the trumpet.
Johannes Vandewiele (cf. p.289) was in charge of solfeggio as well as oboe, clarinet and flute
lessons. This music school was closed down in 1859, but reorganized in 1870 with the
support of the province.415
Throughout the 19th century, the Romantic music dominates the musical scene in Europe. In
Belgium, one composer will tower above all others, César Franck (Liege, 1822 – Paris, 1890),
but as was the case with many other Belgian born composers, he worked most of the time in
France. He used the romantic expression but poured it again in a classical form – called neoclassicism or post-romanticism.
The most important musical character in the newly created Belgian Kingdom is, no doubt, the
musicologist François-Joseph Fétis. As he also wrote music for wind band, we thought it
appropriate to introduce him first.
415
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François-Joseph Fétis (1784-1871)

François-Joseph Fétis was born on 25 March 1784 at Mons where his father was organist at the
Saint Waudru church. He got his first music lessons from his father and learned to play the
harpsichord and the violin. Only aged seven, young François-Joseph gave harpsichord and violin
recitals. When he was thirteen years old, he performed his own piano concerto and two years
later he composed a Symphonie Concertante. In 1800 he went to Paris to study the piano and
harmony at the famous Conservatoire of the French capital. One year later, he obtained a First
Prize for harmony and was appointed students coach at that prestigious institution. While
composing quite a lot, Fétis obtained more and more commissions in France and wrote several
opéras-comiques. In 1821 he was appointed professor of composition at the Paris Conservatory
of Music and in 1826 got the important job of conservatory librarian. This was the start of a great
international musicological career. Between 1827 and 1833 Fétis edited quite by himself the
Revue Musicale and turned out to be a leading musical critic.
On 1 May 1833 he was appointed director of the newly
created Brussels Conservatory of Music and Master of the
King’s Music.
On 26 September 1833 he conducted 430 military musicians
at a massed bands concert on the Brussels Place Royale (cf. p.
242). At this monster concert a Fanfare in E flat by Fétis was
on the program and during the same festivities his Echo pour
deux Orchestres d'Harmonie (Echo for two wind bands) was
performed at the Groendreef on 25 September. Both
manuscripts are kept at the Royal Brussels Library. This Echo
in E flat is written for two identical wind bands consisting of
three B flat clarinets, one E flat piccolo, two E flat horns, two
bassoons and an ophicleide. Yet the library of the Brussels
Conservatory of Music boasts another version with a richer
instrumentation consisting of D flat piccolo flute, E flat clarinet,
140. François-Joseph Fétis.
three B flat clarinets, two bassoons, two A flat horns, two E flat
horns, two E flat trumpets, three trombones and an ophicleide. The latter version was probably
used for the September festival at the “Jardin Botanique” (Botanic garden) in 1834.
The September festival commemorated each year the 1830 revolution.

141. The monster concert at the Jardin Botanique, September 1834
- Lithograph by Van Boterdael.
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142. Écho pour deux orchestres d’harmonie. Autograph.

The Revue Musicale of 24 August 1833 announced: “The Groendreef will be illuminated on the
evening of 25 September and large wind bands positioned in boats on the canal will perform the
Echo by Fétis.” Fétis conducted one band while Joseph-François Snel (cf. p.321) conducted the
other. Apparently, this concert was repeated the next year as the Revue Musicale of 5 October
1834 published the following enthusiastic report:
“Leaning against one of the wings of the nice building hosting the glass houses of the
Botanic Garden, there was an orchestra platform in the shape of an amphitheater; a
quite perfect setting as the windows that close the glass house built a sound
reverberating surface which spread the sound over a great distance. A second wind
orchestra was set up amidst the plants in the garden in order to produce the echo effects
in a composition “Echo” written by Fétis for this special occasion. The echo piece by
Mr. Fétis was a new concept and the performance was extremely difficult and was only
to be played by excellent musicians. Two sound masses, emerging from two orchestras
set up at a distance of one hundred paces from one another, had to blend. In order to
obtain that result, both conductors, Fétis for the main band and Snel for the echo band,
had to apply to be ahead of one bar. The effect was a complete success.”
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It was for the same festival that Fétis composed his Requiem Mass for four soloists, choir and
wind band. The work was premiered on 25 September 1833 at the Brussels cathedral during a
religious service in remembrance of the victims of the 1830 Revolution. The complete title as it
was published later sounded:
"Messe de Requiem pour quatre voix solos, chœur, orgue obligé, bugle ou saxhorn, 6
cors, 4 trompettes, 3 trombones, bass-tuba ou saxhorn basse, bombardon ou saxhorn
contrebasse, violoncelles, contrebasses et timbales; composé pour le service funèbre de
la Reine des Belges, par F.J.Fétis, maître de chapelle du roi Léopold Ier, directeur du
Conservatoire royal de musique de Bruxelles, et chantée le 14 octobre 1850, dans l'église
SS. Michel & Gudule de cette ville".
(Requiem Mass for four solo voices, choir, organ, flugelhorn or saxhorn, 6 French horns,
4 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba or bass saxhorn, bombardon or contrabass saxhorn, cellos,
double basses and timpani; composed for the funeral service of the Queen of Belgium, by
F.J. Fétis, Master of Music of King Leopold I, director of the Royal Brussels
Conservatory of Music, and sung on 14 October 1850 in the Saint Michael and Gudula
church of this town.)
Particularly the ‘Dies Irae’, performed by 110 singers and 40 brass players, made a big
impression on the audience. Fétis himself wrote the following comment in his Revue Musicale:
« Cet orchestre, d’espèce nouvelle, combiné aux effets de l’orgue, aux timbales
voilées, et à la grosse caisse, frappée à coups sourds, a produit des effets qu’il faut
avoir entendu pour en concevoir une idée. »416
("This new kind of orchestra combined with the organ effects, with muted timpani and
muffled beats on the bass drum had such an effect that only those who heard it can
imagine how it was like.)
Fétis later still worked on this Requiem and conducted it in an ameliorated version at the funeral
of Queen Marie-Louise at the Brussels cathedral on 14 October 1850. This explains the complete
title on the printed score. The manuscript is preserved at the Library of the Brussels
Conservatory of Music and bears the reference ‘Wotquenne 126’.
Fétis often composed occasional works such as the Te Deum performed in the Brussels cathedral
during the celebration of the 25th anniversary of the accession to the throne by King Leopold I on
21 July 1856. The choir consisting of one thousand singers was
conducted by Fischer, choir master of the cathedral and it was
accompanied by the Royal Belgian Guides Band conducted by
Jean-Valentin Bender. The text was written by art critic and
historian Adolphe Siret (1818-1888). The composition was
actually written for men’s choir, children’s choir, organ and a large
brass ensemble.
In a quite similar style, Fétis also wrote an Absolve Domine, an
offertory for four-part choir with organ and wind ensemble
accompaniment. In 1856 he composed Au Roi (To the King) – a
Belgian patriotic song as a token of gratitude, written for men’s
choir and fanfare band.
Fétis’s opus 1 was entitled Pièces d’Harmonie pour huit
instruments à vent (a work in the tradition of the classical
143. F-J. Fétis, aged.
Harmoniemusik) and was published by Lemoine in Paris in 1810, as
was also the case with Six Valses pour deux Clarinettes, deux Cors
et deux Bassons (Six waltzes for 2 clarinets, 2 horns and 2 bassoons).
416

Revue Musicale, 5 October 1833, p. 282.
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Fétis was really concerned about band music as proves his
article "De l'organisation des musiques militaires et des
instruments du système Sax" (About the organization of
military bands and the Sax instruments) published in Revue
et Gazette Musicale de Paris of December 1848. Finally,
we mention his Flute Concerto (1869). In the meantime,
Fétis had acquired an international reputation as a most
gifted musicologist. His Biographie Universelle des
Musiciens remained a universal standard work for many
decades. Fétis died in Brussels on 26 March 1871.
144. F-J. Fétis, portrait by Ernest Slingeneyer.

It is obvious that the troublesome period between
August 1830 and 1832 was anything but calm and
pleasant for any cultural society. Many wind bands
had to stop or interrupt their activities for a certain
period as seen in the report book of the Tongeren wind
band “Société de Musique de Tongres”:
“Les événements politiques ont empêché que
les deux réunions fixées par le règlement
puissent avoir lieu régulièrement toutes les
semaines. Les exercices de la société ont été
interrompus à plusieurs reprises par les
circonstances du temps.”417
(The political events have prevented the two
meetings fixed by the rules from taking place
regularly every week. The society’s activities
have been interrupted several times by the
actual circumstances)
145. F-J. Fétis, photograph by Ghémar frères.

When the Dutch troops of General Van Boescop occupied Tongeren from 8 to 17 August
1831, the soldiers billeted in the band room in the town hall destroyed several instruments: a
bass drum (40 guilders), a snare drum (20 guilders) and a flagpole with gold fringes (50
guilders) as well as candleholders, furniture and music scores for a total damage of 185
guilders.
Yet the newly created country immediately set up its own army and the numerous military
bands spread all over the county did have an important most positive influence on the wind
band music movement, as we will see. Moreover, the rapid and thorough evolution of wind
instrument manufacture, not in the least by means of the great Adolphe Sax, also improved
the quality of the wind bands. One typical result was the ascension of the fanfare band.

417

Tongeren Casino Archives, register 1, fol.20.
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A. THE BIRTH OF THE FANFARE BAND.
The “Fanfare Band” (usually called simply “Fanfare” and nowadays “fanfare orchestra”) is
essentially a Benelux phenomenon, though it also exists in France, Switzerland and even in
Germany. Whereas the modern so-called symphonic band (“Harmonie”) was born in the late
18th century, the modern Fanfare Band only dates back to the 19th century. However, the latter
also had its origin in military music, as the very first fanfare bands were created in the French
Cavalry during the Consulate period (1799-1804).
The name Fanfare (Band).
The term Fanfare Band refers to a wind band consisting of brass wind instruments and
percussion. Later, as we’ll see, the saxophone family was added to the brass. For quite some
time, both kinds of bands (those with and those without saxophones) existed side by side and
were called respectively “Fanfare Pure” (without) and “Fanfare Mixte” (with saxophones).
Anyway, the Fanfare Band is much older than the saxophone, as the latter was only scantily
commercialized about 1850. Moreover, the saxophone was first introduced in the wind bands
of the infantry (and occasionally in the symphony orchestra). Anyway, the origin of the term
“Fanfare” (referring to a “fanfare band/orchestra”) is rather obvious.
It is simply derived from the name of a solemn piece of music for brass played to introduce a
festive occasion, to announce the arrival of some important guest(s) or to open a ceremony.
The fanfares performed at medieval tournaments still appeal to our imagination.
The Oxford Dictionary of Music states: “Flourish for trumpets as a means of proclamation,
such as a military signal.” and the New Grove Dictionary of Music also indicates: “A flourish
for trumpets or other brass instruments, often with percussion, for ceremonial purposes”. Still
according to Grove, “fanfare” is derived from the 15th century Spanish word “fanfa”
(bragging) as in the verb ‘fanfarrear’ (to brag, to boast). Other etymologists think it is either
onomatopoeia or a derivation of the Arabic word “anfár” meaning trumpet(s). The word
“Fanfare” was presumably first used in French in 1546 and in English in 1605. The term was
used during the regime of Napoleon’s Consulate in France referring to a stirring piece of
music for 3 or 4 natural (cavalry) trumpets in B flat and (optional) kettle drums. Those pieces,
often simply called “fanfare” or march, waltz or polonaise, were usually gathered in “suites”.
Military origins of the Fanfare Band.
The term “Fanfare” soon also referred to the cavalry brass bands playing exclusively that kind
of repertoire. Those very first “fanfare bands” consisted only of natural instruments.
According to Georges Kästner in his Manuel de Musique Militaire the first cavalry bands of the
Consulate and, some years later, of the Napoleonic Empire consisted of 6 trumpets, 6 horns and
3 trombones. Indeed, each regiment boasted 16 trumpeters. In 1811, the 2nd Lancers Regiment
"Chevau-Légers" boasted a total of 27 trumpeters and in 1812 even 33. When the regiment was
more than doubled in 1813, it boasted 60 trumpeters. In this way, real fanfare bands were set up.
Some regiments, such as those of the Mounted Grenadiers and those of the Polish “Light Horse”
Regiments also boasted kettle drums. The real godfather of those cavalry brass bands was David
Joseph Bühl (Amboise 1781 - Versailles 1880), a solo trumpeter with Napoleon’s army who
composed all military ordnance trumpet calls, several marches and pas-redoublés. In 1805 he
founded a Trumpeters School (“École de Trompette”) at Versailles and was its director up to
1811 and trained over six hundred pupils. Bühl wrote a cavalry trumpet (trompette de fanfare)
tutor and a manual for trompette d’harmonie, a G trumpet using several crooks. He also
improved the natural trumpet and horn. The marches he wrote for cavalry band had four parts:
clarino part 1, clarino part 2, principale and toccato (or “toquet”), played by four trumpet
(groups), two horn (groups) and trombone.
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Some famous composers wrote for those cavalry fanfare bands. Among them Georg-Friedrich
Fuchs (1752-1821), a pupil of Haydn, who became solo clarinet player with the Musique de la
Garde Nationale in Paris and in 1795 solfeggio teacher at the newly created Paris conservatory of
music. In 1814, Italian born opera composer Luigi Cherubini (1760-1842) wrote six marches
for the brass band of the Prussian “Chasseurs Regiment” occupying Paris after Napoleon’s
defeat. He wanted to please the Prussians so that they would have his operas performed both in
(occupied) Paris and in Prussia and … he succeeded.
The French cavalry Fanfare Band was even used in the opera. Italian born composer Gasparo
Spontini used a fanfare band of 8 trumpets, 4 horns, 3 trombones and 1 ophicleide in his opera
Olympie (1819). The serpent was added to the natural brass instruments of the cavalry fanfare
bands. It was a serpent of a smaller size than the one used with infantry bands and it was played
horizontally (on horseback) instead of vertically. So the fourth brass instrument introduced into
the Fanfare Band (after trumpet, horn and trombone) was the serpent.
The Belgian territories had been completely invaded by the French armies by 1795 and also
The Netherlands were occupied by Napoleon’s army. The French cavalry fanfare bands were
often heard and seen and certainly left reminiscences leading to the creation of the very first
Dutch military cavalry fanfare bands.
Still in 1814, the Amsterdam composer Jakob Rauscher (1771-1834), a member of the Royal
Band of King Louis Napoleon, was commissioned to write three collections of marches and calls
(signals) for the Dutch military music. The albums were published at the end of November.
Rauscher composed in 1814 a Fanfare for 3 trumpets, 4 horns, 3 trombones and kettle drums –
exactly the same band as that of David Bühl.

146. Fanfare for a Dutch military fanfare band by Jakob Rauscher.
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In 1815 the Belgian territories became part of
the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the
Dutch military music was imposed on
Belgium for the next fifteen years.
The Dutch military Cavalry Bands were
officially created on 21 October 1824.
Precisely as had been the case in France
under the Consulate, the trumpeters of the
cavalry regiments were gathered and the
“massed trumpeters” turned into a cavalry or
“fanfare band”.
In 1830, when Belgium became independent
from the Kingdom of the Netherlands, there
were nine cavalry bands belonging to the
following regiments: 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 9th
Cuirassiers, 4th and 5th Light Dragoons, 6th
and 8th Hussars and the Horse Artillery
(Rijdende Artillerie). Those bands consisted
of trumpets, keyed bugles, horns, trombones,
bass horns (and/or serpents, Russian
147. Musician of the Cuirassiers Regiment with
Bassoons). They boasted twenty
slide trumpet 1831. Litograph by Van den Burggraaff.
trumpeters (not staff musicians) and a
number of pupils (“élèves-muzikanten”) and were conducted by a Staff Trumpeter.
New instruments engendered the evolution of fanfare bands.
New instruments were soon introduced in the cavalry fanfare bands among which the Russian
bassoon (cf. p. 199) and the ophicleide (cf. p. 384). In 1848 the Belgian Guides Band still
boasted two ophicleides and a Russian bassoon.
The slide trumpet.
(Mounted) Cavalry bands also used the slide trumpet as can be seen on the picture above
representing a musician of the 1st Cuirassier Regiment in 1831. This instrument had been
developed by the English trumpet player John Hyde about 1798; in fact, he adapted an
instrument that was already known in the Renaissance. It was an F trumpet with U shaped crook
which could be brought back to its initial position by means of a spring. David Bühl (cf. p. 232)
experimented with slide trumpets in the French cavalry fanfare bands and his nephew François
Dauverné (1799-1874) improved the British model of John Hyde. Adolphe Sax manufactured a
lot of these instruments; however, they never became very successful.

148. Early 19th century slide trumpet.
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The keyed bugle.
The keyed bugle (cf. p. 199) was made out of chrysocal (an alloy of copper, tin and zinc) and the
manufactory of Charles-Joseph Sax produced it in large quantities. At the 1833 military music
festival in Brussels (cf. p. 242) several keyed bugles were presented to the bands. One of the
items on the program of this festival was Air Varié pour cor à clefs avec accompagnement
d’instruments de cuivre (Air varié for keyed bugle and fanfare band); soloist was German born
Ernest Spindler, bandmaster of the 1st Riflemen Regiment. The keyed bugle was banned from the
Belgian military bands (both symphonic and fanfare) in 1859 as stated by a circular letter in the
“Journal Militaire Officiel” of 15 August 1859.
The valves
The invention of the valve by Heinrich Stölzel in 1814-1815 and Friedrich Blühmel in 1816
which led to their joint patent in 1818 was a real revolution as to brass instruments. Applied to
horns, trombones and trumpets, the valve offered many more possibilities to both symphonic and
fanfare bands as well military as amateur wind bands.
The cornet.
As well about 1820 the valves were applied to the “cornet de poste”, a straight post horn with
crooks, by Jean Hilaire Asté, also called Halary (1775-1840). It was produced in several
tonalities but about 1850 the B flat version became standard. It was made extremely popular by
some virtuoso such as French born Jean-Baptiste Arban (1825-1889) and English born John
Distin (1793-1863). Both also played an important role in the spread of the saxhorn and other
Adolphe Sax instruments. Arban was appointed cornet professor at the Paris conservatory of
music in 1857. The cornet (in French “cornet à pistons” or simply “piston” was introduced in
the fanfare band, next to the (valve) trumpet.

The military fanfare bands.
After Belgium’s independence in 1830, the trumpeters of the cavalry
regiments were gathered into fanfare bands (as had been the case in the
French and in the Dutch armies).
In 1833 we had the following cavalry fanfare bands:
- Cuirassiers
- 1st and 2nd Lancers
- 1st and 2nd Mounted Riflemen.
The 1st (1830) and 2nd (1833) Riflemen on Foot Regiments (Chasseurs à
Pied) were converted later into fanfare bands. Those military fanfare bands
consisted of:
Horns
Keyed bugles
Bass Ophicleides
Tenor Trombones
Percussion

Trumpets
Alto Ophicleides
Serpents
Bass Trombones
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The first amateur fanfare bands.
In his book Nomenclature des Sociétés Musicales de Belgique (Antwerp, 1851) Édouard Jacops
listed no less than 93 fanfare bands in Belgium founded between 1800 and 1850. They were
approximately spread as follows over the Flemish provinces: Antwerp 14, Brabant 20, Limburg
none, East-Flanders 28, West-Flanders 5 and over the Walloon provinces 18 in Hainault, 2 in
Liège and 2 in Luxemburg.
The oldest amateur fanfare band should be that of Duffel, a small village in the province of
Antwerp. According to Jacops it was founded in July 1812. The band obtained a medal for its
fine performance and for the best dress (uniform?) at a festival or contest at Mechelen in 1825.
However, we suppose this band was founded as a symphonic band, changed into a fanfare
band after 1830 (and again into a symphonic band after 1850).418
A special case was that of the “Fanfare” created within the symphonic band Casino at
Tongeren. On 8 November 1829, sixteen years after the band’s foundation, it was decided to
set up a “Fanfare” to play at certain festivals. This fanfare band consisted of twelve
musicians: 5 cors de signal (probably bugles or natural trumpets), 2 keyed bugles, 2 (natural)
horns, 2 trumpets and 1 trombone.419
Several of the oldest fanfare bands were no doubt created as wind bands and turned into
fanfare bands many years later, as several band histories clearly state!
The Fanfare Band of Boechout (Antwerp) was founded in 1832, that of Wolvertem (Brabant)
was founded in March 1834420, that of Humbeek (Brabant) on 4 June 1837, the “Société des
Chasseurs” of Binche (Hainault) on 1 July 1839 and that of the Brussels suburb Koekelberg
(Brabant) on 17 October 1839.
One of the oldest known fanfare bands is the “Fanfaren” from Lichtervelde (West-Flanders),
founded in 1836. Jacops mentions a “Société Philharmonique” founded in 1806 at
Lichtervelde as fanfare band and choir421, but a letter dated 1839 mentions 1836 as foundation
date of the fanfare band. Its composition in 1841 was as follows (mentioned in French):
trompette à clefs solo
2° trompette à clefs
3° trompette à clefs
2 4° trompettes à clefs
trompette en fa
cornet à pistons
cornet simple
1° cor
3° cor

1°trombonne ténor
2°trombonne ténor
trombonne basse
ophicleïde alto
ophicleïde basse
serpent russe
bonnet chinois
grosse caisse
cimbales422

Vermote, Gwenny & Baeten, Christel, Harmonies, Fanfares en Brassbands in de Provincie Antwerpen,
Antwerp, 1992, p. 189.
419
Archives Tongeren Casino, register 1, fol.15.
420
‘t Kint mentions 1836 as foundation date in ‘Geschiedenis van Wolvertem’, 1978, p. 481.
421
Jacops, Edouard, o.c., p. 4.
422
Rijksarchief Brugge, Fonds heerlijkheid Lichtervelde, modern, nr.290, correspondentie 1839-41, brief van
het gemeentebestuur aan de arrondissementscommissaris.
418
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solo keyed bugle
2nd keyed bugle
3rd keyed bugle
two 4th keyed bugles
trumpet in F
(valve) cornet
simple cornet
1st horn
3rd horn

tenor trombone
2nd tenor trombone
bass trombone
alto ophicleide
bass ophicleide
Russian serpent
Turkish crescent
bass drum
cymbals
Total: 19

That very same year, another fanfare band Société de Fanfares at Zwevezele (West Flanders)
had quite another (more modern) instrumentation:
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

bugle solo
bugle repièenne
2° bugle
3° bugle
4° bugle
bugle quinte
cornet à 2 pistons
trompette d’harmonie
flugelhorn solo
ripieno flugelhorn
2nd flugelhorn
3rd flugelhorn
4th flugelhorn
quinte flugelhorn
2 cornets with 2 valves
trumpet

1° corno
2° corno
1° trombonne
2° trombonne
trombonne basse
ophicleïde basse
2 ophicleïde quinte
cymbales & grosse caisse

423

1st horn
2nd horn
1st trombone
2nd trombone
bass trombone
bass ophicleide
2 quinte ophicleides (quinticlave)
pair of cymbals & bass drum

More and more fanfare bands were created. Among those, we should mention the Fanfare of
the Brussels Fire Brigade (1844), Verbroedering Sint Jans Molenbeek (1845) and bands in
Werchter (1848) and Grimbergen, Haacht and Sint-Martens-Lennik (1850).
The inventions and improvements of valve brass instruments by Adolphe Sax and the
invention and development of the saxophone family had an enormous influence on the
development of the fanfare bands in Belgium.
The number of fanfare bands increased tremendously as the following figures clearly
illustrate:
1850 : 333 wind bands – 93 fanfare bands
1880 : 361 wind bands – 842 fanfare bands
The second half of the nineteenth century became the golden age of wind bands and of fanfare
bands in particular. The evolution of the fanfare bands did not happen at the same cadence all
over the country. In Namur there was a band contest in 1852 with 30 bands competing; all of
them were wind bands as there was not a single fanfare band in the province capable of
entering a contest!424 In the last decades of the 19th century several prominent fanfare bands
were set up in Brussels.
423
424

Rijksarchief Kortrijk, gemeentearchief Zwevezele, nr.8 correspondentieregister 1838-44, nr.1560.
L’Eclaireur, 7 July, 1852.
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Some important Brussels Fanfare Bands.
The PHALANGE ARTISTIQUE.
This almost legendary fanfare band was founded in 1879 and attracted talented musicians from
Brussels under the direction of their conductor Criekx. The band started immediately to compete
in the 1st division and in 1880 it already obtained the first prize awarded unanimously by the
adjudicators of the Brussels band contest. The most talented wind players were seduced by the
band’s success and so the number of players increased. In 1882 the band obtained two first prizes
in Honors division and in the Excellency division as well as a gold medal and an honorary prize
at an international band contest at Roubaix, France. In 1883 it was awarded the designation
“royal”. In 1885 F. Criekx was succeeded by Michel Vanremoortel (who also conducted the
excellent fanfare band Les Chasseurs de Binche) and the same year the band got hold of all first
prizes at the international band contest in Paris (repeating this exceptional feat ten years later!).
The band then decided not to parade anymore and to devote itself completely to concert music.
The band gave concerts in all major Belgian cities and also at Rotterdam. At the 1895 Paris band
contest the band obtained all first prizes and also the cup presented by the President of the French
Republic. By 1904 the band boasted no less than 120 musicians and some 500 honorary
members. In 1904 composer Jules-Emile Strauwen (cf. p. 455) became the new conductor.
The CERCLE INSTRUMENTAL.
In 1881, because of some administrative reason, a group of musicians left the Phalange
Artistique and founded a new Brussels fanfare band called Cercle Instrumental, conducted by
Willebrord Van Perck. Less than one year later, the band obtained a first prize in the 1st
division as well as the sight-reading prize at an international wind band contest in Roubaix,
France (1882). That success was repeated at Lille, France (1883) and Saint Omer, France (1884).
In 1884 Van Perck was succeeded by M. Jomaux and the band gave numerous concerts in many
Belgian towns and abroad (France, The Netherlands and Germany). When conductor Jomaux
died in 1887, the board again called on Van Perck. In 1889 the Cercle Instrumental played
several very successful concerts at the Paris International Exhibition. In 1891 it won all first
prizes in the highest division at an international band contest in Denain, France. For its 25th
anniversary the King granted the band the designation “royal” in 1906. Van Perck retired and
was succeeded by Jean Strauwen (1878-1947), brother of Jules-Émile.
The CERCLE MEYERBEER.
In 1884, another group of musicians of the Phalange Artistique including the conductor Frans
Criekx (also spelled Krickx), left the band in order to create yet a
new fanfare band called Cercle Meyerbeer. The band worked very
hard to obtain its place in the Brussels musical scene. Five years
later, Jean Preckher, a fine composer, became conductor and led
the band in numerous successful concert performances in several
Belgian towns. In 1902 it participated for the first time in a
contest. At the international contest in Denain, France the Cercle
Meyerbeer obtained several first prizes and the medal of merit
granted by the French Minister of Fine Arts. This success resulted
in several invitations to perform concerts in several cities of the
North of France. In 1905 the composer Auguste Gevaert asked
conductor Jean Preckher to write a band orchestration of is famous
149. Frans Crieckx.
hymn Vers l’Avenir; this transcription was created by the Cercle
Meyerbeer. By 1908 the band boasted 115 musicians.
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The UNION DES FANFARES DE JETTE-SAINT-PIERRE.
In 1873, a group of dissident musicians left the Brussels Société Philharmonique and started a
new fanfare band in the Brussels suburb Jette. After some years Strauwen Sr. became conductor
and the number of musicians increased to almost 150! The next conductor was Henri S’Jongers,
musician with the Guides Regiment Band; he turned the band into one of the very best in the
Brussels area. Concerts were given all over the country. In 1899 the King granted the band the
designation “royal”. By 1906, the band still boasted 115 musicians. The conductors of the abovementioned bands were also composers (cf. infra).

Some other leading amateur bands.
The FANFARE DE SERAING.
In 1878 a fanfare band was set up at Seraing by some members of the Charlier family, Alfred
Charlier conducting. In June 1879 it participated in a band contest at Herstal and obtained several
first prizes and a banner presented by the King. In 1883 Charlier was succeeded by Désiré
Vivignies as conductor. In 1889 the band performed for the Shah of Persia and the King of
Belgium at the Cockerill castle. Four years later it got several first prizes (a.o. for sight reading)
at an international band contest in Tilburg (The Netherlands). By the end of the century, a
symphonic section was created within the band. At an international band contest in Lille, France
the Fanfare de Seraing beat the most famous Paris fanfare band La Sirène; the band obtained no
less than 4 first prizes (sight reading, performance, honor prize and prize for the best conductor).
In the first decade of the 20th century the band played successful concerts in many Belgian and
French towns.
The SOCIETE ROYALE DES CHASSEURS DE BINCHE.
In 1838, a German orchestra called “Münchner Jäger” (Munich Hunters) visited the city of
Binche and inspired some local musicians to create a new fanfare band which they called Les
Chasseurs de Binche (The Binche Hunters). The conductor, F. Delhaye was to lead the band
for no less than thirty years. One year later, the band boasted 27 musicians and 29 honorary
members. In 1868 Michel Van Remoortel became the new conductor and introduced the great
symphonic repertoire. He led the band to great successes, so the band was awarded a series of
first prizes at an international wind band contest at Clermont-Ferrand in France in 1876. In
1880 the band beat all the great Belgian
fanfare bands at the contest for the
country’s 50th anniversary and was
granted the designation “royal” by the
King. The band gave numerous concerts
all over the country and even abroad. It
performed in several French cities such as
Lille, Douai, Valenciennes, Maubeuge
and Paris. In 1892, it was victorious at an
international band contest in Paris.
Among the band’s honorary members
were many famous Belgian composers
such as Peter Benoit, Paul Gilson,
150. Fanfare band taking part in a funeral procession.
Edgard Tinel and Nicolas Daneau.
Towards the end of the 19th century and in the years before the First World War, about three
quarters of the wind bands were fanfare bands (see the statistics of 1902 in the next chapter).
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B. MILITARY MUSIC.
After Belgium’s sudden and rather unexpected
independence, the Dutch occupying forces left
finally nine military bands on the Belgian
territory; more precisely in Brussels, Antwerp,
Ghent, Bruges, Ypres, Mons, Tournai, Namur and
Maastricht.425
The first military bands of the new Belgian army
were directly derived from those military bands
dating from the Dutch period which is proved by
the fact that the Dutch Regulations for the Infantry
Bands of 21 April 1819 and those for the Cavalry
Bands of 21 October 1824 were simply translated
into French and remained both effective up to
1914!

151. Trumpeter 1st Lancers Regiment 1831.
Lithograph by Van den Burggraaff.

Here is the list of the infantry bands in the brand-new Belgian Army in November 1830.
Belgian Name
1st Infantry Regiment of the Line
2nd Infantry Regiment of the Line
3rd Infantry Regiment of the Line
4th Infantry Regiment of the Line
5th Infantry Regiment of the Line
6th Infantry Regiment of the Line
7th Infantry Regiment of the Line
8th Infantry Regiment of the Line
9th Infantry Regiment of the Line
10th Infantry Regiment of the Line
11th Infantry Regiment of the Line

Dutch Name

Station

Conductor

1° Afdeling
12° Afdeling
3° Afdeling
4° Afdeling
14°Afdeling
6° Afdeling
15° Afdeling
16° Afdeling
17° Afdeling
18° Afdeling
11° Afdeling

Brussels
Namur
Mons
Tournai
Maastricht
Bruges
Antwerp
Ypres
Ghent
Namur
Liege

Jean-Valentin Bender
Alexandre Cousin
Antoine Heylingmeyer
Auguste Allard
Charles L. Delpotte
Charles F. Weckesser
Michel F. Torramorell
Georges Keyser
Louis Van Theemsche
Georges A. Angelroth
Clasen

There was also one cavalry (fanfare) band that was the continuation of a Dutch band stationed
on the Belgian territory. The Dutch regiment “Chevau-Légers” created in 1814 was rebaptized “Light Dragoon Regiment” one year later. In 1830, the Belgian officers and soldiers
of this regiment created the 1st Lancers Regiment.
1st Lancers Regiment (Fanfare Band)

425

Maastricht went back to The Netherlands in 1839.
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Thomas Renard

Three complete new Fanfare bands (one infantry and two cavalry bands) were also created in
October and November 1830.
1st Riflemen on Foot
1st Cuirassiers Regiment
2nd Lancers

Ernest Spindler
Philippe Ledoux
François Heym

The eleven (originally) Dutch Division (Afdeling) bands were transformed into Belgian
Infantry Regiment bands which received the name of 1st to 11th Regiment of the Line
(Regiment de Ligne/Linie Regiment). On 31 March 1831 the 12th Regiment of the Line was
created with its band. In the second half of 1831 the political situation became quieter, due to
the instauration of the monarchy and the accession to the throne of King Leopold I.
Next to the 12 bands of the Regiments of the Line (all wind bands) there were three more
infantry bands of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Riflemen on Foot (Chasseurs à Pied) with a fanfare band
instrumentation. There were five cavalry fanfare bands: Cuirassiers Regiment, 1st and 2nd
Mounted Riflemen (Chasseurs à Cheval) and 1st and 2nd Lancers and one cavalry symphonic
band, the Band of the 1st Guides Regiment which was soon to become famous.
The bands boasted E flat clarinets, B flat clarinets, piccolos, flutes, oboes, bassoons, horns,
trumpets, keyed bugles, alto- and bass ophicleides, Russian bassoons, serpents, trombones and
percussion.

152. Russian bassoon.

153. Alto ophicleide.

154. Upright Serpent.

155. Bass Ophicleide.

Keyed bugle

The Infantry bands consisted of 42 musicians: 14 staff musicians426, 10 pupils (élèves
musiciens) and 18 soldiers. The conductor was assimilated to the petty officers and signed a
contract for at least two years. The Cavalry bands consisted of maximum 34 players called
trumpeters (staff musicians) and trumpeter pupils. The conductor was a Trumpeter Major,
engaged by means of a personal contract with the regiment’s commanding officer.
426

This number of 14 staff musicians was to be the nucleus of all Infantry bands throughout the 19th century.
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Grand Military Music September Festival 1833.
A Grand Military Music Festival in Brussels on 26 September 1833, commemorating the third
anniversary of the September Campaign, gathered all 21 Belgian military bands.427 While
rehearsing for the Grand September
Festival it was soon discovered that the
bands used different pitches. In the
single night of 19 to 20 September the
Brussels instrument maker CharlesJospeh Sax and his workmen succeeded
in tuning all the instruments.428 The
massed bands consisted of 10 E flat
clarinets, 30 solo and first clarinets, 25
second clarinets and 25 third clarinets,
4 piccolo flutes, eight flutes, 20
bassoons, 36 horns, 16 trumpets,
several oboes, keyed bugles in different
pitches, a large number of bass and alto
ophicleides, many serpents, some 30
alto, tenor and bass trombones and a
mass of percussion instruments.
156. Caricature of Fétis.
Lithograph signed F.S.

François-Joseph Fétis, founder and director of the
Brussels Conservatory of Music, conducted the
massed bands which had never performed together
before; so he imposed upon them several tiring
rehearsals of six hours each. The bands performed
a.o. transcriptions of the overtures Tancredi
(G.Rossini), La Fiancé (D. Auber), Demophon
(Vogel) and Oberon (von Weber). Original band
works on the program were Air Varié for keyed
bugle and a Fantasy on the Belgian and French
National Hymns, both by Jean-Valentin Bender,
conductor of the 1st Guides Band. The critics
praised the execution, but severely criticized the
repertoire (already in those days…). Anyhow, this
festival made the military bands very popular with
the Belgian population. Even Kästner referred to
this festival.429
157. Demophon overture (Vogel)
clarinet part.

This was a repetition of a similar festival held in Paris in July 1833 gathering 500 musicians and 300 singers.
Cf. p. 383.
429
Kästner, Georges, o.c., pp. 318-319.
427
428
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Here is the list of the military bands participating in the Brussels Festival of 26 September
1833. * = fanfare band – the others are wind (harmonie) bands.
CAVALRY BANDS
Band of the 1st Guides Regiment
Band of the Cuirassiers Regiment *
Band of the 1st Lancers Regiment *
Band of the 2nd Lancers Regiment *
Band of the 1st Mounted Riflemen Rgt *
Band of the 2nd Mounted Riflemen Rgt *

Jean-Valentin Bender
Charles Buelinckx
Thomas Renard
Albert Violants
Jean H. Meyer
François M. Heym

INFANTRY BANDS
Band of the 1st Regiment of the Line
Band of the 2ndRegiment of the Line
Band of the 3rd Regiment of the Line
Band of the 4th Regiment of the Line
Band of the 5th Regiment of the Line
Band of the 6th Regiment of the Line
Band of the 7th Regiment of the Line
Band of the 8th Regiment of the Line
Band of the 9th Regiment of the Line
Band of the 10th Regiment of the Line
Band of the 11th Regiment of the Line
Band of the 12th Regiment of the Line
Band of the 1st Regiment Riflemen on Foot *
Band of the 2ndRegiment Riflemen on Foot *
Band of the 3rd Regiment Riflemen of Foot *

Pierre Van Calck
Alexandre Cousin
Antoine Heylingmeyer
Leonard Leclercq
Charles L. Delporte
Charles F. Weckesser
Michel F. Torramorell
Georges Keyser
Aimé L. Istas
Georges A. Angelroth
Henri Heinisch
Antoine Clément
Ernest Spindler
Jean C. Bierbach
Charles Malsocq

In 1836 a 2nd Cuirassiers Regiment was created and provided with a (fanfare) band. In 1838
the elite regiment of the Grenadiers, created one year earlier, got a band, conducted by
Friedrich Saupe (of German origin like Jean-Valentin Bender and many other military
conductors and musicians). Between 1837 and 1842, the Artillery regiments were allowed to
have a band, but when the authorization was withdrawn many Artillery regiments kept their
own unofficial band.
The instruments of Adophe Sax were introduced in the Belgian military bands in 1846.
In the magazine La Belgique Musicale of 6 August 1846 one could read:
« Après les succès remportés en France et en Angleterre par M. Adolphe Sax, le célèbre
inventeur d’instruments de musique, le moteur de la réforme des musiques militaires en
France, il ne manquait plus que d’être apprécié par ses compatriotes. C'est donc avec
plaisir que l’on apprendra que M. Bender, l'habile directeur de la musique du Roi, vient
d'adopter divers instruments d'Adolphe Sax pour la musique du régiment des guides. »
(“After the success M. Adolphe Sax, the famous inventor of musical instruments and
promoter of the reform of military bands in France, obtained in France and England,
he only failed to be appreciated by his fellow-countrymen. It is with pleasure that
one will read that Mr. Bender, the skillful director of the King’s Band, recently
introduced several instruments by Adolphe Sax in his Band of the Guides
Regiment”.)
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Bender was also one of the very first to know the saxophone as he
was a member of the examination committee of the National
Exhibition at the Brussels Industry Museum, when the
saxophone was presented to the public for the very first time
in 1841. The virtuoso clarinetist Bender had taught
Adolphe Sax the clarinet privately and was initially one of
the inventor’s most ardent defenders. So he almost
immediately introduced the bass clarinet and the complete
saxhorn family in the Band of the Guides Regiment.
Bender also introduced the saxophone in his band about
1848, though a precise date could not be found. The
“saxes” are mentioned in a newspaper report of a concert of
the Guides Band at Douai (France) and also a brilliant
saxophone solo is mentioned in a report of a concert at
Namur.430 By 1850 the Band of the Guides Regiment also
included cornets, flugelhorns and bombardons.

158. Jean-Valentin Bender.

In the second half of the 19th century the military bands set an example to the numerous
amateur bands by means of numerous (open air) concerts all over the country. In 1850 the
Band of the 1st Riflemen on Foot became the Band of the Carabineers. The top military bands
of the Grenadiers and the Guides boasted many talented musicians, eminent conservatory of
music professors and even internationally renowned virtuosi. Alas they were not really well
paid and so most of them left the bands and went abroad. Just a few examples: Heinrich
Zeiss (Löbenstein, 1813 - Honslow, 1969), a trumpeter with the Band of the Guides Regiment
became professor at the military music conservatory of Kneller Hall. Van Uffel and Zwicker,
both clarinetists with the Band of the Guides Regiment became conductor of military bands in
England. The clarinet virtuoso Arnold Blaes (Brussels, 1814–1892) was appointed inspector of
the imperial military bands of the Tsar of Russia. Jean-Baptiste Moeremans (Brussels, 18661933) became a famous saxophone soloist with the Gilmore Band (1892), with the Sousa
Band (1894-1898) and the US. Marine Band (1902-1905) and made the very first saxophone
recordings on gramophone record (cf. p. 387).
A survey of 1863 still lists 23 bands and gives some interesting information: among the
conductors were still five Germans; the Guides numbered 45 musicians, the Infantry bands 31
and the cavalry bands 25. and that year also the conductors could finally be assimilated with
the rank of 2nd or 1st lieutenant.
In the meantime, the Band of the Belgian Guides Regiment (Musique des Guides) got justly
an international fame. In 1857 it performed for Queen Victoria at Buckingham Palace in
London and five years later it gave several concerts at the World Exhibition also in London.
The Band of the Grenadiers, conducted by Constantin Bender, participated in the “Concours
Européen de Musiques Militaires” (European Military Band Contest) organized in the Paris
Industry Hall (Palais de l’Industrie) on 21 July 1867. Besides the test piece Oberon overture
by von Weber, the band played a Fantasy on William Tell by Rossini. Unfortunately? their
immediate predecessors in the contest, the excellent Duke of Wurttemberg Regiment Band
from Austria, had also performed the Rossini piece and the audience had got fed up with it.
The fact that the band also boasted three string basses engendered quite some astonishment. It
shared the last place (fourth prize) ex aequo with the Spanish Engineer Band.431
La Belgique Musicale, Volume 12, 24 July 1851, p. 3
Comettant, Oscar, La Musique de la Garde Républicaine en Amérique; Histoire complète et authentique,
Paris, 1894, pp. 60-61.
430
431
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159. Band of the Grenadiers Regiment – colored lithograph by C. Payen.
1854.

BELGIAN GRENADIER BAND. PARIS JULY 1867
2 flutes
2 oboes
2 E flat clarinets
16 B flat clarinets
4 saxophones
4 bassoons
5 horns
2 B flat flugelhorns
2 cornets

4 trumpets
4 trombones
4 B flat tubas
1 E flat saxhorn
2 bombardons
3 double Basses
1 pair of cymbals
1 bass Drum

TOTAL: 59

In 1878 the Belgian Grenadiers Band performed at the London Agriculture Hall and the
Brighton Aquarium.
The other Belgian military bands took part in all patriotic events and festivities with a national
character and gave numerous concerts, often with a philanthropic purpose.
For the fiftieth anniversary of the Belgian Kingdom in 1880 there was a great military music
festival with also several foreign bands taking part. One could hear the wind bands on one day
and the fanfare bands the next day.
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In 1876 conductor Henri Labory (1843-1882) introduced the saxophones in the Band of the
Carabineers and subsequently this example was followed in all military fanfare bands. These
changed from what was called “Fanfare Pure” - consisting of the usual brass with the
complete saxhorn family – into a “Fanfare Mixte” with the addition of the saxophone family.
Three years earlier the Band of the 1st Riflemen on Foot had been restored and so there were
four infantry fanfare bands.
In 1885 the most delicate pitch question was finally and definitely solved when the pitch of an
A of 870 vibrations a second at 15 centigrade Celsius was officially imposed. It was gradually
introduced in all regimental bands.
In 1887 Belgium boasted 28 military bands: 18 Infantry Bands, 8 Cavalry Bands plus 2
Artillery Bands. There were two new Bands of the Line Regiments, namely the 13th and 14th
Regiment of the Line Bands, also a 2nd Guides Regiment Band - a fanfare band created in
1875, the 1st and 2nd Cuirassiers Bands had become the 3rd and 4th Lancers Bands.
Infantry bands now had 50 musicians, Cavalry bands 40 and Artillery bands 25.
The Band of the 1st Guides Regiment now boasted 65 musicians, 24 of them being
permanently at the disposal of the Royal Court and those were exempt from (non-musical)
military duties. In 1892 the Guides Band made another concert tour in Great Britain,
performing also at the legendary Chrystal Palace. The repertoire consisted mainly of
transcriptions of operatic and related tunes, medleys, overtures and fantasies, but also of the
then popular “Air Variés” for soloists with band accompaniment.
The only original works that remained on the repertoire up to now are the regimental marches
(cf. infra).

160. Royal Band of the 1st Guides Regiment. Conductor Jean Julien Simar. 1889.
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161. Program of a military massed bands concert in Brussels in 1853.

THE BAND OF THE BELGIAN LEGION IN MEXICO.
Quite a special and remarkable item was, no doubt, the military band which was part of the
Belgian Legion in Mexico and should be considered as the one-time Belgian “Foreign Legion
Band”. In 1864, at the instigation of the French emperor Napoleon III432, the Belgian
government made the (severely contested) decision to send a contingent of volunteers to
Mexico, in order to protect Maximilian, the emperor of Mexico, son of the Austrian emperor,
and his wife Charlotte, daughter of the Belgian King Leopold I.
The corps embarked in Saint-Nazaire (France) in 4 detachments on 16 October, 19 November,
19 December 1864 and 16 January 1865, boasting respectively 604, 403, 361 and 190
volunteers. The crossing of the Atlantic took about one month. The troops disembarked at
Vera Cruz.
Since 1861 several countries had intervened in the internal politics of Mexico, especially France and Austria.
Emperor Napoleon III hoped to realize an old dream, namely a Latin-American empire as counter-weight to the
United States. On 10 April 1864 Archduke Maximilian of Austria accepted the crown of Mexico and was
proclaimed Emperor under the protection of Austria and France. A Belgian contingent of volunteers was
proposed as personal bodyguard for the (Belgian) Empress.
432
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The regiment, consisted of two battalions called respectively the “Empress”
and the “King of the Belgians” battalion. Commander was lieutenantcolonel of the Grenadiers Van Der Smissen.
The contingent boasted also a drum-major, a sergeant trumpeter and a
complete band of 35 musicians with bandmaster. The musicians were
recruited both from the army and the civic population. Bandmaster was
Servais Deconinck and Allard was assistant bandmaster. The contingent was
gathered and organized at barracks in Oudenaarde (East-Flanders). A first
contingent of 600 volunteers left for Mexico on 16 October and when the
train departed, the band played the Belgian national anthem but remained in
Oudenaarde.
Part of the first contingent were the drum-major and the sergeant bugler.
The imposing drum-major, called P.J. Houbart, carried on his kitbag an
Arab dog that had been with him during the campaigns of Africa and Italy
and the Crimean War.433 Eventually this drum-major was suspended during
a stop in a harbor of Martinique because of bad conduct due to abuse of
alcohol. On 25 October the sergeant bugler François Crémin died of typhoid
fever and his body was dropped into the sea. The
162. Bugler of the Belgian Legion in Mexico.
band was part of the second detachment which
departed on 19 November 1864. When the train
left from Oudenaarde towards Saint-Nazaire, the band played En partant pour la Syrie434 and
the Austrian and Belgian national anthems. On 15 December the “Floride” moored in the
harbor of Vera Cruz. That evening, the band gave a successful concert. However, assistant
bandmaster Allard, together with some 20 other expedition members, had to be taken to the
local hospital where he died. In Mexico, the band led all the parades of the expedition corps,
such as the parade in Mexico City on 6 March 1865. After some time, the musicians were
also involved in combats and battles and several were killed in battle. The strongly reduced
expedition corps returned to Belgium on 20 January 1867 and was disbanded in Antwerp on 9
March.

163. The Band of the Belgian Legion in Mexico.

In his novel Par-dessus les Clochers (Brussels, 1930) Hubert Stiernet describes the life of a volunteer of the
Empress Charlotte Regiment, in fact the drum-major Houbart, a native of Celles and old campaigner of the
Foreign Legion.
434
This piece was composed by Princess Hortense de Beauharnais (1783-1873), daughter of Joséphine, second
wife of Napoleon Bonaparte and wife of Louis Bonaparte, King of The Netherlands.
433
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C. MORE AND MORE AMATEUR WIND BANDS.
Bands created between 1830 and 1850.
Let us just remember that 418 wind bands had been created in Belgium between 1800 and
1829.435 According to the Exposé de la situation du Royaume436, a listing of all societies in
Belgium which was published once in ten years throughout the 19th century, 116 wind bands
were created in 1830 and 438 more between 1841 and 1851. Some years after the country’s
independence when the political situation had calmed down, a lot of amateur wind bands were
created all over the country. A fine comment on the foundation of a local village band is to be
found in the newspaper Le Namurois of 31 July 1830:
“Le goût de la musique commence à se répandre jusque dans les campagnes.
Evrehaille compte à peine 700 habitants, et cependant ce petit village a son harmonie,
qui doit son existence aux soins éclairés et généreux de M. Delsaux, bourgmestre de la
commune. Composée, il y a moins d’une année, de simples et bons paysans qui, sans
nul doute, à cette époque, avaient peu d’idées musicales, déjà elle peut exécuter, avec
certaine perfection des morceaux d’ensemble peu difficiles. L’heureuse influence de la
musique aura surtout le précieux avantage d’adoucir les mœurs parfois rustiques des
campagnards. »
(The taste for music even spreads all over the rural areas. Evrehaille 437 boasts less than
700 inhabitants and yet this small village has its wind band created thanks to the
enlightened and generous care of M. Delsaux burgomaster of the borough. It was set
up less than a year ago and consists of simple and kind peasants who, at that time,
scarcely had any musical knowledge. Now the band is already able to play easy pieces
to a certain degree of perfection. The lucky influence of music will above all offer the
advantage to smoothen the often-rough behavior of the rural population.)
In the 1830’s the province of East Flanders still boasted the greatest number of wind bands
but was soon to be overtaken by Hainault. In fact, this was due to the economic prosperity of
both provinces. In Hainault we had steel and mining industry whereas in East Flanders,
especially in the Ghent area, there was a prosperous textile (cotton) industry. So, prosperity
and population density were two factors that thoroughly influenced the existence of amateur
wind bands. Yet, in the period of economic depression in the 1840’s the number of wind
bands did not decrease. Indeed, during an economic recession people often feel insecure and
look for some kind of security within a group of like-minded people.
Here is a survey of the bands created between 1830 and 1850 in the different provinces of the
country. We should not rely on the name “harmonie” or “fanfare”, because these names were
mentioned by Jacops in 1853 and the great majority of fanfare bands had been created
originally as “harmonies” (wind or wind bands).
In the province of Antwerp
Nineteen bands had been founded in this province before Belgium’s independence.
The situation, according to the Exposé de la situation du Royaume evolved as follows:
1831-1840 : 9
1841-1847 : 16
1848-1851 : 11
1851 :
39
Thys, A., Les Sociétés Chorales en Belgique, Ghent, 1861, p. 8.
Various authors, Exposé de la situation du Royaume, Brussels, 1851
437
Évrehailles is a submunicipality of Yvoir in the province of Namur.
435
436
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1832 : Fanfare Sociëteit (Boechout)
1833 : Harmonie Sinte-Cecilia (Turnhout)
1836 : Sainte Cécilia (Berlaar), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Hemiksem), Harmonie Sint- Cecilia (Turnhout),
1837 : Harmonie De Eendracht (Geel-Oosterlo)
1838 : Fanfare Sainte Rosalie (Edegem)
1839 : Fanfare (Hemiksem), Harmonie Sinte Cecilia (Hoogstraten), Fanfare Sint- Cecilia (Mechelen)
1840 : Société d’Harmonie (Hingene), Fanfare (Niel)
1842 : Fanfare De Eendracht (Itegem), Fanfare (Schelle), Harmonie L’Union (Westerlo), Harmonie Sint-Bavo
(Wilrijk)
1843 : Société des Typographes-Mélophiles (Mechelen)
1844 : Harmonie Constantia (Borgerhout), Harmonie Euterpe (Mortsel)
1845 : Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Hoboken), Fanfare De Eendracht (Mol), Harmonie Sint-Huibrecht (Retie)
1846 : Harmonie (Veerle)
1847 : Harmonie Société de Musique (Herentals), Harmonie Trouw in Deugd (Putte)
1848 : Harmonie Société Lyrique and Fanfare L’Union (Antwerp), Fanfare L’Union (Zwijndrecht)
1849 : Fanfare Arendoncksche Liedertafel (Arendonk), Harmonie De Bloemenkring (Antwerp)
1850 : Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Deurne), Fanfare L’Union Fraternelle (Mechelen), Fanfare Concordia Walem),
Fanfare Union (Willebroek)

In the province of Brabant
The situation with 21 bands created before 1830 changed as follows according to the Exposé
de la situation du Royaume:
1831-1840 : 21
1841-1847 : 34
1848-1851 : 38
1851 :
72
1830 : Fanfare (Jodoigne)
1832 : Harmonie (Kortrijk-Dutsel), Fanfare Eendracht (Onze-Lieve-Vrouw-Lombeek)
1833 : Harmonie Sinte Cecilia (Ukkel)
1834 : Harmonie (Tienen), Fanfare (Wolvertem)
1835 : Harmonie (Zellik)
1836 : Société Philharmonique (Brussels)438, Société Philharmonique (Saint-Josse-Ten-Noode)
1837 : Harmonie Sint Cecilia (Ganshoren), Fanfare St. Cecilia (Humbeek), Société Philharmonique (Laken),
Harmonie (Tollembeek)
1838 : Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Braine-l’Alleud), Harmonie Volharding (Opwijk), Harmonie Sociëteit
(Scherpenheuvel), Fanfare L'Alliance (St.-Lambrechts-Woluwe)
1839 : Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Braine-le-Château), Société de Fanfares (Koekelberg), Harmonie (Leuven) –
changed into a fanfare band in 1852, Harmonie (Sint-Gillis/Brussels)
1840 : Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Dilbeek),
1841 : Harmonie (Leefdaal), Harmonie (Tourinnes-Saint-Lambert)
1842 : Fanfare Salvia (Heers), Fanfare (Marbaix), Harmonie (Tervuren)
1843 : Harmonie St Denis (Forest), Harmonie L’Echo des Montagnes (Virginal)
1844 : Harmonie (Bosvoorde), Firebrigade Fanfare Band (Brussels), Société Philharmonique du Progrès
(Clabecq)
1845 : Fanfare La Concorde (Genappe), Fanfare Verbroedering (Sint-Jans- Molenbeek)
1846 : Harmonie Société Philharmonique (Jette-Saint-Pierre/Brussels), Harmonie Jeunesse Montagnarde
(Tubize)
1847 : Harmonie Société Philharmonique (Heverlee), Fanfare De Eendracht (Kampenhout)
1848 : Harmonie du Cercle de Sainte-Cécile (Brussels), Fanfare (Werchter)
1849 : Harmonie des Beaux-Arts (Tienen), Harmonie (Tildonk), Harmonie (Woluwe-Saint- Lambert)
1850 : Fanfare De Ware Vrienden (Grimbergen), Fanfare (Haacht), Fanfare Les Amis de la Concorde
(Nivelles), Société d’Harmonie (Sint-Kwintens-Lennik), Société de Fanfares (Sint-Martens-Lennik),
Fanfare L’Union (Waterloo), Société Philharmonique (Wavre)

438

This society performed as a symphony orchestra in winter and as a symphonic band in summer. Conductor
was Jean-Valentin Bender who was also conductor of the 1 st Guides Regiment Band.
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In the province of East Flanders
Before 1830, we had 39 bands in this province. According to the Exposé the evolution in the
first half of the century was as follows:
1831-1840 : 32
1841-1847 : 46
1848-1851 : 42
1851 :
95
1833 : Harmonie St Cecila (Aspelare), Société Philharmonique (Petegem), Harmonie (Zele)
1834: Fanfare Niets zonder Arbeid and Fanfare Trouw en Eendracht (Erembodegem)
1836 : Fanfare (Berlare)
1837 : Harmonie Eendracht maakt macht – Originally “Société d’Harmonie” (Aalst), Harmonie Sinte Cecilia
(Sint- Lievens-Houtem), Fanfare (Wortegem)
1838 : Harmonie Al vloeiende groeiende (Bazel), Fanfare (Middelburg)
1839 : Fanfare Sint Cecilia (Aalter), Harmonie (Denderwindeke), Harmonie (Sint-Laureins), Harmonie
(Machelen), Harmonie Liefde en Eendracht” (Nieuwerkerken/Aalst), Fanfare (Wieze)
1840 : Fanfare (Geraardsbergen), Harmonie Sinte Cecilia (Grembergen), Fanfare (Machelen), Harmonie Sinte
Cecilia (Oordegem), Harmonie des Beaux-Arts (Oudenaarde), Harmonie Sint Cecilia (Sint-Margriete),
Harmonie Verbroedering en Eendracht (Vinkt), De Eendracht (Waarschoot) Harmonie Eendracht
maakt Macht (Watervliet)
1841 : Harmonie De Verenigde Vrienden (Ertvelde), Fanfare Orphée (Geraardsbergen), Ijver en Eendracht
(Kaprijke), Harmonie Sint Cecilia (Oosterzeele)
1842 : Harmonie (Deftinge), Harmonie Sinte Cecilia (Kaprijke), Fanfare Kunstliefde (Idegem), Fanfare
(Zelzate)
1843 : Sint Cecilia (Herzele), Fanfare (Sinaai), Fanfare Echo der Leie (Sint-Denijs-Westrem, Concordia (Sint
Laureins), Fanfare Schuttersgilde Willem Tell (Sint-Niklaas)
1844 : Fanfare De Ware Vrienden (Eeklo), Société Artistique de Sinte Cecilia (Ghent), De Neerschelde
(Gentbrugge), Fanfare De Eendracht (Wachtebeke)
1845 : Harmonie De Vrede (Haaltert), Fire Brigade Fanfare Band (Ghent), Harmonie Sinte-Cecilia
(Herdersem), Fanfare (Vrasene)
1846 : Sint Cecila (Belsele), Harmonie (Beveren-Oudenaarde), Mozart Fanfare and Fanfare Les Amateurs
(Ghent). This band was attached to the 2nd Legion of the Garde Civique as its president was colonel of
the civic guard. Fanfare (Gentbrugge)
1848 : Sint Cecilia (Doel), Harmonie (Sint-Martens-Latem)
1849 : Fanfare Kunstijver (Assenede), Société de Fanfares (Ronse), Fanfare (Zwijndrecht)
1850 : Fanfare Sinte Cecilia (Evergem), Fanfare Sint Cecilia (Nazareth), Harmonie Mercator (Rupelmonde),
Harmonie Sinte Cecilia (Sint-Gillis-Dendermonde), Fanfare Sinte-Cecilia (Sleidinge), Harmonie Sinte
Cecilia (Stekene)

In the province of West Flanders
From 30 bands created before 1830 this province knew, according to the Exposé the following
growth:
1831-1840 : 17
1841-1847 : 13
1848-1851 : 16
1851 :
59
1830 : Municipal Band Ste Cecilia (Ostend), La Grande Harmonie (Kortrijk)
1831 : Fanfare (Izegem), Fanfare Sint Cecilia (Tielt), Société Philharmonique (Wervik)
1833 : Fanfare Appolon (Veurne), Société Philharmonique (Zedelgem)
1834 : Fanfare Concordia (Beernem), Philharmonie (Ingelmunster), Société d’Harmonie (Koekelare),
Harmonie L’Union (Roesbrugge)
1835 : Harmonie Communale (Ieper), Société d’Harmonie (Kortemark), Harmonie Sinte Cecilia (Leke),
Fanfare (Watou)
1836 : Harmonie (Beselare), Société des Fanfares (Kortrijk), Fanfare (Langemark), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia
(Leffinge), Société de Fanfares (Zwevezele), Harmonie Sint-Cecilia (Geluwe)
1837 : Harmonie Sint-Cecilia (Aarsele)
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1838 : Harmonie (Beselaere), Harmonie (Merkem), Harmonie (Moerkerke)
1839 : De Verenigde Vrienden (Moen), Harmonie Sinte-Cecilia (Oedelem)
1840 : Harmonie Sint Cecilia (Izenberge), Harmonie Philharmonie Euterpe (Oostende), Fanfare Sint-Cecili
(Wijtschate)
1841 : Société Philharmonique (Nieuwkerke),
1842 : Harmonie De Renaissance (Bruges), Fanfare (Moen), Fanfare Sint Cecilia (Zarren)
1843 : Harmonie De Eendracht (Izenberge)
1844 : De Grote Harmonie or Société Philharmonique (Kortrijk), Harmonie (Vinkem)
1845 : Harmonie (Mesen), Harmonie De Eendracht (Oostkamp),
1846 : Harmonie Willem Tell (Ostend), Fanfare Sint Cecilia (Sint-Denijs)
1847 : Harmonie Sinte Cecilia (Alveringem), Harmonie Eendracht (Diksmuide)
1848 : Fanfare De Verenigde Vrienden (Hooglede), Harmonie (Lo), Harmonie (Pollinkhove), Fanfare Sint
Cecilia (Harelbeke)
1849 : Harmonie (Oostvleteren)
1850 : Les Fanfares (Beveren-Roeselare)

In the province of Limburg
The date of foundation of many Limburg wind bands is not known for sure or even not known
at all. Bands are mentioned in official documents or participate in festivals and contests, but
no more historic details have been saved. Several wind bands spring from a choral society
such as Sint-Cecilia at Rekem.
From 8 bands before 1830 the situation developed as follows:
1831-1840 :
1841-1847 :
1848-1851 :
1851 :

10
15
28
38

1830 : Harmonie (Maaseik)
1833 : Société de Musique (Hasselt)
1835 : Sint-Evermarusvrienden (Rutten)
1842: Harmonie Sinte-Cecilia (Hasselt)
1843 : Harmonie (Rutten)
1844 : Harmonie Willem Tell (Herk-De-Stad)
1845 : Harmonie Sinte-Cecilia (Mechelen-aan-de-Maas), Harmonie Sinte-Cecilia (Stokkem)
1846 : Société d’Harmonie (Borgloon), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Maasmechelen), Harmonie Sinte-Cecilia (Rekem)
1848 : Harmonie Sinte-Aldegonde (Alken), Fanfare Sinte-Cecilia (Kanne), Harmonie Sinte-Cecilia
(Kortessem), Harmonie Sinte-Cecilia (Lummen), Harmonie Société de Saint-Antoine (Millen)
1849 : Harmonie (Kanne), Harmonie (Montenaken), Gezelschap der Harmonie van Peer (Peer), Harmonie
(Wellen)
1850 : Harmonie De Renaissance (Beringen), Harmonie De Koorgalmen (Halen), Harmonie L’Echo de la
Meuse (Lanaken), Harmonie Concordia (Vlijtingen)

In the province of Hainault
The province of Hainault boasted 29 bands created before 1830. During the next twenty years
the evolution was as follows:
1831-1840 :
1841-1847 :
1848-1851 :
1851 :

17
49
70
95

1830 : Harmonie (Farciennes), Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Fleurus), Société d’Harmonie de Verreries de
Mariemont (Haine-saint-Pierre), Fanfare (Morlanwelz)
1834 : Harmonie (Basècles), Harmonie (Herseaux)
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1835 : Aiseau, Couillet and La Hestre
1836 : Société Philharmonique des Fanfares (Nimy)
1837 : Harmonie (Anderlues), Société d’Harmonie (Lobbes), Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Nimy-Maisières)
1838 : Fanfare Les Chasseurs (Binche), Harmonie (Dottignies), Harmonie La Concorde (Jemappes)
1839 : Harmonie (Rasnes-Lez-Gosselies), Fanfares Thudiniennes (Thuin)
1840 : Fanfare L’Union du Collège (Binche), Harmonie (Maulde)
1841 : Harmonie (Grandrieu), Harmonie Gauthier (Soignies), Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Pecq)
1842 : Société d’Harmonie (Baudour), Harmonie (Jurbise)
1843 : Société de Fanfares (Montigny-Sur-Sambre)
1844 : Société Philharmonique des Manufactures de Glaces de Sainte-Marie-d’Oignies (Aiseau), Société
d’Harmonie du Charbonnage de Mariemont (La Hestre), Harmonie (Momignies), Harmonie (Sirault)
1845 : Harmonie (Braine-le-Comte), Harmonie des Usines (Monceau-sur-Sambre), Harmonie (Silly)
1846 : Harmonie (Courcelles), Fanfare de L’Emulation (Dour), Société Philharmonique Allemande (Péruwelz),
Harmonie (Taintignies)
1847 : Harmonie (Blandain), Harmonie de la S.A. des charbonnages réunis (Charleroi), Fanfare (Ham-SurHeure)
1848 : Fanfares (Chimay), Harmonie (Houdeng-Aimeries)
1849 : Fanfare (Antoign), Harmonie La Concorde (Antoign), Harmonie L’Union (Bléharies), Fanfare
(Enghien), Harmonie (Frameries), Fanfare des Amis de L’Ordre (Hérinnes), Harmonie (Hollain),
Harmonie La Renaissance (Jemappes), Fanfare (Montigny-Le-Tilleul), Harmonie Les Amis de l’Ordre
(Ramegnies-Chin), Harmonie Société des Amateurs (Rœulx), Harmonie (Rumes)
1850 : Harmonie (Dampremy), Harmonie (Feluy), Société de Fanfares (Lens), Fanfare (Roux), Harmonie
(Wanfercée-Baulet)

In the province of Liege
This province did not have many bands. From 7 before the country’s independence, according
to the Exposé the situation evolved as follows:
1831-1840 :
1841-1847 :
1848-1851 :
1851 :

7
10
22
23

1829 : Harmonie Sainte Cécile (Henri-Chapelle), Société d’Harmonie (Verviers)
1836 : Société Philharmonie (Pepinster)
1839 : Harmonie (Henri-Chapelle), Harmonie (Waudre)
1840 : Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Charneaux)
1843 : Harmonie (Cheratte)
1846 : Harmonie Société d’Orphée (Stavelot), Société Philharmonique (Val-Saint-Lambert), Société Royale
Écho de la Warche (Malmedy)
1847 : Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Theux)
1848 : Harmonie (Angleur), Harmonie (Hannut)
1850 : Fanfare (Huy), Harmonie (Aubel)
1851 : Société de la Grande Harmonie (Liege), Harmonie Saint-Edmond (Juslenville/Theux), Harmonie
(Limbourg)

Several wind bands did not last for many years in this province. Some were already disbanded
sometime after the foundation.
In the province of Luxemburg
As in other mainly rural and agricultural areas, people looked for entertainment by setting up
a village band. They wanted to have fun, to socialize and to make nice music. However, the
number of wind bands is the smallest of all the Belgian provinces. The fact that there were not
many cities or important social and economic centers in this area might be a fair explanation.
Only six bands had been created before 1830 and, according to the Exposé the evolution was
anything but consistent.
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1831-1840 : 2
1841-1847 : 3
1848-1851 : 4
1851 :
15
1832 : Harmonie (Bouillon)
1837 : Société Philharmonique (Arlon)
1839 : Harmonie (Houffalize)
1840 : Harmonie (Neufchâteau)
1841 : Harmonie (Etalle)
1845 : Harmonie (Saint-Hubert)
1847 : Fanfare (Nothomb)
1848 : Harmonie (Muno)
1849 : Fanfare Les Echos des Roches (Durbuy), Harmonie (Érezée)
1850 : Société Philharmonique (Bertrix), Harmonie La Concorde (Nassogne), Philharmonie (Paliseul)

In the province of Namur
Between 1830 and 1855 there were some thirty wind bands, mostly wind (symphonic) bands
in this province. Often a band is mentioned as “Fanfare” but was a “Harmonie” when
founded! The evolution (eight bands before 1830) was as follows:
1831-1840:
1841-1847 :
1848-1851 :
1851 :

10
15
28
38

1832 : Harmonie (Grand-Leez), Harmonie (Spy)
1835 : Harmonie Malonne
1836 : Fanfares Les Pupilles (Mettet)
1837 : Harmonie (Champion)
1838 : Harmonie (Morialme)
1839 : Harmonie (Beauraing), L’Harmonie (Le Roux)
1840 : Fanfare (Mariembourg), Harmonie (Resteigne)
1841 : Harmonie (Jambes), Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Cul-des-Sarts)
1842 : Harmonie Ouvrière (Malonne)
1843 : Harmonie de Dhuy and Fanfare Saint-Rémy (Dhuy)
1844 : La Philharmonique (Fosses)
1845 : Harmonie (Malvoisin), Harmonie (Vedrin)
1847 : Harmonie (Dinant), Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Andenne)
1848 : Fanfare Notre-Dame (Namur)
1849 : Harmonie (Auvelais), Société Philharmonique (Flavion), Fanfare (Saint-Marc), Harmonie
(Philippeville), Harmonie Les Amis Réunis (Walcourt)
1850 : Harmonie (Bouge), Fanfare (Boussu-en-Fagne), Harmonie (Crupet), Harmonie (Floreffe), Harmonie
(Nismes), Harmonie (Saint Servais)

The total survey, published in the Exposé de la situation du Royaume gave the following
figures for 1851:
Antwerp
Brabant
East-Flanders
West-Flanders
Limburg

39
72
95
59
38

Hainault
Liege
Luxemburg
Namur
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95
23
15
38

Total for Belgium: 461

There are some other sources which mention other counts of all (known) wind bands in
Belgium in 1850. One of them gave the following results:
Flemish Provinces: 203 wind bands + 67 fanfare bands = 270 wind bands
Walloon Provinces: 130 wind bands + 26 fanfare bands = 156 wind bands
Belgium:

333 wind bands + 3 fanfare bands = 426 wind bands

According to F. Van Der Mueren, in 1851 Belgium boasted 465 bands, in 1860 already 531
and in 1900 no less than 1216 fanfare bands and 478 wind (harmonie) bands. 439 The
differences are not really important and we will probably never know the exact figures,
though we have a fairly accurate knowledge of the overall situation.
The average number of musicians in the amateur wind bands in Belgium in 1851 was 26,8
musicians (with the highest figure (30,2) in the province of Brabant and the lowest (23,2) in
the province of Namur.440
Bands created between 1851 and 1900.
The second half of the 19th century was to become “the golden age of wind bands”. All counts
showed a steady increase of the number of bands all over the country.
The number of wind bands in Belgium increased from some 460 in 1851 to some 560 in 1860;
this means that one hundred new wind bands were created in less than ten year! Half of that
number, no less than 52 bands, had been set up in the province of Hainault. In fact, one out of
four Belgian wind bands was to be found in that province in 1860! The evolution of the steel
and mining industries created quite a lot of new bands.
According to the Exposé de la situation du Royaume of 1861 the evolution was as follows:
There were 461 bands in 1851 and 572 in 1861.
Antwerp
Brabant
East-Flanders
West-Flanders
Limburg
Hainault
Liege
Luxemburg
Namur

50
82
101
80
26
147
30
22
34

After 1860, not only did the fanfare band know a real boom, but soon there was hardly any
village that did not boast its own band.
In his study A. Thys441 gives a survey of the number of wind bands in each province in 1860
and 1861. This enables us to see the density of the growth of the band movement in one year’s
time.

Mueren, Floris Van Der, Perspectief van de Vlaamse Muziek sedert Benoit, Hasselt, 1961, p. 59.
Haeghebaert, Luc, Terreinverkennend onderzoek naar de geschiedenis van de amateuristische muziekverenigingen in de provincie West-Vlaanderen gedurende de nieuwste tijden, Ghent, 1984, p. 105.
441
Thys, A., Historique des Sociétés Chorales de Belgique, Ghent, 1855
439
440
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Bands
Belgium
Antwerp
Brabant
East-Flanders
West-Flanders
Limburg
Hainault
Liege
Luxemburg
Namur

1860

531

1861

572

1860

45

1861

50

1860

71

1861

82

1860

95

1861

101

1860

70

1861

80

1860

26

1861

26

1860

135

1861

147

1860

33

1861

30

1860

22

1861

22

1860

34

1861

34

Fifteen years later, in 1875, Belgium boasted 913 bands (311 harmonie bands and 602 fanfare
bands). This means an increase of 351 bands.
Year
1850
1851
1860
1875
1880
1890
1895
1900

Bands
426
460
560
913
1302
1488
1639
1531

Wind Bands
(Harmonie)
333

Fanfare
Bands
93

311
361

602
842

392
403

1492
1128

?

99

The next Exposé de la situation du Royaume was only published in 1885 and gave figures of
the period 1861-1875. However only the overall number of wind bands was given, whereas
the provinces were no longer mentioned separately. The distinction between harmonie (wind
band) and fanfare band is new and, of course, very interesting.
harmonie

fanfare

1860

391

169

1875

311

602

In 1880 an annual listing all Belgian instrumental and choral groups Annuaire musical was
published by Jules Dufrane (cf. p.126.)
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harmonie fanfare
Belgium

356

958

Antwerp

25

97

Brabant

44

244

East-Flanders

43

129

West-Flanders

43

74

Limburg

14

26

Hainault

73

249

Liege

69

65

Luxemburg

17

21

Namur

28

53

Jules Dufrane contacted all Belgian wind bands, symphony orchestras and choirs in order to
get information about their date of foundation, number of members, prizes and medals
obtained at contests and festivals, rehearsal premises etc. As Dufrane also listed some
dramatic societies, many symphony orchestras etc., we cannot compare his figures with other
overall surveys or listings. Dufrane mentions a number of musical societies that did not give
any information; probably many had already been disbanded. Dufrane also published annals
in 1884, 1886, 1890 and 1895, but these books give less information and do not list all
musical societies. As we have fewer sources for the period 1880-1900, the information
becomes less accurate and is based on partial listings or individual historical band chronicles.
The next official count was only published in the Exposé de la situation du Royaume of 1912.
It described the situation of 1876-1900 and only gave overall figures for Belgium.
harmonie

fanfare

1875

311

602

1890

382

1073

1900

403

1128

In the province of Antwerp
In the second half of the 19th century there was a band boom and in the town of Antwerp no
less than some 120 bands were created! Some were part of a larger cultural society often also
including a choir, a theatre company or a symphony orchestra. Several bands were disbanded
after a while and some of them started under another name. Several suburbs organized their
own band, so did political parties, religious associations and some industrial companies. The
bands of which we do not know with certainty the foundation date are not mentioned in the
list below. Several wind bands sprang from a choral society, such as the fanfare Sint-Barbara
at Balen and the fanfare De Nachtegaal at Ranst.
1851 : Harmonie Sint-Willebrord (Antwerp), Fanfare Les Amis du Peuple (Berchem), Fanfare De Rupelgalmen
(Boom)
1852 : Harmonie De Bloemenkring Fanfare De Kunstvrienden (Antwerp), Fanfare De Vrije Nethezonen
(Duffel), Fanfare Vernieuwde Vriendschap (Lint), Fanfare Sint-Amelberga (Zandhoven)
1853 : Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Hingene-Eikevliet)
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1854 : Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Schoten)
1857 : Harmonie van Oosterlo (Geel-Oosterlo), Fanfare Broedermin (Grobbendonk), Fanfare Kunst en
Nijverheid (Turnhout)
1858 : Harmonie de la 5° Section (Antwerp), Fanfare De Heidezonen (Wortel)
1859 : Fanfares d’Anvers (Antwerp), Fanfare De Xaverianen (Mechelen), Harmonie Graef van Elissem (Onze
Lieve-Vrouw-Waver), Fanfare De Wijngaard (Wijnegem)
1860 : Fanfare Volharding (Blaasveld/Willebroek), Fanfare Concordia (Tisselt), Fanfare Cercle Grétry
(Willebroek)
1861 : Harmonie De Rupelzonen (Boom), Fanfare De Rupelgalm (Rulst), Fanfare De Ware Eendracht
(Schriek), Fanfare L’Union (Sint-Katelijne-Waver)
1862 : Fanfare De Vrede (Aartselaar), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Heffen/Mechelen), Fanfare De XXXIV (Kapellen)
Fanfare Kunst en Vlijt (Turnhout), Fanfare Concordia Harmonie Sint-Cecilia (Vorst),
1863 : Fanfare De Vlaamsche Vrienden (Berchem), Fanfare Eendracht (Burcht/Zwijndrecht)
1864 : Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Booischot), Fanfare Sint-Martinus (Hombeek), Fanfare Sint-Petrus and Paulus
(Schelle)
1865 : Harmonie De Xaverianen (Lier)
1866 : Fanfare Sint-Heilwichsgesticht (Mechelen), Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Vosselaar)
1867 : Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Bevel/Nijlen), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Geel), Fanfare De Landbouwerszonen
(Meerhout/Gestel), Fanfare De Eendracht (Stabroek), Fanfare De Verbroedering (Zandvliet)
1868 : Harmonie libérale Rossini (Antwerp), Harmonie De Jonge Werklieden (Willebroek), Fanfare de
Scheldezonen (Hoboken)
1869 : Fanfare Sint-Katarina (Antwerp-Kiel), Fanfare De Broederkring Fanfare De Verbroedering
(Antwerp), Fanfare Het Werk der Toekomst (Beerse), Fanfare De Onafhankelijke (Borgerhout), Fanfare
De Eendracht (Hove)
1870 : Fanfare Sint-Leonardus (Breendonk/Puurs), Fanfare Sint-Pieter (Herenthout), Fanfare Vlijt en Eendracht
(Oorderen), Harmonie Sint-Franciscus (Sint-Amands), Fanfare Xaverius (Turnhout), Fanfare
Onafhankelijkheid (Wiekevorst)
1871 : Fanfare De Toekomst (Balen), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Broechem/Ranst), Fanfare De Nethezonen
(Meerhout), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Mol), Fanfare Vereenigde Vrienden (Puurs-Kalfort)
1872 : Fanfare De Ware Vrienden (Antwerp), Fanfare Verenigde Vrienden (Brasschaat), Fanfare Eendracht
maakt macht (Broechem/Ranst), Harmonie Xaverianen (Duffel), Fanfare Nut en Vreugd (Kalmthout),
Fanfare Prenaalzonen (Liezele), Fanfare De Ware Vrienden (Oppuurs), Fanfare L’Echo de la Campine
(Turnhout), Fanfare Heilige Familie (Waarloos), Harmonie Sinte Katarina en Peter Benoit (Antwerpen)

164. Harmonie van Puurs (Antwerp) 1872.
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1873: Fanfare De Xaverianen (Aartselaar), Antwerpens Muzikale Kring (Antwerp), Harmonie Voor Taal en
Kunst (Borgerhout), Fanfare De Vrede – Sint-Lambertus (Eindhout/Laakdal-Vorst), Fanfare De
Witoogers & Fanfare De Xaverianen (Hemiksem), Fanfare De Xaverianen (Kontich), Fanfare De
Burgerzonen (Turnhout)
1874: Fanfare De Broederband & Fanfare Sint-Laurentiusvrienden (Antwerp), Fanfare De Verbroedering
(Beerse), Fanfare Kunst en Arbeid (Borgerhout), Fanfare Vooruit en Recht (Muizen), Fanfare De
Nethezonen (Westmeerbeek), Fanfare Saint-Eloi (Willebroek)
1875: Fanfare der Weesjongens & Fanfare De Vrije Antwerpenaren (Antwerp), Fanfare Saint Roch
(Bonheiden), Fanfare Tony’s Vrienden (Lier), Fanfare Eendracht maakt macht (Mechelen), Fanfare Tot
aller welzijn (Mechelen/Neckerspoel), Fanfare Zucht naar Kunst (Morkhoven), Fanfare Sint-Lambertus
(Muizen), Fanfare Verbroedering (Oostmalle)
1876: Fanfare Rossini (Antwerp-Kiel), Harmonie Prinsenhof (Borgerhout), Fanfare De Drij Koningen
(Deurne-Zuid), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Herselt), Fanfare Concordia (Mortsel/Luithagen), Harmonie De
Eendracht (Schoten), Fanfare Libéraux Réunis (Willebroek), Fanfare Les Amis de la Liberté (Wilrijk)
1877: Harmonie De Liberale Vrienden (Borgerhout), Fanfare Grétry (Borsbeek), Harmonie Cercle Artistique et
Literaire (Geel), Harmonie De Scheldezonen (Hoboken), Fanfare Sint-Laureys (Hove), Fanfare
Linkervleugel (Lillo), Fanfare Iever spant de Kroon (Mechelen), Fanfare Vooruit zonder Vrees (Niel)
Fanfare De Eendracht (Wommelgem)
1878: Fanfare Aanmoedigingskring der 6de wijk (Antwerp), Fanfare De Vriendenbond (Berlaar), Fanfare De
Vreugdegalm (Heffen/Mechelen), Fanfare De Vrije Eendracht (Itegem), Fanfare De Heidegalm
(Loenhout), Fanfare Les Amis Réunis (Mechelen), Fanfare Willen is Kunnen (Puurs), Fanfare Vermaak na
Arbeid (Rijkevorsel), Fanfare De Kempenzonen (Tielen), Fanfare Deugd en Vlijt (Willebroek)
1879: Fanfare De Vrijheid (Antwerp), Fanfare Iever maakt Vooruitgang (Heindonk/Willebroek), Fanfare De
Verenigde Vrienden (Kasterlee), Fanfare Onder Ons (Lier), Fanfare Ons Genoegen (Mechelen/Battel),
Fanfare De Marckezonen (Minderhout), Fanfare Katholieke Bond (Ruisbroek), Fanfare De Jonge
Scheuten (Wuustwezel)
1880: Fanfare Sint-Catharina (Hoogstraten), Fanfare Eer en Trouw (Mechelen), Fanfare Sint-Rosalia (Meer),
Fanfare Liberale Bond (Merksem), Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Nijlen), Fanfare Tijd en Vlijt (Olmen),
Fanfare Hoop en Moed (Ruisbroek), Fanfare Willen is Kunnen (Tisselt), Fanfare De Noorderzonen
(Westmalle)
1881: Fanfare De Vlaamsche Bond, Fanfare Sint-Jozefskring, Fanfare De Vredekring (Antwerp), Fanfare SintRemigius (Beerzel/Putte), Fanfare De Vrije Burgers (Koningshooikt), De Breydelzonen (Terhagen)
1882: La Jeune Fanfare, Fanfare Oude Weezenjongensbond, Fanfare De Verenigde Vrienden (Antwerp),
Fanfare De Breydelsvrienden (Lier), Fanfare Eendracht Vooruit (Mechelen), Fanfare Pennepoel
Weergalm (Mechelen)
1883: Fanfare Sint Leonard (Aartselaar), Fanfare De Vrijheidsvrieden, Antwerpsche Harmonie, Fanfare De
Kunstminnaars, De Vriendenkring (Antwerp), Fanfare Moed en Volharding (Heist-op-den-Berg),
Fanfare De Kunstvrienden and Fanfare Vrede en Vrijheid (Merksplas), Fanfare De Burgerzonen (OudTurnhout), Fanfare De Verenigde Vrienden (Sint-Katelijne-Waver), Fanfare De Vriendenkring
(Westerlo), Fanfare De Verenigde Vrienden (Westmeerbeek)
1884: Harmonie Sint-Cecilia (Antwerp-Kiel), Fanfare De Vriendenkring, Harmonie Moed en Volharding
(Antwerp), Harmonie Sint-Cecilia (Mechelen)
1885: Fanfare Grétry, Fanfare De Genie, Fanfare Kring der XVIII (Antwerp), Harmonie Cercle Mozart
(Mechelen)
1886: Fanfare De Verenigde Wezen (Antwerp), Fanfare De Arend (Arendonk), Fanfare De Broederkring
(Beerse), Fanfare Muzikale Club (Borgerhout), Harmonie Concordia (Wilrijk)
1887: Fanfare Händels Kring, Harmonie Vondel and, Fanfare Arbeid Adelt (Antwerp), Fanfare Sint Pieter
(Berlaar), De Eendracht (Eindhout/Laakdal-Vorst), Fanfare Eendracht maakt macht (Hulshout)
1888: Harmonie Bond der Belanghebbenden van Dokken en Kaaien, Fanfare Onafhankelijke Kennesvrienden
(Antwerp), Fanfare De Eendracht (Deurne), Fanfare Sint-Margareta (Hingene/Wintam)
1889: Fanfare Albert Grisar’s Kring, Fanfare Mozartkring, Harmonie Sint-Janskring, Fanfare De Zuidster
(Antwerp), Fanfare De Heidebloem (Brasschaat/Maria ter Heide)
1890: Ha & Fa Patria Belgica, Harmonie Fédération des ex-sous-officiers (Antwerp), Fanfare De Eikel
(Brecht), Fanfare Verbroedering Kapellen/Putte), Fanfare Sinte-Lucia (Loenhout), Fanfare Weezenbond
(Mechelen), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Onze-Lieve-Vrouw-Waver), Fanfare De Verenigde Vrienden (Poppel),
Fanfare De Verenigde Zoerlenaren (Westero/Zoerle-Parwijs)
1891: Fanfare Arbeid en Vermaak: Bell Telephone Manufacturing Company (Antwerp), Fanfare De
Onafhankelijken (Boechout), Fanfare Doe stil voort (Heist-op-den-Berg), Harmonie Vrede en Vermaak
(Kontich), Fanfare De Verbroedering (Putte), Fanfare De Lindekring (Zoersel)
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1892: Harmonie Kunst en Moedertaal, Harmonie Verenigde Stienussen and Harmonie De Werker (Antwerp),
Harmonie De Vriendenschaar (Berchem), Fanfare Les Amis Réunis de la Gare (Essen), Fanfare Iever en
Eendracht (Mechelen), Fanfare Condor (Rijkevorsel-Sint-Jozef), Fanfare Verbroedering
(Westerlo/Heultje), Fanfare De Haarkappers (Wiekevorst)
1893: Harmonie Kring der West-Vlamingen and Fanfare Arbeid en Kunst (Antwerp), Fanfare Lierse
Wielrijdersgilde (Lier), Harmonie Oudleerlingenbond der Gemeentescholen (Mechelen), Fanfare Sint
Bernardus (Mol-Sluis), Harmonie Mannen van Goede Wil (Muizen)
1894: Fanfare Mirykring and Harmonie Verenigde Desselaren (Antwerp), Fanfare Sint-Barbara (Balen),
Fanfare De Heidezonen (Dessel), Cycling band Vera-Paz (Mortsel), Fanfare Recht en Vrede (Reet)
1895: Fanfare Vrede Sint-Amands (Antwerp), Fanfare De Vlaamse Jongens(Hingene), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia
(Hombeek), Fanfare De Verenigde Brievenbestellers and Harmonie Werkliedenpartij (Mechelen),
Fanfare Takjes worden Bomen ( Schilde)
1896: Harmonie De Gulden Klok, Harmonie Sint Jacob, Fanfare Verbroedering der Vlaamsche Tolbeambten
(Antwerp), Harmonie De Dageraad (Berchem), Harmonie Nut en Vermaak (Bornem), Fanfare Sint
Lutgardis (Herselt/Blauberg), Fanfare Veloclub (Hoboken), Fanfare Lager Schelde (Lillo), Fanfare De
ware Vreugd (Nijlen), Harmonie De Jonge Wacht (Reet), Fanfare Vermaak na Arbeid (Turnhout),
1897: Harmonie De Centrumvrienden, Harmonie Verenigde Beersenaren, Harmonie Peter Benoit and
Harmonie Vlaanderens Kerlen (Antwerp), Fanfare Vooruit (Boom), Harmonie Noord-Oost (Borgerhout),
Fanfare Verbroedering Kunst en Vrij (Mechelen)
1898: Harmonie Sint-Jacob, Fanfare Patria/Licht en Leven and Harmonie Help U zelve- 6de Wijk (Antwerp),
Fanfare De Vriendenkring (Gierle/Lille), Fanfare De Vrolijke Vrienden (Hombeek/Heike), Fanfare
Arbeid adelt (Leest), Fanfare De Verbroederingsclub (Wommelgem), Fanfare De Ware Vrienden
(Zandvliet)
1899: Fanfare De Scheldezonen (Burcht/Zwijndrecht), Harmonie De Volksvrienden (Duffel), Fanfare De
Weergalm (Ekeren-Mariaburg), Fanfare De Berthoutzonen (Hallaar/Heist-op-den-Berg), Fanfare
Wielrijdersbond (Hoboken), Fanfare Vlijt en Eendracht (Kalmthout), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Leest),
Wielrijders (Mortsel), Harmonie Vrijwillige Pompiers (Puurs-Kalfort)
1900: Fanfare Aurora (Mortsel)

In the province of Brabant
It should be noted that the province of Brabant was spread over both the Dutch and the French
speaking parts of the country. It was only on 1 January 1995 that it was split up in two
provinces “Flemish Brabant” and “Walloon Brabant”. As we do not have any complete list
with the dates of foundation of the bands created between 1850 and 1900 we give an
alphabetical list, mainly based on Dufrane’s Annuaire of 1895.442
F= Fanfare Band H=Harmonie
- Aarschot: Fanfare Cercle libéral (1859).
- Anderlecht: Corps de musique de la filature de laine peignée (F), Fanfares d’Anderlecht (1868), Fanfare des
Sapeurs Pompiers Volontaires (1864), Cercle des XII (F), Fanfare Ouvrière, Les Philantropes (F)
and Harmonie des bronzes phosphoreux.
- Archennes: Fanfare du Train (1873).
- Asse: Harmonie Katholieke Gilde (1887).
- Auderghem: Fanfare L’Union (1842) and L’Echo des Forêts (F) 1878.
- Averbode: Fanfare (1897).
- Baal: Fanfare Sinte Anna (1878).
- Beauvechain: Fanfares Libérales.
- Bertem: De Vrijheidszonen (F) 1891 and De Vier Heemskinderen (F) 1867.
- Begijnendijk: Fanfare Lucia (1878).
- Bierbeek: Fanfare Saint Hilaire (1877) and Fanfare Sainte Cécile.
- Borchtlombeek: Fanfare La Liberté (1878).
- Bousval: Fanfare Les Amis Réunis (1872).
- Boutersem: Fanfare Vermaak na Arbeid. (1878).
- Braine-l’Alleud: Cerlce Musical (F) and Fanfare des Hameaux (1874).
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- Brussels: Cercle Instrumental (F), Fanfare de l’Escadron de Chasseurs à cheval de la Garde Civique, Les XV
amis réunis (F), L’Alliance musicale (F), La Phalange Artistique (F) (1879), Fanfare de l’Artillerie
de la Garde Civique, La petite fanfare, Les XV Inséparables (F), La Muse Musicale (F), Fanfare
Postale, Fanfare des Chasseurs Eclaireurs de la Garde Civique, Les Amis Réunis (F), Le Cercle
Bender (F), Cercle Saint Hubert (F) (1864), L’Alliance Artistique (H), Cercle Fétis (F) (1880) and Le
Conservatoire Africain (H)
- Chaumont-Gistoux: Fanfare Union et Concorde
- Corbais: Les Fanfares de Corbaix (1854)
- Court-Saint-Etienne: L’Amandine (F) (1865), Noirs Talons (F) (1875), La Fraternelle (F) (1872) and Les Alliés
- Diest: Harmonie Sint-Cecilia (1865)
-Duisburg: Fanfaren-maatschappij (1874)
- Dworp: L’union (F) (1877) and De Onbemiddelden (F) (1878)
- Erps-Kwerps: Fanfare De Eendracht (1858) and Fanfare De Xaverianen (1875)
- Elsene/Ixelles: Les Ex-Trompettes de la Cavalerie Belge (F), Cercle Sainte Cécile (F), La Paix de Boendael (F)
(1862), L’Echo d’Ixelles (F), Phalange Musicale Ixelloise (F), Alliance Musicale de Tenbosch
(F), Les Trompettes Mélodieuses de Tenbosch (F), Harmonie L’Union Musicale (1872),
Harmonie Sainte Barbe, Harmonie des Ateliers du Luxembourg (1865) and Fanfare La Pédale
d’Ixelles (1893)
- Essene: Pro Deo et Patria (F) and De Ware Belgen (F)
- Etterbeek: L’Aurore (F), Cercle Labory (F), La Fraternité (F) 1870, Sint Jan Berchmans Gilde (F), Le Réveil
de l’Artisan (F) (1873) and Fanfare Sainte Cécile (1863)
- Everberg: De Vrede (F) (1857)
- Evere: Fanfarenmaatschappij (1865) and Fanfare de Ster (1878)
- Ganshoren: Fanfare Le Lion (1873) and De Jonge Fanfaren
- Gelrode: Fanfare De Dalgalmen (1863)
- Genappe: Fanfare L’Union
- Glabais: Fanfare L’Union (1880)

- Gooik: Fanfare De Eendracht (1869)
- Grimbergen: De Cecilianen (F) (1872)
- Haren: Grétrykring (F) (1875) and De Eendracht (F) (1864)
- Herent: Fanfaren-maatschappij (1856) and Fanfaren der Fabrieken van Wijgmaal (1880)
- Heverlee: Fanfare Sinte Cecilia (1873) and Fanfare De Dijlgalm
- Hoegaarden: Melomanen van de Grote Gete (H) (1860)

- Hoeilaart: Harmonie Nut en Vermaak (1873)
- Hofstade: Fanfare De Jonge Eendracht (1877)
- Holsbeek: La Fanfare (1879)

165. Fanfare Sint Cecilia Wolvertem (Brabant) ca 1875.
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- Huldenberg: De IJssche Galm (F) (1871)
- Huizingen: Fanfare Sint Leonard (1875) and Les Amis de la Liberté (F)
- Itterbeek: Fanfare Kunst en Vrijheid and Fanfare Sint Pieter
- Ittre: Les Travailleurs Réunis (F) (1876)
- Jandrain-Jandrenouille: Fanfare de Jandrain (1874)
- Jauche: Fanfare de Jauche (1870) and Les Amateurs (F)
- Jette-Saint-Pierre (Brussels suburb): Union des Fanfares (1874)
- Kapelle-op-den-Bos: Iever en Eendracht (F) (1872) and De Vrije Vlaamse Zonen (F) (1892)
- Kessel-Lo: Fanfare Weergalm der Bergen (1868), De Vrijheidsvrienden (F), De Standhouders (F) (1878), De
Zavelbergen (F) (1874), Kring der XV (F) and Fanfare Centrale Werkplaats (1865)
- Korbeek-Lo: Fanfare Orphée (1851)
- Kortenaken: Fanfare Sint Amor (1878)
- Kortenberg: Fanfare De Eendracht (1861) and Vlamingen Vooruit (F) (1873)
- Kortrijk-Dutsel: Fanfare Sinte Catharina
- Kraainem: Kunst en Vrijheid (F) (1875)
- La Hulpe: Fanfare Alliance Musicale (1885) and Les Enfants de la Hulpe (F)
- Laken: Harmonie Vrienden van de Vooruitgang, Union des Fanfares, Les Amis de la Paix (F) (1867), L’Echo
des Fanfares (F) (1876), Harmonie La Concordia, and Fanfare Cercle des XX
- Langdorp: Fanfare Sint Petrusvrienden (1876)
- Leefdaal: Socialistische Philharmonie (F), L’Union fait la Force (F) Fanfare Saint Lambert (1875) and
Philharmonie (1875)
- Lembeek-Halle: Société Royale (F) (1861) and Société d’Harmonie
- Limelette: Fanfare Saint Jean des Bois
- Linkebeek: Fanfaren Sint Sebastiaan (1875) and Fanfare Bergengalm (1872)
- Leuven: Cercle des XXV (F) (1871), Fanfare Grétry (1858), De Bond der Oudleerlingen (F), Musique de la
Garde Civique (H), Cercle Mozart (H), De Vrolijke Vrienden (F), Fanfare van de Schoenmakersbond,
L’Union de la Jeunesse (F) and De Proletaar (F) (1892)
- Lubbeek: Fanfare Sint Martinus (1878) and Fanfare Jonge Vreugd
- Malderen: Fanfare De Ware Vrienden (1856)
- Maransart: L’Avenir (F) (1880)
- Meerbeek: De Jonge Fanfaren (1872) and De Ware Vrienden (F) (1874)
- Melsbroek: Fanfare Sint Martinus (1874)
- Merchtem: Fanfare Concordia (1865)
- Molenstede: Fanfare (1897)
- Nederokkerzeel: Fanfare Sint Stephanus (1875)
- Neder-over-Heembeek: Fanfare De Eendracht (1872) and Fanfare Sint Landri (1863)
- Neerheylissem: Fanfare L’Union
- Neerijse: Harmonie (1862)
- Nivelles: Cercle Musical (F) 1870, Fanfare des Pompiers Volontaires (1859) and Fanfare des Elèves de
l’École Normale (1880)
- Nossegem: Muziekkorps (1864)
- Okselaar: Fanfare (1894)
- Onze-Lieve-Vrouw-Tielt: Harmonie Sint Jozef and Harmonie Berg en Dalgalmen
- Oplinter: De Boerenbond (F)
- Ottenburg: De Verenigde Vrienden (F) and Philharmonie (H) (1879) and Fanfare Saint Nicolas (1869)
- Overijse: Fanfare Sint Paulus, Fanfare Sint Rochus (1847) and Harmonie Justus Lipsius (1868)
- Pamel: Fanfare de Ware Vrienden (1870) and De Hopboeren (F) (872)
- Pepingen: Fanfare Sint Martinus (1860) and Fanfare Sint Cecila (1868)
- Perwez-le-Marché: Fanfares Saint Martin (1851) and Fanfares Liberales (1860)
- Ramsdonk: Fanfare Moed en Volharding
- Rillaar: Fanfare De Mottegalm (1862)
- Rixensart: L’Union Musicale (F)
- Rotselaar: Rotselaars Ware Vrienden (F) (1879) and Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1871)
- Ruisbroek: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1874), and Fanfare Vooruitgang
- Schaarbeek: Cercle Weber (F) (1862), Fanfare des Sapeurs Pompiers (1879), L’Harmonie (F) (1878), Le
Progrès Schaerbeeckois (F), L’Echo de l’Ouest (F), L’Echo de l’Est (F) and La Société des Enfants
de Sainte Cécile (F)
- Schepdaal: De Ware Eendracht (F) (1876)
- Scherpenheuvel: De Xaverianen (F)
- Sint-Genesius-Rode: Bien faire et laisser dire (F)
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- Sint-Gillis: Fanfare Sainte Cécile, Phalange de Saint Gilles (F), Cercle Philantropique (F) (1869) and Cercle
Offenbach (F) (1870)
- Sint-Jans-Molenbeek: Cercle Grétry (F) (1862), Cercle Auber (F), La Jeune Fanfare (1872), Cercle Sainte
Barbe (F) (1877), Union Philantropique (F) (1870) and La Concorde Musicale (H)
(1876) and Société de Saint Jean Baptiste (F) (1876)
- Sint-Joost-ten-Noode: Alliance Musicale (H) (1875), Cercle Musical (H) (1861), Cercle Fétis (H) (879), Cercle
des XV (F), Cercle du Progrès (F) (1878), Fanfare du Nord, Les Ouvriers Réunis (F)
(1875) and Phalange Musicale (F)
- Sint-Joris-Weert: De Dijlegalm (F) (1876)
- Sint-Joris-Winge: Weergalm der Winghe (F)
- Sint-Pieters-Leeuw: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1876) and L’Union fait la Force (F) (1875)
- Steenokkerzeel: Sint Rumoldus (F) (1851), Sinte Pharaïlde (F) (1869), Sint Bernardus (F) (1874) and Sinte
Catharina (F)
- Strombeek-Bever: Fanfaren (1875)
- Strijtem: Fanfare (1874)
- Teralfene: Fanfare Sinte Cecila (1878) and De Brabantsche Leeuw (F) (1879)
- Ternat: Fanfare Euterpe (1868) and Fanfare De Verbroedering (1880)
- Tervuren: Fanfaremaatschappij Concordia (1883)
- Testelt: Fanfare (1894)
- Tielt-Wing: Fanfare De Berg- en Dalzonen (1868) and Harmonie Sint Jozef (1888)
-Tienen: Fanfare van de Suikerfabriek (1878)
- Tildonk: Fanfare Sint Cecila (1852)
- Thines: Fanfare Saint-Michel (1864)
- Tremelo: Fanfare De Bosgalm (1873)
- Tubize: Le Cercle Musical (H)
- Ukkel: Fanfare Saint Roch, Echo du Bois de la Cambre (F) (1861) and Les Xavériens (F)
- Veltem: Fanfare Sint Laurentius (1875)
- Vilvoorde: Harmonie Sinte Cecilia, Les Amis Réunis (F) (1865) and Fanfare des Manufactures de J-B Fondu
(1878)
- Vlezenbeek: Fanfare De Ware Eendracht (1872)
- Vollezele: Fanfare De Hoop (1876)
- Vorst: Les Joyeux Trompettes (F)
- Wambeke: Fanfare Sint Remigius
- Wavre: Les Amis Réunis (F) (1874), Philharmonie Sainte Cécile (H) (1879), Les Enfants de Basse-Wavre (F)
(1879) and Fanfare Union de Wavre
- Waterloo: Royale L’Union (F) (1850), Les Amis Réunis (F) (1864), Les Piémontais (F) and La Persévérence (F)
(1877)
- Watermaal-Bosvoorde: L’Union fait la Force (F) and Union et Progrès (F) (1872)
- Wauthier-Braine: Fanfare La Concorde (1867)
- Wellen: Fanfare De Kluchtige Vrienden ( 1892)
- Wemmel: Fanfare Sint Servaas (1872)
- Werchter: De Vlaamsche Leeuw (F) 1880 and Recht en Vooruit (F) (1877)
- Wezemaal: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1860)
- Wezembeek-Oppem: Fanfare Kunst en Vaderland (1872)
- Winksele: Weergalm van de IJzerenberg (F) (1876)
- Wolvertem: Eendracht maakt Macht (F)
- Zaventem: L’Union Fraternelle (F) (1870) and Société Tannerie & Maroquinerie belge (H)
- Zemst: Harmonie Sint-Petrus (1862)
- Zichem: Zichemse Demerzonen (F) (1868)
- Zoutleeuw: Les mélomanes de la petite Ghète (1870)

166. Fanfare Sint Jozef Tielt-Winge 1880.
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In the province of East Flanders
As for this province, neither have we any complete list with the dates of foundation of the
bands created between 1850 and 1900, so we give an alphabetical list, mainly based on
Dufrane’s Annuaire of 1895.443
- Aalter: Fanfare de Eendracht (1885)
- Aspelare: Fanfare Eendracht
- Assenede: Fanfare Burgerkring (1877)
- Baasrode: De Eendracht (H) (1872)
- Beveren-Waas: Fanfare Kunst en Vreugd (1863)
- Buggenhout: Fanfare Eendracht (1860)
- Denderbelle: De Jonge Denderlingen (F) (1868)
- Denderwindeke: Fanfare Vredelust (1874)
- Destelbergen: Fanfare Maatschappij (1871)
- Deinze: Fanfare Vooruit (1858)
- Denderleeuw: Fanfare De Dendergalmen (1865)
- Dendermonde: Echos de la Dendre (1855)
- De Pinte: Fanfare Hoop en Moed
- Eeklo: De Getrouwe (F) (1883), De Vereenigde Vrienden (F) 1872 and Harmonie Amicitia (1881)
- Erembodegem: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1854)
- Ertvelde: Eendracht en Verbroedering (F) (1862)
- Eksaarde: Fanfare De Verenigde Vrienden (1874)
- Gavere: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1865)
- Gent: Sint-Joseph (F) (1863), Fanfare van het Jongens Wezenhuis (1858) , Amicitia (F) (1880), Kunstliefde en
Broedermin (F) (1865), Vrij en Vrank (F) (1898), L’Echo des Trompettes (F) (1895), Fanfare Sainte
Cécile (1868), Kunst en Vermaak (F) (1883), De Jonge Trompetters (F) (1898), Werken en Leren (F)
(1880), Fanfare Grétry (1860), De Vaderlandsliefde (F) (1871), De Vrijheid (F) (1867), , Harmonie
Nijverheid, Vriendenkring Sint-Anna (H), Association des Artistes Musiciens de Gand (H) (1876) =
Municipal Band and Harmonie Vooruit (1881)
- Geraardsbergen: Socialistische Fanfare De Verbroedering (1899)
- Haaltert: De Jonge Kunstminnaars (F) (1875)
- Hamme: Fanfare Kunste en vrijheid (879) and De Leerzuchtige Vrienden (F) (1877)
- Hofstade: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1863)
- Horebeke (Sint Kornelis): Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1868)

167. Fanfare Sint Cecilia Geraardsbergen (East Flanders) 1894.
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- Iddergem: Fanfare IJver en Gunst maken Kunst (1856)
- Kalken: Fanfare Voorwaarts (1872)
- Kallo: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1861) and Orpheus (F) (1887)
- Kruibeke: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1858)
- Laarne: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1874)
- Lebbeke: Fanfare Orphée (1853)
- Ledeberg: Concordia (F) (1854), Progrès (F) (1871), Arbeid en Vreugde (F) (1885) and Muzikale
Kunstvrienden (F) (1889)
- Lembeke: Fanfare Sint Cecilia
- Lokeren: Fanfare van de Katholieke Burgerskring (1873)
- Lovendegem: Fanfare De Eendracht (1887)
- Mariakerke: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1856)
- Meerbeke: Harmonie Sint Cecilia (1852)
- Meerdonk: Harmonie Sint Cecilia (1860)
- Melden: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1880)
- Melle: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1862)
- Melsele: De Kunstliefde (F) 1886
- Merelbeke: Fanfare Scheldegalm (1861) and Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1879)
- Moerbeke-Waas : Trouw aan Kunst (F) 1860
- Moerzeke: Fanfare De Eendracht (1851)
- Moorsel: Fanfare Jeune Garde (1869)
- Nazareth: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1850)
- Nederzwalm: De Zwalmzonen (F) (1887)
- Nevele: Fanfare Sint Cecilia
- Nieuwkerken: Fanfare De Eendracht (1865)
- Nukerke: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1887)
- Olsene: Fanfare Sint Cecilia “De Leeuw van Vlaanderen” (1880)
- Ooike: Fanfare De Verenigde Vrienden van Ooike (1858)
- Oostakker: Fanfare Vrede in Deugd (1899)
- Opdorp: Met Moed Vooruit (F) (1860)
- Oudenaarde: Stadsmuziek (H) before 1890
- Oudenhove: Fanfare Sint Cecilia
- Overmere: De Verenigde Vrienden (F) (1864)
- Rupelmonde: Sint Cecilia (1863) and Sint Jozef (F) (1886)
- Scheldewindeke: Sint Cecilia’s Kring (F) (1860)
- Semmerzake: Fanfare De Eendracht (1895)
- Sint-Amandsberg: Voor Nut en Vermaak (F) (1872)
- Sint-Gillis-Dendermonde: Fanfare De Eendracht (1860)
- Sint-Gillis-Waas: Fanfare De Eendracht
- Sint-Lievens- Houtem: Fanfare Sint Lieven (1871)
- Sint-Niklaas: De Kunstvrienden (H) (1873), Excelsior (F) (1897), De Schoolbond (F) (1885) and Stedelijke
Harmonie (1890)
- Sint-Pauwels: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1882)
- Sleidinge: Fanfare Iever en Eendracht (1850)
- Steendorp: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1854) and Fanfare Eendracht maakt Macht (1896)
- Vinderhoute: Fanfare Moed en Volharding (1894)
- Wachtebeke: Fanfare De Vrije Zonen (1865)
- Waarschoot: Tijd en Vlijt (F) (1872)
- Wetteren: Harmonie Sint Cecilia (1874)
- Wichelen: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1876)
- Wortegem: Harmonie Hoop in de Toekomst (1866)
- Zaffelare: Fanfare Kunstliefde (1860) and Ijver en Eendracht (F) (1895)
- Zelzate: Fanfare Vooruit (1879) and De Vredekring (F) (1894)
- Zingem: De Fanfare van Synghem (1866)
- Zwijnaarde: De Jonge Wijngaard (F) 1872
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In the province of West Flanders
As for this province we do not have either any complete list with the dates of foundation of
the bands created between 1850 and 1900; we also give an alphabetical list, mainly based on
Dufrane’s Annuaire of 1895.444
- Aalbeke (Kortrijk): Harmonie Deugd en Vreugd (1885)

- Anzegem: Fanfare De Eendracht (1881)
- Ardooie: Fanfare De Ware Vrienden
- Avelgem: Fanfare Le Phare de l’Escaut (1854) and Harmonie Les Amis Réunis (1870)
- Beselare: Harmonie Sint Cecilia (1853) and Harmonie De Verenigde Vrienden (1881)
- Beerst: Fanfare De Eendracht
- Bellegem (Kortrijk): Fanfare Sint Leenaardszonen (1881)
- Beveren-Roeselare: Gemeentefanfaren (1877) and Fanfare Orde en Vlijt (1889)
- Bredene: Fanfare Willen is Kunnen and Fanfare Burgergilde
- Bruges: Harmonie Concorde (1875), Fanfare Katholieke Burgersgilde (1881) and Harmonie Cercle
Instrumental (1883)
- Comines: Harmonie Union Musicale
- Dadizele: Fanfare De Verenigde Vrienden
- Desselgem: Fanfare De Leiezonen (1894)
- Diksmuide: Fanfare Burgerskring (1872)
- Dudzele: Harmonie De Poldergalm (1877)
- Esen: Fanfare Sint Cecilia
- Gistel: Fanfare Eendracht en Kunstliefde
- Gits: Fanfare Deugd en Vreugd
- Handzame: Fanfare Sint Cecilia
- Harelbeke: Fanfare Eendracht en Vrijheid
- Heestert: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1863)
- Heist: Fanfare Noordzeeklank
- Helkijn Fanfare L’Union (1867)
- Herseaux: Harmonie Sainte Cécile
- Hulste (Harelbeke): Fanfare Broederlijke Liefdadigheid
- Ichtegem: Fanfare Sint Cecilia
- Ieper (Ypres): Société des Anciens Pompiers (H) (1891) and Grande Fanfare
- Izegem: Congregatiemuziek (H) (1851) and Fanfare De Broederliefde (1874)
- Keiem: Fanfare Sint Cecilia and Fanfare Eendracht maakt Macht
- Kortemark: Fanfare Kunst en Deugd (1858)
- Kooigem (Kortrijk): Fanfare Sint Cecilia
- Kortrijk: Harmonie Sint Cecilia (1853), Fanfare Cercle Musical (1855), Fanfare De Vrijheid (1889), Fanfare
Groeninghe (1898) and Fanfare De Vrije Trompetters
- Lauwe: Harmonie Sint Cecilia (1846)
- Menen: Fanfare L’Echo de la Lys, Fanfare Mayeur and Harmonie Populaire (Barakken)
- Meulebeke: Fanfare Sint Cecilia
- Middelkerke: Fanfare De Eendracht
- Moorsele: Fanfare Concordia
- Moorslede: Katholieke Fanfaren (1882)
- Moeskroen (Mouscron) : Harmonie Sainte Cécile, Harmonie Cercle Royal, Fanfare Franco Belge and Fanfare
de Risquons Tout445
- Oudenburg: Fanfare Sint Cecilia and Fanfare Katholieke Burgersgilde
- Ploegsteert: Fanfare Les Vrais Amis and Fanfare La Concorde
- Poperinge: Stadsmuziek (H)
- Rekkem: Société Philharmonie l’Abeille (H) (1865)
- Rollegem (Kortrijk): Harmonie Sint Cecilia (1861)
- Rollegem-Kapelle: Fanfare Sint Cecilia
Dufrane, Jules, o.c. 1895.
The “Gilson law” voted on 8 November 1962 settled the definitive linguistic frontier in Belgium. The
boundary lines of some provinces, districts and towns were changed. Komen (Comines) and Moeskroen
(Mouscron) were transferred from West-Flanders to Hainault and the Voeren region (Fourons) was transferred
from Liege to Limburg.
444
445
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- Roeselare: Stadsmuziek – Jongelingskring (H) and Harmonie De Mandelzonen
- Ruddervoorde: Fanfare Sint Cecilia
- Sint Denijs: Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1864)
- Staden: Fanfare De Verenigde Vrienden
- Tielt: Harmonie De Goede Vrienden 1852
- Tiegem Fanfare Sint Cecilia (1870)
- Torhout: Fanfare De Jongelingskring
- Veurne: Fanfare De Melomanen
- Vladslo: Fanfare De Nationale Vlag
- Voormezele: Fanfare Sint Cecilia
- Wakken: Harmonie De Vriendenkring
- Wevelgem : Harmonie De Eendracht (1873)
- Zonnebeke: Katholieke Fanfaren and Société d’Harmonie
- Zwevegem: Fanfare De Ware Vrienden (1891)

168. Harmonie De Goede Vrienden Tielt (West Flanders) 1879.

In the province of Limburg
Again several bands arose from the local choral society as was the case with the fanfare band
Sint-Aloysius at Leut, the Fanfare Sint-Martinus at Dilsen, Harmonie Aurora at Eigenbilzen,
Harmonie Sint-Cecilia at Elen, Harmonie Sinte-Cecilia at Grote Spouwen, Harmonie
Broederkring at Houthalen, Fanfare De Vriendenkring at Kessenich, Fanfare De Maasgalm
at Maaseik, Fanfare Sint-Hubertus at Maasmechelen, Fanfare Sint-Isidorus at Molenbeersel,
Fanfare De Lauwerkrans at Mopertingen, Harmonie De Voortgang at Neeroeteren, Fanfare
Ophoverszonen at Ophoven, Harmonie Sinte-Cecilia at Piringen, Harmonie Sint-Cecilia at
Rotem, Stockheimer harmonie Werk en Kunst at Stockem, Harmonie Ambiorix at Tongeren,
Fanfare Sint-Lucia at Uikhoven, Fanfare Sint-Cecilia at Vucht, Fanfare De Kluchtige
Vrienden at Wellen and Fanfare De Ware Vrienden at Zolder. One year after its foundation in
1883, the members of the Zonhoven choral society created no less than two bands: the liberal
fanfare band De Boerenzonen and the catholic wind (harmonie) band De Ware Vrienden.
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1851: Harmonie Weergalm der Maas (Lanaken) and L’Echo de la jeune Campine (Leopoldsburg)

1853: Fanfarengezelschap (Bilzen)
1860: Fanfare Dommelgalm (Neerpelt)
1863: Harmonie De Voortgang (Neeroeteren)
1865: Harmonie Ambiorix (Tongeren)
1870: Fanfare Burgerwelzijn (Borgloon) and De Fanfaren van Pael (Paal)
1871: Fanfare De Bergengalm (Hechtel) and Fanfare De Ware Vrienden (Zolder)
1873: Fanfare Hoop in de Toekomst (Hoepertingen),
1874: Fanfare La Renaissance (Diepenbeek)
1875: Harmonie Sint-Hubertus (Leopoldsburg) and Fanfare De Heibloem (Meeuwen)
1876: Fanfare De Maasgalm (Maaseik)
1877: Harmonie Aurora (Eigenbilzen) and Harmonie De Kunstvrienden (Sint-Truiden)
1878: Fanfare Sint-Martinus (Genk) and Fanfare Sint-Lucia (Uikhoven)
1879: Fanfare Sint-Christina (Brustem), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Gingelom), Harmonie Sint Catharina
(Kortessem) and Fanfare Sint-Martinus (Tessenderlo)
1880: Harmonie van de Rijksnormaalschool (Hasselt), Société Royale d’Harmonie (Maaseik) and Harmonie
Sint-Medardus (Vreren)
1882: Fanfare De Vriendenkring (Kessenich) and Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Meeswijk)
1883: Harmonie Concordia (Maaseik)
1884: Fanfare Ophoverszonen (Ophoven) and Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Vucht)
1885: Boerenfanfare (Bocholt)

169. Het Gezelschap der Harmonie van Peer (Limburg) 1865.

1887: Harmonie Collège Saint-Joseph (Hasselt), Fanfare Sint-Aloysius (Leut), Fanfare Nut en Vermaak
(Overpelt), and De Fanfaremaatschappij van Zeelhem (Zelem)
1888: Fanfare Onderling Vermaak (Eksel)
1890: Fanfare Kunst na Arbeid (Gors-Opleeuw)
1891: Harmoniemaatschappij der Gilde van Ambachten en Neringen (Sint-Truiden),
1892: Harmonie Verenigde Vrienden (Bree), Fanfare Salvia (Heers) and Fanfare Sint-Ceclia (Piringen)
1894: Fanfare Sint-Hubertus (Maasmechelen)
1895: Harmonie Sint-Cecilia (Hoeselt)
1896: Fanfare De Eendracht (Kleine Spouwen), Harmonie Sint-Lambertus (Neerharen) and Fanfare De
Werkmanszonen (Zichen-Zussen-Bolder)
1897: Fanfare Sint-Martinus (Dilsen), Harmonie Sint-Cecilia (Elen), Fanfare Salvia (Hasselt), Fanfare Onder
Ons (Koersel), Fanfare Stepsweergalm (Montenaken), Fanfare Sint-Cecilia (Rotem) and Harmonie
Broederband (Zichen-Zussen-Bolder)
1898: Fanfare Sint-Jan (Herderen), Fanfare De Ittergalm (Opitter), Fanfare Sint-Martinus (Riemst), Fanfare
Vermaak na Arbeid (Sint-Huibrechts-Lille), Fanfare Sint-Lucia (Tessenderlo-Engsbergen) and Fanfare De
Vrije Burgers (Valmeer)
1899: Harmonie Sint-Cecilia (Grote Spouwen), Fanfare De Vrijheidszonen (Kinrooi), Fanfare Heidegalm
(Lommel), Fanfare De Eendracht (Nieuwerkerken) and De Stockheimer harmonie Werk en Kunst
(Stockem)
1900: Fanfare Sint-Isidorus (Molenbeersel) and Fanfare De Kluchtige Vrienden (Wellen)
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In the province of Hainault
In this province the great boom of wind bands is also to be situated in the second half of the
19th century and more precisely between 1850 and 1880. Some bands also arose from a choir,
such as the bands of Barry (1863), Chercq (1865), Dottignies (1873) and Ligne (1887). The
musical enthusiasm was often that strong as to have two rival wind bands set up in a small
village. Sometimes, this was due to a large potential of candidate musicians at the disposal,
but often rather to political or personal feuds. In Montreuil-au-Bois two competing innkeepers
each created their own band.
1851: Fanfare Union de Lorette (Ath) and Fanfare L’Union d’Harchies (Bernissart)
1852: Fanfare Les Bons Amis (Arc-Wattripont) and Harmonie Communale (Hollain)
1853: Fanfare Rosier (Silly) and Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Wiers)
1854: Fanfare Union Saint-Martin (Ath), and Société Ducale des Fanfares (Frameries)
1855: Fanfare des Volontaires Pompiers (Leuze), Fanfare Marie-Henriette (Néchin), Fanfare La Renaissance
(Warcoing) and Harmonie intégrale (La Bouverie)
1856: Harmonie Communale (Estaimpuis)
1858: Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Béclers)
1860: Fanfares (Pottes) and Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Velaines)
1862: Fanfare L’Echo de la Frontière (Rongy) and Fanfare Les Echos des Carrières (Vaulx)
1863: Fanfare Alliance Musicale (Barry)
1864: Fanfare Les Amis Réunis (Ellezelles), L’Union (Wihéries) and La Caecilia (Baileux)
1866: Fanfare Communale (Laplaigne)
1867: Fanfare Les Amis Réunis (Russeignies)
1868: Fanfare Union Musicale (Dottignies)
1870: La Concorde (Bassily), Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Pipaix), Fanfare (Bois-de-Bossu) and Fanfare Saint
Martin (Renlies)
1871: Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Montrœul-au-Bois)
1872: Fanfare L’Union (Frasnes-les-Buissenal), Fanfare Communale (Froidmont), Fanfare Sainte-Cécile
(Gaurain-Ramecroix), Fanfare La Fraternité (Jollain-Merlin) and Fanfare La Concorde (Péronnes)
1873: Cercle Musical (Blandain), Fanfare Les Bons Amis (Frasnes-les-Buissenal), Fanfare L’Union (Melles),
Fanfare Saint-Ghislain (Molenbaix) and Fanfare Les Amis Réunis (Mourcourt)
1874: Fanfare (Escanaffles), Fanfare La Concorde (Lahamaide) and Fanfare des Pompiers (StambrugesGrandglise)
1875: Fanfare (Ellezelles)
1877: Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Ere) and Fanfare L’Avenir (Ghoy)
1879: Fanfare (Bouvignies), Fanfare Les Amis Réunis (Pecq), Philharmonie Sainte-Cécile (Wodecq)
1880 : Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Chapelle-à-Wattines), Fanfare Les Gais Amis (Esplechin), Fanfare Les Amis
(Saint-Léger) and Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Thumaide)
1881: Fanfare Les Vrais Amis (Ploegsteert)
1882: Union Musicale (Luigne)
1884: Harmonie (Comines) and Fanfare Les Echos de la Hunelle (Ladeuze)
1886: Fanfares (Hamois), Harmonie du Mont-à-Leux (Mouscron) and Fanfare La Renaissance
(Quevaucamps)
1887 : Fanfare L’Union Fraternelle (Ligne), Fanfare L’Union (Ollignies) and Fanfare Communale (Rumes)
1888: Fanfare Les Amis Réunis de Risquons-Tout (Mouscron)
1892: Harmonie Communale La Fraternité (Houthem)
1893: Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Vézon)
1894: Fanfare Communale (Thieulain)
1896: Fanfare L’Echo de la Frontière (La Glanerie)
1897: Fanfare La Renaissance (Mourcourt)
1898: Fanfare Les Enfants des Carrières (Gaurain-Ramecroix)
1900: Fanfare Communale (Amougies)
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170. Fanfare La Fraternité Halanzay (Hainault) 1885.

In the province of Liege
No complete list has been published, so again Dufrane is the most important source.
1853: Les Fanfares d’Othée (Othée)
1863: Harmonie Sainte Barbe (Plombières)
1866 Société l’Harmonie (Gemmenich)
1868 Les Fanfares (Dolhain) and Harmonie Sainte Cécile (Montzen)
1869: Harmonie (Theux-Franchimont)
1870: Les Echos de l’Hertogenwald (Membach)
1871: Les Echos de la Berwinne (Aubel)
1874: Harmonie Réunion des Amateurs (Dolhain), Harmonie Saint Martin (Fouron-Saint-Martin), Harmonie
L’Emulation (Stavelot) and Harmonie La Fraternité (Malmedy)
1877: Fanfare Les Echos de l’Amblève (Ligneuville)
1883: Fanfare Saint-Lambert (Sippenaeken)
1886: Harmonie L’Union Musicale (Hombourg)
1887: Fanfare Saint-Joseph (Membach)
1888: Fanfare Concordia (Salm-Château)
1890: Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Gemmenich)
1892: Harmonie Les Amis Réunis (Comblain-au-Pont)
1896: Fanfare Echo de la Warchenne (Waimes)
1897: Harmonie Les Amis Réunis (Robertville)

In the city of Liege, we had the following bands by the end of the 19th century, according to
Dufrane: Les Fanfares Saint Hubert, Fanfares du Laven, La Fraternité (F) and L’Union des
Fanfares, Société d’Harmonie de Fragnée and Cercle Sainte Marguerite (H). In the city of
Verviers: Fanfare Le Clairon, Fanfare Saint Joseph and Harmonie de la Garde Civique.
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171. Les Échos de l'Hertogenwald Membach (Liege) 1895.

In the province of Luxemburg
It was also the war between catholic and lay (state) schools that gave a political character to a
majority of the existing and newly created wind bands. Other bands, such as the Lyre
Luxembourgeoise at Barvaux-sur-Ourthe, Les Échos de l’Ourthe at Bomal-sur-Ourthe, the
Fanfare de Nothomb at Nothomb, Fanfare Concordia at Salm Château, Philharmonie
L’Union at Sterpenich and Fanfare Saint-Joseph at Sterpigny were also set up within a choral
society.
1852: Fanfare Les Joyeux Travailleurs (Hotton)
1860: Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Saint-Léger)
1863: Société Philharmonique (Saint-Mard) and Fanfares Les Echos de la Salm (Vielsalm)
1864: Société Philharmonique (Aubange)
1866: Fanfare Les Ardennais (Steinbach)
1869: Fanfare Les Echos de l’Ourthe (Bomal-sur-Ourthe)
1873: Les Echos du Thon (Ethe)
1874: Harmonie des Sapeurs Pompiers (Athus) and Harmonie La Lyre Luxembourgeoise (Barvaux-sur-Ourthe)
1875: Fanfares (Saint-Léger)
1877: Harmonie La Fanfare (Bouillon) and Les Fanfares (Halanzy)
1879: Harmonie (Etalle) and Société des Fanfares (Habaye-la-Vieille)
1882: Fanfare L’Aurore (Thiaumont)
1883: Fanfare Libérale (L’église), Fanfares (Messancy), Cercle Libéral (Neufchâteau), Fanfare (Virton) and
Harmonie (Warmifontaine)
1884: Musique Scolaire (Etalle), Harmonie Saint-Pierre (Ethe), Fanfare Les Mélomanes and Fanfare Les Echos
de la Rulle (Habaye-la-Vieille)
1885: Fanfare L’Emulation (Habaye-la-Neuve) and Fanfare L’Union (Udange)
1887: Harmonie L’Emulation (Mussy-la-Ville)
1888: Harmonie Concordia (Virton)
1889: Fanfare L’Union (Gérouville)
1890: Fanfare Saint-Joseph (Bertrix) and Philharmonie Les Amis Réunis (Muno)
1891: Fanfare Concordia (Salmchâteau)
1893: Fanfare (Meix-devant-Virton)
1894: Harmonie Caecilia (Paliseul)
1896: Harmonie L’Union (Musson)
1897: Les Echos de la Forêt (Nobressart)
1900: Philharmonie Union (Sterpenich)
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172. Fanfare L'Émulation Habay-la-Neuve (Luxemburg)
1899.

In the province of Namur
Somewhat after the middle of the century, there was a kind of stagnation as only twenty new
bands were created between 1850 and 1875, without any apparent reason. An economic crisis
could be the reason, but the gradual introduction of the Adolphe Sax musical instruments
could be another one.
1851: Harmonie (Bouge), Harmonie (Florennes) and Harmonie Ouvrière (Saint-Servais), Harmonie (Velaine)
1852: Fanfares Samson-Brumagne (Thon-Samson)
1854: Harmonie Saint-Lambert (Flawinne)
1858: Fanfare La Lyre Ouvrière (Florennes)
1859: Fanfare Les Echos de la Basse Sambre (Moustier-sur-Sambre)
1860: Fanfare (Buissonville) and Société de Fanfares (Dinant)
1861: Fanfare Communale Libérale (Walcourt)
1863: Fanfares L’Union (Faulx-les-Tombes)
1864: Fanfares Saint-Michel (Nismes) and Fanfare Saint-Hubert (Rosée)
1866: Harmonie du Collège Communal (Dinant)
1867: Harmonie Communale (Saint-Servais)
1868: Harmonie Saint-Vincent (Braibant)
1869: Société des Fanfares (Cul-des-Sarts)
1870: Fanfare La Concore (Bouge)
1872: Harmonie des Ateliers de l’Etat (Jemelle)
1873: Fanfare de l’Orphelinat des Garçons (Namur) and Harmonie Sainte Marie de Comognes (Vedrin)
1874: Harmonie (Maffe)

Between 1875 and 1914, the wind band movement reached its peak in the province as some
150 bands were created. The concentration of the population in industrial towns led to the
foundation of many bands in the towns and of many so-called industrial bands.
1875: Fanfare La Lyre Industrielle (Auvelais), Société des Fanfares (Dailly), Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Houyet)
Fanfare Les Echos (Loyers), Société des Fanfares (Ohey) and Fanfare Les Volontaires (Thon)
1876: Harmonie La Concorde (Andenne)
1871: Harmonie L’Espérance (Pondrôme)
1877: Harmonie (Cerfontaine) and Harmonie (Havelange)
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1878: Fanfare (Frasnes), Fanfares Le Bleuet (Jemeppe-sur-Sambre), Fanfares du Faubourg de Salzinnes
(Namur) and Fanfare La Joyeuse Ardennaise (Rienne)
1879: Fanfare L’Union (Bioul) and Harmonie Les Amateurs Jambois (Jambes)
1880: Fanfare Saint-Léonard (Ausche-en-Refail), Fanfare Les Amis Réunis (Faulx-les-Tombes), Fanfares des
Verreries d’Herbatte et de Jambes and Fanfare L’Echo d’Avignon (Nismes) and Fanfare (Surice)
1881: Fanfare Les Amateurs (Dinant) and Harmonie Les Enfants de Cérès (Mesnil-Saint- Blaise)
1883: Harmonie de la Fabrique de Glaces (Floreffe)
1884: Fanfare Les Gais Compères (Berzée), Société Cinacienne des Fanfares (Ciney), Fanfare Saint-Martin
(Leuze-Longchamps), Fanfare des Chemins de Fer (Namur) and Harmonie de l’Union Ouvrière
(Winenne)
1885: Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Bioul) and Harmonie La Renaissance (Dave)
1886: Fanfare (Hamois)
1887: Harmonie La Concorde (Namur)
1889: Fanfare L’Espérance (Spy)
1890: Fanfare Les Bons Amis (Haut-le-Wastia) and Fanfare Sainte Marguerite de Ville-en- Waret (Vezin)
1891: Fanfare Les Patriotes (Morialmé) and Harmonie (Moustier-sur-Sambre)
1892: Société d’Harmonie (Ciergnon), Fanfare (Couvin) and Fanfare Les Amis Réunis (Lustin)
1893: Fanfare Saint-Martin (Anhée), Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Annevoeie-Rouillon), Fanfare Les Dévoués
(Corroy-le-Château), Fanfares Jemelloises (Jemelle) and Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Méhaigne)
1894: Fanfare La Concorde (Bioul), La Fraternelle (Bovesse) and Fanfare (Clermont)
1895: Les Enfants du Progrès (Berzée), Fanfare L’Echo des Roches (Bouvignes), Fanfare Cécilia (Courrière),
Fanfare L’Union Ouvrière (Daussois), Fanfare Les Echos de l’Eau Noire (Gonrieux) and Fanfare L’Echo
du Vallon Solitaire de Chapois (Leignon)
1896: Harmonie La Phalange Malonnaise (Malonne), Fanfare L’Union Musicale (Meux) and Fanfare Les
Volontaires (Silenrieux)
1897: Fanfare Sainte-Cécile (Assesse), Harmonie Saint-Martin (Biesme) and Fanfare du Cercle des XXXII
(Namur)
1898: Harmonie Sainte-Cécile (Beauraing) and Fanfare (Chèvetogne)
1900: Fanfare L’Union (Fraire)

173. Fanfares L'Espérance Spy (Namur) 1895.
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In the Province of Namur 20 new bands were created between 1850 and 1875, 16 of them
were fanfare bands. Between 1875 and 1914, however, no less than 150 new bands were
created in this province, 110 of them were fanfare bands. There was a concentration of bands
in the towns and in industrial areas. For its centenary celebrations in 1872, the Harmonie Sinte
Cecilia of Sint-Amands organized a festival and invited 21 wind bands (6 wind bands and 15
fanfare bands). This clearly illustrates the rapidly increasing number of fanfare bands.
A census in 1895 gave the following results:
Flemish Provinces 192 wind bands + 788 fanfare bands = 980 wind bands
Walloon Provinces 201 wind bands + 459 fanfare bands = 660 wind bands
Belgium

393 wind bands + 1247 fanfare bands = 1640 wind bands

It was obvious that the social laws imposing restrictions on the working time of the laborers
allowed more time for entertainment. Towards the end of the century, people liked more and
more to celebrate all kind of festivities, the main form of entertainment At those festivities,
young men discovered or met their sweetheart, traders did some business etc. and there was
seldom a festivity without one or more bands.
As already mentioned in the previous chapter, many wind bands originated in Chambers of
Rhetoric, drama societies, choirs, shooting associations and religiously and politically inspired
societies. Though some bands still found their origin in similar groups after 1830, there will
gradually be other social areas and groups where wind bands will be created, such as the
official local civic militias Burgerwacht in Dutch, Garde Civique in French, Fire Brigade
Bands, Railway bands, Postal Service bands, industrial bands and school bands.

174. Marche des Chasseurs Chasteler 1830 – (Arr. Prevost).
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THE CIVIC MILITIA BANDS.
On 25 August 1830, two days after the riots caused by the performance of the Muette de
Portici, a National Civic Militia (Garde Civique) was created in Brussels. Its leader was
Baron Emmanuel vander Linden d’Hoogvorst. During the September Revolution in 1830 a
provisional Belgian government was set up. It sent a circular letter to all municipal authorities
of the country in which they insisted on the creation of a civic militia company in all towns to
maintain order. The so-called Gardes Bourgeoises were created all over the country.
Les Chasseurs Chasteler.
Still in September 1830, some young Brussels patriots gathered to fight the Dutch oppressors
and formed, more or less unconsciously, the nucleus of what was to become a company of
Chasseurs Volontaires (Volunteer Hunters or Riflemen). After the capital had been evacuated
by the Dutch Troops the volunteers remained together and asked the Marquis du Chasteler, an
ancient officer of the Dutch and of the French Army, to become their leader. This company
was called Chasseurs Chasteler and boasted several national heroes such as Frédéric de
Mérode and also Jenneval, the author of the national anthem La Brabançonne. The company
fought most bravely at several combats between Brussels and the Dutch border. In 1831, the
Provisional Government decreed that all volunteer corps had to be turned into regiments of
the army. However, the Brussels company Chasseurs Chasteler obtained the authorization to
join the Brussels Garde Civique (Civic Militia). The company was now called company of
Chasseurs Eclaireurs (Riflemen/Scouts) of the Brussels Garde Civique. A century later,
Arthur Prevost, conductor of the Royal symphonic of the Belgian Guides arranged an
historical march called Marche des Chasseurs Chasteler 1830 (cf. previous page).
One of the very first decisions of the “Provisional Government”, dated 26 October 1830,
stipulated that every Belgian citizen aged between 21 and 50 had to register with the Civic
Guard of his hometown or village. A subsequent circular letter advised the authorities also to
create a wind band in order to stimulate the civic militia’s exercises; another possibility was to
collaborate with an existing band.446 Up to 1914, there were Civic Militia Wind Bands or
bands collaborating on a more or less regular base with the local Civic Militia. Those bands
were more or less hybrid; in fact, they were half military, as they wore military swords since
1848, and half civilian as they were subsidized by the local town authorities.
Ghent.
In Ghent the Garde Civique had been created under the French rule in 1801. Twelve years
later the local Sint Cecilia Band was called on as Civic Guard Band and after Napoleon’s
final defeat at Waterloo in 1815, the musicians were charged with the maintenance of public
order. On 15 August 1814 the band played a serenade for the Tsar of Russia who visited
Ghent and on 11 September it welcomed the Prince of Orange Nassau. Its uniform was
described as follows: veste et culotte de drap blanc à liséré bleu, épée, chapeau retapeé et
plumes blanches (white linen coat and trousers with blue piping, sword and a brimmed hat
with white feathers). In 1831 the band was called La Musique de l’État-Major de la Garde
Civique de la Ville de Gand (Staff Band of the Civic Guard of the Town of Ghent)
Halfway the 19th century Ghent boasted no less than four Civic Guard bands: Band of the 1st
Legion (conductor Désiré Van Reysschoot), the Artillery Band (conductor Ed De Vos), the
Chasseurs-Éclaireurs (Riflemen and Scouts) Band and the 2nd Legion band. In the 1870’s the
band of the 1st Legion was conducted by the famous composer Karel Miry (1823-1899)
composer of the Flemish National Anthem.
446

Brys, Jozef, o.c., p. 25.
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Antwerp.
One of the oldest Civic Militia Wind Bands was probably that of Antwerp. We find some
information about this band in the Antwerp Town Archives in a file concerning an
investigation set up in 1831 due to a complaint from a tailor who made uniforms for the
“Garde Civique”.447 There is a description of a bundle of 21 quires containing 27 pieces of
music ranging from the overture La Muette de Portici (Masaniello) by Auber to the Overture
of Guillaume Tell by Rossini for the following instrumentation:
1st Serpent
2nd Serpent
1st Bassoon
2nd Bassoon
1st Horn
1st Horn
2nd Horn
2nd Horn
Trumpets
1st Trombone
2nd Trombone

E-flat clarinet
Piccolo Flute
Flute
1st Clarinet
2nd Clarinet
2nd Clarinet
3rd Clarinet
4th Clarinet
Keyed bugle (Cor à Clefs)
Bass Drum
Snare Drum (Caisse Roulante)

When the “Tree of Liberty” was set up at the Antwerp market square on 17 April 1831, the
Borgerwagt (ancient spelling of Burgerwacht), headed by its band, escorted the tree from the
botanic gardens to the cathedral. The band was also present when King Leopold I visited
Antwerp on 28 July 1831 (one week after taking the oath in Brussels), on 29 September,
1832, on 24 June 1834, on 13 July 1835 and on 2 and 3 May 1836. It is probable that this
Civic Militia band either was a ‘hired’ civil band or that it was disbanded after some years.
Indeed, on 18 July 1848 a Benoit Isenbaert wrote to the Antwerp mayor that a fanfare band
composed of “artists” had been set up for the Gard Civiek (local Flemish expression in fact a
corruption of the French term Garde Civique) and that it had been very well trained. The band
was accepted but did not belong to the official structure. The band members received the
Burgerwacht uniform in loan and the band headed the troops on parade. Later on, several
bands were created for the Civic Militia, even a mounted band. In the fifties, the Civic Militia
Legion Band and the Band of the Riflemen-Scouts (Jagers-Verkenners/Chasseurs-Éclaireurs)
gave concerts on the bandstand at the Groenplaats square during the summer months. The
competition was stiff but the Fanfare Band of the Chasseurs-Éclaireurs was the favorite of the
public The chasseurs companies consisted of better off citizens and could hire better
musicians. In 1859 a third Civic Militia band was created in Antwerp, that of the artillery.448
Brussels.
In Brussels, most of the leaders of the Civic Militia “Garde Bourgeoise” were recruited
among the members of the well-known Société de la Grande Harmonie However, the
Brussels Civic Militia did not boast an own band and its ceremonies and parades were often
accompanied by the wind band of this Grande Harmonie. On 6 August 1831 the band
accompanied the Brussels militia on its way to the frontier. On 21 May 1848 a band was
created in the Brussels corps of “Chasseurs-Éclaireurs”. In 1835 the Brussels Garde Civique
was reorganized in several legions with distinctive companies of “Chasseurs Éclaireurs”
(riflemen/scouts), artillery and cavalry.
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In Brussels in 1870 composer Jean Paque (1829-1899) was conductor of the band of the
Mounted Civic Militia band, François Platteel was conductor of the fanfare band of the
Artillery Company of the Civic Militia and the Civic Militia band of Sint-Joost-ten-Noode
was led by J. Briffaux, solo flautist with the Guides Band. In 1894 the Brussels suburb Ixelles
still boasted a Corps de Musique de la Garde Civique, conducted by Michel Heirwegh. This
symphonic band had several professional musicians in its ranks, such as the trombone player
Jules Blangenois and three members of the Royal Opera Orchestra: M. Bastin (French horn),
M. Desenfans (timpani) and August Eenhaes (trumpet). Many more had obtained a 1st prize at
the Royal Brussels Conservatory of music.449
The Civic Militia of the Province of Brabant was almost limited to Brussels, though its band
was located in Tienen.450
Provincial towns
In Poperinge (West-Flanders), the Sint-Cecilia band was active for the local Civic Militia
from 1830 to 1852. It was considered as a “municipal” band with a military structure and
during exercises and parades of the Civic Guard the band was under command of the
commanding officer of the Civic Guard. In other circumstances it was under command of the
mayor. The conductor (musical director) daily taught several pupils and the band rehearsed
two to three times a week. There were very severe regulations with fines, similar to those
mentioned in the previous chapter. Between 1831 and 1837 the society was called “Fanfare
Band”, but the new regulations set up by the town council in 1837 mentioned again “Societé
d’Harmonie”. In 1833 the “Civic Guard Band” was invited to compete in a band contest at
Ypres. The conductor did not dare to accept the invitation as his band was a “fanfare band”
and the contest was intended for “harmonie” bands. A music school was created on 30 March
1837 to bring more musicians to the band. The ‘pupils’ had to pass an entrance examination
and had to buy their musical instrument. There were two rehearsals a week, lasting from
18.00 to 20.00 p.m. in summer and from 17.00 to 20.00 p.m. in winter. Conductor was
German born Jean-Michel Zorn (1837-1841). The pupils
were taught by Zorn who was paid 1000 francs to teach four
hours a day, except on the rehearsal days. In 1838 this music
school boasted 40 pupils. All members (musicians and pupils
alike) had to attend all concerts, festivals and also the
parades of the Civic Guard and were obliged to copy their
own parts and buy their uniform. The fines system became
even more elaborate. It is clear that being a member of a
wind band required quite some money and membership was
a privilege for better off citizens and not for laborers!
In Tielt a group of 12 musicians asked the local town
authorities to join the Muziekkorps van de borgerlijke wacht
(civic militia band) on 3 March 1831. They were all
members of the existing fanfare band, but there was an
internal quarrel and this group headed by the past conductor
J.A. Neerman wanted to quit that band and join the new
Civic Militia Band. Neerman sent that very same day another
letter to ask to become conductor of this new band.451
175. Drummer Garde Civique.
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In Kortrijk a band of 22 musicians, conducted
by Johannes Vandewiele, was created within de
Civic Militia (Schutterij) straight away in 1830,
and it existed up to 1836 when the militia was
disbanded. When it was set up again in 1848, it
used the existing local wind band Société
Philharmonique, acting occasionally under the
name of Civic Militia Band, up to 1898. On 19
August 1849 the Kortrijk Civic Guard
organized a festival attended by the Civic
Guards of Tournai, Oudenaarde, Bruges and
Roeselare with their bands. All bands had a
uniform, except for that of Roeselare wearing
blouses.
In 1836 the Kortrijk National Guard band was
disbanded and some of the percussion
instruments as well as ten music stands were
given by the town authorities to Pieter
Vanderghinste (cf. p.447) who founded a new
fanfare band. The latter disappeared within two
years and the local newspaper La Chronique of
23 October regretted bitterly that there was no
band in Kortrijk in 1838. One month later a
new band had started its activities and the same
newspaper of 22 November rejoiced as:
176. Concert Program Kortrijk Civic Militia band.

“Courtrai ne pouvait rester privé d’une institution qui contribue si puissamment aux
plaisirs des habitans (sic) et à la Solennité des fêtes publiques. »
(Kortrijk could no longer be devoid of an institution which contributes so strongly to the
inhabitants’ pleasures and to the solemnity of the public celebrations.)
In 1848 the Kortrijk Civic Guard consisted of 8 companies, a cavalry section, a wind band
and the Fire Brigade. A law of 28 March 1848 stipulated that the fire brigades in the towns
had to be part of the Civic Guard unit.
At Ypres the Civic Militia had also been created in 1830 and boasted initially some drummers
and buglers. By 1848 a wind band was founded and it was conducted by Maximilien
Moerman. In 1850 it participated in a band festival at Antwerp and got a municipal subsidy of
400 francs. Several Civic Guard bands were created just before the middle of the century:
Aalst (1848), Antwerp (1848 and 1849), Chimay (1848), Izegem (1848), Mons (1848), Namur
(1848), Ronse (1848), Dendermonde (1849), Verviers (1848) and Ypres (1848).
In 1853, Belgium boasted no less than 34 Civic Guard Bands, spread over the country’s cities
as follows: Aalst, Anderlecht*, Antwerp (2), Ath, Bruges (2), Brussels (4), Chimay,
Dendermonde, Etterbeek*, Ghent (4), Izegem, Ixelles*, Kortrijk (2), Liege (2), Leuven,
Mechelen, Molenbeek*, Mons, Namur, Saint-Gilles*, Saint-Josse-ten-Noode*, Schaerbeek*,
Tournai and Verviers. (* = Brussels suburbs).452 Some of these bands were really part of the
civic militia, others belonged to the local fire brigade and several were local amateur bands
that had made an agreement with the civic guard of the town.
452
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The Harmonie Al Groeiend Bloeiend of Aalst, founded in 1820, was used as the Municipal
Civic Guard Band by 1850. The Société Philharmonique Sinte Cecilia of Dendermonde,
founded in 1787, also performed as Municipal Civic Guard Band by 1850.
1884
In his Annuaire of 1884, Jules Dufrane mentions “Garde Civique” bands in seventeen towns.
The larger towns such as Antwerp, Brussels, Ghent and Liege boased several bands, as they
had several regiments, often 2 infantry companies called 1st and 2nd Legion, besides a rifle
company called Chasseurs Éclaireurs and even an artillery company. Some bands were
fanfare bands (F), others were wind bands (H). Dufrane mentions almost all conductors, some
of them being also conductor of a military band stationed in that town.
Aalst F; Anderlecht H; Antwerp: 1st Legion (Billet), 2nd Legion (Dery), Chasseurs Éclaireurs
(Bonzon) and Artillery (Mornard); Bruges: H (Buol) and Chasseurs Éclaireurs (Hinderyck);
Charleroi H (Chausteur); Ghent: Chasseurs Éclaireurs, F (Van Neulens), 1st Legion F
(Muldermans453), 2nd Legion F (De Vuyst) and Artilley (H) (Simar)454; Kortrijk Société
Philharmonique H (Vanderghinste), Liege: 1st Legion (Wtterwulghe), 2nd Legion (Meurice),
Chasseurs Éclaireurs (Gevaert) and Artillery (Meuron), Leuven: Chasseurs Éclaireurs F
(Sauvage) and Garde Civique H (Franck); Mechelen: La Mélodie H; Mons: Garde Civique
(Dubois) and Chasseurs Éclaireurs (Postel); Namur: Harmonie de l’Infanterie de la Garde
Civique H (Van Peteghem) and Fanfare de l’Artillerie de la Garde Civique F (Pigneur);
Ostend: F (Van der Aa); Schaarbeek: Musique de la Garde Civique H; Tournai : Harmonie de
la Garde Civique H (Smets) and Fanfare des Chasseurs Éclaireurs F (Lempers); Verviers:
Musique de la Garde Civique H (Herman).

177. Bandstand concert by the Antwerp Civic Militia Band.
Kortrijk Civic Militia band

The Burgerwacht / Garde Civique (Civic Militia) was disbanded when the First World War
broke out in 1914. All attempts to set up again the militia after the war failed. Yet, the civic
militia had played an important role in the 19th century wind band history.

453
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Conductor of the 4th Regiment of the Line band.
Conductor of the 3rd Regiment of the Line band.
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FIRE BRIGADE BANDS.
The municipal fire brigades were often closely linked to the municipal civic militias and a
similar situation existed as far as the creation and – more frequently – the use of wind bands
was concerned. In 1852 the Poperinge wind band Sint-Cecilia, originally linked to the civic
militia in 1830, became closely associated with the local fire brigade and was called Société
d’harmonie militaire des Sapeurs Pompiers (Military Band of the Firemen).
Fire Brigade bands associated to the local civic guard militia were also to be found in Izegem
(1848) and Tournai (1833). The Municipal Fanfare Band (Stadsfanfaren) of Izegem was also
active both as Civic Militia and as Fire Brigade band. Several of these wind bands will later
on become official Town Bands, Municipal Bands, some even on a semi-professional base.
At Tournai, commander Nef of the local fire brigade decided to create a brigade band in 1833
and, one year later, he conducted the first rehearsals with forty musicians recruited among the
young volunteer firemen. He was succeeded by the conductors Delmotte and C. Rogé in the
19th century. The band was called Harmonie des Volontaires Pompiers (Band of the
Volunteer Firemen). It still existed throughout the 20th century! The Fanfare des Volontaires
Pompiers at Leuze was founded in 1855. Its first conductor was the military bandmaster
Théophile Seghers (1825-1893).
On 26 December 1844, the Ypres town council decided to create a Fanfare Band for the local
Fire Brigade. The band, conducted by Charles Otto (cf. p.443) consisted of two drummers and
twenty-one musicians.455 In 1846 this band was also promoted to Municipal Band as the
Harmonie de la Ville” In 1890 this Fire Brigade Fanfare Band was disbanded and replaced by
a new Municipal Band. In fact, the musicians of the ancient Fire Brigade Fanfare Band
founded a liberal symphonic band called Maatschappij Oud Pompiers (1891).
In 1844 The Fanfare Band of the Brussels Fire Brigade was created and in 1845 the Fanfare
Band of the Ghent Fire Brigade. The first participated in festivals, whereas the second was
only used for official duties. In 1874 a Fanfare des Pompiers was founded at StambrugesGrandeglise. There was also a Fanfare des Sapeurs Pompiers Volontaires at the Brussels
suburb Anderlecht.

178. Harmonie Oud Pompiers (Ex Firemen), Ypres, 1891.
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Les Sapeurs Pompiers Volontaires Fanfare de Cureghem-Anderlecht.
Though called Fanfare band of the Volunteer Fire Brigade, we could not really find out which
were the links of this fanfare band of the Brussels suburb Anderlecht with the fire brigade. It
was founded in 1858 by the philanthropist Bissé. The band was successful at several contest:
Merchtem (1862 and 1863), Brussels, (1863), Cambrai, France (1864) and Binche (1866). In
order to save the band Frans Criekx, also conductor of the Phalange Artistique, was invited to
become the new musical leader in 1884. He was succeeded by Jean Preckher, conductor of
several top bands such as the Cercle Meyerbeer, in 1895. One year later, the band was most
successful at an international band contest in Chartres (France), obtaining three 1st prizes and
the prize for the best conductor. In 1897 the band was granted the designation “royal”. In
1900 the band obtained all 1st prizes at the international band contest at Levallois-Perret, a
Paris suburb. This contest was organized within the scope of the International Exhibition. In
1905 the band obtained again all 1st prizes at the contest in Besançon (France). At the turn of
the century the band boasted over 400 honorary members and 85 musicians.
On 16 August 1874, the Kortrijk Civic Guard Band – in fact the local liberal band
Philharmonie also acting as Musique de la Garde Civique de Courtrai – organized a music
festival with the Fire Brigade Bands of Halluin (France), Ypres and Tournai.
In 1899 a symphonic band Vrijwillige Pompiers (Volunteer Firemen) was set up at PuursKalfort in the province of Antwerp and another in Geraardsbergen.
RAILWAY BANDS.
In 1831 the very first railway (with George Stephenson’s steam engine) on the European
continent linked Brussels to Mechelen. Gradually most Belgian towns were connected by the
national railway company. Inevitably, at some places, the railway employees founded a wind
band.
In 1850 the Société l’Union Fraternelle was founded at Mechelen; it boasted a choir of 48
singers and a fanfare band of 26 musicians. All members were either employees or workers of
the State Railway Company. In the 1884 fanfare band Fanfares des Chemins de Fer, Postes et
Télégraphes was set up at Namur, conducted by the military bandmaster Gustave Tack
(†1896). This band played regularly concerts at the bandstand on the Leopold Square.456
In the province of Luxemburg, we had the Harmonie des Chemins de Fer, des Postes et des
PTT at Stockem at the end of the 19th century. In Antwerp the railway personal created a wind
band De Vrienden van den Ijzerenweg – Verenigde Spoorwegbedienden (Railway friends –
Railway employees).
PUBLIC SERVICE BANDS.
At the end of the 19th century some bands were created within certain public services such as
the Customs Service or the Postal Service. In 1896 the Antwerp customs officers set up a
fanfare band called Verbroedering der Vlaamsche Tolbeambten (Customs Officers
Brotherhood). Among the musicians were also many employees of the financial and excise
services. In 1895, the postmen of Mechelen set up a fanfare band “Postfanfare - De
Vereenigde Brievenbestellers” (United Postmen) and the same year a Postfanfare was created
in Ghent. This band was turned into a harmonie band in 1900 This kind of bands became
popular all over the 20th century.
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BANDS AND INDUSTRY.
With the industrial revolution, many big industrial societies wanted to offer their workers and
employees all kinds of entertainment more or less linked to the company. It kept many
workers away from the pubs, created social links and offered the company a fine ‘business
card’. The industrial bourgeoisie wanted, at least so they publicly claimed, “to bring some
poetry in the very rough life of the industrial workers”. Actually, the creation of wind bands
also allowed them to keep an eye on a spineless working class that could easily be
manipulated to revolt. Those same employers offered themselves quite some local
entertainment, as the obedient workers regularly serenaded their protectors and even played at
all major family events of their Maecenas. Moreover, the local fairs and Patron Saint
celebrations were embellished by bands. The employers also salved their conscience by
avoiding idleness of many workers and turning them away from drunkenness, a constant
plague with the lower classes. Factory owners who created a band for their workers
automatically had an impact on the entertainment of their employees. The Mechelen fanfare
band L’Union Fraternelle mentioned as its target in the 1851 foundation bylaws:
“Cultiver l’art musical, d’instruire les enfants d’ouvriers de cet art et d’entretenir par
des récréations aussi agréables qu’utiles, les sentiments de fraternité parmi eux.”
(Cultivate musical art, learn this art to the workers’ children and keep feelings of
brotherhood among them by means of this both agreeable and useful entertainment.)
A famous example of an influential industrial band is that of the Philharmonie Sainte-Marie
d’Oignies at Aiseau (Namur) founded in 1844 and consisting of 100 musicians, most of them
working at the local mirror glass works “Manufacture des Glaces de Sainte-Marie d’Oignies”.
Among its conductors there was not only the famous military bandmaster Jean-Valentin
Bender (cf. p.457), first conductor of the Belgian Guides Regiment band, but also several
other military bandmasters such as Henri Labory (cf. p.459), Jean-Joseph Christophe (cf.
p.458) and François Van Herzeele (cf. p.463), as well as the composer Louis Canivez (cf.
p.451). Bender conducted the band at an international wind band festival at the Paris Palais
des Champs Elysées on 14 July 1867 and the second gold medal rewarded their performance.
Seven more glass works band were the Musique de la Verrerie d’Herbatt, L’Harmonie de la
Glacerie de Floreffe, Harmonie de la Manufacture de Glaces de Courcelles, Harmonie des
Verreries de Mariemont (1815), L’Harmonie des Glaceries Nationales de Saint-Roch à
Auvelais, L’Harmonie des Cristalleries de Manage and Fanfare des Verreries de Namur –
Herbatte et Jambes (1880).
Several bands were founded in association with steel works, such as the Musique des Forges
de Ciney, the Société Philarmonique du Progrès founded in 1844 for the workers of the steel
works at Clabecq and Fanfare des Laminoires at Jemeppe-sur-Sambre. In 1870 the limekilns
company “Société anonyme des Fours à Chaux de Rhisnes” created a fanfare band Les
Chaufourniers de Rhisnes. The stone quarry band Société des Fanfares des Carrières
d’Ecaussinnes was founded in 1851. Another industrial band was that of the manufactures at
Monceau-sur-Sambre, created in 1844 as Harmonie des Usines, boasting 45 musicians.
There were even small manufactures which boasted a band for some time, as was the case
with the spinning mill band Fanfares de la filature de M Michel at Warcourt. This band was
founded in 1872 by composer Louis Canivez who conducted the band up to its dissolution
Another spinning mill band was the Anderlecht fanfare band Corps de musique de la filature
de laine peignée.
In Mechelen M. Hanicq, owner of a printing business at Mechelen, founded in 1842 a musical
society, consisting of a wind band of 30 members and a choir of 25 members, with the
employees and workers of his workshops. It was called Société des Typographes-Mélophiles.
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In the same town, a fanfare band was set up by the workers and employees of the
Manufacture Zech in 1880 and was called Eer en Trouw (Honor and Loyalty). In Antwerp the
personal of the well-known biscuit manufacture “De Beuckelaer” created a fanfare band
Arbeid Adelt in 1887. In 1891, the personal of the Bell Telephone Manufacturing Company at
Antwerp set up a fanfare band Arbeid en Vermaak which was only disbanded in 1955. In
Willebroek the symphonic band De Jonge Werklieden (The Young Workers) was set up in
1868 and consisted of sixty musicians all workers in local factories. In Turnhout a fanfare
band was set up with the personal of the Brepols Printing Company in 1862 and it was in
existence up to 1891. In the province of Liege, the large industrial zinc foundry company
“Vieille Montagne” organized no less than three bands in 1848: Harmonie d’Angleur,
Harmonie de Moresnet and Fanfare de Saint Léonard. In Herent (Brabant) there was the
Fanfaren der Fabrieken van Wijgmaal (1880) and in Zaventem the tannery wind band of the
Société Tannerie et Maroquinerie belge.
In 1865 a band was created at the state works Centrale Werkplaatsen at Kessel-Lo (Leuven)
and also at the Ateliers du Luxembourg at Ixelles (Brussels). In 1878 a fanfare band was set
up at the sugar refinery of Tienen, whereas at Vilvoorde the Fanfare des manufactures de M.
J-B Fondu (Fondu Works) was created. As Fondu was a nickel factory the members of that
band had a nickel-plated helmet and nickel brass instruments.
The fanfare band Les Enfants des carrières (The children of the stone quarry) founded at
Gaurain-Ramecroix in 1898 consisted mainly of workers of that quarry.

179. Harmonie des Carrières d’Ecaussinnes. Late 19th century.

In some villages there were wind bands that, though they had been founded by a prominent
industrialist, were not real factory bands. The fanfare Broederlijke Eendracht at Zaventem
was founded by the owner of the paper mills, that of Boortmeerbeek by the local brewer
Wouters and that of Alsemberg by the cardboard factory manager. Moreover, the managers of
numerous great works and industrial companies greedily accepted to become honorary
president of one or other band, even if that band had no direct connections with their
company.
Quite some of these industrial bands were created with the coal mines in the Borinage area.
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The Fanfares de Bois-de-Bossu.
In 1866 a local choir was transformed by the coal mine society of Boussu into a fanfare band
conducted by Arthur Durez. The band participated with 31 musicians in festivals at Baudour
and Quiévrain in 1867. The next year, the band was named Fanfare des Mines de Boussu
(Boussu Coal Mine Fanfare Band). Because of a lot of difficulties, the group was disbanded in
1870, but two months later it rose again from its ashes as Fanfare de Bois de Boussu and got
the composer Louis Langlois (1862-1945) as conductor. It obtained a 2nd prize at a contest in
Namur in 1875. In 1880, Langlois was succeeded by Henri Delannoy. In 1883 the band was
successful at an international contest in Lille, France. Five years later, Delannoy left the band
and was succeeded by J .Lemoine. At the international band contest of Valenciennes (France)
in 1894 the band obtained several 2nd prizes (sight reading – honors) and a 1st prize
(performance). In the meantime, the band played quite some prestigious concerts in several
Belgian and French cities. The band was granted the designation “royal” by the King in 1905
and played numerous successful concerts up to the First World War.
Another fine Example is the Harmonie des Charbonnages de Mariemont-Bascoup; this band
was founded in 1835 as Société de musique de la commune de La Hestre, but as it was
patronized by the two local coal mines since its foundation, the band’s name changed in 1844
and included the name of both mines.
Among the numerous colliery bands were L’Harmonie des Charbonnages d’Aiseau-Presles at
Farciennes, Les Fanfares du charbonnage d’Arsimont at Auvelois, L’Harmonie des
Charbonnages de Mont-sur-Marchiennes, L’Harmonie des Charbonnages d’Haine-SaintPierre et la Hestre, Harmonie du Charbonnage du Gouffre at Châtelineaux, Harmonie de la
société anonyme des charbonnages réunis (1847) at Charleroi and L’Harmonie du
Charbonnage de Bernissart.

180. Fanfare du Bois de Boussu in collier outfit.
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CYCLING FANFARE BANDS.
At the end of the 19th century, cyclist clubs became extremely popular as a result of the
technical improvements applied to the bicycle. Those clubs became a favorite trendy
entertainment for better-off middle-class people and some of those cyclist clubs founded their
own “mounted” wind band. It is obvious that such a band had to be a fanfare band, as it is
almost impossible to play a woodwind instrument while cycling. Those Cycling Bands
(Wielerfanfares/Fanfares Cyclistes) existed for many years and were very successful,
especially at cavalcades and other popular open-air entertainments.
We had several bands of that type, mostly part of a cycling club, in the province of WestFlanders: De Wielerfanfaren at Zwevegem (1899), De Geniale Jongens (The Boys of Genius)
at Waregem and De Zwaluw (The Swallow) at Geluwe (1892).
Around the turn of the century, we had several Cycling Fanfare Bands in Limburg: one at
Alken (ca 1900), even two at Eksel: Sint Antonius Club and Exel Onverwacht (Unexpected
Exel), at Gruitrode Fietsfanfare Onder Ons – a special section of the local fanfare band of the
same name, at Hechtel the cycling band De Zandridders (1902) at Neerpelt-Herent the
cycling trumpeters band Door Bos en Zand (1908). In 1888 the Dorperfanfare, a cycling
trumpet corps was founded at Bocholt In 1892 there was the cycling band of the Koninklijke
Hasseltse Veloclub which was active up to about 1900 and so was the Veloclub at Alken.

181. Cycling Fanfare Exel Onverwacht Eksel (Limburg) 1900.

In the Province of Antwerp more than ten cycling bands were created between 1893 and
1912. Among them were the Fanfaren Afdeeling der Liersche Wielrijdersgilde at Lier (1893),
the Velo Club fanfare band (1896) and the fanfare band Wielrijdersbond (1899) at Hoboken,
the Antwerp Dock Cycle Club (before 1900), the Mechelen Fanfaren der Vereenigde
Wielrijders (before 1899), Fanfare van de Wielrijdersclub at Antwerp (before 1903), the
Wierijdersclub Fanfare at Berchem (before 1903), the Fanfare band of the Vrije Wielersclub
at Hemiksem (before 1904), De Roode Star at Edegem (before 1911), the Vera Paz of the
‘Velo Club’ and De Lustige Wielrijders both at Mortsel and moreover cycling bands at
Boechout and Meerhout. La Pédale d’Ixelles was founded in Elsene (Brussels) in 1893.
In East-Flanders there was De Zwaluw founded in 1898 in Melsele.
There were also several cyclings fanfare bands in the Walloon provinces.
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SCHOOL BANDS.
In the second half of 19th century wind bands sprang up and proliferated all over the country.
Each village had at least one wind band, political parties had their bands, great industrial
societies had their bands and then also schools got contaminated by the “band mania”. In
1850 there was already a fanfare band at the Tielt high school (college).
We had several school bands in the province of Namur. The Harmonie du Collège communal
at Dinant was founded in 1866 and consisted during the next three decades of some 40 pupils
of that high school. By 1880 there was another high school band Harmonie du Collège de
Belle-Vue active in Dinant which also boasted forty pupils. In Namur, there was the Fanfare
du Pensionat de l’Athénée (Fanfare of the state boarding school) giving concerts about 1865.
Towards the end of the century, the Fanfare du Collège de la Paix was active in Namur. In
the province of Namur, a wind band was created in the well-known catholic high school
Institut Saint Berthuin at Malonne, also in 1880. In the province of Luxemburg there was
L’Harmonie du Pensionnat Sainte Marie at Arlon and the Harmonie de l’Etablissement Saint
Joseph at Carlsbourg; the Malonne and Carlsbourg schools were both run by the Brethren of
the Christian Schools.

182. Harmonie de l’École Saint Joseph at Carlsbourg (Luxemburg).

Orphanages also often boasted a wind band. In Ypres there was a fanfare band of the
Knechtenwezenschool (Boys Orphanage) in 1838. This band was developed into a wind band
and by the end of the 19th century it was conducted by Charles-Louis Baratto (1850) a wagon
maker. In Kortrijk there was the Muziekkorps van de Wezenschool (Orphanage band) which
the local population called Het Muziek der Aerm Schoole (The band of the poor people’s
school). This fanfare band was active in the forties and participated in the festivities
welcoming King Leopold I and Queen Louise-Marie in 1854. It played in the yearly religious
procession also and participated in a wind band contest in 1875. This orphanage band was
disbanded in 1910 when the school was closed. At Liège a wind band Harmonie de l’Hospice
des Orphelins de Liège was created at the Orphanage by M. Magis in 1860. Another example
is the Fanfare de l’Orphelinat des Garçons at Namur, founded in 1873.
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All groups, societies, parties, associations etc. wanted to demonstrate their presence and their
prosperity or flourishing in the streets and so all kinds of processions were organized and all
members regularly paraded through the streets of the village or the city, mostly headed by
their own wind band. Schools also wanted to show their presence and their influence in the
local community by having all pupils and teachers proudly marching through the streets of the
town to the stirring march music of the school band.
As in Belgium we have always had an enormous rivalry between the official “lay” school
system and the “free” (Roman Catholic) school system, one can easily understand that there
was a tough competition for the best public presentation. So, school bands became the best
public relations instrument for many schools. The official school system was run by the state,
whereas the free school system was run by the dioceses (priests) or religious orders (monks,
brethren and nuns).
A fine example of the rivalry between both school systems was to be found in Hasselt. In
1880 a band had been set up in the State Normal School or Teachers’ Training College
(Rijksnormaalschool) of the town. When the band returned from a trip to Brussels in
December 1880 the newspaper De Demer reported:
“‘s Avonds was de gehele Hasseltse bevolking aan de statie om hen af te halen en men
moet bekennen dat er nooit meer volk aan de statie te zien is geweest. De leerlingenonderwijzers trokken naar hun lokaal onder het spelen van hunne schoone pas
redoublés en te midden van eene ontzaggelijke en jubelende menigte…” 457
(In the evening the complete population of Hasselt waited for the band at the railway
station and there had never been such a crowd gathered at the station The trainee
schoolmasters marched to their school while playing their beautiful pas-redoublés
amidst a large cheering crowd …)
The free or catholic education could not yield up, so between 1884 and 1891 a wind band was
founded at the “Collège Saint Joseph” under the musical direction of the Reverend Thomas
Lambrechts. This band flourished between the two world wars in the twentieth century but
disappeared in the fifties. It performed mainly at all kind of festivities organized by the
school, such as prize-giving ceremonies, gymnastics festivals, theatre performances, the
director’s anniversary and school parades through the streets of the town. The band gave
numerous concerts, even abroad. The Hasselt example was imitated at the catholic colleges of
Sint-Truiden. In Turnhout, the “Collège Saint-Joseph” boasted a fanfare band about 1880

183. Fanfare St. Cecilia Rotselaar 1871.
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Goole, Francis, o.c., p. 33.
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VILLAGE BANDS.
Despite the political, cultural and industrial evolutions which led to the creation of all kind of
specific wind and fanfare bands, the majority of all Belgian bands throughout the nineteenth
century were the ordinary village bands. They were often the cultural and social core of the
village community and were a link between most of the inhabitants because so many local
people, both rich and poor, both intellectuals and workers, were involved. Even if farm
workers or laborers were at the origin of the foundation of the village band, they could not do
without the financial support of the middle-class bourgeoisie. In the countryside, it was the
sponsoring of the village dignitaries that enabled the creation of a musical instrumental
society. The dignitaries consisted of the local nobility, small industrialists, great landowners
and the notables such as the public notary, the physician, the schoolteacher and the parish
priest. The mayor was usually one of those dignitaries involved. The local baron or count
often provided the band with a standard and so he was serenaded at least once a year.
If the local nobility was not involved in the creation of the village band, it certainly was one
of its main sponsors. By sponsoring the local village band, they did not only increase their
own prestige but also that of the whole village as the band often participated in festivals and
even contests. The harmonie Sint Cecilia of Lummen was founded in 1848 by baron Joseph
de Zerezo de Tejada who lived at Hamel castle.
The Harmonie Concordia of Vlijtingen could start its activities thanks to the support of the
parish priest. Another similar example is that of the foundation of the Sint Cecilia Band by the
parish priest of the village of Aspelare in the province of East Flanders. The foundation
memorandum stipulated that the band was created:
“als zoetluydende armonie, voor het vermaak der zinnen, voor treffelijke vermaeken
en om Gods Opperste Majesteit de eere te geven die ons mogelijk is”
(as sweet-sounding harmony, as entertainment of the senses, for decent amusement
and to give to God’s Supreme Majesty all possible honor)
Ten candidates signed this memorandum, accepted to obey to the priest’s decisions and also
agreed that the instruments remained the property of the church! No wonder that the band was
named Kerkmuziek (church band). The board bought 5 clarinets, 2 flutes, 2 trombones, 2
cornets and 1 trumpet. In 1834 a bass drum was also purchased and in 1837 two more
clarinets, an E flat clarinet, a flute, a pair of cymbals and a ‘basson russe’. Some musicians
bought their own instrument (1 keyed trumpet, 2 clarinets, 1 ophicleide, a three-valve cornet,
a cylinder trumpet and 2 trombones). In 1840 new bylaws were set up in order to get rid of the
“power” of the parish priest!
The local schoolteacher(s) and parish priest(s) often had a rather paternalistic role. Many
bands were conducted by the local schoolteacher or sexton. The rehearsals were held at the
local pub and the innkeeper was also a kind of sponsor.
Most musicians were very proud to be a member of the village band and realized they
contributed to the cultural education and cultural life of the villagers. Most striking was also
the large number of honorary members. Those were usually the local prominent or better off
people who sponsored the band. Throughout the 19th century, the Harmonie of Bilzen always
boasted more honorary members than musicians.
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THE TOWN BANDS.
The role of the wind band in town was somewhat different from that of the village band. First
of all, each town often boasted more than one wind band, especially in the second half of the
19th century when the political situation evolved and different parties divided the population.
As a typical example we have the home town of the author, Kortrijk (West-Flanders). There
was a catholic inspired fanfare band De Fanfaren and a liberal inspired wind band Grande
Harmonie de Courtrai.
The Société Philharmonique (Grande Société d’Harmonie) of Kortrijk
The oldest of both bands the Société Philharmonique was
founded in 1843 and was called Grande Harmonie (a name
inspired by the famous Brussels and Antwerp bands) in
1844. It gave a concert on 20 August 1843 as part of a
festival organized during the local annual fair. Two
Belgian military bands, the Band of the 12th Regiment
of the Line and the famous Band of the 1st Guides
Regiment, as well as the wind band from Tourcoign
(France) also participated in the festival. The Grande
Harmonie had been founded by liberal inspired
industrialists and was housed in a grand mansion called
“Casino” with an own fine concert hall. In 1852 the
mansion was sold and changed into a school. The band moved
to a location in the “Saint Georges Park”.
In 1848 the Grande Harmonie was invited to act as the wind band of the Civic Militia
(Burgerwacht) - cf. p.278. Twice a month the band accompanied the civic militia to the
training fields outside the town.
After some years the founding conductor Joseph Calluwaert
was replaced by Johannes-Louis Vandewiele (Kortrijk,
1795-1866), a music teacher who had composer Peter
Benoit as one of his pupils.458 He was succeeded in 1858 by
his son Paul Vandewiele who remained its conductor up to
1886. Vandewiele created a music school for the band and
taught them on Monday and Wednesday evenings, led
partial rehearsals on Thursday evening and the band
rehearsals on Tuesday and Friday evenings. In 1870 the
band lost quite some members when the rival Fanfaren was
created by the Catholic party, but survived and even
bloomed again as before and gave concerts in many Belgian
cities. In 1880 the band changed its name in Société
Philharmonique and all musicians got a brand-new uniform.
In 1886 Paul Vandewiele was succeeded by Charles
Vandesteene, a printer who was also a composer. In 1889
the band gave a concert at the Antwerp Zoological Garden
and in 1890 at the Hippodrome in Lille (France) for an audience of
184. Paul Vandewiele.
over 5.000 people.
In 1898 the Grande Harmonie ceased its collaboration with the Civic Militia.
458

As director of the Antwerp Conservatory of Music, Benoit introduced Vandewiele’s solffegio method.
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A concert in Ghent in 1892 was commented as follows in a Brussels newspaper:
« Il y a avait foule, jeudi 26 mai (Ascension) pour entendre le concert donné par la
Société Philharmonique de Courtrai. Public sympathique qui n’a pas marchandé ses
applaudissements et c’était justice. Rarement on rencontre des sociétés d’harmonie de
la valeur de la Société Philharmonique, exclusivement composée d’amateurs,
interprétant avec justesse et ensemble un programme choisi, sous l’habile et
intelligente direction d’un jeune amateur de talent, M. Charles Vandesteene. Le public
a successivement apprécié la magnifique Jubel-Ouverture de C.M. von Weber, une
superbe fantaisie sur Rigoletto, bien enlevée, mettant en relief plusieurs bons solistes,
tel que les trombones, clarinettes solo, petite clarinette, etc… Ce que nous avons
surtout admiré dans ce corps de musique, c’est le beau son des clarinettes, dominant
les cuivres discrets, certains passages nous donnaient comme des effets de
Symphonie »459
(There was a large crowd last Thursday26 May (Ascension Day) to listen to the
concert by the Société Philharmonique of Kortrijk. A sympathetic audience that did
not haggle about its applause and with justice. One seldom hears wind bands of the
value of the Société Philharmonique consisting exclusively of amateurs, playing in
tune and all together a selected program under the handy and intelligent conductorship
of a young talented amateur Mr. Charles Vandesteene. The public successively
appreciated the splendid Jubel Ouverture by C.M. von Weber, a superb fantasy on
Rigoletto pushing forward several excellent soloists such as the trombone players, the
solo clarinetists, the E flat clarinetist etc… What we admired most of all with this band
was the beautiful sound of the clarinet group, dominating the discrete brass players,
some passages gave us the impression to hear a symphony orchestra)
The band also played concerts at Antwerp and Boom (1893), Ostend (1894 and 1897), Bruges
(1896) and Brussels (1899).
De Fanfaren – Kortrijk.
In 1855 the Cercle Musical was created by the
local Catholics and was housed in a building
in a park alongside the Dam quay. The
society’s band was called De Fanfaren.
Conductor was Ferdinand Van Eeckhout
(1828-1907) who was appointed director of
the newly created music school of Kortrijk in
1870. In 1874 the band boasted 57 members
and three aspirant members. On 25 August
1879 the band won several prizes in the
superior category at a Festival in Arras
(France) and the musicians were rewarded with a
185. Ferdinand Van Eeckhout and
three-day trip to Paris (cf. p. 349). Between 1887
composer Peter Benoit.
and 1901 the band gave many charity concerts at
the town hall. The mayor of the town was president of the society. The band gave many
concerts all over the country in towns such as Antwerp (1885), Ostend (1886), Nieuwpoort
(1887 and 1888), Poperinge (1890) and Ypres (1891). In the meantime, the band had been
awarded the title “royal” and was called Koninklijke Fanfaren. In 1901 the band officially
became the municipal fanfare band (Stadsfanfaren).
459

L’Écho Musical de Bruxelles, 5 June 1892.
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D. BANDS AND POLITICS.
The birth of political persuasions on a national level was a consequence of social and
economical oppositions and gradually engendered a lot of tensions even in the smallest
Belgian villages. The liberals first organized into a national party
Liberals and Catholics.
By 1847 the unanimous unionism of the Belgians was gradually replaced by a serious
opposition between the liberal minded on one hand and the conservatives (Catholics) on the
other hand. Especially in the towns the rivalry between the politicians of both tendencies grew
rapidly. The competition soon influenced a lot of the existing bands
In 1848 the Société des Beaux-Arts split from the Catholic Société de Musique once the
liberals got the majority in the town council. In the 1850’s several bands are created in the
wake of the local Liberal Party. The Belgian Liberal Party was anticlerical and defended the
private property. As many bands had been created within church choirs or even as church
orchestras they had been closely connected to religion and all kinds of associations more or
less closely linked to the Church. Many aristocrats and well-to-do citizens feared the
(political) influence of the Church and so the Liberal Party had been created. As being a
member of a band was a privilege restricted to people who could afford to buy an instrument,
pay a membership fee and fines, it should be obvious that the majority of the amateur wind
bands consisted almost exclusively of well-off citizens, often with independent professions.
When political parties realized the impact of wind bands, the leading (Liberal) party soon got
hold of existing bands or simply created their own bands.
Some examples in the province of Hainault: Fanfare libérale Gauthier les Blancs at Soignies
(1850), Harmonie libérale de La Louvière (1856) and Fanfare libérale des Deux-Houdeng
(1857) both at La Louvière.
Though there was a large catholic majority in the Province of Limburg, some rural landlords
and gentleman farmers adhered to the liberal party. In 1860 already the city of Hasselt boasted
a liberal band Société Royale de Musique et de Rhétorique De Roode Roos next to the catholic
band Société Royale de Sainte-Cécile. In 1874 resigning members of the Koninklijke
Muziekmaatschappij Casino of Tongeren founded the catholic band Katholieke Kring
Concordia.
The industrial patronage and that of the independent (liberal) professions explain the rise of
wind bands of all philosophical tendencies. Though it did not hide its political aims, the
industrial maecenatism or patronage remained secret about its will to keep the working class
quiet and obedient. The industrial establishment (middle-class or bourgeoisie) was impatient
to take the management of public life and started by taking hold of the popular cultural
associations, including bands. We could almost say that the politicization of public life started
by politicizing of music. The impact of Auber’s The Dumb Maid of Portici (Masaniello) in
1830 had been an adequate example of how music could set fire to the powder!
It is clear that the struggle for (political) power between liberals and Catholics engendered the
politicizing of band life. Most frequently the catholic musicians left the neutral band that was
more or less obliged to follow the liberal line. At Geel the catholic inspired band Sint Cecilia
was created in 1867 because the existing band refused to play at the inauguration ceremony of
a catholic burgomaster. At Willebroek the liberals set up a fanfare band Libéraux Réunis
(United Liberals) and two years later, the Catholics founded the fanfare band Deugd en Vlijt
(Virtue and Diligence).
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186. Liberal Fanfare Band Amicitia Tielt, late 19th century.

In 1868 there was a quarrel between the members of the Sinte Cecilia band in Dendermonde
and the catholic members founded their own band Harmonie der Katholieke Burgerskring
(Symphonic band of the Catholic Middle-Class Association). In Kalken the local Harmonie
Sint Cecilia was split up in a catholic ‘harmonie’ band and a liberal ‘fanfare’ band about
1872. At Baasrode, the liberal majority in the community council had a great influence on the
Sinte Cecilia Band and so in 1872, the Harmonie De Eendracht was founded with the
supporters of the catholic party.

The War of Schools.

(School funding controversy)
The political hauling of the wind band movement would become really very important with
the War of Schools in 1879 and the 1886 events. On 1 July 1879, the liberal Minister of
Education Pieter Van Humbeeck changed the law concerning primary education in an anticlerical sense. Each village was obliged to have an official state school and the catholic
schools got no longer any official subsidy. The minister did many efforts to take away the
education from the responsibility of the clergy; only those primary school teachers which had
graduated from an official (state) normal school were allowed to teach and religious education
was to be given after school time. The Roman Catholics reacted almost immediately: the
Belgian bishops ordered each parish priest to found a free (Roman Catholic) primary school
in his village. Many schools were set up or built in a hurry and one could often hear: “a
school without windows, yes, but a school without God, never!”. Numerous committees were
set up to support the creation of catholic schools.
Many bands and their boards consisted of a mixture of liberal and catholic members, but
because of this “war of schools” there were often tensions and troubles in numerous bands.
The ordinary man, as were most band members, who had not been involved in politics up to
then, had to make a choice. Many bands that had gathered liberal and catholic musicians
during so many years were split up in two hostile groups. At Rotselaar (Brabant) the justice of
the peace had to intervene in order to settle the distribution of the estate of the local Saint
Cecilia band. As the liberals received the flag, they also inherited the name and the Catholics
set up the band De Ware Vrienden (The real friends).
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The (mainly catholic) Sint-Cecilia wind band, actually considered as the municipal band of
Eeklo, refused to play for the inauguration of the newly created catholic primary school on 24
July 1881. Despite the catholic majority in the municipal council, the influence of the liberal
board members held back the band. So, on 13 August, a new Catholic Fanfare Band also
called Fanfaren van den Schoolpenning (Fanfare Band of the School Pennies) was created.
The new (temporary) bylaws were signed by 27 musicians All those musicians resigned from
the two existing Eeklo bands, Sint-Cecilia and De Vereenigde Vrienden. In September some
twenty brand-new musical instruments were purchased with the Brussels manufacturer
Charles Mahillon (cf. p. 394). A salesman of the Mahillon manufacture had come to Eeklo to
present instruments.460
In fact, several bands were split due to the sudden rivalry between the liberal and the catholic
part. Examples are to be found all over the country. Still in 1870, several members left the
Harmonie Sinte Cecilia of Sint-Amands to found a liberal band. In Hamme the fanfare band
Kunst na Arbeid, founded in 1869, supported the Catholics, so in 1879, the liberals founded
their own band Kunst in Vrijheid (Art in freedom) at the initiative of a local industrial. In the
province of Luxemburg, we also have several examples. Due to some internal tensions, part of
the musicians of the Société Philharmonique of Bouillon left the society in 1877 to create La
Fanfare. Some years later, both bands got involved in politics, the first supporting the liberal
party, the second the catholic party. The same happened at the village of Ethe where the local
band Les Échos du Thon (1873) had a liberal character, so in 1884 the catholic members left
the band and set up another one called Harmonie Saint-Pierre. Because of the “war of
schools” at Habaye-la-Vieille the Société des Fanfares (1879) was split up into two new
bands in 1884: the catholic fanfare band Les Mélomanes and the liberal fanfare band Les
Echos de la Rulle. In Messancy the liberal band Concordia (1881) had to compete with the
catholic band L’Emulation set up in 1883. A quite similar story happened at Virton with the
liberal Fanfares Virtonnaises (1883) and the catholic Harmonie Concordia (1888). In the
province of Hainault in 1880, a catholic band was founded at Ploegsteert and a liberal band
was founded at Ellezelles, while bands were split up in a liberal and a catholic band at
Warneton and at Comines.
In Limburg, the Concordia band was founded at Maaseik in 1883 as a counterpart to the
liberal Société Royale d’Harmonie. At Tessenderloo the local parish priest Keesen created in
1879 the fanfare band Sint Martinus as the symphonic band De Eendracht seemed too liberal.
The first school bands were also the result of the policy of presence of the Catholics, versus
the liberals.
Sometimes the parish priest thought that the local band was under a too important “liberal”
influence and sowed discord among the members of the local band in order to create a
specific Roman Catholic inspired band. This was the case at Hemiksem near Antwerp. Up to
1870, the local Sinte Cecilia band received a mild financial support from the very religious
catholic local lords of the castles. The band played annually two serenades at the Herbeke
castle and the lord of the castle Count Florimond de Brouckhoven de Bergeyck presented the
band each time with a brand_new musical instrument. The same happened at the Terlocht
Castle owned by Dame Carolina van Ertborn. For the annual serenade at the Heemsdael
castle, the owner Gustaaf Meyers paid a substantial sum of money. It should be specified that
Article 44 of the bylaws (made up in 1862) forbade the members to discuss any political topic
at the band meetings. The band was completely neutral and open to all inhabitants. In 1870
however, the local parish priest founded another wind band called De Witoogers and attracted
many musicians from Sinte Cecilia. The latter (now being considered as a “liberal” band) had
always played in the religious processions, but in 1873 the local Catholic clergy did no longer
Woestyne, Paul Van De & Jocqué, Luc, Koninklijke Katholieke Harmonie Amicitia Eeklo, Eeklo, 1984, pp.
13-17.
460
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want the band to play in the procession. The procession always ended with the benediction
which was given at the castle of baroness de Kerckwerve. When the Sinte Cecilia band was
no longer allowed to participate in the procession, the baroness refused to welcome the
procession at her castle and doubled the financial support to Sinte Cecilia! Needless to say
that the tension between the liberal band and the catholic band De Vereenigde Vrienden
increased quite a lot. In Zonhoven the members of one and the same choral society, set up in
1883, decided, one year later, to create two bands: the liberal fanfare band De Boerenzonen
and the catholic symphonic band De Ware Vrienden.
However, the splitting up of an existing wind band was not always due to political discords.
Sometimes there were too many candidates as was the case in Celles. The fanfare band
Sainte-Cécile at Montrœul-au-Bois founded in 1871 was split in 1881 due to the rivalry
between two inn-keepers and two fanfare bands existed up to 1967!
The fanfare band Moed en Volharding (Courage and perseverance) was founded at Heist-opden-Berg after the catholic party won the national elections in 1884. On the train, when
returning from a national demonstration in Brussels, the instigators decided to create a new
band to fight the liberal Sint-Cecilia band. It was rather ironical that many liberal bands still
kept the name of a catholic saint! It should lead us too far to tell more details about internal
struggles within several local catholic parties leading to several splits, in fact still augmenting
the number of catholic bands. The Catholics wanted to become more popular again by
organizing many religious processions and pilgrimages. In the diocese of Antwerp several
Xaverianengenootschappen (Associations inspired by Saint Francis Xavere) were set up to
organize those processions and many of them created a wind band to accompany those
procession. No less than 10 bands of that kind were founded between 1867 and 1876 (at
Aartselaar, Boom, Duffel, Hemiksem, Kontich, Lier, Rumst, Schelle and Sint Amands).
In 1884 the catholic party won the national elections and great festivities were organized all
over the country Catholic inspired bands were very busy and in September there was a
national victory demonstration in the streets of Brussels. The parade was disturbed by
opponents throwing eggs and blue paint from the balconies and all musicians of the
participating bands had to run away and flee into the houses in order to save the instruments
and standards. This incident however strengthened the participants and especially the
musicians to persevere in their political struggle inspired by their catholic faith. The often
bitter struggle between the liberal and catholic parties engendered the birth of many new wind
bands. Despite the many riots and often narrow-minded rivalry, the competition also led to a
musical rivalry which helped a lot to improve the musical qualities of the wind bands!

187. Socialist wind band Harmonie De Werker, Antwerp, 1898.
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Socialist bands.

Besides the Catholics and the Liberals, a third political party developed in the two last
decades of the 19th century: The Socialist party. This party did not only create a health
service, a trade union, co-operatives and wholesale societies, but also its own bands. During
the last decades of the 19th century the first workers bands, inspired by the socialist ideology,
were set up as socialism took shape. Those bands mainly pursued the same aims as other
amateur wind bands but they had some specific activities linked to the party and its festivals
and mass organizations. So Socialist bands participated very actively in all kind of
propaganda demonstrations and the members had to adhere to the party (Belgische
Werklieden Partij). It was in the larger towns that there was a concentration of workers
employed in manufactures, industries and harbors. In order to reach, help and influence as
many workers as possible, the socialists built a large network of associations such as health
services, printing offices, wholesale bakeries, newspapers, trade unions and cultural
associations such as theatre companies, choirs and, of course, also wind bands. The oldest
socialist band in Belgium is said to be the Fanfare band De Vredekring Antwerp set up in
1881 as new branch of the theatre and choir society “Lasalle’s Kring”. No less than 12
socialist bands were founded in the province of Antwerp between 1881 and 1914. More
socialist bands were set up industrial areas such as Ghent, Verviers and especially in the coal
mine area of the Borinage. Typical names for socialist bands were always a kind of
proletarian battle cry such as Arbeid Adelt (Labor ennobles), Door Strijd naar Kunst (Through
combat towards art), Vooruit (Forward). Other names were Arbeid en Kunst (Labor and Art)
Antwerp 1903, Volharding (Perseverance) Berchem 1912 and De Werker (The laborer),
Antwerp 1893.
Even within the local socialist parties there were disagreements as was the case in with the
Antwerp Branch of the Workers’ (Labor) Party (Antwerpse Afdeling der Werkliedenpartij) in
1892. A number of dissatisfied party members left the party to set up a new political group
and were joined by the fanfare band De Vredekring. So, in 1893, the Antwerp socialist party
created a new band, this time a wind (harmonie) band called De Werker (The Worker). The
band started with 15 musicians (2 clarinets, 4 cornets, 3 flugelhorns, 1 baritone horn, 1
euphonium, 1 trombone, 1 drum and 1 bugle). The band was allowed a yearly allowance of
4.600 francs by the party.
By the 1890’s, the socialist party claimed for universal suffrage and there were more and
more strikes to protest against the low wages and bad working circumstances. There were
serious riots in Antwerp and several strikers were
killed by the gendarmes. The band De Werker played
the Chopin funeral march with 20 musicians (5 extra
musicians had been hired) at the funeral of the
victims.
The Harmonie Les Prolétaires (The Proletarians) was
founded at Lessines in 1900. The Fanfare Ouvrière
(Laborers Band) at Frameries was founded in 1890
with as main goal to participate in all public
manifestations claiming the rights of the coalminers.
Sometimes, the political rivalry could lead to serious
incidents. An engraving (left) shows how the Kortrijk
socialist music group Vrije Trompetters was
welcomed at the neighboring village of Marke
188. The Kortrijk socialist VrijeTrompetters
in 1894.
are not welcome in Marke.
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E. BANDS AND RELIGIOUS LIFE.
As we have seen in the first chapters, music and especially wind music played an important
role in the church. When the political parties started to use wind bands for their propaganda,
the local catholic parties followed the trend. The parish priests discovered a brilliant means of
adding luster to the religious services and masses and, most of all, to the (often) numerous
religious processions.
The Société de Musique de la Ville de Hasselt, set up in February 1833 by means of the fusion
of the Harmonie Societeit der Stadt Hasselt and the Ceciliakamer, is a good example. The
band had to add luster to the mass and the afternoon benediction service on 22 November,
‘Saint Cecilia’s Day’, and on 30 December, ‘Saint David’s Day’.
The society had also to perform at several masses on Jesus’s name day, on Carnival Sunday,
at Easter Sunday, on Ascension Day, on Whit Sunday, on Holy Trinity Sunday, on
Sacrament’s Day, on Our Lady’s Ascension Day, on the Fair Sunday, on Rosary Day, on All
Saints’ Day and on Christmas Day. The band also played funeral marches at the religious
burial ceremonies of deceased members.461

189. The Band of the 2nd Lancers heading the Bruges “Holy Blood Procession”.

The foundation charter of the Société Philharmonique at Petegem mentions:
“Société Philharmonique, opgerigt den 17 October 1833 met kenzin ‘Kunstliefde’.
Deze Maetschappij heeft voor oogwit van op de Hoogdaegen en Kermissen te doen
eene Misse in het Muziek als ook de uytvaerden indien de Maetschappij daer toe
verzogt weird.”
(Philharmonic Society, founded on 17 October 1833 with as motto ‘Love of Art’.The
purpose of this society is to play during the Holy Mass on Holidays and during Fairs
and at funerals whenever the society is requested to do so.)

461

Goole, Francis, o.c. p. 12
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Since wind instruments had been used to accompany singers and choir singing during
religious services and masses in the late Middle-Ages, the use of wind players had remained
quite common in the Roman Catholic Church rites. The 19th century wind bands, often created
within a society that was either of religious inspiration or closely associated with the local
(Roman Catholic) clergy, continued the tradition. However, the bands were rather used to
parade in religious processions of all kinds. There is a tradition of religious processions all
over Belgium that still exists nowadays. In the 20th century this tradition of religious
processions will reach a peak and even engender a specific wind band repertoire of
processional marches. Even military bands participated in all kinds of religious processions In
the picture on the previous page we see the Band of the 2nd Lancers Regiment parading at the
head of the annual “Holy Blood” procession at Bruges. This procession still exists and attracts
people from all over the world. According to legend, Diederik of Alsace, Count of Flanders,
returned home from the second Crusade in 1150 and brought a crystal bottle with some blood
of Christ with him. The whole tradition is based on the worship of this relic preserved in the
Holy Blood Chapel. There is an annual procession since 1281 and the actual type of
procession goes back to about 1500. Several bands, some dressed in historical costumes,
participate in the procession, playing the typical processional marches.462
Another still existing religious
procession is the Boetprocessie
(Penitence
Procession)
at
Veurne, also in West-Flanders.
Besides some 400 walk-on
participants expressing several
historical and biblical scenes,
some three hundred penitents
walk, often barefoot, wearing a
wooden cross or drawing a cart.
The tradition started in 1625
and the procession still attracts
a large international public,
since 1824 on the last Sunday
of July. Several bands perform
procession marches adding a
special atmosphere to this
impressive spectacle.
190. Penitence procession
at Veurne.

Even religious processions could engender rather embarrassing situations. This was the case
in Warneton in 1881 when the Philharmonie was split up in two bands: a new Harmonie
particulière and the ancient one baptized Harmonie Communale (municipal band). Both
bands paraded in the yearly religious procession and pretended to be ‘catholic’. At the end of
the procession, both bands entered the church each playing their own processional march and
causing an inevitable cacophony.463 All’s well that ends well: both bands reconciled in 1890.
Meulemeester, Jean Luc, Processies in West-Vlaanderen, Kortrijk, 2015.
Denis, Guido, Histoire de l’Harmonie Royale de Warneton depuis sa création (c. 1794) in ‘Mémoires de la
société d’histoire de Comines-Warneton et de la région, Tome XI’, Comines, 1981, p. 132.
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F. AIMS AND GOALS OF THE WIND BANDS.
The wind bands were created to develop musical art as many bylaws, set up at the foundation,
clearly underline. So, we can read that bands were created “ter bevordering van de
Muziekkunst”– for the promotion of musical art (Berchem, 1830), “pour cultiver la musique”
– in order to foster music (Hoboken, 1864) or for “ijver en vooruitgang in het bewerken der
schoone kunsten “– zeal and progress in cultivating the fine arts (Heffen, 1870).
A second goal was ‘entertainment’ for both the band members and the audience. So, for
example, the Vrijheidsvrienden band “n’a pour but que l'agrément qu’elle a prouvé à ces
membres d’honneurs” – has as only goal the entertainment it has given to its honorary
members (Antwerp, 1859).
Charity concerts were also part of the regular musical activities So the bylaws of the Antwerp
musical society Orphée (1839) mentioned as main goal “donner des concerts au profit des
indigents de cette ville (to give concerts for the benefit of the poor people of the town).
Some bands even had educational or pedagogical aims The founder of the Antwerp fanfare
band Antwerpsche Turnvereeniging wanted:
“de jongelingschap aangenaam en nuttig tijdverdrijf bezorgen, haar opvoeding in
goed gezelschap volledigen en haar op de been te houden om nuttige mannen in de
samenleving te worden.”464
(to provide the youngsters with a pleasant and useful pastime, to complete their
education amidst good company and to keep them active as to become useful men in
the society.)
A similar target is to be found with the band Euterpe from Mortsel:
“d’occuper les jeunes gens dans leurs moments de loisir, de leur inspirer le goût des
arts, de les détourner des plaisirs dispendieux, en un mot de contribuer à leur
civilisation.”
(to keep the young men busy during their spare time, to bring them a taste for art and
to turn them away from expensive tastes, in one word to contribute to their
civilization.)
Some bands even mentioned patriotic ideals as was the case with the Harmonie of Turnhout
when the band wrote in a letter to the King that the society’s aim was:
« d’encourager les arts et les sciences… Vous savez Sire quelle heureuse influence ils
exercent sur les mœurs de la nation. »465
(to encourage art and sciences… You know, Your Majesty, which good influence they
have on the morals of the nation.)
It is however also quite obvious that from about 1850 onwards, many bands had first of all
politically inspired goals (cf. supra).

464
465

Schepmans, W., o.c. part I, p. 199.
Rijksarchief Antwerpen, K44 29 August 1839.
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G. THE BANDS’ MUSICAL ACTIVITIES.
Parades.
Besides the political involvements on one hand (political meetings, political demonstrations,
electoral manifestations) and religious involvements (processions, religious services) on the
other hand, the amateur bands often performed to add luster to all kinds of popular festivities,
festivals and fairs. In most cases their participation consisted mainly of parading through the
streets and giving standing serenades. Gradually concerts, usually in the open air or on an
improvised or structured bandstand also became popular.
Despite an evolution towards a real concert band, most wind bands continued to be active
because of their frequent involvement in all the local festivities, fairs, national celebrations
and commemorations. Most local amateur bands were involved in the ceremonies organized
on the occasion of the King’s visits to provincial towns. The Harmonie Sinte Cecilia of
Geluwe participated in the festivities for the King’s visit to the town of Ypres on 16
September 1860 and the day after, the band serenaded the King and his family during their
way through the village of Neerwaasten. Whenever King Leopold and Queen Louise-Marie or
members of the royal family paid an official visit to one or other town or village, the local
bands were always present. The Mechelen bands La Mélodie and Société Philharmonique
played during the official banquet for the King and the Queen in 1832. The first was even
invited to play for the festivities organized on the occasion of the birth of the first royal prince
in 1833.466 The band of Puurs played for the local celebration of the majority of the Duke of
Brabant, the heir to the throne on 10 April 1853. The governor of the province of Antwerp
sent a letter to all municipal councils asking them to send their bands to Antwerp for the
reception of the King and the Queen in 1856. There was hardly any ceremony in town or any
event in the village without the participation of at least one band. The appointment of a new
mayor, a new parish priest, a new bishop etc. was always introduced by a parade headed by
the local band(s). The local fair was often the ideal occasion to organize a band festival and
such a festival was often limited to a monster parade of all participating bands and, as
conclusion, a massed bands performance of a march or pas-redoublé. When a new monument,
official building was inaugurated, there was inevitably a parade with the local band(s).When a
student got a special prize he was welcomed home by the band. Any (golden, diamond etc.)
jubilee engendered automatically a band serenade for the honored married couple. Neither
could any jubilee of an official (mayor, priest, factory manager, school director etc.)
celebrating a respectable number of years of official activity be celebrated without the
participation of a band. The fanfare band Sint Bavo mentioned in its bylaws as its main target
rehausser l’éclat des fêtes publiques (Wilrijk, 1870). Finally, there was the annual local
parade when the band celebrated its own feast on 22 November, Saint Cecilia’s Day. The
band at first paraded, later staggered and stumbled, from one pub to another, because most
innkeepers were honorary members. This was undoubtedly the less edifying parade of the
year. The results of the elections also engendered parades by the bands adhering to the
winning party. The above-mentioned Antwerp socialist band De Werker paraded on 12 March
1899 in favor of the universal suffrage and on 15 April 1900 for higher wages for the
municipal employees. It also took part in an antimilitaristic demonstration on 25 September
1899. Important anniversaries, such as the commemorations of the historical Guldensporen
Slag (the battle of 1302 when the Flemish defeated the French armies), the 25th or 50th
anniversary of the country’s independence etc. were also a reason for impressive band parades
implying numerous amateur wind bands both from towns and villages.
466

Mechelen Town archives (Stadsarchief Mechelen) 1832, letter dated 5 August 1833.
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191. Band Parade in Braine L’Alleud 1896.

Bands and Tourism.
Some bands active in a tourist resort, either a spa town or a seaside resort, had more
opportunities to give concerts. Those cities also invited ‘foreign’ bands to entertain the
visitors and ‘tourists’. One should however realize that ‘tourism’ was very limited in the 19 th
century. In Namur, the old town ramparts were torn down about 1870 and a new green area
was created where ‘summer festivals’ were organized. In 1872 a first bandstand was built in a
new Park and ten years later another one in another park. Bands from the region, as well as
bands from other parts of the country were invited to perform in a series of park concerts
which also attracted tourists. Namur wanted to compete with tourist resorts such as Spa or
even Ostend. Those concerts brought entertainment for people from all social classes.
However, the better-off citizens only attended the concerts by the best amateur bands, i.e.
those with a certain reputation, and the military band concerts. In fact, most of the park
concerts were reserved for the middle-class people, as an entrance fee had to be paid and the
parks were closed to the mass. At the turn of the century there were up to four bandstand
concerts a week during the summer. The mass also enjoyed the band concerts, as for certain
fairs up to six moveable bandstands were set up at the main squares.

192. Bandstand in the park of Charleroi.
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Band concerts were sometimes organized in attractive or even prestigious surroundings, such
as the ‘Jardin d’acclimatation’ at Jambes, the ‘Grottes de Han’ (renowned natural caves) or
the famous ‘Jardins d’Annevoie’. When the Guides Band of Brussels performed an indoor
concert on 18 July 1864, the entrance fee was 5 francs, whereas the fee for the indoor concerts
by the local Mounted Riflemen band was 25 cents! The middle- and upper-class people
monopolized the better bands!

Bandstand and open-air concerts.
Yet most wind bands tried hard to give at least one concert a year, often in the period about 22
November, name day of Saint Cecilia. As only some greater bands in the towns boasted an
own concert hall or could make use of a theatre or municipal concert hall, the village bands
and the bands of smaller towns usually had to give their concerts in the open air.
In the course of the 19th century several smaller towns (and even larger towns and cities) built
bandstands called Kiosk in Dutch and Kiosque in French. Those bandstands were set up on
the market square or in the neighborhood of the town hall or at the crossing of two large
avenues or in the middle of the town park or botanic gardens. The style and size varied from
very simple and sometimes rudimental constructions to very luxurious buildings. Gradually
there was even a kind of rivalry between towns as to boast the nicest bandstand. Anyway, the
bandstand was the central place of many a town or village on summer Sunday afternoons. It
became the destination of the weekly family walk. As already mentioned, some of the greater
town bands performed indoors as a symphony orchestra in winter and as a wind band in the
open air, mostly on the bandstand, in summer. A description of all bandstands certainly
deserves a thorough study, but that goes far beyond the limits of our present ‘musical’ history.

193. Bandstand at the Place d’Armes in Namur 1898.
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Philantropic Concerts.
All wind bands throughout the 19th century played at one time or another a philanthropic
concert for the benefit of the poor or for the victims of one or other natural catastrophe. The
military bands gave the example. A series of catastrophes and economical setbacks gave
cause for numerous philanthropic concerts. The consequences of the American Secession War
deeply affected the cotton industry and quite some textile workers in the Ghent area got
unemployed. In an official letter of 8 April 1862, the minister of Defense ordered all garrisons
to organize concerts for the benefit of the textile workers.467 Finally a sum of over 93.000
francs was handed over to the mayor of Ghent. In January 1865 there was an explosion in the
colliery Mine de Chevalières at Dour; the Band of the 12th Regiment of the Line gave a
concert for the benefit of the families of the victims. This was most appreciated by the
population, especially as the regiment had put down a revolt of the coalminers in that area
some years earlier.
In the spring of 1879 two catastrophes allowed the military bands to prove their philanthropic
character. The Hungarian city of Szegedin had been ravaged by floods and another Belgian
mine catastrophe had happened at the colliery Charbonnage de l’Agrappe at Frameries. There
were several military concerts all over the country and the military bands of the Brussels
garrison gave a joint concert in the Park of Brussels on 3 August 1879 under the patronage of
the King and the Queen.468 An engraving by Scott, based on a sketch by Léo Von Elliot,
showing the military charity festival at the Brussels Park on 27 July 1879 for the benefit of the
victims of the Szegedin and Frameries catastrophes was published in Le Monde Illustré.469

194. Drawing of the military charity concert at the Brussels Park on 27 July 1879.

Journal Militaire Officiel, 1862, p. 134.
Le Monde Illustré, n°1169, 23 August 1879, p. 118.
469
Le Monde Illustré, n°1169, 23 August 1879, p. 124.
467
468
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Catastrophes in a colliery at Quaregnon in 1887, in an ammunition factory at Corvilain in
1889, in the oil tanks at Antwerp in 1889 and in the colliery of Anderlues in 1892 all
engendered a series of philanthropic concerts by several military bands. After the explosion at
the Anderlues colliery on 11 March 1892, there was a joint concert of all the military bands of
the Antwerp garrison on 27 March and a joint concert by the military bands of the Brussels
garrison on 3 April for the families of th victims of the Anderlues mining disaster. So,
military music really supported numerous families of the victims of several catastrophes.

195. Program Military Charity concert, Brussels, April 3, 1892.

The amateur wind bands did not yield to the military bands. The Sint Cecilia band of Kontich
organized each year, from 1851 onwards, a concert for the benefit of the poor of the village
who were the victims of unsuccessful potato crops or of a cholera epidemic. During the
French-Prussian War in 1870, the fanfare band of Duffel participated in a concert for the
benefit of the wounded victims of both armies. It is clear that the Belgian wind bands
participated in a most active way in the philanthropic events which were organized for the
benefit of the victims of any 19th century catastrophe in Belgium and abroad.
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H. STRENGTH AND INSTRUMENTATION.
1. The amateur harmonie (wind) bands.
1841 Several fine examples of the strength of the wind bands in the first decade of the

Belgian Kingdom are to be found in several lists made up at the request of the Governor of
the province of West-Flanders in 1841. In fact, the Belgian Government organized a national
contest open to all wind bands of the country and the Ministry of the Interior asked all
governors to send an inquiry to all wind bands. So, the governor sent a letter asking for:
“benaming van de maatschappij, datum van oprichting, prijzen en eremetalen die
reeds waren gewonnen, naam, voornaam en adres van president, naam, voornaam en
bediening van de muzikanten met aanduiding van instrument dat ze bespelen.”470
(name of the society, date of foundation, prizes and medals obtained, name, first name
and address of the president, name, Christian name and profession of the musicians
with mention of the instrument played.)
We quote four examples of the lists that were sent to the governor of West-Flanders
First there is that of the musicians of the “Grande Harmonie de la Ville” (Municipal Wind
Band) of Poperinge in 1841.471 The list also mentions the profession of each musician which
enables us to confirm that being a member of a wind band was still a privilege. The upraise of
socialist and other workers wind bands was to be waited for.
Michel Zorn
Joseph Baratto
Charles Sansen
Pierre Polley
Caesar Delbarre
Henri Cauwelier
Livin Benoot
Benoit Monteyns
Fidel Lebbe
August Lebbe
Henri Verscheure
Henri Bruneel
Auguste Vandenberghe
Charles Scherrier
Louis De Cock
Louis Vandenbussche
Fidel De Baecker
Auguste Ghelein
Auguste Roseau
Louis Permeke
Louis Osteux
Auguste De Bruyne
Auguste Cauwelier
Aimé Depuydt
Auguste De Baecker
Pierre Vandenberghe
Frans De Keyser
Charles De Baene
Jacques De Rycke
Louis Vandenberghe
Désiré Magherman
Auguste Benoot
Pierre Depuydt
Charles Vantours
Cesar Vandenberghe
Auguste Bruynooghe
François Labaere
Joseph De Bruyne

470
471

conductor
organist
baker
tanner
“bijzondere” (special?)
person of independent means
carder
glazier
watchmaker
carpenter
writer
locksmith
rope-maker
carpenter
tailor
farmer
candle maker
person of independent means
boot-maker
barrel-maker
boot-maker
tanner
person of independent means
coppersmith
candle maker
brewer
schoolmaster
notary’s clerk
patent agent
brewer
patent agent
carder
goldsmith
tanner
baker
carpenter
dyer
potter

E flat clarinet
Solo B flat clarinet
1st clarinet
1st clarinet
1st clarinet
1st clarinet
2nd clarinet
2nd clarinet
2nd clarinet
2nd clarinet
3rd clarinet
3rd clarinet
3rd clarinet
4th clarinet
4th clarinet
4th clarinet
E flat flute
1st trombone
1st trombone
2nd trombone
3rd trombone
1st bass ophicleide
1st bass ophicleide
2nd bass ophicleide
1st alto ophicleide
2nd alto ophicleide
1st horn
1st horn
2nd horn
2nd horn
3rd horn
cornet
trumpet
keyed bugle
bass drum
cymbals
cymbals
snare drum

Brys, Jozef, o.c., p. 30.
Tillie, W., 150 Jaar Muziekleven in de Hoppestad, Poperinge, 1952, pp. 18-19.
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This was a total of 38 musicians including 16 clarinets, really a fine proportion for a
“harmonie” band.
A similar members list of the Société Philharmonique of Geluwe (West Flanders), dated 19
May 1841, mentions some other professions as well as some other instruments, though the
composition of the band is quite similar for the greater part.
Mayeur Adolphe
Vanderghote Charles
Maertens Victor
Vuylsteke Jan-Frans
Vandewynckele Henri
Tanghe Désiré
Ferrant Pierre
Verraes Clement
Coene Charles
Vandamme Felix
Nolf Désiré
Vanryckeghem Jan
Masschelein Jan
Vandenberghe Henri
Tanghe Melchior
Vanhoutte Pieter
Verduyn Jan
Vanryckeghem Bernard
Verduyn Albert
Nolf Joseph
Vandamme Edmond
Masschelein August
Soete Frans
Reynaert Eugeen
Vandamme Désiré
Cardoen Louis
Decantere Petrus
Cardoen Eugeen
Reynaert Victor
Huys Louis
Cardoen Jan
Leroye Jan
Seys Georges

conductor
brewer
carpenter
tailor
harness-maker
carpenter
innkeeper
chairmaker
brewer
flax trader
miller
“bijzondere” (special?)
merchant
carpenter
tinker
schoolmaster
miller
clerk
flax trader
tinker
flax trader
physician (practicioner)
sexton – organist
brewer
cobbler
farmer
gardener
special
without profession
cobbler
gardener
barber

solo clarinet
E flat clarinet
solo clarinet
1st clarinet
1st clarinet
2nd clarinet
2nd clarinet
2nd clarinet
2nd clarinet
2nd clarinet
2nd clarinet
3rd clarinet
3rd clarinet
3rd clarinet
cornet
2nd cornet
trumpet (trompette d’harmonie)
keyed bugle
1st horn
2nd horn
3rd horn
quint ophicleide
bass ophicleide
1st opicleide
2nd ophicleide
1st trombone
2nd trombone
3rd trombone
piccolo flute
triangle
snare drum
cymbals
bass drum

This was a total of 33 musicians with 14 clarinets.
A third example is the list sent on 24 May 1841 by the Société de Musique of Tielt
Neerman Jean-Baptist
Boutens Jean
Boutens Florent
Boutens Isidore
Loontjens Louis
Cornelis Pierre
Eggermont Charles
Cornelis Louis
Van Lokeren Hilaire
Goethals August
Neirynck Constant
Vandekerckhove Henri
Juttens Bernard
Leerman Désiré
Vercampt Leonard
Devooght Jean
Dewaele Ferdinand
Ferraille Jean
Vandekerckhove Louis
Duyck Leonard

music teacher at Tielt
shopkeeper
baker
baker
veterinary
sexton
tanner
dyer
draper
oil dyer
merchant
draper
innkeeper
tinsmith
baker
barber
“bizondere”
tailor
draper
“bizondere”

conductor + valved horn
valved horn
horn
ophicleide
ophicleide
ophicleide
tenor trombone
trombone
trombone
keyed bugle
keyed bugle
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
E flat clarinet
piccolo flute
bass drum

There were respectively 16, 14 and 7 clarinets on a total of 38, 33 and 20 musicians.
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A fourth example is the list of the musicians of the Société Philharmonique of Warneton (a
village of West-Flanders, part of Hainault since 1977).
Delave Théophile
Marhem Martial
Delcroix Joseph
Desmet Louis
Vandermersch Hyppolite
Desmazière Théophile
Herreng Mensuéte
Fasseel Jean-Baptiste
Leblanc Henri
Cappel Pierre
Spilart Henri
Delmotte Augustin
Stragier Théophile
Singier Adolphe
Lambin Julien
Vanseveren Adolphe
Kerle François
Provot Fidèle
Breyne François
Catteau Charles
Demarais Jean-Baptiste
Dickhof Louis
Vandermersch Alphonse
Rostaygui François
Cappel Paul
Poupart Louis
Molhant Edouard
Lambin Adolphe
Leplat Edmond
Catteau uguste
Vienne Louis
Butin Théodore
Lambin François
Lambin Louis
Delegher Martin
Leplat Fidèle
Hanquart Hyppolite
Desmet Charles
Vanseveren Cécilien

landowner
physician (medical doctor)
hatter/milliner
tailor
son of landowner
watchmaker
turner
innkeeper
turner
son of a merchant
clerk
bailiff
merchant
son of a coachman
bricklayer
son of a tailor
son of a farmer
son of a merchant
farmer
son of a baker
farmer
locksmith
son of a landowner
civil servant
son of a merchant
bricklayer
turner
bricklayer
clerk
baker
farmer
brickmaker
bricklayer
bricklayer
wigmaker
cobbler
farmer
cobbler
wig maker

clavicor
horn
horn
horn
piccolo flute
E flat clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
alto ophicleide
alto ophicleide
cornet
cornet
cornet
trumpet
ophicleide
ophicleide
ophicleide
ophicleide
ophicleide
trombone
trombone
bass drum
cymbal player
cymbal player
snare drum
standard bearer

Here, on a total strength of 39 musicians we had 16 clarinets. We can state that most wind
bands boasted a more or less well-balanced instrumentation
We do not know exactly what was meant by “bijzondere” as profession indication, “zonder”
meaning without, we suppose they had no (known) profession. Striking is the fact that we
only have liberal professions and people with independent professions So, local wind bands
were a typical middle-class phenomenon in the first half of the 19th century. It is also clear
that bands, although they were definitely amateur bands, had more or less a standard
instrumentation and that only the number of clarinets (addition of 4th clarinets in the Geluwe
band) was augmented in larger bands.
Very interesting is a list sent to the municipal authorities of Deinze (East Flanders) by the
local band Maetschappy van Toonkunde early 1840. The correspondence dealt with an annual
request for a subsidy. The list also mentioned all the instruments the band possessed:
2 fa clarinetten, 13 groote clarinetten, 3 fluytjens, 6 trombonnen, 7 cornes, 1 ophiclet, 2
contrebassons, 4 bassons, 2 trompetten, 2 trompetten à clef, 2 grosses caisses, 2 koppel
schyven, 3 beyaerds, 1 rouffeltrommel, 2 keteltrommels.472
472

Deinze, Archief Kunst- en Oudheidkundige Kring, Brief Cecilia aan Stad, 15 February 1840.
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(2 F clarinets, 13 B flat clarinets, 3 flutes, 6 trombones, 7 horns, 1 ophicleide, 2 double
bassoons, 4 bassoons, 2 trumpets, 2 keyed trumpets, 2 bass drums, 2 pairs of cymbals,
3 jingling johnnies, 1 snare drum, 2 kettle drums.)
Quite at the other side of the country, the Société de Musique at Tongeren (Limburg) boasted
in 1842:
1 flute
1 small clarinet
11 clarinets
2 bassoons
2 serpents
1 keyed bugle

2 cornets
4 horns
2 trumpets
4 trombones
1 bass drum
1 snare drum

Total: 32

The Société Philharmonique of Warneton also added the list of prizes and medals obtained at
contests before 1841. Prize for best performance at Armentières (France) in 1807, at Béthune
(France) and Bruges in 1810, at Kortrijk and Bergues (France) in 1812. Prize for the nicest
band uniform and Medal for the most remote band in 1824 at Lille (France). Gold medals in
1838 at Menen, in 1839 at Comines and in 1840 at Ypres.
It is also striking that many amateur bands were disbanded and recreated several times The
Harmonie Sinte Cecilia of Geluwe (West Flanders) was first disbanded in 1806, set up again
in 1836 and again on 22 November 1858.

1871. We can see the evolution of the instrumentation by comparing the preceding tables

with the list of musicians of the wind band Société des Bons Amis also in Tielt made up in
1871 after the elaboration of bylaws.
Felix Vandeweghe
Ch Vergote
Eugeen Gills
Ed Robberecht
Felix Robberecht
Camiel Dooms
Ch Vandewalle
August Devos
Alphonse Janssens
Désiré Wauters
Constant Sarteel
Polydor Cornelis
Emiel Vandemaele
Edmond Sarteel
Isidor De Jonckheere

Piccolo flute
E flat clarinet
E flat clarinet
Clarinet
Clarinet
Clarinet
Clarinet
Clarinet
FlugelhornFr
Flugelhorn
Flugelhorn
Cornet
Cornet
Cornet
Trumpet

Henri Vandekerckhove
Camiel Steyaert
Edmond Wattyn
Amédée Beert
Sam Picavet
Henri Loontjes
Victor Sarteel
Fr De Jonckheere
De Bosschere
C Spriet
Martin Horta
nn
nn
nn
nn

Horn
Trombone
Trombone
Trombone
Alto horn
Euphonium
Euphonium
Euphonium
Baritone horn
Baritone horn
Bombardon
Snare drum
Bass drum
Cymbals
Triangle

1890. It is most interesting to compare the above-mentioned lists with the situation half a

century later. We have a list of the same Philharmonie Sinte Cecilia of Geluwe with the
name, profession, address, date of birth and instrument. We only reproduce the name, the
profession and the instrument. In 1841 the band boasted 33 members (16 clarinets), in 1891
38 members (including 9 clarinets, a standard bearer and a bass drum bearer)
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Clinckemaille Henri
Colpaert Ernest
Colpaert Oscar
Comeine Adolf
Deleu Hector
Demyttenaere Maurice
Derdeyn Gustave
Derudder Alois
Derudder Cyriel
Dessauvages Joseph
Dessauvages Robert
Dessein Alfons
Gouhie Emile
Gouhie Ernest
Gouhie Jan
Gouhie Remi
Huys Emilk
Lamote Albertt
Lamote Charles
Lamote Hector
Lecleir Joseph
Maertens Benoit
Maertens Hector
Maertens Joseph
Mahieu Jan
Nolf Isidoor
Poot Camiel
Serruus Valeer
Seys Jules
Tanghe Jean
Vandamme Hilaire
Vandamme Louis
Vandekelder Theophiel
Vanderhaeghe Pol
Vanoorden Paul
Verbeke Jules
Verbeke Louis
Verhaeghe Remi
Vuylsteke Cyriel

X
baker
trader
flax labourer
cobbler
X
schoolteacher
bricklayer
X
X
cobbler
coal trader
bricklayer
decorator
bricklayer
cooper
band seceratry
tinsmith
tinsmith
tinsmith
bricklayer
carpenter
carpenter
cobbler
tailor
decorator
decorator
sculptor
chair maker
carpenter
X
tailor
cobbler
X
baker
X
carpenter
X
baker

snare drum
flugelhorn
euphonium
cornet
cornet
alto horn
trombone
euphonium
flugelhorn
clarinet
baritone horn
baritone horn
clarinet
bass drum
B flat bombardon
flugelhorn
alto horn
cornet
baritone horn
standard bearer
flugelhorn
baritone horn
clarinet
euphonium
trombone
alto saxophone
clarinet
clarinet
E flat clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
trombone
euphonium
alto horn
E flat bombardon
snare drum
alto saxophone
bass drum bearer
clarinet

196. Philharmonie Sinte Cecilia of Geluwe 1891.
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We also have a list of the same Société Philharmonique of Warneton (1794) in 1892.
Wittebroodt M
Vanseveren Emile
Vanseveren Arthur
Meauxsone Emile
Leblanc (of Comines)
Nolf Emile
Demailly
Vanseveren Adolphe
Demailly
Vanseveren Victor
Poupaert Emile
Delambre Eugène
Poupaert Damine
Moland Hypolite
Hanquart Omer
Vanseveren Alphonse
Hanquart Louis
Vanseveren Marcel
Parez Arsène
Mahieux
Lambin Alhonse
Boedt Henri
Vandruel Jules
Vanseveren Léonard
Cauche Hector
Commerlinck Georges
Bodel Henri
Leblanc Louis
Belpaire Georges
Cammerlinck Hector
Desramaux Camille
Fremaux Louis
Delbecq Désiré
Lepoutre Henri
D’Aigremont Léopold
Desmazières Félix
Decroo louis
Boedt Alfred
Vanwyndekens Ernest
Vancraeynest Raymond
Deconinck Charles
Hanquart Delphin
Cappelle Louis
Cappelle Arthur
Bossuwé Hilaire
Marquette Alfred
Ooreel Joseph
Deneulin Etienne
Dequetter Désiré
Dumortier
Cauche Alfred
Mahieu Henri
Jérôme Bartier
Leterme Louis
Cappelle Ernest
Stragier Emile
Vanwindekens Auguste
Bavay Jean-Baptiste
Declerck Henri
Dubois Georges
Vanandruel Félix
Dumortier Désiré
Meauxsoone Jules
Courcelle Henri
Leterme Léon
D’Aigremont Alfred
Cardon Léon
Delobel Pierre

music teacher
tailor
postman at Comines
trader
cooper
tailor
baker
postman
postman

plasterer
barber

customs officer

worker

cobbler
house-painter
merchant
plasterer
innkeeper

roofer
cobbler
farmer
postman
worker
trader
blacksmith
brewer
schoolteacher
clog maker
captain of a barge
carpenter
innkeeper
rrand boy
cobbler
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conductor
flute/assistant conductor
flute
E flat clarinet
oboe
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
clarinet
alto saxophone
alto saxophone
tenor saxophone
tenor saxophone
baritone saxophone
cornet
cornet
cornet
flugelhorn
flugelhorn
flugelhorn
trumpet
trumpet
trumpet
alto horn
alto horn
alto horn
alto horn
alto horn
alto horn
baritone horn
baritone horn
trombone
trombone
trombone
trombone
trombone
bombardon
B flat helicon
B flat helicon
E flat helicon
bass drum
snare drum
bass drum bearer
bass drum bearer

In the meantime, the society had changed its name into Société d’Harmonie. In 1880 the
society boasted 37 musicians473, but in 1892 there were no less than 67 musicians. The
saxophones and saxhorns had been included. Conductor was M Wittebroodt who was also
conducting the Band of the Fire Brigade and the Municipal Band of Ypres and who was also
head of the Ypres school of music. The city of Ypres is only at a distance of 15
kilometers from Warneton (now in the province of Hainault). Among the 67
musicians were 29 clarinet players. The tradition of wind bands with a
majority of clarinets seems to have been well adopted in the course of the
nineteenth century.
Next to a standard bearer we also find one or two bass drum bearers carrying
the bass drum on their back. The bass drum player often played the bass drum
with one hand and the cymbals (one cymbal being fixed on top of the bass
drum) with the other hand. This procedure was still to be seen in small village
bands up to the sixties of the 20th century!

2. The amateur fanfare bands.
Earlier in this chapter we have described the strength and instrumentation of the fanfare bands
in the first half of the 19th century. We should remind the reader of the distinction between a
“fanfare pure” without saxophones and a “fanfare mixte” with saxophones. Saxophones were
only introduced in the last decades of the nineteenth century.
A typical example of a fanfare pure can be seen on the picture below showing the fanfare
band of Ooike (East Flanders) in 1886.

197. Fanfare De Verenigde Vrienden Ooike 1886.

The Fanfare Sint Cecilia from Zwevegem (West Flanders) – see picture next page – was a
“fanfare mixte”. The evolution of the instrumentation and strength of the fanfare bands is also
striking as the following examples clearly demonstrate.
473

Dufrane, Jules, 1880 o.c., pp. 382-383.
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198. The Fanfare of Zwevegem 1874.

1841. The Fanfare band of Boom boasted the following instruments:
4 trombones
4 ophicleides
1 trumpet
4 horns
3 keyed bugles

1 small keyed bugle
1 bass cornet
1 cornet
bass drum
cymbals

1855. The strength of the Fanfare band of Mol shows a certain evolution:
6 keyed bugles
1 cylinder cornet
2 trombones
3 horns
1 alto ophicleide

1 bass ophicleide
2 valve trumpets
2 valve horns
2 tubas
1 flugelhorn

2 ordinary trumpets
1 small keyed bugle
1 horn474
1 valve trumpet
2 cylinder trumpets

1 soprano saxhorn
1 snare drum
1 bass drum
1 pair of cymbals
1 drum

The evolution of the instruments is striking and the amalgamation of all kind of old and new
instruments lead to some very hybrid ensembles. In 1867 the Fanfare Sint Cecilia Schelle
boasted 17 musicians including 2 flugelhorns, 3 keyed bugles and 1 ophicleide.

1871. The composition of the Fanfare De Eendracht Itegem with 22 musicians is closer to
that of the modern fanfare band:

1 E flat flugelhorn
7 flugelhorns
3 cornets

474

2 alto horns
1 baritone horn
1 bombardon

2 trombones
3 tubas
2 drums

This was a natural horn with crooks to produce E flat, F and A flat tuning.
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1891. The Fanfare Sint Cecilia Zwevegem was composed as follows:
Thijs
Remi Matton
?
Gustave Decuypere
Floris Decuypere
?
Gustave Clément
Adolf Matton
Camille Vandenbroeke
Charles Vandewalle
Remi Demets
Remi Verfaille
?
Jules Mauruw
Honoré Verbaeys
Charles Decuypere
Jules Matton
Jules Bleuzé
Charles Matton
Adolf Messiaen
?
August Decuypere
Paul Verbaeys
Henri Messiaen
Odo Verbaeys
Pieter Dekimpe barber
Henri Verfaille
Ivo Schuifelaar

conductor
flugelhorn
flugelhorn
flugelhorn
flugelhorn
flugelhorn
flugelhorn
flugelhorn
flugelhorn
flugelhorn
flugelhorn
trumpet
French horn
French horn
trombone
trombone
alto saxophone
standard bearer
tenor saxophone
baritone
baritone
baritone
tuba
tuba
bombardon
side drum
bass drum
servant

bricklayer
?
?
carpenter
bricklayer

?
cobbler
bricklayer
bricklayer
?
tailor
tailor
carpenter

1893. We also have a member list of the Fanfare De Vrijheid from Kortrijk which boasted
some sixty musicians:
Alfred Santenaire
Charles Monteyne
Maurice Hofman
Achille Dooms
Edward Demeulemeester
Remy Vanbiervlet
Camille Soetaert
Hubert Wouters
Alphonse Mullie
Gustave Supplie
Propser Botteldoorn
Charles Deltour
Octave Horrez
Joseph Vandamme
Albert Declercq
Léon Hiergens
Ernest Dewerchin
Camille Vanmarcke
Odille Vanmarcje
P Mahieu
Auguste Mulleman
Maurice Matthieu
Jules Callens
Félix Lebon
Emile Tant
Edmond Gadeyne
Charles Coremans
Camille Bakkeljauw
Palmer Geerst
Louis Mahieu
Philémon Lebon
Emile Vandecasteele
J Scheers

conductor
assistant conductor
Eb flugelhorn
solo flugelhorn
solo flugelhorn
solo flugelhorn
solo flugelhorn
solo flugelhorn
first flugelhorn
first flugelhorn
first flugelhorn
second flugelhorn
second flugelhorn
second flugelhorn
second flugelhorn
second flugelhorn
third flugelhorn
third flugelhorn
third flugelhorn
third flugelhorn
first cornet
first cornet
second cornet
second cornet
second cornet
first trumpet
second trumpet
first trombone
first trombone
second trombone
second trombone
third trombone
third trombone

Jean Terryn
Richard Polfliet
Aloïs Vansteenkiste
August Lefebvre
Emile Hiergens
Charles Monteyne
Gérard Ego
Arthur Esquenet
Georges Dumonceau
Julien Decabooter
Paul Polfliet
Philibert Goddaert
Téohile Lapère
Edouard Foulon
Henri Masureel
Henri Reynaert
Cyrille Malfait
Désiré Danconne
Alphonse Charlet
Cyrille Deconinck
Jules Vauterin
Théophile Caveye
Joseph Derudder
Victor Bultiauw
Henri Vanslmembrouck
Polydore Coolsaet
Henri issac
Léonard Coolsaet
Prosper Opsieux
Polydore Coolsaet
Jules Barteel
Jules Vlieghe
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alto saxophone
tenor saxophone
baritone saxophone
first French horn
second French horn
first alto horn
second alto horn
second alto horn
first baritone horn
first baritone horn
second baritone horn
first solo tuba
first tuba
second tuba
second tuba
second tuba
second tuba
second tuba
Eb bombardon
Eb bombardon
Bb bombardon
Bb bombardon
Timpani
Bass drum
side drum
triangle, bells etc
parade drum
parade drum
parade drum
parade drum
standard bearer
servant

In larger fanfare bands we had a similar structure as with larger harmonie (wind) bands,
splitting up the instrumental groups in solo, first, second and third parts. The role of the
saxhorns is really dominating and also the cornets are more important than the trumpet. With
the fanfare De Vrijheid there was one alto, one tenor and one baritone saxophone. The alto
saxophone player was a graduate of the Royal Conservatory of Music of Ghent! This band
paraded a lot and also boasted four parade drummers. The band had been set up in 1888 by
some sacked musicians from the Kortrijk Philharmonie (previously Grande Harmonie) who
invited musicians from neighboring villages to join them. As the band rehearsed in a pub
called “De Hond” (The dog) it was often called Muziek van den hond (The Dog’s band). In
1888 it boasted 35 members and in 1893 some 65 members. The musicians were workmen,
whereas the board members belonged to the petty bourgeoisie. The newspaper L’Echo de
Courtrai of 23 July 1899 mentioned that the group had been disbanded.

1895.

A catalogue of the Brussels wind band music publishing company L’Essor Musical (cf. p.409)
mentioned the standard composition of the harmonie band and the fanfare band, actually a list
of all separate parts that were printed:
FANFARE BAND PARTS
Conductor
Eb flugelhorn
Solo flugelhorn
1st flugelhorn
2nd flugelhorn
3rd flugelhorn
1st cornet
2nd cornet
1st trumpet
2nd trumpet
Soprano saxophone
Alto saxophone

Tenor saxophone
Baritone saxophone
1st baritone horn
2nd baritone horn
1st alto horn
2nd alto horn
1st French horn
2nd French horn
3rd French horn
4th French horn
1st trombone in C
2nd trombone in C

3rd trombone in C
1st trombone in B flat
2nd trombone in B flat
3rd trombone in B flat
1st tuba
2nd tuba
Euphonium
Bombardon in E flat
Bombardon in B flat
Contrabass & Bombardon in C
Snare drum & timpani
Bass drum

HARMONIE (WIND BAND) PARTS
conductor
Piccolo flute
Flute
E flat clarinet
Oboe
Solo clarinet
1st clarinet
2nd clarinet
3rd clarinet
1st bassoon
2nd bassoon
Soprano saxophone
Alto saxophone
Tenor saxophone
Baritone saxophone

1st cornet
2nd cornet
1st trumpet
2nd trumpet
1st flugelhorn
2nd flugelhorn
1st baritone horn
2nd baritone horn
1st alto horn
2nd alto horn
1st French horn
2nd French horn
3rd French horn
4th French horn

1st trombone in C
2nd trombone in C
3rd trombone in C
1st trombone in B flat
2nd trombone in B flat
3rd trombone in B flat
1st tuba
2nd tuba
Euphonium
Bombardon in E flat
Bombardon in B flat
Contrabass & Bombardon in C
Snare drum & timpani
Bass drum
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The standard instrumentation did only exist in the catalogues of the wind band music
publishers. The instrumentation of the majority of the amateur wind bands depended entirely
on the number of musicians and the instrument(s) they possessed and/or mastered.
To have an idea of the average number of musicians we quote the calculation made by Griet
Lemmens of the number of players in the amateur wind bands and orchestras of the province
of Brabant in 1861.475
1861

members

average

Brussels

Bands and
orchestras
7

177

25,2

Rest of the province

75

2.338

31,2

Total

82

2.515

30,7

As to the proportion of wind bands and fanfare bands there is also a very interesting
conclusion: in 1860 there was still a majority of wind bands, but by 1875 the number of
fanfare bands had increased enormously. Quite some wind bands, mostly created in the
forties, had been converted into fanfare bands whereas the oldest wind bands kept their
instrumentation. In fact, the number of fanfare bands had tripled in some decades. The fanfare
band needed fewer musicians and the brass instruments were cheaper to purchase and for
amateurs easier to play. The improvements Adolphe Sax applied to the brass instruments also
played a major role in this evolution.

199. Fanfare De Eendracht Burcht 1891. Mind the musician with the beer glass!

Lemmens, Griet, Muziekverenigingen in Brabant tijdens de 19de eeuw, dissertation, Catholic University of
Leuven, Leuven, 1999.
475
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3. The military bands.
The strength and instrumentation of the military bands was closer to the standard norms as it
was laid down in official laws. Yet, due to lack of candidates or similar problems, the strength
was not always complete. In 1833 there were 21 military bands: 16 wind bands (12 Regiments
of the Line, 3 Regiments of Riflemen plus the Band of the Guides Regiment) and 5 fanfare
bands (Cuirassiers, First and Second Lancers, First and Second Mounted Riflemen). The
Infantry Bands boasted 42 musicians, consisting of 14 staff musicians, 10 pupils and 18
soldiers. The cavalry bands had a maximum of 34 players, consisting of trumpeters and
trumpeter-pupils.
Except for the massed bands of the above-mentioned Grand Military Music Festival of 1833
(cf. pp. 242 & 243), we have no details about the instrumentation of the individual bands,
except for that of the Guides Regiment. The number of musicians allowed by the military
authorities fluctuated. Moreover, many commandants of the regiments transgressed the rules
and bands often had to cope with difficulties to find adequate musicians. Here is an attempt of
a survey of the evolution of the strength and instrumentation of the military bands
successively with the Infantry and with the cavalry.

Infantry Bands.
1830. At Belgium’s independence the Dutch regulation of 1819 remained applicable to the
infantry bands. The strength was settled as follows:
18 musicians :

1 conductor
17 musicians
10 pupils (maximum)
Total : 28 (at best)

1831. A circular of 15 November 1831 adapted the strength of infantry bands as follows:
14 staff musicians (conductor incl.)
10 pupils
18 soldiers
Total : 42

1846. Fétis gave precise details of the strength of infantry bands in 1846.476
Grenadiers Regiment
1st Regiment of the Line
2nd Regiment of the Line
3rd Regiment of the Line
4th Regiment of the Line
5th Regiment of the Line
6th Regiment of the Line
7 th Regiment of the Line

476

38
31
27
31
35
31
29
30

8th Regiment of the Line
9th Regiment of the Line
10th Regiment of the Line
11th Regiment of the Line
12th Regiment of the Line
1st Chasseurs à pied
2nd Chasseurs à pied
3rd Chasseurs à pied

26
32
30
28
29
29
30
27

Papers concerning Fétis, Library Brussels Royal Conservatory of Music, file 30.200.
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1853. In his Annuaire Jacobs mentions that all infantry bands boasted 31 musicians.477
1867. The Band of the Grenadiers Regiment boasted the following instrumentation at the
historical international contest for military bands during the Universal Exhibition at Paris (cf.
p.244):
2 flutes
2 oboes
2 E flat clarinets
16 B flat clarinets
4 saxophones

2 cornets
4 trumpets
5 horns
4 trombones
2 flugelhorns

4 bassoons
1 alto saxhorn
4 bass saxhorns
2 E flat contrabass saxhorns
3 B flat contrabass saxhorns
2 percussion

1889. A regulation of 10 March 1889 laid down the number of musicians of the infantry
bands at 52.

1894. A regulation478 of 23 October 1894 settled the instrumentation for the infantry bands
(regiments of the Line & Grenadiers regiment) as follows:
1 D piccolo
1 E flat clarinet
1 oboe
10 B flat clarinets
3 saxophones
2 B flat flugelhorns
2 B flat cornets
2 B flat trumpets (Mahillon system)
4 horns

2 E flat alto horns
2 bassoons or baritone horns
4 trombones
2 E flat bombardons
1 B flat bombardons
3 B flat euphoniums
1 snare drum
1 bass drum
Total: 42

200. Band of the Grenadiers Regiment. ca. 1865.

477
478

Jacobs, E., o.c., pp. 131-136.
Journal Militaire Officiel 1894, pp. 552-555.
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Cavalry Bands.
1830. The Cavalry bands boasted the same number of musicians as prescribed by the Dutch
regulations of 1824, with a total of 24 trumpeters (musicians).

1847.
1er Chasseurs à cheval
2ème Chasseurs à cheval
1er Lanciers
2ème Lanciers
1er Cuirassiers
2ème Cuirassiers

24
18
18
25
22
17

This list was made up by Fétis. The official army instructions of 22 October 1838 fixed the
number of musicians in the cavalry bands at 24. The extra musician in the band of the 2nd
Lancers was allowed and paid personally by the corps commander.479
Proposal by Fétis and Bender.
Actually, we can only have an idea of the instrumentation of the cavalry fanfare bands by
means of the above-mentioned proposal for the ideal instrumentation made in November 1846
by François-Joseph Fétis and Jean-Valentin Bender. In fact, they made a kind of
amalgamation of the French and the German instrumentation. They recommended a standard
instrumentation which could not differ that much of the actual situation and made a
distinction between “cavalerie légère” (light cavalry of Mounted Riflemen and Lancers) and
“cuirassiers”.
Bands of the Light Cavalry
1 E flat small flugelhorn with 3 cylinders
1 E flat flugelhorn with 3 cylinders
2 C flugelhorns with 3 cylinders
4 B flat flugelhorns with 3 cylinders
2 cornets with 3 valves or cylinders
4 trumpets with 3 cylinders
2 horns with 3 cylinders or saxhorns

1 E flat alto flugelhorn with 3 cylinders
1 B flat alto flugelhorn with 3 cylinders
2 B flat ophicleides
1 F bombardon with 3 or 4 cylinders
1 bass tuba with 3 cylinders
2 tenor trombones with 3 cylinders
1 F bass trombone with 3 cylinders

Bands of the Cuirassiers
1 E flat small flugelhorn with 3 cylinders
4 B flat flugelhorns with 3 cylinders
3 trumpets with 3 cylinders
2 cornets with 3 valves or cylinders
1 E flat alto flugelhorn with 3 cylinders

1 tenor flugelhorn
2 B flat ophicleides
1 E flat bombardon or tuba with 4 cylinders
2 tenor trombones with 3 cylinders
1 F bass trombone with 3 cylinders

1894. The above-mentioned regulation of 23 October 1894 settled the instrumentation for the
fanfare bands (Riflemen and Carabineers).

479

Journal Militaire Officiel 1838, pp. 350-355.
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Bands of Riflemen and Carabineers
1 E flat flugelhorn
13 B flat flugelhorns
2 B flat cornets
2 F trumpets
2 E flat trumpets
4 horns
2 E flat alto horns

2 B flat baritone horns
4 trombones
2 E flat bombardons
2 B flat bombardons
4 B flat euphoniums
1 snare drum
1 bass drum

The official number of musicians in the cavalry bands was upgraded from 24 to 34 (exclusive
the conductor). This situation remained unchanged until the suppression of all cavalry bands
on 12 February 1913.

201. Band of the 13th Regiment of the Line. Late 19th century.

The Guides Regiment Band.
Though a cavalry band, the elite wind band of the Guides Regiment has always been a wind
(symphonic) band and it survived the complete suppression of all cavalry bands in 1913.

1832. According to Henry Farmer this band boasted 32 musicians:
1 flute
2 E flat clarinets
2 B flat clarinets
2 oboes
4 horns
3 trumpets
3 cornets

2 flugelhorns
3 bassoons (incl 1 Russian bassoon)
1 serpent
3 ophicleides
3 trombones
1 bombardon
3 percussion
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1840. A manuscript score by the conductor Jean-Valentin Bender boasts the list of musicians
(with their names) and allows us to see the development of the strength and instrumentation:
1 E flat clarinet
1 Flute (& piccolo)
10 B flat clarinets
4 horns
3 trumpets (incl 1 flugelhorn)

2 bassoons
5 ophicleides or basses
3 trombones
5 percussion

1848. The Vade-Mecum Artistique pour l’Année 1848, published by the band’s oboist Victor
De Prins (1816 -1875), mentioned besides the conductor and assistant conductor:
1 E flat clarinet
1 flute
2 oboes
11 clarinets
2 horns
2 cornets
1 flugelhorn

3 trumpets
3 bassons
1 Russian bassoon
4 ophicleides
4 trombones
1 bass drum
1 timpani

1892. There is a clear evolution as to the number and types of instrument:
2 flutes (incl piccolo)
2 oboes
2 E flat clarinet (incl 1 saxophone)
12 B flat clarinets
4 bassoons
1 alto saxophone
1 tenor saxophone
1 baritone saxophone
2 flugelhorns

4 horns
2 alto horns
3 cornets
4 trumpets
4 trombones
4 euphoniums
4 bombardons (1 F, E flat, 2 Bflat)
1 string bass
3 percussion

202. The Band of the Guides, London 1892.
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I. SOCIÉTÉ ROYALE “LA GRANDE HARMONIE” BRUSSELS.
A famous 19th century amateur wind band (Part Two).

By the end of the Dutch Period, right before Belgium’s independence, the number of wind
bands amounted to about 175. Among these, one band deserves a special attention: the
famous Brussels Société Royale La Grande Harmonie, the most prestigious 19th century
amateur wind band in Belgium. This Brussels musical society, and especially its well-known
wind band, was closely related to the events of September 1830, leading to the Belgian
Revolution resulting in the country’s independence. It serenaded the temporary government
and gave benefit concerts in favor of the victims of the combats against the Dutch Army.
As we have seen at the beginning of this chapter, it was also in the midst of this society that
Belgium’s national anthem was born, as its composer François Van Campenhout was assistant
conductor of the Grande Harmonie. It was on the premises of the Grande Harmonie that the
composer Van Campenhout met the French actor Jenneval who was to write the text of The
Brabançonne. At the funeral of freedom fighter Frédéric de Mérode, who died as a hero
during the revolt against the Dutch Army, the band of the Grande Harmonie played a
Requiem Mass and a Libera me, Domine by Lambert-François Godecharles (Brussels, 1753 –
1819). Noteworthy is the fact that several members, mostly honorary members, of the Grande
Harmonie were members of the ‘National Congress’ which governed the country immediately
after its independence. The Society also supplied many officers for the Garde Bourgeoise
(Civic Guard) of Brussels.

203. Concert Hall of the Grande Harmonie, Brussels.

After Belgium’s independence, the Grande Harmonie continued to dominate the amateur
wind band scene in the country. On 25 May 1831, some 95 members of the Grande Harmonie
signed a petition, proposing Prince Leopold of Saxony-Coburg as future King of Belgium.
The Society was requested to organize the festivities for the arrival of the new King Leopold I
at Brussels in July 1831 and the band was the very first band to perform the national anthem
The Brabançonne for the King in Brussels.480 On 18 August 1831, King Leopold I granted the
designation “Royal”.
480

Glauden, o.c., pp. 40-41.
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204. King Leopold I agrees to grant the title “Royal” to the Grande Harmonie.

The first conductor, Henri Demunck (Brussels, 1796-1832) was succeeded by the famous
conductor Joseph-François Snel who was also a fine composer.
Joseph-François Snel (1793-1861).
Joseph-François Snel was born on 30 July 1793 in Brussels. He studied the violin with Corneille
Vander Planken at the Conservatory of music of his home town and with the famous French
virtuoso Pierre de Sales Baillot (1771-1842) at the Paris Conservatory of Music. In 1813 he
became violinist with the Orchestra of the Royal Opera Theatre ‘La Monnaie’ and during the
next years he composed several ballets. In 1828 he was appointed director of the School for
military band conductors in The Netherlands and the next year Inspector of the Dutch Army
music schools. After the Belgian Revolution he came back to Brussels and from 1831 to 1834 he
was conductor at the Royal Brussels Opera ‘La Monnaie’. In the meantime, he also conducted
the Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie and the Band of the Brussels Garde Civique (Civic
Guard). In October 1842, Snel was invited by the King of The Netherlands to organize in The
Hague a concert entirely dedicated to his compositions. The
program presented several wind band compositions and one of them
had to be repeated at the King’s request. Immediately after the
concert, the King awarded Snel the Order of the Crown of Oak.481
Because of his experience with the Dutch military music, Snel was
also involved in the organization of the Belgian military music as a
member of the musical jury together with Fétis, Bender and Blaes.
Joseph-François Snel died at Koekelberg, a Brussels suburb, on 10
March 1861.
He composed a series of works for symphonic band.
A funny anecdote: Snel wrote a Marche Funèbre (dirge) which
became suddenly extremely popular as a mocking song about the
Prime Jules Minister Vandenpeereboom (1843-1917) in 1884
205. Joseph-François Snel.
(almost a quarter of a century after the composer’s death).
The concerts of the Grande Harmonie were often reported in the press:
« A 4 heures la société de la Grande Harmonie de Bruxelles, sous la direction de M
Snel, s’est rendue au pavillon construit dans le Parc, et a fait entendre, à la foule
immense assemblée pour cette solennité, différens morceaux d’harmonie qui ont été
couverts d’applaudissements. Nous avons remarqué surtout deux morceaux composés
pour la musique militaire par M Snel. L’ouverture du Serment a été exécutée avec une
précision et un ensemble remarquables; la musique vive et spirituelle d’Auber a trouvé
de dignes interprètes. »482
481
482

Journal des Débats, 11 December, 1842.
Courrier de la Meuse, nr. 228, 26 September 1833, p. 1.
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(At 4 p.m. the band of the Brussels Grande Harmonie, conducted by Mr. Snel settled on
the bandstand set up in the Park and played for the large crowd gathered for this event
several pieces composed for wind band by Mr. Snel. The overture of Le Serment was
performed with a remarkable precision and ensemble playing. The lively and spiritual
music of Auber found worthy performers)
In January 1834, King Leopold offered a bust representing himself to the Society and on 17
September the monarch offered an honorary standard, partly embroidered by Queen LouiseMarie herself.
In 1834, Arnold-Joseph Blaes who had just obtained a First Prize at the Brussels Conservatory
of Music with professor Bachmann, a famous clarinetist, was offered the chair of E flat
clarinet player in the Société de la Grande Harmonie.
On 5 May 1835 the Grande Harmonie wind band played for the inauguration of the very first
railway line on the European continent which connected Brussels to Mechelen.
Arnold-Joseph Blaes, born in Brussels on 1 December 1814,
boasted an international reputation equal to that of the great violin
virtuoso of his era. He studied with the famous clarinetist GeorgesChrétien Bachmann (cf. next page) at the Brussels Conservatory of
music and succeeded his teacher at this institution in 1842. From
1844 to 1871 he was principal clarinet teacher at the Brussels
Conservatory of music. He was invited, applauded and acclaimed
as a soloist all over Europe and the Tsar of Russia appointed him
clarinet teacher and subsequently inspector of the bands of the
Imperial Russian Army. Blaes married the soprano Elisa Meert
who accompanied him on his many concert tours abroad. He was
not only a member and assistant conductor of the Grande
Harmonie, but also a soloist of the King’s Private Orchestra.
206. Arnold Blaes.
Blaes died on 11 January 1892. He was no doubt, one of the most
distinguished members of the Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie. For many years Blaes
was assistant conductor of the Société de la Grande Harmonie and also conductor of the wind
band of Saint-Josse-ten-Noode, a Brussels suburb.
Gioacchino Rossini.
On 7 June 1836, Gioacchino Rossini attended a (rather mediocre) performance of his opera
Guillaume Tell at the Brussels Opera . That evening, the Grande Harmonie invited the Italian
composer to a banquet and made him an honorary member while serenading him.483 When
arriving at Liege the next day, Rossini sent a letter of thanks, reproduced in the society’s
newsletter of 21 June 1836, in which he wrote:
« Permettez-moi, Messieurs, d’ajouter à cette sincère expression de reconnaissance
celle non moins sincère de ma vive satisfaction : nulle part, je n’ai vu réunis à plus de
vigueur dans l’exécution, un plus grand nombre de talents distingués, une direction
mieux entendue et plus habile; nulle part, je n’ai vu d’ensemble plus parfait: votre
Société est une illustration de plus pour votre ville, déjà si renommée dans les arts…
vous pouvez être assurés, que dans cet éloge sympathique de vos talents, je rends
hommage à une éclatante vérité…… votre très humble serviteur et collègue,
Gioacchino Rossini. »484
483
484

Moniteur Belge, nr.160, Wednesday 8 June 1836.
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(Allow me, Gentlemen, to add to this sincere expression of gratitude the no less
sincere expression of my great satisfaction: I have seen nowhere such a strength in the
performance, a larger number of distinguished gifted artists, a better understood and
more skillful conducting; I have seen nowhere a more perfect ensemble: your Society
is another distinction for your town that is already famous for its art… I can assure you
that by these words of praise I pay a tribute to a striking truth… your humble servant
and colleague, Gioacchino Rossini.)
In 1837 the Society boasted some 1100 members. In 1838 the King and the Queen attended
several charity concerts given by the Society’s band and orchestra. At a wind band contest in
Ghent on 14 August 1838, the band performed with no less than 88 musicians! When
returning, once more victorious, the band was welcomed in Brussels by the Band of the
Guides Regiment, two more military bands and the complete Brussels Civic Guard and a huge
most enthusiastic crowd! Still in 1838, the Society’s committee asked the conductor Snel to
abandon his position as conductor at the Royal Theatre (the Opera ‘La Monnaie’) in order to
devote himself completely to the Grande Harmonie. His wages were increased and Snel
promised to write eight to nine new pieces a year, all copies at his expenses, for the society.
1838. Duel between Adolphe Sax and Georges Bachmann.
Another distinguished member of the Grande Harmonie was certainly the world-famous
instrument maker Adolphe Sax who played the clarinet. When he had substantially improved
the bass clarinet, Sax wanted to submit his new instrument to the judgment of his colleagues
of the Grande Harmonie. However, the society’s principal clarinetist, Bachmann, opposed
vehemently to this demonstration as he himself also manufactured clarinets.
Georges Chrétien Bachmann, born at Paderborn, Germany on 7 January 1804, taught the
clarinet at the Brussels Conservatory of music from 1832 up to his death. He played the bass
clarinet in the King’s Private Orchestra and was also a soloist with the Band of the Royal
Guides Regiment. His most illustrious pupil, as already mentioned, was Blaes with whom he
performed the Double Concerto by Andreas Späth485 in the Church of the Augustines in
Brussels on 10 April 1836. Bachmann started his own instrument factory and his assistant up
to 1836 was no other than Charles Mahillon the famous Brussels instrument maker (cf. p.
394). Bachmann who had the misfortune to be hostile to the inventions of Adolphe Sax died
in Brussels on 28 August 1842.

207. Georges C. Bachmann.

208. Adolphe Sax and his bass clarinet (Ghémar).

Späth, Andreas (Rossach, 1790 – Gotha, 1876) composed a lot of wind band music, being a member of the
Gotha Court wind band. He also composed quite some music for clarinet.

485
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When Sax was invited at the Grande Harmonie to present his new bass clarinet, Bachmann
was so furious that he cried “I shall no longer play… if miserable students like Monsieur Sax
are allowed to play in such a distinguished orchestra as this”. Sax replied: “I would be very
sorry, Sir, if the public were deprived of your fine talents through my invention, but I will not
retract at all” and then proposed: “Let you play first and then play myself. The public will
decide whether the great master or the miserable student wins the battle.”
Bachmann accepted the challenge, as he was sure to win the musical duel. A very large crowd
– up to 4000 some contemporary observers claimed – attended the concert. Though the
audience strongly esteemed Bachmann’s talent, it was Sax’s performance who was greeted
with a storm of applause. This was a severe blow to Bachmann who had to yield all bass
clarinet solos to the young inventor as from that day, both in the Grande Harmonie and in the
competing Société Philharmonique (conducted by Valentin Bender).
In a report on a concert by the wind band of the Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie in
Kortrijk on 15 August 1841, preserved in a booklet “Inauguration du Tableau de M Dekeyser”
written and published by lawyer Jaspin Ainé486, we read:
“Suddenly the first bars of a most harmonious music, quite new to our ears, turned our
eyes towards the bandstand It was the band of the Brussels Grande Harmonie, conducted
by M Snel, which performed its first piece, a dramatic overture, orchestrated for wind
band and composed by the musical director. No, never did any melody delight our ears like
this! In a few seconds there was a religious silence within the park…This first concert
piece, covered by repeated applause, had engendered a total amazement. One could hardly
believe that such beautiful and melodious chords and such a perfect orchestration could be
performed by means of wind instruments. But the Brussels wind band led us from surprise
to surprise. The immediate performance of five consecutive pieces of music, after five
hours waiting, kept during two hours thousand people on the spot; among them the elite of
the town and numerous foreigners coming from neighboring towns…”
Then the author sounds Snel’s praise both as a composer and as a conductor. More interesting
is the description of the band’s soloists:
“In the several inevitable solo pieces which Snel sowed as brilliant pearls in between his
fantasies, we had the opportunity to hear successively the E flat clarinet, the piccolo flute,
the B flat clarinet, the bass clarinet, the ophicleide, the keyed bugle, the cornet and the
beautiful chords of the trombones. It is impossible to handle the E flat clarinet more in
tune, with more skill and grace than Mr. Lambelé…The B flat clarinet, played by Mr.
Sarrawasch487, has no less meri. The playing of this instrument is larger, more sonorous,
and more majestic Moreover, there are less-rapid difficulties, though the artist should not
be afraid of them. The performance of the pieces for bass clarinet, entrusted to Mr. Ad.
Sax, amateur, had an indisputable success. Apparently, it was the very first time that
Kortrijk heard this instrument producing that kind of notes We do think that to produce
those notes with such a good taste and rare perfection, one needs, like M Sax, to master
thoroughly the power of that instrument, which, according to what people say, he is adding
improvements that are generally appreciated. Mr. Jorez, for his part, playing the piccolo
flute, an unrewarding musical instrument too often disdained by the great musicians,
charmed the public with a both elegant and subtle performance…We know how much
talent it requires to play the ophicleide as Mr. Govaerts who is said to be the only one,
together with his brother bandmaster of the 8th Regiment of the Line and also another
brother, to master this musical instrument and get astonishing modulations out of it …”
Jaspin Aîné, Inauguration du Tableau de M. Dekeyser, La Bataille des Éperons d’Or, Souvenirs de
l’Exposition de Tableaux et d’Objets d’Art et d’Industrie à Courtrai au mois d’août 1841, Kortrijk, 1842.
487
Ferdinand Sarrawasch (Madrid, 1803 – Laken, 1869) was assistant conductor of the Grande Harmonie and
conducted several wind bands, including those of Halle and Vilvoorde.
486
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It is most interesting to read something about some soloists of this great band, besides
Adolphe Sax. Clarinetist Gabriel-Sébastien Lambelée (Brussels 1811–1881) studied with
Bachmann at the Brussels Conservatory of Music. In 1841 he was appointed solo clarinetist
with the Brussels Opera ‘La Monnaie’ Orchestra and with the Band of the 1st Guides
Regiment. He was much in demand as a soloist abroad and taught at the Brussels
Conservatory from 1842 to 1872. Lambelée also conducted several wind bands in the
Brussels area and composed works for wind band as well as many clarinet studies. Flautist
(and printer) Jean-Joseph Jorez (Brussels, 1798–1876) had studied the flute with Louis
Drouet (1792-1873) and Jean-Louis Tulou (1786-1865) and was a much-appreciated soloist
in Brussels.
In July 1841, the architect J.P. Cluysenaar had been asked to design plans for a new building
for the Society. At an audience at the Royal palace on 19 August 1841, a delegation of the
Society asked the King a loan of 20000 francs redeemable in three years plus interest. On 13
September the King gladly granted the sum redeemable in 4 years and without any interest!!
The laying of the foundation stone of the new buildings at the Rue de la Madeleine nr.81 was
on 7 September 1841 and on 6 February 1842 the Society settled in its new premises. A
special medal was coined by Laurent Joseph Hart:

209. Medal coined by L.J. Hart for the inauguration of the new
building of the Société de la Grande Harmonie in 1842.

The concert at the official opening on 26 February 1842 was attended by the complete Royal
Family and an audience of 2200 people. Snel had composed an inaugural cantata. The next
spring, the Society’s orchestra performed Rossini’s Stabat Mater.
Hector Berlioz.
On 26 September 1842, the Grande Harmonie organized a Berlioz concert in the society’s
new concert hall; the composer himself conducted his Grande Symphonie Funèbre et
Triomphale performed by the wind band and the symphony section (over 200 musicians) and
the choral section of the Society. The concert opened with a new wind band overture by Snel.
The Berlioz symphony had been composed two years earlier for the translation of the mortal
remains of the victims of the July Revolution to the newly erected Bastille column in Paris.
According to the newspaper reports, the symphony was rather coolly welcomed by the
audience, although the concert had been announced as “the very first performance of romantic
music in Brussels”.488
488
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« Il faut qu’il y ait en M. Berlioz un éminent
génie, car les musiciens l’exaltent et lui
assignent un haut rang parmi les plus célèbres
compositeurs ; mais ce génie n’est point à la
portée du vulgaire dont nous faisons
humblement partie. Le vulgaire en a ainsi jugé
avant-hier soir.»
(There must be in Mr. Berlioz an eminent
genius as the musicians praise him to the skies
and grant him a high rank among the most
famous composers; but this genius is not at all
within the reach of the populace to which we
humbly belong. So was the populace’s
judgment on the night before yesterday)

210. Manuscript Symphonie Funèbre et Triomphale.

However, the commentators agreed that one
needed to hear at least two or three
performances of this symphony to enjoy it.
Brussels was Berlioz’s first foreign
destination, maybe because the French
composer was well acquainted with several
Belgian composers such as François-Joseph
Fétis, Adolphe Samuel, Henri Vieuxtemps and
Joseph-François Snel, as well as with the
instrument manufacturer Adolphe Sax.
Berlioz was received by the King at the Royal
Palace and offered His Majesty a copy of his
Marche des Pélerins extract from his opus 16
“Harold en Italie”.489
211. Program of the Berlioz concert
Brussels 26 September 1842.

When Berlioz returned to Brussels in
December of the same year, he wrote about the
Belgian concertgoers “Their eyes cried floods
of beer”, referring to the reactions of the
audience and members of the Société de la
Grande Harmonie when they realized that the great singer Misses Nathan-Treillet was sick
and unable to perform at the planned Berlioz concert.490
Moniteur Belge, 7 October 1842. The copy is preserved at the Library of the Brussels Royal Conservatory of
Music: catalogue number 55.833.
490
Berlioz, Hector, Mémoires, Paris, Flammarion, 1991, p. 313.
489
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Berlioz considered to appeal to the rival musical society La Philharmonie conducted by JeanValentin Bender, also conductor (and founder) of the military band of the Guides Regiment.
At that time, the Guides Band, founded in 1832, was frequently invited to perform in France
where it had a great fame. In his book Mémoires de Hector Berlioz (1870) the great composer
relates the incident with the Grande Harmonie and his idea to call on Bender and he qualifies
the Guides Band of Brussels, conducted by Bender as ‘admirable’.491 Finally Berlioz
abandoned the Brussels concert project and left for Frankfurt.
From 1843 onwards the open air (summer concerts) of the Grande Harmonie in the Brussels
City Park moved from the bandstand to the newly created Waux-Hall. This was a concert hall
for the better off citizens with a café where the elegant society met to enjoy some ice cream or
coffee while listening to the open- air music performed on the new bandstand next to the café.
On 15 October 1843, the Grande Harmonie performed a concert at the Gürzenich Concert
Hall in Cologne, Germany on the occasion of the inauguration of the railway connecting
Belgium with the Rhine area. It should be noted that the future second King of Belgium,
Leopold II, was made an effective member when he first attended a concert with his parents
the King and the Queen, on 10 December 1843, only aged nine. This concert was also
attended by the famous English writer Charlotte Brontë who lived with her sister Emily for
some time in Brussels. Later on, King Leopold II often proudly asserted to be the Society’s
oldest member!
On 23 February 1844 Snel was succeeded by Charles-Louis Hanssens as conductor of the
Société de la Grande Harmonie Hanssens was also a great composer and he guaranteed the
pursuing of the success story of the Grande Harmonie for the next two decades
Karel Lodewijk Hanssens
Karel-Lodewijk Hanssens was born on 12 July 1802 in
Ghent. He played the cello in the Amsterdam Municipal
Theatre Orchestra conducted by his father and in 1822 he
was already appointed assistant conductor. From 1827 to
1830 he was a cellist and assistant conductor at the Royal
Brussels Opera and taught harmony at the Brussels music
school. He subsequently conducted the orchestra of the
Ventadour Theatre in Paris, that of the French Opera in The
Hague and the Casino Concerts at Ghent, before he came
back to his native country. In 1845 he succeeded to Snel as
conductor of the Grande Harmonie. From 1848 to 1869 he
was principal conductor at the Royal Brussels Opera ‘La
Monnaie’ while he was also teaching at the Brussels
Conservatory. Hanssens composed 6 operas, 9 symphonies,
14 ballets, 9 cantatas, religious compositions and chamber
music. He also wrote some 40 pieces for wind band music,
including a Grande Symponie pour Instruments à vent (1845) .
Karel Lodewijk Hanssens died in Brussels on 8 April 1871.

491

212. Karel Lodewijk Hanssens.
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On 25 September 1845, the band gave the first performance of the Cantate Héroïque La Paix
(Heroic Peace Cantata) for large mixed chorus and symphonic band, composed by Hanssens.
The score indicates the composition of the band at that time.
Jacops’s chronicle of all musical societies in Belgium492 in 1853 mentions that the Société
Royale de la Grande Harmonie consisted of a symphonic band of 90, a symphony orchestra
of 95 and a choir of 35 members.
A highlight among the summer events of 1848 was no doubt the concert by the Grande
Harmonie on 18 September, attended by Queen Victoria of England, her husband Prince
Albert, the Belgian King and Queen and the Russian Arch-Duchess Anna Feodorowna, as
well as a huge crowd.
The Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie was not only an extremely patriotic society,
closely linked to the Royal Family, but it was also a most philanthropic society. So numerous
concerts were given for the benefit of victims of all kinds of catastrophes, accidents and
plague. Back in 1830, the society’s members had founded a charity committee in order to help
the poor of Brussels. When a famine broke out at the end of 1854, a new charity committee
was set up within the Society which distributed tickets for free soup and bread. In January
1857 the Society distributed 3.000 loafs of bread to the poor of the capital. In 1861 the society
organized several concerts to help the victims of the floods in The Netherlands.

213. New Year’s card of the Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie Brussels.
1862

The symphony orchestra and the choir played in that same period prestigious concerts,
performing the Belgian premiere of Ludwig van Beethoven’s 9th Symphony on 17 February
1849 and compositions such as Haydn’s Schöpfug on 23 February 1856, and accompanied
various soloists, among them Henri Vieuxtemps.
492

Jacops, E., o.c., Antwerp 1853.
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On 23 October 1851 Giacomo Meyerbeer was present at a performance of his opera Le
Prophète, conducted by Hanssens at the Royal opera House ‘La Monnaie’, and the composer
warmly congratulated Hanssens. In December 1854, Meyerbeer was again in Brussels for the
Belgian premiere of L’Étoile du Nord also conducted by Karel Hanssens. Meyerbeer visited
the Grande Harmonie and the wind band performed Hanssens’s Fantasy on Les Huguenots.
The composer was delighted and said: “Dear Maestro, this is not a fantasy on Les Huguenots,
but a fantasy of Les Huguenots.”
From 1855 onwards the Grande Harmonie got a strong rival, namely the Brussels
Philharmonie, so it had not only to share the weekly concerts at the Brussels Botanic Gardens
but also the sympathy of the Royal Family. Yet the band concerts on the bandstand in the
Brussels Royal Park continued.

214. List of instruments of the Grande Harmonie added
to each file containing the manuscript parts and score.
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But in the sixties prestigious banquets, balls and fancy fairs seemed to become much more
important than the concerts, the golden age was gone after 1860. At the festivities for the
inauguration of the restored building which got a facelift in October 1889, the music was
played by a military band and another Brussels wind band, so that we can assume that the
society’s band was no longer active. By the end of 1892 a fusion with the Cercle
Symphonique was seriously taken into consideration. Since the death of Hanssens, no other
conductor was mentioned for quite a long time. Sometimes the society invited guest
conductors, such as the Flemish composer Gustave Huberti or Edouard Simar, conductor of
the military Band of the 2nd Guides Regiment. Later a dramatic section was set up and theatre
became the most important activity of the society which organized a big celebration for its
centenary in 1911, still under the high patronage of HM Queen Elisabeth (who later gave her
name to the famous prestigious international music contest). It was also the last important
event in the society’s history.
The Brussels example inspired other cities, especially some capital cities of provinces.

215. Concert program of the Grande Harmonie. Leuven, 8 September 1846.
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J. THE SOCIÉTÉ ROYALE D’HARMONIE OF ANTWERP.
(Part two)

Jacques (originally Jakob) Bender, the elder brother of Jean-Valentin who had become the
first conductor of the Band of the Guides Regiment that very same year, succeeded Neumann
as conductor of the Société Royale d’Harmonie after the latter had left in November 1832.
The wind band of the Society was very successful under Jacques Bender.
Jakob Bender (Bechtheim, 1798 – Antwerp, 1844) was a most gifted clarinetist. He taught
his younger brother Jean-Valentin to play the clarinet and they went on tour together. In 1819
Jakob was made director of the 31st Infantry Regiment in The Netherlands. Ten years later, he
became musical director of the wind band of Sint-Niklaas and in 1832 of the Antwerp Société
Royale d’Harmonie. In 1843 this Society presented him with an ebony clarinet with golden
keys as a token of their gratitude. Jakob Bender was the father of Adam and Constantin
Bender. Adam Joseph Bender (Sint Niklaas, 1824 – Leopoldsburg, 1873), also a most
distinguished clarinetist, conducted the Galeries Saint Hubert Orchestra in Brussels, the wind
band of Vilvoorde and the military band of the 11th Regiment of the Line. Constantin Bender
(cf p. 447.) was conductor of the military band of the Grenadiers Regiment.
The society of the Grande Harmonie of Antwerp was housed successively at several locations
in town, until it built its own premises with a large garden called “De Harmonie” at Berchem
in 1845. At that time, the violinist Antoine Bessems (Antwerpen, 1806 – 1868) had succeeded
to Jacques Bender who deceased in 1844. Apparently, the Society did not use its own wind
band during the winter season, as from 1846 onward it invited the Antwerp based military
bands (1st Regiment of the Line, 4th Regiment of the Line and 3rd Riflemen on Foot).
On 22 August a Concert Champêtre (Field concert) was entirely dedicated to works by
Antwerp composers. During the first part, the society’s wind band played L’Indolante a polka
by François Schermers (1822-1870), the Ouverture de Charles V by Léon de Burbure (18121889), an honorary member of the society, and La Chinoise a polka by Jacques-Mathieu
Grégoir (1817-1876), brother of the musicologist Edouard Grégoir. In the second half of the
century, symphonic and vocal performances gradually replaced the wind band concerts.
In 1850 Adolphe Buyssens (Helkijn, 1820 – Antwerp, 1853) resigned as conductor of the
Band of the 3rd Regiment of Riflemen on Foot (Chasseurs à Pied) to become conductor of the
Antwerp Société Royale d’Harmonie.

216. Sunday afternoon concert by the Antwerp Société d’Harmonie.
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Buyssens, a fine ophicleid player, was also conductor of the Band of the Civic Militia
(Burgerwacht) and the wind band of the Cercle Artistique both also in Antwerp. For a concert
of the Société Royale d’Harmonie attended by the Royal Family on 4 September 1853, he
composed a Grand-Potpourri, but died two months later and was succeeded in 1854 by
Alphonse Lemaire as conductor of the Société Royale d’Harmonie. Déodate Alphonse
Lemaire (Namur, 1811 – Antwerp, 1895) was also conductor of the orchestra of the Théâtre
Royal (1849-1876) and since 1844 of the choir Société Lyrique l'Écho de l'Escaut. As
conductor of both a wind band and a large mixed choir Lemaire composed several pieces
combining both: the romance Les Fauvettes excitées (1854), a Cantata for the 25th
anniversary of King Leopold’s accession to the throne (1856) and De Zegepraal der Kunsten
(1861). He also wrote several arrangements for the Antwerp Société Royale d’Harmonie
which he left in 1889.

217. New Year’s card 1871 of the Antwerp “Société d’Harmonie”.

218. Invitation for a festival of the Antwerp Société Royale
d’Harmonie in 1873.
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K. RULES AND REGULATIONS.
As we have seen in the previous chapter, most early amateur bands set up a series of
regulations of internal order. These regulations provided the society with some respectability
in the town or village and allowed also a certain selection for admission. Other wind bands,
although founded before 1830, only set up their own rules after having had to cope with
difficulties such as misbehavior of members or certain requirements by the local authorities,
mostly in order to receive a subsidy.
The Sint-Cecilia wind band of Geraardsbergen drew up its rules in 1832.
It is most interesting to mention all 31 articles of this regulation called: “Reglement voor de
Maetschappij van Ste Cecilia Opgerigt binnen de stad Geraerdsberge October 1832”.
ART: 1 The society will bear the name of Saint Caecilia.
ART: 2 The society will consist of active and honorary members.
ART: 3 The society’s members have the right to assist to all festivities organized by the society. They
are allowed to bring along their complete family and also strangers.
ART: 4 There is a board of administration which is in charge of the correct application of the
regulations.
ART: 5 This board consists of 1° a president, 2° a vice president, 3° a director, 4° a money collector
(treasurer), 5° a secretary.
ART: 6 The mayor of the town is president by virtue of his office and the first assistant (alderman) is
vice president.
ART: 7 Two of the honorary members are allowed into the board.
ART: 8 The treasurer is in charge of the society’s in- and out coming money; yet he will not be
allowed to do any payments unless by means of a written mandate signed by three board members.
ART: 9 The secretary keeps the society’s archives and is also in charge of the roll call at all meetings,
moreover he has to establish the fines and make a report for the treasurer who has to recover them
within 8 days.
ART: 10 No active member will be excused not to play his instrument or he will be asked to leave the
society; in case of illness this article will not apply to him.
ART: 11 Any member who will be caught to have copied or sold any notes will have to pay a fine of 10
francs for the first time and the second time he will have to leave the society.
ART: 12 Any member attending a rehearsal or a concert without his instrument will have to pay a fine
of 25 centimes.
ART: 13 Any member not present at the roll call at an ordinary rehearsal will have to pay a fine of 10
centimes.
ART: 14 Every extraordinary meeting must be acknowledged to all members by means of a letter and
those missing at this meeting will have to pay a fine of 50 centimes.
ART: 15 The regular meeting is held every Wednesday in the large room of the town hall at eight
o’clock in the evening all over the year.
ART: 16 The board of administration is to be re-elected each first Sunday of the year. The first
election will be hold in the year 1800 thirty-four.
ART: 17 The honorary members will pay every three months a contribution of 1 francs and 50
centimes.
ART: 18 Nobody is allowed to enter the meeting room except for members of the society and strangers
introduced by a member to the board.
ART: 19 The board members will act as “Commissaire de Salle” (room watchman).
ART: 20 In case two or more members disagree at a meeting, they will have to put an end to their
dispute as soon as they are requested so by two members of the society; in case they do not cease the
quarrel, the board will have the right to require a fine of two francs.
ART: 21 The acceptance or refusal of a member is stated in a full meeting, hold for this purpose.
ART: 22 Nobody can be accepted as a member unless he is introduced by one of the members; the
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latter is obliged to write a bulletin with the surname, Christian name, profession and address of the
candidate and whether he wants to become an active or an honorary member.
ART: 23 Every honorary member accepted in the society will pay five francs for his entry.
ART: 24 Every honorary member who will not have paid his contribution within one month after
expiration and after having received a letter of summons will be no longer considered as a member.
ART: 25 All active members possessing a musical instrument which belongs to the society stand surety
for all damage caused by carelessness.
ART: 26 The treasurer of the society is due to make a decent account every three months.
ART: 27 It is expressively forbidden to curse or swear during the meetings otherwise a fine of ten
centimes will have to paid for each infraction; in case this has been done by an invited stranger he
will be asked to abandon this practice otherwise he will have to leave the society.
ART: 28 Each member who wants to leave the society is required to inform the board by means of a
letter one month in advance; he will lose any rights as to the furniture and things belonging to the
society.
ART: 29 The secretary should keep a register containing all decisions taken by the board.
ART: 30 All active members who will marry will be honored by a serenade on their wedding day; the
absent members will have to pay a fine of 50 centimes.
ART: 31 In case one of the active members dies, all members should gather for the funeral at the
house of the deceased member in order to accompany the funeral procession to the grave; the absent
members will have to pay a fine of one franc.
Drawn up at Geraardsbergen
Date as mentioned above
The president.493

219. Fanfare Sint Cecilia Geraardsbergen 1900.

It is most interesting to compare with the new rules and regulations of the same wind band,
drawn up in 1879, almost half a century later. It is dated 7 December 1879 and consists of 18
articles, compared to the 31 of the previous rules. It is called: “Reglement der Maatschappij
Ste Cecilia te Geraardsbergen 1879”.
493
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ART: 1 The Society’s aim is to perform the art of music.
ART: 2 The Society consists of an undetermined number of: 1° active members, 2° honorary members.
Active members are the board members and the musicians. Honorary members are those who pay an
annual contribution of six francs or more to support the Society. The yearly contribution of the
honorary members is due each year on January 15.
ART: 3 The Society will be governed by a board consisting of: 1° a president - 2° two vice presidents 3° a clerk - 4° a treasurer - 5° a director - 6° a librarian. The president and vice presidents are to be
chosen among the membership. The others are to be chosen among the active members. The board
will be renewed every three years in the monthly meeting of January. The resigning members are
eligible for re-election.
ART: 4
Characteristics of the board
The president, being the chairman of the Society, will govern the latter in all circumstances. In his
absence he will be replaced by one of the vice presidents. The clerk is in charge of writing and
conserving the minutes. He will register all deliberations and decisions by the members in a special
register and have them countersigned by the president.
The treasurer is in charge of all incoming and outgoing money of the Society, at the president’s
request he will publish the state of income and expenditure and once a year he will submit the
accounts to the council at the annual assembly.
The treasurer is also due to report the income and expenditure of each festivity, the next month.
The director is due to execute the board’s decisions.
The librarian is in charge of the conservation of the properties of the Society. He is supposed to make
an inventory of all objects and musical instruments belonging to the Society.
The conductor, as well as the director, has the right to choose in all circumstances those pieces of
music which they think in proportion to the musicians’ abilities.
ART: 5
Rehearsals
There will be a general rehearsal each Tuesday and Thursday at 830 p.m. sharp. The musicians will
accept, without any remarks, the parts imposed by the conductor.
When a musician takes a part with him back home to study, he is due to bring it back at the next
rehearsal or to have it brought to the band’s premises in case of absence; otherwise he will be fined
fifty centimes. Each member should take or play his own part.
Each musician who will be absent at three rehearsals in one and the same month is subject to being
evicted with the board’s approval.
ART: 6
Meetings
Each first Sunday of the month, the Society will hold a meeting attended by all working members. The
board will hold a monthly meeting in order to discuss in advance all proposals which will be made to
the members.
Any board member is authorized to call the membership to an extraordinary meeting when the
interests of the Society require so. This should be done by a letter with the agenda, at least two hours
before the meeting. Absent members will pay a fine of fifty centimes. All working members pay at each
monthly meeting the sum of fifty centimes. Any quarrel or dispute at a meeting will be stopped
immediately at the president’s request
ART: 7
Votes
All votes of any kind have to be made by the active members. Once the active membership has been
gathered according to article 6 the vote will happen by absolute majority of the members present
whatever their number may be.
ART: 8
Acceptance of members
In order to be accepted as an active member, one should be aged eighteen and be introduced by
means of a letter by an active member at a monthly or at an extraordinary meeting. The vote will
occur at the next monthly meeting. The accepted member is adopted by a majority of votes and signs
the rules and regulations.
The pupils should be introduced to the board, while the music master (conductor) announces their
ability and then they are accepted as member of the society, providing they have the qualification
prescribed by article 8.
ART: 9 Any active member, who is unable to play his part because of illness or any other reason,
remains an active member and is subject to all fines like all the active members.
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ART: 10
Musical instruments
The active (playing) members are responsible for any damage caused to the musical instruments by
their own negligence. It is strictly forbidden either to lend out or to use the musical instruments for
any other occasion than those organized by the Society, without the permission of the board.
ART: 11
Musical Groups of the Society
Nobody is allowed to join any musical group except it is exclusively composed of members of the
Society.
ART: 12 All pieces of music presented to the Society and played one time in the band room belong to
the Society.
ART: 13 All outstanding fines or monthly contributions have to be paid to the treasurer before the
Festivities of Saint Cecilia, patron saint of the Society, under penalty of being excluded for the
banquet.
ART: 14 The Society gives a serenade at the marriage of each honorary and active member. Each
active member will participate or he will be fined one franc. The same penalty is applied to those who
are absent at the funeral procession and burial ceremony of an active or honorary member.
ART: 15
Musical trips by the Society
All active members are obliged to accompany the Society at all festivities and musical trips and also
whenever the Society has to play at the request of the Municipal Council, under penalty of a fine of
one franc. After each service or trip there will be a call off of all members present.
Any active member who is absent at a festival or concert without a valid reason will be expelled. The
board is in charge of the investigation.
ART: 16 Any member with bad intentions towards the Society will be considered as resigning after
reprimand by the President.
ART: 17 Whenever the Society wants to change or amend the above regulations this has to be voted by
a 2/3 majority of the members presen.
ART: 18 The existence of the Society is unlimited; it cannot be dissolved as long as four active
members request its existence.
We signatory members of the Saint Cecilia Society have taken note of the above rules and regulations
and do approve them; by signing we agree to submit to all conditions prescribed.

These rules and regulations were signed by 60 persons They were amended by new
regulations and rules set up at a meeting of 20 September 1901 and approved by the board on
24 September 1901.
Some bylaws were much more concise indeed. The founding charter of the Société
Philharmonique of Wortegem-Petegem dated 17 October 1833 boasted only 5 articles:
Art1 Each member is obliged to attend the rehearsals and the meetings called by the president (except
for some special reasons).
Art2 Each member who will not obey the commands of the president, the conductor and others will no
longer be considered as a member of the Society.
Art 3 Each member who will swear, blaspheme or say bad things during the meeting will have to pay a
fine of 2 ‘oortjens’.
Art 4 He who will be drunk at a meeting will have to pay a fine of 3,5 ‘Stuyvers’.
Art 5 It is also forbidden to smoke tobacco during the rehearsals.494

In order to show the evolution, we insert a survey of rules set up in 1842 by the Société de
Musique de Tongres. At the board meeting of 9 January 1842, the revised bylaws were
ratified. The text was printed by printer Demarteau and each member got a copy. Candidate
members should be aged over 20; their name being posted up in the band room during two
rehearsals. A vote was held on the third rehearsal. The board was however allowed to accept
members under 20 with exceptional musical qualities and they were called “geaggregeerde”
(aggregated musicians).
494

Delmotte, Roger, Muziekverenigingen in Wortegem-Petegem, Wortegem, 1995, p. 14.
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Any proposal was to be posted during two rehearsals and voted by a majority of the members
attending the next general meeting. The government of the society was entrusted to seven
administrators: a president, a conductor, an assistant conductor, a secretary, a treasurer and
two commissioners, all of them appointed for one year. A special paragraph dealt with
funerals of active musicians: when the family could not afford it, the society would pay the
funeral. Also the punishments and fines were explicitly explained. Those whose bad conduct
affected the fame of the society were immediately and definitely expelled. He who
engendered discord or disarray was temporarily excluded. Whoever smoked at a rehearsal,
omitted to hand the music notes after a concert, took any object with him back home without
the conservator’s authorization or missed an important rehearsal was fined 50 centimes. He
who did not answer the call at any rehearsal had to pay 10 centimes and he who did not stop
talking or playing after the conductor had asked for silence or who left before the end of the
rehearsal had to pay a fine of 10 centimes.

220. Municipal band Stadsharmonie – Jongelingskring Roeselare 1891.

Most bylaws were very strict as to a decent behavior of both musicians and board members.
Excessive drinking seemed to be a real plague, especially among musicians, so the bylaws
were very explicit and alcohol abuse and cursing were banned with almost all bands. We find
an example in the bylaws made up at the foundation of the Sinte Cecilia band at Hemiksem
(Antwerp). Article 19 stated: “Diegene die zal vloeken betaalt vijf centiemen boet.” (He who
curses will pay a fine of 5 cents.) and article 32 stated: “Al degene die op bijeenkomsten zich
zouden plichtig maken aan dronkerij mogen er zich aan verwachten van uit de societeit
gesloten te worden.”495 (All those guilty of drunkenness at any meeting can expect to be
expelled from the society.)

Gedenk- en Feestboek van het eeuwfeest der Koninklijke Liberale Fanfare Ste Cecilia van Hemiksem, 18361936, Hemiksem, 1936.
495
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The also preserved 1875 bylaws of the Harmonie Sint-Cecilia of Puurs differ from those of
Geerardsbergen, especially as to contributions and fines.
As entrance fee the musicians paid 5 francs, the honorary members 10 francs. Moreover, all
musicians had to pay 1-franc, honorary members 1,50 francs each month. Absence at the
monthly meeting was fined 30 cents for all members and 60 cents after a second summon.
Absence of a musician at the weekly rehearsal was fined 40 cents. Absence at one of the two
yearly general meetings was fined 2 francs.496
It happened that a wind band, mostly a band coping with difficulties or internal quarrels,
asked another band for a copy of their bylaws. So, the town authorities of Tielt, stating that
the local band was in very bad situation, asked the town of Menin a copy of the band’s bylaws
approved by the Menin town authorities. Inspired by these bylaws, the Tielt magistrates set up
and approved new bylaws in 1839.497
Disciplinary Committee
When special incidents occurred or disciplinary measures were to be taken, a disciplinary
committee was set up. This happened in September 1902 with the Geraardsbergen SintCecilia fanfare band. On 5 September some active members had to explain and excuse their
absence at rehearsals.
Messenger
In the 19th century many bands boasted a messenger. He was the man who had to deliver all
invitations, convocations, messages to the members (active and honorary) of the musical
society. He had to incite the musicians to attend the rehearsals. Usually, it was the same man
who carried the bass drum when the band paraded. He was not due to pay any membership
fee and even received a small annual peculiar contribution.

221. Fanfare Band Montenaken 1895.

496
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Brys, Jozef, o.c., p. 29.
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L. WIND BAND FESTIVALS AND CONTESTS.
Competition and rivalry was essential for the maintenance of the quality of the wind bands
and this rivalry was maintained by contests and festivals. Both events were rather granted for
the richest musical societies. Indeed, the (eventual) subsidies by the local or provincial
authorities did not cover the expenses involved. There were not only travel expenses, but also
often hotel accommodation expenses. Moreover, the band had often to buy expensive musical
scores and parts, repair several instruments, and refresh the uniforms and the standard…
Many musicians had to take one or more days off and lost their wages. The conductor and the
(often hired) teachers had to be remunerated. So, the amount of costs and efforts could only
be afforded by the better off bands. On the other hand, the organization of contests and
festivals were also very expensive and even if they could be lucrative, the investments were
heavy. So only rich musical societies or towns were able to organize them.
In order to compare bands rules and regulations had to be set up. Only bands of more or less
equal level could be compared, so a classification into divisions was inevitable. But the early
contests often only made a distinction between village and town bands. The town bands had
to perform an overture or a symphony and an air varié or a medley, whereas the village bands
had to play a march and a pas-redoublé! Each band could also perform a piece of its own
choice. A panel of qualified adjudicators was also a must. The adjudicators had also to be
unanimously accepted as honest. The “Prix d’exécution” rewarded the best musical
performance(s). The “Prix de meilleure tenue” rewarded the most beautiful outfit. The
winning bands received a gold-plated medal. There were several prizes honored by financial
contributions and medals or diplomas.

222. Medal Fanfare Band of Rekem with the
effigy of King Leopold I. 1849.

223. Medal of the1869 Festival at Tienen
with the effigy of King Leopold II.

Prizes and rewards could be of different kinds, though in most cases the bands received
medals of honor, commemorative badges, silver plates, champion cups, one or other new
musical instrument or even money. Sometimes the medals were offered by the local
burgomaster or mayor and even by the King (as was the case at the Mechelen contest in
1887). At the band festival organized on the occasion of the Antwerp World Fair in 1885, one
of the prizes was a luxury baton for the conductor(s). A most common use was to hand a kind
of diploma to either all participating bands or to the winning band.
There were already band festivals and contests in the early 19th century (cf previous chapter)
but after 1830 this phenomenon increased enormously both in quantity and in quality.
Obviously, there were more and better bands as the musical instruments were improved,
whereas also more amateur musicians got better tuition.
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The evolution of group transport possibilities – the train replacing gradually the carts – also
engendered the travelling of wind bands to festival and contest locations. Those festivals were
part of popular entertainment and were also very lucrative for the local traders and innkeepers.
A festival was organized on the occasion of the inauguration of a new standard, or any
jubilee, local fairs and national or religious festivities. Such a wind band festival also attracted
tourists and visitors to the town that hosted the bands and their musicians. A flyer announcing
the 1887 Antwerp Band Festival also promoted the tourist attractions such as the zoological
garden, the harbor and the historical monuments of the town.498
Usually, the proceedings of such a wind band festival were as follows: All participating bands
paraded in procession to either the town hall or the premises of the local organizing band.
There was a reception with a glass of wine for all official representatives of the bands and
then the order of performance was determined by drawing. Usually, the organizing band
opened the festival and when all bands had played, the honorary medals were presented to the
representatives. There were not only prizes rewarding the best musical performance, but also
for the nicest clothing or uniforms, the band that had travelled the greatest distance or even
the band with the nicest standard. Later in the 19th century there were also special prizes for
the best conductor and the best soloist(s). Some festivals even rewarded the band(s) that
played Belgian compositions, the band that had participated in the greatest number of festivals
or the band with the greatest number of musicians. Usually, the festival closed with a popular
entertainment and fireworks.
The bands had also to comply with several conditions to be allowed. To participate in a
festival, a band had to exist for a certain number of years and had to have a minimum number
of musicians. Only regular members and no “hired” musicians were allowed, so member lists
of all societies were drawn up. Only the conductor could be a professional musician. It is clear
that, as with any regulation, the rules were often violated as countless examples prove. Most
of those violations have an anecdotal character. Musicians of the Guides Band were often
hired by such bands as Sint Cecilia of Halle (conducted by Valentin Bender), the Ixelles band
(conduted by Bachmann) or the Grande Harmonie (conducted by Snel) for contests. This was
often accused and challenged by other bands; this was the case for the 1835 Brussels
contest.499
At the Tournai Festival in September 1835, the Harmonie Sint Cecilia of Halle, conducted by
Jean-Valentin Bender, obtained the First Prize and a gold medal. It should be mentioned, that
there were no other competing bands as those of Lille and Valencienes (two French bands)
had failed to appear.500 In fact, the French bands of Valenciennes and Lille refused to compete
at this contest in Tournai in September 1835 as the Sint Cecilia band of Halle had hired no
less than 22 professional musicians.501
We tried our hand at a (incomplete) chronological survey of contests (c) and festivals (f)
1830

Brussels, Grimbergen, Hooglede

1832
1833
1834

Ypres
Brussels, Ypres (only for “harmonie bands”)
Leuze, Poperinge, Poperinge (20 July – open to Belgian and foreign bands – 5 gold /3 silver medals)

At Brussels the Groote Harmonie of Lier obtained a 3rd Prize in the category of second rank
towns. The musicians went to Brussels by means of two postal carriages drawn by 4 horses

Nieuws en Aankondigingsblad van het Land van Waas, 21 May 1887.
L’Émancipation, 13 August, 1835, p. 5 & 27 August, 1835, p. 3.
500
Walschot, L., Geschiedenis van de Koninklijke Harmonie Sint-Cecilia uit Halle in’ Verhandelingen
Koninklijke Geschied- & Oudheidkundige Kring Halle’ nr.19, Halle, 1982, p. 24.
501
L’Émancipation, 20 September, 1835, p. 3.
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1835
1836
1837

Brussels, Mechelen, Moerzeke (Dendermonde), Moorsel, Tielt, Tournai
Menen, Mons, Quesnoy
Dendermonde, Ghent, Izegem, Mouscron, Woubrechtegem

The Ghent contest of 1837.
At the 1837 contest in Ghent, several military bands were also competing and, once more, the
Band of the 1st Guides Regiment, conducted by Jean-Valentin Bender won the First Prize. As
the other bands were so disappointed King Leopold I forbade his ‘Private Band’ to compete
any more in one or other contest. This contest was organized by the Ghent society Sint
Cecilia502 at the premises of the Casino on 13, 14 and 15 August.
The jury was composed of Martin-Joseph Mengal, composer and director of the Ghent
Conservatory of Music, Antoine Heylingmeyer, director of the Mons Conservatory, Jacques
Bender, conductor of the Antwerp Grande Harmonie, Hyolle, director of the académie royale
de musique of Lille (France), Rösler, ancient military band conductor, Gabriels choir master
at the Ghent Saint Michael church and De Somere, professor at the Ghent Conservatory.
The wind band of the Sint Cecilia Society of Ghent opened the event on Sunday 13 August
with a performance of Auber’s overture Le Cheval de Bronze. Only three amateur bands
competed on Sunday: the band of the boarding school of Heusden and the village band of
Lochristi (both of East Flanders) and the village bnd ofArdooie (West Flanders). Three
military bands also competed in a special military band section: the band of the 4th Regiment
of the Line (conductor Léonard Leclercq), the band of the 6th Regiment of the Line (conductor
Hubert-Antoine Rosar) and the band of the Guides (conductor Valentin Bender) - cf p. 351.
On Monday the organizing Ghent band opened again the event and the town bands,
respectively Menen and Deinze for the second rank towns and Lille (France) and the Brussels
Grande Harmonie for the first rank towns competed. The Brussels Grande Harmonie,
conducted by Joseph-François Snel performed a.o. the Overture to Hans Heiling (Heinrich
Marschner) and a Caprice sur les Huguenots (Meyerbeer). The boarding school band of
Heusden and the Band of the 6th Regiment of the Line received each gold medal as a kind of
consolation prize. The Band of Menen got the prize for the best clothing and that of Lille the
prize for the most remote band.
The official contest result was: villages: Lochristi 1st Prize, Ardooie 2nd Prize; military Bands:
Guides 1st Prize, 4th Regiment of the Line 2nd Prize; second rank towns: Menen 1st Prize,
Deinze 2nd Prize; first rank towns: Grande Harmonie Brussels 1st Prize, Lille 2nd Prize.503
1838
1839
1840
1841

Aalst, Ath, Izegem, Kontich, Mechelen, Menen, Namur, Quiévrain
Comines, Menen, Mons, Warneton
Ardooie, Bornem, Dendermonde, Lier, Puurs, Quesnoy, Torhout, Ypres
Brussels, Dendermonde, Kortrijk

In 1841 the Belgian Government organized a contest for all wind bands of the nation on the
occasion of the commemoration of the anniversary of the September Revolt. The Ministry of
the Interior charged the governor of each province to inform all bands and to ask for the
following information: name of the band, date of foundation, prizes and medals obtained,
name and address of the president, name, profession and instrument of all musicians. This list
was meant to avoid all treachery.
« Il arrive en effet souvent que des artistes, qui ne font pas partie de telles ou de telles
sociétés, s’y introduisent au moment du concours et leur assurent ainsi une victoire
non méritée, au préjudice des sociétés qui ne luttent qu’avec leurs propres forces. »
La Société de Sainte Cécile was founded in 1810. It was disbanded in 1841 and replaced by the Société
Philharmonique.
503
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(It often happens indeed that artists, who do not belong to this or that wind band, join a
band at the moment of the contest and provide those bands with a victory they did not
deserve, at the cost of those bands which competed only with their own musicians.)
There were several categories according to the number of inhabitants of the home town or
village. The highest category was open to the larger cities such as Brussels, Ghent and
Antwerp. It was known that the bands of the greater towns always boasted quite some military
musicians in their ranks when they competed in one or other contest. This explains also the
better results on an average of these bands. The Apollon band of Berchem obtained the 1st
Prize (Gold medal presented by the King) and two silver medals. Sint Cecilia of Halle, now
conducted by Jean-Michel Frédéric Staps, assistant conductor of the Guides, who was to
succeed to Bender in 1873, was beaten by the band of Aalst in the category second rank
towns. Yet the Halle band was awarded two gold medals for the best civilian dress.
1842
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1854

Boom (f), Mechelen
Deinze (f)
Lebbeke (f), Leuven (f), Sint Amands (f), Willebroek (f)
Bruges, Geraardsbergen (f), Mons
Brussels, Hasselt (f)
Hekelgem
Brussels, Kontich (f), Sint-Truiden (f)
Bruges, Dendermonde, Kortijk (f), Tongeren (f)
Brussels (c), Dentergem (f), Jodoigne (f), Genappe (f), Hamme (f), Ghent, Luxembourg, Kortrijk (f)
Niel (f)
Brussels (c), Ghent, Maaseik (f), Mons, Merksem (f), Oostrozebeke (f)
Kortrijk (f), Moerzeke (f), Zele (f)

1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860

Brussels (c) 25th anniversary of the independence, Kortrijk (f), Wakken (f)
Antwerp (f), Braine-l’Alleud (f), Ittre (f), Puurs (f), Waterloo (f)
Zele (f)
Bornem (f), Grembergen (f) Roeselare (f), Warneton (f)
Appels (f), Bree, Dentergem (f), Lichtervelde (f), Moorslede (f), Oudenaarde (f), Ypres (f)
Ledeberg (f), Ledegem (f), Mons (c), Mouscron (f), Pittem (f), Tielt (f), Wakken (f)

The Kortrijk festival on 12 September was open to Belgian and foreign bands and guest band
was the Grande Harmonie of Brussels with a solo performance by Adolphe Sax (cf.p.324).

A Band Festival at Tielt (West Flanders) 1860.
The wind band De Goede Vrienden, founded in 1852, already organized a festival on 29 July
1860 with twelve bands participating. The town council allowed a subsidy of 350 francs, but
the total costs amounted to 869,49 francs. Two local politicians paid respectively 40 and 50
francs and a subscription list from local sympathizers yielded 389 francs. There were eight
bands: the harmonie bands of Tielt, Dentergem, Oostrozebeke and Meulebeke and the fanfare
bands from Lochristi, Lichtervelde, Izegem and Roeselare. There were also four choral
societies. The festival committee organized a reception for the presidents of all the
participating musical societies. The latter gathered at a precise location and went in
procession to the reception preceded by the inviting Tielt band. At the close of the festival the
massed bands (some 200 musicians) had to play the Brabançonne in an arrangement by the
military bandmaster Jules Painparé cf. p.460). Each musical society received a medal (total
cost of 214,50 francs) and the Lochristi band got a premium of 50 francs. Extra costs had to
be paid for the construction of the open-air theatre by the town architect (151 francs) and for
the fireworks (100 francs). The only drawback was the heavy rain in the afternoon!
1861
1862

Bilzen (f), Peer (f)
Deinze (f), Ghent (f), Hemiksem (f), Lo Christri (f), Meulebeke (f), Merchtem (c),Sint-Gillis Waas (f),
Tubize (f)
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A Band Festival at Hemiksem, Antwerp in 1862.
Let’s have a closer look at a typical mid-19th century wind band festival. The Saint Cecilia
band of Hemiksem (later to become the Koninklijke Liberale Fanfare Ste Cecilia) organized
on Sunday 1 June 1862 a music festival at which 30 bands (“Schalgenootschappen”) and
choirs (“Zangverenigingen”) were invited. A special ferry-boat, the steamer ‘Kapitein
Wilford’, was hired to cross the river Scheldt from Antwerp and Sint Amands to Hemiksem.
No less than 18 bands and 10 choirs accepted the invitation. Among the bands there were 7
wind (harmonie) bands: Basel, Berchem, Borgerhout, Boom, Kontich, Reet and Sint
Willebrord (Antwerp parish). The 11 fanfare bands came from Antwerp, Berchem, Kruibeke,
Haasdonk (2 bands), Hoboken, Heffen, Merksem, Schelle, Wilrijk and Schoten. In fact, the
participating societies all came from the larger Antwerp area. The final festival accounts
showed a deficit of 12,20 francs. Among the expenses made for the festival we notice the
following normal items: 300 francs for 30 medals; 26,91 francs for the ribbons to hold the
medals; 80 francs for correspondence and posters; 50 francs for installing the bandstands.
Rather peculiar expenses were: 2 francs for the transport of the cannon pieces; 27,50 francs
for delivery of gunpowder; 12 francs tips for the gunners; 12 francs for two calf heads for the
gunners; 1,50 francs for providing a leather belt for the drum of Schelle and, finally, 17,32
francs for the tips (lit drinking fee) for the gendarmes and constables.504
A pleasant anecdote is told about the participation of the Harmonie Sinte Cecilia of SintAmands in a contest at Liege around the turn of the century. Six musicians (a father and his
five sons) had forgotten their music parts and the director was really furious about it. But the
six musicians decided to play their parts by ear and … the band won the First Prize! The
president had the six musicians a new suit made at his expense by a tailor who was member of
the band.505
1863
1864
1865
1866

Aarsele (f), Brussels (c), Buggenhout (f), Gavere (f), Geluwe (f), Ittre (f), Kontich (f), Merchtem (c),
Nivelles (f), Warneton (f), Zingem (f)
Brussels (c), Lichtervelde (f), Meulebeke (f), Pittem (f), Voormezele (f), Willebroek (f)
Binche (c), Brussels (c), Harelbeke (f), Namur (f), Pittem (f), Tubize (f), Wavre (f)
Berchem (f), Binche (c), Kortrijk (f), Mons (c), Tielt (f)

The newspaper L’Écho de Courtrai of Wednesday 29 August 1866 gave the following report
of the wind band and choir festival organized on 26 August by the local choir “Cercle
Musical” (Translated here into English):
“Last Sunday was a great day for Kortrijk and will be remembered by both our
inhabitants and the thousands of foreigners roaming through the streets of the city
since the early morning; by noon the crowd was so large that it was impossible to find
any place left in our yet numerous hotels and pubs. At three p.m. when the parade was
set up, the whole city seemed electrified. Artillery volleys and church bell ringing
announced to the mass of people gathered near the railway station the arrival of the
authorities who welcomed the 28 participating societies. (…) Here you have the list of
the competing wind bands: Dunkerque, Wasquehal, Wattrelos, Haubourdin, Tielt,
Wervik, Warneton, Izegem, and H. Geest School Kortrijk.506 Without any
exaggeration, we can state that the festival was extremely successful and we do not
remember having seen such a grand and well-organized festival at Kortrijk before.
Two bandstands had been set up on the Market Square and a third one at the Casino
Square; they were very tastefully decorated; in one word, the organizing committee
deserves the esteem of our fellow citizens as it did not neglect anything to ensure the
success of the festival.”
Gedenk- en Feestboek van het eeuwfeest der Koninklijke Liberale Fanfare Ste Cecilia van Hemiksem, 18361936, Hemiksem, 1936.
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1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

Baudour (f), Binche (c), Braine-L’Alleud (f), Eke (f), Izegem (f), Quiévrain (f), Ruiselede (f)
Moerzeke (f), Ingelmunster (f), Nivelles (f)
Chimay (f), Deinze (f), Huy (c), Lede (f), Molenbeek (f), Namur (f), Tienen (f), Wakken (f)
Aarsele (f), Dentergem (f)
Ittre (f), Meulebeke (f)
Huy, Izegem (f), Nevele (f), Sint-Amands (centenary festival), Wervik (f)
Barbençon (f), Ghent (f), Ledegem (f), Moorslede (f), Rumbeke (f), Wauthier-Braine (f)
Bornem (f), Huy (c), Ledeberg (f), Roeselare (f)
Brussels (c), Buggenhout (f), Couvin (f), Grembergen (f), Kachtem (f),Kortrijk (f), Namur (c)

A Band Festival at Grembergen in 1875.
To illustrate the size of such a festival, let’s have a look at the Grembergen festival related in
two articles of the local newspaper De Onpartydige of 11 April and 27 June 1875. The
festival was organized by the local Sinte Cecilia band with the support of the municipal
authorities. There were premiums of 50, 30 and 20 francs for the participating bands whereas
each band also received a commemorative medal. The bands had to register before 1 June
with the Grembergen band’s president. On the festival day 26 June the following bands turned
up at the festival: De Kinderen van de Schelde (Children of the river Scheldt) and Vreugd en
Vrijheid (Joy and Liberty), two bands from the village of Appels, Sinte Cecilia and De
Eendracht (Concord), two bands from the village of Baasrode, the fanfare band De Eendracht
from Moerzeke, the fanfare band from Oordegem, De Eendracht from Buggenhout,
Katholieke Burgerskring (Catholic middle class society) from Dendermonde, Sinte Cecilia
and De Leerzuchtige Broeders (The eager to learn Brethren) two bands from Zele, as well as a
band from the Zele suburb Heikant, Sinte Cecilia from Berlare and a band from Schoonaarde.
A total of twelve bands were attending. At 2 p.m. the bands gathered at Grembergen railway
station and paraded towards the village center, headed by the local organizing band.507
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881

Boussu (f), Ingelmunster (f), Kortemark (f), Lanaken (f), Nazareth (f), Rance (f), Sivry (f)
Antwerp508, Fleurus (f), Hooglede (f), Kortrijk (f), Passendale (f), Tisselt (f)
Aarsele (f), Eikevliet (f), Hamme (centenary festival), Menen (f), Nevele (f), Puurs (f)
Binche (c), Blankenberge (f), Bornem (f), Ghent (c), Herstal (c), Kortrijk (f), Tiegem (f)
Ardooie (f), Brussels (50th anniversary of Belgium), Evergem (f), Tielt (f)
Astene (f), Bruges (f), Deinze (f), Hooglede (f), Tournai (international c), Zwevezele (f)

1882
1883
1884

Koolskamp (f), Meulebeke (f), Ophain (f), Pittem (f), Ruiselede (f)
Bachte-Maria-Leerne (f), Dadizele (f), Dentergem (f), Staden (f)
Avelgem (f), Ingelmunster (f), La Louvière (f), Ledegem (f), Olsene (f), Sint-Denijs-Westrem (f),
Tielt (f)
Kruishoutem (f), Maaseik (f)
Hasselt (f), Kortrijk (f)
Blankenberge (f), Bousval (f), Bruges (f), Buggenhout (f), Eigenbilzen (f), Mechelen (c)
Ardooie (f), Mechelen (c), Olsene (f), Oostrozebeke (f), Seraing (f) - 10th anniversary of the local
Fanfare band
Dottenijs (f), Kortrijk (f), Waasmunster (f)
Baasrode (f), Hooglede (f), Ledegem (f), Moerzeke (f), Ostend (f), Poperinge (f), Namur (c), Tielt
(f), Ypres (f)
Kortrijk (f), Schoonaarde (f) Staden (f), Wervik (f), Ypres (f)
Bruges (f), Gits (f), Roeselare (f), Rumbeke (f), Wingene (f)
Diksmuide (f), Huy (f), Ingelmunster (f), Kortemark (f), Lichtervelde (f), Overmere (f), Poperinge
(f), Saint-Josse-ten-Noode (f), Schaarbeek (f), Ypres (f)

The latter took place on 18 September 1881 and no less than 140 musical societies (bands and
choirs) participated. More than 40 societies of the French ‘Département du Nord’ attended the
festival.

1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893

Cock, Robert De, Goethem, Raf Van & Vermeir, Raf, 150 Jaar Koninklijke Harmonie “Sinte-Cecilia”
Grembergen, Dendermonde, 1990, p. 31-32.
508
Festival for the 3rd centenary of the birth of the famous Flemish painter Peter Paul Rubens.
507
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1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900

Antwerp (f), Berlare (f), Ledeberg (f), Libramont (f), Ronquières (f)
Avelgem (f), Deinze (f), Dendermonde (f), Dinant (c), Dottignies (f), Linkhout (f), Maaseik (f),
Moen (f), Puurs (f), Sint-Pauwels (f), Stockheim (f), Zwevegem (f)
Steenhuffel (f)
Brussels (f), Oostrozebeke (f), Oudegem (f), Pittem (f), Waasmunster (f)
Boorsheim (f), Elsloo (f), Ledeberg (f), Rekem (f), Uikhoven (f), Salzinnes (f)
Maaseik (f)
Antwerp (f), Beselare (f), Ledeberg (f), Ostend (f)

224. Program Band Festival at Tielt in 1860.
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The contests were rather tournaments, as the bands chose in which category they wanted to
compete; some bands proving to suffer from megalomania, whereas others seemed to be too
humble. There is no classification, only a quotation given by the adjudicators’ panel
immediately after each performance. As they dealt with ‘amateurs’ the jury was expected to
be rather generous … However, the competition was stiff and engendered dubious practices.
At a musical congress in Mechelen in 1881, composer and conductor Louis Canivez (cf.
p.441) complainted about these unfair practices.
Many bands organized a festival to celebrate their fiftieth or even hundredth anniversary. So,
for example, the Harmonie Sinte Cecilia of Hamme (1777) celebrated its centenary on 21 and
22 July 1878. The band did not only purchase a brand-new standard, but organized a festival
with thirty harmonie and fanfare bands. There was a historical procession consisting of:
“1° eene godin te paard, met den wereldbol, den verloopen “Tijd” sedert 1778
verbeeldende; 2° zes ruiters, met banieren en kleederdracht van laatstgemeld tijdstip;
3° eenen praalwagen, voorstellende de Eendracht en Leerzaamheid; 4° eenen andren
wagen, verbeeldende de toekenning van den koninklijken titel aan het jubileerend
genootschap, en 5° den triomfwagen der H Cecilia.509”
(1° goddess on horseback, with the terrestrial globe, representing the “Time” elapsed
since 1778; 2° six horsemen with banners and costumes of last-mentioned year; 3° a
float representing Concord and Eagerness to learn; 4° another float representing the
award of the designation ‘royal’ to the celebrating society, and 5° the triumphal carriage
of Saint Cecilia.
The festival was concluded by artistic fireworks alongside the river Durme, after a
distribution of bread to the local poor people, a lot of popular entertainment and a grand
concert.
Also in 1878, the Harmonie Sinte Cecilia of Puurs organized a band festival on 15 September
to celebrate its 100th anniversary. It’s interesting to read the “General arrangements”
(Algemene schikkingen)
- The execution of the compositions will occur in a sequence determined by drawing.
- The drawing will happen on Sunday September 8 at 3 p.m. in the Hall of the band.
- Each participating band will be represented by a delegate member.
- A beautiful silver medal will be presented to each participating band in reminiscence
exceptional festival.
- The participating bands will gather at the Railway station square at 2 p.m. on Sunday
15 September; they will march to the band’s premises while playing “pas-redoublés”.
The boards of the bands will be welcomed with a drink. Next, the execution of the
concert pieces will start on several stages. Our society “Sinte Cecilia” will open the
festival on the stage set up at the Botermarkt square.
- An official will accompany each band to indicate its place in the parade and to help
with any information.
- The following money prizes will be presented to the participating bands by means of a
lottery 1st bonus 60 francs, 2nd bonus 40 francs, 3rd bonus 30 francs, 4th bonus 20
francs
- In order to participate in this lottery, the bands have to march in the parade and
- perform the compositions indicated.
- The lottery will happen at the band’s premises at 6 p.m. The president or a delegate of
each band is invited to attend this lottery.
- The medals will be presented after the lottery.
- All possible disputes will irrevocably be judged by our board.
Potter, Frans De & Broeckaert, Jan, Geschiedenis der Gemeenten van Oost-Vlaanderen, arrondissement.
Dendermonde, Deel I, Ghent, 1889, pp. 80-81.
509
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This regulation was signed by two board members as well as by the mayor and municipal
secretary. This festival was attended by 6 harmonie bands, 9 fanfare bands and 10 choirs.
The extra expenses for the festival were: popular games 77 francs, compensation to a private
owner 23 francs, banquet 451,50 francs, printing of posters and invitations 97,75 francs,
fireworks 59 francs, bonuses 150 francs and medals 350 francs. At the end of the year, the
band had a deficit of 1.341,38 francs (certainly the extra expenses) and had to negotiate a loan
without interest.510
It is interesting to note that more than one third of the expenses for the festival were spent for
the banquet. Banquets were indeed the highlight of many a band festival. The annual Saint
Cecilia Banquet has always been both a must and a highlight of each band’s activities.
At first this Saint Cecilia Banquet, an annual reward for all working and honorary members,
was exclusively for men. There were no female musicians at that time! In Puurs, for example,
the Harmonie Sint-Cecilia (1778) allowed the presence of ladies for the very first time at their
annual banquet in 1886.511
Ghent Wind Band Contest 1879.
Let’s have a look at the results of this international wind band contest, which proved that the
Walloon wind bands (in italics) were obviously of better quality than the Flemish bands at
that time, as a contemporary Flemish music magazine admitted.
- Fanfare Bands 3rd Division:
1st Prize: Fanfare band of Wasmuel
2nd Prize: Ste Cecilia Boendaele
3rd Prize: La Concorde Blaugies

The Prize for best soloist was awarded to M. Nauwelaers of the band of Flers (France).
- Fanfare Bands 2nd Division:
1st Prize: Fanfare Band of Baudour
2nd Prize: Fanfare Band Le Progrès Ledeberg
3rd Prize: Fanfare Band De Vereenigde Vrienden Eeklo

- Fanfare Bands 1st Division:

1st Prize: Société Philharmonique Boussu
2nd Prize: Fanfare Royale Gosselies

- Wind Bands (Harmonie) 2nd Division:

1st Prize: Société Philharmonique Ste Cécile Leuze
2nd Prize: Wind band of Pepinster
3rd Prize: Koninklijke Harmonie Ste Cecilia Hasselt

The Prize for best soloist was awarded to L’Union of Elsene. A special first prize was
awarded to the band of Val-Saint-Lambert.
- Wind Bands (Harmonie) 1st Division:

1st Prize: Société d’Harmonie of Quaregnon
2nd Prize: Het Stafharmoniekorps der dienstdoende schutterij of Dordrecht (The
Netherlands)

The newspaper reporter stated that the Société Philharmonique of Kortrijk was better than the
Dordrecht band. He also regretted that there had been some riots because the band of
Ledeberg (Fanfare 1st Division) did not agree with the jury, whereas “harmony” should reign
at such a kind of contest.

Peeters, Jozef, Koninkijke Harmonie “Sint-Cecilia” van Puurs 1778-1978 in ‘Jaarboek Vereniging voor
Heemkunde in Klein-Brabant’, XVI (1981-83)’, pp. 24-28.
511
Peeters, Jozef, o.c., p. 32.
510
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225. Harmonie Sint-Cecilia Halle 1897. Conductor: W. Van Perck.

A Wind Band Festival at Deinze in 1895.
To celebrate the inauguration of a new standard, the Fanfare Band Ste Cecilia of Deinze (East
Flanders) organized a huge music festival that gathered 47 bands and choirs (some 1.600
musicians) on 18 August 1895. The population number of the small provincial town was
matched by the number of visitors and the streets were almost too small to host the giant
parade. Each musical society (34 bands and 13 choirs) performed two works on six
bandstands spread all over the place. We give a list of the participating bands with the number
of musicians between brackets.
Harmonie bands: Ste Cecilia Wetteren (52), Ste Cecilia Lauwe (40), Koninklijke Harmonie
Oordegem (50), Harmonie Vriendenkring Wakken (30), Ste Cecilia Eyne (30), Ste Cecilia
Ghent, De Knapste van ‘t Dorp Waregem (36), Ste Cecilia Nevele (25), Harmonie
Oudenaarde and Ste Cecilia Zomergem (40).
Fanfare bands: Ste Cecilia Deinze (55), De Ware Vrienden Zwevegem, Fanfaren
Kruishoutem (35), Fanfaren Gavere (30), Ste Cecilia Melden (45), Sint Jozef Gent (40), De
Eendracht Lovendegem (40), Ste Cecilia Merelbeke (30), Ste Cecilia Handzame (35), Moed
en Volharding Vinderhoute (52), Les Amis Réunis Avelgem (40), Ste Cecilia Nazareth (40),
Vlijt en Moed Machelen (25), Voor Nut en Vermaak, Sint-Amandsberg (50), Ste Cecilia
Wortegem (35), Fanfaren Olsene, Amicitia Eekloo (35), Fanfaren Overboelare (65),
Fanfaren Adegem, De Vrede Ghent, Ste Cecilia Nevele (30) and De Vaderlandsliefde Ghent
(40).
The majority of bands were fanfare bands (24 fanfare and 10 wind bands) which once more
illustrates the evolution towards the end of the 19th century. Thirteen bands out of thirty-four
were named Sinte Cecilia (cf. p. 381.)
The frequency of festivals may surprise. A relatively small commune such as Ledeberg, in the
neighborhood of Ghent, organized quite a series of festivals: 1860, 1874 (52 bands and
choirs), 1882 (35 participants), 1887 (40 participants), 1894 (70 participants), 1898 (20
participants) and 1900 (30 participants).
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Festivals and contests abroad.
Belgian wind bands also participated in foreign international wind band contests and festivals.
There were many festivals in France in which Belgian wind bands participated. We had such
festivals at Hondschoote (1833), Valenciennes (1834), Dunkirk (1835), Avesnes (1838),
Haubourd (1838), Anzin (1844) and Saint-Amand (1847).
The Groote Harmonie of Lier obtained two gold medals and two 2nd prizes for the quality of
execution and for the soloists at a contest at Lille, France in 1855. The same band obtained
two 1st prizes for the quality of execution and for the soloists at a contest at Dordrecht (The
Netherlands) also in 1855.512 The Fanfare Sint Cecilia of Rekem participated in an
international festival at Beek (The Netherlands) in 1857 and performed a waltz Jeanette by
bandmaster François Van den Bogaerde and a polka Les Rayons du Soleil by Kliegt.
One can easily understand that wind bands from towns and village near to the country’s
borders often crossed those borders to participate in festivals in the neighboring country. The
Harmonie De Bie of Rekkem participated in a festival at Roubaix (France) in 1882. The
Harmonie of Warneton participated in several festivals in France: Haubourdin (1841 and
1849), Douai (1869), Quesnoy-sur-Deûle (1841 and1877), Lille (1883), Houplines (1887) and
Valenciennes (1894). Some bands travelled a much longer distance: Fanfare des Sapeurs
Pompiers Volontaires Anderlecht (Cambrai 1864), Harmonie d’Andenne (Reims 1875),
Fanfare Chasseurs de Binche (Clermont 1876 and Paris 1892), Harmonie de Ciney and
Brussels Fanfare Cercle Instrumental (Saint-Omer 1884), Société la Lyre Industrielle
d’Auvelais (Paris 1889), Fanfare de Gembloux (Paris 1892), Fanfare de Mettet and Phalange
Artistique of Brussels (Paris, 1895) and Société l’Espérance of Spy (Reuil, 1895).
The wind band of Huy won the international band contest in Paris in August 1867.513
At an international wind band contest in Arras (France) on 24 August 1879, the Kortrijk
fanfare band Fanfare Royale du Cercle Musical de Courtrai won no less than three prizes and
a booklet of 15 pages was published to report this Triple Victory.514 The contest was open to
choirs, symphony orchestras, fanfare and harmonie bands. The famous French composer
Jules Massenet was president of the jury. Besides the best French musical groups, there were
also several Belgian bands competing including the Fanfare band of Kortrijk participating in
the Superior Divison. The band, conducted by Ferdinand Van Eeckhout had rehearsed three
times a day during several weeks and each rehearsal had been attended by a large audience.
On Monday 25 August the band travelled to Arras by train. Three Belgian bands were
competing in the superior division and played the following program at 2 p.m.:
- Les Noces de Figaro (Mozart)
- Aïda, Fantasy (Verdi)
Tertre:
- Les Noces de Figaro (Mozart)
- Hommage à Schiller515 (Meyerbeer)
Pommeroeil: - Ouverture Classique (Labory)
- Fantaisie sur Les Huguenots (Meyerbeer)
Kortrijk:

The Kortrijk band, boasting 70 musicians, was awarded unanimously the First Prize in the
Division Supérieure as well as the Prize for best soloists and the Prize of the Public. The news
was welcomed in the home town by canon shots and artillery volleys. Yet this was not the
end.
Schepmans, W., o.c., p. 276.
L’Émancipation, 15 August, 1867, p. 1.
514
Triple Victoire de la Fanfare Royale du Cercle Musical de Courtrai au Concours International d’Arras 25
août 1879, Kortrijk, 1879.
515
Schiller Marsch by Giacomo Meyerbeer.
512
513
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At 9 p.m. the Kortrijk band also competed in the Division Excellence (champion section).
Here again the band won the First Prize awarded once more unanimously and beat the Belgian
band of Tertre (a small village next to Baudour) and the French bands of Cambrai and LensLiévin. Chairman of the jury in this Division was the famous French composer Léo Delibes
and among the other jury members we should mention Johannes Verhulst (1816-1891),
director of the conservatories of music of The Hague and Amsterdam and Jean-Michel
Frédérric Staps, conductor of the Band of the 1st Guides Regiment! As the telegraph office at
Arras closed at 9 p.m., the Kortrijk population only heard the good news the next morning.
From 9 a.m. onwards, all inhabitants hanged out the national flags and preparations were
made for the reception at the railway station at 6.30 p.m. The welcome parade consisted of the
bands of Wevelgem and Mouscron, several local choirs and cultural associations and the fire
brigade! It was a real triumphal pageant. The conductor Ferdinand Van Eeckhout sent a
message to the King and got an answer the next day by cable:

Monsieur Van Eeckhout
Directeur de la Fanfare Royale du Cercle Musical, Courtrai
Le Roi est fort heureux des brillants succès que la Fanfare Royale du Cercle Musical
a remportés au Concours International d’Arras et lui offrent ses sincères félicitations.
226. Letter from King Leopold’s cabinet to Ferdinand Van Eeckhout.

The adjudicators’ report could help the conductor a lot and/or engender quite some proud with
the band as was the case when the Philharmonie of Warneton participated in a contest at
Valenciennes (France) on 7 August 1894.
Sight reading contest – First Division foreign bands
Harmonie Communale de Warneton.
Accurate attack, good start in the right rhythm, but the ensemble weakens and finally plays
piano at the 3/4 marked fortissimo. The 6/8 leaves somewhat to be desired and one bass
anticipates; but on the whole the musicians decipher rather well and a First Prize is
unanimously granted.
Test piece: Reine d’un jour, overture by Adolphe Adam
Right rhythm, playing in tune beyond reproach. Well mastered nuances. The clarinet
passage is very correct. The oboe produces a very pleasant tone quality, despite a small
defect towards the end caused by emotion. Good entry of the trumpets. Clarinets and
flugelhorns lack some clearness in the allegro. The slowing down at K is too slow. Light
absence of the E-flat clarinet. The timpani are not tuned. Despite these light critics, the
performance is excellent and musical.
Piece of own choice: Les Francs-Juges, overture by Hector Berlioz
A little bit dry at the beginning because the value of the notes is not enough sustained. A
somewhat better ensemble playing would be all right in the ascending scales (page 1 of the
conductor’s score). The oboe is still timid and does not enough come to the fore; he is
wrong because he plays very well, however we understand that stage fright is not always
under control. Excellent clarinet playing, yet the descending chromatic scales on page 8
lack a little bit of evenness. The overall performance is very artistic with a good melting
sound. First ascending Prize is granted unanimously.516
516

L’Orphéon, 2 September 1894.
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Even contests for military bands!
On 15 August 1834, there was a contest at Dinant between the band of the 8th “Léger”
Regiment of France, stationed at Givet, and the band of the 2nd Regiment of the Line,
stationed at Namur; The Belgian band won the contest and was welcomed home by the other
military band stationed at Namur, that of the 1st Mounted Riflemen Regiment (Chasseurs à
cheval);
It used to be customary for military (professional) bands to compete with the amateur bands at
wind band contests, though in a separate division. By 1837 the Band of the 1st Guides
Regiment, conducted by Jean-Valentin Bender had won over twenty band contests in Belgium
and in France: Kortrijk (3 x), Roubaix (3 x), Antwerp (2 x), Ghent (2 x), Bruges (2 x), Mons,
Namur, Tournai and Leuven. After a band contest in Ghent in August 1837 the other
participating military bands were so disappointed that the King forbade the Guides Band to
participate in any band contest from then onwards.
At that contest, the Guides Band performed the Oberon Overture (C.M. von Weber), an Air
Varié (Jean-Valentin Bender) and a Potpourri sur des motifs de Zampa (D. Auber/arr. Jacques
Bender). The Ghent newspaper Le Messager de Gand praised the Guides band and especially
the exceptional talent of the conductor Valentin Bender in a most exuberant way:
« Elles ont noblement disputé le prix; mais la musique des guides a emporté tous les
suffrages et électrisé l’assemblée. La richesse de la composition de M. Bender est
connue, peu de personnes ont comme lui le talent difficile d’une instrumentation
renfermée dans de justes proportions, il élève par ses brillantes études les artistes qu’on
lui a confiés, il semble les animer par des signes secrets, il les fait plier devant sa
composition ingénieuse. L’artiste ne succombe jamais en présence de cet œil scrutateur.
M Bender est un homme qui a pénétré dans les mystères les plus cachés de l’art, qui a
parfaitement étudié la nature et la force de l’instrument, ses limites dans l’aigu, son
prestige dans le grave, ce qu’il y a de difficile dans le passage des tons forts aux tons
faibles, ce qui produit de l’effet, ce qui devient aride exécuté avec insouciance. C’est le
seul chemin qui conduit à l’instrumentation la plus pure; après s’être initié à la nature
propre de chaque instrument, il faut s’identifier avec son mécanisme, c’est cette
connaissance critique qui a fait de Meyerbeer le plus adroit compositeur de son siècle;
c’est ce qui a élevé M. Bender à un si haut degré de perfection. C’est à l’aide de la
pratique et de la théorie qu’il est parvenu à trouver tout à la fois la mélodie et la manière
de l’exécution .» 517
(They competed in a noble way; but the band of the Guides met with the greatest
approval and electrified the audience. The wealth of Mr. Bender’s composition is wellknown, few people boast like he does the difficult art of an instrumentation structured
within the right proportions. By means of his brilliant studies he elevates the artists
confided to him, he seems to animate them by means of secret signs; he has them inclined
for his ingenious composition. The artist never succumbs in the presence of this searching
eye. Mr. Bender is a man who penetrated the most hidden mysteries of art, who studied
perfectly the nature and the power of the instrument, its limits in the treble tones, its
prestige in the bass tones, what is difficult in the transition from loud tones to weak tones,
what produces an effect, what becomes harsh when performed frivolously. It is the only
way leading to the purest instrumentation; after having worked one’s way in the
characteristic nature of each instrument, one should identify with its mechanism, it is this
critical knowledge who turned Meyerbeer into the most skillful composer of his century;
this is what raised Mr. Bender to such a degree of perfection. It is due to practice and
theory that he found both the melody and the way to perform it.)
517

Le Messager de Gand, 16 August, 1837, p. 1.
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Three days after the contest, the same newspaper Le Messager de Gand added more
comments and more eulogistic words about the Guides band:
« Nous croyons qu’il est impossible de rien entendre semblable. L’orchestre de l’Opéra de
Paris, et ceci n’est point une hyperbole, ne brillerait point à côté de cette harmonie, et
c’est tout au plus s’il pourrait rivaliser avec elle… Il y aurait une fortune à faire pour ce
corps de musique ; ce serait d’aller se faire entendre à Paris. Dans ce pays où il faut faire
effet, il n’est pas douteux que la musique des Guides n’eût une vogue à désespérer tous les
orchestres de la capitale. Nous autres Belges, nous avons donc quelque chose que la
grande capitale ne peut égaler. »518
(We think it is impossible to hear anything suchlike. The Paris Opera orchestra, and this
is certainly not a hyperbole, could no way excel next to this wind band, and maybe just
compete with it … This band could make its fortune by performing in Paris. In that
country where you have to produce an effect, the guides band would drive to despair all
orchestras of the capital. We Belgians definitely do have something that the great capital
cannot match.)
In the same article, the newspaper also praised the performance of the Grande Harmonie with
its 90 musicians, but stated that this musical power, however extraordinary, paled next to the
35 artists of the Guides.
The adjudicators.
The organizing committees of the band contest always tried to have at least one composer or
director of a conservatory and one military band conductor in the adjudicator’s panel. A
famous composer added prestige to the contest, whereas military band conductors were
appreciated and looked after for their expertise as to band music. However, the names of the
members of the jury are seldom mentioned in the newspaper reports.
At the Brussels band contest of 24 September 1835 the jury, announced two months before
the contest, consisted of François-Joseph Fétis, composer and director of the Brussels
Conservatory, Joseph-François Snel, composer and conductor of the Grande Harmonie and
the Civic Guard Band, Joseph Daussoigne-Méhul,composer and director of the Liege
Conservatory, the French composer Louis Niedermayer, the Belgian composers Pieter Jan
Devolder and Charles Warot and Valentin Bender, conductor of the Band of the Guides.519
Finally, the minister of the interior set up the definitive list containing Fétis, Snel,
Daussoigne-Méhul, Bailly French horn soloist at the Paris Théâtre Italien, Henri Heinisch,
conductor of the Band of the 11th Regiment of the Line, and the substitutes Louis Lahou, flute
teacher at the Conservatoire and Giuseppe Borini, bassoon teacher at the Conservatoire.
The jury of the 1837 band contest at Ghent (cf. p341.), included the director of the Ghent
Conservatory Martin-Joseph Mengal and three military band conductors.
The adjudicators panel of the wind band contest at Dendermonde on 3 September 1837
consisted of the conductor and composer Joseph-François Snel, the local conductor and
composer Gustave de Burbure, Lambert Istas, professor at the Ghent Conservatory and former
military band conductor and Pierre Van Calck, conductor of the Band of the 1st Regiment of
the Line.
The jury of the contest at Brussels of September 24, 1841, consisted of Charles Hanssens,
conductor of the Ghent Theatre Orchestra, Joseph-François Snel, conductor of the Grande
Harmonie, Valentin Bender, conductor of the Guides band and the Société Philharmonique,
Georges Bachmann, conductor of the Ixelles wind band and Pierre Van Calck, conductor of
the Band of the 11th Regiment of the Line
Le Messager de Gand, 19 August, 1837, p. 1 and also quoted in Annuaire Dramatique pour 1843, Brussels,
1843, p. 118.
519
L’Émancipation, 17 July, 1835, p. 3 & Le Belge, 17 July, 1835, p. 2.
518
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M. THE REPERTOIRE.
Any study of the wind band repertoire in Belgium should take into account four capital
distinctions:
1. Distinction between the professional (military) and high-quality amateur bands and the
average second class amateur bands.
2. Distinction between the contest/festival repertoire and the concert repertoire.
3. Distinction between the wind (harmonie) band and fanfare band repertoire.
4. Distinction between the transcriptions and the original repertoire.
The repertoire of the wind bands depended on the quality and the number of musicians. The
better bands mostly preferred to play transcriptions of classical orchestral or operatic music.
Smaller bands mostly limited their repertoire to marches and simple dance tunes, though they
also tried their hand at the original repertoire written by military bandmasters and sometimes
by (mostly professionally trained) conductors of amateur bands.
There was also indeed a clear distinction between the contest repertoire and the average
concert repertoire. As often most of the adjudicators at both national and international band
contest were composers of band music, the original band works were often more present in
the contest repertoire. The professional (quite often military) conductors of amateur bands
quite naturally often performed their own compositions, often intended for or even written on
purpose for one particular (or several) of their own bands.
1. The repertoire of the military bands.
The only repertoire that was more or less common to both the symphonic and fanfare military
bands was that of the regimental and other marches. The concert repertoire was very similar
but, of course, depending on the strength and instrumentation of the bands. It has been a real
blessing for the Belgian wind and fanfare band scene that from 1830 onwards all military
bands regularly played concerts all over the country. The concert repertoire was based on,
often not published, transcriptions of symphonic and operatic music made by the military
bandmasters themselves. In the last decades of the 19th century more and more repertoire was
printed and published (cf. paragraph P p.405). A smaller part of the concert repertoire
consisted of compositions by the bandmasters, originally fantasies on opera melodies or air
variés (air and variations) for one or other solo instrument.
The limited weakness of the repertoire before 1850 was due to the defectiveness of most
instruments, the quite hazardous recruiting of the musicians and the bad strength
(composition/instrumentation) of the bands. This did not encourage composers to write for
wind band. Moreover, the public was not educated and anything but exigent so the composers
could often limit their musical writings to an elementary harmonic language. Consequently,
the military band conductors had to resort to the transcription.
A. Military wind bands.
When studying the 19th century concert repertoire of the Belgian military bands that of the
Symphonic Band of the 1st Belgian Guides Regiment deserves quite special attention as the
musical level of the band and its exceptional qualities were recognized and appreciated all
over Europe. Next to Hector Berlioz (1841), many composers including Adolphe Adam
(1846), Ambroise Thomas (1871) and Emmanuel Chabrier (1884) also praised the Belgian
Guides Band. We can assume that the transcriptions, arrangements and compositions by the
founder conductor Jean-Valentin Bender certainly contributed to the outstanding excellence
of the band.
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The Guides’ repertoire also boasted
quite some transcriptions by JosephFrançois Snel, conductor of the
Brussels Grande Harmonie. Bender
and Snel were well acquainted and
both members of the supervision or
inspection committee for military
bands.
Otherwise, all military wind bands
performed mainly transcriptions of –
often contemporary – symphonic and
operatic music. Especially French
and Italian opera music was very
often featured on the concert
programs in the form of overtures or
fantasies, called Fantaisie sur des
Motifs de…, Potpourri de…,
Mélange sur…, Caprice sur…,
Bouquet de Mélodies, Macédoine or
Guirlande.
227. Concert by the Guides Band
Kortrijk – 1880.

Very often performed opera fantasies were those on operas by the
French composers Adolphe Adam (Le Muletier de Tolède),
Daniel Esprit Auber (Les Diamants de la Couronne, La Fiancée,
Haydée, Massaniello), Hector Berlioz (Les Francs Juges),
Georges Bizet (Carmen), Charles Gounod (Faust), Jacques Halévy
(Guido et Ginevra, La Juive, Les Mousquetaires du Roi, La Reine
de Chypre), Ferdinand Hérold (Zampa), Aimé Maillart (Les
Dragons de Villars) and Ambroise Thomas (Le Carnaval de
Venise). The popular Italian opera composers found regularly on
the military band programs were Vincenzo Bellini (La
Somnambula), Arrigo Boito (Mefistofele), Gaetano Donizetti
(Belisario, La Favorite, Lucia di Lammermoor, Torquato Tasso)
Saverio Mercadante (Il Guiramento), Gioacchino Rossini
(Guillaume Tell, Moise, Le Siège de Corinthe, Tancredi) and
Giuseppe Verdi (Aida, Jérusalem, Nabucco, Rigoletto). There
were also German opera composers to be found on many concert
programs: Gustav Lortzing (Der Wildschütz), Giacomo Meyerbeer
(L’Africaine, L’Etoile du Nord, Ein Feldlager in Schlesien, Le
Pardon de Ploërmel, Le Prophète), Otto Nicolai (The Merry Wives
of Windsor), Richard Wagner (Tannhäuser, Die Walküre) and Carl
Maria von Weber (Der Freischütz, Oberon).
228. Trumpeter of the Guides Band. 19th century.
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We should not forget that this definitely was contemporary music. The transcriptions were
written almost immediately after the first performances of the operas. Some of the operas used
for transcriptions are nowadays completely forgotten. Some examples of transcriptions played
by the Guides Band: Das Schützenfest by Alois Reithmayr (?) or Gibby la Cornemuse by
Louis Clapisson (Naples, 1808 – Paris, 1866).
Here is a sample-card of the repertoire performed by the Guides Band, conducted by Valentin
Bender, at some of the regular concerts in the Brussels Park, at the Brussels Zoological
Gardens, the Waux-Hall Theatre, the Grande Harmonie or the Temple des Augustins. Mind
that quite some transcriptions or arrangements of operatic music are based on contemporary
often quite recent operas. The original compositions are limited to those written by the
conductor. One of the rather rare exceptions was the Grande Marche Gala Militaire
composed by the famous Belgian violinist and composer Henri Vieuxtemps (1820-1881) The
march was dedicated to Valentin Bender and premiered at a concert at the Société Royale de
Zoologie (Brussels Zoological Gardens) on 29 September 1867.520
Brussels 26 September 1834

- Marche Militaire
- Overture to Oberon (C.M von Weber)
- Fantasy on ‘L’air de La Folle’ (V. Bender)
- Air Varié (V. Bender)
- Potpourri de Zampa (Hérold/arr. Bender)
- Divertissement (Joseph Mayseder/arr. V. Bender)521

Brussels 25 September 1840

- Overture to “Le Lac des Fées” (Auber)
- Grande Fantaisie concertante sur “La Somnambule( Bellini/arr. Jacques Bender)
- Caprice sur l’opéra “Il Furioso (Donizetti)
- Fantaisie élégante sur “Gemma di Vergi” (Donizetti/arr. V. Bender)
- Valse La Parisienne (Johann Strauß Sr.)
- 2nd (new) Fantasy on motifs from “Lucia di Lammermoor” (Donizetti/arr. V. Bender)522

Brussels 25 July 1841

- Overture to “Xacarilla” (Marliani)523
- 2nd elegant fantasy on”La Favorite” (Donizetti/arr. V. Bender)
- Fantasy on “La Fille du Régiment” (Donizetti/arr. V. Bender)
- Concertant fantasy on “L’Ambassadrice” (Auber/arr. V. Bender)
524
- Les Boutons de Rose, waltz (Broeck)

Brussels 19 July 1854

- Overture to “L’Étoile du Nord” (Meyerbeer)
- Fantaisie militaire (V.Bender)
- Final chorus from “Tannhäuser” (R. Wagner)
525
- Delaware Klänge, waltz (Gung’l)

L’Émancipation, 29 September, 1867, p. 2.
L’Émancipation, 28 September, 1834, p. 3.
522
L’Émancipation, 25 September, 1840, p. 3.
523
La Xacarilla is an opera in one act by Count Marco Aurelio Marliani to a libretto by Eugène Scribe,
premiered at the Paris Opera on 28 October 1839.
524
Le Belge, 18 July, 1841, p. 2.
525
L’Émancipation, 19 August, 1854, p. 2.
520
521
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Brussels 19 March 1859

- Overture to “Stradella” (Flotow)
- Introduction and Rondo (Beethoven)
- Fantaisie et theme varié pour divers instruments (Neumann)
- Mélange de l’opéra “Il Trovatore” (Verdi)526

Brussels 8 July 1861

- Le Réveil, march (V. Bender)
- Overture to “Le Prétendant” (Kücken)527
- Fantaisie de “La Somnambule” (Bellini/arr. Bender)
- 3° Marche aux Flambeaux (Torch Dance) (Meyerbeer)
- Un jour d’été en Norvège (Rudolf Willmers)
- Duo de “Nabucco” (Verdi)
- Mélange sur “Le Pardon de Ploërmel” (Meyerbeer)
- La Princesse Royale – polka (V. Bender)528

Brussels 1 August 1864

- Le Camp, march (V.Bender)
- Overture to “Une nuit à Grenade” (Conradin Kreutzer)529
- Fantasy on “Le Pré aux Clercs (Hérold/arr. J. Bender)
- Invitation to the Dance (C.M. von Weber)
- Fantaisie sur les Mélodies Tyroliennes (V. Bender)
- Tarantella and chorus from “The Sicilian Vespers” (Verdi)
- Mélange sur “Jerusalem” (Verdi)
- Vivat, polka (V. Bender)530

Brussels 2 October 1866

- Souvenir des Alpes, march (V. Bender)
- Overture to “Othello” (Verdi)
- Fantaisie Militaire (V .Bender)
- Fragments from “A Midsummer night’s dream” (Mendelssohn)
- Le Lever (chorus)
- Le Dieu et la Bayadère (Auber)
- Tarantella and chorus from “The Sicilian Vespers” (Verdi)
- Leise Flehen, serenade (F. Schubert)
- Caprice from “Faust” (Ch. Gounod)
- Final531

After Valentin Bender’s decease in 1873, his successors Frédéric Staps and Julien Simar
continued with a similar repertoire; Simar also conducted his own original compositions and
his arrangements.

L’Émancipation, 19 March, 1859, p. 3.
Der Prätendent is a comic opera by Friedrich Wilhelm Kücken on a libretto by Carl Philipp Berger, created in
Stuttgart on 21 April 1847.
528
L’Émancipation, 8 July, 1861, p. 4.
529
Das Nachtlager von Granada is an opera by Conradin Kreutzer on a libretto by Karl Johann Braun von
Braunthal, premiered in Vienna on 13 January 1834.
530
L’Émancipation, 1 August 1864, p. 3.
531
L’Émancipation, 23 July 1866, p. 3.
526
527
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229. Program of a massed military band concert in 1853.
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Besides transcriptions from and fantasies on opera tunes, the military bands also performed
transcriptions of orchestral or vocal classical music by great contemporary composers. On the
programs we find e.g. the symphonic ode Le Désert by Félicien David, the Schiller Marsch by
Meyerbeer, the Aria from Rossini’s Stabat Mater, España by Emmanuel Chabrier, the Second
Hungarian Rhapsody by Franz Liszt or movements from Ludwig van Beethoven’s
symphonies. In the lighter vain we can mention tunes from the operettas by Jacques
Offenbach and of course many waltzes. The popular Viennese waltzes by Johann Strauß and
Josef Lanner were immediately transcribed and were often to be found on the programs of the
Belgian military bands within the year of their creation. Next to Eunomien Tänze und LoreleiRhein-Klänge by Johann Strauß father, the Guides performed Josef Lanner’s Die
Troubadoure und Hexenwalzer. Quite special was the Pot-pourri populaire et National in
which Johann Strauß father had interwoven a series of European national hymns. It should be
noted that the military wind bands also played transcriptions of Belgian symphonic music by
composers such as Peter Benoit and
François-Auguste
Gevaert.
One
should not forget that making
transcriptions
and
arrangements
requires
a
genuine
musical
competence, including knowledge of
harmony, counterpoint, practical and
theoretical
knowledge
of
the
possibilities of each instrument, in
order to write a coherent and original
orchestration.
It is clear that the quality of the
arrangements completely depended on
the quality of the arranger, i.c. the
conductor. So we can understand the
excellence of the better bands (Guides
and Grenadiers) as they always
boasted the best conductors. To
illustrate the average repertoire of the
Grenadiers band, we have selected
some programs spread over the 19th
century.
230. Musicians of the Grenadiers
Regiment Band - drawing of 1845.

1872.

Brussels 15 November 1872
Band of the Grenadiers Regiment
Conductor: Constantin Bender
- Marche Militaire (Constantin Bender)
- Overture to “La Muette de Portici” (Daniel Esprit Auber)
- Fantasy on “Le Carnaval de Venise” (Ambroise Tomas/arr. Schröder)
- Victoire – polka for 2 cornets (Constantin Bender)
- Offenbachiana – pot-pourri (Müller)
- Les Dragons de Villars – quadrille (Maillart)
- Les airs connus (Popular tunes) (Beyssens)
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1885.

Oudenaarde 8 March 1885
Band of the Grenadiers Regiment
Conductor: Constantin Bender

- Oberon – overture (Carl Maria von Weber)
- Guillaume Tell – overture (Gioacchino Rossini)
- Danse Napolitaine (Mayeur)
- Faust – fantasy by Bender (Charles Gounod)
- Charlotte Corday - waltz & entr’acte (Peter Benoit)

The Band of the Grenadiers Regiment was created by Royal Decree of 2 November 1838 and
was successively conducted by Friedrich Saupe (1838-1843), Jean-Martin Schmidt (18431848), Jean-Christophe Schröder (1849-1859), Jean-Georges Geret (1859–1860), Constantin
Bender (1860–1897) and Clovis Lecail (1897– 920) The band got an international reputation
and gave concerts in London en Brighton in 1878
1899
Kortrijk 3 September 1899
Band of the Grenadiers Regiment
Conductor: Clovis Lecail

- Les Guerriers Franks - triumphal march (H. Borrel)
- La Bataille des Eperons d’Or – overture (Clovis Lecail)
- Fantaisie sur des motifs espagnols (François-Auguste Gevaert)
- Polka Concertante – for 2 piccolos (E. Damaré)
- Tannhaüser – overture (Richard Wagner)
- Kermese Flamande – descriptive fantasy (Clovis Lecail)
- La Chanson des Nids – for 2 clarinets (Victor Buot)
- Milenka – ballet music (Jan Blockx/transcr. Lecail)
- La Housarde, military waltz (Louis Ganne)

Many compositions by military bandmasters were often on the concert programs of their own
bands and of those of their fellow bandmasters. The original military band repertoire
consisted of three kinds of compositions: 1) the military and other marches; 2) all kinds of
dance music (waltzes, polkas, gallops, czardas, redowas, boleros etc. and 3) the Air Varié
(theme and variations) and other pieces for solo instrument.

231. March of the 1st Guides Regiment (Jean-Valentin Bender) 1849.
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1. March music.
Regimental Marches.
Most Belgian regimental marches have a quite similar structure: they start with a bugle or
trumpet call (B flat bugle with infantry regiments, E flat trumpet with cavalry regiments)
based on the regimental bugle or trumpet call. Most interesting is the fact that some
regimental marches borrowed their main theme from famous operas; this was a widely spread
tradition all over Europe. The March of the 3rd Riflemen on Foot consists almost completely
of themes borrowed from Carl Maria von Weber’s Freischütz. The March of the 1st Riflemen
on Foot uses a theme from Daniel Auber’s Fra Diavolo. The March of the 2nd Grenadier
Regiment (a regiment and band created in 1916) uses a theme from Charles Gounod’s Tribut
de Zamora to which a bugle call from Louis Ganne’s Les Saltimbanques was added.
However, the most famous 19th century Belgian military march is the March of the Ist Guides
Regiment composed by the founder and first conductor of the Royal Symphonic Band of the
Belgian Guides Jean-Valentin Bender. It is considered as one of the most beautiful cavalry
marches and is famous all over the world.532
Processional Marches.
In the 19th century the religious life of the mostly faithful catholic population expressed itself
also in numerous religious processions in which wind bands always played an important role.
In the greater towns the local based military bands participated in the great religious
procession. Obviously, those bands boasted a specific repertoire of religious processional
marches usually composed by the conductor.
Here are some examples of 19th century processional marches composed by military
bandmasters Marche de Procession (Amand Govaert) bandmaster of the 2nd Lancers
Regiment which participated in the Holy Blood Procession at Bruges (cf. picture 189 p.296),
La Bénédiction des Champs and La Paix (Henry Labory), À Sainte Thérèse, Béatitude, Cortège
Pieux, Credo, En Pélérinage, En Prière, Gloria in Excelsis Deo, Humilité, La Branche de Buis,
La Croix, La Reine des Cieux, L'Etendard de la Foi, Receuillement and Souvenir du Pays
(Jacques Martin), Marche de Procession and Notre-Dame (Jules Painparé), Invocation à Sainte
Cécile and Marche de Procession (Joseph Puttevils), Gloria in Excelsis, Hosanna, La Reine des
Moissons, Premières Fleurs and Printemps (Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen), Fleur de Mai, La
Reine de Mai and Lauda Sion (Gustave Tack), Adoro Te, La Saint Antoine and Sursum Corda
(Victor Turine), Notre Dame de Walcourt (François Van den Bogaerde) and Cor Dulce and
Sainte Cécile (Edmond Waucampt). Needless to say, that all these marches were printed and
published for wind and fanfare band at once!
Funeral Marches.
The dirges or funeral marches were also on the repertoire of the military bands which often
participated in funeral processions of members of the royal family, active officers and other
great national figures. The dirges were also performed at all ceremonies commemorating the
victims of war. These marches were also most often composed by military bandmasters. Here
are some examples of the 19th and erly 20th centuries: L’Immortelle (Jean-Joseph Christophe),
Marche Funèbre de la Pie Voleuse (Michel Krein), Affliction, Aux Morts Glorieux de la
Grande Guerre, Ne m'oubliez pas, Pour Toujours and Ton Doux Souvenir (Jacques Martin),
Adieu, Cyprès et Pensées and Le Golgotha (Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen) and L’Adieu Suprème
and Couronne d’Immortelle (Edmond Waucampt).

532

The famous piccolo solo in the trio was added in the early 1930’s by flute soloist Henri Danhier (1885-1968).
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232. Processional march by Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen.

233. Cypresses and Memories – dirge by Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen.
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2. Dances.
Next to marches, several types of dances were also very popular with the audiences at military
band concerts and so many military band conductors wrote quite some dance pieces for wind
band. Here is a small sample card of dances written by military bandmasters.
In the category polka: La Princesse and Vivat (Jean- Valentin Bender), Les Noces d’Or
(Matthias Goebel), Le Bal Masqué and Eugénie (Michel Krein), Elisa polka and La
Sauterelle (Jules Painparé), Alice polka, Joyeux Ébats, Satanelle and Sans Souci
(Steenebrugen), Boule de Neige, Jenny and Longchamp (François Van den Bogaerde) and
Estelle, polka-mazurka (Van Hoesen).
In the category gallop: L’Eveillé (Valentin Bender), Le Trompette Royal (Michel Krein) and
Alerte (François Van den Bogaerde).
In the category mazurka: Irma (Jean Christophe), Une pensée (Michel Krein), Brise
d’Automne, Feux Follets and Rosée du Matin (Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen), Ursula (Gustave
Tack) and Léonora (Edmond Waucampt).
In the category schottisch: La Gracieuse (Gustave Tack) and La Fleur du Bal and Les
Sirènes (François Van den Bogaerde).
In the category redowa533: Le lilas blanc (Jean-Valentin Bender), Victoria (Jean Christophe),
Les petits matelots (Henri Labory), Doux aveu (Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen), Fleurs des
champs (Gustave Tack) and Reine des Fleurs (François Van den Bogaerde).
In the category waltz: Les Muguets (Jean Christophe), Coquelicots et Bluets and À la plus
belle (Amand Govaert), La Gentille Gabrielle, Marie and Souvenir de Wiltz (Michel Krein)
and Le Tourbillon (Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen).
In the category bolero: Alida (Constantin Bender), La Madrilène (François Humblet) and
Sévillane (Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen).

234. A ‘gavotte’ by Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen.

533

Dance originating from Bohemia that was very popular in Europe for a short time after 1845.
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3. Solo pieces.
The most popular pieces for solo wind instrument and wind band all over the 19th century and
the first decades of the 20th century as well, were the solo pieces for piccolo and for cornet.
Some of the piccolo solos composed by Belgian military bandmasters in the 19th century were
La Grive (Jean Christophe), Dans les Bois- polka (Charles-Joseph Muldermans) and Le Réveil
de la Fauvette (Edmond Waucampt). Other popular piccolo solos were Air du Rossignol
(Dartevelde) and the famous pieces by the French composer Eugène Damaré (1840-1919)
such as Badinage, Les Échos des Bois, Le Merle Blanc and Rossignol et Merle for 2 piccolos.
Among the cornet show pieces composed by Belgian military bandmasters we mention:
Polka de Concert for 2 cornets (Constantin Bender), Pauline, polka and Sara, polka (Jean
Christophe), Friquet-Friquette polka for 2 cornets (Henri Maeck), Polka militaire and
Variations de Concert (Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen) and Une Fête Militaire, polka for 2
cornets (François Van den Bogaerde). Some of these solo pieces were written either for
piccolo or for cornet depending on the type of band (wind or fanfare). Quite some pieces
could be played by more than one solo instrument, such as Les Petits Oiseaux – fantaisie
variée for alto saxophone or flugelhorn (Jean Christophe). There were also pieces for other
instruments such as 14th Air Varié for tuba (Jean Christophe) or the Romance for bombardon
and band (François Van den Bogaerde) and also pieces for two different soloist such as Au
repos, polonaise for trombone and cornet (Jean Christophe).

235. A Military Festival, Polka for 2 Cornets and band by François van den Bogaerde.
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Many bandmasters were excellent clarinet players, so they composed solo pieces for clarinet
and band. Jean-Valentin Bender wrote Trois Airs Variés for clarinet and symphonic band and
even a Concerto for 15 clarinets and band. François Van den Bogaerde wrote two Concertos
for clarinet and band.
It is rather strange that we do not find many solos for saxophone in the 19th century repertoire
of the Belgian military bands, as this instrument was a Belgian invention.
Jean-Valentin Bender introduced the saxophone in the Guides Band and several famous
soloists performed on the saxophone with the Guides Band, such as Henri-François Wuille
(1822-1871), Charles Gustave Poncelet (1844–1903), Jean-Baptiste De Lannoy (1824-1891),
Nazaire Beeckman (1822–1900) and Jean-Baptiste Moeremans. One of the very first
composers of music for saxophone Jules Demersseman (1833-1866), French composer of
Belgian descent and close friend of Adolphe Sax, dedicated his Fantaisie sur un Thème Original
to Wuille. Bandmaster Jean Christophe wrote Les Petits Oiseaux – fantaisie variée for alto
saxophone. Some other (civilian) wind band music composers did write solo pieces for
saxophone and band. We can assume that those pieces have been performed by military bands as
well. An example is Fantaisie de Concert for alto saxophone and band by Louis Canivez. One of
the oldest (if not the oldest) Belgian wind band score with parts for several saxophones (and
saxhorns as well) is that of the Grande Marche Triomphale pour Harmonie by Edmond
Michotte.534 The orchestration includes soprano, alto, tenor and baritone saxophone (and
soprano, contralto, baritone, bass and contrabass saxhorn plus an alto saxtromba!

236. Serpent part of the manuscript of Air Varié by Jean-Valentin Bender.

Edmond Michotte (Tongeren, 1831 – Paris, 1919) was an amateur composer and pianist, also a virtuoso on
the Mattauphone (cf. p. 218.). He was a close friend of Rossini and remained known for his book relating a
meeting between Wagner and Rossini.
534
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B. Military fanfare bands.
The repertoire of the military fanfare bands was very similar to that of the military wind bands
as most of the published music was printed in the form of ‘passe-partout’ (uniform) scores.
Yet many transcriptions required virtuoso playing by the clarinet group that could not or
hardly be played by brass instruments which were still in a rather rudimental state.
It was only when the saxhorn family had been developed that fanfare bands were really able
to handle the greater repertoire. Moreover, we should not forget that before 1850 the bands
(both harmonie and fanfare) only had handwritten (manuscript) scores and parts at their
disposal. So, the fanfare repertoire before 1850 was quite distinct from that of the wind
(harmonie) bands. The fanfare bands of the cavalry also performed very often as mounted
bands and this also influenced and restricted the repertoire.
The first Belgian military fanfare bands were a copy of the Dutch military fanfare bands
which consisted of keyed bugles, trumpets, horns, tubas (euphoniums) and trombones. If the
repertoire (mainly transcriptions) initially was more international than Belgian this was due to
the fact that a majority of the military bandmasters were of foreign birth.
The program of the 1833 massed bands festival at Brussels mentioned an Air Varié pour cors
à clefs avec accompagnement d’instruments de cuivre (Air Varié for keyed bugle and brass
instruments) played by Ernest Spindler, bandmaster of the 1st Regiment of Riflemen. This
indicates that some repertoire was specifically written for fanfare band as this piece was
(could) not be performed by the wind bands. A similar massed bands concert described by
Fétis in his Revue Musicale535 also mentions Ouverture de Marguerite d’Anjou de Meyerbeer
arrangée pour instruments de cuivre and Potpourri sur des motifs du Comte Ory composé
pour instruments de cuivre par Splindler. We did not find any separate concert program of
Belgian military fanfare bands dated before 1850. The musical newspapers, such as La
Belgique Musicale, Artistique et Littéraire (1840-1859), always wrote about the Guides Band
and neglected most other military bands.
1861.
16 December 1861
Band of the 2nd Cuirassiers Regiment
Conductor: Désiré Govaerts

- Caprice de ”Guido et Ginevra” (J. Halévy/arr. Snel)
- Air de “Torquato Tasso” (Gaetano Donizetti)
- Cavatine de “Jérusalem” – for saxophone (Giuseppe Verdi)
- Duo de “La Reine de Chypre” (J. Halévy)
- Veld Signal – waltz (Stastny)
- Les Viveurs de Paris – polka (Jacques Offenbach)
- Galop du Violoneux (Jacques Offenbach)
- Polka des Baisers (Musard)

Except for Joseph-François Snel (cf. p. 321.), no arranger is mentioned, so we still assume
that the conductor signed most of the transcriptions and arrangements for his band.
Remarkable on this program is the solo for saxophone, nevertheless without the name of the
composer/arranger.

535

Revue Musicale, 8° année (1834), nr. 39, p. 312.
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1863.
21 September 1863
Band of the 1st Mounted Riflemen
Conductor: Théophile Seghers
- La Brabançonne (F. Van Campenhout)
- L’Etoile du Nord – fantasy (G. Meyerbeer/arr. Seghers)
- Il Trovatore – fantasy (G. Verdi/arr. Bender)
- Le Pardon de Ploërmel – fantasy (G. Meyerbeer/arr. Seghers)

Here the name of the conductor Théophile Seghers (1825-1893) clearly appears as the
arranger of a couple of pieces.
Constantin Bender made several “passe-partout” transcriptions, used both by wind and fanfare
bands. We do not know whether each concert started with the national hymn.
1891.
15 January 1891
Band of the 2nd Lancers Regiment
Conductor: Amand Govaert
- Ouverture de Concours IV (Amand Govaert)
- Le Capitaine Henriot – fantasy (François-Auguste Gevaert)
- Friquet-Friquette – polka for 2 cornets (Henri Maeck)
- Pot-pourri sur divers opéras (anonymous)
- Loin du Bal – intermezzo (Ernest Gillet)
- Die Wachtparade kommt – patrol (Richard Eilenberg)

Besides some arrangements by the conductor, this program boasts a piece of classical music
by a notorious Belgian composer François-Auguste Gevaert, director of the Brussels Royal
Conservatory of Music. It is a fantasy on airs of his opéra comique Le Capitaine Henriot
created on 29 December 1864 in Paris. No arranger is mentioned.
1894.
15 August 1894
Band of the 1st Régiment de Chasseurs à Pied
(Foot Riflemen)
Conductor: Charles Muldermans
- Arlequin – pas-redoublé (Charles Muldermans)
- Danse Fantastique (G. Blampain)
- Overture to “‘Le Tambour de la Garde” (Tittl)
- La Filleule du Roi – Fantasy (Charles-LouisVogel/arr. Labory)
- Turlututu – polka (Benoit-Constant Fauconnier)

Here we have a march (pas-redoublé) composed by the conductor Karel (Charles)
Muldermans (2nd Lancers & 1st Foot Riflemen) and a fantasy written by another military
bandmaster Henry Labory (1st Mounted Riflemen and 1st Carabineers).
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The Band of the Carabineers Regiment.
In 1850 the (fanfare) Band of the 1st Foot Riflemen (Chasseurs à Pied) was turned into the
Band of the Carabineers Regiment. It was successively conducted by Jacques Zetsche (18501853), Charles Panne (1853-1871), Henri Labory (1871-1882), Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen
(1882-1891) and Victor Turine (1891-1910). This band developed into a kind of model
fanfare band and was a fine example for the numerous amateur fanfare bands up to the
Second World War. Panne had made the band very popular in Brussels by playing operetta
melodies by Jacques Offenbach and Alexandre Lecocq. Labory introduced more serious
music and had to work hard to keep the band popular with the Brussels audiences. We already
mentioned that Labory introduced the complete saxophone family, E flat sopranino, B flat
soprano, E flat alto, B flat tenor, E flat baritone and B flat bass saxophone in this band in
1876. Labory conducted several amateur fanfare bands as well and so by 1878 the Société
Royale des Fanfares de Gosselies boasted no less than 18 saxophones on a total of 70
musicians. This was not always appreciated by all jury memberss and so the band got a bad
result at the Paris international wind band contest. Moreover, Henri Labory had also added the
complete family of sarrusophones and the members of the jury did not recognize this ‘new’
sound.536 Labory composed numerous original fanfare band pieces and wrote many
arrangements and transcriptions. Steenebrugen was also a very prolific composer and so was
Victor Turine who wrote the March of the 1st Carabineers Regiment.

237. Band of the Carabineers Regiment – Conductor: Victor Turine.

Here are two programs of concerts in Brussels to illustrate the band’s repertoire towards the
end of the century. Conductor was Victor Turine.

536

Bastin Lejuste, J., H-J. Labory biographie, Charleroi, 1893, pp. 10-11.
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1892.
La Promenade du Khalife – oriental march (Victor Turine)
Le Nozze di Figaro, overture (W.A. Mozart)
Struensée, entr’acte et polonaise (G. Meyerbeer)
Scènes Napolitaines (L’Improvisateur & La Fête) (J. Massenet)

1895.
Schaerbeek, march (Victor Turine)
La Muette de Portici, overture (D. E. Auber)
Sur le Tanganika, overture and waltz suite (V. Turine)
Jeanne Maillotte, overture (Joseph Reynaud)
Si tu voulais, bluette (Victor Turine)
Marche des Carabiniers (Victor Turine)

Here we see a new repertoire with quite some original compositions for fanfare band.

238. La Promenade du Khalife – original fanfare band composition by Victor Turine.
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239. List of pieces performed by the Kortrijk Fanfare Band 1886-1893

1886-1893.
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2. The repertoire of amateur bands.
The repertoire of the amateur wind bands in the 19th century was quite similar to that of the
military bands, except for the choice of pieces which was completely dependent on the
strength of the band and the musical capacities of the individual musicians and of the
conductor. A large majority of concerts organized by wind bands in the first half of the 19th
century consisted of a mixture of band pieces on the one hand and instrumental solo pieces
(piano, violin), vocal intermezzi and also comic monologues, sketches or even short theatre
plays or ballet scenes on the other hand. Some of these extra items were performed by local
celebrities or even by members of the musical society itself. Sometimes, national celebrities –
mostly teachers at one of the Royal Conservatories of Music – were invited. A concert
program that consisted only of band pieces was rare. The amateurs could not study decently a
complete concert program and so the band pieces were mixed with solo performances, vocal
intermezzi or even a complete theatre play. This implies that the real band concerts were
rather short which can easily be understood. Most of the musicians were not really skilled and
learning to play decently a transcription of a symphonic overture was not always easy. On the
other hand, this phenomenon also underlines the cultural role of the wind band in the village
or town .Here are several examples of that type of concert programs.
1835. A fine sample-card of the repertoire of the amateur wind bands in the thirties is the list
of works performed at the almost annual Brussels wind bands contest during the September
Festival on 23 September 1835 as quoted in the Brussels newspaper L’Émancipation. Next to
the Air Variés by Jakob Bender, Valentin Bender, Léon de Burbure, Munge and Torramorell,
there were the overtures to the operas La Dame du Lac (Gioacchino Rossini), Horatius Coclès
(Nicolas Méhul), La Marquise de Brinvilliers (Michele Carafa), La Pie Voleuse (Rossini), Le
Dieu et la Bayadère (Daniel E Auber), Léontine et Fonrote (Jean-Englebert Pauwels) and a
unitled Ouverture (Johann N. Hummel). There were Popouris on l’Estocq (Auber) by Snel, Le
Pré aux Clercs (Louis J. F. Hérold), Euryanthe (Carl Maria von Weber) by Küffner, Zampa
(Hérold) by Jacques Bender and Le Siège de Corinthe (Rossini) by Demunck. The only
original band piece was Grand Divertissment sur des Thèmes originaux (Léon de Burbure). 537
1840. We have two concert programs of the Société Sainte Cécile (harmonie) of Tielt dating
from 1840 The first was given on 8 June. It was a joint concert with the fanfare band from
Izegem. So, there is a mixture of harmonie and fanfare pieces. Several items on the program
are compositions and arrangements by Jan A. Neerman, the band’s conductor from 1829 to
184. As this was an open-air concert only band pieces were on the program. The ophicleide
solo was played by Pierre Cornelis, regular member of the band and sexton at Tielt.
1st Part
1. Ouverture de Missolonghi ( Berr538)
2. 2° Air Varié, (J. A. Neerman)
3. Fantaisie pour Ophicléide (Neerman) soloist P. Cornelis
4. Grande Marche pour Fanfare
5. Pas redouble (arr. Neerman)
2nd Part
1. Ouverture d’une bonne fortune (arrangée en harmonie militaire par Neerman)
2. Air Varié par M. Vandergeynste
3. Fantaisie pour bugle
4. Grande marche (Neerman)
5. Pas redoublé fanfare (Neerman)

L’Émancipation, 24 September 1835, p. 2 & 25/26 September 1835, p. 3.
Frédéric Berr (Mannheim, 1794 – Paris, 1838) was a famous French clarinetist and wind band conductor of
German origin who edited his own Journal d’Harmonie.
537
538
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The second concert of the Tielt band was by given during the annual fair on 5 October at the
Casino. It is announced as Concert Vocal et Instrumental (Vocal and instrumental concert), a
mixed indoor concert.
1 Potpourri de Ludovic, arrangé par M. Bender
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Air d’Aristipe, chanté par un Amateur de G
Le Brasseur de Preston, chanté par le même
Grande Polonaise par M. Fétis, Maître de chapelle à la Cour à Bruxelles
Le Départ, Romance
Duo, Chant
Air Varié, par M. Brepsant
Pas Redoublé, par J. Mohr

The first item was a medley of airs from the opera Ludovic by Halévy, arranged for wind band
by the military conductor Jean-Valentin Bender. Item three was probably a song from the
opera by Adolphe Adam. Items seven and eight were two band works respectively by the
French composers Engebert Brepsant (1797-1871) and the military conductor Jean-Baptiste
Mohr (1823-1891), a friend of Adolphe Sax and conductor of the Paris Imperial Guides Band.
1843. A third program by the Tielt band was also a mixed indoor concert given at the Casino
hall on 21 November 1843.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Première Partie
Ouverture de la Reine d’un Jour (Adam) pour harmonie
Quintetti pour hautbois, exécuté par M. Sesoy, artiste
Quatuor pour Flûte, Violon, Alto et Basse
Quatuor varié pour Clarinette obligée
Deuxième Partie
Air varié pour harmonie, par Van Calck
Quintetti pour Hautbois, par M .Sesoy
Quatuor pour Violon, Alto et Basse
Quatuor pour Clarinette obligée

We can suppose that the string players were members of the band (doubling on a wind
instrument) but the hobo player was a guest soloist. Pierre Van Calck (Brussels, 1805 – Diest,
1858) was conductor of the band of the 1st Regiment of the Line from 1833 to 1858.
1866. The mixed indoor concerts continued throughout the nineteenth century. The concert
program by Société Philharmonique des Bons Amis of Tielt on 11 February1866, contained
only one piece for band, a polka Hélène by Antoine-Joseph Clément and one solo item for
tuba Cavatina from Donizetti’s Anna Bolena. The other twelve items consisted of piano
pieces and even two small theatre plays.
The Repertoire of the Brussels Société Royale d’Harmonie.
A look at some concert programs of the most important 19th century amateur wind band of the
country is certainly rewarding and allows us to have a concrete idea of the repertoire of the
better amateur wind bands. At a concert in the Park of Brussels on 27 September 1836, the
band played:
Airs from Robert le Diable (1831) Meyerbeer
Fantasy on les Huguenots (1836) Meyerbeer/ arranged by Snel539

This fantasy, written the same year of the premiere of Meyerbeer’s opera, was to be found on several
programs as long as Snel was conductor.
539
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As introduction to the Brussels wind band contest on 23 September 1835 and the prize
presentation the next day, the band played:
Ouverture de Hanscheling
Potpourri de Robert le Diable
Caprice et variations brillantes sur une mélodie Suisse
Fantaisie concertante sur des melodies de la Juive

Marschner
Snel
Snel
Snel 540

At the contest in Ghent on 14 August 1838, the band agin played Overture by the German
opera composer Heinrich August Marschner.541
At a band festival in Kortrijk on 15 August 1841, the band performed:
Dramatic Overture
La Fille du Régiment
Waltz

Snel
Donizetti
Sacré 542

At a concert in Cologne, Germany on 15 October 1843 the band performed only
arrangements and compositions by Joseph-François Snel:
Guido and Genevra (1838)
Les Huguenots (1836)
Martyrs (1840)
Le Départ du Marin

Halévy
Meyerbeer
Donizetti
Snel

At a concert in front of the Royal Palace on the occasion of the wedding of Prince Leopold on
23 August 1853, the band performed two works by Meyerbeer: Fackeltanz543 and Fantasy on
Le Prophète (1849). Finally, at a concert on 26 October 1856 the band played Overture Robin
des Bois544 (1821) by C.M. von Weber, a Pot-pourri on Moses (1827) by Rossini and a
Fackeltanz (Meyerbeer).
The London magazine The Musical World gave
an account of the three days festivities
celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of the
September Festival in Brussels in 1845. On the
third day, 25 September, the Société Royale de
la Grande Harmonie played a concert on the
bandstand in the Brussels Park. The program consisted of:
La Brabançonne
Ouverture
Pot-Pourri sur G. Tell et Deux Journées
Valse
Pot-Pourri on Les Huguenots
Cantate Héroïque

Campenhout
Aerts
Ch.L. Hanssens
A.J. Buyssens
Ch.L. Hanssens
Ch.L. Hanssens

Le Lynx, 25 September 1835, p. 2.
Heinrich August Marschner (Zittau, 1795 – Hannover, 1861) composed a.o. 13 operas.
542
Sacré, Louis-Joseph, (Brussels, 1810 – 1891), was conductor of the Court Balls during 58 years. His real
name was Louis-Joseph Berlot. He composed a lot of dances, (waltzes, mazurkas, polkas and redowas) and
founded together with Singelée the “Concerts du Waux-Hall” and later the “Concerts du Jardin Zoologique”.
543
Meyerbeer wrote 4 “Torch Dances” (Fackeltänze/Marches aux Flambeaux) resp. in 1846, 1850, 1853 and
1858. Cf. Pieters, Francis, Giacomo Meyerbeer and the Wind Band in WASBE World, December 2012, pp. 1428.
544
Robin des Bois was the French name given to “Der Freischütz”.
540
541
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The extremely denigrating reporter (JWD) was most critical about the repertoire, except as to
the Hanssens cantata:
“The execution was beyond all praise. The Brabançonne, by M. Campenhout, was a tissue
of unmeaning noise.545 The overture of M. Aerts546, a pupil of M. Fétis at the
Conservatoire, was such a composition as we see, day after day, from students who have
learned to write down their ideas, and nothing more. In the case of M. Aerts, there was
double bareness – having no ideas to write down, he presented us with a common-place
ragout of the worn-out thoughts of others. His notions of an overture are much like those
of Lindpaintner, and some of the rest of the Frenchified Germans - only that the
development and instrumentation of the young Belgian lack the small experience
discernible in the others. The Pot Pourri of M. Charles L. Hanssens was an effective and
brilliantly instrumented arrangement of the fine, but ill-assorted, melodies of Rossini and
Cherubini. The waltz of M. Buyssens was, like many other things of this kind, pretty and
insipid. The Pot Pourri from Meyerbeer’s Huguenots was another proof of M. Ch.L.
Hanssens’s experience in the art of orchestration – it was noisy, but presented a variety of
brilliant effects. The great feature (the only one, indeed) of the programme was the
Cantate Héroïque in C minor of M. Charles L. Hanssens. The following was the synopsis
of its intention – premising that it was written to celebrate the hundred times already
celebrated three days of Brussels fighting for independence and legitimacy; Introduction –
Appel Guerrier – La Lutte – La Prière – Le Triomphe – La Paix – Invocation à la Liberté.
The “Lyrical Society” from Leuven and the “Gauthier Society” from Soignies aided the
“Grand Harmony” in the Cantata. One hearing of a composition so large in its outline,
and so elaborate in its development, cannot suffice, either to criticize or describe it. Our
impression was however that amidst striking originality, M. Ch.L. Hanssens possesses
much of the wild and fiery character of one part of Beethoven’s genius. That he has an
abundant flow of melodious ideas, which are never common. That he has a command of
harmony and counterpoint, only boasted by the most practised musicians. That his
orchestration displays ingenuity, fancy, and great experience – so much so, indeed that we
did not miss the stringed instruments, which to us are ordinary the very soul of an
orchestra. That he is a stern classicist as well as an imaginative thinker. That he aims at
great models and despises all beneath them. And finally, that he has every promise of
becoming one of the best musicians of modern Europe. The Cantata was superbly executed
under the direction of its composer who is a first-rate conductor.”547
A rival band of the Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie in Brussels was the Société
Philharmonique de Bruxelles, conducted by Valentin Bender (Guides). It goes without
saying that its repertoire was dominated by compositions of Valentin Bender. However,
Valentin often also put arrangements or transcriptions by his elder brother Jacques on his
programs as was the case with the concert in the Brussels Park on 25 September 1836.
- Marche patriotique
- Ouverture d’Obéron
- Pot-Pourri sur des motifs de Guillaume Tell
- Air Varié
- Air des “Puritains” par Bellini
- Divertissement de Meyerbeer
- Pot-pourri de Zampa

(arr. Valentin Bender)
(arr. Valentin Bender)
(arr. Jacques Bender)
(Valentin Bender)
(arr. Mohr)
(arr. Valentin Bender)
(arr. Jacques Bender)

The reporter did probably not know this was Belgium’s national anthem.
The composer and flutist Egide Aerts (Boom, 1822-1853) ), a pupil of Hanssens, was editor of a periodical
Journal d'harmonie et de fanfares composé pour sociétés et musiques de régiments et de garde-civique.
547
The Musical World, vol.20, nr.45, 6 November 1845, p. 530.
545
546
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3. The Repertoire at contests and Festivals.
The most representative anthology of the wind band repertoire can be found in the
compositions that were performed at great national (or international) band contests and
festivals. The test pieces and the works of the bands’ own choice are most relevant for the
repertoire that was dominant with the better bands. Documents containing the complete
programs of those contests and festivals are rather scarce. We already mentioned some of this
repertoire above.
1835. The regulations for the “Concours d’harmonie” at Willebroek (Antwerp) on 29 June
stipulated that the bands from towns and cities should perform an overture or a symphony,
one Air Varié for several solo instruments and one piece of their own choice. Bands from
smaller municipalities or villages had to perform a march, a waltz or a polonaise and one own
choice piece.
1837. The regulations of the “Grand Concours d’Harmonie Musicale” at Mechelen on 2 June
1838 made a similar distinction as to the test pieces. Bands from towns or cities had to play an
overture or a Military symphony, an adagio, andante or air varié and a piece of their own
choice, whereas the village bands had to play a march or a Military allegro, a pas-redoublé
and a waltz or a polonaise. The obligation to play a waltz or a polonaise was due to the fact
that all wind bands had several dances on the repertoire as they also often played for dancing
events or local parties.
1860. Eight bands (four wind and four fanfare bands) played at a festival at Tielt (West
Flanders) on 29 July 1860. The wind bands performed such compositions as Fantaisie sur
l’opéra Le Pardon de Ploërmel (Meissner), Fantaisie La Comédie à la Ville (Steyaert), Potpourri National (Van Calck), Ouverture (Gantès) and Polonaise (Van Calck), whereas the
fanfare bands played Grand pot-pourri populaire (Wittoc), Souvenirs d’un Beau Jour
(Humblet), Episode de la Guerre de Crimée (Brepsant), the galop L’Eveillé (V. Bender), Potpourri sur divers motifs d’opéras (Morenier), Fantaisie sur l’opéra Raymond ou Le Secret de
la Reine (Meissner), Pot-pourri Gymna di Virgi (Van Calck) and the waltz La Cloche (Istas).
There were still several waltzes and a galop on the program. The finale was the playing of the
national anthem La Brabançonne (arrangement by Painparé) by the massed bands (200
musicians). Several works were composed or arranged by Belgian military bandmasters such
as Jean Meissner (1815-1905), François Humblet (1822-1871), Aimé Istas (1799-1863),
Pierre Van Calck (1805-1858) and Jean-Valentin Bender (1801-1873).
1866. Also at Tielt a festival organized on 10 June 1866 gathered 12 wind bands (7 wind and
5 fanfare bands). Fantasies on opera tunes remained the mainstay of the program. The
harmonie (wind) bands performed: the overture Une Ronde de Nuit (Patrie), Les
Mousquetaires de la Reine (Vanwymersch), Polka (Mobers), Fantaisie sur l’opéra Le
Trouvère (Verdi), Pot-pourri de la Pagode (Fauconnier), the overture Colette (Bousquet),
Episode de la Guerre de Crimée (Brepsant), Ouverture (Gevaert), Grande Fantaisie (Miry),
Grande Marche (Carbonnez), Polka Mazurka (Carbonnez), Duo de Tancrède (Apold) and
Fantaisie (Morenier). The fanfare bands played : Fantaisie sur Lucie de Lammermoor
(Bogaert), the polka mazurka Bergerette (Wieprecht), an overture and a fantasy (not
specified), Grand Waltz from Le Pardon de Ploërmel (Govaerts548), the schottisch
L’Harmonie et la Mélodie (Vandervennet), Fantaisie sur les motifs de la Muette de Portici
(Auber), Fantaisie (Gevaert), Grande Fantaisie (Vanweymersch) and Fantaisie Dramatique
(De Stuyver).. It is interesting to note two great contemporary Flemish composers on the
program Karel Miry (cf. p. 448) and François Auguste Gevaert (cf. p. 449).
548

Désiré Govaerts (1817-?) was bandmaster of the 2nd Cuirassiers band.
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1871. A band festival organized at Lier (Antwerp) on 18 June 1871 gathered three wind

bands and sixteen fanfare bands. The poster contained the complete list of all works
performed: 8 overtures: La Ruche d’Or, Ouverture de la Prise d’Alger, Flandre Ouverture,
La Médaille d’Or and Festival Ouverture and 3 nameless overtures; 11 Fantasies: Fantaisie
Militaire, Grande Fantaisie de Concours, Les Jeunes Virtuoses, Fantaisie de Casino,
‘Gemma di Vergy’ fantaisie brillante pour trombone, Fantaisie sur Attilla, Le Mois de Mai,
Flora, Souvenir Montagnard, Fantaisie sur l’Opéra Torquato Tasso and L’Amour au Village;
5 Pot-pourris: Pot-pourri de l’opéra Martha, Pot-pourri de Divers Opéras, Pot-pourri des
Dragons de Villars, Pot-pourri sur Macbeth and Pot-pourri sur Les Brigands.
The other pieces belonged to different genres: Le Cornet de poste (gallop), Air Concertant,
Liège (grand march), La Prussienne (waltz), two Polonaises, a Grande Valse, L’Héroique
(concert march), Cavatine de l’Opéra Gemma di Vergy, Divertissement sur le Pré aux Clercs
and Grand Air du Stabat Mater de Rossini. Except for the marches, dances and a couple of
original overtures, the repertoire consisted mainly of operatic music.
The repertoire performed by fourteen bands at a festival on 25 June 1871 at Meulebeke
(West- Flanders) was similar and this time the composers/arrangers were mentioned.
The six wind bands played: Ouverture (J. Navare), Pot-pourri (Van Buggenhoudt), the
fantasy Souvenir d’Afrique (Brepsant), the overture Le Pré catalan (Watier), Souvenirs de
l’opéra Le Roman d’Elvire (Meissner), Grand Fantasy on I Masnadieri (Verdi), Fantasy on
Mignon (A. Thomas), Ouverture (Brepsant), Fantaisie (Brepsant), Fantaisie sur l’opéra Don
Carlos de Verdi (A.J. Clément) and the gallop Postillon (Faust).
The fanfare bands performed: Paraphrase de la Brabançonne (J.H. Beltiens), Les Fleurs du
Printemps (P.D.N.), Festival Fantaisie (Huyts), Grande Marche (Sips), Fantaisie (Adam),
Ouverture (Ad. Vandervennet), Pot-pourri populaire (Ad. Vandervennet), Ouverture de
Nabuccodonosor (Verdi), quadrille L’Enfant du Régiment (E. Marie), overture La Fleur du
Printemps (A. Claus), fantasy for flugelhorn Zaïer de Hella (Gayer), Fantasy Souvenir du
Château d’Auderghem (Ad. Vandervennet), Revue Musicale (Heinburger), Ouverture (Panne)
and Fantaisie sur Rigoletto (Panne).
There were, once more, quite some pot-pourris (medleys) or fantasies written by Belgian
military bandmasters such as Jean Meissner, Antoine-Joseph Clément (1810-1883), Antoine
Claus (1831-?), Antoine Heinburger (1805-1862) and Charles Panne (1822-1871).
1872. On 9 June 1872 the Harmonie Sinte Cecilia of Sint-Amands organized a wind band
festival to celebrate its hundredth anniversary. Seven wind bands (Sinte Cecilia of SintAmands, Fabrieksharmonie of Willebroek, Harmonie du Faubourg Baasrode, the Bornem
band, Sinte Cecilia of Reet, Sinte Cecilia of Baasrode and Sinte Cecilia of Hamme) and 15
fanfare bands (Jong en Leerzuchtig of Breendonk, De Ware Vrienden Antwerp, Concordia of
Tisselt, De Rupelzonen of Niel, Cercle Saint Hubert of Brussels and fanfare bands of
Moerzeke, Buggenhout, Kalfort, Machelen, Steenhuffel, Wezemaal, Eijkevliet, Malderen and
Opdorp) participated in that festival. Operatic music was absolutely prevailing There were
pieces by Donizetti (Fantaisie sur Don Pasquale, Bélissaire and La Favorite), Verdi
(Nabucco, La Traviata and Les Vêpres Siciliennes), Ambroise Thomas (Le Caïd), Auber (Les
Diamants de la Couronne), Adam (Potpourri du Chalet), Hérold (Le Pré aux Clercs), an
Overture, a bolero Le Captif and a waltz Le Rêve by Weber and also a Caprice Boïeldieu.
There were also two works by Offenbach (Pot-pourri and La Grande Duchesse de Gérolstein)
and even the Blue Danube Waltz by Johann Strauß Jr.
There were also several works by Belgian composers (Gevaert, Buyle, Vergeylen, Lamberts,
Clément, Duyck, Van Dyck, Herman and Huys). We can conclude that gradually more and
more original Belgian wind band music was performed.
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1880. At the band festival in Halle (Brabant) on 29 August 1880 seven fanfare bands,

performing on the bandstand on the market square, played a series of works including several
original wind band compositions such as Ouverture (Humblet), Fleur des Champs (Van
Perck), Muzikalen Hutsepot (P. Smidt), Fleurs des Bois (Van Perck), L’Amazone (Baudonck),
Ouverture Inédite (Degauquier), Le Réveil, polka pour bugle (F. Staes), La Victoire - fantaisie
and Fidèle - polka, next to three transcriptions the Schiller Marsch (Meyerbeer), Fantaisie sur
Faust (Gounod) and Ouverture (von Weber) and the Fantaisie sur la Favorite (Donizetti/arr.
Debrandt).
1885. A wind band festival at Tielt (West Flanders) deserves much attention as the great
majority of pieces performed by the five participating bands were original wind band
compositions including works by the Belgian composers Paul Gilson, Jean-Joseph
Christophe, Bernard, Willebrord Van Perck, Bauwens and Vandenbossche. The authors of
three overtures, three fantasies, a grand march and a polka for flugelhorn were not mentioned.
There was only one fantasy on an opera Le Fils du Brigadier by the French opera composer
Victor Massé.
1887. For the inauguration of its new town hall the French town of Houplines organized an
international band and choir festival on 31 July 1887. No less than 59 societies, including 5
Belgian bands, participated. Part of the program of the festival (4 wind bands, 3 fanfare bands
and 2 choirs) has been preserved. The Belgian bands were Harmonie Communale of
Warneton and Fanfare Les Vrais Amis of Ploegsteert and they performed respectively
Festouvertüre (A. Leutner), Marche aux Flambeaux (Meyerbeer) and Fantasy on La Grotte
de Calypso (Amourdedieu) and Grande Fantaisie sur Faust de Gounod (Wittebroodt). The
works performed by the other wind bands included Fantasy on Si j’étais Roi (Adolphe
Adam), the overture La Poupée de Nuremberg (Adolphe Adam), Fantasy on Les Huguenots
(Meyerbeer) and the original band compositions La Patrouille (Vanackere), Sous la Feuillée
(Dard), Orage en Mer (Sitosquet), Le Couronement des Solistes (Sitosquet), Ouverture
Fantastique (Govaert) and Les quatre Âges de l’Homme (Lackener).
1898. At a festival in Namur on 28 June 1898 transcriptions were still the major part of the
repertoire: Revue Musicale (Offenbach), Fantaisie sur Tancrède (Rossini), Marche Nuptiale
(Mendelssohn) and Fantaisie sur Zampa (Hérold).

240. Concert on the bandstand in Bilzen (Limburg) ca 1900.
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4. Cantatas.
Between 1840 and 1860, a kind of cultural impetuosity was born in Flanders; the Flemish
language was revalued as literary language, there was a sudden interest in history, in old Flemish
polyphony and medieval songs and corporate life was extended. One of the direct effects was
that several renowned composers started writing cantatas with a Dutch (Flemish) text. Cantatas
were rather popular in the 19th century as competing for the prestigious “Prix de Rome”549 meant
that the candidates had to write a cantata, a large composition for choir and orchestra. One of the
very first cantatas with Dutch lyrics was written in 1847 by François-Auguste Gevaert (18281908), successor to Fétis as director of the Brussels Conservatory of music, and it was called
België (Belgium). In Belgium, many composers will use the wind band (either harmonie or
fanfare band) for open air cantatas; several (e.g. Peter Benoit, Jan Blockx and Edgar Tinel) will
do this using Dutch lyrics, others will use French lyrics.
In 1845 Karel-Lodewijk Hanssens composed his Cantate Héroïque La Paix (Heroic Cantata for
Peace) for mixed choir and wind band (cf. pp.328 & 373). This work, also called Hymne à la
Patrie (Hymn to the Fatherland), contains the following parts: piccolo flute – flute – 2 oboes – E flat
clarinet – B flat clarinets – 2 bass clarinets – 2 bassoons – 4 horns – 2 cornets – 2 cylinder trumpets – 3 trombones –
ophicleide – 2 bass drums – cymbals – tam-tam (gong) – military drum – timpani – 2 “cylindres mousquetaires”(?).

The lyrics were by Louis Schoonen, pen name of the Antwerp poet Louis-Adolphe Geelhand
(1820-1894). This cantata was premiered by the Brussels Société Royale de la Grande Harmonie
on 25 September 1845 in the Brussels Park.
In 1859 Adolphe Samuel (Liege, 1824 – Ghent, 1898) wrote a Cantate
Nationale opus 29 for two choirs and symphonic band on a text by Louis
Hymans (1829-1884). This cantata was composed for the inauguration
ceremony of the Congress Column550 in Brussels in September 1859. It
was performed by 2000 singers and 300 musicians, the composer
conducting. Samuel also composed the cantata Leopold I opus 40 (1880)
for men’s choir and fanfare band, on a text by the Brussels poet Lucien
Solvay (1851-1950).
Karel Miry (Ghent, 1823-1899) wrote also in 1859 a cantata called
Dranklied (Drinking song) for men’s choir and wind band and two
years later the cantata Het Begin en het Einde onzer Eeuw (The
beginning and the end of our century) also with wind band
accompaniment. In 1869 he composed the cantata Les Orphelines (The
Orphans) for mixed choir and fanfare band, in 1870 the cantata Het
Erevaandel der Werklieden (The workers’ standard of honor) for
sopranos, tenors, basses and fanfare band, in 1880 the cantata Onderwijs
en Arbeid (Instruction and Labor) with orchestra and fanfare band, in
1881 the cantata In Conscience's Tuin (In Conscience’s Garden) with
fanfare band and finally in 1885 the cantata Liévin Bauwens551 for choirs,
symphony orchestra and fanfare band.

241. Adolphe Samuel.

242. Karel Miry.

The Prix de Rome was a scholarship for arts students, created in 1663 in France under the reign of Louis
XIV for plastic arts and extended to music in 1803. It was also awarded in Belgium since 1832.
550
The Congress Column commemorates the formation of the Belgian state and constitution by the National
Congress in 1830-1831. It was erected between 1850 and 1859. As a memorial to the Belgian victims of the First
World War, five anonymous soldiers were buried at the foot of the monument. Their tomb is surmounted by an
eternal flame.
551
Lieven Bauwens (1769-1822) introduced the mechanical cotton-mills in Ghent.
549
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243. Performance of a cantata with several military bands and
choirs in front of the Royal Palace Brussels.

In 1880 the famous Flemish composer Peter Benoit (cf. p.439) wrote the cantata Hucbald for
baritone solo, children’s choir, mixed choir, symphony orchestra, wind band, fanfare band and
harps. The lyrics were by Julius de Geyter (1830-1905). This cantata was
commissioned by the Belgian government for the 50th anniversary of the
country’s independence. Benoit was not really satisfied with this cantata
and decided to submit another one called De Genius des Vaderlands (The
genius of the fatherland). This cantata, also with a text by De Geyter, was
written for mixed choir, symphony orchestra, wind band, fanfare band,
natural (Aida) trumpets Thebaanse trompetten552 and percussion. In this
version, the cantata was performed by 1.700 singers and musicians at the
opening ceremony of the World Fair at Antwerp on 5 May 1894. Still in
1880, Benoit also wrote his most important cantata De Muze der
Geschiedenis (The Muse of History) for children’s voice, mixed choir,
symphony orchestra and two brass ensembles. For open air performances
244. Peter Benoit.
the composer had added both a wind and a fanfare band. This cantata
boasts a final chorus Reist de Wereld rond (Travel all over the world) that had entirely been
borrowed from the previous cantata. Once again, the text was by Julius De Geyter. At the
premiere performance on 21 August 1880 in Antwerp, the first part De Muze (The Muse) was
accompanied by a wind band, whereas the third part Reist de wereld rond was accompanied by
both a wind and a fanfare band and separate band parts were published. Six years later, in 1886,
Benoit composed the cantata Treur en triomfzang: Conscience herdacht (Elegy and triumphal
hymn: Conscience553 remembered) for children’s voices, mixed choir, brass instruments and
percussion. The text was by Victor De la Montagne (1854-1915). This composition seems to be
a kind of experiment as to the possibilities of the use of a brass ensemble. The first part is an
elegy, the second a funeral march and the third part ends in a triumphal apotheosis with the
sound of Aida Trumpets.
Also known as Aïda Trumpet, a long trumpet specially constructed for use in Verdi’s opera Aida. The original,
manufactured in France, was called trompette thébaine, or "Theban trumpet". It produced only four notes: A♭,
B♭, B♮, and C.
553
Hendrik Conscience (1812-1883) was a popular Flemish author of historical novels.
552
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This cantata was premiered on 19 September 1886 at the unveiling of the funeral monument of
the famous Flemish author Hendrik Conscience (1812-1883) at the Antwerp municipal cemetery.

245. Performance of Benoit’s Rubens Cantata in Antwerp - 1900.

In 1893 Benoit wrote a hardly known cantata Goedheil (Hail to thee) for choir and fanfare band,
written to a text by Dr. Constant Hansen (1833-1910), librarian of the Antwerp municipal
library. It was premiered on 10 September 1893 at the Groenplaats square. In 1897 Benoit
composed still another cantata using only brass instruments. The Ledeganck-Cantate554 also
entitled Volkshulde aan een Dichter (The people’s tribute to a Poet) for vocal soloists, choir and
brass, was written on a text by Jan Boucherij (1846-1911). The premiere performance was
conducted by another famous composer Lodewijk Mortelmans on 27 August 1897 at the
inauguration ceremony of the Ledeganck monument in Eekloo. For open air performances
Benoit had also added a wind band to the brass ensemble.
In 1876 Hendrik Waelput (Ghent, 1854 – 1885) composed the cantata
De Pacificatie van Gent (Ghent Peace Treaty)555 for choir, symphony
orchestra and wind band. In fact, he wrote the orchestral score for a
large wind (symphonic) band augmented by two harps and some
strings. The wind band consisted of the following parts: 2 piccolos – 2

flutes – 2 oboes – 2 English horns –- 1 E flat clarinet – 2 B flat clarinets – 2
alto saxophones – 1 tenor saxophone – 1 baritone saxophone–- 4 bassoons –
4 keyed bugles in C – 2 trumpets – 2 cornets in B flat – 4 Aida Trumpets – 3
trombones – 1 ophicleide in C – 1 tuba in B flat – timpani – snare drum –
triangle – cymbals.

In 1871 he wrote the Memlinc-Cantata (1871) for choir and
symphonic band on a text by Eugeen Van Oye. It was performed at the
inauguration of the statue of the famous painter Hans Memlinc at
Bruges on 3 September 1871.

554
555

246. Hendrik Waelput.

Karel Ledeganck (1805-1847) was a renowned Flemish romantic poet.
Peace Treaty of 8 November 1576 between the Northern and Southern Provinces of The Netherlands.
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In 1878 Edgar Tinel (Sinaai, 1853 – Brussels, 1913) wrote a
Huldigingscantate (Inaugural Cantata) opus 18 for large wind band and
choir. This cantata, also called Pater De Smet Cantate, was performed by
550 singers and musicians at the inauguration ceremony of the monument
of Father De Smet556 at Dendermonde on 23 September 1878, the
composer conducting. The text had been written by the priest poet
Hendrik Claeys (1838-1910). Mrs. Tinel translated it into French. As the
composer was not completely paid, he destroyed the complete score in
1904, though a piano reduction had already been published by Schott in
1879.
247. Edgar Tinel.

In May 1896, the famous composer Paul Gilson (1865-1942), called
“The Father of Belgian Wind Band Music” wrote a Cantate Inaugurale
(Inaugural Cantata) for mixed choir and wind band, to be performed at
the Brussels International Exhibition of 1897. The music was based on
popular Flemish tunes and the text (Salut à toi, salut, grande et noble
paix…) was written by Gentil Antheunis. It was performed on the
exhibition premises (Palais du Cinquantenaire at Brussels) by some
20.000 people, including several military bands, seven Brussels choral
societies and numerous schoolchildren. Conductor was Joseph Dupont
(1838-1899).
248. Paul Gilson.

After the turn of the century, the cantata lost its
popularity. First of all, the average audiences had
become less enthusiastic about romantic mass
performances. But there were also too many
problems for the organizers such as increasing
production costs, the expenses caused by the
copying of numerous parts etc. Moreover, as
those cantatas usually were occasional
compositions they were only of very temporary
interest. People also gradually lost their interest
in historical themes and so artists, including
composers, focused rather on actual problems.
Occasionally some composers, such as Jan
Blockx, Paul Gilson, Lode Mortelmans, Karel
Mestdagh and Arthur Meulemans still wrote
cantatas calling on bands.

249. Front Page of the Inaugural
Cantata by Edgar Tinel.

Pieter-Jan De Smet S.J. (Dendermonde, 1801 - Saint Louis, USA, 1873) was a missionary in the USA, called
“The Apostle of the Indians”.
556
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N. THE NAMES OF THE WIND BANDS.
We found traces and dates of the creation of 1.331 bands (873 fanfare bands, 400 wind bands
and 58 not specified) created between 1830 and 1900.
The name that was most chosen is – exactly as it was already the case with the earliest bands
before 1830 – the name of the patron saint of all musicians Saint Cecilia. Indeed, this name
was given 156 times whereas Cecilia with or without the epithet ‘saint’ was given 169 times.
In all some 22% of all bands included the name of a patron saint in their name.
Original Name
Sinte Cecilia (D) Sainte Cécile (F)
De Eendracht (D) L'Union (F)
De Verenigde Vrienden (D)
Les Amis Réunis (F)

English Translation
Saint Cecilia
The Union

Dutch
112
36

The United Friends

18

French
44
40

Total
156
76

%
11,70%
5,70%

38

2,80%

20

In the next table we listed the most used words (notions) in the names given to the bands.
Word as part of the name
Sinte (D) Sainte (F)
Cecilia (D), Cécile (F) Caecilia (L)
Eendracht (D) Union (F)
Sint (D) Saint (F)
Vrienden (D) Amis (F)
Sociëteit/Gezelschap (D) Société(F)
Kring (D) Cercle (F)
Echo/Galmen (D) Echo (F)
Broeder/Verbroedering (D)
Fraternité/Fraternel (F)
Philarmonie (D) Philharmonique (F)
Jong (D) Jeune (F)
Kunst (D) Art (F)
Concorde (F) Concordia (L)
Zonen (D)
Vrijheid (D) Liberté (F)
Vooruit/Vooruitgang/Voorwaarts
(D) Progrès (F)
Arbeid (D) Travailleur
Vrede (D) Paix (F)
Burger (D)
Vrij (NL)
Iever/Ijver (D)
Renaissance (F)
Katholiek (D)
Liberal (D) Libérale (F)
Vlijt (D)
Volharding (D) Persévérence (F)
Moed (D)
Alliance (F)
Amateurs (F)
Deugd (D)
Orfeus (D) Orphée (F)
Phalange (F)
Socialistisch (D) Socialiste (F)

English translation
Saint (female)
Cecilia
Union
Saint (male)
Friends
Society
Circle (= association)
Echo

Dutch French Latin
126
54
121
46
2
66
54
62
51
60
34
4
67
29
31
6
33

Brother Brotherhood
Philharmonic (society)
Young
Arts
Concord
Sons
Liberty

23
4
17
30

Progress
Labour Worker
Peace
Citizen
Free
zeal, ardour
Renaissance
Catholic
Liberal
Application
Perseverance
Courage
Alliance
Amateurs
Virtue
Orpheus
(musical) Phalanx
Socialist

14
12
10
11
11
10
1
7
2
7
6
9
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27
12

6
1
1

10
29
5
2
16
2
6
2
2

7
7
1
6
6
4
5
1

15

Total %
180 13,50%
169 12,70%
120
9%
113
8,40%
94
7%
71
5,33%
60
4,50%
39
2,90%
33
33
32
32
31
27
24

2,47%
2,47%
2,40%
2,40%
2,30%
2%
1,80%

20
14
12
11
11
10
8
7
9
7
7
9
6
6
6
5
5
2

1,50%
1,05%
0,90%
0,82%
0,82%
0,75%
0,60%
0,52%
0,52%
0,52%
0,52%
0,52%
0,45%
0,45%
0,45%
0,37%
0,37%
0,15%

A name referring to solidarity and unity.
The notion that was most chosen next to the name of a patron
saint was “Union” (Eendracht in Dutch, Union in French) which
seems to refer to a need of overcoming local social or, political
disputes and differences. The big scores of the notions “Friends”
(Vrienden in Dutch, Amis in French) and “Brother (hood)” seem
to corroborate this supposition.

250. Standard of 1895.

The name “Echo”.
Next comes the term Echo(es) - Echo or Galmen in Dutch,
Écho(s) in French. Most of these referred to a river, a stream or
even a brook such as the French Les Échos de l’Amblève, Les
Échos de la Basse-Sambre, Les Échos de la Berwinne, Les Échos
de l’Eau Noire, Les Échos de la Hunelle, L’Écho de la Lys,
L’Écho de la Meuse, Les Échos de l’Ourthe, Les Échos de la
Rulle , Les Échos de la Salm, Les Échos du Thon, Écho de la
Warchenne and Écho de la Warche, and the Dutch Echo der Leie,
De Dalgalmen, De Dendergalmen, De Dijlgalm, Dommelgalm,
De IJssche Galm, De Ittergalm, De Maasgalm, De Mottegalm, De
Rupelgalm, De Rupelgalmen and De Scheldegalm.

The notion of “art”.
We can also see that the notion “art” (Kunst in Dutch and Les (Beaux-) Arts in French
appears quite frequently. It is always used in combination with another notion.
Kunst en/na Arbeid (Art and/after Labor), Kunst and Deugd (Art and Virtue), Kunst en
Moedertaal (Art and Mother Tongue), Kunst en Nijverheid (Art and Industry), Kunst en Vlijt
(Art and Diligence), Kunst en Vermaak (Art and Entertainment), Kunst en Vreugd (Art and
Joy), Kunst en Vrijheid (Art and Liberty), Kunstijver (Artistic Zeal), Kunstliefde (Love of Art),
Kunstvrienden (Friends of the Arts), Ijver en Kunst (Zeal and Art), Trouw en Kunst (Loyalty
and Art), Werk en Kunst (Work and Art), Eendracht en Kunstliefde (Union and love of Arts),
Voor Taal en Kunst (For Language and Arts), De Kunstminnaars (The Art Lovers) and Zucht
naar Kunst (Longing for Art).
Names of composers or conductors.
Several bands chose the name of a famous composer such as Cercle Auber, Cercle Grétry,
Albert Grisar’s Kring, Cercle Offenbach, Cercle Weber, Harmonie Peter Benoit, Miry kring,
Fanfare Mozart, Mozart kring, Fanfare Rossini, and Harmonie libérale Rossini. Others were
named after a (local) conductor (military bandmasters) such as Cercle Labory and Cercle
Bender.
Special or unique names.
Some bands chose a quite special and rather unique name such as the French Bien faire et
laisser dire (Do well and let people talk) and Les Bons-Vivants (the Epicureans) or the Dutch
names Doe stil voort (Continue in silence) and Fanfare Takjes worden Bomen (Twigs do
become Trees). It is hard to know whether the notions chosen in the names of the bands
corresponded to real band life throughout the bands’ existence. Anyway, all bands had clear
and positive aspirations when choosing their name.
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O. THE WIND INSTRUMENTS MANUFACTURE.
The liberal policy of the (Dutch) King William I had allowed numerous Germans of
protestant or Judaic confession to settle in Brussels or in the Belgian provinces between 1815
and 1830. This does not only explain the presence of so many military musicians and
conductors of German origin, but also the fact that between 1820 and 1845, no less than 40
musical instrument manufacturers settled in Belgium.
Among the most important original Belgian wind instrument makers families we had the
Tuerlinckx at Mechelen. However, Tuerlinckx Jr. (Corneel) was less interested in the wind
instrument manufacture than his father Antoine and preferred to compose music, write
literature, study natural sciences and numismatics. The Tuerlinckx musical instrument factory
inevitably went down and when this famous business stopped some new names emerged.
However, the most important musical instrument manufacturer just after 1830 was, no doubt:

Charles-Joseph Sax (father).

With the Belgian Revolution Charles-Joseph Sax (cf. p.205) knew some inevitable troubles,
but his factory employed no less than eighty workers. In 1833, he was commissioned to
manufacture twelve clarinets and nine keyed bugles which were to be presented as ‘honorary
musical instruments’ to the Belgian military bands participating in a monster military music
festival at Brussels on 26 September 1833 (cf. p.242). In connection
with this first Belgian military music festival which brought no less
than 22 military bands together, a noteworthy anecdote should be
mentioned. During the general rehearsals on 19 September, the
conductor – no less a person than the great François-Joseph Fétis –
was confronted with huge difficulties as several bands were
completely out of tune with one another, due to different tuned
instruments. Yet, Charles-Joseph Sax and his skilled workers
succeeded to harmonize all instruments during the night from 19 to
20 September. The commissioned nine keyed bugles and twelve
clarinets were presented as ‘honorary instruments’ to deserving
conductors and soloists participating in this Grand Military Music
Festival. Ernest Spindler (1805-1853), musician of German origin
and conductor of the Band of the 1er Régiment de Chasseurs à Pied
(1st Foot Rifle Regiment), was known as a keyed bugle virtuoso. He
performed a solo during the festival, whereas Jean-Valentin Bender
performed several clarinet solos.
The day after the festival, all 430 musicians were invited to
251. Sax Clarinet presented to
the Vaux-Hall in Brussels and minister Rogier distributed
Jean-Valentin Bender
‘honorary instruments’ as reward. Among those nine keyed
September 1833.
bugles made out of chrysocal (an alloy of copper, tin and
zinc) provided with a small silver plate on which was engraved:
« Troisième anniversaire des Journées de septembre 1830 Instrument d’honneur donné par
l’État à la musique … du régiment … » (Third anniversary of the September days 1830
Honorary instruments presented by the State to the …… band of the …… Regiment).557
By 1835, Charles-Joseph Sax was considered as one of the leading European musical
instrument makers. When Sax was awarded a gold medal at the 1835 industrial exhibition in
Brussels he was serenaded by several bands, including the Band of the Guides, conducted by
Valentin Bender.558
557
558

Moniteur Belge, 29 September 1833.
L’Émancipation, 11 December 1835, p. 3.
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Nevertheless, he got into financial trouble and decided to stop his business
1850. Three years later, he started a piano factory in Paris, not far away from
of his eldest son Adolphe, but this enterprise did not last for long. Finally,
charge of the saxophone manufacturing section in his son’s factory and died
April 1865.

in Brussels in
the workshops
he was put in
in Paris on 26

1. New wind instruments.
Two typical new brass instruments of the second quarter of the 19th century were the
ophicleide and the clavicorn.
The ophicleide.

A new brass wind instrument introduced in the wind band after 1830
was the ophicleide, a brass instrument belonging to the keyed bugle
family, though it was considered as a development of the serpent – as
the name with Greek components “ophis” (serpent) and “kleis” (keys)
– suggests. It had a cup mouthpiece similar to that of a bass trombone
and the bore was conical and the instrument had 11 (or 12) keys. It was
built in Paris in 1817 by Jean Hilaire Asté, named Halary who got a
patent in 1821. Actually, it was constructed as the alto and bass of a
complete family of musical instruments. Except for some rare passages
in operas by Berlioz, Meyerbeer and Spontini, these instruments were
mainly used in military bands and amateur wind bands, replacing the
“Russian bassoon” (cf. p.241). In the 19th century they were in turn
gradually replaced by saxhorns (euphonium, tuba, bombardon etc.). An
instrument catalogue of the Paris wind instrument manufacturer
Couesnon still offered ophicleides in 1916. The oldest preserved
(manuscript) list of the musicians composing the Band of the Belgian
Guides (ca. 1845) mentions an ophicleide solo, two 1st ophicleide
ripieno, one 2nd ophicleide ripieno and one ophicleide alto.559
252. Ophicleide.
Charles Sax made ophicleides in Brussels. There is one with the
following engraving: “Donné par le Gouvernement au Conservatoire de Liège, C. Sax à
Bruxelles.”, it is on display at the Musée d’Art wallon in Liège.
At Tournai, Joseph Dupré (1790-1862) also made ophicleides. Dupré was born at Tournai on
28 September 1790 and died over there on 13 October 1862. His manufactory was situated at
the Grand-Place nr. 63. Besides his specialty (ophicleides), he also manufactured flutes,
trombones with dragon-shaped bell, serpents and bugles. Dupré believed he could smooth the
rough timbre of the instrument by making it out of wood. Up to 1840, it was believed that the
material out of which the musical instrument was made played a dominating role as to the
timbre and sound… In the previous chapter on p. 200 we described his Tuba Dupré also
made out of wood. His pupil and successor Jean-Maximilien Carré (Tournai, 1803-1869)
specialized in the manufacture of flutes and clarinets. At the Mons exhibition of 1851 he
presented clarinets (with 13 keys), flutes and a bass drum with brass rods.
The ophicleide was also frequently used in religious music. Joseph-François Snel wrote a
Mass for choir, violoncellos, double basses, ophicleides and organ. Berlioz attended a
performance of this Mass at the Brussels cathedral on 23 September 1842.

Pieters, Francis, The Royal Symphonic Band of the Belgian Guides, A legendary wind band, Brussels, 2018, p.
13.
559
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The clavicor.
The clavicor was a tenor brass instrument created in Paris by Danays in
1837 and manufactured by the firm Guichard. It was almost exclusively
used by military bands (also in Belgium) as a kind of substitute for the
alto ophicleide. It had two valves for the right hand and one valve for the
left hand. We have a concrete example in the list of musicians (and
instruments) of the Société Philharmonique of Warneton, dated ca 1840
(cf. p. 306).
By 1840 the three valves were worked by the right hand. The instrument
was soon to be replaced by the E flat tenor horn.
There is no trace of any clavicor manufactured in Belgium, so we can
assume the instruments used in Belgium were made in France
253. Clavicor in C by Guichard
Horniman Museum, London.

The greatest innovator as to the creation of new musical wind instruments was no doubt:

Antoine-Joseph – called Adolphe – Sax (1814-1894)
Antoine-Joseph Sax was born on 6 November 1814 at Dinant and was the oldest of the eleven
children of musical instrument maker Charles-Joseph Sax and Marie-Joseph Masson. One
year later the family moved to Brussels. As a child, young Sax fell a victim of several serious
accidents but survived each time almost miraculously. Young Antoine-Joseph was soon
initiated into the art of making and repairing musical instruments and eventually became
conductor of the Sax workshop in Brussels in 1835. In the meantime, besides being a choir
boy at the Brussels cathedral, he had studied at the Brussels music school (a.o. flute with
Lahou) and privately the clarinet with Jean-Valentin Bender and harmony with Reusler. He
became an expert clarinet player and composer the
Hubert-Ferdinand Kufferath (1818-1896)560, dedicated a clarinet duet to him. Already in the autumn of
1835 at the Brussels National Exhibition father Sax
presented a new 24-keyed clarinet made and
perfected by his son. His first great invention,
patented in Brussels on 21 June 1838, was a new
bass clarinet. Earlier in this chapter, we have seen
that Sax had become an excellent bass clarinet player
and had won the musical duel that opposed him to
Bachmann in 1838 (cf. p. 323).
It was in Paris that his instrument was most
appreciated by composers such as Halévy,
Meyerbeer and Berlioz. In 1841 Sax presented the
saxophone in the shape of a bass brass instrument at
the second Brussels Industry Exhibition, but the
descriptive patent was only published in 1846.
254. Adolphe Sax, 1841 (Baugniet).

Kufferath was appointed professor of counterpoint and fugue at the Brussels Royal Conservatory of music.
He was friendly with Wienawski, Bériot and Clara Schumann and among his pupils we should mention the
Belgian pianist-composer Arthur De Greef.
560
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255. Drawing for the original saxophone patent of 20 March 1846.

This patent explained that the inventor wanted to create an instrument with a sonority close to
that of the stringed instruments but with much more sonorous power.
Before developing a complete family, Sax awaited the results (distinctions) of the 1841
exhibition. Different motives (such as jealousy and even hostility) made Adolphe Sax decide
to settle definitely in the French capital in the autumn of 1842. His life in Paris was to become
a real long martyrdom consisting of a succession of harassments and innumerable lawsuits,
alternating with a few (immediate) successes. Anyhow, his development of three completely
new musical instrument families was of capital importance for the development of the wind
orchestra.
The saxophone family.
After the success of his new bass clarinet, Sax hit upon the idea to fix a clarinet reed on a
brass tube in the shape of a truncated cone. At his third trial Sax obtained a positive result.
The new instrument was in fact a bass saxophone, presented at the 1841 Brussels exhibition.
It was used by George Kästner561 for the performance of his opera Le dernier roi de Juda in
Paris on 1 December 1841. Gradually, Sax developed a complete family of 7 saxophones:
Sopranino saxophone in E flat
Soprano saxophone in B flat
Alto saxophone in E flat
Tenor saxophone in B flat

Baritone saxophone in E flat
Bass saxophone in B flat
Contrabass saxophone in E flat

A so-called “bourdon saxophone” was mentioned as a possibility in the patent, but was not
made. It is noteworthy that Sax only requested a patent in 1846 when he was already in Paris
for some years.
Jean-Georges Kästner (Strasbourg, 1810 – Paris, 1867) was a French composer and musicologist, author of a
Traité Général d’Instrumentation (1837) and a Manuel de Musique Militaire (1848).

561
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In June 1857 a saxophone class was established at the Paris
Conservatory of Music and Adolphe Sax was appointed
teacher. In fact, this class was only part of the special section
for military musicians set up after the closing of the Gymnase
de Musique Militaire562 in 1856. Those ‘supplementary’
classes for military musicians were abolished in 1870, but in
13 years, no less than 27 First Prizes (conservatory final
degree) had been awarded. It was as late as in 1942 when the
saxophone class was restored at the Paris Conservatory of
Music with the legendary Marcel Mulle (1901-2001) as
teacher. In Belgium Nazaire Beeckman (1822-1900) became
the first saxophone teacher at the Royal Brussels Conservatory
of music on 12 February 1862! He had obtained a First prize
for clarinet with Blaes (cf. p.322) in 1852 and taught the
saxophone until his death in 1900. Beeckman was a soloist with
the Band of the Belgian Guides in Brussels .
The Brussels saxophone class is 75 older than the Paris class.

256. Concertpiece for
saxophone by Beeckman.

A famous pupil of Beeckman was Jean-Baptiste MOEREMANS (Brussels, 1866-1933).
Moeremans also played with the Guides Band while studying at the
Brussels Conservatory with Beeckman from September1879 to June
1883. He left for Canada and performed as a soloist at the Canadian
Music Festival in Montreal in 1890. He went to the States and was
enlisted in Patrick Gilmore’s band on 5 September 1892 in NewYork city. Afterwards he was successively saxophone soloist with
the Sousa Band (from 1894 to 1900 and from 1902 to 1905), with
Arthur Pryor’s Band, with the US Marine Band at Washington and
with the Victor Talking Machine Company Orchestra. Between 1897
and 1906 Moeremans recorded with these bands and orchestras and
also as a soloist. He recorded the very first saxophone solo on a 78
rp.m. record. It was Arban’s Carnaval de Venise on Berliner Record
N° 3900Z (ca. 1898).563 In the 1904 Victor record catalogue one
could read: “M. Moeremans is considered the best saxophone player
in America if not in the world, and has made for us some very artistic
257. Jean Moeremans.
records.”
The saxophone was introduced in the Belgian Guides
Band by Jean-Valentin Bender (Sax’s private clarinet
teacher) in 1846.564 Conductor Bender already knew
the saxophone as he had been a member of the
examination committee at the 2nd National Exhibition
in the Brussels Industry Museum in August 1841 when
the saxophone was presented for the very first time. A
magazine report of a concert in 1851 in Douai in the North of France by Charles Choulet
mentions “ces sax” (those saxophones) with the Guides Band.565
Pieters, Francis, The Gymnase Musical Militaire, in WASBE World, June 2011, pp. 20-26.
Released in 1979 on a long-playing record “Original Sounds of the 1890s”, Westwood LP 501.
564
La Belgique Musicale, 6 August 1846, p. 3.
565
La Belgique Musicale, 24 July 1851, p. 2.
562
563
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The first compositions for saxophone were written by a friend of Adolphe
Sax called Singelée.
Jean-Baptiste SINGELÉE (Brussels, 1812 – Ostend, 1875) was
successively solo violinist at the Paris Opera Comique and the Brussels
Royal Opera ‘La Monnaie’.
He finally settled in Paris and became acquainted with his fellow
countryman Sax. He composed three saxophone quartets and 19 pieces for
saxophone and piano (most of them published by Sax). In 1858 he wrote
the first two Paris Conservatory contest solos: Concerto for soprano or
tenor saxophone and Fantaisie for baritone saxophone.
258. J.B. Singelée.
At Singelée’s indications Sax applied several improvements to the
saxophone. Singelée also developed the standard formula of the
saxophone quartet consisting of soprano, alto, tenor and baritone. Singelée returned to Belgium
and was conductor at the Brussels Royal Opera from 1869 to 1872.
Shortly after the invention of the saxophone, some soloists soon turned into real saxophone
virtuosi. As at first only little music was written for the instrument, some of those soloists began
to write themselves pieces for saxophone. Among those pioneers was the Belgian saxophonist
and clarinetist Louis Mayeur (Menin, 1837 – Cannes, 1894) also a close friend of Sax. Mayeur
premiered the saxophone solo in Bizet’s L’Arlésienne and wrote several pieces for saxophone
published by Sax.
Among those soloists we had also some other soloists of the Belgian Guides Band such as Henri
Wuille (Antwerp, 1801 – Baden, Germany, 1871). This pupil of Bender left the Guides in 1852
and settled in Great Britain where he played with the renowned Jullien Orchestra.566 He was
called the “Belgian Lazarus”567. Composer Jules Demersseman dedicated one of his very first
saxophone pieces Fantaisie sur un Thème Original to Wuille. Charles Poncelet (Brussels, 18441903) obtained his First Prize for saxophone with Beeckman in 1865. He succeeded to Blaes as
professor clarinet at the Royal Brussels Conservatory of Music in 1872 and also taught the
saxophone until his retirement in 1901. He was successively soloist at the London Covent
Garden Opera and with the Guides Band in Brussels and at the Royal Brussels Opera ‘La
Monnaie’. Among the first composers of saxophone music published by Adolphe Sax himself
there was also the Belgian composer Armand Limnander (1814-1892) who wrote a Quintet.

259. Saxophones in Manuel de Musique Militaire by Georges Kästner, 1848.

Pieters, Francis, Louis Antoine Jullien and the wind band and wind soloists in WASBE World, September
2016, pp. 17-30.
567
Henry Lazarus (London, 1815-1895) famous British clarinet and saxophone player.
566
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The saxhorn family.
At the 1844 Paris exhibition, besides the saxophone and the bass saxophone, Adolphe Sax
presented a new family of chromatic brass instruments (valve bugles) for which he had taken a
five-year invention and perfection patent on 13 June 1843. Sax himself spoke of a Sax flugelhorn
(bugle à cylindres or bugle à pistons). The musicians called it saxhorn and in 1845 Sax adopted
the name and used it henceforth. It was more or less based on the system of the clavicor (cf.
p.385) and various German types of horn, but it were the proportions adopted by Sax that made
his instruments superior. Moreover, the system provided some valuable improvements such as
the use of a valve slide called compensator. The saxhorn family was patented in 1845 and
consisted of a soprano (E flat), contralto (B flat), tenor (E flat) and bass (B flat) saxhorn all with
4 cylinders.
It should be stressed that the saxhorn family was not really an invention by Adolphe Sax but
mostly an important and revolutionary improvement of a combination of several existing
systems now gathered in a uniformly sounding family of musical instruments.

260. Saxhorn family as represented in Manuel de Musique Militaire by
Kästner (1848) – center below: a “cornet compensateur”.
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The saxtromba family.
The third family of musical instruments for which Adolphe Sax obtained a patent in 1845 was
that of the Saxtrombas. These valve brass instruments were apparently intended for mounted
cavalry bands. They had a conical bore but a relatively narrow scale. Sax intended to obtain a
tone-color allied to that of the trumpet and the trombone. The instruments had an upright bell and
valves parallel with the bell tube. The instruments, pitched alternately in B flat and E flat, were
introduced in French Cavalry (fanfare) bands. There was an extra saxtromba in F to replace the
horns in the cavalry (fanfare) bands.

261. Saxtromba family as represented in Manuel de
Musique Militaire by Kästner in 1848.

After the famous duel on the Paris Champ de Mars between the Sax band (conducted by
Alexandre Fessy568) and the Carafa (traditional) band on 22 April 1845 won by Sax569, a
compromise formula was worked out for the French military bands. The Sax instruments were
introduced!
568

Pieters, Francis, Alexandre Fessy: Adolphe Sax’s first effective advocate in WASBE World vol. 10 n°1
March 2018, pp. 4-23.
569
Neukomm, Edmond, Histoire de la Musique Militaire, Paris, 1889, pp. 69-88.
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But the 1848 Revolution changed a lot, even the instrumentation of military bands. A French
ministerial decree of 18 May 1848 did away with most Sax instruments.
In the cavalry bands the saxhorn was replaced by the “clarion chromatique”, the saxtrombas by
the “clavicor” and the bass saxhorn by the “basse chromatique”. By 1867 all saxtrombas had
definitively disappeared from all French military bands as all cavalry bands were dissolved.
By combining both families of saxhorns and saxtrombas, Adolphe Sax aimed at a homogeneous
family of brass instruments. This caused him a lot of trouble and numerous law suits as well, but
in 1854 he won the battle.
Sax also invented several other brass instruments – some with six valves others with up to
thirteen bells. As they were not (or almost not) used in wind bands, we do not mention them.

262. Audition of the new Sax instrument at the Brussels
Park bandstand on 24 September 1864.
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Although the instruments developed by Sax were mainly tested, accepted, defended or attacked
and finally more or less commonly used in France, they were also introduced in Belgium, Sax’s
native country. As already told, Jean-Valentin Bender introduced the instruments of his former
pupil in the Band of the 1st Guides Regiment and by 1867 also the Band of the 1st Grenadiers
Regiment in Brussels had introduced several Sax instruments.
Early in 1846 the famous British Distin family performed some concerts in Brussels
demonstrating several saxhorns. Sax had created himself a small demonstration orchestra which
played and travelled at the inventor’s expense. A first performance in Brussels happened on the
iron bandstand in the Brussels Central Park on 27 July 1846.
Another concert by a similar demonstration orchestra set up by Sax took place at the same place
on 24 September 1864570 (cf. picture on the previous page). The group consisted of seven
musicians including a pianist accompanist. The musicians presented a six-valve trombone with
independent tubes, a Sax trumpet and a six-valve contrabass saxhorn with independent tubes.
The saxophone virtuoso Louis Mayeur (cf. p. 453) presented the different saxophones. The
demonstration was repeated at the Waux-Hall Theatre and at the Concert Hall of the Grande
Harmonie. Moreover, there were also similar demonstration concerts in Antwerp, Liege and
Ostend.
The saxophones were at first introduced in Belgium in the military wind bands. The first printed
wind (harmonie) band composition including a saxophone part was the Fantaisie written for the
1845 duel by Alexandre Fessy (1804-1856) who conducted the band with Sax instruments. The
piece was published that very same year by Sax. 568
The saxophone was introduced for the first time in a Belgian military Fanfare Band (i.c. The
Band of the 1st Carabineers Regiment) by conductor Henri Labory in 1876. The example was
soon followed in all military fanfare bands in Belgium. The Harmonie Sint Cecilia Puurs
(1778) bought its very first saxophone only in 1887.
In 1880 the cavalry fanfare bands of the Belgian army boasted:
2 E flat flugelhorns
8 B flat flugelhorns
3 E flat alto flugelhorns
2 B flat baritone flugelhorns
2 B flat euphoniums

2 E flat bombardons
2 E flat contrabass bombardons
2 B flat valve cornets
4 F valve trumpets
4 valve trombones

The fanfare bands of the Infantry boasted:
2 E flat flugelhorns
10 B flat flugelhorns
4 E flat alto flugelhorns
2 B flat baritone flugelhorns
2 B flat euphoniums
2 soprano saxophones
2 tenor saxophones

570

Bulletin Communal de Bruxelles, 1846, p. 146.

2 E flat bombardons
2 E flat contrabass bombardons
2 B flat valve cornets
4 F valve trumpets
4 valve trombones
2 alto saxophones
2 baritone saxophones
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Gradually the saxophone family also got introduced into the amateur fanfare bands and in the
last quarter of the 19th century, the “Fanfare Pure” (only brass and percussion instruments) had to
give way to the “Fanfare Mixte” (including the saxophone family). Yet, a great number of
fanfare bands stood firm and remained a “Fanfare Pure”.
The valve trombone.
The first valve trombones were produced in Vienna,
Austria between 1820 and 1830 and used a double-piston
valve developed by Stölzel. They became very popular in
the second half of the nineteenth century. From about
1840 valve trombones were produced in upright designs,
originally intended for mounted (cavalry) bands.
Sax adapted a system of six independent pistons
(ascending valves) which became rather very common in
Belgium. In this way, Sax had achieved almost perfect
intonation.
In 1884, French (valve) horns were introduced in the
military bands, whereas the valve trombones were mostly
replaced by slide trombones. B flat and E flat trumpets
(new system) were also introduced.
263. Conductor Jules Blangenois playing
a Sax six valve trombone.

264. Mahillon workshop, Brussels 1885.
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The Mahillon Family.
Next to that of Father Sax, the most important Belgian wind instrument manufacture in the
19th century was that founded by Charles Mahillon in 1836.
Charles Mahillon (Brussels, 1813–1887).
After an apprenticeship in England, Charles Mahillon
first entered into a partnership with his brother-in-law,
clarinetist Georges-Chrétien Bachmann (cf. p. 323)571
before he started his own manufacture at the Rue du
Nord, 57 in Brussels in 1836. The firm specialized in
the manufacture of brass instruments (valve cornets and
trumpets, trumpets with Vienna valves, keyed bugles
and ophicleides). Five years later, Mahillon was
awarded a first-class bronze medal at the Brussels
National Exhibition for a brass ophicleide, a bronze
cornet and valve and cylinder trumpets. In 1842 the
manufacture moved to the rue de la Digue, 17 and
gradually specialized also in the manufacture of
clarinets and flugelhorns and also made tubas
(euphoniums) and bombardons. Mahillon was at first
inspired by the German instrument manufacturers and
so at the National Brussels Industry Exhibition of 1847
he presented a family of saxhorns with a B flat tenor tuba
265. Charles-Joseph Mahillon.
(euphonium) quite similar to the type that had been
developed by Wilhelm Wieprecht and J.G. Moritz, though it had only four valves whereas the
Wieprecht instrument had five. In 1848, the workshop moved to the Chaussée d’Anvers and
some years later almost all existing musical wind instruments were produced. In the fifties the
firm produced the complete saxhorn family from the E flat soprano flugelhorn to the
bombardon with cylinders or valves; all bells were upright as if inspired by Adolphe Sax’s
saxtrombas. In the sixties the Mahillon workshops produced all instruments of a wind or
military band. In 1856 the manufacture became supplier of the Belgian Army (though without
exclusivity) and also started to make percussion instruments. It had become the most
important wind instrument manufacture in Belgium.
Apparently there have been no original creations, mostly replicas of several inventions for
which the firm, quite rightly, did not apply for any patent. Rather peculiar is the production of
brass instruments with double reed in the sixties.
At the London International Exhibition in 1862 Mahillon exhibited brass clarinets. Five years
later, at the Paris International Exhibition he presented an alto saxophone.
In 1878 Mahillon was awarded a Gold Medal at the Paris World Exhibition where he
presented no less than 78 instruments. This was a real pinnacle of his life’s work. Mahillon
had already obtained many awards at several international exhibitions in London, Paris,
Santiago, Philadelphia and Milan. He applied for patents on several components of musical
instruments (valve systems, construction details, cornet crooks etc.).

Bachmann improved the clarinet, but also made trombones, trumpets, horns, and ophicleides and invented an
ophibariton (Russian bassoon) to replace the Russian serpent.
571
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Charles Mahillon had three sons who continued to run the business: Victor Charles Mahillon
(1841-1924), Joseph Mahillon (1848-1923) and Fernand Mahillon (1855-1948). In 1867 the
activities were extended with a music publishing firm (cf. p.407).
In 1844 the Mahillon works opened a branch in London, run by Fernand Mahillon from 1890
to 1922 At first it was housed at 42 Leicester Square, in 1887 it moved to 141 Oxford Street
and in 1890 to 182 Wardour Street. Fernand Mahillon gradually turned the shop into a real
autonomous manufacture.
Charles’s third son Joseph Mahillon and his grand-son Fernand-Charles Mahillon (18661922) were also active in the family business. After the death of both Joseph and FernandCharles, the London branch was closed and Fernand came back to Brussels to run the
business. He was assisted by Émile Larou, an old-time collaborator. In 1937 the firm went
into the hands of J. Smits
The firm regularly participated in all great industrial exhibitions and obtained several prizes,
such as a Prize Medal in London in 1851 and in 1862 and a Gold Medal in Paris in 1867.
All instruments were signed: “C. Mahillon – Fournisseur Breveté de l’Armée et des
Conservatoires” (Patented supplier of the Army and the Conservatories). Unfortunately, there
were no series numbers which makes dating very difficult
Victor-Charles Mahillon.
Victor-Charles Mahillon (Brussels, 1841 - Saint Jean Cap Ferrat, 1924) took up his duties in
his father’s business in 1865 and was a real acquisition as he perfected several instruments.
Most of the Mahillon patents were due to Victor’s perfections.
Yet Victor Mahillon will mainly be remembered as a learned acoustician, founder of the
scientific classification of all musical instruments, and curator of the Brussels Instrumental
Museum, to which his own large collection was added. The
foundation for the museum was laid when a collection of
eighty historical instruments gathered by François-Joseph
Fétis was acquired in 1876. Ten years later, the collection
boasted some 1.500 instruments among which numerous
extremely rare and precious items. This proved Mahillon’s
energy and professional knowledge. The Belgian
government asked Mahillon to run this unique collection
and he managed to expand it to some 3.300 instruments.
Between 1880 and 1922 Victor Mahillon published the
Catalogue descriptif et analytique in five volumes, which
became the international reference for the organology
(descriptive and analytical study of musical instruments).
Of great interest are some hundred replicas of old historic
musical instruments (e.g. the oboe d’amore in 1875) made by
266. Victor-Charles Mahillon.
Victor Mahillon who studied the original instruments in
major museums all over the world. His writings, among which Éléments d’acoustique
musicale et instrumentale (1874) are of international scientific interest.
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Other manufacturers in Brussels.
In 1842 Eugène Albert (1816-1890) founded in Brussels a wind instrument factory and was
assisted by his three sons Jean-Baptiste, Eugène-Joseph and Jacques. The firm mainly
manufactured clarinets and flutes (Böhm system) and oboes and bassoons. In 1880 it started
producing saxophones and received some improvement patents.
In Brussels there was also the Fabrique Générale d’Instruments de Musique Van
Cauwelaert, Frères et Sœur situated at the Boulevard Barthélémy 16, founded by Ferdinand
Van Cauwelaert (1808-1884). They advertised as Fournisseurs brevetés des artistes des
musiques militaries et civiles (Certificated suppliers of the artists of the military and civilian
bands). This manufactory had obtained several prizes at the Brussels exhibition of 1888 and at
the Paris exhibition of 1889.
There was also the Manufacture Générale d’Instruments de Musique P. Senecaut located
at the Rue Verte 26. It also advertised as Fournisseur de l’armée (Supplier of the army). It
was specialized in woodwind instruments and proud about its saxophones. The firm obtained
a medal at the Brussels exhibition of 1887.
Pierre Derette conductor of the Band of the 9th Regiment of the Line (1851-1855) applied a
dozen improvements to the trombone between 1846 and 1888.
The periodical L’Écho Musical of 17 August 1878 announced that Brussels manufacturer
Camille sold a silver cornet. Also in Brussels, Camille Delflas took on 29 March 1859 a
patent (nr. 7319) for a double cylinder applicable to all wind instruments.
THE VAN ENGELEN FAMILY.
In the 19th century there was another center of brass instrument manufacture in Belgium, that
of the Van Engelen family in Lier, in the Province of Antwerp (cf. p.205). The founder
François-Joseph Van Engelen, registered up to 1826 as copper-smith and in 1827 as ‘musical
instrument maker’, was soon assisted by his son Pieter-Joseph (1826-1863) and then by his
eldest son Gummarus (1820-1904). The firm specialized in brass instruments but in 1866
started making also some woodwind instruments. Gummarus Van Engelen was president of
the Grote Harmonie of Lier from 1843 to 1893.
Gummarus had three sons, Joannes-Eduardus, Desiderius-Franciscus and Joannes-Franciscus
who also were instrument manufacturers and worked from about 1881 onwards in the family
business. The eldest succeeded to his father as president of the Grote Harmonie, whereas the
second played the alto flugelhorn in that band for over fifty years. In 1894, when Gummarus
stopped his activities, the name of the firm changed into Van Engelen Frères - Gebroeders
Van Engelen.
In the 19th century all members of the Van Engelen family were very active as conductor,
soloist and/or board member of several amateur wind bands in the region. François-Joseph
Van Engelen received a gold medal at the 1835 Brussels Industry Exhibition. Pieter-Joseph
obtained a 1st Class Bronze Medal at the 1847 Brussels Exhibition. On 27 May 1858
Gummarus Van Engelen received a patent for a “cornet-à-pistons” (valve cornet) system. In
fact, he used Perinet system valves, but with a new repartition of tuning slides.
In 1860 there were two firms named Van Engelen that of Gummarus and that of his brother
Pieter-Joseph, as mentioned in a pricelist . The list gives a survey of all the instruments that
were manufactured and supplied: cornets, soprano-, alto-, tenor- and baritone flugelhorns,
trumpets, trombones, tenor- and bass tubas, bass ophicleides, horns, bugles hunting horns and
triangles as well.
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An 1865 catalogue proves that the ophicleides had given way to the baritone horn and the
tuba; the keyed brass instruments were now definitively replaced by valve instruments. The
Van Engelen firm participated in several industrial exhibitions (Brussels 1880, Antwerp 1885
and 1894). By the end of the century the firm employed some 74 workers.

267. Price list of the firm Van Engelen 1860

Still in Lier we had some minor brass instrument makers such as Jeremias Verhoeven (17971858) and Adrien-Joseph Verstappen (1807-?). In 1838 Melchior Gummarus De Vries
started a brass instrument manufacture in Lier. At the Brussels 1841 exhibition he presented a
tenor trombone, a keyed trumpet, a bass ophicleide, a valve cornet and a “trompette à
machines” and was awarded a 2nd class Bronze Medal.
Finally, there was also the De Cart manufacture founded by Alex De Cart at Lier in 1850. His
sons Ferdinandus (1854-1928) and Ludovicus (1869-1944) took the business over about 1890.
In Mechelen we had Jean-Baptiste Van den Eynde who was specialized in keyed bugles and
trumpets and got a bronze medal at the Brussels 1841 Industry Exhibition for three-valve
trumpets and Joseph Van Horenbeck who got an honorable mention for a clarinet and a flute
at the 1847 Brussels Exhibition.
In Turnhout Franz Andelhof (1852-1913) supplied the local wind bands with musical
instruments since 1880. On his bills was mentioned “Fournisseur des armées et des
conservatoires” (Supplier of the army and conservatories). Like Van Engelen he exhibited at
Antwerp during the World Fair. Andelhof was in fact more active as a conductor of amateur
wind bands even as a composer of cantatas, choral works and songs.
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Guillaume Van Sas who had been foreman in Andelhof’s workshop, started his own firm
about 1885 and he was rather successful as his publicity mentioned that he was also renowned
outside the country and that all his instruments were tested by great artists.
In Ghent several musical wind instrument makers were active. Among those L. Moeremans,
L. Vanderhaegen, A.F. Fauconnier (specialized in the supply of amateur wind bands) and
Charles Maheu a saxophone specialist. Charles Maheu (Metz, France, 1851 - Virton-SaintMard, 1936) played the alto saxophone in the Band of the 9th Regiment of the Line in Ghent.
He left the army in 1874 and started a musical instrument manufacture specialized in
saxophones. He got several patents for improvements applied to the saxophone family. His
son Léon Maheu (1869-1962) played tuba and bombardon in the Band of the 1st Chasseurs à
Cheval (Mounted Rifles) in Tournai from 1890 to 1895 and ran a musical instrument
workshop at the same time. In Ath manufacturer H. Delcourt got a patent for a horn with two
bells in 1858.
The sarrusophone.
In 1856 the French military bandmaster Pierre-Auguste Sarrus (1813-1876) designed a brass
instrument of conical bore with a double reed and had it manufactured by the Paris musical
instrument firm Gautrot. Sarrus started from the ophicleide and developed a complete family
ranging from soprano to contrabass sarrusophones. The inventor’s aim was to replace the harsh
sounds of serpent and ophicleide by a more flexible sonority closer to that of a string double
bass. These instruments could also replace oboe and bassoon in wind (military) bands. After
several experiences with the Boehm key system, P. L. Gautrot chose the saxophone key system
(causing a conflict with Adolphe Sax). The contrabass sarrusophone could produce lower tones
than the bass saxophone. Gautrot was assisted by his friend Sarrus, bandmaster with the 13th
Regiment of the Line in France. The latter had got the idea and was the best promoter of the
instrument, so Gautrot produced it under the name “sarrusophone”. A patent was obtained in
1856 and one year later Gautrot published a method. In 1882 the firm Gautrot merged into the
firm Couesnon and now a complete sarrusophone family was developed. Only
the contrabass sarrusophone was used in the orchestra (a.o. by Massenet, SaintSaëns and Gabriel Pierné). Military bands in France tried out the entire family
but gradually confined to the bass instrument.
In Belgium the sarrusophone was not quite so successful, though the import
patent (Belgian Patent n. 4873) was granted on 17 August 1857. In an article
entitled “Contrebasse à anche” (reed double bass) P. Poncelet-Lecocq wrote in
1869:
« Il est possible que le Sarrusophone de M. Gautrot existe déjà depuis
longtemps, mais il est certain que malgré cette longue existence, il n’a reçu
aucune introduction dans les corps de musique de l’armée belge. »572
(Mr. Gautrot’s Sarrusophone might already exist for quite some time, but it is
certain that though this long existence, it has never been introduced in the bands
of the Belgian army).
268. Bass sarrusophone
Gautrot, Paris.

The Brussels instrument maker Charles Mahillon produced his own version in 1868 and called it
“contrebasse à anche” (double reed contrabass).
572

L’Écho Musical, 15 September 1869, p. 3-4.
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The only example of the use of several sarrusophones we could trace was that of the Fanfare
band Société Royale de Gosselies where (as already mentioned) military band conductor Henry
Labory introduced the complete sarrusophone family in the late 1870s.
We find some copies in Belgian museums (MIM Brussels and Vleeshuis Antwerp). Although
Adolphe Sax used all his influence to jeopardize a fair opinion about the sarrusophone, the
instrument was still being made long after Sax’s influence had waned. Even his (natural) son
Adolphe-Edouard made sarrusophones. A copy is preserved at the Zürich Kunstgewerbe
Museum.
The sarrusophone family consisted of 8 to 9 instruments:
- Sopranino sarrusophone in Eb
- Soprano sarrusophone in Bb
- Alto sarrusophone in Eb
- Tenor sarrusophone in Bb

- Baritone sarrusophone in Eb
- Bass sarrusophone in Bb
- Contrabass sarrusophone in Eb
- Contrabass sarrusophone in C or Bb

2. The evolution and gradual perfection of the existing musical wind instruments.
a. The Clarinet.
Between 1815 and 1825 the clarinets in F and C had been gradually replaced by those in B
and Bb in the military bands. In 1830 the Belgian military bands mostly used the ancient
clarinets with six keys. Only some artists played on new clarinets with 13 or 15 keys.
François-Joseph Fétis wrote in 1834 that the old clarinets were no longer used in Germany.
As there were so many German conductors and musicians in the Belgian army, we can
assume that they introduced the more modern clarinet. Several prominent Belgian clarinetists
made attempts to improve the instrument. Among them were the above-mentioned GeorgesChrétien Bachmann and Charles-Gustave Poncelet573. In 1844, the “clarinet with moving
rings” produced by the French clarinetist Hyacinthe Klosé (1808-1880) in collaboration with
the instruments-maker Louis-Auguste Buffet (1816-1884) was patented. Klosé had
incorporated the ring-key mechanism applied to the flute by Theobald Boehm (1794-1881)
and in the 1860s it was called ‘Boehm clarinet’.
b. The Flute.
At the beginning of the 19th century flautists had the choice between a very great variety of
instruments made of different kinds of wood or even ivory and supplied with one to eight
keys. In 1833 the massed military bands in Belgium boasted 4 small flutes (piccolos) and 8
(large) flutes in E flat. The complete re-design by the German instrument maker Theobald
Boehm in the middle of the 19th century was the most important development in the history of
this instrument. Since Boehm invented his cylindrical flute (1846-47) only a few small
modifications have been adopted. In 1884 the Guides Band boasted 1 piccolo flute in D flat
and 2 large flutes in C.
Pieters, Francis, The Royal Symphonic Band of he Belgian Guides. A legendary wind band, Brussels 2018, p.
283.
573
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c. The Oboe.
The English horn (cor anglais) had been in use with military bands in the 18th century in
France performing the taille or haute contre parts in the marches by Philidor (cf. pp.71-73).
The 19th century saw the mechanization of the oboe as gradually eight keys were added. It
was in the hands of the French instrument makers family Triébert that the oboe progressed
enormously. We found already oboes in the first Belgian military wind bands and the larger
bands boasted 2 oboes in the 19th century. There is no evidence that the English horn was used
in Belgian amateur wind bands in the 19th century. In the military bands it was played by an
oboist without being mentioned separately.
d. The Bassoon.
The bassoon had its place in wind ensembles and wind bands since the 17th century, but was
also subject to a gradual and thorough technical evolution. A problem had always been to get
the six primary note-holes within the span of the hand. Charles-Joseph Sax had been among
the first to experiment by drilling in the correct acoustic positions, effecting the operation by
means of keys and rods. He applied that system to a metal bassoon for which he took a patent
in 1840 His son, Adolphe Sax presented a brass bassoon with 23 keys at the London
Exhibition of 1851. It was demonstrated by the Belgian bassoonist Friedrich Baumann
(Ostend, 1801 – London, 1856) who had settled in England. Baumann was bassoonist with
the Guides Band from 1832 to 1837 and then moved to England and was a member of Covent
Garden Opera Orchestra and the famous Jullien Orchestra. Theobald Boehm congratulated
Sax for this instrument. Boehm then collaborated with the French manufacturer Triébert and
bassoon player Angelo Marzoli on another key-rod operated bassoon, but both instruments
did not become a commercial success. Wood as basic material for the bassoon showed to be
unsurpassed. The French bassoonist Eugène Jancourt and the manufacturer Triébert had
worked out a 22-key model in 1822 which became the standard French-system bassoon.
Simultaneously a German-style bassoon (Fagott) was developed by several manufacturers
such as Carl Almenräder (1789-1843), called the ‘Boehm of the Bassoon’, and his successor
J.A. Heckel. In the 19th century we found bassoons in almost all military wind bands, though
in some regiments they were occasionally replaced by baritone horns. With amateur bands we
did not find that many bassoons. In Deinze a list of the local band instruments dated 1840
mentioned 2 double bassoons and 4 bassoons and the Tongeren wind band boasted 2 bassoons
in 1842.
e. The Cornet.
The brass instruments had developed from natural instruments, via the use of slides, crooks
and keys to valved instruments. Between 1826 and 1828 the “cornet de poste” (a straight post
horn with crooks) had been fitted with valves by Jean Hilaire Asté (also called Halary) and so
the cornet-à-pistons was born. This instrument was soon adapted by many wind bands and
replaced the keyed bugle. It was built in different pitches but about 1850 B flat had become
the standard pitch. Father Sax in Brussels made fine cornets after the French pattern. The
cornet soon got an important role as a solo instrument with wind bands.
Adolphe Sax also exhibited cornets at the London Exhibition of 1862. The French virtuoso
Jean-Baptiste Arban (1825-1889), who became cornet teacher at the Paris Conservatory of
Music in 1857, was an ardent defender of Sax’s instruments and so were the members of the
Distin family.
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269. The Distin Family Brass Quintet with Sax instruments.

f . The Trumpet.
The introduction of the B flat and C valve trumpets was due to the influence of the B flat
cornet. Adolphe Sax also developed a three-valve (cylinder) trumpet.
g. The Horn.
Between 1830 and 1850 the horn was in a quite experimental phase and all kinds of horns
were in use with the Belgian military and amateur bands such as the natural horn with several
crooks and Sax’s “cor omnitonique”. Yet in 1846, Jean-Valentin Bender and François-Joseph
Fétis made an official proposal to introduce valve horns, next to the “invention horn” in E flat
and the crook horn in B. The first valve horns had been developed in Silesia by Heinrich
Stölzel (1777-1844) and Friedrich Blühmel (1777-1845) in 1818 (joint patent). Almost every
kind of valve has ever been applied to the horn.
h. The Flugelhorn.
The flugelhorn (called bugle by Sax and later saxtromba by the musicians) did not undergo
many far-reaching changes since Sax had modified the existing instrument and incorporated it
in the instrument family that was called saxtromba.
However, in 1862 Sax developed a flugelhorn with valves and keys. One such instrument was
offered as reward to the Belgian fanfare band Les Pélissiers de Binche for their performance
at the band contest organized during the 1867 Exhibition in Paris.574 On the bell is stamped:
“Décerné à la Fanfare des Pélissiers de Binche (Province de Hainaut) Belgique.”
(Awarded to the fanfare band Les Pélissiers de Binche (province of Hainaut) Belgium.)

270. Sax flugelhorn presented to the Binche fanfare band 1867.

574

The Fanfare Les Pélissiers was founded in 1856 and celebrated its 150th anniversary in 2006.
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h. The Bass Tuba and Bombardon or Helicon.
In 1835 the German manufacturer Johann Gottfried Moritz (1777-1840) got a patent for a
bass tuba with valves called “Berliner Pumpen”. It was Wilhelm Wieprecht (1802-1872), the
great reformer of Prussian military music, who introduced in collaboration with Moritz the
bass tuba in F with 5 valves. This instrument gradually replaced the serpent, the bass horn and
the ophicleide. This bass tuba soon got the name “bombardon”, a name already used
sometimes to refer to the bass ophicleide about 1820. In 1845 the Bohemian instrument maker
Vaclav Cerveny built the first contrabass tubas in C and B flat. In 1845 Ignaz Stowasser
developed a bass tuba in a circular shape called “helicon”. The term tuba has been applied to
instruments of various sizes and shapes with a wide conical bore and three to six valves
including the lower members of the saxhorn family. Sax produced a B flat bass saxhorn with
4 cylinders, an E flat contra-bass saxhorn and a low B flat contrabass saxhorn. The bass
saxhorns developed by Adolphe Sax in Paris in the 1840s and 1850s closely resembled to the
tuba. At the London Exhibition in 1851, Sax exposed some so-called “monstrous instruments”
such as the saxhorn-bourdon (picture 272). Members of the tuba family have been called
euphonium, bombardon, sousaphone and helicon.
In 1833 all Belgian military bands used bass ophicleides, serpents and Russian serpents as
bass instruments, but in 1846 the military band commission (Bender and Fétis) proposed 1
bass horn, 1 ophicleide in C, 2 ophicleides in B, 1 bombardon in F with four cylinders and 1
bass tuba in E flat with four cylinders as bass instruments for both infantry (wind) and cavalry
(fanfare) bands. In 1848 the Guides Band still used one serpent, three bass ophicleides but
also one bombardon. In 1884 the Band boasted 4 tubas in B flat, 2 bombardons in E flat, 2
bombardons in C and 2 bombardons in B flat. That same year the cavalry bands had 2 tubas in
B flat, 1 bombardon in E flat, 1 bombardon in C and 1
bombardon in B flat. Four years later, the Guides Band made a
concert tour in Great Britain and the bass section consisted of 4
tubas, 3 E flat bombardons, 2 B flat bombardons and one string
bass. A Belgian ministerial decree of 23 October 1894 prescribed
3 B flat tubas, 2 E flat bombardons and 1 B flat bombardon for
the infantry (wind) bands, 4 B flat tubas, 2 E flat bombardons
and 2 B flat bombardons for fanfare infantry bands and 2 B flat
tubas, 2 E flat bombardons and 1 E flat bombardon for cavalry
fanfare bands. A similar evolution was to be seen with the
amateur bands
271. Bombardon of the Guides Band.

272. Adolphe Sax’s showcase at the 1867 Paris Exhibition
(Le Monde Illustré, 10 August 1867).
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273. Adolphe Sax’s showcase at the 1863 London Exhibition
(Le Monde Illustré 3 January 1863).
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3. The thorny matter of the pitch or “diapason”.
The problem of the pitch used as general standard by winds bands (and also by symphony
orchestras) became a thorny matter, because a change of pitch (called diapason in Dutch and
French) meant a change of instruments and that caused often tremendous and impossible
expenses. The pitch question was topical all over Europe in the 19th century, but became
extremely actual in the years 1850 when it was considered as a necessity in order to obtain
both uniformity and stability. The diversity of the pitches varying from one country to
another, even from one town to another, on the one hand and the gradual raising of some of
the pitches used on the other hand caused many problems as to the musical performances.
This was due to the intensification of the musical practice and the development of wind
instruments manufacture.
In France, for example, the pitch was raised several times between 1810 and 1830 and this
worried many composers, such as Berlioz. The problem was most urgent for the military
bands. Before 1858, no official authority gave any attention to this problem, until a
commission of composers (consisting of Auber, Berlioz, Halévy, Meyerbeer, Rossini and
Ambroise Thomas) settled the matter by an official decree of the ‘Académie des Sciences’
and prescribed an A of 870 vibrations per second.
In Belgium an official commission was set up in 1862 and decided that the A should have 902
vibrations per second. The French pitch of 870 vibrations was officially accepted as the
standard pitch for all European countries at an International Conference in Vienna. Many
musicians continued to use their old instruments (in the old or high pitch) for several decades.
And most manufacturers would continue to make instruments in the old pitch, next to
instruments in the new (or low) pitch.
The Belgian military bands were also confronted with the problem. A ministerial decree of 22
June 1863 ordered not to lower the pitch. A circular letter of the Belgian Army dated 4 April
1885 (referring to a Royal Decree of 10 March) ordered to use the new pitch of 870 vibrations
per second in all military bands. As this
caused many changes and expenses, the
Defense Minister decided not to have the
pitch changed at once in all regiments.
Manufacturer Mahillon proposed to apply all
necessary changes to the musical instruments
of the army and even suggested to supply all
military musicians with a new instrument
payable in 20 monthly installments.
However, the Defense Minister decided that
each army corps commander could choose
any Belgian manufacturer to provide new
musical instruments.
The pitch question was not completely
resolved until the second half of the 20th
century!

274. Guides Regiment - Cartoon by Braud.
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P. THE BAND MUSIC PUBLISHERS.
After Belgium’s independence, more foreign music publishers settled in the country and many
new music publishing firms were set up. Only a few of the Belgian branches of great foreign
music publishers also published wind band music. Two of the most well-known, Schott and
Cranz, actually did.
SCHOTT.
The Schott company had been founded in Mainz, Germany in 1770 by Bernhard Schott
(1748-1809). In 1822, his youngest son Adam Joseph Schott (Mainz, 1748 – Bombay, 1864)
opened a branch at Antwerp. Two grandsons of the founder (nephews of Adam) Johann and
Peter settled in Brussels in 1839 to sell music; they started publishing music as Schott Frères.
Johann (or Jean as he was called in Belgium) also created several music magazines such as La
Revue musicale belge, transformed into La Belgique musicale (1840-1851), Le Diapason
(1850-1852) and Le Guide Musical (1855-1914).
These periodicals paid some attention to the leading (mostly military) wind bands. The firm
had its office at the Montagne de la Cour, 82 in Brussels. Among the wind band music
published by Schott we should mentions some compositions by Joseph-François Snel and
Benoit-Constant Fauconnier.
CRANZ.
In 1882, Alwin August Cranz (Hamburg 1834 - Vevey 1923) set up the Brussels branch of
the German August Cranz Company of Hamburg. In their catalogue we find wind band
compositions by Karel Miry, François-Auguste Gevaert and Paul Gilson. In the 20th century
the firm will also publish works by Flor Peeters, Léon Jongen, August De Boeck, René
Bernier and Marcel Poot.
ADOLPHE SAX.
Adolphe Sax was not only the inventor of four families of musical
instruments (the saxophones, the saxhorns, the saxtrombas and the
saxtubas) but also an inventor of new medical equipment, a
concert organizer, the reformer of French military music, the
conductor of the Paris Opera Fanfare and … wind music
publisher. His publishing firm founded in 1858 in Paris was set up
out of sheer necessity. If Sax wanted to sell his instruments,
he was obliged to provide suitable music! During twenty years he
published a lot of wind music including band music. There were
compositions for wind band by the French composers JeanBaptiste Arban, Jules Cressonois, Jules Demersseman, Léon
Gastinel, Emile Jonas, Léon Magnier, Jean Mohr and Jean
Paulus, the Dutch composer François Dunkler Jr.575 and the
Belgian composer Benoit-Constant Fauconnier. The catalogue
also included works for fanfare band by Jules Demersseman and
Emile Jonas
275. A. Sax as conductor of
the Paris Opera Fanfare.

575

Son of François Dunkler Sr. cf. p. 208.
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In Adolphe Sax’s catalogue there was quite some music for saxophone(s) by the French
composers Léon Chic, Jules Cressonois, Jules Demersseman, Emile Jonas, Hyacinthe Klosé,
Léon Kreutzer, Jean Mohr, Jean-Nicolas Savari, Adolphe Sellenick and the Belgian composers
Armand Limnander (1814-1892), Louis Mayeur (1837-1894)576 and Jean-Baptiste Singelée
(1812-1875)577.
In 1878 the Sax Music Publishing Firm went bankrupt due to a series of political, juridical,
financial and personal problems. The printer and publisher G. Kugelman bought all furnishings
including the printing plates of 189 published pieces of music.

276. Composition by Snel published by Schott.

576
577

Cf. p. 443.
Cf. p. 388.
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Several Belgian music publishers were more or less specialized in wind band music.
LE MÉTRONOME.
In 1851/52 Edouard Van Buggenhoudt (Brussels, 18181877)578 founded a wind band periodical Le Métronome,
pour harmonie et fanfare publishing new wind band
compositions. This periodical soon became a full wind band
publishing company Le Métronome. The editorial staff
consisted of several prominent musicians such as JeanValentin Bender, conductor of the Guides Band, JeanChristophe Schröder, conductor of the Grenadiers Band and
Etienne Soubre, future director of the Liege conservatory of
music. The company had its offices successively at 27 Rue
de l'Ascension, 29 rue Gillon, 134 Avenue de la Reine and
40 Rue Saxe-Cobourg in Brussels and 337 rue des Palais in
Laken. Towards 1860, the periodical boasted 1.100
subscribers. In 1857, Edouard’s brother Émile van
Buggenhoudt 579 became co-editor and dealt mainly with
customers in the Brussels area. Two bankrupts in London
277. Publication by Le Métronome.
(1874) and Breda (1875) did not stop the activities,
continued by Edouard’s daughter Elise after the founder’s decease. The publishing firm had
customers in all the neighboring countries. Among the composers in the catalogue, we find
almost all the important military bandmasters such as Jean-Valentin Bender, Constantin Bender,
Jean Christophe, Félix Degrez, Henri Labory, Clovis Lecail, Karel Muldermans, Jules Painparé,
Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen, Victor Turine, Edmond Waucampt and many others.580 Next to the
military conductors, we find also popular composers, such as Baudonck, Canivez, Dagnelies,
Langlois, Van Gael, Van Perck and quite some works by Van Buggenhoudt himself. For several
decades, this publishing company was the most important in Belgium as to wind band music. In
1892, the company was taken over by the Dutch music publisher Jos Kessels, owner of the music
publishing company "La Harpe" (since 1881) and "La Lyre" (since 1890). Later the company
went into the hands of Charles Walpot and was again active in Brussels, at the Chaussée de
Tervuren, 206. When Walpot died the company was bought by the Dutch publishing firm
Tierolff from Roosendaal.
MAHILLON.
Two sons of the musical instrument manufacturer Charles Mahillon, Victor and Joseph started in
1876 to publish music. By 1884, they entrusted this publishing branch to their brother (Charles’s
fourth son) Adolphe Mahillon. The firm published a “Catalogue de la Musique instrumentale en
vente à la Manufacture générale d’Instruments de Musique C. Mahillon.” The firm had its
office Chaussée d’Anvers, 21 in Brussels. Adolphe Mahillon opened a shop for the publishing
firm at the Place de Brouckère, 31 and by the end of the century this branch moved to the Rue
Neuve, 91. The catalogue (cf. nex page) boasted a series of works by the military bandmasters
Jules Painparé and Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen besides compositions by François-August
Gevaert and Karel Miry. Mind the numerous double scores (Harmonie and Fanfare) and the
Cf. p. 445.
Émile Van Buggenhoudt (Brussels, 1825–1866) was bandmaster of the 4th Legion of the Brussels Civic
Militia (Garde Civique) and also a renowned clarinetist. He played the E-flat clarinet in the Band of the
Grenadiers Regiment.
580
Pieters, Francis, Van Trompetsignaal tot Muziekkapel, Kortrijk, 1981.
578
579
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scarce separate scores.

278. Mahillon Wind Band Music Catalogue.

In 1880 the composer Dieudonné Dagnelies (1825-1894) opened a music shop at the rue de la
Montagne, 18 in Charleroi and was assisted by his son Mathieu.
Le Progrès Musical was a “Publication spéciale pour Fanfares” (special publication for
fanfare bands), edited by M. Montagne in Tournai which advertised in the 1870’s and 1880’s.
Composer Egide Aerts (1822-1853) published a "Journal d'harmonie et de fanfares composé
pour sociétés et musiques de régiments et de garde-civique."
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L’ESSOR MUSICAL.
In 1882 the wind band music publishing company L’Essor Musical was founded by W.C.
Rousseaux and published in the form of a wind band periodical called L’Essor Musical
Publication de 1er ordre pour harmonies et fanfares. Its office was situated at Rue des Croisades,
4 in Brussels which was the address of the printer called A. Vander Ghinste. All works selected
by this periodical were said to have been examined by eminent specialists and tested by one of
the military bands of the Brussels garrison. All collaborators were mentioned on the back cover
of the periodical in 1895: Constantin Bender, inspector general of the Belgian military bands,
Alois Berghs, composer and conductor, Eugène Brassine, composer, Louis Canivez, composer
and conductor, Alfred Crombé, composer, Felix Degrez, director of the band of the 8th Regiment
of the Line, Auguste Eenhaes, composer and member of the opera orchestra, Paul Gilson,
composer, Jean Heymans, composer, Clovis Lecail, director of the band of the 5th Regiment of
the Line, Léon Aerts, composer, L. Merck, professor at the Brussels Royal Conservatory of
Music, Julien Simar, director of the band of the 1st Guides Regiment, Alfred Tilman, composer,
Victor Turine, director of the band of the Carabineers, Willebrord Van Perck, composer and
conductor, Baron J. van Zuylen van Nyevelt, composer, Edmond Waucampt, director of the band
of the 9th Regiment of the Line and Léon Walpot, director of the band of the 3rd Lancers.
By 1900, Fernand Rousseau was director of the company with office at Rue Vanderlinden, 130
in Brussels. In 1921 the office is situated at Chaussée de Wemmel, 122 in Jette (Brussels) and
later moved to Boulevard Jamar, 31, Brussels. The owner Victor Rousseau died at Jette
(Brussels) in February 1929. Finally, the publications of the firm were bought by the Dutch
“Molenaar Edition”. This publisher also distributed the works of the Antwerp wind band
publisher Editions Faes who published some compositions of military bandmasters including
Edouard Beyls, Felix Degrez, Clovis Lecail and Jacques Martin. This small firm was run by
Gustave Faes at Bedenstraat, 25 in Antwerp.

279. Cover of the Essor wind band publications.
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LE FÉTIS.
In 1885 Hubert S’Jongers founded LE
FÉTIS,
publication
périodique
pour
Harmonie et Fanfares, another periodical
containing all parts of one or more wind band
compositions.
Hubert
S’Jongers
was
rd
conductor of the Band of the 3 Legion of the
Brussels Civic Guard and also of the Union
des Fanfares at Jette-Saint-Pierre. He died in
January 1935.581
Early in 1887 the firm had published seven
wind band compostions, successively:
L’Anniversaire, march by H S’Jongers,
Emilie, polka by Jean Preckher, Les
Trompettes royales, march by Joseph Delaet,
Irma la Coquette, polka for 2 cornets by H
Debij, En Garde!, march by Auguste
Lauwers, Adrienne, waltz by J. Volant and
La Garde d’honneur, march by H. S’Jongers.

280. Cover of ”Le Fétis”.

Several composers started their own publishing business in order to sell their compositions
LE CARILLON.
In 1889, composer Jules-Emile Strauwen (18631943) created the wind band publishing company Le
Carillon located at Rue Albert, 41 in Laken
(Brussels). In 1934 the company celebrated its 65th
anniversary and had its office at Rue des Palais, 335
in Brussels. Besides many compositions by JulesEmile Strauwen himself, the catalogue mentioned
works by Gustave De Roeck, Paul Gilson and Jean
Preckher, as well as numerous transcriptions. The
list was taken over by the publishing firm
Scherzando after Strauwen’s death.

281. Catalogue of “Le Carillon” – Strauwen.

581

Revue Musicale Belge, 20 January 1935.
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LA VILLAGEOISE.
In the last decade of the 19th century Leon Moeremans (1861-1937) founded La Villageoise
which published several of his wind band compositions including Cinq Morceaux pour
orchestre militaire (1895), Trois Morceaux pour orchestre militaire (1896) and Union et
Patrie (1897). The firm had its office at Rue aux Barres, 21 at Ghent.
WTTERWULGHE.
In the 1880’s a M. Wtterwulghe, conductor of the Liege Civic Guard band (Musique de la 1ère
Légion de la Garde Civique), started a music publishing firm called Publications
Wtterwulghe. Its catalogue included a section for amateur wind bands called “L’Amateur”
which was published five times a year, according to its advertisement in Dufrane’s Annuaire
of 1884. The firm had its office at Rue du Missogne, 5 at Liege. Several band-works by Paul
Gilson were published by Wtterwulghe. Later the catalogue passed into the hands of the
Dutch wind band music publisher “Kessels”.
KATTO.
Jean-Baptiste Katto (Brussels, 1819 - 1898) ran a publishing firm Katto Editeur situated
successively at the Rue des Longs-Chariots, at the Galerie du Roi (ca. 1850), at the Rue des
Grands Carmes (ca 1880), at the Rue de la Madeleine (ca. 1890) and at the Rue de l’Ecuyer,
52 (1894) in Brussels. Katto advertised that he published music for ‘Harmonies et Fanfares’.
In fact, he was one of the most important music publishers in Belgium in the second half of
the 19th century. This publisher was also the very first in Belgium to print music in ‘pocket
size’ about 1870.
Another small Brussels publishing firm advertised as “J.B. Moens, Père, Editeur – Jeanne
Moens, successeur” and had its office Galerie Bortier, 7. Its advertisement mentioned “Grand
success pour Harmonie et Fanfares” with only 4 works for fanfare band.582
In the same period, the military bandmaster and composer Michel-Joseph Steenebrugen,
edited Le Mélophone, publication musicale mensuelle pour harmonies et fanfares (monthly
musical publication for wind and fanfare bands) which was published by A. Guéry in Liege.
The first copyright laws were set up in France and shortly afterwards we had the very first
copyright law in Belgium in 1886. The first Belgian copyright society Navea was created in
1922 and previously most Belgian composers and editors were member of the French
copyright society S.A.C.E.M. which had a Belgian branch.

582

Dufrane, J., Annuaire, Frameries, 1884.
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Q. WIND BAND (and music) MAGAZINES.
In the course of the nineteenth century several wind band music magazines were published,
often by wind band music publishers who presented their latest editions by means of a
magazine containing either conductor scores or even complete band scores.
1835: Auguste-Charles-François Gambaro ran a music shop in Brussels and published a
(French!) magazine for military music called Journal royal de musique militaire which
published a.o. several compositions by Gustave de Burbure (cf. p. 448). His father Vincent
Gambaro 17885-1828) had started a music publishing firm, specializing in military music, in
Paris. Vincent’s oldest son Nicolas-Antoine-Auguste, called ‘Gambaro Ainé’ (1808-1852),
brother of Auguste-Charles-François, continued to publish the Journal d’harmonie et de
Musique Militaire in Paris until 1852.
1840: A weekly musical newspaper called La Belgique Musicale (subtitled ‘Artistique et
Littéraire’) was edited each Thursday from an office located at Rue des Minimes, 8 in
Brussels. It had first been issued for one year under the title La Revue Musicale Belge (1840),
then as La Belgique Musicale: Beaux Arts – Belles Lettres (1841). Its director was Auguste
Bouillon. It was published until 1859 and from 1841 to 1846 it was distributed by the Schott
publishing firm. There were many articles devoted to the military bands, especially the Guides
Band.

282. Heading of the magazine La Belgique Musicale.

1850: Le Diapason. Revue musicale de Bruxelles was published weekly by Schott in Brussels
from 21 February 1850 until 19 February 1852. It was the first Belgian journal entirely
dedicated to music and it was highly praised for its critical content and reviews of
contemporary works.
1853: The Revue Musicale de Belgique, director Jacques Steveniers, was first published in
Brussels in 1853. It was not very successful and from 1854 onwards it changed its name into
Le Clairon, journal des sociétés musicales, published and owned by Detrie-Tomson, Brussels
1854-55.
1855: The weekly music magazine Le Guide Musical was launched by the music publishing
Schott in March 1855 and published until 1914. It regularly reported about band concerts,
though mostly about the Guides Band. Chief editor during thirty years was Félix Delhasse,
but the most important contributor was the Belgian composer and conductor Maurice
Kufferath (1852-1919).
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1869: From 1869 onwards, the Mahillon Company published a magazine called L’Echo
Musical: Musiques militaires, harmonies, fanfares, sociétés chorales et symphoniques,
concours, festivals, chroniques artistiques, etc., intended for wind bands, military bands,
symphony orchestras and choirs. The magazine was issued from 1867 up to 1897 (with an
interruption in 1887-88 due to the founder’s decease in 1887), so there were 27 volumes. The
first issue was published on 15 May 1869. The magazine contained a lot of information about
all kinds of band contest results, concert life and music education, musical criticism and
popularizing articles on acoustics, organography and music history, reports on exhibitions,
reforms of the military bands and recent acquisitions by the Brussels Instrument Museum.
Victor Mahillon was the editor and he was assisted by Charles Bosselet. The standard of most
of the articles was high. Among the collaborators were Victor Mahhillon, Ernest Closson and
Paul Gilson.
1882: The wind band music publishing company
“L’Essor Musical”583, founded in 1882, published in
the form of a “free” monthly wind band periodical
called L’Essor Musical Publication de 1er ordre pour
harmonies et fanfares. The magazine was free for all
clients of the music publishing company providing they
paid the postage (50 centimes in Belgium, 1 franc for
the customers abroad). Non customers could also
subscribe by paying 1, 25 francs (2, 50 francs outside
the country). Advertisers paid 35 centimes a line,
vacancies and applications cost 20 centimes a line. The
periodical presented biographies of band music
composers as well as short analyses of the works the
firm published. There was also interesting information
such as the list of all military bands and their
conductors, comments on major musical events (such
as the creation of new Belgian operas, a concert agenda
et.), vacancies and applications in the world of band
music, advertisements for publishers, musical
instrument manufacturers and dealers and some
conductor parts of the latest novelties published by the
firm. The magazine always presented the complete list
of its most recent band music publications.

283. Issue of L’Essor Musical (1900).

1894: La Musique populaire, Organe official de la Société Royale “La Musique Populaire”
œuvre d’Education Artistique, Brussels 1894–1933.
1896: La Belgique Musicale, Organe des Sociétés instrumentales et chorales, published from
1896 to 1899 in Brussels. Next to many pictures of presidents of leading amateur bands, it
contained a polemic about the suitability of band contests with comments by numerous
Belgian composers and even by Vincent d’Indy. The editorial and administrative staff was
located at Rue du Marché-aux-Porcs, 12 in Brussels.
1898: L’Artiste Musicien, Organe mensuel du syndicat des Artistes et Musiciens de
l’agglomération bruxelloise, Brussels 1898 -1907.
583

Cf. p. 409.
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R. STANDARDS, FLAGS, COLORS, PENNANTS, TROPHIES AND
UNIFORMS.
The iconographic identification marks of the wind bands, such as standards, medals, trophies
and uniforms wear, either embroidered or engraved motifs referring to music, such as wreaths
of laurels or oak-leaves symbolizing fame, strength or endurance, a young maiden dressed in
antique clothing wearing a lyre or Saint Cecilia with a portable organ or a martyr palm
referring to the spiritual values of music. The principal emblem officiating as rallying-point is,
no doubt, the band’s standard or flag.
Standards.

As we already mentioned in the previous chapter the
standard bearer was considered as a rather important
member of the band, because the standard was the symbol
of the band. Just think of the standard bearers in the
armies, kettledrums with cavalry bands and Jingling
Johnnies with infantry bands. Though he was not a
musician, the standard bearer had to be an honorable
member of irreproachable conduct. The bylaws of the
Hemiksem wind band Sint-Cecilia written in 1836
mentioned the duties and rights of the president, the board
members and in a special paragraph “Rechten en Plichten
van den Porte-Drapeau”(Rights and Duties of the standard
bearer).584 Sometimes it happened that the standard bearer
got a small allowance, as well as the bass drum bearer both
being non musicians.
H.M. the King sometimes presented a wind band with a
standard. On 17 September 1834 the monarch offered an
honorary standard, partly embroidered by the Queen
herself, to the Société de la Grande Harmonie of Brussels.
On 29 May 1859, the governor of the Province of Limburg
handed a standard, presented by King Leopold I, to the
Société Royale de Musique et de Rhétorique of Hasselt. It
represented the King’s personal coat of arms. The back
side was in white satin and decorated with a lyre, the coat
of arms of the city of Hasselt and the words “Don du Roi”
(Presented
by the King).585 In June 1879 the King gave a
284. Standard of “Sinte Cecilia”
Band, Grembergen.
standard to the Fanfare Band of Seraing, founded one year
233.
earlier.
In 1852, the Groote Harmonie of Lier obtained the 1st Prize for the best execution at a
Brussels contest and the municipal council presented the visitors with a brand-new standard
and in 1874 the widow of author Tony Bergman offered another standard to the band. For
every parade, the standard of the Lier band was taken up at the honorary president’s house by
the complete band.

Gedenk- en Feestboek van het eeuwfeest der Koninklijke Liberale Fanfare Ste Cecilia van Hemiksem, 18361936, Hemiksem, 1936.
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That same standard participated in a “standard contest” organized by the local Rifles Guild of
Saint Sebastian and obtained a 2nd prize in its category.
In 1847, the painter Joseph Stallaert (1825-1903) was serenaded by the Merchtem band and
he presented it with a new blue velvet standard. In 1880, the band celebrated its 100th
anniversary and got a brand-new standard.586
Whereas the 20th century standards are square and of varied sizes, mostly in gaudy silk cloth,
embroidered and fringed with gold or silver threads, the 19th century standards were usually
lozenge-shaped with a dimension of 1,6 by 1 meter and made of velvet richly embroidered
with gold threads. It often boasted the representation of one or other musical trophy or the
patron saint. On top of the flag-pole there was a crown with underneath the medals received at
contest or presented by hosts. Above that crown were different symbols, such as a heraldic
lion, a lyre, an arrow, a little statue of a patron saint or a folkloristic character, each referring
to the underlying political, ideological, religious or cultural ideas that engendered the
foundation of the band. Sometimes some notes – e.g. of the national anthem – or a device
were also embroidered, next to the name of the band and the foundation date.
Uniforms.
In the course of history, the role of beautiful, colorful and especially impressive costumes has
always been important. In the Belgian areas, the often magnificent costumes of the
Burgundian nobility, court members and soldiers had so deeply impressed the population that
it had become a kind of tradition for all secular authorities to wear uniforms. Burgomasters,
aldermen, magistrates and officials liked to parade in splendid uniforms wearing gold medals
and all kinds of ornaments. Gradually all companies that appeared in group in public also
wanted to be dressed beautifully while showing that they belonged to one and the same
‘group’. In fact, they simply imitated the habit of soldiers being dressed similarly to indicate
to which army they belonged. So, the principle of a “uniform” was accepted with non-military
groups and societies.
No wonder that also musical societies, especially bands which paraded through the streets of
the village or the city, also felt the need to wear a uniform. The uniform increased the prestige
of the group, underlined the unity and cohesion of the group and also charmed the public. It
imposed a responsibility to each musician who had to show self-respect and dignity as
tarnishing the uniform meant tarnishing the entire group.
However, uniforms were expensive and it was not evident for an amateur group to buy a set
of uniforms. Usually, the first step towards a uniform was the purchase of a common
headgear. The type of headgear could be very different according to the type of musical
society and especially its social background. The musicians of the bands performed in public
dressed in their best clothes (Sunday suit). The bands composed of middle-class citizens often
wore a bowler hat, whereas the bands mainly composed of workers would rather wear a cap
(later a felt hat) or a beret. Bands wearing an opera-hat were real exceptions.
In the summertime the musicians often wore a straw hat or fashionable Panama. More
distinctive was the – military inspired – kepi or shako. An example is that of the Tielt wind
band De Goede Vrienden, founded in 1852, which purchased 37 uniform caps for 94, 35
francs in July 1862. The band also bought 50 silver badges (22, 50 francs) and 50 silver lyres
and silver threads (46, 80 francs) to put on the caps.587
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285. Gemeentefanfare Passendale.

Real complete uniforms remained the exception in the 19th century, though we already
mentioned uniformed bands before 1830. All band uniforms were copies of military (band)
uniforms. It was only in the 1890’s that some non-military bands got a uniform. The civilian
bands that were ‘hired’ as civic militia bands wore the uniform of that militia. The bands that
were ‘leased’ as fire brigade bands wore fire brigade uniforms. Some late 19th century band
uniforms consisted of a dark blue or black hussar jacket type coat, often ornamented with
braids, dark trousers, black shoes and a cap (shako type) with a colored or white plume.

286. Municipal Fanfare Band Izegem, 1896.
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287. Fanfare Band from Wolvertem, 1873.

288. Koninklijke Katholieke Fanfare Sint Cecila, Deinze at the turn of the century.
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S. SPECIAL EVENTS.
1. PATRICK GILMORE’S BAND IN BELGIUM.
There were no professional non-military wind bands in Belgium in the 19th century and the
visit of a professional semi military band588 such as Patrick Gilmore’s Band was quite an
event. Irish born cornet player and band director Patrick Sarsfield Gilmore (1829-1892) is
considered as “the Father of the American Concert Band”.

289. Patrick Gilmore’s Band 1894.

Gilmore got world famous as organizer of the 1872 World’s Peace Jubilee in Boston which
presented the bands of La Garde Républicaine of Paris, The Grenadier Guards of London and
Kaiser Franz Grenadier Regiment Band of Berlin as well as the Vienna Johann Strauß
Orchestra.
In 1873 Gilmore accepted the leadership of the 22nd Regiment Band in New-York and turned
it in no time into the very best American military band. In 1876 this band made a huge concert
tour through the United States, the first of its kind. In 1878 Gilmore’s Band, consisting of 65
excellent musicians, made a huge tour through Europe in order to participate in an
International Music Festival at the Trocadéro Hall in Paris.589 First the band toured Great
Britain during 72 days and played no less than 65 concerts. Then the band gave concerts in
The Hague (27 June), Amsterdam (28 June) and Rotterdam (29 June). On 30 June 1878
Patrick Gilmore and his 22nd Regiment Band played a concert at the Brussels “Cirque du
Quartier Notre Dame” in the afternoon and a concert in Namur in the evening.590 The band
also performed in Antwerp and at the Brussels Opera.591 After some concerts in France, the
band gave also a concert in Liege on its way to Germany.592

Gilmore’s Band was attached to New-York militia (22nd Regiment). Those militias hired professional
musicians to make up a band. The regiment usually paid the uniforms and the musicians.
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The Belgian band magazine L’Écho Musical published the following account of the concert
given on Monday 3 July:
« Le corps de musique du 22° régiment d’infanterie de la garde républicaine de NewYork s’est fait entendre lundi dernier à Bruxelles. Le concert de l’orchestre américain
était donné dans la salle de l’Alhambra, au bénéfice des pauvres de la capitale. Malgré
l’attrait artistique de la séance et son but philanthropique, l’auditoire était clairsemé.
Et cependant, en fait de distractions, le public bruxellois n’a guère en ce moment
l’embarras du choix. De l’avis de tous les assistants, les amateurs de musique qui n’ont
pas mis à profit l’occasion, peut-être unique, d’apprécier l’orchestre dirigé par M.
Gilmore, ont eu un grand tort. C’est d’après l’opinion générale, un orchestre d’élite.
Parmi les parties de solo, le saxophone et le cornet à pistons se sont particulièrement
fait remarquer. Une charmante cantatrice qui accompagne l’orchestre de New-York
dans son voyage en Europe, Miss Lillian Norton, a fait valoir avec art les ressources
d’une voix ample et sympathique. Orchestre et solistes ont produit un grand effet.
Plusieurs morceaux ont été bissés. Le soir, la Gilmore’ Band est allée se faire applaudir
par le public du Jardin de Zoologie. »593
(The band of the 22nd Infantry Regiment of the New-York Republican Guard (sic!) gave
a performance in Brussels last Monday. The concert by the American orchestra was
given at the Alhambra Theatre for the benefit of the poor of the capital. Despite the
artistic attraction of the concert and its philanthropic goal, the audience was scarce. And
yet, as to entertainment, the Brussels public doesn’t boast an ample choice for the
moment. According to all those present, the music lovers who did not seize the probably
unique opportunity to appreciate the orchestra conducted by M. Gilmore were wrong. In
the general opinion it is an exceptional orchestra. Among the solo parts the saxophone
and the cornet attracted special attention. A charming female vocalist who joined the
New-York orchestra for its European concert tour, Miss Lillian Norton, demonstrated in
a most artistic way the possibilities of an extensive and sympathetic voice. The
orchestra as well as the soloists made a big impression. Several pieces were encored. In
the evening the Gilmore’ Band was applauded by the visitors of the Zoological Garden.)
The “New York Times” of 11 July 1878 reported on page 3:
“Having concluded their six weeks’ tour in Great Britain, the band will leave Hull on
the 27th inst. In the steamer Sea Gull for a Holland and Belgian tour of one week …
Brussels, Antwerp and Nassau594 will in turn be visited; and on Wednesday (3rd July)
the band will arrive in Paris.”
In the same article we can read something about the band’s repertoire and high quality:
“The band’s marvelous execution of Wagner’s overtures, Liszt’s rhapsodies,
Beethoven’s symphonies and similar classical compositions have been rapturously
applauded, and for the refinement and delicacy of expression in the rendition of this
music the band have won their fame and renown.”
The lady singer Lillian Bayard Norton (Farmington, Maine, 1857 – Batavia, Java, 1914) just
joined the band for this European tour. She became a famous opera diva known as “Nordica”.
The cornet soloist was Walter Emerson (1845-1893) and saxophone soloist was Eduard A
Lefebvre (1834-1911) known as the “Saxophone King”. Fourteen years later, the Belgian
saxophone virtuoso Jean-Baptiste Moeremans was to join Gilmore’s band.
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2. THE SOUSA BAND AND BELGIUM (Part 1).
On its first European tour in 1900, the sixty-three strong Sousa Band spent over six months
touring in France, Germany, Belgium, The Netherlands and England. The band had been
appointed official American band at the Paris Exposition where it spent 28 days!
In Belgium there were concerts in the Brussels Alhambra Theatre on Wednesday 16 May and
two (matinee and evening) concerts on Thursday 17 May and another concert in the “Jardin
d’Acclimatation” in Liege on Friday 18 May. Sousa was decorated by the Belgian authorities.
The concerts were announced several times in various newspapers including Le Courrier de
l’Escaut, La Réforme, Le Peuple, Journal de Bruxelles, L’Indépendance Belge, Le Vingtième
Siècle, Le Patriote and Le Petit Bleu du Matin.

290. Sousa’s Band – Hamburg May 30, 1900.

The accounts in the Belgian press were mostly very positive, though part of the journalists
showed an almost complete ignorance about and indifference towards wind band music. A
striking example is an article written by a certain E.C., published in the newspaper Gazette de
Charleroi595. We quote large parts of this article and it is quite clear that this reporter ‘sinned
mostly by ignorance’; he did not know what band music was, so he did not like it:
Un orchestre extraordinaire.
« Les exécutants sont 65: c’est gentil pour une bande d’harmonie. Mais il faut
considérer que chacun de ces 65 en vaut 4, en vaut 10. Les hommes de la bande de
Sousa soufflent plus fort et plus longtemps que les autres hommes. Leurs instruments
vibrent autrement que les autres instrument. Leurs flûtes piaulent, les clarinettes
glapissent, leurs pistons barrissent, leur trombones pétaradent avec une fureur
inconnue. »
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(They are 65 musicians: this is nice for a wind band. But one should consider that each
of those 65 is worth 4, is worth 10. The men of the Sousa Band blow harder and longer
than the other men. Their instruments vibrate in another way than the other instruments.
Their flutes squeak, their clarinets yap, their cornets trumpet like elephants, their
trombones bang and crackle with an unknown frenzy.)
Slide trombones were rather unusual at that time in Belgian bands which mostly only used
valve trombones and the journalist had never seen a sousaphone…
« Certains d’entre eux mettent en action des dispositifs sonores dont l’aspect seul
impose la terreur et présage des sensations inédites. Ce sont des choses contournées et
prodigieuses dont le pavillon, non ! le cratère ! mesure je ne sais combien de mètres de
tour et qui vomissent du son comme un volcan vomit sa lave. »
(Some of those (instruments) start sonorous machinery the sole vision of which causes
terror and predicts brand new sensations. It are strange twisted and curious things, with
a bell, no! with a crater ! with a circumference of many meters, which vomit sound like
a volcano vomits its lava.)
The biased reporter continued with a hilarious description of the performance of Richard
Wagner’s Tannhäuser overture:
« …une ouverture de Tannhäuser qu’on ne soupçonne pas, une ouverture à haute
tension, une ouverture de je ne sais pas combien de 1.000 chevaux vapeur, une
ouverture dans laquelle la bacchanale fait passer des légions de diables, où l’ode à
Vénus défie toute description, où les fameux traits de violon en triolets, coupés, confiés
aux clarinettes, donnent l’impression de 50.000 chiens auxquels on aurait appris à
hurler du Wagner en leur marchant sur les pattes. »
(…a Tannhäuser overture which one can hardly imagine, a high-tension overture, an
overture of uncountable 1.000 horsepower, an overture in which the bacchanal is a
parade of legions of devils, where the ode to Venus defies any description, where the
famous violin passages with triplets, cut into pieces, played by the clarinets, give the
impression of 50.000 dogs taught to yell Wagner’s music by stepping on their paws.)
The reporter compared the effects of the band’s performance of the celebrated march The
Stars and Stripes forever with that of the trumpets of Jericho! He even left the theatre to listen
to the Introduction to the third act of Wagner’s Lohengrin from a safe distance at the other
side of the boulevard!
In Le Petit Bleu du Matin596 one could read a report of more hybrid character :
« M. Sousa le chef de la bande, la poitrine constellée de médailles,
mène ses musiciens avec une autorité réelle; de la droite, il manie
son bâton tantôt comme une chambrière, tantôt comme une
fourchette avec laquelle on bat des œufs en neige; de la gauche, il
fait des signes magnétiques à ses hommes, les attire ou les
repousse, leur jette du fluide ou leur en retire: c’est très original.
N’allez pas croire que, parce que ce corps d’harmonie a des côtés
excentriques que nous commençons par signaler, il soit sans
valeur artistique. Bien au contraire: une fois admis ce goût
américain de l’énorme, on peut prendre un gros plaisir à
l’originalité d’une musique plus que correcte: impeccable; les
sonorités ont, dans leur éclat forcené, des plénitudes inattendues, de triomphants
épanouissements. Et l’exécution trouve aussi, parfois, de la discrétion élégante, voire de
la grâce : ainsi dans les morceaux intitulés ‘Three Nations’ de Sousa lui-même, œuvre
This was the first Belgian illustrated newspaper, inspired by ‘The Illustrated London News’; it was created in
1893 and was published until 1919.
596
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distinguée avec des développement nuancés, de la verve et de la légèreté. Les
instrumentistes, pris individuellement, sont gens qui n’ont plus rien à apprendre. Un
piston-solo a ‘vocalisé’ une fantaisie de façon à transporter la salle. Il a même, à de
certains passages, littéralement épouvanté son public. Certaines notes étaient tenues
avec une telle persistance qu’on avait l’envie de crier ‘assez !’, comme à ces hercules
dont l’effort prolongé vous inquiète quand il ils s’acharnent au bras tendu. Mais le
particulier a les poumons solides ; il repartait de plus belle, franchissant les intervalles
comme un cheval de course saute les fossés, en steeple. Quand il arriva au poteau,
c’est-à-dire à la fin de sa ‘ fantaisie’, les auditeurs n’avaient plus un cheveu de sec ; lui
soufflait à peine… ; Voilà ce que c’est que l’entrainement. Il y a eu aussi un solo de
trombonne exécuté par un monsieur, dont le nom nous échappe, mais qui doit s’appeler
Van Peteghem. Tout ce que le barbarygme a de plus hideux et de plus inquiétant se
trouve dans le premier morceau qu’il joua. Jamais mitrailleuse Maxim ne pétarda avec
un aussi merveilleux entrain, jamais plus savantes et plus complexes variétés de sons
bizarres ne furent émises en quelques minutes devant un public comme il faut…Le bel
instrument que la trombonne ainsi joué, et gai et farce, c’est inoubliable. La bande de
Sousa triomphe dans les marches. Le morceau étourdissant ‘The Stars and Stripes for
Ever’ avec son motif principal repris par les cuivres, pavillons face au public, est
martial et joyeux. Si les murailles de Jéricho avaient entendu cette fanfare, elles se
seraient volatilisées. Il faut aller entendre cette bande américaine; félicitons la
direction de l’Alhambra de nous l’avoir présentée et souhaitons au théâtre le gros
succès que cette originale musique mérite. G. » 597
(Mr. Sousa the band’s leader, with his breast strew with medals, leads his musicians
with a real authority; with his right hand he handles his baton at one time as a whip at
another time as a fork used to whip egg whites; with his left he makes his men magnetic
signs, attracts them or drives them back, throws fluid at them or takes it back: it is most
original. Do not imagine that, because this wind band boasts eccentric characteristics as
we mentioned, it does not have any artistic value. On the contrary: once you have
admitted this American taste for enormities, you may appreciate the originality of music
that is more than correct: impeccable; the sonorities boast, in their frantic brilliance,
unexpected fullness, triumphant blossoming. And the performance sometimes also
boasts elegant discretion, even elegance: it’s the case in the piece Three Nations
composed by Sousa himself, a distinguished composition with differentiated shades,
verve and lightness. The instrumentalists, considered individually, are people who don’t
have to learn anything more. A cornet soloist has ‘vocalized’ a fantasy in a way to have
the audience go into raptures. In some passages he literally frightened the listeners.
Certain notes were sustained with such a persistence that we wanted to cry ‘enough!’, as
towards those muscular athletes whose prolonged effort alarms you when they
persevere with stretched arms. But this individual has strong lungs: he continues anew,
crossing the intervals like a race-horse jumping the ditches in a steeple-chase. When he
reached the finish of his fantasy the listeners sweated heavily; he hardly gasped for
breath… That is a fine example of due training. There was also a trombone solo
performed by a gentleman whose name we do not remember, but he should be named
Van Peteghem. One could find all hideous and frightful characters of an awful sound
(barbarygma wind) in the first piece he played. Never did a Maxim machine-gun shoot
with such splendid liveliness, never had more skillful and complex sound varieties been
duly produced in some minutes in front of an audience. What a nice instrument that
trombone played like that, unforgettable. The Sousa Band excels in the marches.
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The overwhelming The Stars and Stripes for Ever with its main theme repeated by the
brass instruments with the bells turned towards the audience is martial and joyous. If the
walls of Jericho had heard this fanfare they would have disappeared. One should go and
listen to this American band ; let us congratulate the management of the Alhambra Hall
which introduced this band and wish them success. G.)

291. The Brussels Alhambra Theatre, May 1900.

The newspaper La Meuse paid most attention (up to ten times) to the Belgian concerts of the
Sousa Band. It quoted a report about a concert at the Alhambra published in a Brussels paper
which praised the American musicians as follows:
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« Une phalange de soixante-cinq instrumentistes supérieurement
exercés et stylés, Admirable sonorité – les cuivres surtout – précision
et netteté d’exécution, discipline parfaite qui donne à l’ensemble une
allure toute militaire, telles sont les qualités qui frappent tout
d’abord chez les musiciens de l’U.S., la mimique pittoresque du chef
d’orchestre donnait une saveur en plus. Cette mimique consiste en
une série d’attitudes et de gestes qui ne se contentent point de donner
aux exécutants les indications que réclament la mesure, le rythme, les
nuances à observer; ils vont jusqu’à figurer le jeu même des
instruments et à imiter les mouvements de ceux qui en jouent. … il
faut louer la virtuosité des instrumentistes… .»598
(A band of sixty-five superiorly trained and styled instrumentalists, admirable sound –
especially the brass – performance precision and clearness, perfect discipline providing
the ensemble a quite military allure, those are the qualities that strike first with the U.S.
musicians… the picturesque gestures of the conductor add savor. This consists of a
serious of attitudes and gesticulations which are not limited to the indications imposed
by the beat, the rhythm and the shades; they even figure what the instrument should play
and imitate the movements of the players. One should praise the virtuosity of the
instrumentalists.)
La Meuse also reported about the concert at Liege in a very positive way:
« La galerie comble comme nous ne l’avions jamais vue; Quinze minutes avant l’heure
du concert, on y eût vainement cherché une chaise inoccupée… Il y avait à voir M.
Sousa – John Philipp (sic) – qui n’est pas un chef d’orchestre banal, avec ses
balancements de bras – des deux bras – aux mains gantées de blanc; les solistes
s’installent à la place du chef qui gagne pendant ce temps le milieu du kiosque ; enfin –
manœuvres d’ensemble supérieurement exécutées – au beau milieu d’une marche
toutes les trompettes se levant et venant se ranger en rangs d’oignons, face au public,
pour lancer leurs notes les plus éclatantes en une bruyante reprise. Il y avait aussi à
admirer – bien sincèrement – des musiciens qui, en deux heures, exécutaient 15 ou 16
morceaux y compris un entracte. A peine trente secondes séparaient elles deux
morceaux. Quant à ce qu’on entendit ce fut non moins curieux, intéressant toujours,
bizarre parfois.
La Sousa Band atteint à une sonorité, à une puissance merveilleuses, dont nous n’avons
nullement idée ici. C’est épatant ! Les vitres de la galerie en tremblent encore. Comme
netteté, comme ensemble, comme précision, comme clarté, ce n’est pas moins
surprenant. On ne saurait trop admirer la justesse, la discipline atteintes par ces
soixante musiciens. La perfection même. C’est robuste, vigoureux, carré. Les clarinettes
obtiennent par instant des effets de violons tout à fait curieux…. »599
(A full up gallery as we had never seen it; fifteen minutes before the start of the concert
one should have looked in vain for a free seat … On the stage was Mr. Sousa –John
Philip – a rather unusual conductor, balancing his arms – both of them – wearing white
gloves; the soloists stood at the conductor’s place while the latter settled in the middle
of the bandstand; finally – superiorly managed ensemble movements – right in the
middle of a march all trumpet players rose and drew up in line facing the audience in
order to blow their most brilliant notes in a noisy da capo. One could also admire – quite
sincerely – musicians performing 15 or 16 pieces within two hours, including an
interval. There were hardly thirty seconds in between two consecutive pieces.
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What one heard was no less curious, always interesting, and sometimes bizarre. The
Sousa Band achieves marvelous sound and vigor, unknown to us over here up to now.
It’s fantastic! The gallery windows are still trembling. Equally surprising is the purity as
to ensemble playing, precision and clearness. One cannot enough admire the intonation
and the discipline of those sixty musicians. An absolute perfection, vigorous and
complete. The clarinets occasionally obtain quite curious violin effects.)
The reporter however deplored the way of interpretation of the music especially the most
disturbing performance of the national hymn La Brabançonne. After commenting both
soloists, he continued by summarizing the overall impression with the audiences:
« La Souza (sic) Band a soulevé chez les uns un enthousiasme confinant au délire. Les
autres, - tout en rendant justice à de très grandes qualité, - se sont montrés plus modérés. »
(The Sousa Band triggered an enthusiasm verging on rapture. Others – though admitting
very great qualities – had a more moderate opinion.)
Finally, he quoted from Sousa’s word of thanks at the reception after the concert :
« L’Amérique est la fille de l’Europe. Si la maman est contente, l’enfant l’est également. »
(America is Europe’s daughter. When the mother is satisfied, so does the child.)

The repertoire was rather traditional with mostly
transcriptions. The program (cf. picture right) included
Wagner’s Tannhaüser Overture, Introduction to the 3rd
act of Lohengrin, Hungarian Dance nr.6 by Johannes
Brahms, Slavonic Dance nr.2 by Antonin Dvorak, Pjotr
Tchaikovsky’s Italian Capriccio and the waltz by Ball
Scenes by Alfons Czibulka, the cornet solo Bride of the
Waves, composed and performed by Herbert Clarke, the
trombone solo Air and Variations, composed and
performed by Arthur Pryor, Sousa’s suite Three
Quotations and his march The Stars and Stripes for
Ever.

In all newspapers which published a presentation of Sousa and his Band in prospect of the
future concerts in Belgium Sousa was said to have been conductor of the National Guard
Band in Washington. Why the U.S. Marine Band was confused with the National Guard can
only be guessed; yet the unconscious etymological connection with the French Garde
Républicaine Band (cf. p. 427) reputed to be unsurpassed in Western Europe might be an
explanation.
An anecdotal event happened on Monday 21 May at the railway station of Verviers where the
express train to Berlin with the Sousa Band on board had a short stop. One of the musicians of
the band suddenly recognized a German postman in uniform walking on the platform as his
brother whom he had not seen since he left Germany for the U.S. eighteen years before. They
had just the time to have a drink to celebrate this unexpected encounter!600
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It is also interesting to note that works of several Belgian composers have been on the
repertoire of the Sousa band either in a transcription or as an original wind band composition.
As transcriptions we had Entr’acte et Valse from Charlotte Corday (concert tours of 1894,
1900 and 1902), and Vlaamsche Volksmarsch (1893) both by Peter Benoit (cf. p.449).
As original pieces we can mention several compositions by Belgian military bandmasters:
Belgian Patriotic Fantasy (1895 and 1896) by François Van Herzeele (cf p.463), Le Retour
du Printemps (1893) by Henri Labory (cf. p.459), Gipsy Airs (1893) by Clovis Lecail (cf.
p.460), Hungarian Fantasy (1893 and 1896), the march La Vie Militaire (1893) by MichelJoseph Steenebrugen (cf. p.461) and Promenade du Khalife (1893) by Victor Turine (cf . p.
461). Other Belgian wind band pieces played by the Sousa Band were: the gallops America
(1893) and Battle of Inkerman (1893, 1894 and 1896) by Edouard Van Buggenhoudt (cf.
p.455) and Marche Indienne (1893) and Marlborough piccolo solo (1893) by Henri Van
Gael601. This clearly proves that Belgian wind band music had a kind of fame in the United
States and that it was appreciated by Sousa who personally made the transcription of Peter
Benoit’s Charlotte Corday: Entr’acte Valse de la scène de Bal.602
Several Belgian soloists played in the Sousa Band. We
already mentioned the saxophone player Jean-Baptiste
Moeremans (cf. p.387.) but there were three more
Belgian musicians at one or other time in the Sousa
Ban. John Saveniers was a cornet/trumpet player who
was first a member of the Royal Symphonic Band of
the Belgian Guides. He was a member of the Sousa
Band during the 1892 and 1893 concert tours. The
bassoon player Ferdinand Jabon, soloist at the
Brussels Opera ‘La Monnaie’ was part of the Sousa
Band during the 1892 and 1892 concert tours. The
saxophonist Benjamin Vereecken (Temse, 1872 – Los
Angeles, 1937) played with the Sousa band as solist
and arranger from 1910 to 1915. Vereecken also
composed several band pieces, saxophone solos and a
saxophone tutor.

292. Saxophone method by Ben Vereecken.

The Sousa Band came back to Belgium in May 1903 and played concerts at Brussels, Ghent,
Antwerp and Liege.

601
602

Henri Van Gael (Brussels,1846 – Paris, 1917) was a Belgian composer and pianist.
Bierley, Paul, John Philip Sousa. A Descriptive Catalog of his Works, Illinois, 1973, p. 131.
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3. THE GARDE RÉPUBLICAINE BAND IN BELGIUM.

293. Musique de la Garde Républicaine de Paris – 1893.

Due to its victory at the International Military Band Contest
organized at the “Palais de l’Industrie” in Paris in July 1867
(cf. p.244)and the huge success of its concert tour in the
United States in 1872, the Paris Garde Républicaine Band was
soon to be considered as one of the best, if not the best,
military (wind) bands in Europe. It is clear that a concert by
this famous band was acclaimed as a unique event by all wind
band music lovers. Its visit in a foreign town was announced
several months in advance in the local press. That was also the
case in Belgium. However, the first attempt was a failure.
On 23 January 1881 the Paris band, conducted by Adolphe
Sellenick (1826–1893) was to participate in a concert in
Brussels next to several Belgian military bands (cf. program
right) but did not turn up because of an unexpected duty in
Paris. Nine years later the band finally visited Belgium.
294. Program of the intended joint
concert with Garde Républicaine.
Républicaine Brussels, January 23, 1881

1888.
The Garde Républicaine Band visited Belgium for the first time in July 1888 when it was
invited at Liege by the choral society Disciples de Grétry, presided by Jules Keppenne, for the
celebration of its tenth anniversary. As introduction to the band and its conductor Gustave
Wettge (1844–1909) a short history of the band was published in the newspaper La Meuse.603
Despite the heavy rain the band was welcomed at the Guillemin Station by several local
societies including the bands of the 1st and the 2nd Legions of the Garde Civique (Civic
Militia) and a huge crowd.
603

La Meuse, 23 June 1888, pp. 1 & 2.
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One newspaper proudly mentioned that among the musicians of the Garde Républicaine there
were two ancient pupils of the Liege and Brussels conservatories.604
The first concert was on Sunday 1 July 1888 in the courtyard of the Episcopal Palace. Besides
both national anthems The Brabançonne and La Marseillaise, the program included:
Ouverture de Mysora
Mosaïque sur La Favorite
Concerto pour 15 clarinettes
La Bénédiction des Poignards des Huguenots
Marche
Ouverture d’Obéron
Symphonie Pastorale – 1°mouvement.
Sélection de Patrie
Les Petits Oiseaux; Valse pour 3 petites flûtes

G. Wettge
Donizetti
Klosé
Meyerbeer
Berlioz
von Weber
Beethoven
Paladilhe
(?)

605

There was a second concert on Monday 2 July also in het courtyard of the Episcopal Palace.
Besides both national anthems The Brabançonne and La Marseillaise, the program included:
Ouverture Rosabelle
Hamlet – Scène du Printemps
L’Arlésienne
Grande Fantaisie sur Faust
Les Erynnies
Ouverture de Guillaume Tell

Wettge
Thomas
Bizet
Gounod
Massenet
Rossini

After the concert the band played a serenade in front of the Grétry monument at the Place de
l’Opéra and an inevitable banquet was offered to the musicians.606 Still on Monday 2 July the
musicians were invited to visit the John Cockerill Steel Works at Seraing.607 The band left
Liege for Paris on Tuesday 3 July. The renowned photographer Léon Dorée Plumier sold two
souvenir pictures of the band’s visit.
The Gazette de Liège praised the band as follows (quoted in the Journal de Bruxelles):
« Rien de plus extraordinaire aussi que d’entendre ces instruments de cuivre, autrefois
si limités dans leurs moyens, et quant à la justesse et quant à la rapidité, et surtout
quant à la délicatesse des nuances, exécuter des morceaux primitivement composés
pour des instruments à cordes, avec la précision d’un violon ou d’un violoncelle. »608
(Nothing more extraordinary than hearing those brass instruments, with such limited
possibilities in former times, as to correct tuning and velocity and especially as to
delicacy of nuances, perform compositions originally composed for stringed
instruments, with the precision of a violin or a violoncello.)
It is typical that the press paid the majority of its attention to receptions, banquets and
speeches, while almost completely neglected the musical aspects.
In contrast with most of the newspapers, the reporter J. Ghymers of the music magazine Le
Guide Musical, was really interested in the composition, the musical qualities of the band, the
program and the way it was performed:
La Réforme, 2 July 1888, p. 2.
La Meuse, 2 July, 1888, p. 2.
606
Gazette de Charleroi, 4 July 1888, p. 2.
607
La Meuse, 4 July 1888, p. 2.
608
Journal de Bruxelles, 3 July 1888, p .2.
604
605
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« Cet orchestre militaire, qui marche au premier rang des meilleures musiques de
l’Europe, est ainsi composé: dix-neuf clarinettes, trois hautbois, trois flûtes, deux bassons,
sept saxophones, soprano, alto, ténor, basse, quatre cornets à pistons, quatre bugles, deux
trompettes, deux petits bugles, trois altos, quatre cors, six trombones, cinq saxhorns
basses, quatre saxhorns contrebasses, les timbales, la grosse-caisse, etc., etc. »609
(This military band belonging to the best bands in Europe consists of nineteen clarinets,
three oboes, three flutes, two bassoons, seven saxophones, soprano, alto, tenor, bass, four
cornets, four B flat flugelhorns, two trumpets, two E flat flugelhorns, three alto saxhorns,
four French horns, six trombones, five bass saxhorns, 4 contrabass saxhorns, bass drum,
etc., etc.)
Next to a most laudatory comment on the perfect interpretations, the
magazine also mentioned a whole series of soloists, bringing to
notice that the flute soloist Léon Fontbonne610 had studied with
Édouard Tricot at the Royal Conservatory of Music of Liege.

1889.
One year later the Garde Républicaine Band visited Belgium for the second time. The
destination was Charleroi. On 8 September 1889 the band gave a concert organized by the
local “Cercle Liégeois”611 at the Athénée Royal of Charleroi for the benefit of the families of
the victims of the coal mine catastrophe of Verpilleux near Saint-Étienne.612 The band shared
the scene with the choir La Royale Légia of Liege. The band’s program consisted of:
Ouverture Dramatique
Ballet d’Hamlet
Marche aux Flambeaux n° 3
Introduction et valse pour 3 flûtes
Ouverture de Freyschütz
Cortège de Bacchus de Sylvia
Mosaïque sur Faust
Ouverture de Guillaume Tell

G. Wettge
A. Thomas
G. Meyerbeer
A. Douard
C.M. de Weber
L. Delibes
Ch. Gounod
G. Rossini

A reporter was astonished that many of the musicians were decorated with the “Palmes
Académiques”.613 The concert was attended by 5.000 listeners. The soloists Fontbonne (flute),
Pellegrin (oboe), Laforgue (flugelhorn) and Sadran (trombone) were praised in the press
reports.614
Le Guide Musical, 1888, volume 28, p. 5,
Léon Fontbonne (1859–1940) was born in Clermont-Ferrand (France). At the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian
War in 1870, Fontbonne's family moved to Belgium. There, after an apprenticeship as a typographer at a
newspaper and after teaching himself the flute, Fontbonne began his musical studies, including composition, at
the Conservatoire in Liege where he studied with Edouard Tricot. He received his Premier Prix with distinction
in 1877. From 1883 to 1908 he was soloist with the Paris Garde Républicaine.
611
A society gathering people originating from the city of Liege.
612
The mining disaster at Verpilleux on 14 July 1889 killed 200 miners.
613
Gazette de Charleroi, 8 September 1889, p. 2.
614
Gazette de Charleroi, 9 September 1889, p. 2.
609
610
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Thanks to diplomatic lobbying (a.o. by the Prince de Ligne) the city of Brussels succeeded to
get the band also to the capital.615 So on Monday 9 September, the Band went to Brussels to
play a concert organized by the Red Cross at the Alhambra Theatre. The conductor Gustave
Wettge and the musicians were very disturbed when they heard they were hosted in the “Petit
Château” barracks, as they were used to be housed in hotel rooms. The organizers
immediately booked rooms in several hotels, though a number of musicians stayed at the
barracks.616 The band was welcomed by several Brussels bands and a huge crowd. At a
reception at the Brussels Town Hall there was a welcome speech and a flower presentation by
representatives of the Band of the Guides (announced as “The King’s Private Band”), headed
by konzertmeister Gustave Poncelet.617 In the evening the band played a very successful
concert at the Alhambra Theatre yielding a benefit of 5.000 francs. The program was identical
to that played at Charleroi.618 King Leopold II deplored he could not attend the concert. Yet
the conductor Gustave Wettge was made “Chevalier de l’Ordre de Léopold” at the evening
banquet.619 In a letter to the president of the French Chamber of Commerce at Brussels H.M.
the King let know:
« Sa Majesté a été heureuse d’accorder son ordre au chef d’une des meilleures musiques
de l’Europe, qui est venue se faire entendre chez nous au profit d’œuvres philanthropiques
et qui a bien voulu, autorisée par le Ministre de la guerre, prolonger son séjour à
Bruxelles, afin de donner un concert spécial au profit des victimes de l’épouvantable
catastrophe d’Anvers.
Comte Van Den Steen De Jehay, attaché au Cabinet du Roi. »620
(It has pleased His Majesty to grant His Order to the conductor of one of the best bands in
Europe which came to perform over here at the benefit of philanthropic works and was
willing, with authorization of the Minister of War, to prolong its stay in Brussels, in order
to play a special concert for the benefit of the victims of the horrible catastrophe of
Antwerp.
- signed: Count Van Den Steen De Jehay, attached to the King’s Cabinet.)
The next day, Tuesday 10 September, the band also played an afternoon concert in the Park in
front of the Royal Palace for the benefit of the victims of the catastrophe at Antwerp621 and
this concert yielded 11.238 francs for the victims.622 The program included Ouverture de
Mysora by the conductor Wettge and Les Erynnies by Jules Massenet.623
1890.
The third visit of the Garde Républicaine Band in Belgium in September 1890 brought the
band to Antwerp and Brussels and was amply reported by several newspapers, including
L’Indépendance Belge, Journal de Bruxelles, La Meuse, Le Soir, Het Handelsblad, Le
Peuple, La Réforme, le Courrier de l’Ecaut, Gazette de Charleroi and L’Émancipation.
The band arrived at the Midi Station in Brussels on Friday 12 September. At the welcoming
ceremony the conductor Gustave Wettge claimed that he was proud to wear the cross of the
Order of Leopold.
Le Peuple, 7 September 1889, p. 1.
La Réforme, 11 September 1889, p. 1.
617
Le Soir, 11 September 1889, p. 1.
618
Journal de Bruxelles, 10 September 1889, p. 2.
619
Gazette de Charleroi, 10 September 1889, p. 2.
620
Journal de Bruxelles, 14 September 1889, p. 2.
621
An explosion in an ammunition factory at the Oosterweel suburb of Antwerp on 6 September 1889 with 95
people killed and 63 wounded.
622
Gazette de Charleroi, 10 September 1889, p. 2.
623
Le Soir, 12 September 1889, p. 2.
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The Brussels Fire Brigade Band preceded the French Band in a parade through the streets of
Brussels. After a lunch at the Grand Hotel – with a serenade by the fanfare band Phalange
Artistique - the band took the train to Antwerp where a large crowd was waiting to welcome
the musicians. No less than three military bands (the 6th, 7th and 14th Regiments of the Line),
two civilian bands (including that of the De Beuckelaer Biscuit Factory) and some 40
Antwerp societies accompanied the Garde Républicaine Band through the streets of the town
towards the Grand Hôtel where the musicians were hosted.624 According to La Meuse some
20.000 people acclaimed the band at the parade625 and two days later the same newspaper
wrote:
« L’accueil que l’on a fait à la musique de la Garde Républicaine de Paris tenait du délire.
Je n’avais jamais vu pareil (sic) foule à la gare de l’Est. Plus de quarante sociétés,
accompagnées de leur musique, on fait cortège à la vaillante phalange, dont le chef M.
Welche (sic) était ému au-delà de toute expression. »626
(The welcome of the Garde Républicaine Band looked like madness. I had never seen such
a large crowd at the East Station. Over forty societies, accompanied by their band, paraded
along with the valiant phalanx whose conductor Mr. Welche (sic) was moved more than he
could express.)
The band participated in a Festival organized by the “Société du Palais de L’Industrie, de
l’Art et du Commerce” in its gardens627, for the benefit of the victims of the catastrophes at
Saint-Etienne and Fort-de-France628.
The first concert on Saturday 13 September was a huge success according to L’Indépendance
Belge:
« La Garde Républicaine, reçue avec éclat par les autorités communales, a obtenu un vif
succès. On a beaucoup remarqué l’admirable délicatesse de nuances de ce corps de
musique d’élite. Parmi les morceaux qui ont été particulièrement goûtés du public, nous
citerons un concerto de clarinettes de Klosé, des fantaisies sur le ‘Comte Ory’ et sur le
‘Freischütz’ et la polka ‘Sonnez Trompettes’ du chef G.Wettge. »629
(The Garde Républicaine, brilliantly welcomed by the municipal authorities, obtained a
great success. We strongly noticed the admirable delicacy of the nuances by this elite band.
Among the pieces that were particularly appreciated by the audience we mention a
Concerto for (all) clarinets by Klosé, fantasies on Le Comte Ory and Le Freyschütz and the
polka Sonnez Trompettes by the conductor Wettge.)
La Meuse was even more enthousiastic :
« L’enthousiasme a redoublé hier, à l’occasion du concert donné, dans le Parc du Palais
de l’Industrie, par ces artistes d’élite, au nombre de soixante-quatorze. Il faut dire aussi
qu’on n’avait jamais assisté à pareille exécution, la sûreté des attaques, le fini des
nuances, la qualité des timbres, tout est idéal ; Cette harmonie a interprété l’ouverture du
Freyschütz avec une délicatesse, un sentiment et un goût artistique tel que la meilleures
des symphonies, avec toutes les ressources des instruments à cordes, n’aurait pu donner de
ce chef d’œuvre une idée plus pénétrante. Tout l’auditoire, et il était immense, était sous le
charme de cette exécution divine. »630
L’Indépendance Belge, 14 September 1890, p. 1.
La Meuse, 13 September 1890, p. 2.
626
La Meuse 15 September 1890, p. 2.
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The park that had hosted the Exposition Universelle d'Anvers (World Fair) from 2 May to 2 November 1885.
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A fire destroyed part of the city of Fort de France in the overseas department of Martinique on 22 June 1890.
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L’Indépendance Belge, 15 September 1890, p. 3
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La Meuse, 15 September 1890, p. 2.
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(The enthusiasm doubled yesterday, on the occasion of the concert given in the Park of the
Palais de L’Industrie by those elite musicians, seventy-four in number. We should also
admit that we had never seen a similar performance, the certainty of the attacks, the
finishing touch of all nuances, the sound quality, everything being perfect. This wind band
performed the Freyschütz overture with a delicacy, an artistic feeling and taste in such a
way that the best symphony orchestras, with all resources of the stringed instruments,
would not have been able to render a more penetrating idea of this masterpiece. The
complete audience, and it was huge, was charmed by this divine performance.)
There was less enthusiasm about the program of the second concert on Sunday 14 September,
qualified as :
« Programme médiocre : programme de dimanche aux Champs-Élysées »
(Mediocre program : program of a Sunday concert at the Champ-Élysées.)
The march Souvenir de Liège by Wettge was however appreciated and the band’s high level
was savoured :
« Elle est du reste extrêmement harmonieuse, la sonorité de cet orchestre militaire. Les
bois sont d’une qualité délicieuse; les cuivres ont des pianos soutenus qui eussent ravi
Richard Wagner. »631
(Moreover, the sonority of this military band is extremely harmonious. The woodwind
instruments boast an outstanding quality: the brass instruments produce sustained pianos
which would have ravished Richard Wagner.)
The Band returned to Brussels on Monday 15 September and played an evening concert,
organized by the French Chamber of Commerce for the benefit of the orphans of
Blankenberge, at the Cirque Royal. The program included:
Overture Fingal’s Cave
Fantasy on Le Comte Ory
Overture to Guillaume Tell
Fantasy on Faust
Airs de Ballet
Concerto for 15 clarinets

F. Mendelssohn
G. Rossini
G.Rossini
Ch. Gounod
F. Lavaine632
H. Klosé

The composer Jules Massenet was in the audience. The Journal de Bruxelles mentioned that
the concert yielded over 3.000 francs and that no less than 3.125 people, either seated or
standing, attended the concert while some 500 more listeners had to be refused admittance.633
The organizing French chamber of commerce presented the musicians with a banquet at the
Grand Hotel634 and the next day, after a copious breakfast the Band left for Paris in the
morning.
Finally, it is noteworthy that a small concert tour abroad of a military band could give rise to
international politically inspired comments.

L’Indépendance Belge, 16 September 1890, p .2.
Ferdinand Lavaine (1814-1893) was a French composer and pianist, director of the Conservatory of Lille
(France).
633
Journal de Bruxelles, 17 September 1890, p. 1. & La Réforme, 17 September 1890, p. 1.
634
L’Indépendance Belge, 17 September 1890, p. 1.
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With reference to the band’s first visit in July 1888, the Journal de Bruxelles seemed
(willingly?) to find hostile feelings towards a friendship between Belgium and France in a
small comment published in the German newspaper La Gazette Générale du Nord of 6
July.635
In connection with the band’s third visit in September 1890, the Flemish socialist newspaper
Vooruit used the arrival of the French band in Brussels for its own political purposes,
stressing that it was the ordinary working people and not the (hated) bourgeoisie that
acclaimed the band in Brussels, expressing their longing for a republic instead of a (catholic)
monarchy.
“Zweeg de bourgeoiskliek en hield zij zich
terug, het volk, het arbeidende volk,
stroomde vooruit, klapte in de handen, en
zong mee, wanneer de krachtige
“Marseillaise” aangeheven werd om de
hoop in betere tijden, in den eindelijken
zegepraal op te beuren. De burgers
huiverden bij het hooren dier mannelijke
toonen maar de werklieden sprongen op,
trilden, en riepen “Leve Frankrijk! Leve de
Republiek!” om eens te meer aan de
regering het bewijs te leveren dat dien
regeringsvorm hier ook verkozen en weldra
zal uitgeroepen worden, ondanks hunne
helsche pogingen.”636
(If the bourgeois gang kept silent and
remained at the background, the working
people flew forwards, clapped their hands
and joined the singing when the powerful
“Marseillaise” was intoned in order to
comfort the hope for better times and the
final victory. The bourgeois shuddered at
hearing those virile sounds, whereas the
workmen jumped up, trembling and shouting “Three cheers for France! Three cheers for
the Republic!” as to prove once more to the government that this form of government will
soon be chosen and proclaimed over here, despite their devilish attempts.)
Yet the souvenir left by the Garde Républicaine Band remained above all that of a
qualitative exceptional wind (symphonic) band.

635
636

Journal de Bruxelles, 10 July 1888, p. 1.
Vooruit, Zondagsblad, 15 September 1889, p. 2.
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T. WIND BANDS AND FOLKLORE.
Belgium has always been a country with a rich folklore tradition with many processions,
cavalcades and other events including performances by wind bands. Besides the already
mentioned and described religious processions, there are also numerous non-religious
processions, though their origin often had a religious character.
Parade of the Giants
Typical for example are the ‘historical’ parades including or even paying homage to one or
more ‘giants’, a kind of gigantic, puppet or dummy carried by one or several men, according
to the size. Mostly those giants represent one or other historical local or national character.
The first giants in Flanders appeared in the 12th century. Inspired by biblical characters such
as Goliath, Samson or any saint or historical hero they were honored as frightening defenders
of town gates and ramparts and were brought to life in processions. The ‘carriers’ made the
giant dance from time to time to the sound of a small wind band with musicians dressed up in
traditional historical outfits.
In municipal archives we find references to ‘Giants’ from the Middle-Ages onwards: Antwerp
(1394), Leuven (1411), Lier (1417), Oudenaarde (1433), Mechelen (1436), Tienen (1456),
Dendermonde (1458), Zoutleeuw (1470), Veurne (1488), Herentals (1524), Turnhout (1552),
Bruges (1563), Ypres (1589), Ghent (1662), Nieuwpoort (1653 & 1670) and Borgerhout
(1712). From the 19th century onwards the old and new giants were often accompanied by
wind bands playing a specific tune to which the giant(s) danced. A famous example is the Ros
Beiaard Lied a traditional Flemish folksong that accompanies the Giant Horse “Beiaard’
(Bayard in French) mounted by the four “Heem” children (Aymon in French) referring to a
medieval novel “Renaud de Montauban” (12th century).

295. Musicians accompanying the giants at Ninove.
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Carnivals.
Many Belgian cities also boast a carnival which is celebrated before the start of the 40 day
“Lent” (40 days of fasting) in February and March preceding the Easter Feast. The term is
derived from the expression "carne vale" (abstinence of meat) referring to the
recommendations of the Roman Catholic Church inviting the faithful to fast and do penance.
So, just before ‘Lent’ people feast with quite some greediness and lasciviousness and … a lot
of music. There is often a dressed parade combining funny dresses (masquerades), circus acts
and quite some wind music. The most famous and most representative Carnival in Belgium is
undoubtedly the world-famous Carnival of Binche637 that fascinates people all over the
world.638 The tradition goes back to the 14th century and boasts an original and authentic
character. The Carnival of Binche is a matter of the majority of the inhabitants of the town
and numerous families are involved. The first public festivities start six weeks before the
actual carnival on Shrove Tuesday (Mardi Gras) by the drum rehearsals. Each Sunday there is
a public performance, first the ‘soumonces’ with the drums then the ‘soumonces’ with a wind
band. At the ‘soumonces’ with drums, the members are wearing clogs and a belt with bells,
known as ‘l’apertintaille’. At the soumonces’ with band, a brass or fanfare band joins the
drums and the members are wearing the costume used the preceding year. They play 26
traditional tunes all over the town. On Shrove Tuesday (the pre-eminent Gilles Day) people
gather in procession in the afternoon and parade towards the town centre of Binche, dancing
to the music of the drums and the brass bands, forming a living multicolored ribbon.
The different tunes of the Gilles “Airs des Gilles” played by wind bands appeared in the early
years of the 19th century. Previously the Gilles only danced to the sound of drums (snare and
bass drums). Most of the tunes have been composed by local composers or musicians with
ties of friendship with the town of Binche. There are 26 tunes on the official repertoire:

1 Aubade matinale
14 Le Juif errant
2 Les d'Gins dè l'Estène
15 Les Chasseurs
3 Vos arez in aubade
16 Trompettes des Cents gardes
4 Lion Belgique
17 Polka-Marche
5 La Classe
18 Paysan s'en va
6 Eloi à Charleroi
19 Vivent les bleus
7 Mère tant-pis
20 L'Ambulant
8 Le Postillon de Longjumeau 21 Cavalcade
9 Les Brigands
22 Air du Doudou
10 Airs des Marins
23 Arlequin
11 Sérénade
24 Air classique des Gilles
12 Pas de charge
25 Quand m'grand'mére
13 Sans-soucis
26 Le petit jeune homme de Binche

Binche is an old historical town in the province of Hainaut boasting some 40.000 inhabitants.
The carnival has been proclaimed as a Masterpiece of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity listed by
UNESCO in 2003.
637
638
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The tune Lion Belgique refers to the Brabantine Revolution, whereas Le petit jeune homme de
Binche was inspired by the French folk tune “Fanfan la Tulipe”.

296. The Gilles de Binche in the 19th century.

The wind band consists usually of clarinets, trumpets, flugelhorns, trombones, euphoniums
and bombardons. The number of musicians varies according to the budget of each carnival
association, with however an average of fifteen musicians. The trumpets (usually 4), walking
in the front, play the tune and announce the chosen item by playing the first notes. The
trombones (2) double the trumpets in the lower octave or play a countermelody. The
flugelhorns (4) play variations on the basic air. The single clarinet also plays variations and
sometimes ‘announces’ the tunes. The clarinet also plays the ‘aubade’ in the early morning
when the Gilles are gathered. The bass line is played by the tuba’s (3) and the bombardon (1).
It should be stressed that the steady drum rhythm is absolutely indispensable.

297 & 298. The Gilles de Binche .
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Marches de l’Entre Sambre et Meuse.
During the French domination (1792-1815), the increasing differences between the Flemish
(Dutch speaking) and the Walloons (French speaking) came to the surface. The language
affinity and a liking for the pageantry of the Empire incited a large part of the French
speaking population to get a feeling of “being part of the French empire”. In some parts of the
Walloon provinces a kind of pro French mythology was born and remained present in the
local folklore until today. The most spectacular manifestation of this ‘historical’ attitude is to
be found in the Marches Militaires de l’Entre-Sambre-et-Meuse, imbued with Napoleonic
souvenirs. The term “marche” actually refers to a procession of people wearing uniforms of
the Napoleonic army.
Music of fifes and drums give rhythm to those “marches” (parades/walks) in uniforms of the
Grenadiers of Napoleon’s army, though sometimes wind bands also participate, performing
Napoleonic military marches or processional (religious) marches. Indeed, some of these
“marches” have a religious connotation and often occur on a saint’s day or a feast day. A
typical example is the Marche Militaire de la Sainte-Rolande at Gerpinnes on Whit Monday.
The drum technique is unique and specialists say one needs ten years to master completely
this typical drum technique. The fifes have no keys, but only six finger holes, so they are
confined to the scales of D and G. The fifers use a technique quite similar to that practiced by
the fifers in the Valais area in Switzerland. There is no authentic musical notation of the fife
and drum marches, which are always transmitted by playing, listening and imitating. This
explains the slight differences heard in the various “walks” in different areas of the “Entre
Sambre et Meuse” area.
The origin of the marches is double. On the one hand many military calls and signals, such as
the Diane, the Pas Ordinaire, Au Drapeau, Rigaudon or Retraite are inherited directly from
the repertoire of the Napoleonic army. On the other hand, according to tradition, many
marches have been composed by a German called Jakob Rauscher, who lived and worked in
The Netherlands in the early 19th century.639 In fact these are simply the drum and fife
marches written for the Dutch Army by Rauscher in 1814.

299. Cover of Jacob Rauscher’s Anthology of marches
for signal instruments of the Dutch army.

Maurice Dumont, Tambours et fifres dans les marches folkloriques in ‘Contributions au Renouveau du
Folkore en Wallonie’, Brussels, 1971, pp. 107-109.
639
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Jacob Rauscher (1771-1834), son of a music master at Pirmasens, Germany, was
incorporated as a military musician in the Dutch Army at Maastricht in 1793. In 1808 he
moved to Amsterdam as a member of the Royal Band but soon left the Army and got a job
with the “Hollandse Stadsschouwburg” theatre. In 1815 he became conductor of the wind
band of the Amsterdam paramilitary national guard (Dienstdoende Schutterij). At the request
of the Minister of War, he wrote in 1814 three volumes of instructions, marches and calls for
drummers, fifers, buglers and trumpeters. The first volume was called Marschen en Signalen
voor de Tamboers en Pijpers van de Armée.640
As the Belgian territories were incorporated in The Kingdom of the Netherlands after
Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo in 1815, it is clear that those marches were also performed by
the drummers and fifers of the Dutch Army in the Belgian areas. As most of the local military
musicians were of Belgian origin this repertoire got mixed up with the Napoleonic repertoire
in the amateur fife and drum corpses.
The tune Le Réveil shows a very close parenthood with the Aubade (Morning Song)
performed by the fifes and drums of the “Gilles the Binche” at the Carnival on Mardi Gras.
One of the famous “Marches” (walks) is that of the 2ème Régiment des Grenadiers à Pied de la
Garde Impériale at the small city of Thuin. The Société Militaire des Sapeurs et Grenadiers
de la Garde (Military Society of the Sappers and Grenadiers of the Guard) was founded on 15
June 1888 and its aim was to participate in military uniforms in the Saint-Roch Procession
and other similar military walks. The founders of the society created an authentic Napoleonic
military company commemorating that big military epic which apparently had left deep marks
in the area between the rivers Sambre and Meuse. Each candidate had to be aged 18, be at
least 160 meters tall and apply by means of a letter. In 1888 the society consisted only of a
company of Sappers with bearskin cap, axe and leather apron. In 1894 a company of
Grenadiers was added and the society boasted 48 members and 19 honorary members. Each
year on the third Sunday of May, the group paraded in the Saint-Roch procession headed by
its drummers and fifers. Only the two world wars interrupted the society’s activities in the 20th
century.

300. 2° Régiment de Sapeurs et de Grenadiers de la Garde Impériale. Thuin ca. 1895.
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Rocus van Yperen, De Nederlandse Militaire Muziek, Bussum, 1966, p. 23.
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U. FIFE, DRUM AND BUGLE.
1 In the military.
Although the very first regulations of the Belgian army
mentioned in 1831 drums and fifes, the regulation of 19
September 1831 only mentioned “cornets”. This term
referred to all buglers or trumpeters or even drummers
which played a role in the organization of the military life
and exercises. The fifers still in use in the Dutch
occupying army between 1815 and 1830 had disappeared.
A regulation of 27 June 1850 ordered to replace the
“cornet” (natural horn in B flat) by the “clairon” (bugle),
but different instruments, even keyed bugles, were used up
to 1859 when the regulation of 15 July ordered to use only
the “clarion d’ordonnance”.
The drummers as signalmen were active from 1830 to
1874 when the regulation of 29 January ordered to replace
the drummers by buglers. However, from 1885 to 1914 the
drummers were introduced again as drummers/buglers.

301. Cornet and Drum Major - Belgian Infantry - 1831.

The drummers were instructed by a drum-major, whereas the buglers were instructed by a
“clairon-sergeant” (bugler sergeant). The buglers had to perform a series of signals or trumpet
calls that settled the everyday life of the troops: first call, recall, attention, roll call, report,
dismiss, retreat, extinction of the lights etc. Moreover, there were all kinds of calls to
announce officers, petty officers, surgeons, inspectors or authorities. There were also
honorary calls such as Aux champs (kind of ‘Last Post’) or Au Drapeau (Salute to the
Standard) etc.
Finally, each regiment had its own bugle call or signal and that was usually incorporated in
the official regimental march. The bugle was tuned in B flat and could only produce the
natural sounds C, G and E. The drummers beat the so-called “batteries” (drum displays)
which corresponded to the bugle calls and signals. The drummers and buglers of the regiment
joined the regimental band for all parades and marched in front of the band headed by the
drum major. So, in fact they were gathered in so-called “cliques” (drum and bugle bands).
The drummers beat their drum marches in between the military marches performed by the
band, whereas both drummers and buglers also played together with the band when the latter
played the regimental military marches on parade.
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302. Infantry Regiments (of the Line): Drummer – Drum Major – Bugler.
(1831)

303. Trumpeters of the cavalry
Regiments 1831.

All cavalry regiments boasted a number of
mounted trumpeters using a natural trumpet
in E flat. They were often gathered in real
mounted cavalry bands consisting of
trumpeters and kettle drums. The famous
Band of the Guides was developed from
such a mounted-trumpeters-band in 1832,
whereas in all the other cavalry regiments,
the trumpeters bands were turned into
(mounted) fanfare bands. Their conductors
had the function of “trompette-major”
(trumpeter major) until 1910.
As common with all cavalry regiments, the
trumpeters (and musicians as well) were
paid by the officers and so it often
happened that one or other cavalry band
was disbanded and the musicians simply
reduced to cavalry trumpeters. However, all
regimental cavalry marches boast the
regiment’s call, as a matter of course written for E flat
trumpets. A fine example is the famous March of the
1st Guides Regiment by Valentin Bender.

2 With amateur bands.
In the 19th century, most amateur wind bands boasted a couple of drummers who were
supposed to play some drum beats with variations in between the band marches on parade.
Buglers were rather an exception. This was going to change completely, though gradually, in
the course of the 20th century.
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V. THE CONDUCTORS.
Typical, in the first half of the 19th century is the fact that the conductor of both military and
amateur bands (cf. supra) often also played an instrument, usually the clarinet (solo clarinet or
E flat clarinet), but also sometimes the (French) horn. The renowned musicologist FrançoisJoseph Fétis mentions the instrumentation of the Guides Band in 1848 and we see that the
conductor Jean-Valentin Bender is also listed as playing the E flat clarinet. Fétis wrote:
«les meilleures proportions et le meilleur choix d’instruments pour une simple musique
militaire : le chef de musique jouant la petite clarinette »641
(the best proportions and the best selection of musical instruments for a simple military
band: the conductor playing the E flat clarinet)
The French journalist Stanislas Champein described a rehearsal of the Guides Band in March
1834 and wrote:
« Tout-à-coup, le silence: au milieu du carré un pupitre isolé s’était placé; et devant ce
pupitre, Bender; son sceptre, je voulais dire sa clarinette à la main. »642
(Suddenly, there was silence: an isolated music stand was set up in the middle of the
square space; in front of that music stand stood Bender with his scepter, I mean his
clarinet, in his hand.)
1. Military Band Conductors.
As was already the case with the Dutch Army Bands stationed in Belgium between 1815 and
1830 (cf. supra), many of the military bandmasters were of foreign, mostly German birth. In
1833 Belgian boasted 21 military bands and 11 bandmasters were of German origin and one
of Spanish origin:
Infantry Bands:

- 3rd Regiment of the Line:
- 6th Regiment of the Line :
- 8th Regiment of the Line :
- 10th Regiment of the Line:
- 11th Regiment of the Line:
- 1st Riflemen Regiment:
- 2nd Riflemen Regiment:

Antoine Heylingmeyer (Regensburg, 1793 – Lobbes, 1876)
Charles Weckesser (Bückeburg, 1800 – Tienen, 1875)
Georges Keyser (Nieder Zimmern, 1792 – Ieper, 1864)
Georges Angelroth (Hochstedt, 1797 – Namur, 1866)
Henri Heinisch (Saalburg, 1804 – Liege, 1843)
Ernest Spindler (Ohrdrul, 1805 – Leuven, 1835)
Jean-Chrétien Bierbach (Reinsdorff, 1803 – (B), 1851)

Cavalry Bands:

- 1st Guides Regiment:
Jean-Valentin Bender (Bechtheim, 1801 – Brussels, 1873)
- 1st Mounted Riflemen:
Jean-Henri Meyer (Osnabrück, 1796 - ?)
- 2nd Mounted Riflemen:
François Heym (Freiburg/Hannover, 1799 – Lier, 1876)
- 2nd Cuirassiers Regiment: Edouard Bärwolf (Anspach, 1804 - ?)

Fétis, François-Joseph, Manuel des compositeurs, directeurs de musique, chefs d’orchestre et de musique
militaire, Paris, 1837, pp. 112-113.
642
L’Émancipation, 23 March, 1834, p. 2.
641
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Michel Torramorell (Guirsona, 1786 – Paris, 1871), of Spanish birth, (cf. p. 209) conducted
the Band of the 7th Regiment of the Line. Some had already been a military musician or
bandmaster in the German, French or Dutch army (the latter occupying the Belgian territory).
They changed their German first name into a French sounding one (Georg into Georges, Karl
into Charles etc.). The tradition of recruiting German bandmasters lasted for several decades.
For example, the famous Band of the Belgian Guides Regiment got its first Belgian conductor
only in 1892.
Other military bandmasters of German origin in the Belgian army in the 19th century were
Jean Birenhard (10th Regiment of the Line), Charles Dicker (3rd Riflemen), Jean-Georges
Geret (Grenadiers), François Heym (1st Cuirassiers), Jean Meissner (7th regiment of the Line),
Frédéric Neumann (2nd Mounted Riflemen), Frédéric Saupe (Grenadiers), Martin Schmidt
(10th Regiment of Line and Grenadiers), Jean-Michel Staps (1st
Guides), Michel Stein (1st Lancers), Jean-Frédéric Warg (6th
Regiment of the Line), Jean Westhoff (3rd Regiment of the Line),
Jacques Zetsche (1st Riflemen) and Louis Zulch (10th & 4th
Regiments of the Line). The heritage of foreign bandmasters was
coupled with the also great number of military musicians of
foreign origin. According to Fétis on a total 505 military
musicians there were 132 foreigners in 1847. We can suppose that
recruitment was difficult in Belgium, especially as we know that
the payment was not really very interesting. Yet the level of
remuneration was apparently better than abroad. The
naturalization file of musician Jean-Frédéric Isserstädt, born in the
Grand Duchy of Saxony Weimar, states that he came to Belgium
as a military musician to find a steady job which enabled him to
rear his five children. He obtained the naturalization on 14 March
1845. Yet, as we’ll see (cf. p.444), the best soloist of the Guides
band left the band as they were offered better paid jobs abroad.643
304. Jean-Michel Staps, conductor of the
Guides Band 1873-1892.

2. Amateur Wind Band Conductors.
It was common that military bandmasters or military conductors were invited to become
musical director of an amateur wind band. As already mentioned, many musicians of
Napoleon’s defeated army stayed in Belgium and were involved in the foundation of several
wind bands. After Belgium’s independence, this custom was continued.
From 1832 to 1834 the Trompetgeschal wind band of Lier was subsequently conducted by the
bandmasters of the 7th, 8th and 9th regiment of the Line stationed occasionally at Lier. The
Sinte Cecilia band of Kontich recruited a Belgian military bandmaster in 1833 as Pierre Van
Calck (Brussels, 1805 – Diest, 1849) conducted the band between September and November
1833. He had played the flute in a Dutch military band from 1824 to 1829 and in the (Belgian)
band of the 1st Regiment of the Line from 1830 to 1833. In 1833 he became conductor of that
military band; this might be the reason why he left the Kontich band after two months.
643

Pieters, Francis, Van Trompetsignaal tot Muziekkapel, Kortrijk, 1981, p. 30.
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Otherwise also many amateur bands often appealed to foreign musicians when choosing a
conductor. As after Napoleon’s defeat, a lot of French military musicians stayed in Belgium
many among them were offered a job as a music teacher, often combined with the function of
conductor of the local wind band.
In the course of the nineteenth century several amateur wind bands were still conducted by
foreign musicians. Johannes Gadrell was a typical example. He was born at Dieburg in the
Grand Duchy of Hessen on 6 December 1798. He was registered at Antwerp in 1837 and died
in that city on 20 August 1863. He conducted the Groote Harmonie of Lier from 1830 up his
death and was assistant conductor of the Apollo wind band at Berchem (Antwerp) from about
1832 to 1860. The Civic Militia Band Muziekkorps van de Burgerwacht in Poperinge had a
German born conductor called Jean Zorn from 1837 to 1841. Friedrich-August Trenschel,
staff musician with the band of the 4th Regiment of the Line was appointed conductor of the
Sinte-Cecilia band of Grembergen in 1846 and had previously conducted the band of Hamme
for some years. The Société Royale d’Harmonie of Antwerp was founded by the German
clarinetist and conductor Frédéric-Jean Printz (cf. p.209), succeeded by another German
Jean-Valentin Bender. When the society decided to look for a new (third) conductor in the
summer of 1829, the five musicians standing for the job were all Germans! The official
candidates were Alminraden, Fischer (Düsseldorf), Neumann, Bockmann (Dresden) and
Funck (Wiesbaden). Finally, Neumann, ancient conductor of the Court Band of the Prince of
Lippe-Detmold was accepted.
The conductor of the Ypres Fire Brigade Fanfare Band, Jean-Charles Otto (1805-1885) was
also of German origin, born in Lauchstadt, Prussia on 7 October 1805. He had been
bandmaster of the 2nd Artillery regiment (1838-1844) before he was appointed assistant
conductor of the Ypres Municipal Band and conductor of the Ypres Fire Brigade Band.

305. Jean- Charles Otto.

306. Obituary card of Charles Otto.

The above mentioned Joannes Georgius Keyser, conductor of the Band of the 8th Regiment
of the Line (based at Ypres) was appointed conductor of the Ypres Municipal Band
(Stadsharmonie) on 5 December 1835.
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Also in the Walloon country, many amateur wind bands were conducted by conductors of
foreign origin (wheter military bandmasters or not) A fine example is that of the Société
Royale d’Harmonie of Braine-L’Alleud that was conducted at one time by two musicians of
German origin. Christian Hofmann (1803–1863), born in Berlstaedt (Weimar), was
successively assistant bandmaster with a regiment of the Duke of Nassau (Germany), solo
clarinetist with the Dutch military band stationed at Namur (Belgium), conductor of the wind
band Sinte Cécile of Nivelles and of the band of Braine-L’Alleud. Jean-Martin Schmidt
(1786 - ?) who had been bandmaster of the Bands of the 10th Regiment of the Line (1834–
1842) and the Grenadiers Regiment (1843–1848) was born in Waldau (Westfalen); he was
also conductor of a wind band at Braine-L’Alleud from 1849 to 1853. Among the first four
conductors of the then famous colliery band of Mariemont were also three Germans:
Friedrich Saupe (first conductor of the Band of the Grenadiers Regiment), Jean-Valentin
Bender and Jean-Michel Frédéric Staps (respectively the first and the second conductor of
the Band of the Guides Regiment).
It is rather strange to find out that most written histories of 19th century bands pay much more
attention to the chairman of the board or “president” of the musical society than to the musical
conductor. So we often don’t know anything or very little about those conductors.
Up to about 1880 most amateur wind bands were conducted by amateur conductors; the best
musician, the local sexton or the local schoolteacher were considered as capable conductors.
As higher or even academic music education gradually developed, more and more
professional musicians became available. So many (almost always military) professional
musicians were attracted as conductor of amateur wind bands.
In 1887 the band De Goede Vrienden at Tielt got its first professional conductor Petrus Sercu
(Ardooie, 1891–1932) a schoolteacher who had studied at the Brussels Conservatory of Music
in order to graduate with a First Prize for euphonium. He also conducted four other amateur
bands (Ardooie, Pittem, Zwevezele and Dentergem) as well, which seems to indicate that real
professional conductors were still few.
3. Henri Séha and the Fanfare Wagnérienne.
A conductor who deserves some special attention is no doubt Hénri
Séha (1860-1941) who conducted the once famous Fanfare
Wagnérienne at the Brussels Conservatory of Music. Séha was born
on 29 January 1860 in Jodoigne. He studied the violoncello and the
trombone at the Royal Brussels Conservatory of Music and after
graduating he went to the Paris Conservatoire and studied trombone
with Paul Delisse and cornet with the famous cornet player JeanBaptiste Arban. Séha played the trombone with the Pasdeloup and
Lamoureux orchestras and also with the Paris Opera Orchestra. Still in
Paris, Séha got in touch with Adolphe Sax and became of the great
inventor’s collaborators. So, he got acquainted with the science of
musical acoustics and this resulted many years later in his book
307. Henri Séha.
Organographie générale des instruments à embouchure, simples et
chromatiques, en usage dans les orchestres modernes (1925) in which he dealt with all brass
instruments, ranging from the bugle or hunting horn to the Wagner-Tuben. In 1886 FrançoisAugust Gevaert, director of the Royal Brussels Conservatory of Music invited Séha to
become professor of trombone (and later also of double bass) at this prestigious institution.
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Séha was solo trombone player at the Brussels opera ‘La Monnaie’ and the ‘Concerts
Populaires’ during twenty-five years and with the ‘Concerts du Conservatoire’ during no less
than forty years. He also conducted several leading amateur wind bands, such as The Royale
Philharmonique Wavre, the Royale Harmonie de Wasmes and the Fanfare Royale des
Chasseurs de Binche. Séha wrote some 150 transcriptions of great symphonic compositions.
When Gevaert decided to set up an ensemble class for the brass players of the Brussels
Conservatoire in 1893, he invited Séha to conduct this class. At this very same moment,
Gevaert decided to replace the trumpet in F by the trumpet in B flat. The ensemble class was
in fact a real brass ensemble that consisted initially of:
Fanfare Wagnérienne
3 Trumpets in B flat
2 Tenor Trombones in B flat
1 Bass Trombone in F
1 Contrabass Trombone in B flat

2 Tenor Tuben in B flat
2 Bass Tuben in F
1 Bass in F
1 Contrabass in B flat 644

As this ensemble class was created to familiarize the students with the new brass instruments
introduced and promoted by Richard Wagner, it got known as Fanfare Wagnérienne.
Several composers wrote purposely for this ensemble, the best known among them being
Paul Gilson. In 1894 Gilson wrote Fantaisie dans la Forme Classique for trumpets,
trombones, tuben and bass tuba. Those “Tuben” had been made for Richard Wagner’s opera
cycle Der Ring des Nibelungen as the composer wanted
to bridge the sound difference between trombones and
French horns. In 1899, also for the Fanfare
Wagnérienne, Gilson wrote Fackelzug (4 trumpets in B
flat, 4 French horns in F, 4 “tuben” (2 tenor & 2 bass), 3
trombones in C, 1 tuba in B flat, 1 bombardon in B flat
plus percussion). However, the most popular piece
Gilson wrote for this ensemble was the Variations
Symphoniques (1903); Séha conducted the première in
November 1904 This standard piece for brass ensemble
consisted of a theme and 7 variations (1. molto
moderato; 2. Marziale; 3. Moderato Elégiaque; 4.
Allegro Tedesco; 5. Presto Scherzando Russo; 6.
Andante Ritenuto and 7. Menolento Lyrico. The work
was also adapted for fanfare band by the composer.
In April 1902, composer August De Boeck wrote a
Fantasy for 18 brass players, for the Fanfare
Wagnérienne Séha retired from the conservatory in July
1926 and died on 16 August 1941.
308. Henri Séha Organographie Générale.
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309. Concert program L’Écho de la Campine, Tunhout – 1885.
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W. MORE COMPOSERS.
1. Renowned Classical Composers.
PIETER VANDERGHINSTE (1789-1860) was born on 20
November 1789 in Kortrijk. During some forty years he was
choirmaster at the Saint Martin’s Church and composed quite some
religious music, including masses, Te Deums, cantatas and hymns,
besides choral works, songs and some operas such as Het Pruissisch
Soldatenkwartier and Breydel ou la Prise du Château de Male. In
1836 he founded the Société de Fanfares which he conducted for two
years and from 1843 to 1860 he conducted the Philharmonie band of
Ingelmunster. In 1850 the Kortrijk music school was created and
Vanderghinste was appointed teacher of several instruments at this
institution. Pieter Vanderghinste died in his native town on 21
October 1860. He wrote several wind- band pieces: Divertissement
ou potpourri pour harmonie à Six (1824), 7ème Marche (1829),
Walzer in Es (1818), Le Drapeau d'Honneur, march (1832),
Lauda Sion and Tantum Ergo both with fanfare band
accompaniment.

310. Pieter Vanderghinste.

LOUIS-JOSEPH BERLOT [SACRÉ] (1810-1891) was born in Brussels in 1810. He studied
composition with Karel Hanssens at the Brussels school of music. During 58 years he was
conductor of the Court Balls and was known under the stage name of SACRÉ. He composed
numerous waltzes, polkas, mazurkas and marches and was called “The Belgian Strauß”. With
his friend Jean-Baptiste Singelée (cf. p. 388) he founded the “Vauxhall Concerts” and later “The
Zoological Garden Concerts”. Louis Berlot died at Etterbeek (Brussels) in 1891. He composed
several pas-redoublés, redowas, marched and a popular Frascati-Polka for wind band
LÉON DE BURBURE (1812-1889). This composer and
musicologist was born in Dendermonde on 16 August 1812. He
studied violoncello with François Devigne and got a doctor’s
degree in Law at the University of Ghent. Though he composed an
opera, a symphony, overtures, chamber music and a lot of religious
music, Léon de Burbure de Wesembeek is especially remembered
as an expert musicologist. Besides several monographs he also
edited in 1882 Les oeuvres des anciens musiciens belges. He died
in Antwerp on 8 December 1889. In “Die Musik in Geschichte und
Gegenwart (MGG)” it is mentioned that he composed 15 pieces for
wind band. In his “Woordenboek der Toonkunst” (1890) Eduard
Melchior mentions that Léon de Burbure wrote overtures, fantasies,
311. Léon De Burbure.
divertimentos, medleys, airs variés, waltzes and marches for military
band. We mention Grand Fantasy for symphonic band on Meyerbeer’s’ Les Huguenots’ (1836)
and the overture Charles the Fifth.
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GUSTAVE DE BURBURE (1815-1893), brother of the previous, was born in Dendermonde on
22 July 1815. He did not only compose piano music, songs and religious
music, but also a lot of music for wind band. He was conductor of the
band of the Dendermonde Civic Militia (Burgerwacht). Besides marches
and dances for wind band, he also wrote several opera fantasies and
numerous band transcriptions of classical overtures. Many of those wind
band pieces were published by the Journal Royal de Musique Militaire
set up by the composer Gambaro in Paris. Gustave remained in the
shadow of his brother Léon; he died in Brussels on 25 October 1893.
312. Gustave de Burbure

BENOIT-CONSTANT FAUCONNIER (1816-1898) was born at Fontaine-l’Evêque on 28
April 1816. He studied with Fétis at the Brussels Conservatory of
Music. In 1842 he became conductor of Société d’Harmonie of
Thuin, founded by his father some 21 years earlier. From 1843 to
1869 he was musical director at the court of the Prince of Chimay.
He also started up again both the local wind band Sainte Cécile and
the municipal symphony orchestra and was conductor of the wind
band of the local Civic Militia Guard. Benoit Fauconnier composed
several operas including La Pagode and La Grande Chanson,
religious music, piano and choir music and several wind-band
pieces. He died at Thuin in 1898. Fauconnier wrote several pasredoublés for wind band, such as Marche solennelle,
Résistence, Titan, L'Association and a series of Twelve
Marches opus 137 dedicated to major Belgian cities. Among the concert pieces for wind-band
we mention Cantabile, Fantaisie de Salon, Fantaisie sur "La Pagode", Le Tic-Tac de la Meunière, Marche Solennelle opus 94, Potpourri sur le Petit Duc op131, Potpourri sur Fatinitza
op132, Potpourri sur le Cadet de la Marine op133, Potpourri sur Camargo op135, Rêverie,
Twelve Pieces for Fanfare Band and Variations on Motifs by Beethoven.
313. Benoit-Constant Fauconnier.
Burbure

314. Karel Miry.

KAREL MIRY (1823-1899) was born in Ghent on 14 August
1823. He studied with Mengal at the Ghent conservatory and
with Gevaert at the Brussels conservatory. He became leader of
the Ghent Theatre Orchestra and was musical director of several
orchestras and of the Band of the 1st Legion of the Civic Militia.
In 1847 he wrote the music of De Vlaamse Leeuw, the Flemish
national anthem, on a text by Hippoliet van Peene and this
preserved him from falling into oblivion. In 1857 Miry was
appointed professor of composition and conducting at the Gent
Conservatoire. He composed no less than 18 operas and
operettas, the most popular being Le Boucher d’Avesnes (1864),
as well as numerous choral and vocal pieces. Miry died in Ghent
on 5 October 1899.
His output for wind and fanfare band is impressive, though completely
forgotten today.
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For wind (harmonie) band he wrote: Valse en Fa (1840), Valse en Ré (1849), Première
Polonaise en Ré (1850), Première Fantaisie en La (1850), Ouverture en Ré (1851), Ouverture
de Brigitte pour Harmonie, Grande Fantaisie sur des Motifs de Jérusalem and Six morceaux
pour harmonie militaire.
For fanfare band he wrote: the marches Le Chant du Garde, Le Capitaine Henriot, Le Défilé,
La Vie Parisienne and Pas-Redoublé N 9 as well as Fantasy on La Belle Hélène, Fantasy on
L'Africaine, Fantasy on De Mulders, Fanfare, Première Fantaisie en Ut (1868) and Marche
Funèbre (1868) We already mentioned his cantatas using a wind band (cf. p.377).
FRANÇOIS-AUGUSTE GEVAERT (1828-1908) was born on
31 July 1828 at Huise near Oudenaarde. He studied the piano,
harmony and composition at the Ghent Conservatory of Music
and became a piano teacher at the age of fifteen. In 1847 he was
awarded the First Grand Prix de Rome for his cantata Le Roi
Lear. In 1871 he was appointed director of the Royal Brussels
Conservatory of Music. Gevaert wrote a series of authoritative
studies on music of the antiquity and the middle ages and his
most successful and interesting treatise on instrumentation Traité
Général d'Instrumentation published in Paris in 1863. He wrote
several opéra-comiques, cantatas and choir music. Quite
remarkable is his arrangement of Ludwig van Beethoven’s
Funeral March for a fanfare band consisting exclusively of Sax
instruments. This arrangement was performed at the funeral of
Gioacchino Rossini in 1868. François-Auguste Gevaert died on
24 December 1908 in Brussels. In 1848 he composed the wind
band overture Flandre au Lion.

315. August Gevaert.

PETER BENOIT (Harelbeke, 1834 – Antwerp, 1901), the founder
of the Antwerp Conservatory of music, was undoubtedly the leading
composer of the Flemish School in the 19th century and responsible
for the modern renaissance of Flemish music. Charles Gounod called
him rightly “The Rubens of Music”. In 1857 he was awarded the
First Grand Prix de Rome for his cantata Le Meurtre d’Abel. Besides
ten operas, six oratorios, twenty cantatas (cf. p.378), choir music,
religious compositions, orchestral and piano music, Benoit wrote
several compositions for wind band. At the age of fourteen he
became a founding member of the fanfare band Sinte Cecilia at
Harelbeke and in 1850 he wrote the march Pâques Fleuries for this
band. In 1852 he sent a Potpourri to the fanfare band of Waregem
and in 1856 he wrote Ouverture Fantastique for fanfare band. In
1872 he wrote a Processional March for the fanfare band of the
Saint Augustine parish in Antwerp. Several of Benoit’s orchestral 316. Peter Benoit 1857.
marches, mostly extracted from operas or cantatas, were transcribed for wind band by
contemporary military conductors. John Philip Sousa made a transcription of the Entr’acte et
Valse from Benoit’s opera Charlotte Corday in 1894 and the Sousa Band also performed
Benoit’s Vlaamsche Volksmarsch in 1893.645
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JAN BLOCKX (Antwerp, 1851 – Kapellenbos, 1912) succeeded
Peter Benoit as director of the Antwerp Conservatory of Music in
1901 after having taught harmony for many years at this
institution. Blockx was an organist who also studied with Carl
Reinecke in Leipzig and he was a friend of Edvard Grieg. He
composed eight operas that were performed all over the world. His
most popular composition was Flemish Dances for orchestra. The
famous British conductor and arranger Dan Godfrey made a
transcription for wind band of this suite. The Sousa Band played
this suite in 1913, 1915 and 1923.646
Jan Blockx also wrote several original pieces for wind band. In 1883 he
composed Hulde aan Conscience (Tribute to Conscience), an overture
for wind band, for the inauguration ceremony of the novelist’s statue in front of the Antwerp
municipal library. For that same occasion Blockx also wrote a Conscience March for wind
band. In 1891 he wrote a Turnermarsch (March of the Gymnasts) and in 1893
Kunstenaarsmarsch (March of the Artists), both also for wind band. In 1903 he wrote the
cantata Scheldezang (Song of the river Scheldt) for choir and wind band on a text by the poet
Rafaël Verhulst (1866-1941), written for a ‘Venetian Night Festival’ commemorating the
liberation of the river Scheldt and the 25th anniversary of the Antwerp gymnastic association
on 9 August of that year and performed on two boats.
317. Jan Blockx.

LEON MOEREMANS (Ninove, 1861 – Gent, 1937) was professor
of harmony at the Ghent conservatory of music and prepared a lot of
students for the Prix de Rome. He was director of the Waregem
music school and ran a musical instrument factory in Ghent and got
several patents for improvements of some brass instruments (cf.
p.398). He also founded his own music publishing firm “La
Villageoise” in Ghent in 1895. He composed operas, a symphony
and orchestral and choral pieces. Yet he was attracted by popular
music and conducted three amateur wind bands. No wonder he wrote
a series of band compositions: Miekens Marsch (1887), Marche
funèbre à la Mémoire de Charles Miry (1888), a waltz Jeunes
318. Leon Moeremans.
Cœurs, Marche des petits Troupiers and an overture L’Armée
(1890), a mazurka Doux Accents, a fantasy Les Troubadours (1891), Kaiser Wilhelm Marsch,
the schottish Nella and the processional march Sainte Marie (1892). His firm “La
Villageoise” edited also several of his own band compositions: Cinq Morceaux pour
orchestre militaire (1895), Trois Morceaux pour orchestre militaire (1896) and the pasredoublé Union et Patrie (1897). Undated are Marche Religieuse and Marche de Triomphe.
GUILLAUME LEKEU (1870-1894) was born at Heusey, near
Verviers on 20 January 1870. His family moved to France and Lekeu
graduated for philosophy in Paris where he also studied with his
fellow-countryman César Franck. In 1891 he obtained a Second Grand
Prix de Rome in Brussels, after having studied privately with Vincent
d'Indy. Guillaume Lekeu died of typhoid fever in Angers, France on 21
January 1894. He wrote Introduction et Adagio for euphonium solo
and symphonic band (1891).
646
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2. Wind band composers.
Several less-known composers, usually conductors of one or more amateur bands or even
wind band music publishers, specialized more or less in composing for wind band.
FELIX AERTS (Sint Truiden, 1827-1863) taught music at the College of Education of Nivelles,
wrote music and instrumental method books and composed songs for school children, chamber
and choral music. The Paris National Library boasts several of his wind band compositions
published in the French capital between 1855 and 1864: the pas-redoubles L'Age d'Or, Les
Lauriers and Le Montrouge, the processional marches Marche festivale and La Fête Dieu and
the quadrilles Anacréon, Le Bien-Aimé, Brindestioc and Le Carioleux.
LOUIS-JOSEPH BAUDONCK (Schoten, 1847 – Brussels, 1925) was enlisted as a boy of 15
in the Band of the 8th Rifles Regiment in Liege. He studied for some time at the Liege
Conservatory but when the band left the town he was obliged to continue his musical studies on
his own. In 1873 he left the army and settled in Mons to conduct a lot of amateur wind bands in
the Borinage area and devoted his time to composing. For wind band he wrote the marches
Amiral, Arabi-Pacha, De Wet Marche, En Avant, La Printanière, Le 15ème Anniversaire, Le
Borain, Le Contrebandier, Le Corsaire, Le Croisé, Le Mariemontois, L'Ocarien, L'Ourse de
Saint-Ghislain, L'Union de Saint-Ghislain, Marcel Marche, Marche du Progrès, Marche Royale,
Marche Solennelle, Le Progrès, Raoul, Saint-Ghislain, Souvenir de Dinant, Souvenir de Gand
and Souvenir de Troncourt ; the processional marches Alleluia, La céleste Sion, Croix et
Bannières, Dieu soit loué, Gloire au Créateur, La Croisade, Lys et Roses and Rosa Mystica ; the
(most successful) concert marches Marche des Géants, Marche des Incas and Marche
Druïdique ; the fantasies Les Bergers, Dans la Vallée, Chanson du Gondolier, Les Emigrants, En
Traineau, En Vacances, Fête sous les Orangers, Par Monts et par Vaux, Le Roi d'Yvetot, Soirée
d'Automne, Soirée d'Hiver, Un Jour de Fête and Voix Nationales; the overtures Aux Roches de
Nayes, La Créole Les Faucheurs, Ouverture Champêtre and Persévérance; the dances Au-delà
des Pyrénées (Spanish dance), Ballerina (mazurka), Chanson Arabe, Chanson Béarnaise,
Chevrette (polka), El Torero (bolero), Fantaisie Polonaise, Le Postillon (galop), Pâquerettes
(concert waltz), Sur le Lac (barcarole), Tarantella and Zerbine (redowa).
LOUIS CANIVEZ (Binche, 1837 - Ittre, 1911) was only 13 years old
when he conducted his first concert at the Mons theatre. In 1856 he
became a schoolmaster and at the age of twenty he joined the Band of
the 9th Regiment of the Line as a conscript. During those seven months
he started composing for wind band. He also conducted no less than 32
different amateur wind bands including Harmonie de Charleroi,
Harmonie Métallurgique de Marcinelle, Fanfare des Loupards
Chimaciens, Fanfare de Thy-le-Château, Fanfare de Merbes-leChâteau, Harmonie de Fosses and the band of Sainte-Marie d’Oignies,
next to several choirs. He was also very active in several band
organizations. Canivez wrote an important study book “École de
Fanfare" (Wind Band School) and played an important role in the 320. Louis Canivez.
history of Belgium wind band music. Among his numerous wind band
compositions we mention: the marches Cécilia, Le Drapeau, L'Écho de la Warche, L'Entrée en
Ville, Franz Marsch, Gai Soldat, Grande Marche de Concert, Grande Marche Nuptiale, Joyeux
Retour, Les Joyeux Pompiers, Le Jubilaire, Marche Nuptiale, Marcia Legeria, Oeil et Bras, Le
Petit Mineur, Le Plouys, Le Président, Le Prix d'Honneur, Le Retour du Festival 1880, SimonneYvonne, Souvenir de Chartres, Souvenir de Genève, Souvenir de Leuven, Souvenir de Saint451

Denis, Touristen Marche and Le Vainqueur; the processional marches Marche de Procession,
Marche Solennelle de Procession, La Sainte Barbe, La Saint-Jean and Notre Dame d'Ittre; the
funeral march In Memoriam ; the overtures Bona Fortuna, op 224, Fête au Bois, L'Émulation,
Les Glorieuses, Louise, L'Union fait la Force, Le Serment des Conjurés, Sous les Tilleuls and
Travail et Progrès; the fantasies Fantaisie de Concert (for alto saxophone), Fantaisie Pastorale,
Fantaisie sur "Lakmé", Fantaisie Variée, Fantaisie Variée sur des Airs Styriens, Florette, La
Petite Marraine, La Printanière, Réveil, Scènes Champêtres, Sigurd, Souvenir de Donizetti,
Souvenir des Alpes, La Thudinienne, Un Caprice and Une Fête sur la Néva; several dances and
solo pieces. Canivez’s compositions were published in Belgium, France, The Netherlands and
even by Missud in the USA.
DIEUDONNÉ DAGNELIES (Lobbes, 1825 - Charleroi, 1894) played the two-valve cornet in
the local band at the age of twelve. In 1847 he joined the famous
wind band Harmonie Verreries de Mariemont, conducted by
Valentin Bender who became his teacher. He later became Bender's
assistant conductor and in 1873 his successor with this band. By
1850, he had abandoned his profession of glasscutter and choose a
musical career. Dagnelies conducted successively some 29 different
bands in the Charleroi area and obtained several national and
international prizes. As winner of the international contest at Lille
(France) in 1883 he was personally congratulated by Ambroise
Thomas, director of the Paris conservatoire. In 1872 Dagnelies
opened a private music school in Charleroi. He was a fine teacher
and among his pupils we should mention the military conductors
Joseph Labory, Antoine Quinet and Victor Turine. Dagnelies
composed a lot for wind band and also wrote numerous
transcriptions of large symphonic works by Berlioz, Gevaert,
321. Dieudonné Dagnelies.
Lalo, Liszt, Massenet, Meyerbeer, Saint-Saëns, Wagner and many
others. He also wrote a series of transcriptions for the Guides Band in Brussels. Besides several
marches, Dagnelies composed several concert pieces such as Air Varié for alto clarinet and
band, Grand Air Varié for alto saxophone and band, Grande Marche Triomphale, the overtures
I Masnadieri and Les Bords de la Meuse, Polka Jubilaire and Souvenir de l'Exposition d'hygiène
et de sauvetage for flugelhorn and band .His treatise for band conductors “École de Fanfare”
was very successful.
JEAN-BAPTISTE DE LANNOY (Wavre, 1824 - 1891) became a renowned clarinetist who
was acclaimed in Paris and Brussels. He was a musician with the Band of the Imperial Guides
of Napoleon III in Paris. Later he conducted the fanfare band Les Amis Réunis in Wavre. He
composed a.o. a Te Deum, several masses and a lot of wind band pieces as well as solo pieces
for varied wind instruments. His Ouverture Militaire won a band composition prize at
Dunkerque (France) in 1865. De Lannoy died at Wavre in 1891.
ARTHUR D’HAENENS (1845-1912)
This well-known oboist was born in Brussels on 24 March 1845. He studied with Baudelet,
Michelot and Godineau at the Royal Conservatory of Music of his native town. He composed
a lot of occasional pieces such as the Triumphal March for Military Band (1882)
commissioned by the Government of Venezuela. D’Haenens died on January 5, 1912. Among
his wind-band compositions we mention: Aubade Militaire, Babillage d'Oiseaux, Bal
d'Etudiants, Duo des Fauvettes, Espoir Secret, Express Polka, Marche du Congo, Pluie de
Fleurs, Plus Rien sans Toi, and Présage Heureux.
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CHARLES DUYCK (Tielt, 1822 - Saint-Gilles, 1888) studied at the Brussels Conservatory and
later taught counterpoint at this institution. He was the first director of the Anderlecht School of
Music. In 1882/1883 he privately taught Paul Gilson harmony, counterpoint, fugue and
composition. He died in Saint Gillis on 2 December 1888. Duyck composed also band works
such as the fantasies La Pensée and Limbourg, the overtures Les Flandres and Médée.
JEAN-LOUIS GOBBAERTS (1835-1886) was born in Antwerp on 28 September 1835. He
studied at the Royal Brussels Conservatory and composed over 1000 works, mostly for the
piano, including waltzes, marches, polkas, romances etc. He died in Saint-Gilles (Brussels) on
5 May 1886. Gobbaerts used the pseudonyms Streadbog, Ludovic and Levy. For wind band
he wrote the waltz Aimons-nous, Le Concert dans le Feuillage, L'Hirondelle for flute solo and
band, the march Patria and the popular Tramway Galop.
THEODORE CHARLES GODDING (Antwerp, 1822 - ?) studied French horn at the
Brussels Conservatory of Music. He performed as a soloist in Belgium and in France (Paris
and Lyon). From 1867 to 1870 de taught French horn, keyed trumpet and cornet at the
Antwerp music school. He was conductor of the Antwerp Civic Militia Band. Besides a lot of
music for French horn, he also composed several pieces for fanfare band, mostly fantasies.
JEAN HEYMANS (1836-1904) was born on 26 July1836 in Brussels and became a music
teacher. He conducted the famous Brussels wind band Cercle Instrumental (1887-88). In 1880
he composed a Patriotic Cantata for the 50th anniversary of the country, performed at the
inauguration of the monument of King Leopold I in Brussels. Among his compositions for
wind-band we mention the fantasies Euterpe, Fantasie Nr1, Fête à Bord, Souvenir de Russie,
Sur la Pelouse and Terpsis, the overture L’Aube, several dances such as the bluettes Au Bord
de l'Amblève and Fillette et Grand-Mère, the waltz Confidence Amour, the mazurka
Andalucia, the polka Boute-en-Train and several marches including Le Défilé des Hussards,
Fraternité, Marche Funèbre and Stella.
LOUIS-ADOLPHE MAYEUR (1837 -1894) was born in Menen near the French border on
24 March 1837 as the son of a music teacher and conductor. At the age of 18 Louis joined a
French military band and began studying clarinet, saxophone, and conducting. He studied the
clarinet with Hyacinthe Klosé at the Paris Conservatory and obtained a First Prize in 1860. He
was demonstrator for the new instruments of his fellow-countryman Adolphe Sax and was
one of the first saxophone virtuosi. He was the first saxophonist to be employed by the Paris
Opera Orchestra as a permanent member and he remained with that organization for twenty
years, doubling on bass clarinet. Mayeur was also a member of the Garde Républicaine Band
and wrote some works for band: Caprice Polka, for clarinet solo and band, Chants et Airs de
Danse des Gauchos, Danse des Nubiens, Polka des Nids for 2 piccolos and band, and Valse
Caprice for clarinet solo and band. Mayeur also transcribed a series of classical works for
wind band He died in Paris on 16 September 1894.
JEAN-BAPTISTE MOINY (1856 - ?) was born in Namur on8 July 1856 and studied flute
and piano at the local music school. He was a flutist with the Band of the 7th Regiment of the
Line during six years and later became a successful flute soloist. In 1879 he became
conductor of the Harmonie Royale of Marche. Moiny composed the opera Le Sanglier des
Ardennes and a great number of compositions for wind band, such as the overtures Estelle and
La Bélida, the fantasy Les dernières feuilles (Winner of a Composition Prize in Paris in 1884),
the marches Au Val de Poix, Fanfan, Joyeux Clairons, Les Poilus and Nos Soldats
Vainqueurs.
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JEAN PAQUE (1829-1899) was born in Brussels on 24 May 1829. At the age of twenty he
obtained a First Prize for trombone at the Royal Brussels Conservatory of Music. He taught at
the Leuven school of music before becoming professor at the Brussels Conservatory. He
published several pedagogical instrumental methods, wrote some 40 studies for trombone and
composed a lot for symphonic and fanfare band, such as Marche processionnelle and Marche
triomphale. Paque was conductor of the Band of the Brussels Mounted Civic Guard. He died in
Brussels in 1899.
ALEXIS PIERLOZ (1853-1919) was born in Hasselt on 18 January
1853. His father, a sexton and municipal carillon player, was his first
music teacher. In 1875 he became conductor of the Société Royale Ste
Cécile. Although Alexis was largely an autodidact musician, he wrote
a most interesting and much appreciated orchestration handbook for
candidate wind band conductors, Manuel d’Orchestration à l’usage
des aspirants Chef-directeurs des musiques d’Harmonie et de
Fanfare, published in Brussels in 1891. Pierloz arranged and
transcribed a lot of folksongs (such as Hasselts Meilied) and
symphonic works for wind band. Moreover, he composed some
original marches and fantasies for wind band. Pierloz died in Hasselt
on 29 May 1919.

322. Alexis Pierloz.

JEAN-THEODORE RADOUX (1835-1911) was born in Liege on 9 November 1835. He
studied at the conservatory of music of his native town and became a
bassoon teacher. He studied composition with Halévy in Paris and
obtained a First Grand Prix de Rome in 1865 with his cantata Le Juif
errant (The Wandering Jew). In 1872 he became director of the Royal
Conservatory of Music of Liege. In that same city he founded the
Grétry Museum and was the animator of the local 'Société des
Concerts Symphoniques’. Jean-Théodore Radoux died of pneumonia
in Liege on 20 March 1911. He composed many lyrical works, choir
compositions of national inspiration, romances and religious music.
For wind band he wrote Grande Marche Internationale, Grande
Marche Nationale Belge, La Plus Jolie (mazurka) and two hymns for
mixed choir and band L'Art et la Liberté (1863) and Le Travail .
323. Jean-Théodore Radoux.

HENRI S'JONGERS (1892–1911) was a member of the Guides Band in Brussels and also
conducted several amateur wind bands such as Union des Fanfares Jette and Saint Cecilia Asse.
He composed several marches including Artillerie Légère (Light Artillery), Fraternitad, Light
Cavalry, Marche Indienne and The Royal Guards, besides a series of concert pieces such as the
overture Fantaisie Musicale, the fantasies Mécène, Réjouissance, Saragossa and Une Fête à
Bucharest, the concert marches Honneur et Probité and Travail et Perséverance and several
dances such as the mazurkas Ballistia, Enidrahcir Hulda and Mariette, the waltzes La Gentille
Bertha, Jolie Fidélité and Un Doux Rêve.
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HUBERT S'JONGERS (†1935) was the director of the Brussels band music publishing firm
“Le Fétis” founded in 1885.647 He was also conductor of the Band of the 3rd Legion of the
Brussels Civic Militia, of the Union des Fanfares of Jette-Saint-Pierre and of the wind band De
Ster at Evere. He died at a great age in Brussels in January 1935.648 For wind band he wrote
several marches L'Anniversaire (Birthday March), Cérès, La Garde d'Honneur, La Garde
Républicaine 1873/1898, Gothembourg, Heidelberg, Heureux Anniversaire, Ils sont là les
pompiers, Le Président d'Honneur, Marche du Jubilé Provincial, Marche du Prince Albert, Salut
au Progrès and Schwarze Husaren, the overture Clodio, the suite Le Rêve de Pierrot, the fantasy
Saragossa and the dirge La Couronne d’Immortelle.
EDOUARD VAN BUGGENHOUDT (1818–1877) was born in Brussels on 16 July 1818.
He studied at the Royal Conservatory of Music of his native town. He taught music at the
Athenaeum of Arlon and conducted the Société Philharmonique of that town and was
moreover inspector of the wind bands of the province of Luxemburg for some twenty years.
From 1842 to 1847 he conducted the Société Royale d’Harmonie de Braine-L’Alleud. In 1856
his Cantata for the 25th anniversary of the reign of King Leopold II won a composition
contest. In 1851-52 Van Buggenhoudt founded Le Métronome a monthly periodical
publishing new scores for wind band conductors.649 He promoted first of all Belgian wind
band music composers and arrangers. Edouard Van Buggenhoudt died at Saint-Josse-tenNoode (Brussels) on 4 May 1877. Besides several choral works, he composed a series of wind
band compositions: Mélancolie et gaieté (1848), the gallops Champagne, La Posterie (1854),
La Prise d’Inkerman (1855) and Le Ruwaert (1860), the waltzes L’Arlonaise (1850) and
Hygie (1854), Pot-pourri sur des airs populaires luxembourgeois (1848), Grande Fantaisie
sur l’opéra Fanchonette (1857), Mosaïque sur la Reine de Saba (1863) and several marches
and pas-redoublés including La Comète, Le Comte Orloff, Le Drapeau d’Honneur,
Luxembourg, Marche Nouvelle, Au Mexique !, Milanollo and La Paix.
JULES-EMILE STRAUWEN (1863-1943) was born on 23 May 1863. He created his own
music publishing firm in 1889. He conducted Le Cercle Fétis (Sint-Joost-ten-Noode), the
Société Royale Sainte Cécile (Andenne), the Fanfare van Ronse, the Société Royale Cercle Artistique (Laken) and the Phalange Artistique (Brussels). Jules-Emile Strauwen died on 4 May 1943.
For wind band he composed the marches: 1905, A Kopstal, Albert I, A l'Ouest, Belge avant tout,
Bruxelles-Excelsior, Casque sans Pointe, Centaures, Clairon Joyeux, Cronstadt-Toulon,
Fortschritt, Liège-Concours-Exposition, Lieutenant Toccato, Matuvu, Noces d'Argent, Nos Gars,
Nul s'y frotte, Outsider, Pas à Pas, Patrie, Paul Krüger, Pax, Ralliement, Signor Walter,
Souvenir de l'Exposition, Tes Yeux and Walk-Over ; the processional marches : Alleluia, Ave Rex,
Bethléem, Christus, Christ-Roi, Descente de Croix, Jérusalem, Laudes, Léon XIII, Sainte Begge,
Sainte Philomène, Saint Sacrement and Saint Ursmar ; the dirges : Ad Patres, Le Glas Funèbre,
Sur la Tombe de mon Père and Sur la Tombe du Soldat Inconnu ; the concert marches : Alma
Mars, Breydel, Cortège Fleuri, Grote Triomfmarsch, Huldezang, Jubelmarsch, Marche-Cantate,
Marche du Couronnement and Marche Nuptiale ; the overtures : Astrid, Bruyères Campinoises,
Cromwell, Elmar, Esquisse Florale, Florida, Junon, Kaïta, Liliane, Ouverture Joyeuse,
Ouverture Printanière, Princesse Clémentine, Prinses Marie-José, Rosane and Sous la
Feuillée/Onder het Lover and the concert pieces : Air Varié nr.1, nr.2 & nr.3, Au Bord du
Ruisseau, La Reine des Fées, Mimosa, Noces Villageoises, Scènes Rustiques and Scènes
Tyroliennes.
Cf. page 410.
Revue Musicale Belge, 20 January 1935.
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Cf. page 407.
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EDUARD VAN HEE (1810 - 1880).
Eduard Van Hee was born on 28 August 1810 in Roeselare. He
studied the ophicleide and played in the local Sint Cecilia band.
At first, he was a professional butcher, but in 1868 he became a
“master of music” (music teacher and conductor) and conducted
the wind band of De Jongelingskring. Van Hee died in Roeselare
on 14 May 1880.
He wrote several pieces for wind band such as Air Varié pour
Ophicléïde Basse, Variations pour Trombone et Petite Harmonie,
the marches Inno Populare a Pio IX and Rostra, the waltzes De
Morgenster, Mandelbloem and La Gueule and the overture
Leopold II.
324. Eduard Van Hee.

WILLEBRORD VAN PERCK (1838-1925).
Willebrord Van Perck (Mechelen, 1838 - Schaarbeek, 1925) started his career as military
musician with the Carabineers Band and became assistant conductor of Charles Panne. Van
Perck was conductor of the renowned Brussels amateur band Cercle Instrumental from 1881 to
1884 and from 1888 to 1906. He also conducted at one time the Union Instrumentale in Geneva
(Switzerland), the fanfare bands Kunst en Vaderland and Cercle Weber at Schaarbeek and the
K.H. St Cecilia of Evere. There is still a Willebrord Van Perck street in Evere (Brussels).
Van Perck composed quite a lot for wind band including the marches A travers tout, Au Pas,
Aux Armes, Bon Vivant, Bonne Chance, Bruxelles en liesse, Bulgarie, Chant de Fête, Clairons
en avant, En Partant, Feu et Flamme, Garde Montante, Joyeux Tambours, La Porte Royale, Le
Bon Vivant , Le Dandy, Le Fringant Volontaire, Le Petit Belge, Le Petit Lutin, Les Musicadins,
Le Triomphant, Marche des Amis Réunis, Marche des Beaux-Arts, Marche des Pèlerins,
Concours Genève 1890, Marche du Tir Fédéral, Marche Royale, Noces d'Argent, Passe-Partout,
Petit Borain and Salut aux Artisans, the processional marches Madonna, Marche des Mages,
Mater Dei and Sainte Ange the dirge Cyprès et Pensées and the concert march Victoire. He also
wrote numerous concert pieces such as the overtures Apollon, Confidence, Cyrus and Ouverture
Jubilaire and the fantasies Aubade Espagnole, Fantaisie Originale, Fleurs des Bois, Fleurs des
Champs and Grande Fantaisie Originale and a series of dances and solo pieces.
MICHEL VAN REMOORTEL.
Michel Van Remoortel was born in Binche. He was conductor of the famous fanfare band Les
Chasseurs de Binche (1868–1904), the fanfare band of Deux-Houdeng, the wind band Harmonie
de la Fabrique de Glaces de Floreffe, the Société Royale Philharmonique de Quaregnon (1884–
1904) and the also famous Brussels fanfare band Phalange Artistique (1885–1904). With the
latter Vanremoortel won an international wind band contest in Paris in 1885. He composed
several works for wind band and published a lot of them himself as well; his band music
publishing firm was settled at the avenue Fonsny in Brussels. Vanremoortel was officer of the
Académie Française. Among his wind-band compositions we mention the overtures Blanchana,
France et Gaule and La Confiance, the fantasy Fleurs de Mai, the Air Varié de Concours and the
marches Grande Marche Triomphale, La Jeune Garde, Le Luron, Les Gueux, Souvenir de Huy
and Wattignies.
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3. Military wind band composers.
CONSTANTIN BENDER (1826-1902) was born in Sint-Niklaas on
12 November 1826 as the son of military bandmaster Jacques Bender.
At the age of fifteen he joined the army as a military musician and was
first a drummer boy with the 10th Regiment of the Line. In 1849 he
became solo clarinetist with the Band of the 1st Regiment of the Line,
conducted by his uncle, Jean-Valentin Bender. In 1860 he was
appointed bandmaster of the Band of the 1st Grenadiers Regiment and
from 1892 to 1897 he was inspector of the Belgian military bands. His
brother Adam Bender was also a military bandmaster. Constantin
Bender died on 26 July 1902 in Sint-Gillis-Waas. Besides many
transcriptions Constantin Bender wrote several compositions for wind
band such as the marches Le Bienfaiteur, Le Vainqueur, Hommage à
l'Armée, Hommage à Saint-Nicolas and the March of the 1st Grenadier
Regiment, the bolero Alida, the barcarole Une Nuit au Château,
325. Constantin Bender.
the gallop Éveil, the polka for 2 cornets Victoire and the
Ouverture de Concours written for an international contest in Lille (France) in 1882.
JEAN-VALENTIN BENDER (1801–1873) was born in Bechtheim,
Germany in 1801. At the age of 18 he enlisted as a clarinetist in the
Dutch Army and some years later he became a bandmaster in the
French Army. In 1826 he refused an offer to become director of a
military conservatory of music in Cairo, Egypt and settled in Belgium
where he was offered the position of director of the Grande Harmonie
in Antwerp. When Belgium became an independent country in 1830,
Bender was appointed conductor of the Band of the 1st Regiment of
the Line. King Leopold I asked him to form a military band attached
to his personal guard, the Band of the Belgian Guides, "The King’s
Own". Bender, himself a clarinet virtuoso, was professor at the Royal
Brussels Conservatory and Adolphe Sax, inventor of the saxophone,
was one of his most talented private pupils. In 1863 Jean-Valentin
Bender became Inspector of the Belgian Military Music. He died in
Brussels in 1873. He wrote quite some works for wind band; 326. Jean-Valentin Bender.
among those several fantasies such as Caprice sur des motifs de
Guido et Ginevra, Charivari, Deuxième Fantaisie sur Guiramento, Fantaisie des Diamants de la
Couronne, Fantaisie Elegante composée sur des Motifs de l'Opéra "La Favorite", Fantaisie
Militaire sur des motifs de Nicolai, Fantaisie pour Harmonie Militaire, Fantaisie sur des Motifs
de Bélizaire, Fantaisie sur des Motifs de l'Opéra "Les Mousquetaires de la Reine", Fantaisie sur
de Motifs de Lucie de Lammermoor, Fantaisie sur Guillaume Tell avec thème et variations du
'Souvenir des Alpes' and Fantaisie sur l'Opéra Moïse de Rossini, several Air Variés such as
Grand Air Varié pour harmonie militaire à l'usage de concours, Souvenir des Alpes, air varié
pour divers instruments and Introduction et Air Varié, overtures such as Ouverture d'Haydée and
Ouverture pour Grand Orchestre, some dances such as Almaks-Tänze, the gallop L'Eveillé and
Vivat Polka, as well as several marches Le Prince Philippe, Le Réveil, March of the 1st Guides
Regiment, Pas Redoublé sur des Airs Namurois, Princesse Royale and Sturm-Marsch & Pasredoublé.650
Pieters, Francis, The Royal Symphonic Band of the Belgian Guides, A legendary wind band, Brussels 2018,
pp. 215-226.
650
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ANTOINE-JOSEPH CLÉMENT (1810–1883) was born in Brussels on 9 March 1810. He
studied at the Conservatory of his native town with NicolasWéry and Karel Hanssens. He was a
most gifted flautist and conductor. From 1833 to 1853 he was conductor of the Band of the 12th
Regiment of the Line. When he retired from the army, he settled in Virton and conducted the
local Société Philharmonique. Clément died in Brussels in October 1883. Among his works for
wind-band we mention Fantaisie Populaire, Fantaisie sur l'opéra ‘L'Africaine’, Fantaisie sur
l'opéra ‘Don Carlos’ de Verdi, L'Aurore (overture), Pot-pourri de l'opéra ‘Le muletier de
Tolède’, Marche de Procession and the march Tornagen.
JEAN-JOSEPH CHRISTOPHE (1847-1890) was born in Jumet on 1 August 1847. Aged 17
he went to the Royal Conservatory of Brussels and studied harmony, counterpoint and fugue
with Fétis. Later he also studied composition at the Liege Conservatory. In 1867 he became a
musician of the Band of the 8th Regiment of the Line and, four years later, he was appointed
bandmaster of the 1st Mounted Riflemen Regiment (Chasseurs à Cheval) and in 1873 conductor
of the Band of the 11th Regiment of the Line. Christophe also conducted amateur bands in
Mettet, Gosselies, Sainte-Marie-d'Oignies and Seraing as well as the wind band La Concordia in
Luxembourg. Jean-Joseph Christophe died in Liege on 11 July 1890. Besides some 300 dance
music pieces he also composed a lot for wind band. Some marches such as Leopold I and 1880
and concert pieces such as 11ème Air Varié (for bass trombone), Danse Bulgare, Fantaisie
Originale, Gavotte Princesse, Grand Air Varié, Grand Duo for clarinets and band, Grande
Fantaisie Variée on Méhul’s opera 'Joseph', Irma (redowa), La Fidélité (polka for cornet),
L'Emulation (fantasy), Les Grenouilles Savantes (polka), Les Muguets and Fortunant (waltzes),
Les Petits Oiseaux (fantasy) and Ouverture.
FRANS DE CONINCK (1855-1923) was born in Bruges on 12 December 1855. He first
studied at the local school of music and then the trumpet and the cornet with Hippolyte-Jean
Duhem at the Brussels Conservatory of Music and was awarded several First Prizes. In 1889 he
became conductor of the Band of the 1st Regiment of the Line and taught flugelhorn and cornet
at the Bruges academy of music. He also conducted amateur bands, such as St Cecilia Puurs
(1896–1906), bands of Bornem and Temse and the band of the Chasseurs-Éclaireurs of Bruges.
De Coninck died at Ledeberg on 4 January 1923. He composed several cantatas, operettas, choir
music and pieces for wind band including the overtures De Boerenkrijg and Marche Militaire,
the marches Klokke Roeland and Schollaerts Marsch and Fantasy on the operetta “Der Fidele
Bauer” by Leo Fall.
FELIX DEGREZ (1852-1909) was born in Mechelen on 18 February 1852. He was conductor
of the Band of the 8th Regiment of the Line from 1881 to 1909 and also
conducted the Band of the Antwerp Zoological Garden. Degrez was
acquainted with the composer Peter Benoit and arranged several tunes
by Benoit for band, including the march Harelbeke. He died in
Berchem on 11 February 1909. Degrez wrote a lot of fine
transcriptions for band as well as some original compositions such as
the marches Baron Dhanis Mars, Dynastie et Patrie, La Fille du
Tambour-Major (after Offenbach), Le Drapeau c'est la Patrie, March
of the 2nd Grenadiers Regiment, March of the 8th Regiment of the Line,
Peter Benoit March and Volksmars and the concert pieces Arlequinade
and the fantasy Petit Cortège Printannier.
327. Felix Degrez.
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AMAND GOVAERT (1848-1908) was born on 6 February 1848 in Bruges. Aged 16 he
joined the Band of the 3rd Lancers Regiment as a cornet player. Four years later he was
appointed bandmaster of the Band of the 2nd Lancers Regiment (being the youngest
bandmaster in the country) and conducted that band up to 1891. He also conducted several
amateur bands: L’Écho de la Gèthe at Jodoigne, the Cercle Royal at Aarschot, Koninklijke
Fanfare at Herent, De Groote Harmonie” at Lier (1866–1908) and the wind bands of Tildonk,
Berg, and Kampenhout. Amand Govaert died on 23 April 1908 at Leuven. His Ouverture
Fantastique was the test piece at the international wind band contest in Amiens (France) in
1883. Govaert composed a lot for wind band including the marches Allons-y Gaiement,
Champagne Lecrinier, Chazal, Encore et Toujours, Jemeppe sur Meuse, La Royale
Herentoise, La Trompette Guerrière, Le Cinquantenaire des Chemins de Fer, Le Radieux, Les
Lanciers, Lignard et Cavalier, Marche de Procession, Marche des Chevaliers, Rosario and
Souvenir de Vechtstreek. He also wrote several concert pieces such as the overtures Au Pays
des Genêts, Dans la Bruyère, Escalade, La Fée aux Yeux Bleus, La Princesse Enchantée, Le
Conquérant, Neptune, Ouverture Fantastique, Sous l'Egide de la Liberté as well as fantasies,
airs-variés and dances.
MICHEL KREIN (1839–1940) was born on28 January 1839 in
Esch-sur-Alzette (Luxembourg). Aged nineteen he became
conductor of the Clervaux wind band. In 1854 he was enrolled
in the military band at Diekirch. In 1860 Krein settled in
Belgium and became solo euphonium player in the Band of the
2nd Rifles Regiment (Chasseurs à Pied). Nine years later he
moved to the Guides Band and became successively TrumpetMajor in 1871 and assistant bandmaster in 1876. He also
conducted the Société Lyrique d'Harmonie at Braine-Le-Comte,
the Société Philharmonique at Laken and the Fanfare de
Marchienne-au-Pont. Krein died on 12 August 1910. He composed
several works for wind band, such as the marches Bienvenue, Gloire
328. Michel Krein.
au Champagne Mercier, La Garde de la Reine, Les Chasseurs
Luxembourgeois, Les Francs Tireurs, L'Obsession, Marche Canadienne and the concert
march La Garde du Roi which was awarded a First Prize in Paris in 1872. He also wrote
several fantasies such as Souvenir de Campine, Souvenir de Londres, Souvenir de Namur,
Souvenir de Puteaux, - Un Jour de Fête and Une Soirée chez les Hannetons, besides polkas
and waltzes.
HENRI JOSEPH LABORY (1843–1882) was born in Havelange on 1 March 1843. In 1865
he became bandmaster of the 1st Regiment of Mounted Rifles (Chasseurs à Cheval) and in
1871 of the Band of the 1st Carabineer Regiment, which he conducted up to his death. He
introduced, as first in Belgium, the saxophones in this military fanfare band. He also
conducted a lot of amateur wind bands with which he obtained many prizes at national and
international contests. He composed over 200 works for wind band. Labory died in Velainesur-Sambre (Sambreville) on 7 August 1882. Among his numerous wind-band compositions
we mention the marches Garde à Vous, L'Agriculture, La Reconnaissance, Le Bienvenu, Le
Triomphe, Les Petits Matelots, Pas Redoublé sur des Motifs de ‘La Jolie Parfumeuse d’Offenbach’, Pro Patria Belgica, Redowa and Sans Souci, the processional marches La Bénédiction
des Champs and La Paix, the fantasies Ah! Vous dirai-je Maman, Bouquet de mélodies sur La
Filleule du Roi, Grande Fantaisie sur ‘Hamlet’ d’Ambroise Thomas, Le Retour du Printemps,
Sur les motifs de ‘Mme L'Archiduc’ de Jacques Offenbach and Une Journée au Village, and
several overtures, air-variés, polkas and waltzes, many of them for fanfare band.
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CLOVIS LECAIL(1859-1932) was born in a Belgian family at Mondrepuis, France on 25
October 1859. At the Royal Brussels Conservatory, he
obtained First Prizes for trumpet, (with Duhem), harmony
(with Dupont) and counterpoint (with Kufferath). While
playing with the Royal Mint Opera Orchestra he was acting
as assistant teacher at the conservatory. In 1882 he was
appointed bandmaster of the Band of the 5th Regiment of the
Line in Antwerp and in 1897 he became bandmaster of the
Band of the 1st Grenadiers Regiment, combining this function
with the task of Inspector of Belgian Military Music from
1910 onwards. He retired from the army in 1920, though
remaining inspector of all military bands. Lecail died in
Brussels on 6 April 1932.
He composed some 175 pieces including quite a lot of wind band
329. Clovis Lecail.
compositions:
the marches: Alerte, Brabo, Bruxelles-Exposition, Cortège Byzantin, En revenant de BruxellesKermesse, Frais et Dispos, Hommage à Saint-Nicolas, Marche Canadienne, Marche du Vieux
Bruxelles, March of the 5th regiment of the Line, Joyeux Refrains, Retour d'Afrique, Toujours en
Avant, Victoire and Vlaamsche Volksmars.
the concert pieces : Au Crépuscule, Aventure de Carnaval, Belgica overture, Boula Matari,
Concerto Romantique, Danse Bohémienne, Divertissement à la Hongroise, Fantaisie sur des
Thèmes russes, Galant Menuet, Les Gladiateurs overture, Helvetia overture, Hyménée gavotte,
Kermesse Flamande, 1896 (Margueritat), Légende Moscovite, Ouverture Dramatique, Pax et
Bellum, Rapsodie Congolaise, Soldat, Sur le Lac Léman, Trumpet Concerto, Une Fête à BudaPesth, Une Patrouille au Camp, Valse des Chasseurs and Voyage autour de la Lune overture.
JULES PAINPARÉ (1830-1906) was born in Thuin on 31 January 1830. He studied with the
famous Flemish composer Peter Benoit. He joined the Band of the 1st Mounted Riflemen and
was conductor of the Band of the 1st Curasseers Regiment from 1835 to 1861. In 1861 he was
appointed bandmaster of the Band of the 6th Regiment of the Line and in 1892 he was made
honorary inspector of military music. He then founded a music school in Antwerp. He was for
some time conductor of the Katholieke Fanfare at Ypres. Painparé died in Borgerhout, near
Antwerp on 27 February 1906. He composed the marches Allons-y gaiement, À Pied et à Cheval,
À travers Tout, Blankenberghe, Casilda, Clairons, Tambours et Trompettes, La Guerre et la
Paix, Les Matelots, L'Indomptable, Malborough s'en va-t-en guerre Marche, Marche de
Procession, Mes Amours, Retour au Pays, Sautez Dansez et Chantez, Sonnez trompettes,
Souvenir de Koerspel, Souvenir d'Ostende, Toutes Voiles dehors and Trompettes et Basses and
also many polkas, waltzes, processional marches, fantasies and the Gevaert Cantata. He also
wote many wind band arrangements.
CHARLES PANNE (1822-1871) was born in Bruges on 25 October 1822. In 1847 he joined
the Band of the 4th Regiment of the Line, in 1851 he became assistant bandmaster of the 2nd
Mounted Riflemen and finally bandmaster of the Band of the 1st Carabineer Regiment. He also
conducted several amateur bands with a lot of success. Panne retired in 1863 and died in Halle
on 13 June 1871. He composed Caprice sur des Motifs d'Opéra, La Royale Belge (schottish),
Lucie, Mélange Musical, Pot-pourri de Rigoletto, Regrets (dirge) and the overtures Un Jour
d’ete and La Reine Louise-Marie.
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MICHEL-JOSEPH STEENEBRUGEN (1838-1903) was born on
10 September 1838 in Brussels. He joined the Band of the Guides
Regiment and was bandmaster of the Band of the 3rd Regiment of
the Line from 1867 to 1882 and then got in charge of the Band of the
Carabineers until he retired in 1891. He died in Sint-Jans-Molenbeek
(Brussels) on 2 October 1903. Steenebrugen was a most prolific
wind band music composer. He wrote the marches Au Pied Levé,
Bellone, Beverloo, Borny, Brabant, Bras-dessus Bras-dessous,
Bravoure, Chants de la Victoire, Confraternité, De Seraing à Ciney,
En Avant, En Campagne, En Condroz, En Garnison, Flandre,
Flandre au Lion, Forbach, Frais et Dispos, Frères d'Armes,
Gravelotte, Hainaut , Honneur au Drapeau, La Vie Militaire, Le
Bivouac, Le Défilé, Le Prince Baudouin, Le Réserviste, Les Archers,
Les Chasseurs Volontaires, Les Éburons, Les Enfants de la Troupe,
Les Monténégrins, Les Noces d'Argent, Leste et enjoué, Liège,
Marche de la Victoire, Marche des Bataillons Scolaires, Marche
Jubilaire, Marche la Tour, Marche du 3ème Régiment de Ligne,
Osman Pacha, Par Droit de Conquête, Par Monts et par Vaux,
Patrie, Prince Albert, Sambre et Meuse, Sans Rime ni Raison, 330. Michel-Joseph
Vaillance and Vlug en Vrolijk / Leste et Enjoué, the dirges Adieu,
Steenebrugen.
Cyprès et Pensées and Le Golgotha,, the processional marches Gloria
in Excelsis, Hosanna, La Reine des Moissons, Premières Fleurs and Printemps, the overtures
Belgique, Le Retour au Foyer, Les Ménéstrels and Ouverture Inédite, as well as many fantasies
and all kind of dances (polkas, waltzes, mazurkas…).
GUSTAVE TACK († 1896) was bandmaster of the Band of the 1st Lancers Regiment from
1890 to 1896. He also conducted the Fanfare Sainte Cécile at Mettet (1886-1895), the Fanfare
des Chemins de Fer (Railway Band) and the Fanfare des Postes (1887) both at Namur. He was
awarded the Press Prize at a composition contest for military conductors/composers in Rome.
Tack died in 1896. He composed the overtures La Ruche, Les Esprits de l'Âtre, Une Nuit d'Eté
and Vendange et Moisson, the fantasies Blanchette and La Reine Aurore, the marches Fleurs de
Champ, La Bienvenue, Marche Militaire and Le Touriste, the processional marches Fleur de
Mai, La Reine de Mai and Lauda Sion as well as many pieces (for solo instrument and band).
VICTOR TURINE (1855-1940). Pierre-Joseph (called Victor)
Turine was born in Cuesmes on 7 January 1855. He studied the
cornet with Dieudonné Dagnelies, a composer who conducted
some 30 amateur-windbands in Belgium and France (cf. p.
452). In 1878 Turine joined the Band of the 1st Rifles Regiment
as a euphonium player for some months. That same year he
became conductor of the wind band of his birthplace Cuesmes
and won two years later with this band a prize at an
international contest at Cambrai, France. Still in 1878 he also
became conductor of the wind band of Sirault. Later he
conducted bands at Jemappes, Harvengt, Havré and Bauffe
and the Sint Martinusfanfare of Halle (1893-1906) and won
several national and international prizes, mostly by performing
his own compositions. He also continued to study at the Mons
Conservatory and graduated with First Prizes for harmony,
counterpoint and fugue.
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331. Victor Turine.

Turine came back to military music in 1882 as bandmaster and became famous as conductor of
the Band of the Carabineer Regiment in Brussels. He retired in 1910 because he suffered from
cataract and was appointed Honorary Inspector of the Belgian Military Music. He was then much
in demand as an international and national adjudicator, whereas his compositions were imposed
as test piece in several countries. Turine died on 2 November 1940.
He composed over 200 pieces for wind band; the marches: Allegro Militaire, Le Baptême du
Feu, Bon Accueil (= Souvenir de Grammont), Boteanu (Rumanian-Belgian March), Bruxelles
Attractions, Bruxelles en Fête, Les Cadets de Brabant, Les Carabiniers sont là, Chandon
Marche, Compère et Compagnon, D'Aerschot à Montaigu, En Liesse, Face au Drapeau, La
Garde Marine, Jacob, Kéramis Marche, Marche des Aviateurs, Marche Jubilaire, Marche
Triomphale, Marche du 1er Régiment de Carabiniers, Paris-Bruxelles, Plume au Vent, Le Roi
Chevalier, Schaerbeek, Spearmint, Stanley-marche and Vers la Paix ; processional marches:
Adoro Te , La Saint Antoine and Sursum Corda ; the concert march Promenade du Khalife ; the
overtures: Élisabeth, Juliana, Les Émigrants, La Croix Rouge and Symphonie Pastorale and the
waltzes Edelweiss, Fraiche et Rose, T’en souviens-tu? and Valse Caline.His band compositions
were also very popular abroad, especially in France.
PIERRE VAN CALCK (1805-1858) was born in Brussels on 25 March 1805. From 1824 to
1829 he was a flautist in a Dutch army band of the occupying forces. In 1830 he was enrolled in
the Band of the 1st Regiment of the Line, conducted by Jean-Valentin Bender and three years
later he succeeded to Bender when the latter was put in charge of the newly created Guides
Band. Van Calck was also conductor of the Société Philharmonique of Bruges. He died in Diest
on 18 September 1858. Van Calck composed several works for wind band; among those the
fantasy Jeanette, Polonaise, Pot-pourri de L'Ambassadeur, Pot-pourri Gymme de Virgi and Potpourri National.
FRANÇOIS VAN DEN BOGAERDE (1832-1918) was born on 5 April 1832 in Ghent. In
1852 he obtained a First Prize for clarinet at the Royal Conservatory of Brussels in the class of
the famous Blaes (cf. p.322). He was a member of the orchestra of Jullien (cf. footnote 561).
From 1856 to 1886 he was conductor of the Band of the 9th Regiment of the Line while also
conducting several amateur bands. He was director of the music school of Aalst. He became
honorary inspector of military bands in 1892. On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of King
Leopold I’s accession to the throne Van den Bogaerde composed a cantata which was performed
in Ostend on 21 July 1856. He also composed two clarinet concertos. François Van den
Bogaerde died in Aalst on 5 March 1918. Besides the March of the 9th Regiment of the Line he
also composed La Fête Militaire (polka for 2 cornets), Le Kursaal - Souvenir d'Ostende (polka),
Le Roi de la Fève (quadrille), Les Sirènes (schottish), Notre Dame de Walcourt (processional
march), Premier Jour de L'An (schottish) and Premières Fleurs (fantasy).
EDMOND WAUCAMPT (1850-1911) was born in Tournai on 20 April 1850. In 1878 he
became bandmaster of the Band of the 2nd Regiment of the Line and in 1886 he moved to the
Band of the 9th Regiment of the Line. He retired from the army with the grade of honorary
inspector of military bands in 1910. He conducted some amateur bands and composed a lot,
including several operas. Waucampt died at Ixelles (Brussels) on 10 August 1911. He wrote a
series of marches: Hommage à Delmée, Le Colonel, Le Drapeau du Régiment, Marche de la
112 Brigade, Souvenir de Chercq and Vaillance; the processional marches Cor Dulce and
Sainte Cécile and the dirges Couronnes d'Immortelles and L'Adieu Suprême. There are also some
concert pieces such as Le Barde et la Châtelaine, the mazurka Léonora, the piccolo polka Le
Réveil de la Fauvette and the novelty Le Train Éclair.
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FRANÇOIS VAN HERZEELE (Ghent, 1830 - 1899) studied the clarinet a.o. with the
military bandmasters Louis Van The(e)msche at the Ghent Conservatory and Jean-Valentin
Bender (privately). He was a clarinetist with the Guides Band and eventually became himself
a military bandmaster as conductor of the Band of the 12th Regiment of the Line (1853-1858).
He also conducted several amateur wind bands including the Société Royale d’Harmonie in
Veurne, the Municipal Band of Ghent and the Société Philharmonique of Sainte-Maried’Oignies. Van Herzeele composed some 200 works including some Flemish operas and
operettas, besides cantatas, choral works and a series of wind band compositions.
International success for a military band conductor.
In 1871 the management of the Royal Alhambra Theatre in London organized a composition
contest in an attempt to incite composers to write a major original wind band piece, as the
repertoire still largely consisted of transcriptions. The Alhambra management offered a prize
of somewhat two hundred pounds (5.000 Belgians francs of that time) for best the fantasia for
wind band and choir. There were 36 entries. The adjudication committee was headed by the
famous composer Sir Arthur Sullivan and also comprised Luigi Arditi, Sir Jules Benedict and
James Smyth, conductor of the renowned Royal Artillery Band. They selected four
compositions that were performed by the Alhambra wind band conducted by M. Rivière,
before an audience of 6.000 people. The winning entry was the Fantaisie guerrière (The
Battlefield) by the Belgian composer and conductor François Van Herzeele.651 In a letter to
Van Herzeele, L Faulhaber, who played French horn in the Alhambra orchestra, related about
the big success and the admiration of the members of the Paris Garde Républicaine Band who
attended the concert, as the band happened to be on a concert tour in London.652

Wind band concerts at the Antwerp Zoological Garden
One of the typical places were large crowds attended open air band concerts was the
bandstand in the popular and renowned Antwerp Zoological Garden “Société Royale de
Zoologie d’Anvers” created in 1844. In 1857 the Zoo established its own wind band
consisting of 30 musicians conducted by Jean-François Janssens (1810) who conducted the
Antwerp Civic Militia Band (“Garde Civique”) since 1852 This band played each Thursday
afternoon and engendered a social activity around the bandstand area Janssens conducted this
popular band during 30 years He was succeeded by Felix Degrez, conductor of the Band of
the 8th Regiment of the Line During the summer months the military bands stationed in
Antwerp gave numerous concerts on the bandstand in the Zoo At first the Band of the 2nd
Rifles Regiment (2de Jagers te Voet) played two concerts a week and was soon followed by
the bands of the 2nd and 5th Regiments of the Line. In the 20th century both wars interrupted
this tradition which lasted up to 1985.

651
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Farmer, Henri George, The Rise and Development of Military Music, London, 1912, p. xii.
Grégoir, Edouard, Documents historiques relatifs à l’art musical et aux artistes musiciens, Brussels, 1874,
p. 311.
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332. Program of the 50th anniversary concert of
the Antwerp Zoological Society in 1893.
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